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IN(UIRY IN QUESTION: 1919 

What follows is the transcript of an inquiry which takes itself 
as its object: an inquiry into its own inquiry. 

It opens out of a mere marking of its questioning, '? ', and pro- 
ceeds by questioning that mark, and the progress of its inquiry 
as transcription of something 'open' into marks and questions - 
such transcription itself marked as only one thing open to the 
'writer'. Each successive attempt to-transcribe into words the 
opening transition into 'words', 'text', 'book', from some text- 
ually marked 'context' in which the transition is open, simply 
leads into a questioning of each such attempted transcription, 
the bringing of its terms 'into question'. The first section of 
the inquiry closes having marked out an internal 'logical' space 
and time of these opening questions, coordinated around the init- 
ial question of marking a question: so many 'dimensions' or lines 
of questioning 'question' - in particular the external 'physical' 
dimension of a 'space' and 'time' in which marking or transcription 
is (physically) open, and a 'poetic' or figural dimension in which 
that 'external' physical open-ness or space provides, like the 'in- 
ternal' logical space of logical, physical and poetic questions, 
an 'image' for those three coordinate dimensions in whose textual 
and contextual interplay their transcription into a logical space 
and time of questions is open. 
This interplay is then framed in a coupling of those dimensions of 
questioning in the poetic axis of an action or activity of inquiry 
organised by the question of framing a thousand or so texts of 
'theory' (found as so many books in the context of this inquiry), 
as so many framings of the whole, or some primary dimension, of 
their widest 'context' from different 'points' in what they dif- 
ferently frame as that common, universal, context. How frame this 
difference, its 'space' and 'time'? A 'drama' of theory from its 

pythagorean inception as 'vision' of a symmetric system or Kosmos 
of various dimensions of the 'mark' or 'point' (avýritav, . tL1f'wl) - 
at the time of inception of 'drama' and 'history' also, around 
'500BC' - down to a range of theoretical texts temporally situated 
in their contexts 'around 1970', is articulated in a 'dynamic' of 
inquiry in which successive books bring versions of a universal con- 
text proposed in earlier or opposed 'theories' into a questioning 
formulated through the identification of those other perspectives 
as so many limited partial views from more or less specific and 
questionable' points in the newly mapped universal frame. The 'in- 
ternal' dynamic of this book of inquiry itself, in which each such 
questioning of earlier theory in its turn comes into question, al- 
ways finds the 'terms' in which that question is marked in some 
later text, which is thereby made to follow in the sequence of the 
inquiry's mapping of its 'historical' context as an 'external' se- 
quence of theoretical texts, and their contexts as framed in terms 
drawn from those texts. 

Finally, in the closing section, this figure of inquiry or history 
itself appears in its own 'immediate' late twentieth-cen- 

tury context as questioning of and response to a range of books 
'around 1970' which verbally frame the inscription of language in 

a context it transcribes, in abstraction from the 'dramatic' ques- 
tion of such transcription as itself only one thing open in that 

context to its practitioners or writers - itself 'in question' as 
substitution of the linguistic order of substitutions of words, for 

other orders of one thing 'in place of' another, and for that sub- 

stitution itself, in particular. The context of the following in- 

quiry, as of this summary, towards 2000, has by the close of the 

book been organised 'in terms of' the inquiry (as simply its mark 
in in terms found in earlier books) as what is open where and when 

such an inquiry is open: the inquiry in-the end simply something 
that was open to its writer, the marking of its context as what was 

open, and of this mark itself as my 'position', S&r%S, in it. 
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Who am I? 



"..... I have just begun this book.. 



... Here.. 

....... Now.. 



I open the book.. but who am I? 



Am III a word? 



I am asking these questions.. though.. 

.. words cannot ask themselves questions, can they? 
s 

r 

f 

.. It is 'I' who finds in them my question who asks what they are.. 



My questicn. 

.. but is it really mine? 

Are these words mine? 

.. Or have I found them? 



I opened the book by finding them, found them by opening 

the book 

.. the book.. 

.... these words?.. 

.. Or.... something ......... mo 

ooe0e0 rl": 



'vas the book... there...? 

.. Where...? 

.. This book? 

Was it this book? 

.. How could I know until I opened it.. 

But,.., if I opened it, then 'I' had already opened it.. 

.... I was there.. 

... waiting for.. me 



Or was I there, waiting for you? 

Me?... Who am I then? 

I opened the book.. when we opened it.. 

.. opened it, already there.. already open.. 

... like a question.. 

.. the question itself.. 

... or was it just a mark?.. 

.... a question mark?.. 

.. the question.. or was it just a rark.. opened the book.. 

.. asking, when I thought I opened it.. who I.. 

.. thought I was.. 
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Thought... I thought I was opening it. Someone else 

must have thought that'I'would open it, in order to open it in 

the way he has. He has chosen these words, not I. Or, rather, 

I have only chosen them unknowingly, in opening the book. And 

not even the book, really, in that sense... only this copy. 

But is that really what I mean? 'that if the book is 

really a piece of fiction, and I, the 'reader', am the fictional 

author? Then 'But is that what I really mean? ' is me, the reader, 

imagining, thinking myself, to be the author. But that's not re- 

ally true... at least, it's not really true in the fiction.... 

But if I am me, reading, really, it's not-really true at 

all, it's a sort of pure, circular fiction, which I, really reading 

it, stand outside... Ah, but then that would be true in the story, too. 

But I can close the book. I might have closed it already. 

How could the author know? I can choose whether to be his 'I' or 

not. 

.... Oh, but I really as the author, I a, choosing these words, 

I am writing, and I couldn't have closed the book - the real book, 

not this copy ( or rather this, and not that copy), or there would 

have been no copy for you to choose to read. 

.... Ah, but I am also the imaginary reader, reading these 

words, and I cannot choose to close the book until I, as writer, 

choosey 

And, if I am reading still ('as indeed I am, or I must 
have closed the book, and could not be reading these words) then 

R'must be the real reader also. Or rather a real reader, since I 

have no way of telling whether someone else may also, even now, 
be reading these same words. Indeed the writer, who is also the 

imaginary reader-as I am also, in a way, the imaginary writer-is somehow 

reading as I read, as someone might read over my shoulder, or over 
my imaginary shoulder. 
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Who, then, am 'II, in these words? It seems that in the 

circle of a fiction 'If can be, indeed III must be, whoever 'I' think(s) 
'I' am. But is this a fiction, or am I really involved in such a 
circle? Who is to choose? Am I? As writer, as choosing the words, 
I may ask you (then the reader) to choose that this whole imaginary 
dialogue is a fiction with which I have chosen to begin EZ book. I 

might - at last remembering convention, ask: Please, reader, now 
imagine that I have omitted initial inverted commas, that the book 

really begins: I "Who am I?... ', and that this introductory fictional 
dialogue ends here. " 

Or I may choose to ask you to forgive my failure to remain 

within such conventions, and insist that I did not really mean the 

last inverted commas to be taken seriously. Indeed I now see that 

it must be a fiction. 

But surely we, reader and writer, really can stand outside 
all these words, and that this is so is no fiction, indeed has its 

own circularity of choice, action, actuality, that exactly mirrors 
the circle of fiction which we can actually stand outside? Surely 
either of us can choose whether or not, and how, we enter into the 
circle of words? 

Yet who, then, is 'I', opening this book, when no-one is 

reading it, and no-one writing it? Nobody? Nobody when 'I' has 

no body, no 'here', no 'now', in which to actually open the book - 
by writing, embodying the book, or by bodily reading a copy? Must 

some body actually 'choose' the words, choose to write, or choose 
to read? Is an It common to all these choices, these real choices, 

of real Its, a simple fiction, a circle of words turning on them- 

selves, or a word turning on itself? 

But what, then, is actually the common frame of Is here, 

now, which is the same every time these nothings, 'I', 'here', 'now', 
indeed the whole order of words, reflecting the actuality of their 

use, are used?... this 'world' in which we use them? Must we, who 
make a difference with these same words, actually share in some 
common framework corresponding to the circle of a fiction, but real 
rather than imaginary, in order to be in a position, a situation, 
in which to choose such words? 
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Do not all these words, in fact, correspond to questions? 
Each covers a range of different uses, in which we, in different 

situations, may use them to indicate the differences of our situations. 
In a way the questions must be 'there', indeed always 'here', 'now', 

in order for us to distinguish between different answers, or different 

uses of the same answer: 'I am here, now, in this body, independent 

of the circle of words in which 'I' am always 'here', 'now', always 
'me', but rarely me'. 

... And is there not a 'fundamental' question which confounds 
the independence which 'I' think(s) 'myself' to have in the inscription 

of the closed circle of fiction in the Thought which 'I' think to be 

'my' own, as 'I' 'think' 'I' choose who to 'think', or imagine, 'myself'? 

Is there not, actually, a question implicit in words themselves: How 

can 'I' decide whether an 'outward' or independent pattern of here and 

now and bodies determines who 'I' am, or whether I am, rather, myself 
in my affirmation of mZ actuality, 'in the terms which I (think I) find 

in my thought, as I find the words which express them in the world in 

which, 'here' and 'now', I use 'these' words?... The organisation of 
the 'outward' world, including these very words here and now seems also 
to include the organisation of 'my' thought, just as my thought seems 
to include the closed frame of these words, as I recognise my circular 

choice which confirms my independence of the circle of words in my power 
to entertain them in my thought, as corresponding to, or comprehended 
in, thoughts, my own fictions. How then to decide between 'I' and me, 

between two 'sides' of an action, an actuality, of self-assertion, 
between what is common, and what is particular, in such actuality? For 

A particularity, a difference which makes it me who says it this time, 

is itself common to all such self-assertion. Who ... am... III? And why 

am I. Why should I be writing and you reading? Does not 'I' 

Organise things in such a way that even the particularity in which I 

Lhoose to write, to use these words, is somehow impersonal, interchange- 

Jble? Why am I here, now, in this body, rather than here, now, and in 

4 his body? How is it that I am you, but that you are not me.... or.. 

,. are you? 

Of course, simply by being a reader, rather than 'I', you 

,G an at once circumscribe this question, and choose that 'That's your 

problem; if you've got all tangled up in words, that's no reason for me 
o join you'. And yet in a way the question, even if it seem no rp oble 
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is common to us all, in this our 'community' of common place, time, 

words, bodies. For you are somebody before you read, and the partic- 
ularity of you, a particular reader, allowing you to choose where to 

stand in relation to this book, is itself, as it were, a part of the 

question marked by the fact of a book, enclosed in a cover, or rather, 
in the actuality of words, through which all of us, joined by or in 

a common world, communicate. This book simply exemplifies, in the 

common form of 'books' - including their common particularity or dif- 

ference - the mystery of words. Like any question it is both open - 
there is a question - and closed, it being different from other books, 

as a question must differ from other questions in order to be that 

question, corresponding to the range of answering which makes it 'open'. 

Part of the mystery is just the possibility of this exemplification, 

corresponding to the opening question in which I wonder(s) how I can 

be me, and to the difference of this book amounting to its questioning 
its own particularity. It is just this particularity of the book, 

corresponding to 'I' in the opening question, which allows the rejection 

of the opening question itself by a 'reader's' reserve - which is to 

say, by Thought. For the question or mystery of the Question itself 

is simply unthinkable, requiring for its Answer a personal participation 
in the actuality common to Thought and to the circle of words contained 
in Thought as things, circumscribed by thought as a book in its-'world'. 

It can, though, at least, be truly thought that actual participation 
may be required for the answering of this Question... and I, as I write, 

ask that this be always 'borne in mind'. 

WHAT IS TH. -., QUESTION? 

What is open in our Question? 
Why, this very book. The actuality of these words is in question. 
The opening of the book amounts to an initial expression of the 
Question, its reflection in the act of opening the book, just as 
the 'name' of the book simply marks the Question in our common 
world, the closed book reflecting the question of the actuality of 
the Question, of questions, itself. This empty'marlt marks the co- 
incidence of the circle of'marks' in the book, turning upon them- 

selves like the opening 'I', and the Thought which, moving in the 
frame of such marks mirrored in its own circle of self-assertion, 
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finds what it thinks is a book, a closed imaginary world, within the 

world shared by thinking and words in the person of whoever, finding 

the book, opens it. The mark, like the closed book, marks an open- 

ness, a question, whose open-ness and range corresponds to the two 

'sided of a mirroring which relates the words in the book to the thoughts 

corresponding to them ! in' writer and reader. The book opened by the 

writer is imaginary: he begins as it were with the end of writing. 

The beginning is chosen 'with' the end of writing the book; the end 
is in a way prior to the choices 'I' here make of words. The reader, 

on the other hand, opens a real book at the beginning, after all the 

choices of the writer have been made, and, in the open frame of 

questions indicated by the title, chooses to follow all the choices 

until the end. I, writing, work(s), as it were, back to your beginning, 

and you from thence toward my end. In the interaction of these two 

converse orders of determination and question, opening and closing, 
lies the dialogue and argument in the dimension of words which we 

share. 'I' must proceed by subordinating an imaginary reader to the 

frame of 'my' questioning, and you must understand me by containing in 

your imagination the Writer. Thus, in the opening of this book I, as 

writer, had to try and bring into question the relation between the 

reality of my choices, and the fiction by which I imagined myself no 
longer the imaginary Reader, but you, a particular reader. In order 
to introduce the question of questions, of the Question, I had to 

dramatise the 'converse' of writer and reader, by putting in question 

the truth of the book, asking whether 'I' actually meant I, who really 

wrote, or whether the whole converse or systematic conversion was the 

fiction of some missing author. The end of this playing with convention 

was to bring into play a choice, a question, which, as 'convention', 

is traditionally external to a book: the status of first, second, 

and third person, and the choice, in general, of the sort of choices 

different persons in the book can make. This involves a distinction 

between 'reflection' and 'narration', deduction and story, and, in the 

case of the latter, between the narration of an author 'outside' the 

story, and one determined by the 'false' or imaginary identification 

of author with a person who did not 'in' fact write the story, but 

who is presented in the fiction as though he did - his choices, action, 

within the narrative being, in fact, chosen by someone else. 
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The 'end' of this play is to be an introduction to, or 
induction into, the dramatic frame of this Actuality in which we 

write and read. 'My' part is here to write. This is to exemplify 
what 'one' might call the common dramatic truth of which the circular 

self-assertion of Thought and its reflection in this World are two 

converse domains or sides, one mirroring the other. This dramatic 

presentation of Drama requires the mirroring or reflection of this 

duality of Thought and World, of 'Reflection' in a closed system of 

words - this book - whose organisation thus simply reflects that of 
the Question which it expresses or marks. It begins in this simple 

character of outward 'mark', marking a closed system of 'darks', words, 

expressing, in the closure of a book, an open question, 'what's this? '. 

It closes in finding this very question, the closed book with which 
it began, at the end of its reflections. This is of course a simple 

corollary of the confusion of reader and writer, imaginary and real, 
in the opening of the book. Rather than the end preceding the beginning, 

as in this writing, or the beginning preceding the end, as in reading, 
the two coincide in the common closure of their common words, corresp- 

onding to the 'closed' particularity of the Question of the Book. 

Such circularity is no more nor less 'unthinkable' than 
the circularity involved in the simple form of self-assertion, 'I', 

and amounts, really, only to the unity of a book. But unlike the 

unity of most books (and like the unity of the act of self-naming), 
this unity is not subject to the conventional distinction of fict- 

ion and non-fiction already noted - just as the common actuality of 
facts and thoughts cannot be contained or comprehended in either. 

This circumstance reflects directly the way that the or- 

ganisation of the book derives from the character of question, its 

simple complementarity of 'open', or what is to be determined, and 
'closed', the corresponding range of Dossible determinations or an- 

swers. For one may ask: what determines the closure of questions 
'in general', what is this 'closure', or what is the 'fundamental' dif- 
ference between 'open' and 'closed' which makes questions possible? 
But what closure can determine the frame of this question? 

f 
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The circularity of this question, or question of ques- 

tions has the character of a paradox, and might indeed be called 

Paradox insofar as it constitutes a minimal case that one might 

call the paradoxical thought of paradox itself, common to all the 

impasses of thought, or rather of Thought, which present them- 

selves to our thinking as impossible questions. For it amounts, 
'actually' to the very mirror of 'open' and 'clcsed' from which 
Th,.; ukht abstracts, In'the closure of its self-assertion, the 'open' 

interiority of determinations proceeding from an inaugural fiction 

of the coincidence of thought and fact in the 'I' that thinks it 

thinks'; this 'I' that thinks it is whoever it thinks, or which whoever 

unthinkingly thinks that they think, must think they are. This 

mirror or question of the complementarity of the circular self- 

assertion of Thought, and the World it thinks to comprehend in 

the circles of its fictions which correspond to its circumscription 
of words in this independent outward World, presents itself to 

Thought as an unthinkable actuality, a circularity which is both 
'in' Thought and 'in' the World of facts which is part of its In- 

augural fiction - and yet 'comprehended' in neither. 

This 'paradox', then, questions the authority of an or- 

der of forward deduction which, thinking itself to originate in 

a circular answer to the question 'who am I', in the unthinking 

assertion 'I' in the very imaginary open space circumscribed by 

this 'initial' fiction, proceeds from some closed frame of in- 

quiry whose imaginary closure repeats this 'initial'circularity, 

towards a corresponding imaginary pole or circle of simple determ- 
ination, independent 'outward' fact. But there are no terms, no 
imaginary correspondences of circular fiction and outward circle 

of words, in which to frame this question. There is no 'where' 

in the imaginary open 'space' of determination, conclusion, in 

which reflection proceeds, to inscribe the closure, the range of 
'open' and 'closed' which determines 'what is a question? '. 

Here, now, the 'forward' order of inquiry proceeds from 

an actual mark, and the question of who opened the book; and the 

authority of Thought first appears in the progress of this quest- 
ioning, 
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Indeed, this book is opened by the disruption of its 

closed unity by Thought impersonating us, and by our imperson- 

ations of Thought. It is closed at the same time in a circular 
independence of fast, reflecting this self-assertion of our think- 

ing, and thought to correspond . o_" the bodily inscription of these 

marks in this World; and the character of these marks, words, as 
fiction or non-fiction is thought to correspond to whether 'I', 

'here', 'now' were actually used by me, there and then. 

This outward independence of the book, reflected in the 

question of its relation tb the World about it - as fiction or non- 
fiction - itself reflects, as has been already several times sug- 

gested, the independence of our thought in the 'impersonation' or 

understanding of its inscription in these words. The 'comprehens- 

, ion' of the words in the forward order of the Thought which opens 
the book originates in an imaginary actuality of 'I' thinking it- 

self to coincide with its own self-assetion in Thought, or, really, 
in the actual opening of this book, an actual coincidence of my 
thought or yours, my thought and yours, in its forward movement, 
with the closed independence of this book, in the act of opening 
it. The questioning by which the book is now proceeding involves 

an actual ! converse' between the converse orders of 'open' Thought 

and 'closed' book, without the more usual subordination of one of 
these orders to the other which would determine the book as deduct- 

ion or narrative, one excluding the other. Such a proceeding might 
tempt a reader to resolve the confusion of Thought and World by 

simply closing the book, and so participating in the Actuality which 
closes the book in a similar coincidence of the two orders of Thought 

and World. I, writing, must try and avoid this, by keeping the con- 
verse between real writer as imaginary reader, and real reader as im- 

aginary writer, firmly rooted in the converse of Thought and words, 
to which it directly corresponds. I must hope that I, who imperson- 

ate the Writer, can play my part well enough to maintain your sym- 
pathy as h real reader, conscious of the difference between the play- 
er and the part. 
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WHAT NOW?... WHAT NEXT? 

What, then, actually is the question? What is the difference be- 

tween the Question, and the Question-Mark which solicits the dis- 

ruption of the closed book in its opening? How does this Question 

inhabit this book? How does this question inhabit this sentence, 
from opening to closing mark? 

Is it simply by the conventions which govern our uses of words, 
including those conventions which usually distinguish. deduction from 

narrative, fiction from non-fiction (and from wilful misrepresent- 
ion, lies)? ... But these conventions lead to the paradox of the 
question. They, like the question, are neither comprehended in 
Thought nor in its World, which, as we have seen, are themselves, in a 

way, of the nature of conventions. Might we say that our Paradox only 

arises because we fail to remain within these conventions? But 

what sort of convention can forbid playing with conventions? Is 

not the authority of such Convention quite as circular as the au- 
thority of deduction? Is not such a recourse to Convention simply 
a refusal of the question, an attempt to draw an arbitary line be- 
tween the imaginary absolute choice of Thought, independent of 
World and words, and the particular questions which it has the au- 
thority, the freedom, to decide? And this, precisely, by an appeal 
to independent facts, mirroring this circumscription of Thought, 

of thoughts: 'such are the conventions, such is Convention'? 

Conventions or laws, at any rate, in the inscription of 
questions within the intercourse of a community of persons, actual 
users of words, like you and I, are themselves subject to the force 

of our paradox, in another form. For a convention must include a 
variety of possible cases within the domain of its rule, and so al- 
low again our original question 'how' this inclusion is to be de- 

cided. We cannot determine how conventions apply in general sim- 
ply 'by convention', any more than we should not question why we 
should not question Convention. The situation here, with regard 
to the formal circles of 'how' and 'why' and their converse order- 
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ings of activity, including our common or communal use of words, is 

quite analogous to the situation of the converse orders of thoughts 

and World, or Thought and things. Indeed these two dimensions are 
themselves complementary determinations of a common Actuality includ- 

ing World, Thought and Community, and the part of Convention corresp- 

onds simply to the circle of Community, of a com. on -personality that 

was already noted in the question of the relation of me, here, now, 
to a World as the common Frame of all uses of 'me', 'here', 'now'. 

Just as an imaginary origin of deduction in a fictional coincidence 

of 'I' and its thought is lost in the apparently innocent act of open- 
ing this book, so also disappears an equally fictional - or mythical - 

origin of the Authority of Convention, its unquestionable Law or Rule. 

For Convention 'explains' the Question-Mark, in terms of 
its use to mark a question - in this case to mark the book as a quest- 
ion - just as Thought explains or defines me by use of my mark, 
'I'. The question of how'this can be done finds in Convention an an- 

swer as circular, and in the same terms of circular 'choice' and 'fact', 

as we found in Thought to the question 'Who am I? '. Yet in the conver- 

sion of this initial 'how' of the Mark into its 'why' (or rather, into 

a simple 'because') we actually have a determination of the opening of 
the book as action complementary to its determination as the origin 

of a deduction in the abstraction from the actuality of the book in 

the circular self-assertion of Thought. The ways in which these two 

determinations preclude our Question are quite complementary, like 

the two 'aides', aspects, 'open' and 'closed', of the Question itself, 

and in Convention Thought finds itself now confronted by a circular 
authority of Fact which refuses its question, as by'the reflection in 
its 'World' of the circularity of the very action by which 'I' thinks 
to abstract to the inner world of thoughts. 

How, then, do we mark a question; 'How does this question 
inhabit this sentence, from opening to closing mark? '. 

... Well, is that the same as this question? For the 

open-ness of questions allows a recurrence which is the converse 
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of the Question; that is: Which question? 

The question-mark must be used if it is to ask a question, 

even if we do not know who has used it, or whether perhaps we are 

asking ourselves a question, even jr we do not know just who we are. 
How? 

How do we know when it is used, or where? How do we know 

when it is used, or when to use it? Do not different questions all 

partake of some here, some now, some I or I's? Isn't each 'this' 

question? Mustn't a question be somehow presented? Isn't this element 

of particularity, corresponding to some principle of resolution of 

the open open-ness of 'Which question? ', just the converse of the 

irresoluble open-ness of the Question, which last corresponds to the 

closed frame of the duality or difference of open and closed as simply 

dual? Doesn't this complementarity of Question and questions, indeed, 

simply reflect the complementarity, or systematic mirroring, of an 

independent World of things, and the self-assertion of Choice, in this 

our Community of persons? Doesn't this Mark constitute a sort of 

minimal case of the participation of these words in the outward inde- 

pendence of Things, and the question of the relation of World to Mark 

a minimal case of the question of assertion, reflected in the more 

familiar question of the 'truth' or 'falsehood' of an account, or the 

fictionality or non-fictionality of a book? Doesn't it mark the co- 

incidence of the outer space of a World, and the inner space of Thought? 

... This complementing, as the extreme of 'how', the closed frame of its 

inscription in the Community of persons, the frame of 'I's, 'here's, 

'now's, of who and where and when? 

What does this mark mean: 

0 

9 
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... 'that can I mean, you may ask, in asking such a 

question? Not eveii 'What does this mark mean, then ....... ? V. Is 

the 'then' implicit in the abrupt transition to this question? Or 

can this mark, which may or may not be of the order of words, it- 

self somehow correspond to the question o8 whether there has been 

some disruption in the order of deduction, corresponding to the 

disruption - or, rather, the irruption - with which this particul- 

ar order of words began. Goodness.... what's the.... point! 

Is not this question, as it were, a return of the inde- 

pendence of fact, after its disruption by thought? And does not 
the disruption of deduction, which cannot infer the sense of this 

question from what has gone before, here confront the finality, the 

'why' which belongs to the closure, the closing or conclusion of 

this book already somehow implicit in its opening? 

Is this disruption, anyway, really unusual, after all, 

after all that? For is this not the same mark which disrupts the 

progression of deduction from sentence to sentence, breaking this 

order up, or down, precisely, into 'sentences'? And has it not 

been there, here, all the time, as a part of the question-mark it- 

self? 999 ? 
.:.... a part whose'parts, unless given some sense, mean 

nothing, or the same as the whole... whose independence of their 

unity as a mark amounts only to the complete independence of sense, 

of participation in the line or order of deduction, of 'things' in 

themselves, if indeed they have, being things, any self, rather than 

just a reflected image of the fictional self-assertion of Thought, 

turning upon itself, it's self. 

But is the questi-, n then, 'What does this mark mean, in 
itself? Does it ask for the conventional sense, or senses, of this 

mark? Or is it rather a question of this mark, this use of this 

mark, rather than the uses that can be made of conventions regard- 
ing, but, it seems, not altogether circumscribing, this mark? 

Can we resolve that question, if indeed that is the quest- 
ion? Is it not, after all... is it not, after aU. the preceding 
question of the particularity of questions, the question 'Which question? t? l 
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Or is it rather... a question 'of' that question, a 

particular case of that question, a question 'of' that question 
inasmuch as it brings that question 'into play'? 

Could it mean that a mark was always 'that' mark, and so 

indeed a mark, something marked by someone? Could I have meant that 

by making this mark, that mark? What could I have meant by marking 

the paper, otherwise unmarked up till that... point? 

Could one ask: 'How could I have done such a thing?.... How 

could you have done such a thingt' ? For I will admit that it was 
indeed I who made the mark: It doesn't 'mean! that the paper was mark- 

. ad at this point, and that I, writing, pursuing the progress of de- 

duction suddenly found that the paper was marked, and wondered what, 
if anything that might mean. The train of questions lead on from 

this mark, rather than back to some reason or cause outside the con- 

verse deductive and narrative orders of the words, to some chance 

marking, whether accidental or intentional, of the paper, this paper 

on which the book is arbitrarily printed. How indeed could such an 

arbitrary mark appear in your copy, unless it happened to be this 

one which 'I' as Triter, or rather, as the actual writer, am in fact 

writing, to be copied? For if such an arbitrary mark were to be cop- 
ied, it would no longer be 'this' one. 

No, I had to be bodily there, me, the real writer. I had 

to choose to assert myself as writer, breaking the forward progress- 
ion of these words in the Deduction of Thought, just as when I open- 
ened the book by beginning to write. 'I' had to be marked by me, 
and by me writing, remarking my own bodily presence there, here, at 

a typewriter, then and not now. Standing - or rather sitting - in 

an order independent of the forward order of the deduction, independ- 

ently making a mark then, not now, though each time is, or was, a 
'now', whose own independence of this order of Time in which I am 

still writing is marked by the way that you, the real reader, have, as 
I write, not 'yet' really seen that mark, which must wait until that 
'now' when you first remarked it, or when you will first remark it. And 
I. the real writer, am related to you, the real reader, a real reader, 
only through the mirroring-of-the Rdader and the Writer in the closure 
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of this as of every other Book, as of every sentence. For it is 

this Reader and Writer that coincide at that, as at every, point, 
in each mark which punctuates, articulates, the narrative, any nar- 

rative. I personally, bodily me, had to choose to make that mark; 

and it is just this choice which is marked at that point of this 

book. That is what I 'meant' in constructing that question, marked 
simply by the point as that question. For the fundamental particul- 

arity of any question lies in just this irreducible independence 

which holds us in part outside the closed symmetry of imaginary 
Reader and Writer, even though it is through these 'imaginary' parts, 

characters, figures, that we must really, actively or passively, be 

who we are; and it is the imaginary part of Thought to ask and be 

asked, and to ask itself questions, that part which we mark '..... ', 

in a simple open-ness of punctuation. In that line Thought invites 

and is invited into its own domain, Thought plays its part in use 
and invites us to think. 

So here, perhaps, we are. where do we go from here? 
How do the points at the beginning and end of a sentence, opening- 
and closing these sentences, as they open and close this sentence... 

..... carry us along with them, in the prosecution of Thought? 

It must surely be something in the words, for how could 

we tell simply between two marks of punctuation which way to go? 
Could it really be convention, this time; even though we have seen 
that 'this time' is itself no matter of convention alone, or we, like 

the imaginary Reader and Writer would be forever everywhere and nowhere 
in words. For although some tforeign' conventions would have required 

us to begin this book, or rather another book that might have been 

printed between these covers, at what is for us the end, then Thought 

would also have proceeded in the reverse of this direction. In ei- 
ther case, Thought disrupts the symmetry of the punctuation, and 

seems to follow the direction of words. Or do the words, rather, fol- 
low the direction of Thought? What then is the direction of Thought 

and words, whichever leads or follows? 
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MIRROR 

The imaginary Writer and Reader are locked in the closed symmetry of 

a fiction, as in this closed book, until questioning Thought remarks 

a Book, this Thing, yet not just a Thing: opening it, our thoughts 

disrupt this closure, this symmetry of beginning and end engulfed in 

Silence, just as we, real readers and writer, might disrupt the same 

silence in speech. For do not the words speak for us and to us here, 

as we entertain one another in Imagination? Between the opening and 

the closing of this book, the punctuation distinguishes many sentences, 

opening and closing in a similar way. Closed by these simple marks, 

and ?, of assertion and questioning. Assertion of my passing 

presence in the mark which marks my presence in the sentence it closes, 
inviting assent as the other invites thought. 

The closure of the book, like the closure of the sentence, 
invites Thought into the space between beginning and end, and this 

correspondence of open and closed itself reflects the character of 

questions, inviting from sentence to sentence the progressive conclus- 
ions of Thought... Between the 'closed' things which are this book 'in 

itself', and the points in it at %! hich its component sentences conclude, 
lies the domain of words in which Thought moves forward, pausing, per- 
haps, as here, in mid-sentence, pausing, perhaps, a little longer at 
the end.... And, perhaps, a little longer still at the end of each 

group of sentences...... 

What could mark this space, this dimension or order punctu- 

ated by questions and pauses and conclusions in which our thinking now 

proceeds; what in it could mark the continuation from point to point, 

which is the mark of our thinking, as the point marks our assertion in 

words? What could mark the individuality of a presence 'here' of each 

of us, which has no copy? For it seems we cannot here in these words 

mark some other point outside their order, in which each of us might 
'now' be present.... and yet the words 'tell' us that there must always 
be such a missing point, proceeding, as it were, from its reflection 
in one point of writing and reading to the next. And this constantly 
progressing point would represent the very continuity of that remarkable 
presence of our selves to our and others' selves, from which the closed 
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symmetry of the opening and closing of this book abstracts its fiction- 

al isolation. An isolation which reflects the isolation of that miss- 
ing point at which we may be really, at some point, present in these 

words, and which the words reflect in the 'I' -that we imagine to be 

our self. An isolation we see in the marks themselves we use as words, 

and the thing itself which copies the closed symmetry of this line of 

words in the real book which I bodily write and which you bodily read. 

It was a passing coincidence or conjunction of this isolation 

of the 'thing' which is marked, and of this thing which is my bodily 

self, which I marked at that point in te progress of our thinking 

marked by the isolated point, that mark I chose. And it is the open 

space between such a mark and the next to be made which marks, is the 

image of, reflects, the then still open question of how and where next 
to mark, to assert, the progress of deduction. As I now write this, 

the 'next' sentence, I am in the process of choosing how, where, why, 
it will end; and as I end this sentence, in the proce., s of deciding 

how this group of sentences will end, in the space or interval which 

marks the closed frame of this group, as a greater space groups this 

with other paragraphs in this section of this entry into the book, 

this Introduction. And all these possibilities, choices within choices, 

are reflected in the Silence which closes this book, as the common space 
in which weg reader and writer, are or will be present; encloses and 
isolates copies of this book, encloses and isolates, in particular, in 

each case, this copy. 

How can I mark this 'space' between the points of the deduct- 

ion? How copy it, as this copy of the book copies the, closed symmetry 

of these two orders of thought and image, of deduction and imagination; 
how find an image of the Imagination which presents deductive Thought 

with a choice, in beginning each sentence, of how it will end? How, 

that is, can this space itself enter into the book, as into each copy? 
How, itself, enter into the order of deduction, which it mirrors in- 

separably? 

.... But, you may ask, is it not already here in the bodily 

separation of the words in every copy? H-e-r-e? And is it not here 
in our conventional pause for thought...? 60060 
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But is it really here, doubling the order of these words? 
Surely we have seen that it is not of the forward deductive and as- 
sertive order of words, but of things, somehow independent of the 

order of words, as the order of words is independent of the choice 
between this direction of writing and reading, and the converse, since 

each must always be 'this' direction. Must we not somehow mark the 

space in a way that 'means' nothing, except that the space should be 

remarked? Can we really do this with a series of points, '..... '? 

But these, in the symmetry or indifference of their order, 

cannot mark the presence of our thinking, except by their association 
with, their inscription in, the conventional order of our writing.... 
they tell us nothing, or simply repeat the order of words. How can we 

mark the presence of our thinking, as we write or read, in this symmetric 

order of marks, which it disrupts in the order of its deduction? How 

mark the missing point in which thought and mark always 'now' coincide, 

and through which and as which thought, passing, is ordered? 
How mark now the continuity of our thinking as this presence of our 
thinking now in these words, from which the symmetric ordering of points 

where thinking and imagining coincide is abstracted by the very closure 

of its symmetry - the closed circuit of real beginning and imaginary 

end within which I write, and the closed circuit of really finished 

book, and imaginary beginning, in which I imagine you to read? How re- 

flect in the configuration of questions, and assertions which is this 

book - one proceeding from the end in imagination, the other from the 

beginning in thought, one opening from the end, the other closing from 

the beginning - how reflect the actuality of our reading and writing, 
the direction of my choices, my assertion as Writer, 'and your consider- 

ation of these, in the Community of our common Actuality of which and 
in which we partake and are parts? 

For the missing point of which each stop is a copy, hiding 
the passing presence it marks, and which all the points between may 

or may not present, as all those beyond, and perhaps one hiding behind, 

this point do, now as I write this sentence, is both throughout the 
imaginary paper of the imaginary book with which I began, and quite 
outside every real copy, isolated in a thing. 
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Is there not something in the continuation, the continuity 
of thought, reflected in the continuity of the circumscribing Space dis- 

rupted by this copy of this book, in the continuity of the paper dis- 

rupted by each mark, the continuity of, things; by which the disruption 

of this continuity in assertion or book corresponds to thought's disruption, 

of the closed or symmetric coordination of opening and closing the book 

or opening and closing this sentence? Is there not some correspondence 
between the mirroring of the orders of Seduction and imagination, an- 

swer.,. nd question, closed and open, in the closed frame of the book which 
thus oddly corresponds to its enclosure, circumscription, isolation, 

in this continuous space in which it can be bodily opened? Is it not 

somehow in this correspondence that the opening question has its force, 

through this corresoondence that the real disruption of the closed 
body of the book begins the progress of our thinking through these 

words, and as it were generates the order of deduction, the asymmetry 
of our reason and our imagination from which the symmetry of their 
two orders in this book, which we disrupt in opening it, is abstracted? 

Is it not as if the 'missing point' for which we are seek- 
ing is somehow there where the continuity of circumscribing Thought 

and World are broken in the act which disrupts the closure of the book? 

*There' where Thought unthinkably crosses into the closed order of words, 
breaking the symmetry of their opening and closing, of their punctu- 

ation, and installing in. that closed frame the disymmetry of a deduction? 

As though (in the book) the missing point of entry into the book, marked 

as a question, as the Question of this book, corresponding to the act 

of opening, its actuality, progresses from point to point in the book 
in quest of some final assertion, some conclusion, the closing of the 
book? As if stumbling unthinkingly in, it must think its way out? 

Then we might mark this progress by a continuous: line traced 
by this'aissing point' through the thing that is this copy of this book, 
in search of the discontinuity marked by the end-point where, in the 
integration of the unthidcably incommensurable orders of Word and Pre- 

Bence in the closure of this book, awaits.... perhaps, the Answer. 
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Or might we? For such a line has not yet begun in this 
discontinuous order of points and words .... has it?.... Unless we were 
to suppose that opening this book has somehow marked US... 

Such a mark would be no thing, anyway... Do acts.... mark 

us?... perhaps we must suppose they do... for how else could we remark 

anything? How else could we remark ourselves, our selves? And without 

some... mark... how could we remeber such acts, how, indeed, would they 

be 'ours'? How, indeed, could there be any interaction between us 
in these words unless my 'I' somehow marked mel and my 'you' somehow 

marked you, in my activity of using these marks? We are marked men... 

and women... from the beginning... even though we cannot mark our selves 
in Thought or Thing in any beginning in Thought or Thing... but only 
in the acts, the Actuality that is so remarkablet 

Did I not try and mark this act of remarking myself as writer, 

when I remarked that I had made a mark, and asked how?... and imagined 

you asking why?...? ... Only to find that the point that I wanted to 

make was still somehow eluding us? Something was still wanting, 'I' 

was still wanting, I was still wanting some thing, and we moved on 
here. Was that the first point of another line, an other imaginary 

line following, as it were, the initial line of Thought - and, a real 

point, actually opening this line of thought? Some thing only in 

Thought, a fiction? Did we not see that this imaginary line was missing 

... the point? Missing the point of entry, which broke the closed 

circuit of these words, and then moved along this imaginary line, 

missing at each point in turn? And did we not miss the point just 

when we tried to mark within this closed movement forward and backward, 

of reason and imagination, just the closing point which would repeat, 

and so conceal within the words, our point of entry? Didn't we onl 

'miss', lack, the wanting point, when we missed the point of the 

book, and tried to close it before the end? 'I' had still to go 

on thinking, not yet having found us. 

Are we getting anywhere with all this business of real and 
imaginary points, lines, circles, crossing? What could be behind 
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ordering, dimension, 'line' of Thought, failing to see merely the 

reflection of its own Reflection in these words that lead it on? Are 

we getting any where further than our recognition that this Thought 

was only unwittingly doubling the order of these words, when it thought 

to describe the presence in which, disrupting the senselessness of its 

simple fact, it recognised in a mark the presence of some thought, and 
its sense? Are we not, rather, receding further from our object, while 

seeming, in this mirror of words, to advance? Are we returning from 

the Truth of Thought's recognition of itself in 'I' further and further 

into the senseless marks so ill-used? Might we not better retreat to 

this missing origin, lost in opening this book and finding ourselves 

wanting in its words, and confusing, as here, the words that want us, 

and something we want in the words? But just who, now, are we? How 

could 'we' now return to this 'I' that has been lost? We have seen 

our selves in the Mirror 'I' cannot see, lost in the circle of its 

imaginary identification with the isolation of a thing that it takes 

for itself. We have lost no thing, but only a fiction, an illusion, 

this Identity, this Term, of Thought. A thing indeed, this bodily me, 

thought it was 'I'. It thought to return to itself, but now we are 

returning to ourselves, having seen the Mirror. 

'Seen'? But how could we see the mirror in which we see 

our selves? Have we reall seen it, or only its reflection in words? 

Is it not at just that missing point we are trying to find? That point 
in which we imagine real and imaginary to coincide, but which we cannot 

mark? That point which is neither the 'I' of Thought or 'my' Body? 

That point, alone, where we are actually ourselves? That imaginary 

point in which the closed symmetry of these marks, leadin neither 
forward nor back until thought to do so, is broken; that real point 

where the closed circuit of thought, in the imaginary continuity of 
its order is, in this disruption, in this irruption into the discontinuity 

of book and mark, itself broken. This imaginary point where the domains 

of Thought and Body are confused, conjoined, in which this very thinking 

of Thought and Body now proceeds through these words, if these very 
words now bodily present themselves to our bodies, in that mirroring 
which is the embodiment of their very thought. 

I 
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A mirroring which, in the real disruption of this con- 
tinuity of 'I's' imaginary presence to itself, in the act of open- 
ing this book, never really begins, having, in our recognition of 

our selves in tUesewords, always already begun... the first real 

point of coincidence of real and imaginary orders being already 

a part of this book. A mirroring which continues, which is contin- 

ued, by the imaginary continuity of this missing point from the 

opening to the closing of the book, like ama!, _naffeak in the closed 
frame of thesewords impelled from its* imaginary origin in the want- 
ing coincidence with its. "own teality, which it imagines to be re-, 

ally at the end of this book, in the return to this imaginary co- 
incidence of Thought and Thing in these bodies which are our selves 

and this book itself, in this World which is itself no thing. 

But how could we ever remark, in the closed thing which 
is the image of the closed order of its marks (ghat order of what 

we imagine to be, in themselves, the senseless differences of all 
these marks which are letters, an order of a definite range of de- 

ilinite differences, relating as in a frame all the letters of this 

book, a frame symmetric in the mirror of the page, as if we might 
begin, physically, with the last mark, and read backwards from the 

other side,. of the pages, and 'through' the pages, 'from' the other 
side, from 'behind'), how could we ever remark, from thisýsHe of 
tke wbr1s, 'inside' the book, 'from' the side of the Thing, the 

presence in this system of differences of a mirror, and so the 

point at which the deductive order of our reason, and the symmetric 
order of the mark, might coincide to mark, outside the circlesof 
I and 'I', between them, their mirroring in which we are present 
to ourselves? How could we ever remark, except by the circular 
doubling of the sense of thinking in these words, the opening thus 

dual to the closed frame of words themselves, which accedes to our 
thinking, and gives it access from imaginary beginning to imaginary 

end, and from real beginning to real end? How mark the open-ness 

of the book in the book, remark in the book how its opening marks 

us? How inscribe in this book the Question marked oh its cover: 
hat is the relation between its opening and its closing, between 

its words and its World? How and why does it mark, and so mirror,, 
our World? And how does its opening and closing mark Us? 
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Opening this book, we open up this imaginary distance 

from beginning to end, as the presence in our thinking of the 

three missing points of beginning, middle, and end, organising 

the actual progress of our reading or writing through the words, 

from real point to real point. This imaginary distance is crossed, 

as it were, from point to point in the words, as the distance be- 

tween the broken circle of 'I' at the beginning, mirrored in the 

image of its renewal in the closed book at the end, is really 

traversed in our activity of question and answer, reading and writ- 

ing. And it is this imaginary distance, crossing, as it were, the 

words in our Imagination (from 'I' to the image cf closure which 

is, as it were, its 'object') which, as it crosses in Imagination 

the mirror of the words, marks our place 'here'. 

The missing point at the beginning marks in Imagination, 

as by an imaginary 'cross' the coincidence of these two distances, 

orders, the real order of points, and the imaginary continuous or- 
der of 'I' thinking, the beginning of the book in Thought. The 

missing point at the end marks, as by another imaginary cross, the 

reflection of this same coincidence in the order of words, as the 

closing of the book, the book, as it were, as object. The coincid- 
ence of these two points in Imagination marks, as it were, the imag- 
inary point at which open and closed book coincide in the act by which 
'I'thinks to enter and leave the closed configuration of imaginary and 
'real dimensions of the book. - Thinks to break by Thought's continuity 

the imaginary isolation of the book, as if to actually cross, along 
this line of Thought, into the fictional independence of the closed con- 

figuration which is the thought in or of the book, without suffering 
the actual disruption of Thought of which this imaginary disruption 

of, irruption into, the order of words is the fictional reflection 
in Thought, corresoonding to the pure imaginary continuation of the 

point of coincidence of imaginary and real, which at the imaginary 

centre of all such configurations is the inaugural fiction of the 'I', 

abstracted from the mirror of words in just that identification of 

which the coincidence of beginning and end of its circuit through 
these words, in the closure of the book as thing which it initially 
thinks to disrupt, is this instance. 
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So where am I, where are we, now? 

This book has opened with the question constituted by 

the complementarity of the closed frame of the book, isolated as 

a fiction, or in an implicit fictional isolation, and 'its' World 

in which it is inscribed. The symmetry of book and context, and 

the complementary asymmetry which together make the question of 

the book, have been seen to lie somehow in the closed order of 

questions, of opening and closing, by which the book is abstracted 

from the open complementarity of the converse orders, 'outside' 

the book, of a Thought which is constantly questioning, constantly 

finding symmetries and asking the 'reason' of asymmetry within the 

frame of such symmetry, and the underlying Fact of such asymmetry, 

seen, in a limiting case, in the asymmetry between Open and Closed 

in which, alone, there can be any question of thinking. 

In an attempt to resolve the question implicit in the 

opening of the book, to inscribe within the order of Thought or 

book the locus of this opening, we have found that neither order, 

neither the closed order of the book, nor the open order of Thought, 

can be simply inscribed, one within the other, in any correspondence 

of Thought and the thought of the book... that the question posed by 

the relation of the closure of the bock, and the correspf'nding open- 

ness which makes its question thinkable, cannot be resolved by any 

coincidence of the open order of Thought and World and the closed 

configuration of signs in the book, either at some point, or in 

some line traced by this point which is missing. Any such attempt 

has ended in a simple mirroring or doubling of the closed order of 

the book and the open order in which it is inscribed. This doubling, 

in its symmetry, still leaves our fundamental question unresolved. 

We have still failed to relate the simple symmetry of Thought and 

Fact expressed in this systematic 'doubling' and the apparently un- 

thinkable asymmetry of its terms. In particular, we have been - as 

we might, of course, well have expected - unable to discern in the 

closed frame of the text any mark of radical disyiimetry by which 

the text might be open to Thought... as yet it must be as we write 

or read. Unable... save in a partial recognition of a mutual dis- 

ruption of the two orders in the act or acts of - in fact - opening 
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the book, breaking into the order of its words, as they, in com- 

plementary fashion, break into the continuity of an imaginary or 
fictional open-ness of abstract thought. And we have recognised 
that it is we who are somehow at the intersection of the two ord- 

ers in the crossing of Thought into the questions of the book. 

It is only in relation to this intial actuality of open- 
ing of the book in a confusion of the two orders of open and closed 
that we can mark or remark our access to these words now. Our pre- 

sence in this closed configuration whose accessiblity to an imagin- 

ary identification with a point of question or assertion that 'moves' 

through it in an order originating in our breaking into the finit- 

ary collection of marks in the first place, corresponds not to 

any particular point of coincidence of the orders of Thought and 
Thing ( for each point at which such an identification of our pre- 

sence may seem to be made amounts only to a repetition of the ord- 

er of thought in the words, or of the words in thought, in which 

repetition our question may again be repeated), but rather to a 

continuation through the words of the way that this initial act 
has itself broken the imaginary or fictional self-enclosure of thought. 

A continuation in which we seek to close, precisely, the relation 

of closed text and open context which gives rise to our initial 

question. Yet this closure cannot in principle be inscribed even 

at the close of the closed configuration which poses the question, 

any more than our Question can be inscribed in the open-ness of ab- 

straction from particular text and its context or World. 

That is, the reading of this book cannot conform in 

Thought to a presence marked by the disruption of a closed con- 
figuration of words' at a freely chosen point of entry at which, in 

conclusion, the material configuration of the book may be exclud- 

ed by an abstraction, an exit, which formally mirrors the init- 

al act of entry. The book cannot be regarded as the simple em- 
bodiment of an essentially independent line of Thought. The rest- 

oration of the broken circle of the text cannot simply reflect 
an imaginary solution(of the question posed by or in its words) 
which would have Thought and Fact coincide in the simple self- 
determination of 'I' as I, any more than the question of the book 
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could be resolved (on the 'other' side, of the Thing, of things) in 

some simple Fact of such and such a body having been in proximity 
to the words over such and such a time at such and such a place or 

places. We cannot simply close the question by some concluding in- 

scription of Fact in Thought, or of Thought in Fact, for the question 

lies in the very mirror of words, in the two-sided complementarity, 
from which these complementary identifications, sides, are abstracted. 

The question involves Us, and the closure of Thought marked by the 

inscription of Fact at its origin as 'I', can no more make 'I' me or 

you, than the corresponding isolation of Thought in a Body can make 

such a body me, here, or now. 

The frame of the question lies, rather, precisely in 

the symmetry of these two orders, precisely in the complementar- 

ity of closed text and open World of Thought, the first abstract- 

ed from the open movements of question and answer which charact- 

erise the second. And in this frame what is in question is the 

symmetry of the subordination of thought to fact in the opening 

of the book as a fact, and the converse subordination of fact to 

thought which makes this opening, in each case, 'mine'. The open- 

ing question of the boob reflects just this symmetry in the con- 

verse orders of question and answer, opening and closing, which 

mirror one another in its limited frame. In this frame this opening 

question itself calls into question just the asymmetry of the 

orders of question and answer in which there can be a beginning 

of the book, and questions just that action of opening which in 

breaking the symmetry or closure of the text, makes this action 

'mine'. 

For the unbroken line traced in Imagination as the 

continuation of an I in which Fact is inscribed in Thought, in 

the closed circuits of its fictions whose focus or origin it marks, 

which thinks to cross into the closed configuration of marks, and 

so mark in them a beginning, an opening, is itself in reality 
broken,; n this beginning,. into the factual asymmetry of me and 

you, in a question which itself somehow opens the closed circuits 

of 'my' fictLns by asking me whose they in fact are. Although 

an 'I' identified in my thoughts as a writer cannot in fact ask 
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'me' as a reader such a question in fact, not knowing who, in 

the open range of Reader I might in fact be, yet the text, in 

refusing the question of who in the text is in fact the first 

person, can break the imaginary identifications upon which such 

reserve depends and really ask who, in myself, 'I' am. 

For the question is inscribed not so much in the marks 

on the paper of some copy which is in fact opened, but rather in 

the actual symmetry between the actual opening of some copy, and the 

actual disruption of the closed domain of 'I' in each such opening. 
The marks ask about the actuality of opening in each opening, and 
this not only in the domain of abstract Thought, but also in Fact, 

fcr the question lies just in the relation of these mirror domains. 

The question is asked not so much 'in' tae book, as at the ambigu- 

ous point of crossing into the configuration of the text. Not only 

the words in the book, but (and primarily) the book itself, in all 
its aspects, including the particular circumstances of its openings, 
'in the World', asks the central, the dominant, question. The 

book asks the question, or constitutes a question, the same for 

writer and readers, but in different aspects or modes. In this sense 
the question is not dependent on the underlying intention of a writ- 

er sure of his identity, real or fictional: it applies to whoever 
'I' may be, of itself, and only depends in fact upon a writer as 
it lepends upon ink and paper. 

The frame of the question is constituted by the 

symmetry of the formal closure of Thought correlative with the 

unlimited open-ness of its questioning, and the mirroring of this 

in the independence or isolation of its objects, reflected in the 

Fact of there being questions at all. This symmetry or mirror 
may indeed be seen simply in terms of the question which it im- 

plies: how, in the frame of this question, does the question, ',. hat 
is a question? ' mirror the comolementary open-ness of 'which question? ', 

the former confusing the independence of Thought, the latter the 
independence of the Thing. The former introduces an open-ness, 
an asyrnmetry, within the duality of opera and closed in each question, 
within the closure which is the frame of all questioning; the 
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latter asks what to answer, what to determine, its frame given 

by the fictional isolation of the Fact., What is common to each 

of these questionings is a recursion of the simple form of quest- 

ions at large. One brings into question the closure which de- 

termines all questions as questions, the other the open-ness of 

such closure. One marks a limit to the 'opening' movement of 

Thought, the other a limit to the converse movement of finding 

what matters are closed, determined, before we may begin our 

questioning.. In their complementarity these two 'recurrent' quest- 
ions themselves determine the domain of questions, in its widest range 

At the same time one marks the disruption of the closed 

circuit of Thought which might otherwise contain some order of 

questions, while itself unquestioned; and the other marks the 

open-ness of thinking which opens up the domain of isolated facts 

to the continuity of its inquiry, and refuses to any answer an 

unquestionable isolation. These two questions mark the limits of 

any domain of questioning, of which the questions and answers of 

this book are one instance, isolated by the fact that it is the 

framing of questions which is here in question, with the particul- 

arity of the instance an inseparable part of the questioning. 

How can we mark the breaking out of the isolation of 

copies of this book as things, which is at the same time a break- 

ing into the domain of Thought of a common frame of both their 

questionings? How effect the transition of our line of question 

and answer out of the co'nolementary isolations of Thought and 
Thing, and into this Actuality of questions in which they are 

mirrored, how enter, in this Introduction, into this mirror of 

words which is the domain of the book as question, as of the sub- 

ordinate question and answer 'in' the book? How can we mark, 

in the common frame of symmetry of Open and Closed the question 
of the difference and interacth n of the questioning open-ness 
of Thought, and the closed frame of question and answer which is 

this book which seeks to enquire into this relation? 

0 
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This is as much as to ask ( and it is only a new form of the 
question which has guided the inquiry so far, and which must guide it 
to a conclusion, a close): How can we mark, in a copy of this book, 
in the closed frame in which both as Thing and as configuration of 
question and answer, symmetric in beginning and end, opening and clos- 
ing, it is abstracted from the open-ness of questioning in general, and 
so, in this closure or isolation, itself poses our guiding question:... 
.. how can we mark the symmetry of its closure and its open-ness? How 
can we express, 'in' the book, the radical symmetry of the questioning 
from which the Thought. which disrupts the Thing which is a configuration 
of marks, and this Thing, are conjointly abstracted, and which, in the 
mutual disruption of these orders, one by the other, in the opening 
of the book, governs the common order of their questioning? How can 
the reflection or repetition of the symmetry of these two orders in a 
copy of the book actually be an essential part of the exhibition of 
this symmetry in (and as belonging to) the order of questions, rather 
than simply another repetition of the disruption of that symmetry in 
the opening of ä book? 

We saw that the presence of questioning Thought in the book 
involved the 'crossing' of the words, in their real order of reading 
and writing, by an imaginary order or line from opening to closing in 
Thought, by the distance or 'spaces of questions to be covered in the 
linear development of the deduction or narration. We saw that this 
'crossing' was imagined to occur at the 'missing point' which moves 
continuously in Imagination from an initial crossing into the order 
of words which breaks the closed symmetry of the imaginary configuration 
of the text as a whole, a unity (in the opening of the book), to a fin- 
al crossing out of the text in the close or conclusion of the dynamic 
of question and answer generated as the order of this continuous move- 
ment of Thought through the words. We saw how this continuity was 
rooted in the imaginary coincidence of Thought and words in question 
and assertion. We can now see that the closure or symmetry of the text- 
ual configuration thus broken in imagination, and in this crossing or 
break assuring the continuation of thinking through the discrete or 
finitary order of words, in their 'real' order as marks, differences, 
parallelling the doubling and crossing of this order in imagination 
until their coincidence in some final point which restores their 
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original closure to Thought and Thing.... We can see that this imaginary 

closure must involve the coincidence in imagination of real and imagin- 

ary configuration of 'books at the very point, beginning, middle, or 

end, in which this closure in thought and the closure of the config- 

uration in fact, meet in the actual open-ness or accession of the book 

to Thought, or to this thinking of it. It is this coincidence of imag- 

inary and real configurations of disruption, of mutual breaking of sym- 

metry, which is itself the symmetry broken in the act of writing or 

reading, broken in imagination or in reality at beginning, middle, and 

end of the book... or rather: broken in opening the book, and so govern- 
ing the accession of our thinking to the book until its restoration at 
the end, the real crossing into the book at the beginning mirrored as 
the imaginary conclusion, in the symmetry of the orders of question and 

answer governing the dynamic or real and imaginary orders, the opening 

and closing of this same configuration in question and answer, at each 
'point' of the book. Thus the imaginary 'closure' or symmetry which 

governs the opening questioning at each point is itself the mirroring 

or doubling of the initial crossing into the closed or finitary con- 
figuration of the book in the final crossing out, and itself expresses 
the duality of the real and imaginary orders imagined to coincide at 
that point. 

How can we possibly embody at some point in this ordering of 

words the systematic mirroring of the orders of mark and thinking, and 

so mark the transition into the duality of the more general order of 

questions at lerge (of which this mirroring is, as it were, a reflect- 
ion in the order of words) which such a mark would effect? We must 
find a mark which stands symmetrically with respect to the beginning 

and end of this Introduction to the order of questions at large. In 

such a transition out of the closed symmetry of this closed domain of 

deduction in the frame presented by an Imagination which in the limit 

is the inscription of the order of Fact, Thing, in Thought as the Fact 

of the Question itself, the asymmetry of Open and Closed, we must allow 
this general order of questioning to mark itself in a figure, a con- 
figuration within the words, which, unlike the forward order of the 

words themselves, or the converse order of their isolation as the simple 
fact of marks in a book whose closure corresponds in Imagination to the 

frame of its questioning, does not already imply a breaking of the sym- 

metry of these two orders of Thought and Thing, or a subordination of 
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of one to the other, but which, rather,. expresses-the symmetry which 

organises the mutuality or reciprocity of these two orders of crossing- 

one-another, breaking, one, the symmetry of the other, in the very 

movement by which its own symmetry is lost... a mark which expresses 

the symmetry of the breaking of its own symmetry, and which thus con- 

tains, dually, the converse orders of Fact and its imaginary inscript- 

ion in Thought, and itself marks, in its breaking, the complementary 

circularity of closed Fact and the questioning Thought to which all 

such closure is open. 

'Figure', for the symmetries of such a configuration, such 

a marking, must be prior to that breaking of such symmetry by which 

marks may be subordinated to the order of thinking as (or to become) 

'wor. ds'. The mark must actually mirror such an order of Owords' in 

'things'. And nor must the mark simply be a 'thing', an image, an il- 

lustration, in a fictional independence from the order of words. Its 

difference from the order of words must be subject, without limit, to 

inscription in this order, in the narration by Thought of its own dir- 

ection, in pursuit of the closure which would define its Question. It 

must appear in words as the Mirror of words which the words alone, in 

the order of deduction, cannot mark. The Mirror in which words reflect 

things in our thinking of them, the Figure which, marking in words the 

order of questioning, the dynamic symmetry of Open and Closed whose 

subordination to the closure of Thought in the activity of making-sense 

these words represent, might, paradoxically, be called the Word which 

answers our Question, in the exhibition of an opening rooted in the 

symmetry of Open and Closed. And it marks the question and the quest- 
ioning of the book at the point of entry into 'questioning at large' 

which itself mirrors, in the symmetry of opening Thought and closed 

Fact, the crossing out of this general symmetry in the initial order 

of disruption in which we crossed into the first words of this Intro- 

duction. This first half of the Introduction passes into the next 
through just this symmetrical disyrmmetry, the difference or distance 

from which, in the deduction so, far, these opening words have traced 

to just this point of transition in which they close: 
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The imaginary 'missing point' closes, as it opens, this 

line which, in Imagination, crosses itself. This missing point is 

the missing point we looked for in words. As the mid-point of this In- 

troduction it marks the first point where the real order of deduction 

and the imaginary order of its frame cross one the other. As such it 

is the 'origin', root, of the Introduction's closed order of configur- 

ation, of its symmetry of opening and closing, just as the 'beginning' 

of the Introduction is an 'origin' of the order of opening, questioning, 

and the end of the Introduction the 'origin' of the converse order of 

closing. This midpoint, as reflection of the frame of questioning-at- 
large , within the closed symmetry of the orders of beginning and end- 
ing, has, as its principle of closure, the imaginary symmetry or equi- 

valence of points where the closed order of the Word is broken. In the 

three imaginary dimensions in which the imaginary closure is inscribed, 

the difference of beginning, middle, and end is determinaed only by the 

breaking of the symmetry of all points in this configuration by (or 'at', 

or 'from') some further point outside its closure, in relation to which 

the local distinction of real break and imaginary crossing can alone 

be made. 

It is in a sense this 'fourth' point outside the closed sym- 

metry of the orders of crossing which is reflected in the three missing 

points at which the symmetry of this closure is broken. And the identi- 

fication of this point 'outside' the closure of the configuration of 

crossing at some point in the order of words, 'before' or 'after' the 

identification as an actually missing point at this midpoint where the 

imaginary crossing actually marks such a missing presepce in the text, 

in the words, or 'between' them; this itself defines a dual order in 

this figure, an open-ness, a duality, a mirror, corresponding directly 

to the closure of the figure itself. For although 'really' there are 

three breaks in the line, the 'imaginary' closure of the line 'broken' 

at these imaginary points of crossing, itself defines, from different 

'sides' of this figure in these words, complementary or converse orders 

of crossing, corresponding to one identical imaginary closure, but 'fol- 

lowed' in a different or inverse order around the closed line*, just as 

the closure of the Introduction in which the figure defines a missing 

*That is, the line comes over itself 'out of' the paper in contrary 

senses, as 'seen' from different sides of the paper 'in' which it is 

imagined to be inscribed: corresponds to the 'other side' of 

its mirror-image, 
&t 

- 
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point may be considered under two converse aspects, the deduction 

closing at the end, or the determination to conclude with which this 

forward order begins. These converse orders of the Figure thus reflect 
in the closure of the text the symmetry of opening reflection and clos- 
ing determination, or the converse orders of Thought and Thing, from 

which this closure of the text is itself abstracted. The 'neutral' 

real breaks in zhe line which reflect in the closure of the text the 

missing point in the order of questioning 'outside' the text, corresp- 

ond to the real break in the continuity of opening Thought and closing 

Thing in the finitary punctuation of this closure, this symmetry, of 

question and answer. 

The six-fold (twice three-fold: the two 'sides' of the three 
'missing points') image of this missing identity 'outside' the imagin- 

ary closure in the Figure of the finitary symmetry of question and 

answer reflects the multiple open-ness of questioning correlative with 
the abstraction from the simple complementarity of opening and closing, 
Thought and Thing, in the closed frame of a particular, a definite, 

question. It reflects the passage of questioning into itself, in the 

open-ness thus correlative with the closed symmetry of opening and 

closing, thinking and its objects, instanced by the finitary frame 

of this discourse, as of all discourses. The resulting co-ordination 

of finitary orders of reflection and correlative determination thereby 

provides a frame for the Question, as I have called it ('What is a 

question? '): the mirroring in questioning (and the correlative deter- 

mination) at large of this Question in particular questions itself 
being the frame from which the finitary order of Discourse is abstracted 
in each of its particular closures, and which, in this abstraction, it 

reflects in the several orders of reflection which constitute the di- 

mensions of Discourse's opening and closing, the dimensions of its 

textual space, and the orders of its deduction, themselves reflected 
in the orders of determination in that circumscribing World of Things 
in which it is inscribed, and which it mirrors. 

This 'passage of questioning into itself' thus has as its 

frame (the closure corresponding to the particularity of a question) 
the mirroring of opening and closing, their symmetry or duality, but 
the passage of questioning into this frame requires, as it were, a 
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detour through the closure in which a particular questioning is ab- 

stracted from this otherwice indeterminate and unquestionable mirroring. 

'Detour': but not really a detour, as there is no 'opening' and 'clos- 

ing' before the recursion of question and questions, any more than there 

is a closure of this text, or of the Figure which reflects that closure 

in itself, independent of the duality of orders of determination and 

reflection marked by the 'progressive' and 'regressive' projections of 

the Mirror marked in this text by that Figure. The distinction between 

the mirror-orders of Open and Closed is as inseparable from the closure 

in which they are mirrored, as is this last from the distinction between 

these two converse orders of closing and the closed frame of the triple 

symmetry of these two closures and itself. In she Mirror there is a 

triple symmetry of three orders of crossing (or, equivalently, of open- 

ing or of closing). The symmetry of the Mirror is broken in the identi- 

fication of one of these orders of crossing or closing (or correlative 

opening) with the symmetry of all three orders - when this last symmetry 

then 'falls out of consideration', out of the question, itself determ- 

ining the open duality of the remaining converse presentations of this 

same closure, this third term which, as frame of the question, has dis- 

appeared in the questioning, this Mirror which disappears in the subord- 

ination of Fact to Thought in the finitary order of reflective or theor- 

etical Discourse. 

The necessary 'detour' of this questioning which first drops 

out of the question in the mirror of words, in the unquestioned closure 

of the finitary frame of Discourse, and which only through making this 

closure the frame of its question can rediscover itself, amounts here 

to this Introduction to the domain of questioning-at-large, in which, 

through the words that follow, the question of this very closure of 

the book proceeds. 

The frame of this questioning of questioning which governs 

the configuration of the book 'properly speaking' (the book between 

Introduction and Close), the questioning in this instance of 'the Book', 

of the closure of the Book 'as such', of books, is determined by the 

mirroring of opening and closing in the Actuality of questions, from 

which the closure of a discourse is abstracted. 
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The fundamental symmetry of this frame of questioning- 

at-large, of opening and closing 'as such' is the symmetry of 

the modes of breaking this symmetry. It is presented in the 

closure, which is one of its terms, the finitar_y symmetry of opening 

and closing in a configuration of differences (as in these marks) 

in terms of the coordination of 'crossing' or order which 'in' (or 

relative to) this closure is 'open' (as its closed frame of questioning), 

just as this closure is itself presented, within itself, as one 

side of th Figure, our 'Knot', which Figure itself includes this 

side (as representing its primary closure rather than the correl- 

ative open-ness), its 'first side', in the order of words. 

In this sense, the first side of the Figure re-presents 

in the order of words, in the order of the finitary symmetry of 

Discourse, of the Book (or its analogues, such as speech, of which 

more in a moment) the primary order ordirection of closure correlative 

with our breaking the general symmetry of questioning by entering 

into a particular question, entering into the closure of the fin- 

itary configuration whose closure itself abstracts from, and so 

breaks, the 'neutral' symmetry of closure-in-general in the frame 

of questioning-in-general. Within this 'primary' or direct ord- 

er of the closure of the book, we early identified the coordinat- 
ion of the deductive or 'logical' order (which we will in future 

denote 'A'), the converse order (primary in the isolation of a. fict- 

ion) which we associated with the primary order of 'determination' 

in a 'physical' World of bodies 'outside' the book, in which, as 

a particular ('marked') sort of body the book is itself inscribed, 

which order circumscribes it (this order of determination we will 

denote '+').. and, as the primary order of closure abstracted from 

and open to this duality or conversion of words and things, the 

order of closure of the configuration of questions and answers in 

their converse movement in the text, a 'poetic' order, rooted in 

the questions and determinations associated with the mirroring Sym- 

metry of logical and physical, deduction and narrative, theory and 

fiction - this order we will denote 'it'" In the simplest or 'ele- 

mentary'case the correlation or coordination of these orders may 

be seen in the limit-text of naming or marking itself, in the simple 

assertion of 'point-ing', 'this', or the simple open-ness of ug, est- 

ioning, in which a 'thing' may be taken to mark itself, be remark- 

ed: , or 'What's this? '. 
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In these two converse limit cases, 'assertion and questioning, 

the 'poetic' symmetry underlying the suborlination of thought to 

thing in question, or of thing to thought in assertion, 'drops out' 

as the third term, the closure of the 'text' which is constituted 

by the symmetry of this closure itself, and the closures of X and 

which are correlative with the open-ness of the text to th3ught 

and thing as its 'terms'. X here constitues the minimal 'direction' 

of Thought, of a thought, towards a 'thing', its closure amounting 
to the inscription of what 'marks' the thing in the domain of Thought. 

corresponds to the 'term' or object of this thought which, converse- 

ly to the order of Thought, determines, in the minimal mirror of the 

mark, itself 'indifferent', this direction of thinking, the thinking 

'of' it, as the finality, the 'end' of this direction.. and, insofar 

as this 'object' impinges on Thought, it itself 'opens' thinking to 

its presence. 

Complementing this elementary '3irect' mode of 'naming', 

the structure of assertion and question corresponding to the '. ' and 
'? ' which were themselves objects of inquiry in the first half of 

this Introduction, is a converse mode in which the object of the 

worts is not a 'physical' or 'outward' thing, but a correlate of 

such a thing in 'Thought', as if the name or mark were being used 

in a converse sense, the directions of question and assertion, open- 

ing and closing, being inverted in the 'mirror' of the mark or 

name, so that in the assertion of the name it is open as to what, 

if anything, is really, in FactIbeing marked, the assertion of the 

name, the making of the mark, not corres^onding to what is physic- 

ally marked, but rather to what is a sort of minimal fiction, a, 

or the, thing which might be marked by the mark. The 'direct' or- 

der of 'opening' and 'closing' is inverted, and the three orders 

of 'crossing' which constitute the mirror-image of the 'primary' 

presentation of the Figure or Knot are introduced into the closed 

frame of questions and answers, as the 'open' orders correlative 

with the primary closures of A, +, 
andT1. 
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These three complementary orders represent 'in' the 

finitary frame of closure the organisation of the complement- 

ation of the finitary and discrete symmetry (or order of sym- 

metry)of this frame in the frame of questioning in general. 

They represent the 'other side' of this general frame, just 

as they are presented within the finitary frame itself as the 

'secondary' or converse order of crossing, and just as the Knot, 

two of whose three crossings represent the two sides or closures 

of the triple order including their symmetry, represents the mir- 

ror of opening and closing in general, within the closure of the 

finitary frame (represented in itself as the 'first' side of this 

Knot). The trifle order of these symmetries we call 'co-finitary', 

since its organisation, although 'infinitary' and irreducible to 

any finitary scheme of identification within the finitary order 

of closure (just as the asymmetry of open and closed in the quest- 

ion which is the frame of this order cannot be reduced to the clo- 

sure of any finitary configuration of symmetries, and is ' irresolu- 

ble'in 'finitary terms') mirrors exactly the triple order of fin- 

itary symmetry, just as the open-ness of the mark as imaginary 

term that covers all real terms, but cannot be reduced to any fin- 

itary enumeration of these as its extension, mirrors exactly the 

closure or determination which is given to it in some particular 

instance. 

Just as we characterised the minimal case of finitary co- 

ordination in terms of the mark, so, now, we can give a complementary 

characterisation of co-finitary, symmetry in terms of the missing 

point that marked, in Imagination, our presence in the first half 

of this Introduction, and which, as a 'fourth' missing point 'out- 

side' the closure of the Figure, determined in Imagination, or in 

two converse imaginary perspectives or projections, the dual present- 

ations of the Figure as complementary triple symmetries of crossing. 

Mirroring the logical order of deduction in the mark, 

then, is the order of an actual identity which cannot, in principle, 

be reduced to any finitary determination, any more than one 

could close the symmetry of open and closed in the juestion in 

a way that would be unquestionable, leave no opening for further 
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questioning. Yet (correlatively) there is no point at which 
the logical characterisation or analysis of this missing point 

can itself be halted. Any limit, any line by or at which one 

might seek to express the inaccessibility to deduction of this 

constant pronomial presence in each step, in every term, of the 

deduction which it systematically eludes, could in principle be 

crossed in the finitary, yet unlimited or indefinite prosecution 

of the logical order of differences in the mark. In the duality 

of any distinction between marks and that which is marked (as in 

the radical duality of the closed frame of a deduction and the 

correlatively open range to which its terms may, within the form- 

al limits set by their coordination in the system of differing 

marks which is the deduction, apply) there is always maintained 
an absolute or unlimited complementarity rooted in the absolute 

or recurrent symmetry or mirror of coordination of Open and Closed, 

Asymmetry and Symmetry. 

The 'elementary' or minimal instance of this comple- 

mentarity can be seen in the point which marks assertion, '. 't 

'is', which, in its distribution through every deduction, system- 

atically articulates the mirroring of the logical order and this 

complementary or 'co-finitary' order of the 'onto-logical', or 

ontological, the primary closure of which mirrors the opening of 
the mark '? ', which is the logical converse of assertion, as 'what 

is' or 'that which is'. The systematic complementarity of the two 

orders embodies this elementary conversion of terms in a duality 

of interrogative and relative pronoun which organises the principä3 
duality of open question and relative 'clause'. 

This 'ontological' order or dimension we denote 'w'. 
The co-finitary order which complements this infinitary or co- 
finitary order of determination we have already, in effect, identi- 
fied as the order of Thought and Imagination which, in its continu- 
ity 'doubles' the logical order of deduction in thought or imagin- 

ation, just as the ontological order doubles the physical order 
which is the finitary converse of X. It was precisely this 'doub- 
ling' of the finitary text in Imagination which enabled us to 

I 
characterise the 'missing point' as the break in the discrete 

order of assertion where the continuous 'distance' from Thought 
to Thing 'crossed' in an imaginary dimension which 'doubled' it 
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the 'real' order or line of the text. The 'open-ness' of the 

text at such a 'missing' point (corresponding to the finitary 

unity of the 'sentence' between two points of assertion with 

some definite content. aid extent, as to the 'clause' within 

the sentence, to the group of sentences, and so on - and 

corresponding in the limit to the point of question or assertion 

in which the two orders were imagined to coincide) marked by a 

broken line in the Knot is complemented by the continuous closed 

line which crosses it in imagination. This continuous line, doub- 

ling in Imagination the order of he text, as its 'terms' double 

the terms of the finitary orders of 1\ and 4, is itself 'broken' 

at points which 'double' the real breaks which are the beginning 

and end of the text. These breaks in the symmetry of the closed 

circuit which corresponds in Imagination to a 'presentation' of 

the Knot correspond to the 'missing point' in the imaginary order 

which doubles the 'real' order of the texts 

06 
or: 

' denotes the 'psychical' or 'psycho-logical' order, whose clos- 

ure complements 
4, just as the closure of W complements ?. 

Just as ontological identity or being, 'is', constitutes 
the infinitary limit which the finitary analyses of the logical 

order cannot in principle determine, but whose order of determin- 

ation they mirror without any definite limit in unlimited approx- 
imation, so does the 'missing point' at whicr our thinking is pre- 

sent 'here' and 'now' in the text, as in its 'world' defined by 

the primacy of ý 'outside' the finitary closure of the text, in 

which the physical order of the text is inscribed, constitute a 
limiting presence in the bodily or physical order which cannot in 

principle be 'physically' determined (since there could be no 'phy- 

sical' determination which could decide which of two 'here's or 
'now's was actually here and now, or which body is in fact my 'mine' 
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rather than your 'mine'). The same principle of unlimited mirror- 

ing relates these orders of Body and Mind as relates the orders of 

w and) which they double; in particular, there is that perfect com- 

plenentarity of 'real' and 'imaginary' which, rooted in the conver- 

sion of what is marked or remarked into what might be so marked or 

remarked, enabled us to effect the transition from the triple sym- 

metry of the 'real' finitary order to the mirror image of this in 

the 'imaginary' order we are now identifying. 

We have remarked the incorporation of these two pairs of 

converse orders in a structure or figure of 'crossing' which con- 

stitutes a representation within this Introduction of our presence 
in it. We noted that the continuous interval, the imaginary dist- 

ance, between the 'missing point' (or points) of 4 and u, 'broke' 

the imaginary progress of the order of marks it doubled, just 

at the point in the text where it was present, and that the auality 

of the two orders, finitary and co-finitary, was expressed by the 

open break in the finitary order of the text that mirrored the con- 
tinuity of Thought and its Object at that very point, and, in the 

elementary limit by the imaginary coincidence of the two orders in 

the point of assertion or question. But we left indeterminate the 

relations between the missing points as 'terms' of 4 and .', and 
the 'terms' of, 1 and 0 in the real breaks which mark beginning and 
end of the text. Nor have we indicated, except by a nark of direction 

(an 'arrow') extrinsic to the symmetry of the figure of crossing, the 

relation between the 'terms' and the 'order' or 'direction' of the 

various orders. Nor (which will be seen to be equivalent) have 

we made any attempt to coordinate all these as yet independent fac- 

tors within the symmetry constituting the finitary closure of the 

text (71), nor have we as yet introduced the co-finitary complement of 
this closure, which would mirror the way in which it broke or breaks 
the Symmetry of Open and Closed at large, in this general Symmetry 

of which the breaking associated with finitary closure is one term, 

presented within this primary closure as the 'first' presentation 
of the Knot. 

It is to the coordination and consequent resolution of 
all these questions that we now proceed. 
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We saw in the first half of the Introduction how the 

'doubling' of the logical order of marks in Thought was some- 

how associated with an initial disruption of the 'poetic' symmetry 

of the closed order of the text - in Imagination - which corresponded 

to a complementary disruption of the imaginary continuity of Thought 

in its real implication in the discrete order of assertion and ques- 

tion. This coordination is illustrated by a 'completion' of the 

figure which presents the 'line' of the text 'crossing itself in 

Imagination': 

.. or: 

_ iý 

4 
4 

- The transoosition of the order or line from finitary 

to infinitary orders amounts to an inversion or conversion of each 

of the points of crossing. In Imagination, in the imaginary con- 

tinuity of the line, 'missing points' are seen, as it were, from 

the 'other side' of the figure - corresponding to the complement- 

arity of 'open' and 'closed' in real and imaginary or finitary and 

co-finitary orders that we have already noted as the fundamental 

principle of this complementarity. This transposition also cor- 

res")onds in this figure to a rotation of the line. Indeed the two 

figures may be reduced to a common figure expressing the coordin- 

ation, in the symmetry of er-and its breaking, of these ordere, and 

we can further simplify the matter by replacing. and 
4 by 'iii' and 

'it', indicating the imaginary 'doubling' of these finitary orders: 

"4 

ý_ýý Y 
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- For it will be seen that the 'doubling' in the pre- 

vious figures amounts, in each case, to a'rotation' of the converse 
finitary orders in the same sense, corresponding to the transposit- 

icn from 'real' to imaginary' 
, from this side to 'that' side of the 

paper, as it were. 

In these figures the 'opening' of Ti, corresponding to 

the logical order of the words, corresponds to a break in, the 
imaginary correlate or double of this order, corresoonding to the 

entry of Thought into the imaginary closure of the text, this last 

abstracting from the symmetric orders of X and ý, and their 'doub- 

ling' in Imagination. In Imagination the missing point, the 'cross' 

marking the coordination of real and imaginary orders at an imagin- 

ary 'point' in the text, forms as it were a limiting contraction 
of -rr'. in which the coordination of real and imaginary orders is 
lost. 

This essentially local aspect of the coordination assoc- 
iated with the last figure is reflected in various questions it 
does not resolve. While characterising the imaginary missing point 
of coincidence of real and imaginary orders as the minimal 'term' 

of the pcetic order, it abstracts from the question of those 'terms' 

of the logical and physical orders, and their imaginary correlates, 
which appear simply to be 'outside' the closure of'n'. We might 
try and correlate these by circumscribing this first 'term' of ta, 
and the configuration it implies, with another circle which would 
'double' the first, as its imaginary 'other side': 

-ý�ýý- 
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..... But can we really make any sense of this new figure? 

On which ! side' are the 'real' and 'imaginary' axes of the figure 

where they intersect this 'other side' of Ti? It seems as though 

this missing point of intersection, in each case, has to mark, 

like the central crossing 'this' side, the same dynamic of meet- 
ing of 'real' and 'imaginary', this and that. In fact it will be 

seen that, in effect, all four points must be considered to be 

one missing point, which is somehow both 'this' side and 'that' 

side of the central point or 'first' term of the figure. The in- 

verted direction of the circuit or rotation, corresponding to a 

reversal of the representation of the 'other' side by a rotation 

on 'this' side, marks or requires a rotation of axes at the point 

of crossing which mirrors, but in a quadruple image, the central 
'rotation' defining the symmetry, and th closure, oflT. This 

conversion, or attempted conversion, of % amounts, in effect, to 

a reflection of the central point of coincidence of real and im- 

aginary, defining the poetic 'term', in the closure of SC itself. 

Opposite 'points' of the outer circle are identified, and the ro- 
tation which corresionds to the central rotation associated with 
the closed circuit of `r{, rotates the configuration of crossing 
just as it is rotated at the central point. 

What are we to make of this 'fiction' required by the figure? 
For the converse of i would appear to correspond to an imaginary 

point at the limit of the figure, which is at both sides at once. 

... As if the figure should be inscribed on a closed surface, like a 

sphere, where our missing point would constitute another 'pole' 

of the figure, both reflecting our initial point, and yet some- 
how identical with it. For the complementarity of ( and this con- 
verse corresponds to the complementarity of theasymmetry and the 

symmetry, the closedness and the open-ness, of fi. What is oven in 

relation to this figure as imagined traced on a closed surface, rather 
than on the 'open' surface of these pages, this paper, is just the 
question of which side of the closure of 1i 'we' are on. And there is 

no way, except through an extrinsic determination of the 'locality' of 
one of the points, to decide, from the symmetries of the figure, which 
side is which... which of the 'poles' of our imaginary sphere is 
this one, and which is 'both', corresponding to the 'missing' point 
which is the co-finitary mirror of the indifferent mark of 1Z in 
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which the terms of % and 
ý are mirrored in the closure of the 

finite text. 

The extension of our initial figure which we have 

tried to describe also requires that the open axes in which 

'real' and 'imaginary' orders are considered to be indefinitely 

extended 'outside' the closed text which abstracts from the sym- 

metry of their common open-ness, are actually 'closed' at (or'in')this 

missing point, which thus stands outside any finitary inscription 

just as the 'term' of the ontological order stands at an infinite 

remove from the terms of > or of f, which it 'mirrors' or 'doub- 

les' respectively. The impossibility of inscribing the mirror 

of j" within the finitary determinations of this poetic order re- 
flects, like the impossibility of reaching 'what is' through a 
finitary configuration of differences, just the contradiction implicit 

in trying to give a finitary circumscription, to 'close', the infin- 

itary Question, to abstract through a closed configuration of quest- 
Lns, from the radical open-ness which in each question mirrors or 

complements its frame, the exclusive-range of its questioning. This un- 

derlying com, )lementarity of open and closed, which constitutes 
the Mirror, also demands the mirroring of 'mirror' orders, such 

as the ontological and the logical, in the absolute symmetry of 
their common questioning. This symmetry is now further 

characterised in terms cf the mirroring in the closure ofI%of the 

order of the question.. the question of 'How can there be any dif- 

ference between the two sides, between the 'inside' and 'outside' 

of a text? What is the open-ness of this closure in general, what 
is a question? And how can one ever introduce into the symmetry 
of this difference actual differences subject to questioning; 

how can a 'question' be decided, by an 'I' to whom it is open? ' 

This question may be expressed in an equivalent manner 
if we try to 'double' or 'convert' the symmetries characteris- 
ing Ir by the direct introduction into our figure of the 'missing 

point at infinity' as follows: 
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The lower circuit here corresponds to the infinitary 

closure of the logical (or physical) order (the difference be- 

tween these, as already in the earlier figure, being abstract- 

ed from - as a difference in direction or orientation 
in the common configuration in which their converse orders mir- 

ror one another - in the finitary symmetry of T'). The 'other 

side' of this circuit, its imaginary double, is represented, 

as before, by the rotation corresponding to the transposition of 

a real order of succession into an imaginary distance at each point 

of this succession. 

These infinitary closures then cross at what amounts to 

a 'reflection' outside the closure of the text of the point at which 

'we' are in the text. But now we must take the point(s) of passage 

from 'inside' to 'outside' the text as effecting a 'conversion' from 

one 'side' to the 'other' of the figure, and we find, working through 

the 'logic' of the figure, that T must be its own converse. For 

example we might 'label' the orders of symmetry involved: 

eg: 
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.... 'Well, almost its own converse: the sense of ro- 

tation has changed, and to make the figure coherent, one would 
have to make the 'other side' of i> to be , or the finitary con- 

verse of X. 

Now we might just as well have completed our initial 

figure with the lower circuit crossed by, rather than cro9sing, 
its transposition: 

IIý , `- 

.1 

I 

- And now it may be seen that i is also (and 

this more strictly) its own 'double'. 

The relations between these two putative 'completions' of our 

initial figure express, in effect, just those symmetries between 

'inside' and 'z tside' the text by which TZ is abstracted from 

the open comple; nent?. rity of it and 
f in the first place. The 'mis8ing 

point' at infinity is in the first case 'on the other side' of the text, 

in the second case, 'on the same side'. Again we see that we can- 

not decide, simply in finitary terms, between a text which in- 

verts the true order of things in a fiction, and one that actual- 
ly repeats this order. 'Where are we? '.. are we in the text or 

^utside the text: here we find again the symmetry of truth and 
fiction in the text, corresponding to its isolation, its closure, 
its abstraction from the indefinite Actuality of the mirroring of 
Open and Closed in fact, with which the Introduction began. The 

missing point which would be the infinitary reflection or complement 

of the open question which radically marks the poetic order must be 
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both of the points of crossing 'outside' the poetic order 

at once:. 'This' side and 'that' side. And we now see that 

the 'imaginary' doubling and conversion of finitary and co- 

finitary in which we sought to define the co-finitary order 

as the mirror of the finitary order - mirror in both senses: 

doubling, as J doubles', , and conversion, as 4 is the co- 

finitary 'convey ion' of $ -that this 'imaginary' order was 

a ! econdary determination of the co-finitary order, as it ap- 

peared in subordination to the finitary order, inscribed within 

its figures. 

This circumstance may be directly associated with the 

abstraction from the actuality of questioning in general, in the 

attempt to represent the configuration of this more general order, 

within the finitary closure which is one of its terms. For in 

trying to express 7( in relation to the point of coincidence of 

its two sides, in relation to its own 'term' - 'in its own terms' - 

the symmetry of >, 4, and'K as all finitary has 'dropped out' of 

consideration, leaving us to try and reconstruct the ternary order 

of their common finitude from the binary order defined by the brea- 

king of the general ternary order of Open-Closed in which this 

breaking into the finitary order of the text is one of two com- 

vlementary forms. As was noted earlier, in discussing the sym- 

metries of the Figure or Knot, in this breaking of the ternary 

symmetry of questioning-at-large, the ternary symmetry of its 

finitary term also drops out of the question, and we are left 

trying to characterise the closure of Ti in terms of the binary 

symmetry of A and ¢, corresponding to the two finitary 'sides' 

of T( . Having unquestioningly broken the symmetry of Open and 

Closed in general, in entering, breaking into, the finitery order 

of particular questions without questioning the frame of such quest- 
ioning (it could not be otherwise), the question implicit in its 

closure, the closure of this finitary order, which in this closure 
drops out of the question, appears as an indefinable paradox. The 

closure of It- being constant, invariant, Iin' i (this invariance, 

indeed, itself defining this 'in') cannot be defined in relation 
to, in terms of, the 'term' which marks what it is to be 'in' the 

text, in the order of Ti. 
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This 'paradox' necessarily appears as the question of 
the 'term' 'at infinity' which mirrors, in the general symmetry 

of Open and Closed broken 'in' a, that symmetry (') of the three 

finitary orders which itself is the third term which 'drops' out 

of the questioning determined by its closure as unquestionable 
frame of questioning. Whereas the binary symmetry of r and "4 

which constitutes the 'open-ness' of the co-finitary order can 
be represented in C as 'imaginary' correlates of its binary open- 

ness, the ternary symmetry of these two imaginary correlates and 
their symmetry together, the imaginary correlate of 1 itself, cannot. 

It appears as the missing point which would constitute the locus 

of determination of which side of the closure of V9 finitary or 
infinitary, 'we' are on... 

... But when we try to imagine being on the 'other', the 

'imaginary' side, of r, we find that we have no way of deciding 

between the two sides. 

Now, in the definition of the ternary symmetry of Open and 

Closed, of questioning-in-general, which marked, in a circular manner, 

our formal entry, while 'in' this text as one of its sides, into this 

order of symmetry of its two sides (represented in the text by the two 

'sides' of the Knot) we have already confronted (in considering how 

this more general order 'presented itself' in 'this' text) the config- 

uration of words and Figure and text which reflects just the problem 

of determining 'in' the text its general complementation, which we 
have so far been attempting to resolve in this text considered in 

its unquestioned isolation from its actual context. 

In purely finitary terms, the Knot has only one side: there 

is nothing in fact 'behind' the imaginary points of 'crossing' cor- 

responding to an 'other' side. The three 'missing points' which 

correspond to the imaginary closure of the Figure are themselves 

correlates of a fourth missing point 'outside' the closure, on the 

'other' side from the three missing points in the Figure. It is 

this fourth point which decides 'which side' of the figure 'we' are 

on. In terms of the Figure 'itself', 'really', this 'fourth' point 
is on 'both' sides and on neither. It corresponds, precisely, to 

the co-finitary correlate of the poetic 'term', which correlate organ- 
ises, in relation to its finitary expression, the symmetry of Open-Clos, 
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in general just through (or by) marking within that symmetry or 
order, how the correlate or complement in this symmetry of the 
'poetic' term constituted the break into finitary closure, marks 
itself, in finitary terms, as missing. 

This "missing' point marks itself first, in relation to 

the 'direct' order associated with the 'inside' of poetic closure, 

as imaginary correlate of the point identified in his direct or pri- 
mary order as 'this' side of the Figure, marks itself (that is), as 
'behind' the three 'imaginary' points of crossing, constituting the 

pure fiction of an 'other' side which itself allows the organisation 
of an 'imaginary' order in the subordination of this fiction to the 
identification marked by the 'term' of , and in particular by the 

term which appears to represent itself as 'this' side, by an initial 

abstraction from the 'fictional' or imaginary symmetry of two equi- 

valent 'sidest. (Here we have already, in outline, the configuration 

which leads to the primary paradox associated with the 'dropping out 

of the question' of : the lack of any principle to give any substance 
to the difference between 'this' side-and 'that' side, within and 

without, that closure which we feel we must indeed be 'within' in 

order even to understand the question of which side we're on. ) 

When, however, we actually find ourselves on that 'other' side 

of the Figure, we find (of course, since the 'missing points' of 

crossing are really--missing from the Figure) that we are rather 

on another 'this' side, which does not quite correspond to what we 

imagined. 

Thus, let us consider the finitary symmetries as pre- 

sented in the first image of the Knot: 

ii 

l 
i+ 
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If we take the figure corresponding to the logical 

order, , and 'turn it round', we may imagine we find: 

ýý 

- which, as we see before attempting to define in detail the new 

order of crossing, exactly corresponds to the order of k 'on the 

other side', being the 'same' Knot with the crossing 'coming out of, 

the paper in an anti-clockwise sense, but with the converse direction 

'around' the crossings, with the converse 'order'. It will now be 

seen that this corresponds to none of the Knots which are 'really' on 

the 'other side' of the paper, since all of these (see the verso 

of the previous sheet) 'come out of the paper' in the reverse 

sense. 

If we now remember the 'doubling' of orders discussed 

in relation to the missing point as principle of correspondence of 

finitary and co-finitary orders, then we may label this figure: 

ýý 

ýý ýa 

- Since the imaginary correlate of each finitary order corresp- 

onds to the limb of the Knot 'on the other side', imagined bro- 

ken in being crossed, this side, by the limb to which, in Imagin- 

ation, it corresponds. 

Now, it will readily be seen that the correlate of a 

crossing, a disruption of the symmetry of one order by another, 
in the rotation of the Knot which corresponds to the Knot 'imag- 

ined' from the other side, is just what we called its 'imaginary 
doubling'... whereas the 'real' correlate, seen really from the 
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other side of the figure imagined, 'taken' in Imagination - from 

'this' side or 'that' - for a closed circuit crossing itself -a 
knot - is just what we called the 'imaginary converse'. 

It will also be readily seen that we could express all 

these permutations of symmetry within the imaginary closed frame 

of fr. taken simply 'in itself' for a closed circuit with two con- 

verse directions, were it not for the question of a converse of 

this closed circuit itself, in abstraction from which it cannot 

be imagined to be closed. Or if imagined simply closed, cannot 

be imagined in any sense to 'cross' itself. For we can certainly 

insist upon the equivalence of mirror-images (converse knots, 'left- 

handed' and 'right-handed') when they are given different senses of 

rotation, a different 'orientation'. But we need to be able to 

abstract from such converse orientations (corresponding, for example, 

to a and 
4) in order to define the ternary symmetry of 'C itself. 

And, in this abstraction, we find there are implicit two analogous 

orientations of a different order, corresponding to a symmetry rel- 

ative to our 'fourth point' outside the closed circuit, and correl- 

ative with two complementary ternary symmetries, depending upon 
'which side' of the closed line it (this 'fourth' point) is on. 

We can then see that our initial attempt to characterise 

the co-finitary order in general, including the complementarity of 

its 'open' binary symmetry of, + and w, ' doubling' 'X and 4 in the 

converse finitary order, and its 'closed' ternary order, amounting 
to the symmetry of the two 'binary' poles along with the third term 

that in this attempt had 'dropped out' (mirroring in this the way 

that the third finitary term, Ti., had 'drop-'ed out' of the frame of 

our questioning) had involved the characterisation of the binary 

co-finitary symmetry of + and u in a negative, subordinate or second- 

ary way (in relation to the closed frame of our questioning) as 
'imaginary' - as the 'other side' of a primary closure that was 

'this side', real., the 'text' itself. This has led us to a recog- 

nition that the 'imaginary point' defining the 'other side' is in 

a sense prior to the breaking of the symmetry of the two sides of 

our 'Mirror', in which (a) 'this' side could be identified. A 

recognition that, complementing the finitary closure of the con- 

figuration of real and imaginary orders in the text, there is an 
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order first characterised as the 'imaginary' (as 'outside' the circum- 

scription of any finitary order, and, in particular, the order of 

words, of the indefinite extension of the text) locus of distinction 

of 'inside' and 'outside' the finitary configuration of the text - 
fictional or actual, 'imaginary' or 'real'. A 'co-finitary' order 

which, equivalently, was organised around the 'missing point' that 

mirrored in the general symmetry of open and Closed the elementary 

mark of the finitary poetic order, but which could not be inscribed 

as an imaginary double within the order of such marks. For the co- 
finitary order itself defines this very 'within', as it defines the 

two 'sides' of the Knot in relation to points 'before' or 'after' it 

in the finitary order of words. 

It will perhaps be seen how this radical principle of closure 

of the co-finitary order corresponds in a way to the figure of the 

Question - the principle of resolution of the absolute symmetry of 
Open and Closed that is itself one term of this general symmetry, mir- 

rored in, or complemented by, the principle of finitary closure. It 

also corresponds to the infinitary Actaulity common to the infinitary 

closure or resolution whose two 'sides' (corresponding to a and ý as 
the two 'sides' of it in the: finitary order) are the 'action' in which 

w is subordinate to + in 'my' (or your, or his, or her, or their) 

'closing' or resolution of the finitary symmetry of a particular quest- 
ion, and the actual asymmetries to which such action is 'actually' sub- 

ordinate - what is actually the case... where, for example, and when, 
I am. 

More generally, it may be seen that this order of 'actual 

infinity', present by its systematic absence in or from all finitary 

determination, all distinction of 'this' side and 'that' side of any 
finitary closure, yet in 'that' absence defining the 'thisness' of all 
finite determination - it may be seen that this (or 'that') order con- 

stitutes, with its complemention or dual order ä, what is 'open' in 

the intermediate 'indefinite' (rather than 'finitary' or 'infinitary') 

order of 'questioning at large' of which the Knot is the reflection 
in the closure of T (which last -_"tj-6 - is itself one of the terms of 
the radically 'indefinite' order it thus mirrors). We have associated 

with the 'first' side of the Knot, embodying the symmetry of >. 

and c as its two converse orientations. In a sense (considering 

the figure simply as closed, without relation to the question of 
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the 'missing point'), these two orientations of Y are themselves 

equivalent to the 'left-handed' and 'right-handed' presentations 

of the Knot, since without relation to any 'external' point - sim- 

in relation to the closure of «_ the one-dimensional orientat- oly 
ion of the Knot is equivalent to an orientation relative to the 

'fourth' dimension of the external 'missing point'. In relation to 

this closure of lrabstracted from the infinitary actuality of this 

'fourth' dimension (which is then considered as an imaginary correlate 

of the three dimensions of its finitary configuration) we can consider 

'R as the Knot considered simply in terms of the symmetry of its 

two 'presentations', and express the infinitary order implicit in 

the actuality of this distinction in terms of two imaginary correl- 

ates of these converse presentations - their 'other sides' in a 

rotation of the finitary order within the three finitary dimens- 

iöns of its space of configuration. But we find that in such an 

attempt at a finitary characterisation of the orders of question 

within the finitary closure of tt , we find another order that mir- 

rors the configuration of such an attempt, witho. t (and this pre- 

cisely because of the radical character of the mirroring, which re- 

peats as a question the breaking of symmetry by which we enter in- 

to the closed order ofIV- questions the closure, the finitude, of 
IK itself) itself having any coherent place 'within' the symmetry, the 

closure, of 1f . We find that at some point the cLcsure of I must it- 

self be subordinated to the presentation of the indefinite order 

as mirroring itself in 1r as one of its terms. And this Actuality 

of the symmetry of Open and Closed in the question, and in tie 

question of the closure of IT which reflects this question, is seen to 

corres', ond to the 'fourth' dimension of a point missing, as infin- 

itary correlate of Tt Is 'mark', from the finitary order of Ti . And 

it is seen that the primary expression, in this text, of this 'mis- 

sing point' is as really, actually on the 'other side' of the Fig- 

ure when we are on 'this' side, and there organising a ternary 'co- 
finitary' symmetry, represented by the actual (rather than the 'im- 

aginary') other side of the Knot... And that in the sense it gives 
to this presentation, it must be considered to be 'actually' on 
both sides of the Knot, and that its presentation as the 'other' 

side reflects precisely the primacy of'TC within just that closure 
of this text, as of all texts, of which it must first appear as 
unquestionably 'this', primary, side. 
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That is: within the finitary configuration of these 

words, finitary and co-finitary orders are reflected as. 'this' 

side and 'that' side of the Figure which represents itself within 

'this', as one of its sides, as the Knot whose three elements are 

itself and its two 'aides', as here presented within one of them, 

'from' this side. Thus far we have approached this radical symmet- 

ry of the Mirror Itself, which defines in its own terms the clasure 

of the text in which it has thus far been negatively characterised, 
from 'within' this text, in which its symmetry is 'already' broken. 

At the midpoint of the part of the text which is this Introduction, 

this Entry into the Element of the Bock proper (the Word) was signal- 
led as a formal passage into this Element, into the general synme- 
try of Open and Closed in 'questioning-at-large', through the in- 

scription of this text in that domain as the question, through the 

correlative open-news, of its own closure, as our primary access to this 

domain which, with the question of the closure of the text, drops 

out of consideration in the initial breaking of the symmetry of 
Open and Closed (in-general) which corresponds to entry into a 

text, breaking into words. 

In seeking to characterise in words this domain of 'the 

Word', of which they are themselves the finitary embodiment, we 
discovered a systematic mirroring of finitary and. co-finitary, by 

which the closure of the co-finitary order which mirrored in our 

general -Symmetry (in the domain of questioning-in-general) the bro- 

ken symmetry of the text itself in which it could not in principle 
be identified, expressed the Actuality of the Word as the frame of 
the "uestien whose closure, mirroring the closure of the particu- 
lar questicns of this finitary text, is just what is Open in each 
of these, the principle of. their resolution. The co-finitary order 
of this closure we will call 9. From the negative characterisation 
of the formR1 symmetry or mirroring of 1C and 6, we must now pass into 
the positive inhabitation of the Mirror whose closure corresponds to 
the invisible Knot of the Knot and its two sides, TC and 9, which we 
at first tried to identify in the finitary order of T which is itself 
one of these two sides. We found that the 'other sides of it could not 
be inscribed in the finitary order of ti', and so indicated the Actuality 
of the Mirror or Word from which-tC, insofar as it was considered simply 
'in its own terms', from 'within', had been unquestioningly abstracted. 
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HERE WE A T13 

Here we are, in this order of words, and, like them, in this 

World of paper and ink and reading and writing, of opening and 

closing of books, and so much else, 'In' the order of words, 

'in', invo"; lved somehow in, the logical order of their argu- 

ment, and 'in' the physical order of things, where we are bod- 

ily 'outside' the words, and they outside, detached from us, 

allowing us to enter as we choose into their logical order of 

which this now is a part - 'in' which this, these words, have 

their 'sense'. 

'In' the order of words - and more particularly, in 

this instance of it, for the configuration of logical, physical 

and 'poetic' orders sketched in the last section requires for 

its coherence (as we there saw) some principle of decision, 

choice, which belongs to another order, and of which choosing 

to read or to write, to open and close this b:, ok, is an instance. 

It is just what iecides in this way between the 'in- 

side' and the 'outside' of some instance of the poetic order of 

words which has been questioned in this instance: this question 

ovens this book, this instance of words, discourse. It was chosen 

as the opening precisely because it is what must always be open 
in the poetic closure which formally defines what it is to be 'in's 

inside (or outside) some words, as we may (or may not) be 'psych- 

ically' involved in what they may be taken to express. Any such 

closure has to be open, and opened, somehow or other. In (or as) 

this_ stance a sort of extreme or minimal case has been expressly 

chosen, so that, in a way, the natural break of continuity which 

begini the logical order of any discourse as one enters into its 

words, its closed frame (which makes it 'this' instance of words 

rather than another, which engages us) in this instance itself 

appears to partake in some paradoxical continuity of 'outside' 

and 'inside' the words, some form of communicat . on, a form of 

communication that is more usually - 'naturally', unthinkingly - 
excluded from consideration by the very act of beginning. 
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One might, for example, have begun with something 

which is in some way 'prior' to the everyday act of opening a 
book, entering into words. One might naturally think that to 

ask what it is to be a self is somehow prior to our opening 

question of who I am. One might think that to ask 'what is a 

word? ', 'what is language? ' should in some way be more funda- 

mental than some particular case in which 'I' confuses word 

and thing (or person). And yet these more 'basic' questions de- 

rive their precedence from 'psychological' or 'poetic' orders 

whose coordination is, as we have seen, in a way more fundamental 

than (as implicit in) the primary terms (and the correlative prim- 

ary questions) understood to be at the 'beginning' of these orders. ;., 
And an irreducible part of this coordination involves the irreducible 

character of some instance involving various such 'fundamental' orders o. ý 

questions. More particularly, in the general coordination of 

all orders of questions, this instance, the question of this very 
book, and what we have to do with it, is in a radical way primary. 
Even the question of 'what is a question? ' which is ¶formally prior 

, to the opening of the book, is subordinate to the order of questions 

opened by the relation of closed frame of words to this very opening in 

the beginning of the book, of this very frame of words, this instance, 

itself. 

To begin with some 'terms', some questions, which are natur- 

ally thought to be prior to the opening of the book, being prior in 

the order of thinking, and to enter into a theoretical discourse inde- 

pendent (or thought to be independent) of its actual expression in words,,; 
its actuality, would have involved the initial exclusion (in principle) 

of any common frame of closed expression and the open-ness of a thinking 

which it expresses. The initial terms of the inquiry would be consti- 
tuted in a break into expression, into some 'frame' or configuration of 

questions, -of questioning, which break would then in principle be inac- 

cessible to the continuity of the order of reflection coordinate with, 

or implicit in, this frame of its terms. The question of the relation 

or correlation of the frame of expression, and the inquiry pursued within 
it and governed by its order, could not. itself be there 'framed', since 
the question would already have been excluded by the choice of some 
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particular frame of inquiry, in an initial unthinking answer (as it 

were) to the question posed by the open-ness of the closure (of the 

closed frame) of discourse ('in general') 'to' an irreducible multi- 

plicity of instances, in no definite case of which could it be itself 

definitively inscribed. The only way to countenance the question of 
this irreducible character of the instance (which thus 'doubles' the 

principle of textual closure by abstracting from its very open-ness 
to some particular determination) is to open with the very open-ness 
correlative with the formal closure of the poetic order itself, with 
the question of the 'thisness' of this instance. 'This', then, although 

a 'case', is not any 'definite' case, abstracted in the closure of its 

particular frame, and by the discontinuous breaking into it of some 
thinking. It is just by this wilfully indefinite character of the 

questioning, a paradoxical circularity in the very framing of the open- 
ing question, that this instance may be in a strange way 'definitive'. 

This last character must for the moment, however, remain very quest- 
ionable. We must see what we can make of it. 

To each of the (six) correlative orders whose coordination 

we have found to be implicit in this book, in its 'thinness' which 

constitutes our opening questioning (and its object - and the 'subject' 

who questions) there corresponds a definite 'priority' (to say which 
is just as much as to insist upon their common character as 'orders' 

of questioning or determination). There is a 'physical' priority of 
the materials of the book, and its material or bodily situation rela- 
tive to other things (including our bodies) in a physical order of 
'space' and 'time' which itself reflects (and is reflected in) the 

formal 'space' and 'time' of questions in the book (which we have 

thus far characterised in terms of the 'crossing' in which the 'real' 

distance (in the time of writing and reading) from opening to closing 
is doubled by an ideal 'space' as 'imaginary' correlate at each 'point' 
(defined by this crossing) of the network of coordination we call this 

'text'). In the textual or 'poetic' frame of this reflection of a 
'physical' order in a converse 'logical' order (whose 'priority' lies 

in its lend' or objective of determination which imposes its own co- 
herence on the 'space' and 'time' of the text) lies a yet prior order 

of symmetry whose first 'term' or element is precisely that 'term' 

which is supposed to embody the reflection or complementarity of log- 
ical and physical orders, without any further determination, and be- 

yond which no further questioning is supposed possible. 
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This 'poetic' order of the term, which we denote , 
organises (coordinates, mirrors) the symmetric orders (priorities) 

of logical and physical determination (' ' and ' ') between its 

first 'term' - the 'term' itself - and its 'last' term, which is 

simply the frame of terms, the closure, corresponding to the oren- 

ness, the essential multiplicity, of 'the term' itself, supposed 

free of further determination. This poetic ordering or principle 

of coordination of term and frame is implicit in the very terms 

which define logical and physical orders. These orders are in 

turn implicit in the very 'term' of this poetic order: implicit 

in the asymmetry of terms without which the poetic order would 

have no content, and without which even the distinction, the separ- 

ation, between term and frame, the very identity of terms them- 

selves, and of 'term' itself, dissolves. 

We have also seen how this 'finitary' coordination of 

p: etic symmetry with the irreducible asymmetry of the 'mirror' 

orders of logical and physical questions or determinations (from 

whose 'mirroring' or symmetry the poetic order is, in a sense, 

abstracted, but as which order of symmetry it is in another sense 

prior to the constitutive correlation of converse physical and 
logical orders) itself involves a complementary organisation (which 

we have called 'co-finitary') whose fundamental principle 'decides' 

which side of each instance of poetic closure we are on. We saw 

that this principle of decision, which is itself directly correl- 

ative with such an 'I' (or 'we') in each such instance, although 
it appear- only to exactly reflect the finitary coordination of 

poetic, logical and physical orders in the text, is in principle 
irreducible to an imaginary 'double' of the text. We cannot insist 

upon an absolute priority of the 'term', and inscribe this 'co-fin- 

itary' organisation 'in finitary terms' in the finitary order of 

terms, as a secondary reflection of the textual order organised 

about the term ('I') which 'I' then imagine(s) to be something 

'outside' the order of terms, 'besides' all its implications in 

the Unitary configurations of simple terms. Such a 'reduction' 

of co-finitary organisation through the supposed inscription of its 

basic 'missing point' (which 'doubles' the 'term' of the finitary 

frame) in the formal integration of logico-physical asymmetry in 
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poetic or textual symmetry in a supposed totality of 'all' finit- , ', 

ary configurations corresponds rather to an imaginary 'world' as 

supposed closed Frame of all finitary frames. Although no definite 

limit can be assigned to the inscription and reflection of its cofin- 

itary mirror in finitary organisation, in this 'world', although fnit- 

ary organisation cannot be thus definitively circumscribed in any 'more'l, 

primary psychological, ontological, or theological order, or in any 

'absolute' coordination of these, nor yet can a certain primacy of such 

co-finitary determinations of Actuality be circumscribed definitively 

in some supposed coordination of the 'term' simply as such, without 
further determination, in some correlative limiting frame, 'world', 

in which poetic, logical and physical might b. supposed 'at infinity' 

to coincide. Nothing in it could decide whether there actually were 

such a 'world', nor could there be any principle which could different- 

iate the formally symmetrical orders of logical and physical - ors 

more generally, the two 'sides' of any definite configuration. 

At the same time the co-finitary principles implicit in the 

actuality of any finitary configuration cannot be altogether abstracted 
from the movement of incorporation of this principle, through its part- 
icular expression in such a particular instance, within the formal 

frame of a 'world'. In each instance the essential particularity of 
its 'thisness' involves the inscription of the cofinitary determinat- 

ion which complements any actual finitary configuration (that is - which 

corresponds or responds to its open-ness as question, possibility) in 

the movement of circumscription whose dynamic is articulated between 

the imaginary poles or limits of fully determinate term and fully com- 

prehensive world. The particularity of this actual actuality of this 

book cannot be reduced to a simple reflection of an absolutely decis- 

ive cofinitary actuality which somehow decides that there should be 

a world, rather than not, and this within it. For the finitary dis- 

tinction of the two sides of any configuration, the closure of the 

configuration of such an imaginary possibility correlative with the 

o, en question of ':. hat 'It decides, some initial mark, must itself 

precede such a supposed choice. Just as the finitary term is elusively 

shadowed by some systematically missing correlate, our 'missing point', 

around which a whole complementary cofinitary coordination is organised, 

so does an irreducible finitude reside in this cofinitary organisation. 
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This reciprocity of finitary and co-finitary in every 

instance is expressed within the order of this Introduction - in 

relation to the general frame of questioning in which the opening 

of the book is made to reflect simply the open question of the re- 

lation of 'inside' and 'outside' of the closure which makes it this 

rather than something else (this -a book - and this book) - in 

terms of the 'Question', 'what is a question? ', and the question of 

'which question? '. For there to be any question, anything which is 

'open' to (further) determination, there has to be some framing of the 

question, some exclusion of what is not in question in that instance. 

`lore generally one may correlate an 'order' of questioning, in which 

particular questions are subordinate _to 
the resolution of more 'gen- 

eral' or more inclusive questions, with its 'frame', so that there 

is a mirroring of the successive determination's of its 'terms' in that 

subordination of questions to the resolution of other questions which 

culminates in a 'frame' in which all questions of that 'order' may 

be somehow or other inscribed. We have already characterised the 

principle of complementation of finitary and co-finitary in terms 

of the correspondence of a co-finitary 'term', or the term of a co- 

finitary order, with a corresponding open-ness of application of 

some finitary determination. Thus, for example, the 'missing point' 

around which the co-finitary orders are coordinated corresponds in 

just this way to what is in finitary terms the open question of 

just at what 'point' in any finitary configuration or punctuation 

we actually are. More particularly the 'is' of the ontological order 

corresponds to the point of assertion in the logical order, the thought 

of the psychological order to the thing of the physical order. The 

Question then expresses the irreducibility of the coordination of 

finitary poetic, logical and physical orders to a purely 'formal' 

(for so the co-finitary order must be characterised in the finitary 

terms of this our discussion) coordination of co-finitary determin- 

ations rooted in some supposed Actuality in principle prior to and 
independent of any 'extrinsic' and arbitrary 'mark'. It expresses, 
for example, the 'unthinkability' of the embodiment of my thinking in 

my bodily situation in this 'world', and the irreducibility of the 
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non-entity, Nothing, which makes the being of one thing distinct 

from the being of another thing. In the formal order to which the 

definiteness, the definition, of a difference would in principle 

be subordinate, if the finitary coordination of differences were 

to be inscribed as a reflection of some absolute inexpressible co- 

finitary identity organising in the coordination of co-finitary 

orders the very mirror in which this reflection were supposed to 

take place - in this formal order there would be no place for the 

framing of the question, which itself must correspond to the very 

frame of the supposed 'mirror' of Open and Closed in which the fin- 

itary organisation of arbitrary Fact could be inscribed. The 'mirror' 

would have to be constituted by the open-ness of which 'side' of 

some primordial closure was to be taken: but in order to be presented 

the question must already have been answered, for the supposed clo- 

sure is itself one of the two 'sides', and the open-ness of two sides 

the other. Without some extrinsic mark there could be no question 

of asking the question, one could make no difference, no distinctions 

could be drawn, there would be no 'where' in which to draw them. 

Thus in any attempt to assert the primacy of the co-fin- 

itary order, one finds that the first question which should define 

the 'origin' of the order cannot itself be resolved. The original 

identity of self-assertion which would mark the difference of open 

and closed in the opening of the order is itself lost in the sym- 

metry of open and closed in which it should progressively determine 

the finitary order as its reflection organised about the identifi- 

cation of the difference between opening and closing with (or 'in') 

which it closes or concludes. The situation is exactly mirrored 

in the supposition of a reduction of the co-finitary order to a 

finitary 'world', whose frame would leave no room for its own actu- 

ality, this being 'out of the question'. For there could be no 

questions if there were no way of deciding what was in question. 

Until we knew where we were in such a frame, there would be no way 

of knowing who we were, in order to wonder about where we were. 

Rather than trying to inscribe the mirroring of these 

complementary organisations within one or the other, and so de- 

termine one or the other as primary, the mirroring itself being 
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supposed determined by one side or the other, we found earlier 
in this Introduction that having brought the complementarity of 
Question and questions to the question of the 'missing point', 
the mirroring of the finitary point and its co-finitary correlate 
could itself be reflected in the Figure which constitutes the mid- 
point of this Introduction. This figure, in the context of this 
Introduction, amounts to a reflection within the closure of this 
instance of a finitary configuration ('its' text), of the coord- 
ination of finitary and co-finitary orders around the mirroring 
of this 'point' and its apparently 'missing' correlate. That is, 
through the deliberate opening of the Introduction with the quest- 
ion of the relation of its 'inside' and 'outside', with a question 
simply complementing, reflecting, the closure of the text with no 
further preconception than that this was indeed a 'text' somehow 
or other (just 'how' remaining open), the various priorities of 
the primary orders of determination of this text (as unfolded in 
the opening questions) - argument, embodiment, frame, thought, 
being, choice - while they each have their precedence to which 
the opening may be subordinated within the orders whose 'first' 
terms these are, are yet in some way dependent, in this very pre- 
cedence, upon a coordination 'first' directly expressed 'within' 
this text, a coordination which involves in an essential way the 
organisation of these correlative orders in 'actual fact'. 

It is as though, if we were to have chosen inquiry 

'within' one of these orders -a logical treatise, a psychological 
discourse or whatever - the book would simply have opened in a 
supposition of coincidence of the closure (the frame) of words 
and thoughts with the closure of that order's frame of question- 
ing in this instance. The book would open, as it were, in the 

very middle of the Introduction (as in a sense does this book), 

with a supposed coincidence of some order 'within' the book, and 
a corresponding order 'outside', which the internal order would 
then unquestioningly and unquestionably 'represent'. It is just 

such an entry into a frame or order of thinking and words that 

I earlier insisted could not comprehend the transition from 'ex- 
ternal' to 'internal' expression - and this in arincinle. In 
such an extreme case the Introduction would, in effect, have been 
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reduced to a mere formality of abstraction from the general mir- 

roring of 'inside' and 'outside' of the order of the book, which 

should then (in principle) amount to an uncommented formal coordin- 

ation of a set of terms and their frame, a kind of pure Theory or 

Reflection, in which the correlation of the open-ness of the clo- 

sure of discourse in general and the closure of some order, through 

the choice of an author in this instance, would be supposed to be 

quite elided. It may easily be seen how such a limit of Theory co- 

incides with a limiting Fiction in which the imaginary frame of an 

absolute fabricaticn might be supposed to coincide with a 'world' 

that, within such a fiction, is taken to be what is 'really' outside 
it. In such a case the reader who supposed himself in a 'real' 

world different from that defined by the fiction, and circumscribing 

it, would be himself or herself inscribed in the fictional world as 

insane, 'not himself'. 

Between the actual opening of this Introduction, and the 

midpoint which reflects the coordination of those orders which 'out- 

side' this book have an independence reflecting the range from which 
the frame of the book might have been chosen, the transition (marked 

by the consideration of the 'point') between the first part of the 

Introduction and the middle section (concerned with the coordination 

of finitary and co-finitary in the reflection within the text of 
their mutual mirroring) marks a point 'where' one might have begun 

a different Introduction to a supposed coincidence of the frame of 
the book with a 'theoeretical' order abstracted from the Question 
in the supposition of a formal subordination of facts to some theor- 

etical frame (while yet allowing an intercourse marked by the Intro- 
duction with an 'actual' world outside the frame of the discussion, 

and stopping short of the extreme formality imagined above) - or 
with a 'practical' order of narrative, abstracting from formal de- 

terminations in the supposition of some context, whether real or 
fictitious, and so taking to some extent for granted the choice of 

what is in question while yet allowing a certain o--en-ness to, or 
intercourse with, thought. 

But to what sort of book, then, corresponds this actual 
Introduction, which begins before any resolution of just what sort 

of frame it is into which one enters in opening this book? 
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What is 'reflected' in the passage from, our entry into this 

Introduction towards the point (at the passage into its middle part, 
'Mirror') where our opening questioning begins to organise itself around 
the 'point' as limiting correspondence of the finitary or discrete or- 

der of the words or signs, and the 'co-finitary' continuity of our 'im- 

aginary' presence in this order? 

We can now see how we might give an 'internal' characteris- 

ation of what was going on in that first part of this Introduction, by 

attempting to reflect and so inscribe it in a 'theoretical' order de- 

riving from the formal identification in the Figure of the Knot of the 

breaking of an initial 'theoretical' symmetry of Open and Closed in the 

actual opening of 'this' book, in a co-finitary determination corresp- 

onding to a theoretical authority of an Author (instituting the co-fin- 

itary order of the 'work') -a breaking of the symmetry of Open and "' 

Closed reflected in the Knot, which breaking, as a necessary 'detour' 

(like the 'mark' or 'aign') itself allows this breaking to be formally 

defined in terms of a reflection within one of its terms (the closure 

of the text) of the Symmetry thus broken. 

But just as there is no place for the Question in an order 

abstracted from the finitary frame of its questioning, so there would 

be no place for the actual breaking into this text within the theoret- 

ical or supposed Symmetry of an order in which the breaking into the 

text could be supposed somehow re-inscribed in the text itself. The 

formal Authority co-ordinate with the theoretical determination of 

the breaking of a primary or absolute Symmetry of co-ordination in terms 

of that Symmetry would leave no room for anyone to actually choose 

such a subordination of Disymmetry to Symmetry, to choose such a theo- 

retical determination of the initial break rather than a thoroughly 

correlative ('symmetric') extrinsic determination, by me. 

Such a formal determination could itself be inscribed as a 
fiction, an imaginary, closure, within some otherwise 'extrinsic' nar- 

rative of what I thought I was doing, by falling, in this world which 
is supposed to circumscribe all books, into an imaginary identificat- 

ion with the theoretical Author who presides over the entry into theo- 

retical discourse. 
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Conversely, I cannot merely narrate what has happened, as 

it should now be fairly clear that neither I nor anyone else could 

find any altogether neutral or unquestionable terms 'outside' the 
1': 

closure of the frame of this book, no thoroughly independent order, 1 

in which to describe the passage into words by which words were found 

to directly represent the extrinsic order of facts to which they would 
(in this case) be supposed subordinate. Just as a theoretical or in- 

ternal determination of the entry into these words would require a 
formal Authority which is itself in question in this very entry - 
'Who am I? ' - so would an unquestionably authoritative narrative sup- 

a starting-point in which the finitary orders of marks coincided pose 
to mark a starting-point embodying unquestionable Fact -a simple pre- 

of an unquestionable 'World', in which there would be no- supposition 
thing 

{i.. 

corresponding to Choice in the opening of this book, nothing open 

in which the opening question could have any sense. I would be simply 

me, and no question corresponding-to the opening of the book would 

arise. There would be nothing to correspond to the imaginary closure 

of this text, nothing corresponding to an imaginary 'I', not even any 4`. 

'me' which 'I' might be. For in such a Frame, 'World', there would be 

nothing, no way. -to actually abstract from the open-ness of its actu- 

ality or reality to the closure of this particular frame, text, 'with- 

it. in' 

What sort of order, then, might adequately correspond to the 

crossing into these words? What sort of order in which these inade- 
'; 

V, 
quate theoretical and narrative orders might themselves be inscribed, 

as the question and the questions which reflect and question their pre-, I, 

suppositions are themselves inscribed in these words? 

Formally, such an order must embody the general principle i; ý 

according to which the coordination of orders of questioning within 

these words reflects the determinations of the closed frame of this 

questioning, of these words, 'outwardly', 'within' such orders - in 

fact. This formal requirement amounts to the formal coincidence of !! ` 

theoretical and narrative or factual orders in the frame of the words, 

and this formal symmetry, amounting to a movement of inscription of j 

co-finitary in finitary, this formal 'side' of their mirroring, with 
its formal imperative, we may call Law. The three finitary orders we 

have characterised as it , 'A ' and cj may be seen as theoretical 11 
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projections of this formal Law, supposed abstracted from any partic- 

ular instance - elementary components, as it were, of the coordination 

of the internal constitution of anything in particular and its outward 

situation, of 'term' and 'frames. Such 'Law' governs, for example, 

any account in which the constitution of a thing or group of things 

is coordinated with its (or their) interactions within some common 
framework. It also governs the inscription of co-finitary elements 
in such an account, in requiring them to mirror the coordination of 
finitary elements in the formal frame of the account; in particular 
it governs accounts of the relative authority of different accounts, 

and the answerability or responsability of the 'author' who is 

co-finitary correlate of an account. 

In the instance we are now considering, the account we are ': 

trying to give within this account (of the relations of this account ;$ 

and its context) of the entry into this same account, there must be 

some correlate in the world of extrinsic determinations which is its JPI 

actual context, of the symmetry in this Introduction of its opening 

and its closing (in these last sections, now), and the framing of 

this symmetry in the 'Mirror' of the middle section. For this Intro- 

duction is closing in a reflection in its order of questioning of the 

opening question. And the question now, towards this close, is the 

relation between the finitary internal symmetries of the text-and the 

infinitary external orders they reflect in the closed frame of this 

text precisely at the opening of the text. J, 

It will now be shown that at this point of entry in which 
internal and external orders meet in a formal or imaginary beginning ;. ' 

or initial point, Symmetry, Law, requires that there should be a break- 

ing of the symmetry of inside and outside whose coordination perfectly 

reflects the Law, which latter further requires that this opening shoul; 

be mirrored in the frame of the Introduction in a close which is itself; i 

an entry into a narrative with the character of a Story or History ; }, 

which itself closes with the entry into this Introduction - the fact- 

ual' entry, rather than some imaginary point. 

'Iý' 
a 
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MYSTERY 

How can there actually be any questions, any frame of questions (cor- 

responding to the closure, the frame, of the account, the 'story' 

whose text is inscribed in the domain of Law) is, as we have already 
seen, a 'mystery'. Within the unlimited configurations of Symmetry, ° 
in which any finitary determinations may be inscribed, there is nothing 

,V to decide what is actually in question, no way to choose one frame 

rather than another as 'actual'. Indeed the actual closure of the 
frame of an account is exactly co-ordinated with the Freedom, the 
Choice, which as what 'decides' 'between' the symmetry of all possible 
closed frames (simply as all 'symmetrically', equally, 'closed'), ex- 
actly mirrors Law, through the open-ness which com+lements the closed n'. 
frame of any question. ! 7, 

Formal constraints are imposed upon what thus 'decides' mat- 
ters, through the symmetry according to (or 'in') which the open. con- , j, 

figurations and orders coordinate or correlated with such Freedom are 
mirrored in Law, in the domain of Symmetry. Thus the co-finitary con- 
figurations of what is open to further determination reflect the formal 

coordinations of the finitary terms whose closed configurations com- 1, 
plement this open-ness. In particular, the subordination of finitary 
to co-finitary through this mirroring is itself subject to the finitaryJ"- 

symmetries implicit in the formal inscription of Freedom in Law as 
1 'what is left open'. The Law of Difference, of the Mark, is inscribed j.., 

in the very heart of Freedom, as the Question, the question of the dif-; ý� 
ference of Open and Closed. The fundamental closure in which the sym- 
metry of Open and Closed appears as the question 'What is a question? ' 
is implicit in the limiting 'theological' principle which decides be- 
tween or differentiates the converse co-finitary orders of psycholog- 
ical and ontological determination ('subjective' and 'objective') in r3 
their shared Actuality. The nothing which is formally opposed to, 

li' 'outside', this Actuality, is formally implicit in the actual differ- 
ence of Actuality and nothing, and though itself nothing, thus cordin- 
ates what actually is. 

5; 3 

9i} 
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That is: the irreducibility of one of these two complementary 

orders - 'finitary' and 'co-finitary' - to the other is (in each case) 

a 'mystery'. For in their mirroring, one the other, through the sym- 

metry or complementarity of Open and Closed, there is no particular 

limit to the inscription of one order (its mirroring) in the other, 

while yet this mirroring cannot in principle be completed, in either 

case, as the very relation of Open and Closed which defines in each 

case that order of questions and determinations corresponds to the de- 

termination implicit in, constituted by, the primary terms or elements 

of the other order. The primary closure of one order or configuration 

of orders must in principle remain open, as an irresoluble question 
('What is a question? '; 'Which question? '), in the very closure whiäh 
(as their common frame) is implicit in all the determinations of the 

other, 'mirror' order or configuration. 

It is precisely in the correlative symmetry and disymmetry 

of these two 'mysteries' that we must look for the order, which we have 

already called that of 'questioning at large' in which they may together 

be inscribed. We have already noted that this correlation or coordinat- 

ion of finitary and co-finitary is reflected as the figure of the Knot 

in that 'side' of the breaking of the symmetry of the two orders of fin- 

itary and co-finitary which is itself reflected - within itself- as one 

side of the Knot. This 'side' is characterised by the representation 

within it of the two sides of the broken symmetry of questioning-at- 

large as symmetric. Within this 'finitary' frame the co-finitary order 
formally reflected in this order as its 'other side', mirror-image, is 

characterised as what decides, in 'this' instance in which the order 
is expressed, that this is indeed 'this' instance and that the differ- 

ence is made, expressed. It is the side which decides that it is the 

side which decides, but in such an instance, situation, it cannot but 

choose to thus be the principle which chooses. 

Formally, this definition of the co-finitary principle of 

decision as a pure recurrence, as circular (and so formally 'outside' 

the linear development of the finitary order) corresponds to our char- 

acterisation of the circularity of the Question: in order to decide 

the difference between Open and Closed, this self-asserting Decision 

(which alone decides that it is the principle of Decision rather than 

of Symmetry) must already have decided ('in order') to frame the Quest- 

ion. The principle cannot be introduced as a neutral element: its 
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introduction makes a difference which is then re-marked. 

In the general case (rather than this limiting case in which 
the actuality of he question as such is in question) this principle of 
Decision corresponds to the choice or determination of some particular 
frame of questioning or accounting (determination) from the open range 

of finitary closure-in-general ('as such'). The Question represents 
the limit case in which this principle of closure, decision, demarcation, 

Disymmetry, correlative with the open-ness or symmetry of all closed 
frames considered simply as closed frames, as closure, is itself formally 

inscribed within Law, in the dynamic mirroring of co-finitary in finitary. 

The general case represents in finitary terms the recurrence of Symmetry 

in the application of finitary symmetries, configurations, in the gen- 

eral dynamic of 'accounting' governed by Symmetry as Law. 

'Dynamic'? "- Formally this expresses the application, to 

this general principle. of Application itself, of the configuration of 
terms associated with the circumstance that no particular or definite 

closed configuration corresponds to the open-ness of finitary closure- 
in-general, any more than the actuality of Decision implicit in the form- 

al characterisation of the principle of 'deciding' which of 'all finit- 

ary configurations', actually applies, can be reduced to some definitive 

finitary image, representation, or reflection, and inscribed in the 

formal closure of all finitary closures as (a) 'world'. 'Dynamic': 

the inscription of every particular closure within further closures, 

without any but a formal and imaginary limit in 'world' is itself in- 

scribed in the open order of Time coordinate with the closed psycho- 

physical configurations which are one primary expression, one axis, of 

the reflection of co-finitary in finitary. 

-A limiting formal expression, in which the decisive closure 

of the frame in question is determined simply as the inscription of the 

formal dimensions of the closed text within an outward 'physical' di- 

mensionality or coordination which it formally reflects. Thus the Knot 

is taken simply as a mirror within the text of the embodiment of the 

closed text (which mirrors 'inside' and 'outside') within three symmetric 
'dimensions' or orders of physical 'space', and of its formal abstract- 
ion from that space (to the 'formal' space of textual configurations) 
through the open mirror-symmetry implicit in its 'spatial' order, this 
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reflected in the two 'sides' of the Knot which, like left and right 

hands, cannot be superposed in this, space of physical coordination. 

The mirror (the 'antisymmetry'), then, of different orders, 
'directions', senses, in this physical frame, whose primary term is the 

physical point in which its three dimensions are coordinated, corresponds 
to the simple 'open-ness' of physical configuration to the abstraction 

of some particular closure, a 'here'. The 'psychological' order of De- 

cision is implicated in this definite (and so 'asymmetric') 'here' (here, 

for example) as the temporal dimension of its actuality in each of its 

('my') actions, deciding upon some action organised in time, cannot but 

choose to be 'here'. In this case, this writing or reading now, this 

dynamic of inscription of the psychological order of actuality in this 

outward physical order of the spatiality we, readers and writer, joined 

by the physicality of this text must share, the psychological instance 

inscribed in this physical. order as our (equally correlated or connected) 
temporality, is reflected in the act(s) of opening the book - this book 

or this copy, whose formal temporality appears in the 'internal' logical 

order of opening and closing, beginning and end. The formal and actual 
('inner' and 'outer') dimensionality-or spatiotemporality of the text 

meet in the 'Mirror'-of the Knot which defines (by its embodiment) the 

fundamental symmetry of opening and closing in this Introduction. The 

subordination of to 4 implicit in the 'dynamic' in which this text, 

like all actual closures, configurations, anything definite, must (log- 

ically) be inscribed, is thus reflected within the text as the subord- 
ination td 4 of ' which latter is (as we earlier noted) 'doubled' by 4. 

A correlative or converse subordination of c to N, corresp- 

onding to the subordination of w to ? %, is implicit in what, by analogy 

with the first case, one might call a 'dynamic' of inscription of con- 

text in text, which, complementing the ('real') poetic closure in or 

through which Decision or Actuality is 'physically' inscribed in k, 

tends towards the open-ness of never-ending Prose whose 'imaginary' 

closure would'be (or might be imagined, supposed, to be) adequate to 

the unlimited variety (the open-ness) of the physical configurations, 

closures, which mirrored its end of timeless, context-free, definition, 

in the imaginary frame of a 'world'. 

Such inscriptions of co-finitary elements in finitary config- 

urations, corresponding to two complementary aspects of the general 
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inscription of co-finitary in finitary we are calling Law, share in a !.: 

common subordination oft to r. which we have already, in part, investi- 

gated. For in each case the subordination involves the correlation of 

a finitary 'converse' of some finitary order (as, in the first case, 

of as converse of 4) with its imaginary doubling by the co-finit- H 
4 

ary converse (in this case +) of that same order. This formal inscrip-J 

tion of co-finitary in finitary as 'imaginary' doubling, as finitary 

reflection, we encountered in the question of the doubling of 14-t which 

we concluded in the formal characterisation of I6 as what 'decides' be- 

tween 
IX4 

the 'inside' and the 'outside' of the finitary configuration 

corresponding to in any particular case. 
{ 

For the formal symmetry of 'inside' and 'outside', implicit 

in the subordination of one of these 'sides' to the other (in the sub- 

of 1% to , through which 4. - as imaginary 'double' of T- ordination 
is formally inscribed in 4 as 'imaginary' converse, as reflection; or 

in the converse inscription of the 'ontological' order in the finitary 

configurations of a 'world') cannot (as we have now seen in many ways) 

itself be 'decided' within t. We may tend without any definite limit 

'towards' the inscription in finitary terms of the dynamic of such in- Iscription, 

in the coordination of its converse 'logical' and 'physical' 

components. Such inscription is precisely the domain of Law, its gen- 

eral dynamic corresponding to the inscription (and so the decision, de- 

termination) of what 'decides' matters in any particular instance within' 

some further instance, the inscription of what is 'responsible' for some! 

matter in some further process, a calling-to-account. But we cannot in 

principle inscribe in such a process the actuality of the principle 

which decides, in every case, how to frame the account. The formal 

recurrence which 'theoretically' reflects the irreducible instance of 

Authority, implicit in every instance of Law, cannot in principle itself; 

decide anything, for it amounts only to the formal definition of the 

complement of formal definition negatively, as 'what cannot choose but 

that it chooses'. 

We saw that the formal reflection of this irreducible limit- 

ation of Law, which cannot yet (in principle) be identified as a mere 
'formality', lay in the irreducibility of what (as its two-sidedness) 

was open in the Knot, to a definitive coordination of one side and the 

textual closure it reflected in this same closure. This irreducibility 
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was itself reflected in the Knot as the difference between what from 

one side was imagined as the other side, and what was actually the other 11 

side. This in turn reflects the irreducibility of the actual psycho-phys 
1- 

ical and onto-logical configuration of 'point' and 'line' in the Knot to 

the order of words (these words) in which it, as 'Figure', is inscribed. 

For the inscription of the 'other' side as imaginary correlate, as reflect 
ion in the order of the text, of the words, of the side reflecting the 

same order of words (and so reflecting also its reflection in itself), 

would reduce what was open, what was in question, in the Figure, to the 

closed configuration of the text, which could then in principle accommo- 
date its formal 'open-ness' to this 'its' (but really our) reading and 

writing ('its' co-finitary doubling in imagination) in a closed frame of 

words formally abstracted from their bodily inscription in the configura- 
tion of these marks, We have already seen how such an order of 'narrativ-; 

exactly complements (in the narrative inscription of this text in some 
definite context) the formal, 'internal', inscription of the entry into 

the text as a breaking of the symmetry of the Knot which itself consti- 

tutes one component of the Knot whose symmetry it breaks. Each such 're-,; 

duction' or identification of the text within itself involves a suppos- 
itious or imaginary abstraction from the actually irreducible mirroring 
in of 'inside' and 'outside'. 

So we return, in our questioning, in the complementarity or 

mirroring of narrative and theoretical'orders in (and of) this Introduct- 

ion, to the question of the Order or coordination of finitary and co-fin- 
itary in which, through the coordination of these in the entry into these 

words, the text to which these words constitute an Introduction may it- 

self be inscribed. 

The problem has now been 'reduced' to that of embodying the 

'theological' order in words, and this through the actual difference be- 

tween its actual 'actuality' and the formal Actuality negatively charact-;, 

erised as a formal Infinity 'outside' words, imagined in these words to 

be outside them, in principle; as the imaginary correlate of the formal 

totality of 'all' finitary configurations as 'world', whose Actuality 

such an Authority must formally decide. 

First we must try and embody the subordination of poetic closur4 
to theological 'disclosure', and then see how we may embody the 'con- 

version' of their complementary dynamics. 
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What is the relation between the actual difference of Actu- 

ality and Nothing, and the actual difference of. psychological and onto- 
logical orders within this Actuality, in both of which we, in the com- 

mon frame which is the context of this text that I write and you read, 

participate? 

We know already that formally, the difference between Actuality 

and Nothing, which formally decides the actuality of this 'world', sup- 

posed the general finitary context of this text, and which decides, cor- 

relatively, between psychological and ontological orders of what is 

twithins my range of choice (the 'I' which chooses in each case being 

itself outside the range of my choice) and what is otherwise decided or 
determined, ... we know that this difference is nothing in particular. 
The subordination of the finitary order of difference to the co-finitary 

co-ordination which 'makes' a difference, formally mirrors, through the 

dynamic of making a difference, that dynamic of Law in which it makes 

an irreducible difference through 'framing' every element, every account. 
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In particular, we all, writer or readers, actually subordinate 
this common physical order in which we and this text are embodied, to 

the logical articulation of our thinking, framing the choices through j 

which the imaginary inscription of our thinking in this physical order 

may, or may have, become fact, as we choose what story shall actually 
(or so we think) be (as I choose, for example, that this sentence shall 

have been written). In the limiting-case we all participate in the 

fact of being ourselves simply by the appropriation of these bodies 

(with all their possible implications in the conversion of what we imag- 

ine might be, into fact) which we take for our selves. The 'physical' 

subordination of this dynamic of our action, our actuality, to the 

spatiotemporal frame in which we are sensibly embodied, according to 

the 'mechanical) subordination of the logical order of our framing our 

activity in thought to the 'external' coordinates or coordination of 

material 'things', then embodies the framing of our choices 'ontologic- 

ally' through the presentation to our thought and imagination of what 
is 'open'. We 'naturally' think, by a natural inscription of our think- 

ing in the domain of Law, that we might of ourselves decide just what 
is this fundamental open-ness, expressed in the possibility of appropri- 

ating a common II', a mere mark, a nothing, in choosing that it shall 

apply to ourselves, and it is in this imaginary - purely imaginary - sub- 

ordination to the psychical of the physical order, and of the ontological 

order which is reflected in it, that we confront the mystery of the Question. 
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Conversely, we may confront the 'ontological' aspect of 
the Question, in a supposed subordination of our framing of the 

Question to some 'external' and im-personal determination, correspond- 

ing to an imaginary completion of the subordination of the finitary 

order of logical determination to the co-finitary actuality of what 
is. Again, the supposed assimilation of finitary to co-finitary 

requires an abstraction of the thing, 'in' itself, from the physical 

configurations in which it is 'externally' or extrinsically determined 

as that thing. In particular, the abstraction from the configuration 
in which it is remarked by a name, a completely arbitrary mark (so 

it might naturally be supposed) at the formal or empty limit of these 

more or less passing 'marks' pertaining to some thing which, as chang- 

ing correspondences with other 'things', are, unlike the limiting 

'mark' of arbitrary name, implicated in the subordination of external 

determinations to the inner being of that self-identical thing, in 

the ontological 'dynamic' of its independent actuality. 

Each of these converse 'psychological' and 'ontological' 

aspects remains, in its imaginary independence, partly subordinate 
to the natural dynamic of Law which governs the imaginary independ- 

ence of each precisely from the inscription of its terms, and their 

correlative frames, in the domain of that Law: the supposed abstract- 
ion from the terms of this dynamic Law is itself inscribed in the 

formal dynamic of Imagination, through which co-finitary is reflected 

and so inscribed in finitary. How then, can we characterise the 

'dynamic' or Actuality of Freedom by an abstraction or extrication 
from this common inscription of psychological and ontological actu- 

alities in Law, precisely through their imaginary abstraction from 

it? How can we inscribe or embody 'free' psychical and ontical orders 

within some configuration which, incorporating the symmetry of their 

inscription in finitary Law, actually relates them? We have seen 
that a 'theological' order of common Actuality defined in relation 
to an imaginary totality of 'this world' would be tantamount to the 

invocation of a purely formal Authority, which simply repeated the 

difference it must be supposed to decide. Such a purely imaginary 

solution amounts to the natural re-inscription of the question of the 

Authority of Law within Law, under the aspect of an imaginary point 
'at infinity' doubling the imaginary closure of 'the world': it 

would be a phantom of Authority governing an imaginary freedom, an 
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imaginary point 'outside' Law whose only being could lie in the formal 

determination of this formal independence of Law in the domain of Law. 

In trying to abstract from the common abstraction of psychological and 

ontological orders we thus find ourselves left with Abstraction itself, 

the dynamic of unlimited displacement from frame to frame of an imagin- 

ary identity or presence that is imagined to be in every case the common 

principle of Actuality - an imaginary identification of an identical 

Actuality in every case which allows the identification in imagination 

of 'the world' as correlate, frame, of this Identity. 

" ... But what are we to make of this situation? For we have 

seen already that there must indeed be some principle which differenti- 

ates between finitary and co-finitary, and whose being or actuality lies 

somehow in this differentiation - which is reflected in the dynamic of 
'accounting', and which is formally inscribed in such accounts as the 

framing of Possibility, as the 'imaginary' order of what is 'open' in 

every situation, constituting a certain Presence in finitary configur- 

ations, an open-ness to us, a 'disclosure', and a correlative open-ness 

of ontological to psychological orders, an actuality reflected in the 

finitary dynamics of a common frame or configuration, coordination. 

It seems that we cannot, as we rather naturally had thought, 

'first... try and embody the subordination of poetic closure to theolog- 

ical 'disclosure', and then see how we may embody the 'conversion' of 

their complementary dynamics'. For there is something in the supposition 

of a 'then', which corresponds to the imaginary abstraction from the 

symmetric psychological and ontological dynamics which leaves us in 

their common 'formality', fiction, of imaginary 'completion' or closure 

which is in fact governed by the mirroring of logical and physical 'then' 

in the order of the finitary account, corresponding to the '-logical' 

determination of co-finitary actuality insofar as its imaginary independ- 

ence of the finitary 'then' (and its 'orders') itself defines such actu- 

ality as partly or wholly imaginary, as always systematically displaced 

from the actuality of its very expression, as imaginary Abstraction from 

the 'arbitrary' configuration of its expression, which imagined 'true' 

being is thus infinitely deferred, so that the co-finitary elements are 

imagined as the in-finitary or non-finitary limits of complementary finitaty 

orders, determination, which limits are actually -reached only in Imagination, 
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in the formal displacement from the realities of expression 

by which the subordination of co-finitary to finitary is really 

expressed. 

NOW9 such a formal characterisation of the displacement 

of the kctuality we are seeking itself simply reflects the distance 

to be covered between that formal determination of the failure of 

any primarily formal determination of what we are seeking, and 

what we are seeking. What is the next step? 

There can be no finitary determination of the next step. 

We can only know that it was the next step when we have made it. 

It is' unimaginable, for in it the displacement of Imagination from 

Actuality must vanish. But we will be able to decide whether it 

was, or is, right, by seeing whether, in its act of expressing 
its Actuality, the expression embodies, as it should, the very 

law of differentiation of expression (inscription) and what is 

expressed. The circularity of self-expression which, like the 

choosing of the frame of accounting, is inaccessible to the linear- 

ity of 'then', must yet, in retrospect, be seen to have been ex- 

pressed so as to perfectly complement and formally reflect the 

linear order of Law which it itself frames. 

'NOW': what we are trying to identify must be already 
'there' in Imagination, as the closure of the sentence which con- 

stitutes the 'next step' must already be 'there' beyond its opening. 
The finitary 'poetic' frame of the 'step' mirrors the converse onto- 
logical and psychological orders of opening and closing in the con- 

verse physical and logical 'then's' that they double in Imagination. 

'de must overcome the still dominant logic of opening in order to 

cover the correlative psychological distance to what this same dis- 

tance constitutes our ontological object. Or we must present this 

object, or allow it to present itself, over this distance... 

Already there? But... then... it is HERE, NOWI 

..... Uh..... 
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... What?... Where?... What 'here'? Is that a real 

place... rather than my idea of where you are, or some imaginary 

identification of our different presence in these words, in this 

book? And which am 'I' anyway?... which sounds rather familiar... 

... We're back at the beginning again... but moving, 

as it were, in the opposite direction. 

... Not so much in the logical dynamic which subordinated 

our different acts of beginning to an imaginary 'here' and 'now' 

'within' the book. Not that 'I'. Rather in some confusion of this 

(that) with the converse dynamic which would inscribe all our dif- 

ferent acts of beginning in the common physical context in which 

these physical books, copies, relate us... But this regress doesn't just 

mirror the initial progress of logical subordination of this con- 

fusion to its articulation in the words from there to here..... It 

leads rather to a 'step' out of this common dynamic of mirroring, 
'out' of the subordination of Imagination to a 'then' governed by 

the common dynamic of logical theory and physical narrative, out 

of the symmetry of these converse subordinations of one side of 

poetic closure to the other. Out of 'then'. 

Out of it... by choosing to step into it. 

By choosing the configuration of our presence, our 

presences, in these words, to mark Presence. 

By choosing this, the choice of the open-ness to us 

of poetic closure in this instance, to mark choosing-to-choose, 

to mark the Choice that can choose the frame of an account from 

the open range before it. To choose this instance to exemplify, 

to assert, the Freedom which complements poetic closure and its 

'accounting', its Law, according to the unlimited symmetry of 

Open and Closed, and which has to choose itself, rather than the 

imaginary freedom of an unlimited questioning which will not 

choose to choose, 'in order' to actually be Freedom. 
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By choosing this choice; this choice of, example of Choice 

which has to be chosen for it to be Choice, to be itself... but which 
is not thereby in any sense 'arbitrary', which makes no unreasonable 
demand that it, rather than something else, some alternative, be 

chosen. The alternative is simply not to choose. 

This Choice is Freedom. It may naturally appear unreasonable 
in that it cannot accede to the Reason which is the logical prosecut- 
ion of Law. It nevertheless invites us 'through' the psychical doub- 

ling of the logical order of Reason in our own rationality. It is 

not contrary to Reason and Law, but rather complements or completes 
their very open-ness, even in the determination of the terms and frame 

of their inquiry into its law, and its supposed unreasonability. 

The 'I' which opens this book marks in the interface of book 

and its context, 'world', just this Choice. In responding to its in- 

vitation by playing the 'part' of the Writer who marks his choice of 

this part, the part of choice, in these words, I thus address to 'you' 

as 'Reader' outside choice which articulates the progress of this 

inquiry, the question of the same Choice open to 'you' in the config- 

uration of that 'part' of Reader. - The choice, the question, artic- 

ulated here as what is 'open' in that figure, mirroring as a constant 

critical instance, questioning, my part in the order of 'closing' the 

book, its articulation towards a close, conclusion: its finality. 

Who then is the Reader...? 

... Anyone who chooses? But if the Reader is the reader who 

chooses the part of 'I' open in the articulation of 'you', in the mir- 

roring of Writer and Reader in inside and outside of the book.. the 

reader who responds to the book as question by choosing to play the 

part of 'Reader'... then how can any reader really choose, actually 

choose to be this Reader who, as it were by definition, must already 
have chosen? How take the step to where we have to be 'in order' to 

take the step...? 

... It seems an odd sort of choice... 
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... For it seems to involve Choice choosing itself, 'in 

order'to be itself. It if reading, would seem to have to allow 

some sort of self-assertion of Choice in me. I seem to have to 

allow what cannot choose but choose, to choose for me... as though 

I were to allow the self-assertion of 'I' 'in me'. To choose to 

make this, my self, 'I'. 

... Which is rather like choosing to make this choice of 

Choice, framing these words, 'Choice'. Indeed it is just one aspect 

of that... 'mine' if I allow 'I'9 Choice choosing itself, to choose 

for me. 

And this 'aspect' on the frame of the words is itself an 

inseparable part of that frame.. or so it is if I choose. Or rather, 

its formally inseparable whatever I choose. Whether I choose or not 

is itself made to be part of the frame. What that amounts to seems 

both to depend and not to depend on who I am. 

That is: what this frame is, to which I can choose my re- 

lation (though 'I' cannot choose but choose) itself depends upon my 

choice. Or rather, perhaps, my choice depends upon what it is. For 

allowing 'I' to choose in my case seems to be the same as allowing 

what III as Writer would have it be* 

Just what is open in this strange configuration of Choice? 

How could one disentangle these psychical and ontical 

dimensions of what this is? 

... But that would be to try, and give some theöretical 

account of this 'Choice' ... or perhaps to give a narrative of what 

p art. I have.. or 'has', even... in it all. 

And ... 'then'... "we .. or rather 'one', since we don't 

quite know who 'we' are, or what 'we' is in it ... 'one' would 

simply find that this strange configuration , of Choice was formally 

just what the Writer - or, rather the writer (me, that is) - wrote 
that it would be... just what one would expect of the inscription 

in words of what (as one might expect) they might be said to 'mir- 
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ror' in what would be said to be 'outside' them somehow. Some- 

thing systematically 'invisible', some 'inner' meaning that was 

in some sense 'inexpressible', which could be 'inscribed' in the 

words, but which couldn't, in principle, be 'contained' in any de- 

finitive narrative or 'theory'. 

... Which is just what we might expect. Or which is 

just what 'we' might expect. The two sides of this text (or the 

'two sides' of this text, if we are not yet to choose 'between' 

them) exactly mirror one another. Is the 'Choice' that knows it, 

self as one 'side' - as 'itself' - to be taken as an imaginary re- 

flection of a confusion of logical and physical, of theory and nar- 

rative ... as a confusicn of Thought and Fact?... Or is this last 

question to be taken as a formal acknowledgement that the Questi. n 

is not closed until we choose? 

At this point I, 'I', as Writer, can reasonably - with- 

out prejudice to the reader for whom the nature of these words, 

and his part in them, remain open - assert that it is my part now 

to assert my part, though the reader's part remains (as it must) 

in some sense 'open' in all that follows, as he or she may always 

take (as- I as Reader or Writer cannot) the parts of Reader and 

Writer as possibly imaginary, as of questionable reality. 

Here we are.. then. 

This marks where we are. 'This'... what? This choice 

to mark Choice, this, allowing Choice nark itself, to choose this 

choice from the open-ness of the finitary Frame as such to be Choice, 

to be itself, in this marking, to remark itself as THIS choosing 
to mark itself. To make a difference, to express itself in the 

difference between this frame and another, which makes this THIS. 

Why this rather than another frame? - There is no choice: for this 

is chosen to express Choice choosing its expression, by making a 

difference between Freedom and Law. 
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This. 

What? 

- Self-assertion of what decides between this frame of quest- 
ions and assertions, and another. Self-expression: in the formal sym- 

metry of Choice and not-choosing, of Freedom and Law, asserting, ex- 

pressing, a disymmetry which engages us 'in' this frame. Engages us 
in these words, this language, in its dynamic of subordination of phys- 
ical 'context', 'outside' the words in the logical frame of the text 

as inquiry. Engages us in the complementary Sense, sensibility, in 

which the logical order of the words is inscribed physically in differ- 

ent copies, separate yet related in a common frame of the spatiotemp- 

orality of our writing and reading. 

- This which, in the difference between the two 'sides' of 
the poetic frame, between the "converse' orders of logical and physical 
'then', actually reflects, expresses, the difference between the psych- 
ical self-assertion of 'I' writing, and the ontical self-assertion of 

what is written. And which in the difference between the formally 

symmetric sides of the poetic frame in this limiting case of the word, 

names itself as Actuality: THIS. That differentiation and integration 

of text and context through which we are engaged in the dynamic which 

correlates the subordination of our 'framing' to some wider frame (our 

texts, for example, to some context) and the converse subordination 

of our situation to the way we frame its possibilities, what is open 
to us in it. 

- This which articulates the difference of logical and 

physical orders within the symmetry of the poetic frame of some Action, 

some Drama, and in that articulates the difference between any such 
formal symmetry and an Actuality in which we may actually participate 
in a symmetry which frames our interaction. 

Here, in this frame, the Action now amounts to our allowing 
the self-assertion of what makes it this, its 'actuality'. I, as 
Writer, have rapidly sketched a coordination of psychical/ontical 
difference, and the difference of finitary and co-finitary, Law and 
Freedom, in which this first co-finitary difference (*/-, ) is reflected 
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in the difference of logical and physical (>, /t). 

This amounts to a minimal introduction to, induction into, 

the Drama of THIS, through this instance of its self-assertion - and 
into our 'parts' in it: what is open to us in this minimal configur- 

ation of 'Drama', 'Action', Actuality. 'Drama' since + is subordinated 
to w, as ? to in the introduction into the dynamic of 'framing' 
(governed formally by the dynamic symmetry of 1Z) of the locus of the 

determination or choice of frame, the introduction of our 'part' in, 

responsibility for, what we frame: the choice is made by someone, some- 

where, sometime - and, also, since this principle of subordination can 
itself be introduced as an element of some 'further' frame, some other 

version or perspective, account, in the complementary dynamic of sub- 

ordination of r+ to 4I and 4 to ?º. 'Minimal', since in 'this' what is 

asserted is simply assertion, the inscription of in k, as itself 

chosen, as one might further assert the inscription of one's assertion 
in a limiting frame - 'World' - as 1119 ' here' , 'now'. 

In this minimal case the subordination of to 4 is mirrored 
in a complementary subordination of to A, constituting a minimal 

articulation of symmetry and disymmetry, of the closure of the frame 

and what decides, 'chooses', 'determines', among the open range of all 

such (possible) closures. What asserts itself simply-as THIS, as thus 

coordinate with the dynamic or 'dramatic' of the frame simply as such, 

we may call 'Actuality', but will more generally recognise simply as 

THIS, whose instance may be marked 0. 

As elementary self-expression, as 'I', we may call THIS 'Word's 

the psychical actuality reflected in the dynamic of subordination of 
to i1 as 'language' in which we (simply in virtue of being 'well I's) 

all participate. As the ontical actuality of-here and now, THIS is 

Presence. 

Now this minimal characterisation is itself framed in the 

closure of (the frame of) this Introduction. Indeed it as deciding 

upon this frame (of questioning the frame of expression - and so of 

question and assertion - simply as 'such') in this instance, that THIS 

characterises itself as the Actuality which actually asserts itself 

as what makes this frame this (one) rather than some other. Within 
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this frame it marks itself as THIS, as or in its elementary component 

words. This 'word' reflects the Actuality which names itself as what 

names itself by marking itself, making its mark 'inside', as 'this' 

side of this frame, whose definite actuality is thus defined as a 4j 

mirroring - this mirroring in its 'terms' of the actuality of the 

'World' in which it is marked. It reflects its own actuality as the 

asymmetry. in this mirroring of its finitary and cofinitary orders which'_. 

expresses itself in differentiating the two finitary 'sides' of the 

finitary poetic frame, by marking itself 'in' the frame as a word which 

expresses, repeats, reflects, within the coordination of the finitary 

orders of the frame, just the assertion of this marking, this making- 

a-difference. The actuality of the mark is marked in the order of the 

mark as outside formal determination 'in' that finitary order. The 

distinction of two sides of the finitary poetic order is inscribed 
kyi 

in the more radical 'actual' distinction of the order of actual dist- 

inction from the finitary symmetry of that 'formal' distinction of 

sides. Indeed THIS might as well be marked in the order of terms, as ''j 

simply distinct from the term which marks its distinction: 'not this'. 

The frame of this Introduction opens in a questioning of 

this its actuality, a questioning of its questioning: an opening mir- 

rored, within the linear temporality of the text, in this closing as- 

sertion of assertion, of Choice, as what 'decides$ the choice 'of' this 

frame of questions. In the primary 'internal' order of the frame as 

deduction, as subordination of context to text - inscription of their 

relations in the text - organised by an 'i' formally framing the in- 

quiry from a limiting point of formal coincidence of and 'at infin- 

ity' outside the frame (like its 'here' and 'now'), the actuality of the, 

frame is expressed, 'in terms of' a language or dynamic of subordination: 

of (converse) physical order to 'direct' logical order, as a questioning- 

of the psychical actuality which is (as yet unconsciously) reflected in 
ýY. 

this 'prosaic' dynamic of Language. The psychical actuality of the quer, 
ioning appears, in subordination to the logical dynamic of the text, as 

an 'imaginary' configuration of what is 'psychologically' open in the 

logical closure of the text: the question, first of all. of who 'I' am.. 

Whether writer, reader, or perhaps just a word until someone (but then 

who? ) decides. 

A correlative 'ontological' open-ness or imaginary space of 

possible 'references' of such terms is from the start implicit in the 
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converse of this logical order in the symmetry of the poetic order of 

closure of the frame of questioning. This poetic symmetry itself reflects 

an initially 'imaginary' open-ness corresponding to all the possible coor- 
dinations or articulations of psychological and ontological determinations 

of what was going on. From this imaginary correlate of the frame of the 

text presented simply as such, without any further psychological or onto- 
logical determination (as to 'genre', as 'theory' or 'narrative', for ex- 

ample) the questioning discloses an Actuality which 'decides' among the 

open range of 'imaginary' correlates of the various elements of the frame, 

and in particular decides between the two sides of the imaginary duality 

of 'real' text and the 'imaginary'-open range of what it might be about. 

This Actuality'is then seen to assert itself as we assume a 'part' as what 
is open to us in the confrontation with these words: to allow THIS to de- 

cide between an imaginary 'I' writing or reading, and our actuality. 

This 'allowing' a self-assertion of Actuality 'in' the actuality 

of this actual book - including 'its' self-assertion in 'my' participation 
in this actuality -'in part 'answers' the opening, as questioning, of what 

was going on. For the opening questioning is now recognisable as 'my' im- 

aginary engagement in 'Law', in the dynamic of incorporation of psychical 

and ontical orders within their finitary orders of expression, marking, 

associated with an initial 'imaginary' break into the formal closure of 

the poetic frame. This engagement may then be regarded as, asserted to bei 

the opening expression, appearance, in us (lost in the play of Imagination), 

in our dramatic interaction in words, of an actuality which then expresses 

itself more and more directly in the psychological and ontological articu- 

lation of our subsequent determination (or determinations). These determ- 

inations remain within the frame of a subordination of co-finitary Actu- 

ality to the finitary 'mechanical' dynamic of Law, through the subordin- 

ation of psychical-ontical differentiation to its finitary dynamics in 

terms of an imaginary independence, or independent identity, of Self and. 

Thing, psychological and ontological identities, until the configuration 

of Choicdirectly presents us with a choice corresponding to our 'part' 

in Choice. By our participation, simply through assertion, questioning, 

assent, in the interplay of finitary and co-finitary orders expressed in 

the dynamic of closing, determination, of the finitary frame of these 

words, we participate, however indirectly, in an Actuality which asserts 
itself directly as THIS, and in which we may assert our part directly as 
Reader or Writer, in actually assuming some part in these words, from 

the open range which doubles in Imagination the 'I' correaltive with 
these, as with any other, words. 
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This figure of an initial question opening a dynamic 

which may be finally seen in some way to 'answer' the question 

by locating it as one element of a configuration into which it 

leads as a sort of imaginary or apparent beginning, may be called 

Mystery. The answer or 'answer' lies not simply in the close of 

the frame of inquiry opened by 'the initial question or questioning, 

but rather in the transfiguration of the frame of the opening quest- 

ioning in the disclosure of an actuality which 'decides' the frame 

from among what at the outset appear to be various imaginary or im- 

aginable closures, with no apparent means of deciding between them. 

A 'mystery' because the frame of questioning is itself in question. 

And a 'mystery' in a more dramatic sense, in that our entering into 

its frame is itself the expression of a co-finitary principle of 

determination 'engaging' the finitary material it 'transfigures'. 

In a sense, Actuality, as the Mystery of transfiguration 

of the question, with its implicit frame the closure of the symmetry 

of Open and Closed, is a primary Mystery, the Mystery of Choice, 

Freedom, in which other mysteries may be inscribed. Yet this Mystery 

of Closure is itself complemented by the irreducible open-ness in 

which the particularity of every question (and in particular, of the 

question, insofar as it must be expressed) asserts itself in the 

open dynamic of its framing, its inscription. And so, in a wider 

sense, in which the abstraction of a simple 'thisness' from its ex- 

pression is itself questioned, the frame of complementarity of 

question and questions, with its converse movements of expression 

and transfigurati3n, is itself transfigured in the open Drama, of 

which this writing and reading of ours is actually a still-open 

part: this very Drama of the complementarity of Drama and Mystery, 

which is itself the greatest Mystery. 

This limiting or ultimate Mystery, whose material is, as it 

were, the confusion of Expression and Transfiguration, is in this case 

expressed in the complementarity in this Introduction of opening quest- 
ioning and closing assertion within the closed frame of this Introduct- 

ion. This complementarity, corresponding to THIS as instance or 'prin- 

ciple' of transfiguration, is itself inscribed in the dynamic of this 

expression, through the question of the inscription of the finitary 

closure of this frame in its primary 'context', this 'World' in which 
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we write and read it. The greatest '"tiystery lies in our engage- 

ment in the complementarity, in our activity, of the two move- 

ments of dynamic inscription and transcription of the framing 

of our activity in wider contexts, and the transfiguration of 

our activity as our actuality: In the complementarity of our 

psychological and ontological inscription in the dynamic of Law, 

in which imaginary identities amounting to the configuration of 

what is open are simply transcribed from one frame to another, 

and the transfiguration of this dynamic as Actuality, in which 

we participate through the Choice which transfigures a psycho- 
logical dynamic into psychical actuality, an ontological dynamic 

into an ontical actuality. 

More particularly, we, writing and reading, are engaged 

in 'deciding' what this text amounts to, what to make it, or make 

of it, through being essentially - as writing and reading it - in- 

volved in deciding or determining what remains 'open' relative to 

the closure of this frame. The 'great Mystery' here, or in this, 

is that what remains open itself depends upon what we have already 

made of the frame itself, how we frame the question of just what 

this is, of which we are to make something. There is an essential 

'circularity' in our situation which amounts to the inscription of 

of the 'formal' Mystery of the question in it. But we have to de- 

cide just how this Mystery is. inscribed, involved. It is actually 

up to us to resolve the Mystery of the com2lementarity of the psy- 

chical and ontical dimensions of this frame by choosing, by enter- 

ing into the 'Aystery of our freedom. 

This amounts to allowing Choice to decide what is in each 

case our part in relation to this frame, in relation to the quest- 

ion posed by the formal complementarity of closed frame and open 

context, which asks us to )choose what this is, what we should make 
it or make of it. For what is open in this frame is just what is 

open and what is closed in its formal complementarity of Open and 

Clcsed. Insofar as we do not choose, but remain within the dynam- 

ic of an Imaginat_on which leaves the question 'what is this? ', 

'what is our part in it? ', open, we leave the question to be decided 
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by a 'chance', 'outside' us, by failing to accept our responsibility 

in its determination. 

Allowing Choice, is to allow our part in this, to allow 

the articulation of psychical and ontical elements in the open com- 

plementarity of logical and physical orders in the formal frame, which 

corresponds to allowing Choice a part in framing what this iss and a 

part in framing our part in the formal complementarity of 'inside' 

and 'outside' the frame which constitutes the question 'Who am I? ' 

by which we are formally engaged in this frame. 

`i 

The actuality of this coordination in the self-expression 

of Choice of the psychical and ontical actualities reflected in the 

converse logical and physical orders of inscription from which the 

finitary closure of the text is abstracted, is itself reflected in 

the Figure, the Knot, which mirrors, at the mid-point of this Intro- 

duction, its 'direct' logical order of deduction (reflecting the psy- 

chological order of our rationality) and the converse 'then' of the 

physical temporality from which this deduction is abstracted. What 

is first open to us in the frame is reflected in the two 'sides' of 

this Figure which, as embodying the complementarity of logical and 

physical orders in the poetic frame, reflect the actuality of the cor- 

relation of psychical and ontical orders in what is left formally open 

in the frame: the actuality of our engagement in it, our presence in 

the actual correlation of text and context in which we read and write. 

The formal mirroring of finitary frame and its co-finitary actuality, 

through the inscription of the text of this frame in the dynamics of 

its context, 'World', in which we write and read it, is, as has already 
in effect been noted, itself reflected in this Figure, which amounts 

to a reflection in the frame of the text of the mirroring in this frame 

of text and context. Thus the way this Knot embodies the inscription 

of the logical dynamic of the frame in a complementary physical order 
itself-amounts to a primary image of the actuality of the frame. Image: 

the inscription of what is decided in the formally open mirroring of 
finitary and co-finitary within the finitary domain of Fact. Within 

the text the figure reflects the formal conversion of finitary and 

co-finitary by which Actuality is inscribed in 'The World' as primary 
Fact, as facts. 
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In particular this Figure expresses the complementarity 

of our actuality in relation to the text, and the 'fact' of our 

being 'in fact' one side or other of that point (the Knot) in the 

text - more generally, the complementarity of co-finitary Actuality 

and finitary Fact - this through the symmetry in this Figure of (on 

the one hand) the formal inscription of Choice in the finitary order 

of the text, and (on the other hand) the transfiguration of this 

symmetry in the actuality of a Choice that chooses to express (and 

by this very choosing expresses) the formal complementarity of Ex- 

pression and Transfiguration, Law and Freedom, in this Figure. 

Further entry into the Mystery marked initially as the 

question of this book (the book as marking the way it constitutes a 

question: what we are to make of it) requires that we trace the actual 

determination or deciding of its frame (what determines there should 

be, is, this our very questioning in the actuality of this our World - 

what makes this this). The following, as narration, must therefore 

trace out the mirroring of its own actuality in our World, within its 

narrative frame, to the point where we find mirrored in it the very 

configuration of our actual reading and writing of that mirroring, 

that configuration. The book must then conclude or close in the 

transfiguration of this its frame - of the questioning by which we 

enter 'into' it - in the disappearance or dissolution of the imaginary 

open-ness complementing the imaginary closed circuit of frame, text, 

book, which radically separates 'inside' and 'outside' and elides 

any passage between them (this complementarity framing the question 

or inquiry which leads us 'through', into then out of, this book). 

The narrative 'passages' which now follow, must then open 

with an identification of Mystery in the mystery of our simple part- 
icipation in an Actuality which 'decides', determines, primary Choice 

in the open-ness correlative with (what is open in) the Frame ('as 

such') of which this book is this instance: in the Actuality 'of' this 

World. Such identification itself amounts to an opening-up of active 

participation in the actuality of This World - 'induction' into 

;, ystery, as this actuality-of this frame of book is inscribed in the 

Actuality of this World. Such Actuality, its Mystery, lies in a mir- 

roring or reflection of the Knot, 'outside' this frame, in a mystery 

of transfiguration of the unitary frame of this World, into Kosmos, 
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through our entry into the mystery of a 'moral' Law which artic- 

ulates the mirroring of the 'invisible' actuality of Choice or 

Freedom, in the visible Law of Nature, in that dynamic of Fact 

in which Choice, through Action, is inscribed. 

The opening mystery is 'actually' found at work in the 

process of 'deciding' our actual initial frame of narration, in 

which further questions may then be framed (in which they open up) 

in a logical dynamic of Inquiry which must finally close with the 

question, 'marked' by this very book, of what is 'open' (to us) in 

this actual configuration of its various symmetric orders, dimen- 

sions. The logical dynamic of opening successive frames of quest- 
ioning or inquiry themselves, to questioning - through the 'critical' 

inscription of an earlier 'logic' in its actual context, articulated 

as a narrative or 'history' in the poetic mirroring of logical and 

physical orders ('sides') of this dynamic - closes in the 'histor- 

ical' advent of the question of this radical symmetry (of the two 

'sides' of books) itself: in a final question which must necessarily 

be eventually confronted in an inquiry which questions its own actu- 

ality, its own character as 'this'... must necessarily be finally 

confronted in this inquiry... 'in' this. 

This then: a transcription of an economy of Inquiry dir- 

ected by an imaginary III, which as formally 'outside' each succes- 

sive frame of Reflection, continually questions succeeding frames 

after the mysterious opening of this continuity as our Tradition of 

Reflection - until it finally questions itself directly; a narration 

of the framing in our Tradition of its own very actuality -a nar- 

ration whose final inscription in the narration marks a certain, 

or rather an uncertain, Close: a closing question, the question of 

closing this book. And within this closed circuit of this, a closing 
text of our Tradition, are serially inscribed three lesser circuits 

of opening, transition through, and closing of a certain component 

order of inquiry: three Parts of this inquiry or narration, amount- 
ing to the transcription into the 'internal' logical order of this 

book of the logical order of a Tradition of Reflection in which it, 
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this, inscribes itself finally, as marking - at once 'in' and 

'outside' the book (in their coordination, precisely) a close, 

and what is open in this close: what is open, in particular, to 

us, to 'I' as reader and writer of this book, in the configuration 

of closing, of a close, marked by this book, these books. What 

is open to us, to 'II, what my part, what our 'parts' in relation 

to this 'script' of a certain or uncertain close, the close of 

a certain history, the end of a World? 



PART ON 

Opening Questions 

INCARNATION 

Here we are. In a physical order, a physical 'space' and 'time', 

one side - the 'out' side - of this text. A 'physical' space in 

which these texts we write or read are a multiplicity of separately 

embodied 'copies' of this 'in' side, this ('logical') content, this 

'logic' which is in each case the same. A physical time in which 
this same internal logical order of these words is differently em- 

bodied in our separate activities of writing or reading. This as 

we enter into the psychical order of these words, ontically present- 
ing itself in a physical configuration in which each of us bodily 

confronts this.. what? This multiple paper surface - this book, 

these books. 

But where are we, and when? What common Space might in- 

clude all possible situations of 'this' our reading and writing? 
And what Time? What World might constitute the common Frame in which 
those, these, situations of our reading and writing are more or less 

'open' to us? 'This' World?.. containing 'in principle' or 'by de- 

fixfition' an physical 'copy' of this book, as it contains our phys- 
ical embodiment, our physical bodies confronting the physical marks 

which are these words, and contains the physical order of 'copying' 

which links one copy physically to another, and so all readers and 

a writer? -A World which is 'here' and 'now' the same whenever and 

wherever 'I1 - we - write or read this? 
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A World as Frame of all the 'marks' of which these 

words are particular instances, a World open to this 'marking'? 

An open physical Space and Time in which any of us might somehow 

or other mark some place and time, might 'point' out some physical 
'situation' as 'this' or 'that', and as just 'this' or 'that' form- 

ally equivalent, then, to the simple mark as elementary pointing 

or point in this Space and Time? 'This' World, then, as the closed 

physical Frame formally complementing the open range of what, in 

all possible extensions of this frame of words, all further dis- 

cussion, we might point out, indicate? 

.. But we have already seen that such 'physical', 'outward', 

framing or determination is always actually - in any World which is 

to be 'this', which we are to be 'in' - coordinate with a converse 

logical order. In fact we have seen how these two orders, physical 

and logical, are formally 'convertible', how they mirror one the "°' 

other, in this very book, this frame of words, in relation to which 

we have begun to characterise its physical 'out' side, context, World. 

This conversion or convertibility, mirroring, enables us to identify 

the limiting frame of abstract Space and Time, of a comprehensive 

physical coordination oi: 'indivisible simple 'points', as itself a 

projection outside the frame of words, of the formal logical order 

'in' this framer the 'logic' of any extension, of any particular 
frame or account in which this framing or account might in its turn 

be-inscribed. - That is, 'this' limiting physical Frame or World 

is a fiction, the limiting formal coincidence of logical and physical 

orders in complementary abstraction from their actual coordination 
in these words. The fiction according to which the physical order 
is inscribed or comprehended in the logical order as the latter's 

doubling or reflection in its 'outward' context. 

We have also seen how such a logical determination of 

the mirroring of logical anf physical is itself doubled or mirrored 

1Ry a physical dynamic (or order of determination in Space and Time) 

in which the formal 'space' of the logical frame (the frame, in par- 
ticular, of the logical 'definition' of the physical) is itself in- 

scribed. - And how the 'poetic' economy of this play of conversion 

of symmetric logical and physical orders itself leaves open the 

actual articulation of this symmetry, this conversion, as the poetic 

'space' and : '-time' of coordination of psychical and ontical-actual- 
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ities. A 'circular' self-assertion of each of these converse 

actualities -a common Actuality, in their actual coordination, 
is itself expressed (or expresses itself) in the actuality of 

some particular coordination of logical and physical rather than 

some other coordination, in the poetic range of coordination 'open'. 

Thus the Actuality reflected in this particular frame 

of words or book, in this its actuality (rather than some other 

open at the start), is not to be understood simply in terms of the 

limiting Frame of some supposedly universal and comprehensive con- 

text an infinitary Space and Time rooted in some radical factic- 

ity of its terms abstracted from the logical order of their identity, 

their identification or marking. Such a formal 'physical' Frame or 

order, such a (physical) coordination of terms, 'points', is itself 

but one limiting figure or element in the poetic economy of fram- 

ing, in the order of 'Law'. 'Economy': for this Law of poetic sym- 

metry regulates, constrains, the endless inscription of frame within 

frame... but cannot itself 'decide' the actual order of such inscrip- 

tion, except within some definite frame of decision or determinat- 

ion which has already been somehow decided. 'Law' cannot (that is) 

be itself definitively inscribed within any finitary frame, not even 

in a limiting Frame, in the logical or physical order simply as such. 

For the convertibility, the relation(s), of these mirror orders can- 

not itself be definitively inscribed within one or the other: any 

such supposed inscription can itself be at once converted, inverted. 

We cannot 'definitively' inscribe this frame, these words, in a de- 

finitive physical Context (in which, then, we could determine or de- 

cide in favour of their actuality rather than some other, here and 

now), any more than we can definitively inscribe and determine their 

physical 'context' as one term in the logical frame of this text. 

We must, rather, look for some way of framing an economy 
in which these converse movements or orders of inscription, framing, 

of inside-in-outside and outside-in-inside, can be remarked. We 

saw in the Introduction that the element of such a frame framing 

is an actuality, a this. -A sort of minimal instance, as it were, 

of the self-presentation of that order of 'this' as itself THIS. 

An element in a poetic frame which must in that case be this frame, 

these words. The psychi cal actuality reflected in such a logier 

ally simple assertion of assertion mirrors, as we saw, the ontical 
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actuality reflected in the physical fact of the book, which or- 

ganises the opening questions. This 'mirroring' of psychical 

and ontical is actually embodied in the Introduction in the co- 

ordination or articulation of orders (A 
91 e) in 

a 'Mirror' which is itself reflected in the poetic frame of that 

Introduction, those words, in the figure of a Knot. To find a 

frame in which this text may 'actually' be inscribed, framed, 'de- 

cided' amidst what it might have been, amounts to finding not sim- 

ply a 'physical' reflection of the logical articulation of that 

Knot', 'out' side of the text, but rather to finding an actual con- 

figuration in which the economy of this mirroring of logical and 

physical may itself be remarked in the actual"world of this text 

(in this world of which this text is one element, one 'this' among 

all this and that). 

Marking, remarking, such a frame or configuration, mir- 

rored within the poetic circuit of the Introduction as Knot, must 

involve some 'mystery' analogous to that whereby THIS marks itself 

in that Introduction - as what makes it that. This our actual World 

must correspond to some configuration which somehow is drawn 'be- 

tween' the limiting formal 'space' and 'time' of logical articulat- 

ion of the text, and the equally formal reflection of this in, as, 

a physical Space and Time of its context. Such a configuration, 

circuit, 'closure', must be determined, 'decided', at some point 

'outside', not comprehended or determined by, the finitary economy 

of Law. Of a Law framing an economy or play in which this decisive 

point or point of decision is formally open, possible, but formally 

undecidable, indeterminate. 

We have seen how the mirroring or complementarity of 
finitary Law and cofinitary circuit inscribed in the economy of 

what is 'open' in that (under that) Law, is itself reflected within 

that Law, in the finitary symmetry of logical and physical - in 

that finitary image of the complementary symmetry of psychical and 

ontical. Thus the configuration in ('through') which this world 
is this,. is itself reflected in (the economy of) this world. We 

can recognise (then) the Actuality, rwhich frames and 'decides' the 

actuality of this account (of it), if we can recognise at work in 

the finitary configuration of the Knot a principle which distingui- 

shes the principle reflected in the Knot from its finitary express- 
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ion: from the finitary reflection of this very distinction from 

that finitary expression itself. - If we can remark a different- 

iation which differentiates itself from its reflection, expression, 

image. - If we can find such an actuality at work 'in' the image 

of its differentiation from that image. 

That is: the circuit, closure, the 'frame' corresponding 

or 'answering !- to what is open in the economy of inscription of 

this frame of words, these words, in further frames or accounts, 

is not to be found in some non-finitary or infinitary Frame or 

World in which the logical order of the text would be reflected 

in some supposed physical totality (a sort of infinite physical 

Creation as limiting case of finitary poetic, creations). Rather 

is it to be found in a cofinitary principle; actuality, working, 

of framing, which bears to the finitary economy of frames a relat- 

ion of complementarity reflected in the finitary terms of that eco- 

nomy as the finite logical articulation of the text in an 'infinite', ' 

Space and Time physically open to such a closed logical circuit... 

but which isn't 'outside' this logical image in the way that the 

infinite physical closure of a Universe might be supposed its 'out' 

side, but rather is formally 'outside', irreducible to, the con- 

version of logical and physical, cannot be definitively framed as 

a finitary or definite element in their common economy. A co-fin- 

itary principle which is at once logically 'outside' its logical 

image, but cannot therefore be identified with the physical order 

as image of this 'out' side of the logical. The 'mystery' here lies 

in the way such a 'cofinitary' principle or working may find fin- 

itary expression - may actually express itself, in the distinction 

between itself and its expression, a distinction itself reflected 

in the expression of self-distinction from, its expression. It is 

just this figuration of recurrence which we remarked in the Intro- 

duction as the 'circular' self-assertion which formally adefines' 

(or rather, 'marks') the cofinitary configuration or coordination 

marked by the coordination in this text of the letters a 
,ý ,=; 

4'i, P. Complementary psychical and ontical orders participate 
in a common figure-and actuality of self-asserttion which asserts 

or differentiates itself in differentiating 'between' psychical and 

ontical: by 'deciding' the poetic symmetry of logical and physical 
in which psychical and ontical express themselves, in which they 

are themselves 'reflected'. This radical circularity of self- 
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assertion in self-distinction in this way 'presents' itself through- 

out the finitary Economy of framing as the actuality of its artic- 

ulation distinguishing itself (in the Economy) from what is merely 
'open', possible, in the symmetries, in the Symmetry, the Law, arti- 

culated in the formal poetics of the frame. 

We know that this cofinitary principle of recurrence, of 

circular closure inscribed in and complementing what is 'open' in 

the formal poetic symmetry of the finitary orders, cannot in princ- 
iple'be 'definitively' inscribed, defined, circumscribed, comprehend- 

ed, 'in' some finitary set or configuration of terms. - Cannot be 

'reduced' to the economy of a reflection or complementation of what 
is open in the Economy of the finitary, by the closed circuit which 
$decides' what actually happens amidst what is formally 'open'. For 

the question of the closed circuit embodied in the 'framing' of act- 

uality, must always in principle remain open in the Economy of the 

frame, of frames. 

Our question, now, is whether we can find, or invoke, 

some frame or configuration of terms intermediate between the logic- 

al pole of identical term (undifferentiated 'this' for example), 
and the physical pole of a fictional totality, a physical World of 

all that could be thus marked or identified, and which could itself 

(one must suppose) be identified as 'this' World.. Whether we can 

invoke some frame in which we could find a reflection of the dif- 

ference of 'circular' self-assertion, distinguishing itself from 

every instance or inscription: in which that working- 
of'-distinct-ion might be found to 'mysteriously' distinguish itself. That is: 

whether we can find some frame or configuration which itself em- 
bodies a distinction between a distinction, and the terms in which 
it is made, marked. - Whether we can find an actuality expressing 
itself, at work, in the inscription in the Economy of Law, of the 

Frame, of what is radically open in that Economy. - Whether we 

can invoke a self-assertion of this inscription, this self-inscrip- 
tion, itself... a closed circuit complementing the open economy of 
the formal mirroring of open Economy and the closed circuit em- 
bodied in the actuality of any particular framing of this mirror- 
ing. 
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Such a frame, which must somehow embody the assertion 
that it is the frame in which the difference of finitary and co- 
finitary is asserted precisely in the very determination of that 

finitary expression of the difference, must be radically indefin- 

ite. It must present itself in the figure or character of a 'mys- 

tery' in which we ourselves are 'terms', in which our choice is 

irreducibly engaged as one component in what 'decides' the express- 
ion. We appear as the locus or loci of choice 'between' an unlimit- 

ed Economy (of further questioning, in particular), and an 'allowing' 

of the self-assertion of actual finitude, of an actuality in (most 

particularly) our finitude, an actuality asserting itself 'myster- 

iously' in choosing itself to express the general complementation 

of finitary framing through the very particularity of a particular 

configuration. 

There cannot, then, and this from the very 'law' or sym- 

metry of the matter, be any definite point of choice at which we 

may or may not step, so to say, 'out' of the Economy of Law precise- 
ly by choosing to assert our finitude, our part 'in' that Economy. 

Yet we can determine, as it were, the movement, the dynamic config- 

uration of that indefinite 'point' quite definitely, in the duality 

and 'mystery' of a 'choice' as at once something 'open' (to us) and 

whatever 'decides' or resolves what is thus open (our 'act'). Such 

a configuration or dynamic has already been at work in the Introduct- 

ion - in the mirroring, for example, of opening question and closing 

assertion of the part of writer: a dynamic of introduction or induct- 

ion into the configuration of these opening questions of the First 

Part of the book 'proper'. 

Where are we now, then: where does all this leave us? 

We began this First Part - set out into it - by asking 

what, as 'context', might constitute a primary frame 8deciding' 

what was open at the outset in the mere possibility of a book, de- 

ciding the opening question posed by the frame of this book simply 

as such. The question arose (that is to say) of an order comple- 
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meeting the open play of framings (in the book) of the 'poetic' 

frame of the book as 'book'. - Of a 'wider' order, in which all 

these possible framings might be supposed inscribed, and in which 

this actual framing of the book as an inquiry into what is open in 

it simply as book, might be somehow determined - inscribed, say, as 

a subordinate actfiality within the comprehensive bare fact of a phys- 
ical 'World'. 

We saw that we couldn't simply 'convert' the logical 'in' 

side of the inquiry, the logical 'content' of the Introduction, 

'through' the mirroring of logical and physical in the configurat- 

ion focussed in the Knot, into some primary articulation of the 

physical 'out' side as universal Context (which all copies of this 

book would, in principle, be 'in'), in which the place (and time) of 

the book might be supposed decided, determined. The 'actuality' of 

the book, corresponding to a resolution of what is left 'open' by the 

figure of 'book' as frame (as frame of inquiry into this book or 

frame itself) was seen to be no more decided through its place and 

time in a comprehensive physical World, than through an internal` 

'logic' abstracted from the poetics of its interplay with a physical 

'out' side in these words. The symmetric difference of physical and 

logical 'in' the book - of 'in' side and 'out' side of the book, as 

articulated in the frame of the Introduction; at once ruled out (as 

a 'fiction', 'imaginary') the simple conversion of the logical frame 

of the book as inquiry into a converse physical frame of its writing 

and reading. - Ruled out an invocation of the supposed: clösure'or 

circuit in which such a Frame was supposed constituted. (as) 'out'. 

side the logic of the inquiry, to resolve the question posed by (to 

resolve what was open in) the very frame or closure of the book as 

book. 

if 

ýý 
Fi 
iý 

¬}ý 

i; 

This latter closure is not to be identified with its 'log- 

ical' image as abstract inquiry, nor with the converse physical image 

of the book(s) as physical object(s) (term(s)), but corresponds rather 
to a poetic symmetry of converse logical and physical 'sides' of the 

book, of its 'frame'. or 'framing'. -A 'poetic' symmetry or mirror- 
ing of converse logical inscription of the physical order of the book 

as one term in a logical configuration ('in' the book), and physical 

embodiment or inscription of this logic in the physical order of its 

reading and writing. What 'decides' what is 'open' in this play of 
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inscription and conversion (decides the open-ness posed in the cir- 

cular question of giving an account of the different possible ac- 

counts, framings, of this book), is at the same time what decides, 

distinguishes, betweenin-side and out-side of the book. It distin- 

guishes itself simply as an actuality of differentiation which is 

formally 'open' in the poetic symmetry of logical and physical (and 

indeed poetic) orders: an actuality which 'in' these terms distin- 

guishes itself from what must remain formally open in their economy 

or interplay - including a merely 'formal' marking in the play, of 

this distinction from (that) its formal marking. 

How, we wondered, could we proceed from this fiction of 

a closed physical World (as formal 'ontological' actuality complement- 

ing the logical circuit of logical distinctiön of their logical dis- 

tinction from the physical difference (distinction) 'by' which the 

logical distinction of logical and physical is marked) to a frame in 

which the complementarity of physical and logical orders would reflect 

the wider (and 'analogous') complementarity of finitary (of which phys- 

ical and logical orders are the two 'sides') and cofinitary? How pro- 

ceed from a double abstraction of a logic of inquiry from the cofin- 

itary actuality of resolution (that is, the coupling of abstraction 

of finitary from the symmetry of finitary and cofinitary, and the 

finitary logical order from the symmetry of this 'logic' and the phy- 

sical articulation of its expression) to the mirroring of finitary 

and cofinitary as a more radical frame of this inquiry, of this its 

logic? 

We noted that the coordination, the configuration, of the 

two complementary closures, circuits, recurrences, of finitary Econo- 

my of figure, and cofinitary Mystery was itself reflected, in the 

frame of the Introduction (which marks the opening of this book) as 

a Knot with its two 'sides', one the 'mirror-image' of the other. 

-The spatial image of this 'mirroring' itself one 'side' of a figure 

of Mirror, doubled or mirrored in the logic of distinction of. 'log- 

ical' and 'physical' spaces, and this mirroring of 'inside' and 'out- 

side' of the book itself an 'image' (to use the 'physical' analogue) 
of the doubling of this mirroring itself by a complementary cofinit- 

ary actuality 'outside' the open Economy of inscription of figure 

within figure. 
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We eventually saw how the 'mystery' of what we were seek- 
ing lies in some recurrence, in a closed or 'circular' configuration 

or frame, one of whose terms (the frame itself as marked, as one term, 

'in' the frame) must itself express the determination, choice, of such 

a finitary frame for the mirroring of finitary and cofinitary, the 

very cofinitary configuration of self-assertion, of 'choice', reflect- 

ed in the terms (with their finitary articulation) of the frame thus 

'chosen' from the open range of a general economy of mirroring of fin- 

itary and cofinitary. 
t 

The choice. of a frame in which Choice and Law are mirrored 

is the term about which the self-expression of Choice is articulated 

in that frame. 

The question now, therefore, is that of this 'choice' about 

which as central term is articulated the mirroring of finitary and 

cofinitary: the question of this circular inscription of the choice 

or determination of the frame as one element in the frame, which cir- 

cuit is itself, precisely, the 'closure' which poses the question. 

Poses for us the question of the choice of a frame which will express, 

if we choose, the mysterious complementarity of Mystery and Law. If 

we choose: for we are ourselves 'terms', ourselves marked, in the 

frame. We have already seen (toward the close of the Introduction) 

how our choice of a frame of self-expression of Choice is an irred- 

ucible component of any such frame. Indeed this very circularity of 

our part in framing our part is precisely - is it not? - the figure 

of our choice as marked in this mysterious coordination, the circuit 
'through' or in which the configuration is now 'open' to us as a 

question. 

We came upon this question of our choice in the Introduct- 

ion as something 'open', somehow left open to or for 'us' - for any 
III - in the formal complementarity of a mark, 'this', and what can 

choose to remark itself in choosing such a mark. Within the circuit 

of the Introduction, in its symmetry of converse logical and physical 

orders of textual 'content' and its outward context, the symmetry of 
('finitary') mark and ('cofinitary') remarking (of frame and framing), 

!, 
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remains open through the abstraction of its terms from their comple- 

mentary logical and physical (or psychical and ontical) determinations 

or orders, an abstraction from their unlimited or open convertibility. 

Now we must try and frame our place (find the part of 'I'., 'here', 

'now') in the mirroring of the circuits of Mystery and Law, in their 

formal complementarity left as a 'personal' question in the Introduct- 

ion. - As a question the locus of whose resolution (the locus of as- 

sertion as marked in the Economy of framing as 'I', 'here', 'now') was 

itself in some degree (and that necessarily) left open, addressing it- 

self to a 'reader', an 'I' marked in the text as 'outside' its deter- 

mination, as 'free' toframe, or not to frame, his reading or her read- 
ing in the part of 'reader' as marked in the text. 'I' as writer, on 

the other hand ('conversely') had, 'in' the text, to assert the in- 

scription of my assertion, my choice, within a text then left open 

to a reader's condideration. 

The 'psychical' actuality of my self-assertion inscribing 

itself 'in' the finitary text (in this order of marks) partakes in 

the actuality of a 'Choice' which 'decides' its self-expression by 

determining this set of marks (from other sets, texts, open to it) 

in which to inscribe this its determination as one term, one mark am- 

ong the others. 'My' assertion, then, partakes, in particular, of 

the figure of the formal self-assertion in this text of a Choice 

which 'cannot but choose' to identify and assert itself here as THIS, 

and in the textual configuration or economy of that mark to 'decide' 

the formally open symmetry of Law and Freedom, Economy and Mystery. 

My self-assertion as writer in the 'finitary' logical frame of the 

inquiry embodied in these marks (my assertion marked in its simplest 
instance simply as an assertion of 'writing' in choosing this 'I') 

in turn partakes of an ontical order asserting itself in the physic- 

ally different locus of my confrontation with the configuration of 

assertion, my 'I', and 'yours'. These then are psychical and ontical 

'sides' of a common order of self-assertion which I have marked in 

a psychical 'image' or figure as 'choice', as what 'decides' what is 

'open'. - Psychical and ontical 'sides' then, of a configuration 

of self-expression, a mysterious configuration of working or actuality 

of a 'Word' which distinguishes itself in the finitary order of the 

Mark, from the open play of marks and their figurations. 
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Our 'double mirroring', then, of the symmetry of finitary 

Mark and cofinitary Word, in the symmetry of logical and physical 
'sides' of the Mark - the double symmetry from which a certain logic 

makes its double abstraction to an order and dynamic of 'formal' as- 

sertion (abstracted from its 'physical' context, and from what decides 

this symmetry of text and context, 'in'side and 'out'side of their 

'poetic' mirroring) - finds a minimal and radical articulation in this 

configuration of a 'mystery' of Word. 

f 

In particular this configuration of a double mirroring, of 

a symmetry of symmetries (each one side of 'their' symmetry), is at rR` 
work in these marks, these 'words'. We have already found an 'image' 

of this configuration 'in' the verbal frame of the Introduction: we 
found a 'double mirroring' in the Knot embedded in the words which 
'opened' this book. If we tried to simply inscribe the difference 

of the two 'sides' of the words in the (physical) out-side -say in 

terms of two sides of some physical configuration, some body, then 

we must assume some logical order of identifying 'this' side and 
'that' side. The physical difference itself will not determine 
the logical distinction of two sides in which the logical distinct- 

ibn of logical distinction and physical difference is to be 'physical- 

ly' embedded. The logical distinction of the terms in which the log- 

ical order is to be inscribed in the physical order will remain as 

a question, a strange opening, something 'missing', 'in' the physical 

order. Conversely the 'logical' order or 'side' of our words cannot 

be quite 'abstracted' from the physical 'marks' in which the logical 

distinction of logical distinction and the physical difference 'by, 

which this distinction of logical and physical is 'marked', must it- 

self somehow be marked. There will always be something 'missing' (or 

indeed, all too physically present) in the logical identification of 

the logical order as what is missing in the physichl order. Leither 

'side' of this dynamic of conversion can quite 'comprehend' their 

relation. 

With the Knot embedded in the words of the Introduction 

we introduced a configuration of 'crossing' from one 'side' of a 
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distinction or difference to another: a configuration of 'crossing' 

from one 'side' to the other of the words, the book. \ith this 

converse order of inscriptions of the conversion of physical and 

logical 'sides' in either side, we discovered a coordination of the 

two 'sides' as indeed orders, orientations, in a common frame of con- 

version, symmetry. In this configuration we found a physical 'image' 

of these converse 'orientations' or 'orders', dynamics, of inscription 

of one side in another, in two 'sides' of physical 'space' of coordin- 

ation itself: as converse 'times', two orientations embedded in the 

physical' coordination of physical and logical 'orders' and a symmetric 

third 'poetic' order of their triple symmetry. 

We found, that iss an image of the coordination of physical 

and logical in two 'sides' of the threefold symmetry as which the re- 

lations of physical, logical, and poetic were mirrored and inscribed 

in the physical order as its very frame, as a physical 'space' of co- 

ordination. - Two 'sides' of a Knot, of a configuration of 'crossing'. 

A 'knot' which embodied in a minimal way the closed symmetry of a min- 

imal 'difference' or distinction: the difference whose very terms are 

different 'versions' of their difference, and which requires as it 

were from the start a third term - the difference 'between' two con- 

verse versions of their conversion. The 'logical' orientation of the 

words of the Introduction in which the Knot was embedded was reflected 

in a 'choice' of one of two possible embeddings of the Knot in the 

page of text. Through this coordination of the logical order of the 

inquiry and its image embedded in the text, the logical order of the 

inquiry was itself 'embedded' in'the physical space of its context as 

one 'side', as a certain 'time' of the inquiry. 

A figure that first appeared in the recognition of the logic- 

al order as what was 'missing' in the physical inscription of the dis- 

tinction of physical and logical as two 'sides' of some physical con-. 

figuration now appeared as a reflection in the Knot of a principle 

of inscription or framing itself 'missing' from the poetic symmetry 

of logical, physical, and poetic orders of the text in which the 

Knot was embedded. The 'choice' between what was 'open' in this poetic 

symmetry and the formally sy,:. metrical order of what 'decided' from 
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what was open (and thus what decided the distinction between it and 
its mirroring in the poetic order, 'could not but choose to be Choice'), 

was reflected in the 'choice' of one 'side' or representation of the 

Knot and the other - was reflected, then, in thh coordination of log- 

ical and physical 'sides' of the poetic order in this 'actual' differ- 

ence, itself quite 'arbitrary'. This order, then, which decides bet- 

ween itself and its mirroring in the poetic order of the mark, in this 

decides, articulates, the difference and conversion 'in' their poetic 

symmetry, -of logical and physical orders. 

On the analogy of a supposed abstraction of a logical ident- 

ity from the physical mark 'by' which it is marked, the elementary 'co- 

finitary' articulation of what is left 'open' in the finitary orders 

of the mark, in the symmetry and symmetries of logical, physical and 

poetic, was inscribed in the economy of that Symmetry as a configurat- 
ion of 'formal' or 'imaginary' terms supposed to 'decide' what is left 

open in corresponding symmetries. - As, then, an 'imaginary' infinit- 

ary limiting term of each finitary order: the inscription of the co- 
finitary order which formally complements finitary symmetry, in that 
finitary economy of what is open, just as the identity of the 'logical' 
had earlier been imagined as a limiting abstraction from the physical 
diff erence by which the distinction of logical distinction and physic- 

al difference was marked. 

At the close of the Introduction we recognised the expression 

of cofinitary Actuality (rather than its imaginary inscription 'in' the 

finitary economy of determination) as what decides the symmetry of 

what was open in this case, what decides, frames, this text 'among' 

all the possible words from which it is 'chosen'. - What in this act- 

ual configuration of words distinguishes itself from its inscription 

as one term in the finitary configuration of text. In the opening of 

this First Part of the text 'proper', of the 'body' of the work, into 

which the Introduction marks the transition (entry, crossing, opening), 

we have seen how that closing self-expression of the 'actuality' of 

the book, asserting'itself in the words as what distinguishes itself 
in and from the mere marking of this very distinction 'in' the book, 

as what 'decides' the finitary expression of the symmetry and dif- 

ference of self-expressive actuality and its formal marking - we have 

seen how the question arises of framing the 'space' in which this 

circuit of self expression which closes the Introduction, could be 

drawn, in which this among other circuits was 'open'. 
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This First Part, then, opens with the open-ness in which 

the closed circuit of the Introduction has been inscribed - in which 

that circuit was possible, 'open', at the outset. - Opens with the 

articulation of our directing question in this configuration of open 

and closed. 

The Introduction, and the book as a whole, opens with the 

mere marking of a question: the question of this very marking. With 

the radical circularity, and what is radically open in that circulariir, 

of giving an account of the different possible framings of this account 

of what is open. An initial 'mystery' lies in the fact, the actuality, 

of there being an account, of something, however questionable, going 

on, having begun, at all. The book opens with the opening mark, the 

actual marking of a question, as itself in question, and the Introduct- 

ion closes with a 'circular' self-assertion of the actuality of the 

question as deciding what is most radically 'open' in the circularity 

of the initial question: a circular self-assertion which doubles, res- 

ponds, corresponds, directly to the opening question - the self-assert- 

ion of the actuality of the question, of its marking, which is a first, 

introductory, step toward a full answer. The actuality reflected in 

the actual marking of the question of the different possible 'accounts' 

of this marking, expresses itself as 'deciding' what is undecidable 

in the open symmetry of the converse orders, the 'possibility', of 

a mark itself. What 'decides' what is open in the finitary symmetry 

of marking first and most simply 'expresses itself' in the actual mar- 

king of this question, the fact that the question is marked 'at all'. 

The mark simply as actual, marks this its actuality - marks 'this'. 

Now this mirroring in the Introduction of a circular open- 

ing question (attaching to the simple fact that something was going 

on at all -a 'book', whatever that might be`- and a circular closing 

assertion, a corresponding 'response'... this itself prefigures the 

closing of the book as a whole, its order of conclusion, close, as 

'direction' of inquiry, as 'corresponding' to the question attaching 

to the circuit of the Introduction, which o^ens this First Part, and 

with it the book 'proper'. In what 'space' and 'time' was that closed 

circuit of the Introduction 'open', possible? 
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A notional or imaginary 'physical' inscription of the 

closed circuit of text in an 'outward' frame of spatiotemporal co- 

ordination (a simple 'conversion' of the logical coordination of 
its terms in 'reflection') was not the answer. Rather must we now 
find some coordination of text and context which is reflected in 

the closed circuit of the Introduction in the Knot there inscribed, 

there mirroring opening question and 'closing' assertion. 

The introductory circuit was 'open', not simply as 'logical' 

inquiry, logical symmetry of question and assertion, 'in' some com- 

prehensive physical 'converse', not simply 'in' the space and time 

in which that logic was articulated, inscribed.. but more radically 
'open' in the symmetry of such a notional 'physical' determination 

or framing of the logical order of the inquiry and the converse 'log- 
ical' inscription of the relations of these two 'sides' of the inquiry 
'in' the inquiry itself. 

That latter frame of formal abstraction of the logical 

order of the inquiry from the symmetry of text and context (and of 
that symmetry from the further analogous symmetry of what is open 
in it and what 'decides' the actual closure of the text) - that ab- 

straction in the book to a 'reflection' articulated in the simple 

symmetry of question and formal assertion, through the logical deter- 

mination of the relations of logical order and the physical order 
'by' which the distinction of logical and physical is marked - is 

itself mirrored in the physical inscription of. relations of physical 

and (psycho)logical orders in 'some-body', in the two sides of a 

physical configuration of 'my' or 'your' body, and the physical co- 

ordination of this configuration of our several questionings and 

assertions with our physical confrontations with this text in dif- 

ferent places and times, there and then finding in it our question 

or assertion. 

The binary mirroring or 'converse' of two sides of such 

bodily questioning and assertion (two sides of some-body, (psycho)log- 

ical and physical) are inscribed in the ternary 'space' of physical 

coordination, and coupled to its 'two-sidedness', its time of log- 

ical and physical orientations, dynamics. Some-body is not simply 
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a closed interface of two 'sides', corresponding to some notional 

abstraction of a 'psychological' inside in its 'internal' determin- 

ation of the difference of 'inside' and physical 'outside' (a dif- 
ference 'outwardly' marked by two different sides of a 'body' or phys- 
ical configuration): the ternary order of 'crossing' in which the 
body is embedded or physically inscribed, itself articulates a 'com- 

munication'l a 'converse', a 'crossing' between the two 'sides', 

which is precisely the bodily locus of words ... of our 'self-express- 
ion'.. and this, in particular, in relation to these physical marks, 
the surface of this white page. 

Corresponding in this configuration of 'converse' or mir- 
roring of locus of assertion and question marked 'in' the text, and 
self-assertion and questioning in the confrontation of the text and 
our various 'bodies' outside, are various possible readings, readers.. 
an openness of 'you' as marked in these words. This openness, amount- 
ing in imagination to a systematic questioning of my assertion 'in' 
the text, by 'you', is associated with the converse orientations in 

our time, and the time of this text, of the closed circuit of my as- 
sertion which is for you past, and the open-ness of your questioning 
which is for me the future of my writing. 'You' remain 'outside' my 
writing even, indeed precisely, in my formal determination of this 
'outside', this irrreducibility, in these words: 'in' advance. 

I, writing, am in my turn a reader of past writers, of past 

writing. My assertion, indeed, is embedded in the coordination of 

past assertion in closed texts and the openness of questions which 

oriented those texts towards a future: in some sense still my, still 

your, still our common Future, a radical openness of questioning. 
Such a coordination is indeed at work in the very terms I use here - 
in which past writers have left their ambiguous, questionable, marks. 

I may frame such a coordination in this text, but the text must it- 

self remain embedded in a coordination of the various orders of its 

words which I mark in the text as its 'World'. In particular I as- 

sert myself, in writing, 'in' this World or worldliness, in the co- 

ordination of a converse of physical and psychological 'sides' of 

my 'embodiments or incarnation, with the surface of these pages, 

and the coordination of terms taken from other pages 'in' them. Terms 

as it were bodily taken from other books, in my bodily confrontation 
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with them as 'their' reader. 

In this text, then, I as writer assert its inscription in 

its World: 'in' a wider coordination of which it is one dimension 

or order - framing its own inscription in this 'wider' frame. In 

the finitary configuration of marks which is the text I 'mark' (and 

mark as 'uncomprehended' in the text) an ontical order in which my 

writing is actually open, and a psychical assertion, an order of 

'circular' self-assertion, which mirrors, corresponds to, responds 

to, what is thus open 'to' it. The marking in the text of the vari- 

ous orders whose coordination frames, 'decides', the actual text, the 

text as actual, amounts to the inscription of the text in a 'mystery', 

a question posed in the text by its very 'in', its sided-ness, but 

whose answer is itself determined in the text as 'outside' its finit- 

ary determination, 'incomprehensible'. 

To set the text to 'work', so to speak, we must then play 

our part both 'in' and 'outside' the logic of the inquiry - play our 

part in articulating the mysterious coordination of what goes on 'in' 

the text, and what this marks 'outsider. 

What might be a minimal configuration of this 'mystery' in 

which the text marks itself as one component? We must discover the 

poetic order of a 'story' in which the logical, order of this inquiry 

or questioning mirrors the physical order of a World in which the 

story, and in it this logic, is 'physically' inscribed, 'embodied'. 

-A 'story', a configuration embedded in the simple physical coor- 

dinates of a space and-time, the whole here framed in a configuration 

of terms, of which the configuration of terms or frame is itself one 

term, one component. We must embed the logical order of the inquiry 

itself in the configuration of Word in which it marks itself as one 

component, one term. -A 'story', or rather an action of which any 

'story' is so to speak one 'version' open in the configuration of 

action and story, text, in their 'World'. An action, then, to which 

must in principle correspond an open variety of stories.. to each of 

which stories, in their turn, would correspond a range of possible 

actions, sharing that given account. 
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We must, I must, then, here frame some 'action' in which 

this its framing, its story, identifies itself as one term or com- 

ponent. An action which 'mirrors' the simple marking of its logical, 

physical, poetic, psychical, ontical, mystical orders in the logical 

order of this inquiry, in the elementary physical frame of the action. 

My part in the 'action', then, lies open as a question in the circular- 
ity of giving a story which will tell its own part in that of which it 

is a story. Indeed my part is simply to identify this openness of the 

configuration in which this inquiry is one component, as open to the 

elementdry psychical order of my assertion of it, my self-assertion 
in it. A self-assertion. open 'physically' in the coordination of 

my embodiment and the physical 'embodiment' of this text - or rather 
in the physical configuration in. which the writing of this text is 

'open' to me: this configuration itself marking an ontical actuality 

which invites my response. 

This writing, then, open to me in the simple configuration 
of the different orders 'of' the text (marked in the text in relation 
to the text), is itself a participation 'in' the action it frames - 
is one activity 'open' in the configuration of my embodiment.. the act- 
ivity of telling a story (of an action), which then enters as one com- 

ponent of a 'past' in which a new range of action is open to me and 

others, a new configuration of action is 'open' to our 'self-assertion' 

in which the self-assertion in words (say, giving an account of our 

activity of speaking or writing, or of any other action) is so to speak 

one 'side' of a general self-assertion in what is 'open' to us - in 

'action'. 

'What is open to us' in the configuration of our physical 

embodiment: our 'part' in that configuration.. and in particular the 

part of framing 'that' configuration, framing what is 'oven' to us.. 

framing our very 'part'. - In the minimal case framing our very part 

of framing, in the elementary figure of self-assertion as 'I'. 

Common to our parts of writer and reader (here) is a 'past' 

of these words, this writing, which frames what is now 'closed' in 

the configuration of this writing and reading - and in this also frames 
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what is open to me in writing this book. What I choose to write is 

then a part of the configuration of reading, part of a past which 

frames what is open to the'reader'_s further reflection, his or her 

questioning and assertion. 

Now this framing of an 'action' in which the framing is 

itself to be inscribed as one component, must frame its 'part' in 

a poetic, (hi)storical, dynamic of opening up of parts, and of what 

is in its turn opened up by the new configurations of what has been 

chosen from what was open 'before'. But what of the 'opening' of 

the Action as a whole, corresponding to the beginning of a story now 

to be told, which will close when it reaches this very telling of the 

story itself? Must we mark as a Beginning some 'opening-up' of 'the 

World' as radical configuration of our telling of the story? 

But no: that would be to inscribe the dynamic of Past and 
Future, to inscribe the Action, in that physical 'side' which is it- 

self to be considered as one of-two 'sides', reflecting the logic 

of this inquiry in a more radical order of this mirroring. We have 

already seen that this mirroring is not to be considered as inscribed 

in some 'physical' context as primary... so the story does not begin 

with some opening up of Space and Time from some initial physical 

'point' from which a unitary Past would unfold. 'The' past, that is, 

is 'itself' in a way radically open -a 'figure' in the play of fram- 

ing, rather than some comprehensive closed-ness of What Has Been in 

which'a definitive 'history' might be supposed articulated. 

... Such a formal 'Past', indeed, may itself be inscribed 

in the 'past' of this book, as a term transcribed from one configurat- 

ion to another, and so organising, through a certain coordination of 

successive framings, a certain 'identity'. 

No: the 'opening' of our story or history lies rather at 

that 'point' in the 'past' of this telling of the story, in which 

a 'part' of framing our part in the configuration of Word, becomes 

'open', and so marks an opening in the configuration of embodiment 

and text, story, as a whole. 'That point': but indeed such a 'his- 
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torical' point is, precisely, radically open 'in' the past of this 

account to various different accounts. 'It' corresponds rather to 

the configuration in the past of a question corresponding the formal 

'opening' of our story, of the action in which this its account is to 

be inscribed as one component. 'Theologically' the question has in 

our past been inscribed in a limiting coordination of the logical or- 

der of assertion, and its physical mirroring in a comprehensive Story 

or History of Creation from an initial 'point' of Space and Time: in- 

scribed in that formal limiting Frame, World, as a 'turning-point' in 

a universal History.. Mystery focussed, marked, in the World it frames, 

as a definite configuration of an 'Incarnation of the Word' at a pre- 

cise point 'in History'. A question posed to each of us since that 

point (then) in the, through the, formal self-assertion of 'I AM', of 

a limiting theological 'I', in the subsequent configuration of our 

multiple embodiment as 'I's. 

Yet the mystery here - rather than its 'mythology' - lies 

precisely in the opening as a question: as the configuration in our 

past of the marking of the question attaching to the circularity of 

our part of framing our part. -A question in which we now find our- 

selves bodily involved or implicated, in the configuration of our em- 

bodiment or incarnation and the various texts or stories of this mar- 

king of the question. The 'initial point' must remain radically in 

questioill because it marks a question attaching to the part of and 

account of it as one order or dimension of the question. What is 

mar as the question about which this opening First Part of our 

story is articulated, attaches as the question'of our part(s), open 

to us in the very configuration of our bodily confrontation of the 

texts among which this text in particular is inscribed. We have as 

it were an irrevocable_'responsability' in the World in which this 

question is marked: a question which so to speak physically confronts 

us in what is 'open' in the configuration of our bodily confrontation 

with books or stories, and which, attaching directly to the figure 

of our assertion itself, cannot be 'abdicated'. Tha question is 

not-so much 'in' The Past, as the very frame of what in each past 

is open: a constant Presence. 
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Now the actuality of this configuration, this 'historical' 

configuration of a question or 'mystery' in which the logical order 

of this inquiry marks itself as one component, is 'outside' the for- 

mal or finitary configuration of the text, and yet is marked (or re- 

marked) in the text as the question attaching to the radical open-ness 

of coordination of its various orders, within which the text is itself 

'decided', definite, actual, actually this text... within which the var- 
ious components of this 'deciding', this actuality, are coordinated. 

- Within which, in particular, our part(s) of framing the actual con- 
figuration of the text in some story or account of it, is coordinated 

with the outward configuration of our bodily confrontation with the 

text, in which this 'part' of framing (and the part of framing our 

part as 'framing') is open 'to' us. 

Let us, then, try and mark this mystery of the 'Story' or 
Action, of which the framing here in this text identifies itself as 
one component (partaking of the 'logical' order of the Story or Act- 
ion, outwardly reflecting a converse physical order, and so on), in 
(or 'with') this text.. as a question posed for, to, writer--or reader 
in the configuration of his or her bodily confrontation with this 
book. A question in which the radical circuit of the 'mystery' of 
the actuality of the configuration(s) of this confrontation lies as 
it were 'open' to us in a question marked in the configuration by this 

book: the question of our 'part' in the mystery, the Action, its Actu- 

ality. 

'Our' part, our parts... III as the formal locus of our self- 

assertion, and of the 'question' in which such assertion is 'open' to 

us, to the 'I' that we can assume... by which we can 'mark' our self- 

assertion, in this configuration ('these configurations'). 

A-'psychological' order of 'I', then, whose 'outward' con- 

verse is the spatial and temporal multiplicity of 'our' confrontations 

with this 'I', in the spatiotemporally multiple physical embodiment 

of this texts as the 'same' book(s) in different times and places of 

reading and writing. 
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Now some version (say this one) of what is open in the 

configuration of bodily confrontation with the order of texts, 'stor- 

ies's itself contributes to what is subsequently open in further in- 

stances of such confrontation. The circuit by which a version of the 

configuration is itself marked ins say, a book, in its turn becomes 

a component of the wider circuit by which the 'past' of a subsequent 

instance of confrontation with stories, texts, is 'closed'.. and, in 

this circuit of what is closed in the subsequent instance, leaves open 

once more the part of giving (another) version of what is open in the 

confrontation with the order of words, in the perennial interface of 

Past and Future. 

That is: the order of assertion 'in' a text or account, of 

what is open in the configuration of bodily confrontation with texts, 

marks, words, is doubled by (mirrored in) an order of questions, of 

open-ness, in situations of bodily confrontation with that 'closed' 

account, that assertion of the part of assertion open in confrontat- 
ion with texts, that text. 

Thus we may find the figure of the 'economy' of conversion 

of 'logical' and 'physical' orders of 'the' text, in the interplay of 

physical and logical orders of inscription in a text, of some 'version' 

of what is open in the configuration of physical confrontation with 
texts. In the elementary 'symmetry' of such interplay, we may see 
the part of assertion of the part of assertion in the configuration of 

confrontation with texts,. words, doubled or mirrored by what is open 

to a 'you' to which the assertion is directed, 'outside' the marking 

of the assertion in a text, and 'in' the future 'of' that marking. 

That is: a dynamic of 'versions' of what is open in the 

simple symmetry of 'inside' and 'outside' of texts is itself, open in 

that simple 'conversion' of logical and physical orders. For example 

we may find a simple economy of 'criticism' in the dyamic of succes- 

sive writings of readings (of prior writing - prior 'writing of read- 

ing' among it). - The 'critics as the part of assertion in a text 
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of standing 'outside' the configuration of assertion in some prior 

text or story. 

For the moment we are concerned only with the dynamic or 

economy of 'versions' of the configuration of 'version' simply as 

such: a dynamic of successive 'deciding' of what presents itself as 

the question of our "part' in our confrontation with different ac- 

counts of this 'part'. Different 'versions' of our 'part' as what 

is open to us in the configuration of bodily confrontation with 

stories ('in' books or otherwise) are themselves different responses 

to what is open in different instances of such confrontation: dif- 

ferent assertions by different 'Ils, of that part of assertion. Dif- 

ferent responses to what is open to us in the simple configuration 

of the marking of what is open to us, in its configuration, by this 

simple text, mark, 'I'. Different instances of that - indeed this - 

confrontation, in which the texts of different responses in prior 

instances, are themselves components of the textual order of that 

configuration, themselves contributing to what is open, what is then 

'in question'. 

A dynamic,, then, of 'deciding' what is formally open in 

the 'logical' inscription of the text in a wider configuration of 

coordinate orders - its economy articulated in the 'poetic' symmetry 

of that 'logic' and the physical order of writer and reader confront- 
ing the text(s) in which the logic is 'embodied'. Different 'parts' 

of framing, asserting the 'part' of 'I' are opened up by the succes- 

sive marking of such 'deciding', in the configuration of words which 

will then frame what is subsequently 'open'. 

What, then, of the opening-up of this circularity of the 

'part' of framing what is open to 'I' in the confrontation with the 

order of stories precisely as 'part'? What of the 'opening' of this 

part of the part, in the 'aast' of this book? How inscribe this cir- 

cuit of self-assertion of 'I' (or 'in' 'I') in the figuration of this 

text, and thereby inscribe the logical order of this text (and of 

that inscription in particular) in the mystery of what 'decides' its 

actuality 'from' what is formally open in the symmetry of the various 

orders of'the text already marked. 
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We might begin with a limit-version of the inscription of 

this opening of the part of 'part' in the dynamic of versions... that 

is: in the dynamic of versions of just this same dynamic. -A mytho= 

logy, a 'theological' version, in which the open-ness of the dynamic 

or economy of versions, is itself inscribed as one term in the closed 

circuit of the 'definitive' version: as the term in which the circuit 

of a theological actuality of 'Creation' as a whole, 'decided' in the 

open possibility of Actuality as such, closes in abstraction from that 

open-ness. - Or closes, rather, in the concretion of a Creation, a 

closed 'universe'. Within such a scheme it is the locus of enunciation 

of this version, this universal Frame of History, in the version, in 

History', in Creation', which constitutes so to speak the axis around 

which the mirroring of Mystery and Economy is inscribed in the univers- 

al Mystery. The axis: or indeed the focal point in which the closure 

of a Past in which, the central enunciation is 'prefigured! ('prophesied') 

is mirrored in the Future opened up by the inscription of the true ver- 

sion of Creation and our part in it in the dynamic or economy of ver- 

sions (and corresponding 'parts'). - Then our part, after the revelat- 
ion of the true version, is 'already' framed for us as what is open to 

us in our subsequent confrontation with that true version, with its 

circular inscription of the question of our part with which it confronts 

us ('from our past'), in that story or version of the configuration of 
that story in the wider universal History. In that History articulated 
from the outset (so to speak: 'from outside the mirroring of Past and 
Future', 'from outside Time') in the simple mirroring of closed Past 

and open Future in the central 'point' of Time, in which our part can 

be in principle inscribed in that Future of the enunciation which the 

enunciation itself frames. 

In such a limiting formal coordination of the various or- 

ders of text in a unitary Mystery of Creation of which universal His- 

tory is simply the 'outside' ('in' Time), the configuration of the 

'logical' order of framing the inscription of the logical order of 

assertion of a true version (and corresponding true playing of the 

part of 'I', responding to the possibility of this assertion - and 
'participation') in the universal Frame of History or Creation, is 

simple and symmetrical. Thus 'in' the economy of universal History 

the physical order in which Creation is a possibility, is formally 

'open', is itself articulated in an image of the distinction of the 
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closed ontological actuality of a Creation, from the open economy 

of its possibility: the physical order is articulated in a mirror- 

ing of two 'sides', the finality of Heaven and the open economy of 

Earth. The actuality of a physical Creation distinguishes itself 

from the inscription of that distinction in an open economy of phys- 

ical possibility, and in this 'decides' and articulates-the actual 

physical order within a wider coordination of complementary orders: 

this articulation of the physical order as the reflection in the phys- 

ical economy of the distinction of a 'heavenly' actuality from the 

mere formal possibility in the physical economy of this distinction, 

id simply mirrored in the self-expression of a psychological or spir- 

itual actuality of self-assertion, articulating the logical economy 

of stories, about the distinction in that order of the text (most 

notably in the configuration of Book or Text par excellence), of 

the psychical actuality which distinguishes itself from its merely 
formal inscription in the text, in the Letter and its Law. And what 
is 'open' in the mirroring of these two actualities - this, then, -in 
the 'poetic' order of mirroring of logical economy of stories and 

physical economy of their context - is 'decided' by the' theological 

articulation of History as a reflection within the economy of a 

universal Law, of the distinction of the actuality of (actual) His- 

tory, from what is formally open 'in' its laws, its poetic economy 

of action and interaction. 

Within such a formal coordination of 'heavenly' Mystery 

of Creation from 'earthly' Economy (remembering of course that the 

interplay of Heaven and Earth is itself the earthly image which re- 

flects the heavenly actuality of the whole Creation of which these 

are two 'sides'), the articulation of Creation as an Action corresp- 

onding to a unitary story of the inscription of its Story in the 

Action (and so, then, as one component of the Story itself), is framed 

in the interplay of different versions of the configuration of bodi- 

ly confrontation with the order of the definitive Text, with the var- 

ious coordinate orders of their actual configuration. Bodily inter- 

action throughout the whole scheme of universal History is articu- 

lated, for example, ' in direct coordinatioi with the different 'ver- 

sions' of the universal Frame and their parts in it, in which the 

various participants bodily assert themselves in word Rnd, action. 
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This interaction, then, articulated in terms of coordination 

of versions in the true version, is eventually focussed in a config- 

uration through whose Past (with its various component pre-figurations) 

the question and 'part' of radical self-assertion in the 'bodily con- 

frontation with the order of stories, texts', first becomes 'open'. 

More particularly, in the limiting 'theological' version now in consid- 

eration, it is precisely in the seminal or germinal inscription of what 

will become the bodily instance or locus of assertion of the true version, 

the 'Good News', in the 'earthly' economy, in that 'out-side' of the 

Mystery (itself of course one side in the Mystery), the configuration 

of this 'Incarnation of the Word' at the exact mid-point of Time and 
History, which opens that part. - And this 'mystery of Incarnation' 

itself framed in a young woman's assent to the story of her part in 

History, a heavenly self-assertion of 'Spirit' in the configuration 
in History, in its universal Economy, in which she found herself bod- 

ily confronting such a story, the 'opening', 'revelation', annunciation 

of that critical part. 

The part is then formally open, in the configuration of 
the young woman's assent, of framing the bodily confrontation with 
the order of the Text, the Book, as frame of our part. Such a fig- 

ure of our part as a question open to us in our confrontation with 
the order of the Book: the question of Heaven or Earth, of circular 

self-assertion of actuality, or imprisonment in a complementary cir- 

cuit of a mere image of self-assertion in the economy of Earth - such 

a figure as itself asserted, itself inscribed in the economy of stories, 

then frames the story of an Action, of a Future, articulated by the 

complementary heavenly and earthly sides of the dynamic of reaction(s) 

to this story, this Good News - this simple figure of the bodily con- 

frontation with the order of Text as framingoour part, as, question, it- 

self now inscribed in the order of Text: in the past of all future con- 

frontations with texts,, stories - as an ineluctable figure, then, thence- 

forth attaching as question to every subsequent 'parts, every-body to 

whom the story would thenceforth be transmitted. 
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... So much, then, for a formal theological inscription 

of the logical order of its framing in the circuit of an Actuality 

formally inscribed in the abstract Economy of what is open in the 

symmetries of the logical, physical, and poetic orders. This theo- 

logy of inscription of the relations of Mystery and Economy in the 

closed circuit of a unitary Mystery of Actuality or Creation is, of 

course, only one side of the actual configuration of our bodily con- 

frontation with this book, these books: Mystery formally, 'mytholog- 

ically', abstracted from the symmetry of closed Mystery and open Eco- 

nomy. A version of the configuration of our confrontation with a 

certain figure in the historical dynamic of reading and writing - ors 

more generally, question and assertion - which 'abstracts' from the 

actual configuration of our confrontation with that figure in a vari- 

ety of versions, as marking the question of our part. A version 

which abstracts to a sort of 'missing original', a unitary 'true ver- 

sion' as it were 'behind' the differing historical versions of the 

opening of that figure of our part: which 'mythologically' converts 

a formal frame of coordination of those versions, a frame of coordinat- 
ion of questions, in which we find ourselves bodily implicated in our 

confrontation with stories, into the closed circuit of assertions in 

which those questions may then be supposed 'in principle' resolved. 

Thus to arrive at the 'mystery' of inscription of this 

question of our part, of what is open to us in the order of quest- 

ions open in the logical determination of the'relations (symmetries) 

of the logical order of our inquiry, and the coordinate orders of 

its 'context', in the economy or dynamic of reading and writing, 

question and assertion, now identified or marked in this text, we 

must go one step further, and consider the wider configuration of 

a mirroring of that formal theological or mythological circuit of 

a unitary Mystery which 'decides' Actuality as a universal Whole, 

and a complementary o'en-ness of inscription of different versions 

of an 'Incarnation of the Words in an 'earthly' dynamic of stories. 

Thus, in particular, we must consider, in the limit, the simple 

'atheologicall conversion of the heavenly circuit of a unitary Nys- 

tery into a primary economy of stories in which this 'true version' 

of things is simply one story among an open variety: in which the 

distinction of theological actuality from the formal inscription of 

its self-distinction from the order of the Mark in that order, is 
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in its turn identified as a merely formal definition of an altogether 
'imaginary' or 'fictional' order. 

Each of these symmetric 'limits' - the 'theological' in- 
% 

scription of an 'earthly' Economy in which the Mystery is inscribed, 

as one term in the Mystery (of Actuality as 'Creation', the infinite 

limit of the 'poetic' order in which it is supposed 'decided'); and 

the 'atheological' inscription of that theology of comprehension of 

Economy in Mystery, as in its turn one term in an utterly open uni- 

versal Economy - each of these embody symmetric and complementary ab- 

stractions from the actual configuration of the textual embodiment of 

that 'version'. Thus the theological circuit supposes a 'true version' 

so to speak behind the actual versions of 'the' mystery of Incarnation 

of the Word: a sort of heavenly, exemplar of which the various conflict- 

ing versions of the Truth, embedded in the earthly economy or dynamic 

of stories, are so many 'reflections', coordinated in the true heaven- 

ly version precisely through the coordination in a universal History 

of the various loci or circumstances of their assertion, enunciation. 

Yet such a formal principle of 'deciding' between conflicting versions, 

like the theological principle of 'deciding' Actuality or Creation it- 

self 'in' the open symmetry of logical, physical and poetic (and psycho- 

logical, ontological and theological itself), actually operates in, is 

at work in, the earthly economy, as a sort of 'direction' in which a 

certain order of coordination, accounting, proceeds: a theological 

economy indeed, proceeding towards a supposed limit-point of simple 

Truth, Decision, Actuality, 'Authority', just as the supposition of 

a universal History operates in the open economy of conflicting ver- 

sions, to organise a certain narrative economy, which in its turn plays 

its own (ambiguous) part in the historical development to whose subse- 

quent 'interpretation', in whose subsequent 'accounting' (so to speak), 

it will in turn be once more applied. 

On the other (symmetrical) hand, the supposition of a radic- 

ally open primary frame of universal Economy, in which these theolog- 

ical and historiographical 'economies' might be supposed inscribed 
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('atheologically'), abstracts from the radical actuality of the assert- 

ion of such a complementary 'version'. The assertion of the open uni- 

versal Economy in that supposed Economy itself draws a radical circuit 

of 'psychical' actuality which cannot be framed, decided, in the very 

open-ness it asserts. This 'psychical' actuality of the 'atheological' 

version (whether in the promethean figure of self-assertion of human 

'freedom' against formal theological authority, or otherwise) is simply 

doubled by the optical actuality of the situation or context in which 

this radical self-assertion is 'open'. And the articulation of these 

two 'sides' of the 'atheological' version itself partakes of that 'mys- 

tical' order which 'decides' what is otherwise 'open' in the symmetry 

of psychical and ontical actualities - their 'poetic' symmetry 'in' the 

open 'Economy' or Law or Symmetry of logical, physical and poetic. 

what, then, of the mirroring of these complementary inscript- 

ions of Mystery in a 'theological' economy, and of Economy in the mys- 
terious actuality of the question open in the symmetry of Mystery and 
Economy - an actuality which cannot in principle be comprehended 'in, 

the otherwise absolute Symmetry and Open-ness of Law, Economy? 

We may, for example, find in various versions of 'the' mystery 

of Incarnation of Word, versions subsequent to the formally identified 

zero-point of Time in an Annunciation itself only included in relatively 
'late' versions, figures of inscription of their inscription in an 

'earthly' economy in a 'heavenly' mystery: we may find the figure of 

a marking in these versions of a duality of mystery and economy in an 

order of transfiguration: of the transcription of inscription of the 
f 'version' in the earthly dynamic of versions (which is one term in that 

story), into the heavenly order of mystery. More particularly, we can 

find at work in the duality of Economy and Mystery in the actual con- 

figuration of some version, some story (of our part of framing Creation, 

and so of our very part, in it, itself), the figuration of our central 

participation in this duality ourselves, as we confront the story and 

face the question, open in this duality, of what to make of it. 

In the simplest configuration of what is thus 'open' to us 

as a 'part'. in the configuration of text and context (in which we are 

already engaged simply by writing or reading this inquiry into the 
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'question' of this book), then, we may identify the recognition of 

this 'part' as simply question, as something 'open' to us, in the 

coordination of orders of question marked by the simple fact or actu- 

ality of this marking itself. That is: we may find an initial figure 

of the complementarity of Mystery and Economy, and the question of 

our 'part' in that mirroring, in the simple marking of what is open 

in that complementarity or symmetry by the actuality of the very quest- 

ion itself, which presents us with the question of how it is itself 

'decided' in this open-ness it presents as a question. In the simplest 

configuration, it is the very question itself which is the most radical 

mystery, -actuality; the configuration of the various 'primary' orders 

of question or open-ness in the configuration of marking of these quest- 

ions itself. 

What, then, is open to 'us', to these two sides of 'I', I 

who write(s) and I who read(s), 'I' and 'you'? I, writing, have in- 

scribed the book as marking this question in an actual economy of stor- 
ies.. but the formal point 'outside' the logical order of the book as 
inquiry (inquiry into its own actuality), where the radical 'theolog- 

ical' deciding of the various orders of open-ness marked by the book 

as question might be supposed marked, itself turns out to be the form- 

al projection of a point at which the actuality of the book might be 

supposed decided, from within the book: a formal conversion in the 

book of the question discovered in the book into a formal 'Authority' 

marked in the book as 'outside', at a mid-point of Time in the Past (of 

this its marking). 

... And yet, if that 'midpoint of Time' be itself a sort of 

missing point, yet it does correspond in the 'context' of this text to 

the imaginary focus of one side of the wider configuration in which the 

book is to be inscribed: the 'mythological' : fide, an economy of abstract- 

ion of Mystery from its inscription, marking, in 'earthly' Economy. 

How, now, are we to proceed from this 'theolog;, " of this book (that 

'theology' in which the book formally inscribes itself, it might be 

supposed, as a"'eomponent of the subordinate logical order of the earthly 

Economy inscribed as a whole in the theological economy of unitary 
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transfiguration) to the marking in the book, the marking by the 

book, of what is 'o-en' to us in this configuration of its marking? 

How - that is to say - is the logical order of this book, this in- 

quiry, to be inscribed (as I write: how is it already inscribed, as 

it is read) in the economy and dynamic of 'versions' of inscription 

of such 'versions', from which the formal 'theological' framing of 

Mystery abstracts? For with its inscription in a coordination of 

orders -a coordination of which a unitary closed Mystery, and the 

complementary open universal Economy in which the circuit of that 

Mystery, closing in the marking in it of its Economy as one term, is 

supposed drawn, are two 'sides', two complementary abstractions, cir- 

cuits - with its inscription in such a coordination, as marking in 

that coordination the reflection of the coordination of orders of 

the mark, in the logical order of the mark, the inquiry itself closes. 

- Closes in the inscription of the inquiry itself as one component 
in the logical order, whose coordination with the correlative orders 
of its 'context' it frames. 

In the first place, me may note how this order of 'closing' 

of the inquiry, its articulation as inquiry in the logical order of 

opening of questions and closing of answers, conclusions - in the 

logical economy of inquiry organised by that 'finality' of closing 

as a direction of Time 'into' an open Future - itself amounts to an 
initial inscription of the text in that logical or psychological 
'side' of physical Space, that 'forward' orientation in 'Time', that 

'finality' of Reflection. In particular, I, writing, may remark how 

the question opened up here in the logical dynamic in which this text 

is itself (physically, even) engaged, is framed for me by the formal 

symmetry of the logical, physical, poetic, psychological, ontological 

and theological economies of inquiry in the immediate past of this 

writing, this questioning. - By 'limit' questions arising latterly 

in the course of those 'historical' orders of inquiry, in which the 

circuit of abstraction from the economy of questioning or inquiry in 

general', by which each 'field', each 'inquiry', each theoretical 

genre, indeed, is 'framed', 'constituted'... in which this abstract- 

ion of each genre from the order of questions 'in general', itself 

comes into question. - Comes into the question posed by the symmet- 

ric articulation of these constitutive abstractions, in the radical 

configuration of our bodily confrontation with the very books 'in' 
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which these inquiries are 'carried on'. - Comes into question as 

what is 'open' in their symmetry, in the configuration marked by 

this book as 'question-mark', as an inquiry into the process of 

inquiry being 'carried on' in, through, it. 

That is to say: this book as itself 'in question', as 

marking what is open in the coordination of its various orders (from 

which coordination in the book, together with their embodiment in 

'that' particular book, the various economies of inquiry have in the 

'past'-of this inquiry abstracted), itself belongs to, inscribes it- 

self in, a 'past' economy of questioning, of inquiry: at a sort of 

convergence of parallel and coordinate orders of inquiry in the 'lim- 

iting' or closing question of that finality, that order of closing, 

that economy, of inquiry itself. 

What, then, is 'open', 'to us' in the configuration of this 

book - the question (that is) 'marked' by this book, these copies of 

this book - the question of our parts in the configuration(s) of this 

writing and reading - is itself the question posed 'in' or by - the 

question of - the close of a certain Istory', of a'poetic order of 

coordination of logical inquiry and physical context, a 'story' of 

what first appears precisely as 'telling the story' of, 'accounting' 

for, the configuration of this I inquiryI , I'. 4rtogCa 

A story, then, which opens in a place and time in which 
'inquiry', the economy of questioning abstracted from its mirroring 
in a complementary physical economy of the questioning, through the 

elementary 'logical' circuit of inscription of the relations of log- 

ical and physical orders of the mark in the logical order, is marked, 

not as 'inquiry', but as , or rather as the string of marks 

of which that is a later transcription. 

Now that 'opening' of the story to be traced in-the words, 
the marks, which follow these - or the story articulated as inquiry 
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by the 'finality' of its closing, coming 'full-circle', in the inscript- 

ion of itself 'in' the close of the 'history' it frames (as 'marking' 

the closing configuration of that story or action as the configuration 

of this its marking) - itself belongs to the 'past' of the missing theo- 

logical 'midpoint' of earthly Time. And the coordination as 'opening' 

and 'closing' of the story to follow, of an inquiry or questioning, a 
'theory', opening in the part open in the coordination in the order of 
the Mark of the symmetries of that order in its 'context', and closing 
in the part of identifying that opening as beginning of a story, of 

which this identification marks the close... -that coordination of open- 
ing and closing of a story, in the Past and the Future of the formal 

'theological' zero-point, allows us to give a 'version' of what is 

open in the physical confrontation with the textual order in which 

various different (and sometimes conflicting) 'versions' of the open- 
ing of that configuration - various versions of the 'missing' true ver- 

sion - have come 'down' to us through the past of this book. 

... Allows us to frame what is open, to us as 'part', in the 

configuration of our various confrontations with this text at differ- 

ent places and times (Iyour's' all in the 'future' open in the present 

writing), in the symmetry and coordination of the various orders of 

the Mystery and Economy of this book, these books, in the actual con- 

figuration of that symmetry, of what is actually open to us 'in' it. 

In particular, it will allow the framing of what, is abstracted 'theo- 

logically' as the circular inscription of Economy in Mystery defining 

an exact 'midpoint of Times, as rather an organising question, the for- 

mal focus in that 'midpoint', of a coordination of questions in which 

this First Part - formally turning about that 'zero-point' - is articu- 

lated, inscribed. 
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Kosmos 

The story opens with the figure of Story, Inquiry. With the opening 

of this figure of coordination of the various orders of telling a 

story. With a story whose telling is identified as one of the pri- 

mary components of the story. And this configuration of Story is 

just what coordinates over Time and Space the opening marking of the 

figure, and this closing identification of that opening. 

Inquiry opens as what is open in this initial figure of 
inscription of the logical order of its telling as one component of 
the Story told. With this configuration opens a 'logical' dynamic 

of inquiry, a dynamic of closing of what is open in that initial 

circularity, which closes in the configuration of this identificat- 

ion of the opening. And this identification is itself open in the 

mirroring in the figure identified, of the configuration of its id- 

entification: the coordination in that figure of Story of the various 

orders, logical, physical and so on, of relation of opening and clos- 

ing configurations of Inquiry. This 'circularity' of identification 

of a figure of coordination through the coordination in that figure 

of the various orders of identification, is itself identified with 

the circularity it identifies as opening of inquiry. 

The story or inquiry opens, then, in the coordination of 

the various orders of correlation of opening and closing configurations 

of marking that coordination. Marking that coordination of the var- 

ious orders of the mark. Marking of the symmetry of the various or- 

ders of what is first marked as Körrwy, as articulating the order 

of assertion 2S this symmetry-in its symmetrical coordination with 

coordinate actualities in a cosmic Story, History. 

Marked as "? - Si n what is here marked as 'greek' and 'past'. 

Marked as greek, in 'english', now as I write, this Summer in England. 
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Thus a 'story' or action articulated in the 'cosmic' sym- 

metry of the various orders of Story opens in Greece, and closes in 

the 'cosmic'-confiouration of this telling of the story in England. 

How then, to begin with, might we hope to coordinate the Greece and 

England of these opening and closing configurations in a common physical 

order, a common Space, and coordinate, say, this 'outward' correlation 

of the two configurations with their 'inward' logical correlation, in 

the Time of the Story? What, say, of the 'logic' of distinction of 
Greece and England, or of those correlative sets of marks, marked in 

'english' as 'greek' and 'english'. What of the physics of english 
Summer, what of the ontology of 'Greece'? 

Such odd questions must be confronted in due course. In the 

'course' of this inquiry which opens out of a bare correlation or mir- 

roring of opening and closing in a 'Kosmos' of which opening and cloAing 

are simp". y two markings. - Tilo markings of this elementary coordination 

of orders of the mark, which itself coordinates these two configurations 

of its marking. Two markings of Kosmos in Kosmos; two markings of the 

common order of their coordination, their coordination in their separ- 

ation, physically, by a certain time and space, in which the opening 

marking is in the 'past' of this closing marking of their relation. 
An"opening configuration of 'inquiry' in which this inquiry (and the 

Inquiry which is its object) opens: and whose order or finality of 
'closing', conclusion, is defined precisely by the circularity of an 
identification of a figure of Reflection in its past, by the coordinat- 
ion 'in' the figure identified, of the various orders of identification, 

of relation of what is identified and this identifying. Thus the 'his- 

torical' coming-into-question of successive inscriptions of a logical 

order of inquiry in a 'Kosmos' it frames, now to be traced in the dy- 

namic of question or 'criticism' opened up by an initial identification 

of 'Kosmos', is at the same time the inscription of this order of identi- 

fication, this book (these books), in a progressively articulated coor- 

dination of its various orders. A coordination which 'closes' literally 

with the closing of the book at the 'end'. ' 

Now the bare coordination of opening and closing with which 

the 'story' or action opens marks the opening configuration precisely 

as a question: as what is 'open' in the initial inscription of the 
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logical order of its marking in the coordination of this logical order 

with the other symmetrical or correlative orders of. the mark. - As 

what is 'open' in the inscription and articulation of its identificat- 

ion or marking in 'Kosmos'. 

An opening question: indeed an opening mystery. For the 

'logical' order of identification of Kosmos is inscribed in that Kos- 

mos it identifies precisely as a silence: as a question. And as a 

mystery articulated in the response of the individual confronted by 

that silence to the question posed by its configuration in the various 

orders of the - missing - words. 

'Their silence was extraordinary', 'the strictness of their 

secrecy is astonishing'. And it is precisely in the mirroring of 
the configuration of this silence - and of its subsequent 'breaking' - 
in the configuration of identifying that silence as the 'mystery' of 

Kosmos (this at this 'close' of a story opening out of that silence), 

that the Pythagorean mystery becomes our opening question: what is 

radically open in the opening configuration of an inquiry into inquiry 

itself. And in framing this opening we are already asserting ourselves 

in the opening configuration, just as in questioning the opening of 

the book at the outset, we had already set out into this book. That 

is to say, in framing pythagorean silence as mystery of Kosmos we as 

it were make a first step into the mystery of Kosmos, which we will 

find reflected in the first step - by Parmenides - 'out' of that Py- 

thagorean silence, into the mystery of an actual assertion of Actuality. 

How is the initial assertion or framing of pythagorean 

silence here, in the configuration of this book, a closing mirroring 

of an opening mystery? 

Well, first of all, this book defines, like pythagorean sil- 

ence, a group, a circle of writer and readers, two 'sides', I have 

suggested, of what is, marked in it as 'I'. -A writer's assertion 

corresponding to a reader's questicning. This symmetry of writer's 

assertion 'in' the logical order, and the reader's response in the 

physical configuration of confrontation with the mark(s) of this 
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assertion, is an elementary instance of the circuit of 'community' 

defined by common participation in a dynamic or 'economy' of the 

logical and physical sides of a set of marks: the 'community' which 

amounts to the elementary poetic frame of an action told in a story 

- which amounts, in particular, to the poetic frame of interplay of 

logical and physical 'sides' of this story - of their complementary 
'economies' in which this book is itself to be inscribed as marking 
(as a question) what is 'open' in the configuration of its various 

orders., 

Now the pythagorean group appears from 'outside' as framed 

not so much by communication through some set of terms taken from 

the wider set of greek 'language' as a whole.. as by a common silence. 

This silence, or marking of an absence of terms, provides a limiting 

case of inscription of the order of marks in the configuration of its 

'context'. In its outward configuration the silence marks a question. 

... Marks, indeed, a mystery: for what was pythagorean reflection, how 

was the logical order of their discourse articulated 'in' that silence, 

as its frame? 

How can we hope to tell? We have only later versions which, 
insofar as they have come down to us, and are not framed and hidden 

in silence, must in some sense say, tell us, something other than the 

'meaning' of that silence. 

We have only later 'versions' of the'order of language in 

the group, later 'publications' of the logical order framed in that 

initial silence with which, out of which, the story ovens. Yet here 

we are not in quite the same impasse as with the mystery which in- 

cludes as one term the structure of subsequent 'versions' (and indeed 

prior versions or prefigurations). Here we have the 'true version' 

directly before us: as simply the question marked by that silence, 

the configuration of that pythagorean silence in its 'context'. 

How can we enter `into' that silence, and the question or 

mystery it presents? Simply by recognising in the configuration of 

the pythagorean silence, in the configuration of our historical con- 

frontation with that silence, the familiar question of our part in 
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in the configuration - the part of our assertion as response to 

what is oven in, the question 'in', this configuration of the silent 

group. For we know that the 'symbol' of access to, and closure of, 

the pythagorean 'circle', was simply a symmetrical arrangement of 

ten points, marks - which, we will shortly see, marks the configur- 

ation of coordinate orders of the mark simply as such, in the order 

of the mark. This configuration of marks thus frames not only the 

closed circle of silence, and the initial access to that circle for 

the 'initiate'... but also the elementary configuration of our access 

to the silence - of our initial assertion of our part in the scheme 

posed as question by this silence, in the simple marking of our as- 

sertion in the symmetry of various orders of marking and assertion - 
the marking of our assertion as response to what is open in the symmetry 

of those orders, and as breaking of the silent question posed for us 
in our engagement in that 'cosmic' symmetry. Breaking of the silence 
in the elementary figure of 'psychical' self-assertion - assertion 

of the part of assertion in the symmetry of its various orders which 
it thus initially frames - and in this elementary circuit of a self- 

assertion-which responds or corresponds directly to the configurat- 
ion of pythagorean silence, a first step into the logical order of 

assertion and question framed by the silence: an 'initiation' in the 

pythagorean mystery. 

A first step, then, of the simple assertion of that mystery 

or question as that of Kosmos: of the symmetry of the various orders 

of assertion (and question). And with this assertion 'in' the pythag- 

orean silence, the story opens - if indeed it has not already opened 

in the silent question posed by the pythagorean silence, just as this 

book as a whole had already opened in the marking of the question of 

opening it, the marking on the 'outside' of the opening as 'open', as 

possible, as a question... before 'I' opened it. 

A first step: and the first step in coordinating the var- 
ious subsequent 'public' versions of the mystery, precisely through 

their relation to the initial silence in the 'cosmic' coordination of 
the various orders of that silence and its subsequent versions - in- 

cluding, of course, this one. 
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An 'esoteric' language or logic of the pythagorean group, 
then, articulated in the inscription of the logical order of question 

and assertion in the symmetry of its various orders as 'Kosmos': and 
in this initial assertion of the frame of psychical self-assertion 
(which frames consequent questions and responses) a discovery of one's 

part as 'soul', as 'heavenly' psychical actuality, in the 'drama' of 

cosmic actuality of which this is one component: our part of interven- 

tion in Kosmos, in the cosmic articulation of our assertion of Kosmos 

in the coordination of its various orders as an 'action', 'drama', story. 

And in this cosmic drama, in Kosmos as Drama, the configurat- 
ion in the Drama of access to Kosmos as Drama (the dramatic discovery 

of ourselves as 'actors', of our part, which had previously been that 

of unconsciousness of our activity as 'part') is presented as the psy- 

chical order of the Drama inscribed in the earthly Economy of Kosmos, 

as a question, as the closed circuit of a silence, a 'mystery': the 

closed circuit of a particular group or pythagorean circle in the wider 

circuit of the economy of Earth as a whole, the earthly group. And in 

entering into the mystery the initiate does not, then, simply enter into 

a closed circle within the exoteric economy of earthly action: rather 

is this an inverted earthly image of escape from the circular 'prison' 

of embodiment in an earthly economy of unconsciousness turning upon 

and returning into itself, into the wider mystery of Drama of Kosmos, 

from which that earthly order is the abstraction of one side. A cir- 

cuit of abstraction, indeed, governed by its inscription in the wider 

mystery or circuit of Kosmos into which, as into the narrower earthly 

circuit of the mystery, the initiate enters. 

The pythagorean silence, then, is a 'mystery' in both 'earthly' 

and 'heavenly' senses. A mystery in the mundane sense that we cannot 

see how, in the normal course of our earthly ictivity and reflection, 
how to enter into it - we cannot see its part in the earthly economy 

of ends and means - and a mystery also in the 'esoteric', 'internal' 

sense given, 'in' the mystery, to this earthly impasse. 

How, then, toes the configuration of inscription of the 

pythagorean 'circle' and their closed intercourse, their silence, in 

the 'economy' of the various orders of assertion (and in the limit, 
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positive silence) already marked, present, in the 'historical' con- 

text of this book, the question of our part in the articulation of 

those orders in an 'action'? 

I have already marked the image in the physical order of 

the common 'outside' of this book, these books, and their writer and 

readers, of the 'optical' actuality which distinguishes itself in and 

from that physical order, as one 'side': 'Sky' - or rather, in the 

tradition of its marking in english, 'Heaven', 'heavens'. A 'heavenly' 

order of closed circuits 'mirrored' in the earthly order of our embodi- 

ment, interaction, and its economy - the familiar circuit of a 'Sun' 

for example, 'mirrored' in the earthly order of Summer and Winter in 

England, already raised as a question. I noted in relation to the 

systematic 'theology' of Mystery as 'Incarnation of the Word', how 

the economy of this earthly order was formally inscribed as one term 

in the heavenly mystery, through the embodiment or inscription in the 

earthly order of the focal locus of assertion of the mystery. An assert- 
ion of the 'transfiguration' of the earthly economy into the wider order 

of Mystery (into 'Heaven on Earth', so to speak, and the close of Time), 

through precisely the economy of 'versions' of the wuestion posed by 

this focal 'version'. In the 'past' of that formal theological focus, 

then, we find another 'mystery' (taken in due course, of course, as a 

prefiguration of the latter mystery), framed not in public annunciat- 

ion of the story organised about that its annunciation, but rather in 

a certain order of silence 'outside' a particular group, as framing the 

access to that group as a 'mysterious' question, in the earthly economy 

of question and assertion. A question indeed, without an 'earthly' 

answer, a question which cannot be inscribed in the earthly economy 

of questions and answers, and in-the 'exoteric' dialogue and inter- 

course which frames that earthly economy into which it enters as one 

component. A question, then, a mystery, whose 'language' is framed 

in that earthly intercourse in the form of a question, in silence. 

A question which cannot even be adequately framed in the earthly order, 
just as (and correlatively) it cannot be answered: the proper framing 

of the question posed by the silence can only be found in the mystery. 
The question can only be understood if it is already answered: a mys- 
tery indeed, a circular question into which there seems to be no nat- 

ural access. 
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Intercourse, then, framed within a circuit drawn in a 

'wider' order of earthly intercourse as a whole; discourse framed 

within the wider order of earthly discourse, and within the wider 

order of 'greek' language in particular. And in this simple figure 

of 'indide' and 'outside' the group, verbally framed in pythagorean 

silence, we may articulate the mirroring in the earthly economy in 

which the pythagorean circle is (so to say) drawn, of the inscription 

of that economy as itself one side of a wider order of 'Kosmos', the 

two 'sides' of Kosmos, Heaven and Earth (Above and Below), articulated 

and coordinated as the image of the self-distinguishing actuality of 

Kosmos in the formal Symmetry in which it is 'open', possible. 

Within this elementary frame, then, of the pythagorean group 

or mystery in the coordination of Kosmos identified in that group, we 

may begin to trace a story, a dynamic And economy of interaction of 

'individuals', whose opening frame is simply the order of 'community' 

defined by this elementary coordination. 

In the symmetry of the Pythagorean inscription of the quest- 

ion or mystery of their silence in the 
coordination of its various or- 

ders as Kosmos, and the opening inscription of this inquiry in that 

same figure of coordination of its various orders - the symmetry of the 

former as opening question, and of this latter-as assertion 'in' their 

silence, as initial response to that silence - we thus first frame 

the form of the following inquiry as 'story': as articulated in the 

symmetry over or in a common Time, of that order of opening and this 

order of closing. And as framed in the mirroring of the 'inside' and 

'outside' of the pythagorean circle as question, in the circle of wri- 

ter and readers of this close. 

Before identifying a contemporary 'echo' of the nythagorean 

question or mystery in the configutation of Heraclitus' Word, and an 
initial 'breaking' of that silence in the discourse of Parmenides, 

let us first consider the play of a range of figures to be found in 

later 'versions' of the mystery. 
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... For the 'mystery' lies in the coordination of steps 

into and out of the mystery: the mystery lies, so to say, precisely 

in the way its details must remain for us a mystery. 

In asserting the part of our assertion of Kosmos as coor- 

dination of the primary symmetric orders of question and assertion, 

we know ourselves as a psychical actuality of assertion as.; erting it- 

self, as ' I' ; as ýJ7(iC 
, 'soul', 'life'. And in this knowing ourselves q 

we frame the figure of 'knowledge' itself in this order of actuality: 

we know knowledge: and this as an actuality, partaking of that same 

order of 'I', of self-expression. We know Knowledge in the figure 

of an 'I': we know Knowledge as we know another 'I', another actuality 

or actor in the cosmic Drama: as a 'god', Apollo, previously known only 
imperfectly, in distorted images. 

... And we know the common 'I' as Actuality itself, as Life 

in which I and Apollo participate, as Zeus, 'father of gods and men', 

God, indeed, quite simply; heavenly actuality as such. And we know 

the actuality of Apollo,. son of Zeus, in the outward 'physical' image 

of Sun, heavenly Light, heavenly Fire that, like its earthly image, 

lives 'through itself'. 'Through itself': for a spark of Light, a 

seed of Fire, transforms the matter in which it is implanted, by being 

the very figure of coordination of itself, its 'assertion's self-assert- 

ion, with its context, environment, embodiment - transforming the mat- 

ter in which it is implanted by its heat, into combustible form, and 

so 'growing' until that matter is exhausted. Fire, like Word, Fire the 

physical image of Word, each comprising their inscription in their frame 

in their own form, their own order. 

Knowledge of knowledge, Wisdom, knowing itself as 

the transfiguration of the logical economy of Inquiry, as most itself 

in seeking itself, most truly o 4Cýc when I&o"+VkL, Philosophy, 

the frame of transfiguration of earthly Desire, earthly ends, into 

Love, the inscription of earthly self and its ends in the wider frame; 

'sacrifice', heavenly transfiguration, of self, its earthly image, into 

the heavenly actuality of soul. Love, CT--`-Ai, c, in which we know ourselves 

in the God, and the God in our selves. 
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Mystery of Knowledge, the disovery of one's true self as 

soul, the discovery of one's 'part' in Kosmos in the love or worship 

of Apollo. Mystery of 'Philosophy' in Apollo's english Summer, mir- 

roring philosophy in Greece many summers past. 

'Greece'? The physical frame of the pythagorean circle 

within the wider group whose marks of self-expression we mark, in 

english... in England perhaps... as 'greek'? ... Or perhaps some two- 

sided boundary marked somehow in the earthly side of Kosmos: a bound- 

ary, a'circuit, drawn in Earth.. or perhaps, rather, a circuit drawn 

in some image, some 'map', of this earthly surface on whose heavenly 

side we like the greeks are embodied and live? 

Greece: who could logically define such a place? Nobody, 

of course, for it was not so much a place as a group: hellenes.. in 

their self-assertion; a self-assertion no more comprehended in any 

ormal economy of logical and lihysical symmetries, than my assertion, 

or yours, in 'I'. Me, you, Greece, World: the identity of place is 

only one side of the matter. 

Let us begin then, from where we are, from this book - 

and coordinate, say, the place and time of its writing, with another 

group physically related to us through the physical transcription 

over the time and space that separates us, of their words two and 

a half thousand summers past. Greece, then: the wide circle of 

'greek' groups identifying themselves in a common language as the 

speakers of that language; together asserting themselves in the order 

of stories, framed by stories of the relations of Heaven and Earth, 

'myths', of which that language embodied the play of elementary figures. 

Groups, then, of hellenes. And groups for the most part 

settled, if sometimes rather recently, on this same surface of Earth 

as ourselves. The group or circle in this greek or hellenic Culture 

with which we are to deal now, -Crew, so to speak, from the seed taken 

from an old domain of settlement at the interface of Land and Sea to 

a new, across that greek Sea. 'Settlements', 'cities': once more 

groups rather than places, defined by a Law which framed a common 

activity, rather than by the physical frame of place where that act- 
ivity was. mainly carried on. A 'city', TUý. tc I marked in that word 
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'in terms' of a boundary: a 'country', then, with the city in the 

more restricted sense bounded within that country by its walls. 

A seed of a group within the city-state of Croton, within 
the order of activity named 'Croton', within the wider order of inter- 

action of cities called 'Greater Greece', and now called 'Southern It- 

aly': the seed taken from Ionia to Croton by an individual named Pyth- 

agoras. The group laroünd' Pythagoras, at the period now under con- 

sideration, were in control of the affairs, the frame of activity, at 
Croton, and derived groups in other cities of 'Greater Greece' had 

power in the affairs of other cities, together constituting a sort of 

political confederation of the newly-colonised coast(s). 

How is the logical economy of 'Philosophy', then, reflected 
in the 'physical' economy of the central group's part in the affairs 

of Croton? 

I have already briefly correlated the inscription of the 

'psychology' of a single individual in (a) 'this' side of a bodily 

surface, with the finality of his or her orientation in 'Time' as it- 

self 'one side' of the triple symmetry or dimensionality of physical 
'Space'; at the other extreme, I have found the 'here' of earthly em- 

bodiment as also one 'side' of that 'side' of Space associated with 

our embodiment (with left and right hands, for example) and 'ends', 

'objects'. One might draw an analogy between the life of the individ- 

ual articulated in the triple temporality of 'physical', 'psychological', 

and poetic or historical 'times' (the latter the order of mirroring cf 

the two former), and the Life of Earth as a whole, as one whole side 

of the 'side' of spatial symmetry shared with the individuals 'on' 

Earth. The activity of a group, then, is articulated in the coordin- 

ation or complementarity, mirroring, of these two poles of two-sided 

individual and two-sided Earth - and activity 'on' Earth as a whole 
in the interplay of such groups. 

Thus a group is bodily rooted in the engagement of the phys- 
ical 'bodies' of its members in the physical or material economy of 
Life, and this configuration is reflected in the logical economy rooted 
in the individual 'ends' of members of the group, articulating those 

ends, for example, in the simple finality of material subsistence of 
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the group in its members. An elementary dynamic thus attaches to 

the interplay of this group articulation of activity, and the analog- 

ous articulation of mind and body in the limiting 'group' of the in- 

dividual member of different groups, and the limiting analogy of that 

common interplay of mind and body in the relations of Heaven and Earth. 

More generally a group whose activity is framed in a Law may be taken 

as the frame of mirroring of individual and World, in the general inter- 

play of all groups and sub-groups. For Law traces a radical circuit 

in the 'outward' economy of Nature, framing what is open to the indi- 

vidual 'in' the Law, and what 'outlawed' through the attachment of a 

'penalty' which weighs against or counterbalances the choice of some 

end in the natural economy of individual desires, the individual's 'na- 

ture'. The circuit of 'within' and 'outside' the Law is drawn in the 

natural play of physical and logical 'economies' of action. This cir- 

cuit of Law, then, mirrors in the circuit of the Land within whose cir- 

cuit it applies and is enforced, an order of coordination of activity 

we may call 'political': the integration of activity in the lT ?t. If' 

we hake an analogy between these three circuits or components of the 

poetic order of interplay of physical and logical economies with the 

three orders, logical, poetic and physical themselves, we may then 

understand the restricted sense in which 'economy' refers simply to 

the material or physical economy of social activity, rather than the 

'base' interplay of logical, poetic and physical 'economies' as a whole. 

'Policy', in turn, may also be tinderstood in a restricted sense as the 

discursive elaboration of a 'logic' of integration of civic activity. 

Law, in the restricted sense of the 'constitution' of a group 

mirroring Policy in the restricted sense in Economy in the restricted 

sense, thus presents in the 'visible' framing of group activity, an 

image of the moral order of divine 'Justice', the actuality coordinat- 

ing the 'historical' order within the 'poetic' symmetry of what is op- 

en in the interplay of logical and physical economies of activity - and 

this divine moral actuality at work in the City is reflected in a for- 

mal theological instance rather as the wider divine actuality of the 

World as a whole is reflected in the visible heavens. -A theological 

instance to which the Law itself is formally subject, by which the ! us- 

tice of positive law itself is judged. The law of an 'autonomous' group 

determining the frame of their own activity should express a divine law 

which itself frames the mirroring of moral and natural orders in a def- 

finite code. We will eventually see how a parallel tradition framed in 
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a theological economy of Law meets this greek tradition in the Quest- 

ion about which this First Part turns. At the period now under con- 

sideration that parallel tradition was being systematically articulated 

by the governing circle of a 'priesthood' that itself parallels the 

governing pythagorean circle at Croton. 

Now for the individual at Croton pythagorean policy - Py- 

thagorean framing of an integrated civic activity within laws or con- 

stitution that they may well here (as certainly elsewhere) have also 
framed seen from 'outside' the circle, must have been articulated 

within the overall question posed by the 'mystery' simply as such, 

as a range of questions: questions corresponding for the undisclosed 

reasons or principles'upon which the various pythagorean decisions 

affecting the organisation of what in the City was 'open!. to the un- 

initiated, had (presumably) been made. Questions, then, themselves 

entering into the general 'economy' of logical and physical sides, 

'economies' of everyday life in Croton. Questions, indeed, framing 

the self-assertion of the demagogue Cylon who (so the story, goes), 
being refused admission to the mystery, stirred up the uninitiated 
to the revolution or disruption of the original circle (burning down 

the house of a leading member of the circle, Milo, in which most of 

the others were assembled, and perished) associated in most accounts 

with the death or exile of the founder. Questions, one supposes, in- 

terpreted by Cylon in terms of the everyday economy of self-interest 

governing the unconsidered-or 'natural' policies of uninitiated. in- 

dividuals and of the various groupings into which they naturally fell 

in their activity. Here, unlike the case of the subsequent mystery 

which it 'prefigures, the inscription of the mystery in that natural 

economy of question and self-assertion would not appear to be incor- 

porated as one component of the mystery: its 'tragic' failure in every- 

day, terms. 

But let us consider another response to the articulation 

of pythagorean policy in the 'economy' of natural activity and re- 

flection, as an order of questions articulated within the question 

or 'mystery' (in the everyday sense) of their Silence. In the 'nat- 

ural' business of ininitiated reflection on the 'logic' of pythagor- 

ean policy, the individual as it were 'working back' through the 

order of pythagorean assertion in policy in the complementary order 

of his. reflective questioning - according to its 'natural' economy - 
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would, perhaps, eventually confront the question posed by the Si- 

lence itself, the question attaching to the very order of pythagorean 

'assertion' simply as such, the question of a certain standing-back 

or abstraction from the natural marking of one's assertion in self- 

expression (unless one has something to hide.. when caution asserts 

itself, but in the same natural economy of inscription of the 'log- 

ical'order of self-expression in the interplay of logical and physical 

'economies' of activity). 

The assertion that informs pythagorean decision, then, 

itself in question: and at this point, perhaps, the inquiring indi- 

vidual confronts the configuration of marks which frames access to 

the pythagorean group. His reflection now articulated about the 

question of pythagorean assertion, posed by the Silence or mystery 

simply as such, he confronts the question: Why should this simple 

symmetrical arrangement of ten points or otherwise indifferent marks 

frame access to the pythagorean Silence, and to the order of assert- 

ion in crotoniate policy to which my questioning has led: 

. 
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... the pythagoreans would invoke, as being their most solemn 

bond, the Tetrad: 

Nay, by him who bequeathed to our line the Tetractys, 

embodying fount and root of ever-living Nature. 

1: Aetius I. iii. 8 (ie Theophrastus); the later Golden Verses have 
i, wý, for vrvr. ^ý (vv 47-8). 
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...? .. And this 'Tetractys of the Decad' marks for us, too, the 

pythagorean 'mystery' as question, marks the question of our access 
to it, our access to the postulant confronting now the question of 

pythagorean assertion, which in turn frames his entry into that or- 
der of assertion in his recognition of himself as radically a 'psychical' 

principle of self-assertion, asserting itself as response to the quest- 

ion framed by the systematic symmetry of the various orders of assert- 

ion as such, which he now confronts. 'Finding himself' as response 

to the limiting question framed by the symmetry of the orders of as- 

sertion: the breaking of that symmetry in asserting himself as self- 

assertions soul, being open as his 'part' in that coordination which 

is 'Kosmos', 'arrangement', 'ordering', 'coordination'. The part which 

now begins to be articulated as his assertion within the pythagorean 

circle, through the coordination of this assertion with the symmetrical 

configuration of what is 'open' to such assertion in particular situ- 

ations of the wider Drama to which this recognition of oneself as 

a 'part' of assertion is the entry of the cosmic 'actor'. 

... For in the simple arrangement of marks as 'Tetractys' 

the question arises of a 'sense', something so to speak 'behind' this 

symbol or bond of the Brotherhood. In a single mark as mark - as, then, 

chosen to mark something (whether we regard what is 'marked' as the 

'inner' intention'behind the marking or some outer 'thing' marked, per- 

haps, by such choice, by being chosen to be marked) - we find a sim- 

ple symmetry of the logical and physical orders of 'mark'. What, 

though, is 'asserted' by a simple 'mark' without further 'indication'? 

Here again we find assertion as such 'in question'. And in the 'phys- 

ical' symmetry of the marks that constitute the pythagorean 'bond' we 

now find this question of assertion embedded in an order of symmetry 

in which the previous impasse - the simple paradoxical circuit of 

assertion in question in pythagorean Silence - as it were opens up, 

with the inscription of the simple order of assertion in 'marking' 

inscribed in the deeper 'open-ness' or 'question' of the symmetry 

of various orders (that is, the wider configuration) of 'question', 

from which the 'natural' economy of reflection that has led to its 

limit in the question of assertion, now appears an 'unthinking' ab- 

straction: a figure of mechanical questioning and assertion in which 

we have thought to assert ourselves, in which our radical self-assert- 
ion as soul has been lost in a mere 'image', and so imprisoned in 

the earthly circuit of abstraction from Kosmos to a natural economy 
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of images turning upon itself. At the limit of reflection in the 

earthly economy of uninitiated participation in the civic order of 

activity at Croton - the limit corresponding to confrontation, in 

questioning pythagorean policy with the organising question of the 

Silence in which it is articulated (rather than being publicly 'mark- 

ed', expressed, in that everyday verbal economy of self-expression 

as it enters into the everyday interaction and framing of that in- 

teraction by the uninitiated populace) - we find the assertion 'be- 

hind' that Silence silently marked by the ten symmetric points which, 

as itq 'bonds, closes the circle. 

If a single simple 'mark' or 'point' simply reflects, for 

some undisclosed reason or other, two 'sides' of whatever that busi- 

ness of marking amounts toi then two symmetric marks reflects (among 

other things) the symmetry of those two sides - 

S 

- the symmetry, say, of the distinction between logical 

and physical (inner and outer) 'sides' of the mark(s), and the phys- 

ical symmetry or two-sidedness by which the symmetry of logical and 

physical might be marked or reflected. The actuality of assertion, 

however, is still not-marked by such a logical distinction of log- 

ical and physical 'sides' of the mark, marked by the physical sym- 

metry of two sides, two marks, of an interval, a physical 'space'. 

Indeed this difference might be taken as an image of the way it, 

as mere image of the distinction in question, framing the self-as- 

sertion of assertion, leaves 'actual' self-expression in a mark 

still 'outside' the order of marks. And.. indeed.. in this configuratio 

of a mirroring in the symmetry of the mark, of the distinction of 

the actuality of self-assertion from any mark, we may discover an 

elementary quaternary frame of an actual marking in the order of 

mark, image, of the part of the two sides of the mark or image in 

the actual identification of such parts. We will see how the simple 
fourfold symmetry of this marking, not of the actuality of assertion 
in the mark, but rather of the mark in the configuration of its 

actuality, is found reflected by the pythagoreans in the fourfold 

physical 'space' and time of marking, and how the Tetractys, the 
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'quaternity' of the Ten or Decad, embodies the coordination of the 

various orders of assertion, by which that 'psychical' order frames 

itself in the symmetric physical Space and Time of marks, coordinates 

the various 'physical' dimensions of what is open to it as assertion, 

and so frames embodied action as simple self-assertion or actuality 
in that limiting 'space' of what is open. 

... But that physical 'space' of what is open to assertion 

of assertion, self-activity of 'soul', is of course only one symmetric 

component or dimension of what is open to the pythagorean, whose very 

symmetry reflects its coordination with the other complementary orders, 

just as the symmetry of the Tetractys reflects its inscription, as 

elementary 'poetic' frame of coordination of various orders, in that 

very coordination it marks -a coordination of which the mirroring 

in it of a logical order of distinctions and a 'space' of physical dif- 

ference is one side. - The 'earthly' side, if we are to take that 

'physical' opposition of Heaven and Earth, coordinated in the Tetractys 

with the 'psychological' opposition of heavenly soul and earthly self, 

as 'image' of the distinction of what I earlier called 'finitary' and 

'cofinitary', in general. The coordination in the Tetractys as marking 

or reflecting in the simple order of marks, points, of the 'cosmic' 

coordination of correlative orders of that marking, may be further 

extended, then, to the mirroring of the physical opposition of Heaven 

and Earth in the two sides, in or on that Earth, of Culture and Nature: 

the two sides of the wö). . Within the City, in turn, the two 'sides' 

of activity, 'political' and 'economic', embodied within the general 

interplay of groups in the circuit of abstraction of the governing 

pythagorean group or circle from the general 'economy' of interaction 

(an abstraction reflected in the Silence framing their 'internal' com- 

munication or community, and in the Tetractys as inscription in the 

'poetic' order of marks of the configuration of inscription of that 

economy as one component in the circuit closed, then, in that Symbol 

and bond), reflect the relations of Heaven and Earth in the wider 

coordination of Kosmos in which the City's constitution is embedded. 

Moreover, the outward coordination of individual activity 

in the frame of the group reflects (as we saw in the case of reader 

and writer as two sides of the 'It of this text itself) those symmet- 

rical relations between individuals constituting the elementary 
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poetic symmetries of action and interaction. The Tetractys, as the 

elementary symmetries of the simple mark reflecting its inscription 

in the wider coordination of its poetic frame with the other symmetric- 

al orders of Kosmos, reflects the elementary symmetries of physical 

$elements' in the 'outward' order. Just asp physically, the two-sided 

individual (or indeed, 'four-sided', if we take account of the double 

mirroring of 'inner' and 'outer' and heavenly 'soul' and its earthly 

image) is the interface of Space as a whole and these 'elementary' 

solids corresponding to the physical symmetry of 'points', and the 

physical economy of a group reflects the coordination of its member's 

bodies in the collective activity of sustaining individual bodies by 

assimilation of the elements of food... so that the 'elementary' phys- 

ical $economy' of civic life is reflected in the coordination of in- 

dividual activity in groups... so does the elementary 'poetics' of 

civic interaction find its reflection in the wider interplay of groups, 

the 'scale' up from physical 'elements' through the physical economy 

of life, the individual, the group, to the interface of Heaven and 
Earth in which the interface of the group! s'Culture and Nature is 

inscribed, finds an immediate parallel in the scale up from the co- 

ordinating 'elements' embodied in the Tetractys, through the individ- 

ual 'actor', to the widest cosmic frame of his activity. 

.. That is to say: a whole configuration of symmetry of the 

various orders of the mark, reflected in the order of the elementary 

mark or point as Tetractys (or a configuration of the physical order 

with other orders reflected in that physical order as the simple sym- 

metry of physical 'space' or body), the whole configuration (then) of 

pythagorean Kosmos, is focussed in the individual confronting the 

pythagorean mystery symbolised in the order of marks by the Tetractys 

(which defines, then, the pythagorean circle, as this book. defines 

the 'circle' of writer and readers, or english or greek languages 

define a more symmetrical circuit of english or greek 'Culture' as 

a whole, in which these two circles are inscribed). In the systematic 

symmetry of. its various orders, the Symbol frames Kosmos as systematic- 

ally 'opens to the individual's critical disruption of the absolute 

symmetry of orders of his assertion as 'soul', in his assertion*of 

this his part of assertion in cosmos. 'The' whole Kosmos is, 80 to 
1 
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speak, focussed in, articulated about, the question of the individ- 

ual's part as he confronts the symmetry of the various orders of 

his assertion that together are Kosmos. In assertion of his part 

as assertion, as 'pythagorean', he enters, then, into the direction 

of this assertion by the configuration of the question presented 

to him in any situation 'in' Kosmos: enters into that pythagorean 

order of assertion and the action it informs, which has previously 

remained a question... a mystery, closed in Silence. Enters, then, 

as it were, into the 'mathematical' language of coordination of 

all the questions facing the pythagorean through the inscription 

of question and assertion in the cosmic symmetry of its various or- 

ders.. enters into that 'language' which coordinates the activity of 

pythagoreans within the unitary assertion of the circle as a whole: 

and which, framing the assertion of that circle in the interface 

of heavenly mystery and the earthly economy of Croton in which it 

is outwardly embedded (as in the mechanical order of the mark), thus 

frames the pythagorean 'policy' at Croton, which must remain for the 

uninitiated a mysterious business. A 'mystery, indeed, which will 

of itself systematically select those from the populace whose 'nat- 

ural' tendency to reflection leads them to understand the coordin- 

ation of pythagorean policy in the simple figure of assertion - or 

rather in its complementary mysterious Silence - and so brings them 

like a guiding spirit to the very door of the mystery, prepared in- 

visibly for entry. 

... And so too, the natural economy of inquiry proceeding, 

as we will now see, from the disruption of the Pythagorean circle 

and the 'publication' of a pythagorean order of assertion (by Parmen- 

ides), leads, in the end, to our confrontation with the question 

of that Silence systematically coordinated with the various orders 

of its 'context' in that figure of Kosmos which itself frames the 

coordination of this close of a certain circuit of reflection, with 

that silent opening. We have come as it were full-circle, and join 

the postulant at Croton at the entrance to the mystery of Kosmos, 

the pythagorean mystery of Philosophy. Let us now, then, enter 

with him - or her indeed - through the configuration of a Tetractys 

which reflects in the 'poetic' element of Kosmos the coordination 

of that order with the other symmetric and coordinate orders of the 
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mark or 'point', into the details of the mystery, into that language 

framed by Silence, that 'mathematical' language which frames pythag- 

orean community within the Community of Kosmos as a whole. 

'Mathematical' language: all subsequent accounts of the 

mystery agree on the centrality of Number, and, most particularly, 

of the 'number' ten. I have suggsested how a configuration of sym- 

metric marks, 

. 

... might reflect in the order of marks 

the coordination of the order of marks with the other coordinate 

aspects of 'Kosmos'. As marking the inscription of the order of 

the mark in Kosmos, this Tetractys of the Decad might be said, in 

a way - 'indirectly' - to mark Kosmos 'itself'. And, indeed, we 
find that the 'numbe r' Ten, the 'DecadI, is actually called 'Kosmos' 

in later accounts. 

The number ten as 'Kosmos', 'Heaven', 'Destiny', 'Eternity', 

'Faith's 'Power's 'Necessity' ... as 'Atlas's 'Untiring' s 'God's 'Torch, 

'Sun', 'Urania', 'Remembrance' or 'Mnemosyne' personified (and then 

herself mother of Urania), 'Sphere', 'Key-Keeper', 'Perfection'... (l). 

... Here, then, at the 'outset', we meet with a characteristic 

problem: just as we will not be able to understand pythagorean Kosmos 

as coordination of symmetric orders of question within some later 

-1: Authorities collected-in Johannes Meursius: Denarius Pythagoricus, XI 
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'theory' (again a pythagorean term) abstracted from the dramatic or- 

der of its coordination as action with its various orders of 'cosmic' 

context, nor should we hope to comprehend pythagorean 'number' in 

the frame of a 'mathematics' abstracted from the pythagorean config- 

uration of 9 initiations, 'esoteric' transmission. 

Thus we will shortly find that our best authority for pythag- 

orean 'doctrines', , the founder of the Lyceum, could make 

no coherent sense of these doctrines, as he attempted to 'coordinate' 

them into some unitary doctrine or theory within his framing of 'a' 

Kosmos... a frame coordinate, precisely, with his account of -L j 

'position', just as Kosmos is coordinate with pythagorean 'point's 

... Pythagorean 'number', then, a configuration of 'points'? 

... Or rather what is marked by such a configuration. For then indeed 

we might well enough say that Kosmos 'is' Ten: Kosmos is the coordinat- 

ion of all things in the symmetry of the various orders of the mark 

marked as the arrangement of points called the Tetractys. Ten 'points' 

is then 'Ten' in the order of the mark, just as that same symmetry or 

principle of coordination frames the part of that 'ten' in the wider 

'ten' which is Kosmos as a whole - of which the order of the mark is 

one of several (indeed, ten) symmetrical orders. 'Ten' is then the 

'principle' or frame of 'number' in the restricted 'formal' sense, in- 

mfar as, reflecting the coordination of the mark with other symmetric 

orders, it also (conversely) reflects that symmetry of coordination 

within the order of the mark - and so within each of the ten symmetric 

'units' which reflect in the order of the mark the part of that order 

in Kosmos ( we will see how the Pythagoreans associated this recurrence 

with 'decimal' counting among the greeks and 'all barbarians'). 

The articulation of configurations of 'points', on the other 

hand, then provides, through the primary figure of reflection of its 

coordination with other orders in the order of Number in the 'restricted' 

sense, a sort of systemat. c calculus of coordination of various com- 

ponent figures in the various other orders. Thus within each of the 
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other coordinate orders we might have a primary expression of the 

Decad (as in Theon of Smyrna's later treatise on the Tetractys or-- 

ganised symmetrically, decad within decad, within the cosmic Decad, 

or the decad of Kosmos, as a ('unitary') whole).. and we might in 

turn find the same figure recurring in coordinations of various 

elements of various different orders - when the score or so 'identi- 

fications' of 'Ten' already noted need cause little surprise. Rather 

than attempting to identify the 'poetic' order of Number in the re- 

strict6d sense (of elementary symmetries of the mark) within some 

logical order of distinctions, we ought then to try and identify the 

'logical' order of distinctions abstracted from the 'mathematical' 

poetics of their 'marking' within a wider symmetry of Kosmos. A Kos- 

mos which is in a sense 'all number', if we regard number 'in the re- 

stricted sense' as the reflection, the marking, of 'actual' Number 

as 'cosmic' configurations or actualities in which their 'marking' 

is simply one component. A component whose general relation to Kos- 

mos is presented in the Decad, 'fount and root of ever-living 

Ten then appearing in a 'theological' order as 'God', 'astrally' or 

astrologically as 'Sun', 'psychologically' as 'Remembrance' - or in 

a conjunction of psychological and theological as Mnemosyne, Mother 

of the Nine (muses).. and so on into more singular aspects, more and 

more complex orders and accounts, further and further from the pri- 

mary, 'radical', coordination, 'fitting together' s 
cýt;. 

o. r""c , Har- 

mony, which is Kosmos. 

'Radical': Nature 'rooted' in the Decad (if we adopt that 

possibly misleading transposition of through yet another 

language, into english). If the 'mark' now be considered as the 

symmetric 'poetic' order of interface of 1oý. s and k"%w, 
-S , its 

'inner' and 'outer' sides, then we may begin to articulate the 'log- 

ic' of Kosmos, and a certain 'physics' which we might suppose py- 

thagorean. A logical order framed in the primary recurrence of 

unitary identity within the configuration of coordinate identities 

by which (their) logical identity is itself 'defined', 'identified'; 

a corresponding 'nature' of a thing which (like the example of Fire 

already considered) 'asserts' itself in the physical coordination 

of the various orders coordinate with the 'nature' of that thing - 
in the recurrence of its principle in the configuration of its 'con- 

text' which, like the logical framing of assertion in the Kosmos it 
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asserts, is a direct correlate of the recurrence of Number in the 

reflection within the order of the mark, of the coordination of 

various orders of 'context'. 

Two 'sides', then, of the central recurrence of Number in 

the Decad or Tetractys: two orders of subordination of the relation 

of text and context, or thing and context, to the 'internal' organis- 

ation of discourse or outward thing. 

Within this scheme of things a name, such as the various 

names by which the decad is called, amounts to a sort of secondary 

marking, in'language, within the logical order abstracted from its 

coordination with Nature in Kosmos (through 'Number'), of what is 

primarily, or properly, marked by the configuration of definition 

which reflects this secondary mark or name in the individual nature 

to which it is referred. At the same time, some distinction of the 

orders of definition and nature is itself involved in the organisat- 

ion of physical difference as Number. 'Logically', distinction it- 

self is prior to number... yet the expression of that distinction 

involves the coordination of the various cosmic orders 'through' 

Number, the reflection of the configuration of terms in which Number 

is defined, in Number. Just as the decad may be said to be the 'fount 

and root' of (physical) Nature, so the analogous recurrence of Num- 

ber in the configuration of orders in which it iii itself defined 

may be said to organise the cosmic Economy in which all 'orders' :.. 

are coordinated with or subordinated to one another through the 

mirror of Figure or 'Number', in the 'Analogy' of the inscription 

of one figure, one numberL 'in' another, as the unit (or 'point' or 
'mark' , , r, "y? atý in all numbers, or the first four numbers 'in' the 

decad. 

Within such a frame, the analogue of the tetractys in 

the poetic order of Number is that principle of proportion (or 

'analogy', ýº"y ) which defines what, after the pythagoreans, 
is called 'harmony' in the restricted 'musical' sense. And just 

as (or so I suggest) Number may be taken as the 'mirror' of log- 

ical and physical orders, and the logical recurrence of the decad 

as the 'principle' of this poetic order of Number; so, analogously, 
may 'Music' in the restricted sense of harmonics, the inscription 

of'one proportion in another, be taken as the finitary determinat- 
ion of the mirroring of finitary and cofinitary, as the primary 
pythagorean expression of Law. 
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Now, if the terms developed in the Introduction are 
to be truly reflected in the terms of the pythagorean mystery 

which have been transmitted to us through the Tradition, what 

are we to recognise as 'optical', 'psychical', 'mystical' in the 

various constructions of the mystery that remain to us? This 

question actually contains (as will now be seen) two outstand- 
ing questions from the first part of this our construction or re- 

construction of the mystery: How can the Tetractys be said to 

constitute an inscription of logical closure or'recurrence in the 

domain of Number? And how can any sense be made of the relations 
between the terms in which Number is defined, and the supposed 
primacy of Number in the coordination, the 'syntax' (r is t) of 
those same terms? Here perhaps will begin to appear a radical 
'circularity' in the determination of the Tetractys which may in 
turn begin to suggest something of its part in the mystery before 

US*. 

First let it be remembered that the cofinitary orders 
' appear in the finitary Economy of the 'World' in the supernatural 

economies of 'mythology', of supernatural stories. 'Supernatural' 
in that the stories, while framed in the terms of a theology, ont- 
ology and psychology by which the principal cofinitary orders are 
formally. comprehended in the finitary Economy of Law, yet elude 
any adequate 'explanation' in finitary terms. These supernatural 
stories or 'mysteries' are inscribed in the mysterious paradox of 
an economy whose end is the 'transfiguration' of Economy. As with 
the teaching, the 'mathematics' of the early pythag- 
oreans, we can formally inscribe the question or paradox in the 
figure of Mystery; but this amounts almost to saying that 'one may 
say that one does not know what one may say', or 'formally, that is 

a 'mystery' for which there is no formally satisfactory account'. 

All accounts agree in giving (the) 'Odd' and (the 'Even' 

as 'elements' of Number, and in giving 'Limit' and 'Unlimited' as 
'elements' of these. But what can one make of odd and even as 
'elements' of Number, when these themselves might be supposed to 
be (secondary) 'aspects' or characters of numbers? One may read 
again and again that from Limit and Unlimited come Odd and Even, 
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from these the unit and multiplicity, and from these all numbers. 

Now Limit and Unlimited seem to correspond to a rather 

ambiguous mixture of logical distinction (of logical and physical 

as two sides of %umber, for example) and physical difference (of 

'inside' and butside' of some limit, for example). But might one 

not make a virtue of this ambiguity or duality, and see in these 

terms something of the 'Closed' and 'Open' we found in the question? 

Might these t_ elms pgrýiaps 'work' in. a similar way in the mystery, 

the question , efor us now? 

It will be remembered (I hope) that 'the Question', or 
'What is a question? ' gave rise to, the following paradox: In order 

to determine 'question' (in order to answer the question) there must 

be something 'open' to determination, -some range or frame in which 

the Question could be determined, and so answered; but this range 

amounts to the symmetry of 'open' and 'closed', their distinction as 
'open'; in order to answer the Question we must already. have answered 
it, precisely by defining its terms. The Question is logically cir- 

cular; its very circularity is indeed a direct correlate of the sup- 

position of a 'logical' order. We found an analogous 'mystery' in 

the question of the logical status of the distinction of logical and 

physical prders. In terms of the subordination of the physical dif- 

ference which might be used to 'mark' or express this distinction, to 

the logical order of distinction, and the correlative logical 'space' 

of determinations, this Question has no (determinate) place. It is 

thoroughly eccentric, 'out of place' - ýt"ý"? 
, strange. 

A similar strangeness confronts us with the pythagorean de- 

termination of the mark, taken as marking simple unity, incomposite, 

a 'point', prick, puncture, whose simplicity bears an implicit re- 
ference to a simple 'psychological' intention or end - making a mark, 

and so marking a coincidence of physical and logical orders, just as 

we tried to thus mark the relation of 'inside' and 'outside' of this 

book in the Introduction. Marking 'the mark'. And in the Introduct- 

ion this circularity of 'the mark', its 'self-expression' almost, was 
(or rather marked) a first attempt to resolve the mysterious question. 

In the Introduction this logical 'economy' of trying to mark in the 
text the relation between this 'in' and a correlative 'out' (side) led 

not to a Tetractys or any configuration of 'real' Points, 'inside' and 
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'outside' the book at 'the same time', but to a configuration of 
'missing' points in the imaginary 'crossing' of the Knot. The full 

significance of the 'mirroring' of these two configurations of 'points', 

Tetractys and Knott as marking the beginning and end of a certain 
Tradition will constitute the initial question of the fifth part of 
this book, the Conclusion. What can we make of it now, to be going 

on with? 

Consider Limit -v 4t 
,a' close' , both the term, the point 

which defines an action, itsend or finality; and something to be cross- 

ed towards such an end - like a physical boundary or limit. Like the 

'close' of this book, for example. And K1Lltev - 'unlimited' , end- 
less, what may only be defined, limited, formally, negatively, as what 
is outside, 'without' end, definition; what is open to the the inscrip- 

tion of the circle Bfr which we mark marking with a mark. 

But can we seriously suppose, -that this is what a pyth- 
agorean might have thought? HowcRn-waget outside, beyond, the dist- 

inetion of pythagorean Limit and our Closed as defined in our terms 
'here', towards their actual difference in which, alone, this Limit 

can properly express itself - just as the independence of the phys- 
ical mark expresses itself in a mysterious circularity which has no 

proper logical determination? How invoke the actuality of the pyth- 

agorean mystery as we might invoke the ontical actuality of our com- 

mon 'World' by remarking the logical circularity implicit in these 

very terms in which the circularity is remarked, their physical ir- 

reducibility to purely logical terms? 

This is currently our end: let us move a little further 
towards it. To the terms which mark the limit which still separated 
our Closed from pythagorean Limit. To terms in which these coincide. 

Odd? 

There's something rather odd in this whole business. Odd, 

strange. Perhaps ridiculous? Like this confusion of two senses of 
'odd', which simply reinforces the ambiguity of the last paragraph. 

Let us retreat for a moment to firmer ground. What was 
'odd' to the pythagoreans of Croton? .. Many things, one might supcst... 
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... Or is all this just too artificial.. over-subtle? Excessive: 

unnatural, even monstruous? Extraordinary? 

... Yet (strange enough) such criticism itself corresponds 

exactly to r& "ý , Odd. (Even 'strange' ... even 'superfluous' .. 
) 

Is this just playing with words, going around in circles? 

What, exactly, does it all amount to? Does it really count for any- 

thing? Playing with words: is this' account of ttcC v-r 4 itself 

-C9 e" c4 in that sense of the word? The sense in which it is dir- 

ectly opposed to the exact (! 4t-c. es) sense in which we can talk of 

odd (rttww' ) and even (äete9) number? ... But then this distinct- 

ion itself, of an ' artificial' and ' exact' sense of rLQc c and tez"os, 

belongs to an opposition of the 'unnatural' or artificial senses: 

the 'exactness' of the numerical sense of 'odd' and 'even' is, in 

these very terms, itself thoroughly questionable. 

Indeed just what (exactly) is this 'number'? We have al- 

ready seen that these Odd and Even are supposed to be the elements 

or principles from which Number is to be understood as constituted. 

How might they be understood to constitute the domain of exactness, 

the domain where intention and object coincide in the mark or point, 

r, tr. Ltw '# Isign'? How.. exactly? How might we 'transfigure' the 

circle of verbal confusion, how hope to find some positive sense in 

this 'mystery'? How can it 'work' to illuminate the actuality of 

Number, as the point 'works' in the context of words to mark the 

actuality of its marking? As the mystery of Open and Closed appears 

in the fact of the Question, through its reflection in marks, how 

might this mystery of Limit and Unlimited be found to be somehow 

reflected in 'Number', in configurations of points? 

Well, we have seen how, in general terms, 'Odd', 'rce"«SS , 
might be said to 'determine' or define (in however odd a manner) the 

relation of Limit and Unlimited presented 6ne page above: the Odd, 

in an odd sort of way, corresponds to the 'definition', the inscrip- 

tion in Limit, of the relation of Limit and Unlimited. It 'marks' 

this relation by the way that it is 'logically' out-of-place. It 

corresponds to the circularity which is the 'poetic' closure of the 

Question, as the Open and Closed of the Question correspond to Pyth- 
agorean Limit and Unlimited. 
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Conversely, 'the Even', -it «Q«ov 
, marks the irreducible 

mirroring of what is limited or definite, and what is unlimited or 

indefinite in such a definition or limitation of the relations of 

Limit and Unlimited. Thus far, Odd and Even correspond to Closed 

and Open in the Question inasmuch as these are considered as two 

'sides' of the relation or mirroring of Open and Closed. The Odd 

corresponds in this sense to the relation of open and closed as 

closed, decided, the movement of inscription of the mirroring of 
Limit and Unlimited in Limit, corresponding to the 'logical' order 

associated with the decad as 'nature' of Number, above. From this 

configuration the 'unit' or unity, marked by the point, arises just 

as the 'this' marked by the point arises from the formal configurat- 
ion of 'decidion' or determination 'which cannot choose but that it 

is the side which decides which side is which'. The range - what is 

formally open - correlative with this. choice, insofar as it is not 
'at this point' determinate, amounts to a sort of indefinite multi- 

plicity, in which configurations of points can be determined, but 

whose very multiplicity has only a formal unity. An initial point 
in this multiplicity may be determined; the multiplicity may be corked 
'outside' that point by another; it may be further marked outside 
the symmetry of that configuration of two points by another, a 'third', 

and so on, without limit. 

Odd and Even are then reflected in just such configurat- 
ions. Consider, for example, a figure, a configuration of 'aoints' 
(or marks, or units) which in a way reflects the two 'sides' of the 

opposition (or complementarity) of Open and Closed just referred to 
(that is, Open and Closed as themselves the two sides of the relat- 
14n of Open and Closed): 

90 

09 

- This figure, 'four' (or one expression of the 'number) 

four) has as its 'elements' two 'twos'. This sort of composition 
was called by the pythagoreans a 'square' number, -rcte4"1'vog 9 
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literally: 'four-cornered'. 'Literally': in the exact sense of 

the word, the sign, the mark. Figuratively TtcC"V"v. j- is 'com- 

plete', 'perfect', 'finished'. 'Figuratively': in the figurative 

sense of Figure, and 'figurative'. 

.. And here we are confronted again with that 'odd' busi- 

ness of a strangely circular distinction of Mark and what it marks, 

which we can now (even) see reflected in this exact figure itself, 

in the strange confusion of 'twos' by which the square presents us 

with two twos. For one thing which the 'square' reflects is just 

the symmetry of the two 'sides' of mark and marked, figure and 'fig- 

urative' as it is expressed in the mark, or the 'order' of the mark, 

of Number in the 'exact' (: fQ t"eý ) sense. And in this symmetry 
this 'first square' reflects something very Odd which is somehow 

missing from the figure, the number as marked. For the figure of 
itself does not express the 'twoness' of Odd and Even which, in re- 
lation to the unity of the point or unit, distinguishes (as it were) 
two different 'twos' in the two 'sides' or 'dimensions', orders of 
the square, the four. 

That is: the figure does not of itself mark or present 
the u of all these twos. This 'unity' which might be better 

presented by any single 'corner' of the figure, in which the two 

sides, the two twos, coincide. Coincide: in four different ways, 

which are all, just as marks, points, the same. Or rather - which 

are quite symmetric, though not exactly the sane, not 'numerically 

identical'. For they share quite symmetrically between them the 

same 'physical' difference as marks; and this 'physical' symmetry 

of the four coaxers itself 'contains' the twofold symmetry of 
the two orders ore ' imensions' (Su: e-%. ct: s, placing or standing 

apart, differing a crossing) as elements', subordinate symmet- 

ries of the two, of symmetry in its simplest presentation, as 

simple difference of dimension. 

- So that in this 'four' one might see a reflection of 
the unity of the point or unit as simple mark, simplest element 
of 'figure' or figurate l7umber, in the mirror of symmetry repre- 

e ented in the 'four',, in the 'square' both as two 'aides' and the 
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two 'units' of each side. In such a configuration, we might 

choose one point, one corner, to reflect the unity of the four 

in the figure. This would make good sense insofar as it would 

reflect the identification of one 'side' of the analogous dist- 

inction of Limit-Unlimited and Odd-Even as the side of identity, 

of identification, of marking. It would reflect the coincidence 

of two 'sides' of the distinction of Open and Closed ( Open and 

Closed, and Open and Closed as 'sides' of their distinction or 

difference) in the point which marks the choice of that point, 
the Choice which, as the side of 'closing' cannot but choose that 

it is Choice, that it is Closed rather than Open, Limit rather than 

Unlimited, Odd rather than Even. Very odd: Oddness, singularity, 
itself. 

Thus, within the configuration of Figure, in the domain 

of Number, is first presented, in 'finitary' form, the determinat- 

ion of one, unity, in a (properly or exactly speaking) unlimited 

range of multiplicity. One is chosen from four symmetric units, ones. 
And what then does this leave as the 'odd' number whichthus amounts 
to an initial presentation of the 'field' the open Space or 
Place in which the first mark is made, but 'three'. Three as the 

first subordination of the Unlimited plurality of the even to Limit, 
s' 

the first expression of the 'dimension, direction of limitation, 

in which the Unlimited 'crosses' into limit, and is limited. The 

first expression of the composition of Limit and Unlimited, their 

fitting-together, 'harmonisation', in the determination in terms of 

the unit of the relations of unit and that illimitable symmetry it- 

self first expressed in the dual duality of Open and Closed which, 
'before' determination, is 'Open' to the inscription of some dis- 

tinction, some Closure, the very identification of Closure itself. 

Three: 'first odd number' ; and we might go on defining 

further configurations of the Square by again and again subordinat- 

ing what is always still left outside each new limitation, in the 

'series' of odd numbers, inscribed one after the other in the const- 

ant figure of the Square: 

e-j:;: """" 

"SSS 
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... If we had started from the half-resolved symmetry 

of the square, the irresoluble duality of Limit and Unlimited or 

Open and Closed represented, perhaps supposed resolved, as one 'side' 

of the square, our only limit must be the series of numbers itself, 

Number, in its unlimited progression or order: but even numbers, 

as 'two' is presented outside itself, again and again, in relentless 

and indefinite persistence; 

. . t. . %. . `. 

-each successive even number presenting the 

same linear symmetry of two parts: 

I " 

I. " I " 

") I S I 

But in the primary domain of 'square' symmetry, the arrange- 

ment in the two dimensions which reflect the unlimited duality from 

which the square abstracts the limiting Odd, the Even presents no 

constancy, only tending without limit towards the symmetry of the 

Square, and a coincidence with the Odd: 

" . i. "S" 

""""SS 

""""S 

"SS"S 

- An imaginary coincidence in the exhausti 
ited, 'Infinity', imagined in some positive 
to mark something other than the turning of words on 
'outside' the domain of definition in which words or 

substituted for 'exact' marks - as 'one' , . c', for .; 
'three', yS, for . ., and so on.. and on. 

Dn of the Unlim- 

sense, imagined 

themselves, and 
letters have been 

'two', t1, for . ., 

- An 'infinity' corresponding to a sort of half-abstraction 
from the odd circle of words and figures which defines the point, unity. 
- Corresponding to the successive remarking of the unlimited 'field' 
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'outside' the limitation of the Mark, in one way of 'standing out- 

side'. crossing each successive limit; one 'dimension' , 
St. irv^vls 

supposed independent of its 'completion', its complementation, in 

the Square which pythagoreanc called 'Justice', 6LK#L 
, right, order, 

Law; Judgement or Decision; way.. manner; compensation. An 'infin- 

ity' corresponding to the imaginary end of the 'one-sided' or un- 
balanced symmetry of the ' line' , v4rr,.: 

"00"00.000900""0". 00""0"000.9 

-rQ&1ºff , something drawn, exhibiting the simple success- 
ion of physical movement, its continuity, its Time. 

... Yet combining the two 'figures' or 'symmetries' of 
Odd and Even, we at last find the figure which reflects another 
sort of 'infinity', the irreducibility of the singularity, the 
Odd-ness of Limit, to the unlimted symmetry, the Even-ness of the 
'outward' order in which Limit inscribes itself, and may indied be 
'remarked'. We find in a limited figure an expression of the 

mirromtng of the 'finitary' order of marks in what we have called 
a co-firiitary order, what 'completes' the finitary order. And 
this not by some imaginary 'point at infinity', but rather by 
the way (infinitely complicated, in finite terms) that it expresses 
itself 'through' finite configurations which mark the distinction 

between the configuration of marks, and what thus distinguishes 

itself from its marking or expression: what 'speaks' through or 
in the mirroring of these two sides of the figure in the figure 

itself. 

.. For we may arrange or compose the successive numbers, 
Number, in two 'dimensions' as follows: 

. 

".. 

". S 
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- First the unit, then the 'one-sided' symmetric repres- 

entation of the 'two', the dyad, and these together making the 'three', 

the triad, which marks the recurrence of Limit in the Odd: 

0 

0.0 

Each point 'stands outside' the order, the 'dimension', 

constituted by the other two. Here, ' therefore, are three symmetric- 

al ways of considering the way that Unlimited 'stands outside' Lim- 

it; three symmetrical ways of marking a 'point' in the open Space or 
'field' of determinatior}, arking, which stands outside the order(s) 

marked bf the way the remaining two stand outside one another. 

Here, then, in a way, is a 'deeper' expression of the triad, 

of trinity, than that determined simply in terms of the series of 
the Odd. For there the 'middle' term of the three remaining after 
the identification of one of four as the unit was not 'symmetrical' 

with the other two; it had a singularity, reflecting that of ttie chosen 

corner as unit, amounting to being 'in the middle' of the number: 

J. 
We can now reflect this correspondence of one and three, 

their mirroring in the two, by adding to our triangle, our 'three' 

as presented above, this 'three with a middle term' as a third term 

after 'one' and 'two': 

0 

00 

SSS 

Then, as we choose one of the three symmetrical corners 
of the figure, we also in effect choose the 'middle' term opposite 
'reflected' in the intervening dyad that the first term 'stands 

b, ý. z Zvv-s 
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outside', just as the unlimited field of Space is 'outside' de- 

termination by any particular configuration, if not (though) 'out- 

side' a formal determination in terms of the 'closed' symmetry of 

the various orders (or 'dimensions') of 'standing outside' some 

other order. 

Thus, just as one can 'physically' mark a point in a 
'dimension' outside the dimension defined by the way that a 'sec- 

ond' point stands outside a notional first point or mark, one may 

go on to mark a further point that stands 'outside' the two-dimens- 

ional order marked by the way that each 'point' or corner of the 

'triangle' stands apart from the order, the 'line' marked by the 

other two. But then, 'physically', one cannot find any other di- 

mension outside the ways that these four points stand each outside 
the 'trigonometrical' or triangular order of the other three, in 

which to mark some fifth point. .. Unless this be by turning to 

another kind of order, another order of 'dimensions', of 'standing 

outside'. some frame of determination. Unless it be, for example, 
by introducing some order that is 'outside' physical Space - the 

order of Time, for example, associated with the mirroring of spat- 
ial configurations, and the 'crossing' in and out of figures, whew 
these 'figures' (in turn) be simply 'spatial', or whether they be- 

long to that mirroring of spatial and logical orders of which Time 

itself is the primary 'physical' expression. 

We have already seen how the unitary order of definition 

in the point itself is reflected in the two twos of the four-square. 

And I have just begun to suggest how the 'fourth dimension' of the 

physical space of marking amounts to the reflection of the first 

dimension or order of the 'line', in the physical surface which it 
'crosses', from one side to the other of its mirroring. Time, cor- 
resoonding to surface as Light 

1in its mirroring, to the two 'dimen- 

sions' of Surface, of the Face of things - 
tec. ýivewt , Epiphany, 

shining-forth, appearance - the Out-Side: 

Te ý: xe' ý r-ý "t ýf rift. ':. -z. v iý Mit cg. 
K. " et tkv ccc. 1ºývaý. cv 

ýrc: ýýºn"N. xQojti, 

For colour is either in Limit, or is Limit. So the 
pythagoreans called Jr<<¢; Eyg(c . I. * $I Y-IV 0.04 

* Aristotle, On Sense III. 
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- Let us not forget that we mark something by choosing some mark 

or term from some range, sonr'field', with its various dimensions, 

and that there may be great difficulties in the transposition, in 

the 'translation' of what Pythagoreans might have marked by some 

term (or figure) into our terms. Great difficulties: in the trans- 

position or transcription of some configuration within the orders 

or dimensions of their Kosmos into a frame in which we can mark or 

remark their vision of Kosmos itself. Our only guide thus far has 

been the proposition that this Kosmos, which we mark here as 'Kosmos', 

is in some sense the same, tühether it be framed in their terms or ours. 
For it has been suggested that this 'Kosmos' marks here some common 
frame of our relations, writer, readers, pythagoreans, in time and 

place, in bodies, in words. A 'community' marked by that very word. 

they called xec: : what does that mean? 
Either word can mean 'surface', either can mean ' colour' . )Ceal. ac can 
itself have either sense. Our critic here transposes a pythagorean 

perspective into his terms, and this in (or 'on') his own terms. 

'Our critic': Aristotle. 'Aristotle': a name, marking as it were 
a point of' assertion, of authority; a point of view... a fairly 'ex- 

act' point of view, in which cis 'mathematical' surface, and 
its., appearance; its 'complexion', its colouration. Vol"" 

This abstract Surface is for Aristotle the 'limit' zdýq 

of a 'body' . Now the primary distinction of tm ýh-oc. m and fol- 
lows the distinction of the sort of bodies which we are 4a, and the 
sort of bodies 'outside' us -relates primarily to our 'skin' 

and its ('our')colouration. The point of 'confusion' of these terms, 
which we have now reached:, corresponds to a 'point' which is 'outside' 
the three spatial dimensions of 'body', c r. . 

... But what is there in the 'nature' of a 'physical' space 
which 'closes' it in three symmetric 'dimensions', so that the 'next' 
dimension 'outside' this closed ternary symmetry of Space (or rather 
the next 'dimension' corresponding to the way the next 'point' stands 
(logically) outside this configuration of physical Space) introduces 
(or belongs to) a new 'order' of things? The pythagoreans, we know 
(that is, all accounts agree on this point), associated this 'closure' 
of the physical order of Body and Space with the configuration of the 
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Tetracýs. By starting from a first mark or 'point', and successively 

marking a further point 'outside' this, another outside the order or 
dimension in which these 'stand outside' one another, and another 

outside the configuration of dimensions marked by these three, one 
'closes' the physical order of Space in a system of four triangular 

planes (each meeting in a line or edge, and these edges meeting in 

four symmetrical points' which constitute the closed surface of a 
'physical' body. An analogous succession, from one to four points, 

can be seen in the Tetractys. Yet this analogy hardly 'explains' or 
determines the limitation of physical Space to three symmetrical di- 

mensions. The fact that there is no further dimension in which to 

mark a fifth physical point, symmetric with the four vertices of the 
'first solid', itself reflects some mysterious determination, rather 
than itself explaining it. What more is there, 'beyond this 'super- 

ficial' analogy, in the Tetractys, which might in some way correspond 
to the 'closure' of the three dimensions of physical Space? 

All accounts also agree upon the importance attached by py- 
thagoreans to the corresponding 'closure' associated with the decad 
in the unitary or linear order of counting: 

AV" &L -trkv cývsýv -cýý , ý. 1Dy.. ý ýEtc. cý ýi"ýQý Y. 
ct usw %ý1.. C 

1CsýwTLs LA? ýrýv1ý . , cöi7L$ ' ýioý. ý of ct9 vi', 
. 

ý«C? ý1ý KV ýc fib ýq'io'. y Lýý "C v }.. o1bc SeC 

Ten is the nature of Number. All greeks, and all speakers 
of other languages, number to ten, and having reached it re- 
turn once more to the unit. * 

- But again, in what sense can the arrangement of the first 
four numbers in a symmetrical configuration be properly taken to de- 
termine this (to us) rather arbitrary way that their sum marks a scat 
of closed set of terms, vaguely analogous to the closed set of terms 
defining the basic orders of physical configuration in Space? Might 
we find in the Tetractys some correlation of these 'logical' and 'phys- 
ical' closures associated with the. unit or point? 

We further know of the central role of an order intermediate 
between these 'arithmetical' and 'geometrical' orders, which was also 
associated with the Tetractys: the 'harmonic' order. What if we could 
find in the correlation or 'harmony' of these three a reflection of 
the three orders of Limit-Unlimited/Odd-Even/One-Many, 

and thus a re- 
flection in the Tetractys of the 'cosmic' configuration in which these 
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two aspects of Unit and Tetractys are coordinated? What if we could 

find in the Tetractys of the Decad a reflection of Limit-Unlimited/ 

Odd-Even/One-Many in 'One-Many' - in Number? 

Such a mirroring supposes a correlation of the order of 

Odd-Even, which we have already seen reflected in the configurations 

of Number, in the order of 'Harmony'. In effect this correlation has 

already been suggested in the elementary discussion of Odd as Square, 

in terms of the way that the Four or 
, 
Tetrad, as Square (that is, in 

that symmetric expression of the Four in two 'dimensions') can be 

said to be 'composed ; oTo contain as elements, two Twos, Dyads. (Thus, 

following the Pythagoreans, we say that Four is the 'square' of Two). 

We saw how the 'twoness' of the two Twos in Four 'mirrors' the unit 

in the four units of the Square in a way that reflects the configur- 

ation of Closed-Open or Limit-Unlimited in or through which the unit 

or point is primary 'mark'. The point as mark is determined, marked, 
decided or chosen, I through a sort of abstraction from the 'dual' du- 

ality of Open and Closed (or Limit and Unlimited) as themselves two 

'sides' of their opposition or complementarity. 

To what extent can we regard this simple configuration as 

embodying the fundamental principle of 'composition' or Harmony in 

which figures (and the principles they reflect) occur 'in' other fig- 

ures, as the Two appears, 'squared', in the Four? All accounts agree 
in attributing this focus (as it were) of pythagorean Kosmos to the 

embodiment in the Tetractys of the principle of musical harmony, the 

elements of that musical' 'harmony' or scale which comes 
'full circle' in a way analogous to the decad in 'linear' numeration 

and the four-cornered (or four-faced) tetrahedran in 'space'. 

In -what sense can this At fx-v4i. or 'scale' be seen in the 
Tetractys? Again accounts agree: just as the Two can be seen to re- 
late Two and Four, so we can divide this doubling of Two to make Four 
into the 'Vy. t- 'ratios' or relations Two-Three and Three-Four, and 
so again find the unit within the doubling of the two: and this div- 
ision of the 'scale', of the 'interval' in which the unit appears 
'outside' the first note or mark in the 'dimension' of sound, defines 
the principle of musical harmony. For example we 'hear' a plucked 
string of length three units as exactly 'between' the plucked string 
stopped at two units and stopped at four. 
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This recurrence of the unit in the 'harmonics', the 'fit- 

ting-together', of the first four terms, is simply reflected in the 

Tetractys: 

.I 

01(? 
00 

- In the mirroring of the succession of the elements of 

the figure, One, Two, Three, Four, in-these successive terms (that is, 

in the mirroring of the two 'dimensions'of the figure - so that, for 

example, the first unit 'stands outside' the way that the two units 

of the secon3 term (Two, the dyad) 'stand outside' (or differ from) 

one another) we see in the middle term of the third element (start- 

ing from any of the three corners of the figure) a 'middle' term for 

the figure as a whole. 

Might we somehow see in this recurrence of the unit in the 

symmetry of Surface a 'mirror' in which the 'logical' (and linear) 

recurrence-of the unit in the Ten is reflected in the closed symmetry 

of four surfaces (together constituting the closed surface or limit 

of a 'physical' body)? 

Consider the different ways iii which the numbers go together 
in line, surface and solid. In the tetrahedron , One, Two, Three and 
Four are as it were 'nested', each 'dimension' in the next: two points 
define (or limit, bound) a line; three lines a face, and four faces 

our solid. If we are to build up the three-dimensional figure by suc- 
cessive marking of four points, we will have a fourfold choice of where 
to begin (or better, where we began), a threefold choice of the next 
roin* or limit, a two fold choice in the next, and finally the bare 

choice of whether to mark or not to mark the last point, whether or 

.. not to define the figure as a whole. We might express these different 

ways of marking the figure by a simple list of ten terms, each mark- 
ing one choice, or (equivalently) one 'element' of the figure: since 
we might arrive at the elementary mark by first choosing a face, then 
an edge of that face, then one end of that edge. But while expressing 
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the equivalence of the ten choices simply as markings, choices, de- 

terminations, this list of terms (each consisting as it were of the 

complementary possibilities of choosing or not-choosing that point - 

or 'at' that point) does not express the inter-relations of these ten 

determinations. (The completed solid, on the other hand, does not ex- 

press the independence of the ten determinations). In what sense are 
these two aspects - 'logical' and 'physical'-of marking related in the 

'harmonics', the fitting-together, of the elements of the Tetractys? 

And in what sense, then, does the Tetractys express Harmony or compos- 
ition in general, through the way that these complementary 'logical' 

and 'physical' (inward and outward) aspects fit together in it? 

The Tetractys seems to do just this through reflecting the 
linear arrangement of the first four nu rbers in the 'linear' dimen- 

sion of their successive marking: first One, second Two, and so on. 
In this way it composes or fits-together the Odd and Even as these 

are expressed in Number or Figure, as they are marked. Previously we 
saw how the element of 'choice' or determination in the Mark (the way 
it reflected the act or actuality of marking) could be seen in the way 
that each corner of the Square, or Four, 'abstracted' from the Even, 
through its reflection in the two Twos of the sides. The Square thus 
expressed, in terms of the Odd, the reflection of the principle of Lim- 
it in the Mark. And yet the Even still remained in the symmetry of the 
four corners of the Square, as it remains in the symmetry of the four 
vertices of the tetrahedron. We saw how the choice of one corner at 
the same time marked out one 'opposite* corner, 'between' two symmet- 
rically adjacent corners, and saw in this a reflection of the limiting 
or determination of the first mark in the Three which expressed the 
configuration of the unit together-with the symmetry of the dyad... the 
dyad which, by marking a point 'outside' the first point, expresses, 
through the 'even' symmetry of those two points, precisely what is 'out- 
side' the 'odd' singularity of the first point (and the single point op- 
posite). We saw how the symmetries and disymmetries involved 'at this 
point' were reflected in the figure: 

0 

00 

0 41 0 
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- but then this six-fold configuration presents us with 

three symmetrical 'reflecticns' of unit in dyad (beginning at each 

corner). Just as, in the Introduction, we had to introduce a fourth 

term to differentiate or distinguish the two 'sides' of the Knot (em- 

bodying an analogous symmetry) so here we introduce a fourth term, 

corresponding to the fourfold symmetry of the Square, 'Justice', and 

find that the 'reflections' of unit in dyad, starting (symmetrically) 

from any corner, coincide in one and the same point: 

.� 

SSS 

SSS" 

- so thatthroqe symmetries implicit in the initial mark, 

we return, by the fitting-together of Odd and Even, to the unity of 

the mark, and in this recurrence express the reflection of the prin- 

ciple of Limit in the domain of Number, just as in the Square we ex- 

pressed the Odd. `-' =. 

This reflection of Limit in Number as the Tetractys of the 

Decad is analogous to the reflection of the logical in the physical, 

of the 'inward' logic of distinctions, 'abstract' differences, in the 

physical differences, 'dimensions' implicit in the physical symmetries 

of marking. And this reflection of the 'logic' of distinction and id- 

entification in the open 'field' of physical difference expresses that 

closure of the logical 'circuit' in which a physical difference is used 
to mark the distinction of physical and logical orders. Conversely, we 

see logical identification reflected now in the physical closure of body. 

The Tetractys relates these converse 'closures' through correlating in 

terms of the elementary mark or point in which they coincide the 'physic- 

al' configuration of Body, and the logical articulation of its symmetries. 
Thus we see that what is primarily 'marked' (or remarked or identified) 
is the physical identity of a body, whose 'closure' (whose different 'in- 

side' and-but-side' corresponds to its 'surface'. With the identificat- 
ion of this Body, we move out of the 'even' mirroring of physical and log- 
ical orders of determination into a different order. The Tetractys markd 
the closed configuration of that 'finitary' symmetry, and so directly re- 

0 
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flects in the Number that is the general frame of this complementarity 

or mirroring of physical and logical orders the principle of Closure 

or Limit itself. Limit, thereby, is reflected, through Udd and Even, 

in the Tetractys, just as logical diistinction is reflected, through 

the Tetractys, in physical terms. The Tetractys reflects, in the 'even' 

exact expression of figurate Number that principle of composition, of 
the fitting of one principle in another, whose particular instances 

are reflected in the way that one number of figure is 'composed' of 

others, as for example the Tetractys is composed of the first four num- 
bers. 

This general principle of coordination of Kosmos - 'Harmony', 

fitting-together, unity-in-multiplicity - can be seen in the way that 

the Tetractys itself 'fits in' a cosmic scheme, a Kosmos, which it itself 

reflects., As was suggested at the outset, it expresses in 'Number' the 

configuration of terms in which Number itself (as one of the terms) is 
delimited or defined. From Limit and Unlimited come Odd and Even, from 
these Unity and Multiplicity. Odd is reflected in the composition of 
'Unity and Multiplicity in the Square, 'Justice' (what is 'fitting'). In 
the next step, Limit is reflected in Number, in Unity and Multiplicity, 

as Tetractys. Schematically we might present the situation thus: 
f 

f 

Limit (-Unlimited) 

I 
Odd (-Even) 

One (-Many) 

Square 

4 Tetractys 

- the order of 'mystical' determination, proceeding 
from the ultimate singularity of Limit, is reflected in the order of 
the unit, point, or mark, and comes 'full-circle' in the Tetractys. 

'Some' pythagoreanS (quite which ones or when is uncertain) 
Went on to specify the ten primary terms of choice, ten primary op- 
posites, in which (in whose coordination) the internal articulation 
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of this circuit might itself be mapped out (just as the Ten or Decad 

'logically' presents the terms in which the physical identity of the 

mark or point is to be determined or understood). Aristotle records 

the following list of opposited: 

"e°" ( Limit - Unlimited 

17, ce%. tte4 k-. & etw Odd - Even 

ºý ý> OS One - Many 

&J Right - Left 

ýý<<v e Male - Female 
ýn 

p .2 
v`I 

W--L& kavo. ri 
rC. 0o-i Resting - Moving 

AJ I*ý Kr. Straight - Bent 

k% .. ý. veT Light - Dark 

`L V--(V-4'N Good - Bad 

"r" Square - Oblong 

Even given this list (or a close variant recorded by a 
later writerb) it remains unclear how these terms might be supposed 

articulated like the points as terms of the Tetractys. - How, that 

is, they might reflect an 'ontological' constitution of things in 

general, analogous to the 'logical' constitution of a physical body; 

how together amount to some 'ontological' analogue of the tetrahedron 

as primary physical expre'sion of the unity of Body. 

There are, certainly, evidences of such considerations in 

the order of the table: the fifth alternative, for example, 'Male- 

Female', corresponds in many respects to the fifth and central point 

of the Tetractys, to the Five that was callwd 'Marriage', being the 

conjunction of the first ' ('male') Odd and ('female') Even numbers, 

of Three and Two. Five is, in turn, 'halfway' to the tenth opposition 

or alternative in which the principles of Limit and Unlimited or Odd 

and Even are expressed in terms of corresponding figures, Square Odd 

and Oblong Even. Right and Left correspond to the principle of mir- 
roring in, and transition through, surface, associated with a 'higher' 

order that we saw supervene after the first three opposition's here had 
been 'worked out' in the three dimensicns of physical Space. 

l" 
Many other correspondences might be traced, and many certain- 

ly were followed in the application of numerical 'harmonies' or pro- 
t 

etC4. -9 - 
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portions to the more general order of Harmony or composition that 

is Kosmos itself. Yet we-cannot suppose that the 'closure' of the 

pythagorean mystery incorporated the exact reflection in the gener- 

al order of Harmony or Kosmos, of the exactness of Figure that is 

one of its terms: we cannot suppose that the whole configuration 

of themes was 'squared' in that sense. Indeed we know, rather, that 

such an extension of exact configuration from Number to the place of 
Number in the general Economy of Kosmos, corresponds- precisely to the 

first 'publication' of an avowedly pythagorean 'system' of things, to 

first pythagorean book. Such a publication itself 'incorporated' pre- 

vious perspectives which may be taken as 'criticism' of the unpublished 

mystery, criticism which 'stands outside' the pythagorean mystery in 

a way that is reflected in the very fact of publication. And the first 

and most important such criticism relates directly to this matter of 
the mirroring of the domains of ('cofinitary') Limit and ('finitary') 

Number in pythagorean Kosmos. 

It is precisely in that criticism/that we first see a syst- 

ematic 'ontology', an economy of determination organised about Limit, 

as the economy of Figure is organised about the mark or point. Be- 
fore this step, we can speak only of a partially systematic pythag- 
orean 'phenomenology', which has not arrived at thoroughly general 

principles* of constitution or articulaticn of whatever 'things' might 
be more general analogues of the numerical unit or identity. Prin- 

ciples giving the frame in which one 'thing' - say, Light - 'appears 
in' another - say, Body. General principles of composition, of the 
identity whose 'closure' on itself (or in itself) is first 'seen' in 
the closed surface of physical body. 

Such a 'closure' is outside the circuit of the initial mys- 
tery of Kosmos, just as is the parallel system of a 'physiological' 

psychology, which expresses the economy of Determination or Choice 

as it is integrated in the activity of some-body (reflecting the way 
that the logical articulation of the Nark is integrated in the id- 

entity of physical body). Aristotle, giving the list of opposites 
above, wonders whether it might have been derived from the opposites 
whose integration was regarded as Health, perfect bodily order, by 
the medical school of Croton. 
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We do not find any closed system of terms in which the con- 

figuration in which Number is determined or identified exactly mir- 

rors the logical articulation of figures through which physical body 

and physical mark are identified. Rather do we find that the question 

of the mirroring of Limit in ! lumber, and Earmony, Kosmos, in the Te- 

tractys, marks the distinction od an 'inside' and 'outside' of the 

pythagorean mystery. As has already been said, the closure embodied 
in the Tetractys, the reflection of the principles of marking within 
the domain of the mark, marks a 'point of transition' to another ord- 

er. But we should not expect to inscribe this more general order of 
Kosmos within the exact economy of the mark. Rather must we now try 

and identify the place or part of the Tetractys in the Kosmos or mys- 
tery of Philosophy, into which it marks the transition, and of which 
it marks the closure. We must find the place of the 'reflection' em- 
bodied in the Tetractys in the mystery of Kosmos, rather than try and 

contain Kosmos in the logical circuit of a reflection which is simply 

one of its components. 

Thus far I have only identified this Tetractys as point of 

entry into the pythagorean circle 'from the outdide' - by situating it 

or marking it in an order marked here as 'Kosmos'. Now we must enter 

properly into the pythagorean mystery, see a little how it works, and 
see if their' k4e is indeed our Kosmos. 

Aristotle complains 

IV 
1i:. +s tt 'te It to vor ýW 
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bu , Ylow the first unity with size was framed, they seem at a lots' 
rI rý , 

- For this is the 'point' of entry into Cosmos as mystery of 
'framing', synthesis, composition. An entry into the order in which 
the mirroring of arithmetic unit and geometric body in Figure (and, most 

particularly, in the figure of the Tetractys) is 'mysteriously' or myst- 
ically articulated as Actuality. Into the order in which Kosmos is act- 

ualised, 'works'. How does it work? 

As Aristotle, and others before and after him, complain, this 

remains rather a mystery. We have already seen how the actual distinction 

and articulation of what I have called 'physical' and 'logical' orders, in 
the closure of the poetic 'frame' of their symmetry, cannot in principle 

JA 
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be determined 'in' any of these three 'finitary orders', or in any 

configuration of them, taken 'in itself'. This actuality which dist- 

inguishes itself Brom these'orders, is formally 'mirrored' in each, 

and in their combination, as something which can only be marked in 

them as being paradoxically or mysteriously 'outside' their determ- 

ination, their 'limits'. This 'cofinitary' Actuality may then, through 

a kind of 'transfiguration' be seen to acttally organise its own ex- 

pression in the actual circumstances in which we recognise that the 

finitary configurations of (say) logical determination, cannot actually 
'include' the actuality or fact of their expression. This very fact 

can only be marked in the logical order as-'outside' that order, and 
thus the very fact of that marking in a way expresses 'in logical terms' 

something 'beyond' logic: when the marking of the 'outside' of-logical 
determination in logical terms is seen to reflect or express the fact 

of marking in this very marking which i5 itself 'outside' logical de- 

termination, the logical order of its articulation is turned (as it 

were) 'inside-out', 'transfigured' into the ontological articulation 

of self-expression. 

Now it is the actuality of Limit that Aristotle here com- 

plains cannot be 'framed' in terms of the finitary logic of the mark 

or point. Yet we, with Aristotle and the Pythagoreans, live or have 

lived in actual bodies, in an order of incarnation, in which our cri- 
ticism of the inadequacy of our finitary logic for the determination 

of its own expression must itself be 'framed'. We will shortly see 
that it is Aristotle himself who (actually) introduces or introduced 

the technical term ' actuality' , 
LýºLrfa. ac - being-at-work, to inscribe 

in his 'theoretical' determination of 'the' Kosmos, taken as fact, 

the mysterious self-expression of what is thus logically determined 

as beyond the logic of his world-frame. 

In the 'cosmic' order in which this 'actuality' is actually 

and primarily 'at work' (rather than in the logical closure of the 

'theoretical' order in which Aristotle puts it to work), we find its 

logically primary expression in the 'transfiguration' of the harmonics 

of the Tetractys, of 'mathematical' Figure, in its first inscription 
in this actual Kosmos which includes Aristotle, the pythagoreans, and 
ourselves. This actuality corresponds formally to the 'next' point 
after the four points of the tetrahedron, which 'stands outside' the 
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mirroring of the 'arithmetic' order of the line in the geometrical 

closure of Space in three 'dimensions' (or orders of 'stand'ing-outside') 

through the symmetry of the Tetractys articulated in the two dimens- 

ions of '('plane' or uniform) Surface. 

This 'missing' point marks, as we saw, the point of entry 

into the order of 'epiphany', of the articulation, in the mirroring 

of physical and psychical, or logical and ontical, in the closure of 

Surface, of the poetic framing of actuality in the mirroring of Time 

and Light. And this transition (to the order of transition), in which 

Kosmos begins to express its actuality as the self-expression of Lim- 

it, is the entry into a 'mystery' marked by the Tetractys: this self- 

expression of Limit is, we might say, the 'point' of the Tetractys, 

its invisible, secret, 'esoteric', missing point, the finality of 

Limit, distinguishing esoteric 'inside' and 'exoteric' outside of the 

Pythagorean group and their mystery. From the''outside' this transit- 

ion naturally has the character (or figure) of icZ. 
es"Lw, that diffic- 

ulty of passage of which Aristotle complains: knoQcty : e'ý. crl1# 

Characteristically, Aristotle ascribes the difficulty of passage or 

transition, insuperable in the frame or cosmos in which he inscribes 

the closed circuit of the pythagorean mystery, to the pythagoreans, 

rather than to himself. For his authority, s contained in the logical 

circuit of a formal reflection; the authority by which the pythagor- 

eans cross into the closed circuit of their mystery is that marked by 

the-incarnation of Pythagoras, reflected in the Tetractys, 'their most 

binding oath'. 

- An authority corresponding to the 'missing point' reflected 
in the Tet*actys, an authority associated with the transfiguration 

of Pythagoras' incarnation, in his expression of Kosmos, or the self- 

expression of Fosmos through 'Him'. We learn that the Founder was al- 

wpEys named thus within the mystery; that 'of logical or rational) 

beings there are gods, men, and such as Pythagoras'*. 

An authority through which Limit as the 'missing poil, t' in 
the points of the Tetractys articulates the actuality or working of 
Kosmos in a sort of cosmic 'accounting', unfolding from the initial 

convertibility of logical and ontival, psychical and physical in Epi- 

phany, surface, at the opening of the account or framing of this Kos#t. s 

~h_I 
Rvt. 644 w 
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which closes in the framing of this very accounting itself. 

'An initial convertibility', for the beginning of the frame 

of Kosmos, of Kosmos as the frame of 'accounting', corresponds, as we 

might expect, to the self-expression of Limit as the actuality which 
distinguishes itself from the finitary configurations of 'musical' har- 

monics (according to which, it will be remembered, one 'figure' is seen 

or found in another), in distinguishing between the musicallt symmetric 
logical order of terms and physical order of closure. Distinguishing 

between the ways that these orders are themselves 'seen or found in one 

another', mirrored in the Tetractys. 

Kosmos, then, as Aristotle and our other authorities agree, 
'first' actually appears (as Beginning of this Frame of all accounts or 
framing, as logical beginning of all stories in-the History of Kosmos) 
in the first actual body, the first closed surface, the first actual 
Limit. In this actuality the mirroring of the psychical order of vis- 
ion, A L%., e k, in the physical order of surface, begins as the physical 
order of inside and outside is subordinated to the logical order of 
distinction in the actualisation of Kosmos. This amounts to the be- 

ginning of the ontical self-revelation of Kosmos which closes with the 
recognition, by the incarnate initiate of his (and His) place in the 
scheme, and the consequent framing of his activity in the mystery. This 

closed circuit, amounting to the closure of the mystery itself, begins 
( then) as it ends in eWeü. 

, vision, a 'theory' outside the authority 
of 'earthly' reflection embodied in Aristotles logic, the beginning and 
end of his-story. The pythagorean 'mystery' is, of course, an import- 

ant cart of his story... 
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It is odd to make eternal things come into being, or rather 
is this one among impossible things. But of whether the Pythagoreans 
do this or do not, there need be no doubt: for they openly say that 
the One being framed, whether out of planes, or out of surface, or out 
of seed, or out of what they cannot express, the next of the Unlimited 
at once began to be drawn in and limited by Limit. 

ýý x Ari, ýtotle, Metaphysics hi 
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There is indeed no place for this mystery of beginning in 
T. =os1 

Aristotle's vision of Kosmos: it is ic-%e, 
, this first place, land 

so impo-, sible: it can't work. Its only place, is as one among 
(the 

formal non-space of Impossible Things. In a way, this is just where 

the pythagoreans are said to frame it: as self-expression of Limit 'in' 

the otherwise unlimited opposition of Limit and Unlimited. The fram- 

ing of Kosmos then begins to repeat the framing of the Tetractys, un- 

til the 'harmony of the spheres' is closed in the Sphere of Heaven, as 

the logical order of construction closes in the physical closure of 

this Kosmos. We learn elsewhere that this initial 'cosmic' One, the 

'first' place in every sense, is a central Fire or Light, about which 

is articulated the point-like configurations of planets, stars, and 

the outer or limiting fire of the galaxy, 'milky way'. The details of 

this organisation vary considerably in different accounts, but there 

are certain simple elements, a simple frame of elaboration, common to 

these various accounts, and in which their variations can themselves 

be articulated - as different perspectives corresponding, as it were, 

to the changing place of the initiate or heretic over time, in this 

common frame of 'Kosmos' amounting to the coordination of common ele- 

ments in the constant frame of 91', theory itself. 

In some accounts, this surface on which we live, on which 
this drama *of framing Kosmos, from the pythagoreans to ourselves, tales 

place, is associated with the third 'place', for example, the body of 
the 'Moon' above with the fourth, the body of the 'Sun' with the fifth, 
the middle, place. 'In all accounts the Sun is in some sense a 'middle' 
between the central fire and the enclosing sphere, 'reflecting' the or- 
ganising fire of the first cosmic unity, the focus or centre. In all 
the organisation of the cosmic or heavenly bodies follows the principle 
of 'musical' harmony discovered in the Tetractys, though details of 
application vary considerably. In all accounts we find the analogue 
of the square as Justice 'ruling' the whole through the inscription 
in Limit of the otherwise unlimited opposition or complementarity of 
Limit and Unlimited. We often find the Sun, as middle term in the pro- 
portion or harmony of the whole, associated (as both Five) with Marriage, 

with the 'mixing' or combination of Male and Female, Odd and Even. 
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As has been already suggested, the systematic working- 

out of the mirroring of such cosmic Harmony, and the harmtnics of 

mathematical configuration, Number (this in the mirror of PL%^gi, ýc ) 

coincides with the first 'publication' of pythagorean 'theory', a 

transition, as it were, from 'inside' to 'outside' of the mystery 

inscribed within the mystery itself, as then understood. All accounts 
(again) agree upon the association of this first publication with the 

teaching of Philolaus, who left a troubled Greater Greece for the city- 

state of Thebes roughly (in time) between the first institution of 

the mystery at Croton, and Aristotle's elaboration of his own posit- 

ion, and his own conception of tW . 

Let us then pass over details whose exact place in the eso- 

teric tradition between Pythagoras and Philolaus we cannot determine, 

and for the moment simply emphasise the reflection in a pythagorean 
frame of'cosmology', in which different accounts of details are open 
to various reconstructions, of the fundamental principle of self-ex- 

pression of Limit, first seen in the Tetractys. That cosmology begins 

in the complementary differentiation and integration of 'psychical' 

and physical orders in a 'physical' Kosmos or macrocosm; it closes 
in the recognition of the place in this of the relation of psychical 

and physical elements in the initiate him- or her-self. These two 

limits oil poles of 'vision', etwtia, of thg9persRpective of the initiate 

are themselves mirrored in that ambiguity of the 'surface' or complex- 
ion of a body'we are 'in' and a body 'outside' us (a 'physical' body) 

that we found associated with the 'epiphany' that is the central self- 

expression of Limit, the 'medium' of that 'vision' by which we can be- 

gin to actively participate in Kosmos. This actuality of participation 
is analogous to an 'entry' into a language: the 'language' of the py- 
thatorean group as 'closed', 'esoteric', as a mystery - as their mys- 
tery. 

This mirroring of the two poles of 'theory', and the self- 

expression of the mystery of Kosmos in its articulation as 'vision' - 

a vision (then) or epiphany which bears to earthly sensation a relat- 
ion analogous to that borne by the 'language' of the mystery to 'earth- 

ly' speech (or the 'music of the spheres' to earthly music and harmony) - 
is seen in simple terms in the Life of Kosmos: 
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In the first book of On the Philosophy of Pythagoras he. 

(sc. Aristotle) writes that I even is a unity, and that 

from the Unlimited are drawn in Time and Breath and the 

Void which is always distinguishing the places of things* 

Macrocosm and microcosm (if we may use these later express- 

ions for the two limiting poles of Kosmos) share in a common figure of 

Life in which 
444%3 

mirrors 4"x1 as two 'sides' of 'living' surface. 
The epiphany of Kosmos is, above all, Life, a participation in Actu- 

ality as Life, whether physical Fire, or psychical self-assertion, or 

the Light, Figure, azr$ Surface, the 'Epiphany', in which they share. 

Life that expresses itself in the primary articulation of the poetic 

symmetry of physical and logical orders of determination in the frame 

of the story and the action for which it accounts - which articulates 

the primary frame of acti. ns - and of our breathing actuality - in a 
frame of Place and Time. 

This common frame of Life, expressing the recurrence of Li- 

mit in the opposition of Limit and Unlimited (like the recurrence of 
fire - as it were - in the surrounding matter ignited by the first 

burning matter, the first spark or seed of fire) corresponds directly 

to Justice as frame of accounting. Justice is, in the terms developed 

at the beginning of this Part One, the very Law in which we must frame 
(and then account for) our actions. Justice: reflected in the 'mathe- 

matical' laws relating the sy"imetry of the Square to the line or side, 
through a sort of 'abstraction' from the symmetry or 'even-Hess? of the 

two end of each side, in the symmetry 2S the two sides, finding a re- 

currence of the One in the Four. Justice as Measure, and so balancing, 

reciprocal, & %%T cR. ýýös as one side exceeds the square, so the other 

side (of what thus becomes oblong) falls short, in a way that pre- 

serves the Square as common measure. It is just such a principle of 

relating magnitudes through their 'composition' in two dimensions that 

organises the method of 'application' of area to line, which is cent- 

ral to the pythagorean 'geometry' , the measure or logic of length, 

rather than discrete units. It is the discovery of 'proportion' in 

the relations of such continuous lines that constitutes the great 

significance of the 649ktNºw , the vision for which He is said to have 

sacrificed an ox,, still known to us by 'Pythagoras' Theorem'. 
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- If BAC is like the corner of a square, in which the four 

corners are symmetrical, and ADC (and so ADB) is made the same, then 

the three triangles constituted from the four points of the figure 

(taken three at a time) will all embody the same proportions, the same 
'figure' of a triangle whose sides are in a certain proportion, one to 

another. Thus the proportion BC: AC is the same as AC: DC; BC: BA is the 

same as BA: BD. And as BC is the 'sum' or linear composition of BD and 
DC, so the 'square on BC' is equal to two rectangles on BD and DC of 

which it is 'composed', the 'sum': 

13 

A C 

- and from the 'continued' proportions noted above, whose 

middle terms are AC and BA, we see that the component oblongs or rect- 

anglles of 'the square on BC' are equal to the squares on AC and BA: 

it is in this sense that the measurement in two dimensions is 'recip- 

rocal' 9 
itrrcnsae49eS 

, like Justice.. . 

I 

I---- b -. { 

I-a ýý 

b 
1 

... 
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... for the cross-hatched oblong with sides c and a is 

the same part of the whole oblong on c and b, as is the square on 
b: for we know the side a of the first is to the side b of the whole, 

as the side b of the square is to the side c of the whole. (In py- , 'thagorean 

terms this is 'applying the square on b to c (or a) as side 

of a rectangle'). 
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What, then, does this cosmic 'Justice' mean to the pythag- 

orean initiate, embodied on this Earth, this one cosmic surface, or 

sphere, among others, between the central 'focus', hearth, Lm 9 and 

a containing unity of the sphere of Kosmos as a whole ( which contains 

the central fire as the Tetractys contains the unit, fhe first point)? 

Just as the Tetractys relates arithmetic multiplicity to geo- 

metric closure through musical harmony or proportion, so it seems that 

the multiplicity of bodies and places'in the closed sphere of Kosmos are 

held together by an analogous Harmony. Many aspects of the various ac- 

counts that have come down to us of pythagorean cosmology partake of a 

common 'figure' of analogy: the sphere of the Sun reflects the central 

fire, as the third term in the Tetractys reflects the initial unit in 

the interval between the second and fourth 'terms. In the Sphere of Kos- 

nos, whose closure is analogous to the recurrence of unity in the Te- 

tractys of the T)ecad, the Sun reflects the organising Fire and Life of 
the Centre, in the interval or 'space' between Earth and Sphere. In this 

sense, Earth is the primary 'sphere' of unlimited Even-ness, one-sided 
disproportion, the endless movement and conversion of opposites, of the 

different 'sides' or aspects, components, of things. But in this con- 
stant movement of 4i:. 

ty , Nature in the 

outward side.. of the Life in which 4 ö%. s 
the Limit that is reflected outwardly by 

with the sphere of the Sun, is reflected 

subjection to 'physical' embodiment, 'ph; 

cuit of Law in its restricted sense. 

limited 'physical' sense, this 

and ,. ý X mirror one another, 
the association of natural law 

in the sphere of Earth, of our 

ysical' life, as the closed cir- 

This earthly Law, corresponding to the reflection of the 

cosmic community of all Life in a particular earthly community (the auto- 

nomous city-state), is the primary earthly expression of Justice. The 

'outward' teaching of the pythagorean school would appear to insidt upon 
the central importance of Law in earthly life, just as the 'inward' or 

esoteric instruction made central that cosmic Justice of which earthly 
Law is a reflection: this Law plays the same part in the sphere of Earth 

as does Justice in the wider Sphere of Kosmos. As far as we respect 
this multiply image of cosmic Justice, we abstract ourselves from the 

earthly domain of physical body, and participate in a psychical domain 

whose 'natural', place is not this Earth... we tend towards our 'true' 

sphere in which the psychical dominates the physical in the frame of 
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of Justice, our 'Good' as the subordination of the opposition of 
Rest and Movenent to the regular cycles of the heavens, like the 

subordination of the opposition of Odd and Even to its 'squaring' 

in 'mathematical' law. 

Insofar as the relation of our psychical 'nature' is sub- 

ordinate to our physical nature in our earthly embodiment or incarnation, 

we remain within the circuit of earthly life, in its constant move- 

ment without any fixed limit or finality. One unbalanced impulse of 

physical nature is repaid with a reciprocal or contrary imbalance, and 

so on, round and round in cycles of earthly reincarnation, until the 

cosmic Justice which governs this endless circuit of the Unlimited, 

of Movement without fixed finality pr Limit, is recognised. Until, 
in the detachment from this unlimited symmetry of accounting, we begin 

to participate in the self-expression of Limit, begin to frame our 
activity in 'cosmic' terms - to see our place on Earth in the frame 

of Kosmos, rather than see the heavens in earthly terms. And the con- 
version of earthly and heavenly is marked through the mystical vision 
of the earthly law of an earthly community in cosmic terms, as an 
earthly reflection of Justice; the entry into that mystery is in turn 

marked by the minimal self-expression of Limit in the symmetry of the 
earthly mark, organised in the Tetractys. 

How far does this account for the actual working of the 
mystery of Croton? Perhaps the exgression here is too 'symmetric', 
too exact-, too 'closed' in the circuit of terms which, it is suggested, 
here reflect the closure of the pythagorean mystery. 'Reflect': for 
it is suggested that the ctnuit traced in outline here, by which the 

revelation of Limit, determination, finality, in the Tetractys, as the 

experience of Owe', vision, itself finds its place in a 'cosmic' or- 
der articulated in that vision - that this circuit is reflected in the 
'frame' of these words, this book, as the circuit of terms in which it 
is here inscribed. It is suggested that there is something like a 
'continued proportion' between the pythagorean mystery (with the spatio- 
temporal frame which it shares with me, embodied writer, and you, em- 
bodied reader), the mirroring of that 'outside' and this 'inside' which 
frames the way that this works as a book, and the inscription here, 
in these terms, of that mystery. 
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In this sense I might claim that the continued proport- 

ion, a certain reciprocity of the mystery and its description, em- 

bodies a certain ... justice. That through this mirroring of inside 

and outside of this book 'outside' the book, one might 'rise' to the 

theory, the vision, of a 'Kosmos' of which my inscription of that term, 

and its part in the pythagorean mystery on this same Earth, are two 

fairly 'symmetric' expressions. That it is the same Kosmos ( quite as 

much as this is the same Earth) in virtue of the analogy between its 

'marking' or remarking then and here, and the place of such analogy 

in either expression of Kosmos. That it is the same principle which 

expresses itself in Pythagorean Limit, and a THIS which expresses it- 

self at the close of the Introduction, the same principle which dis- 

tinguishes between these two self-expressions, in distinguishing it- 

self from the/nark or marks by which or in which it expresses itself 

in the two different situations. The principle of Actuality which in 

this frames the story or History of its earthly inscription in the 

logical closure of Reflection or 'Theory'. 

But even granted that this .. odd.. symmetry of beginning 

and end of this story, of the activity of Reflection for which it may 
be said in an odd way to 'account', even granted that it should in an 

odd way partake of the 'pythagorean' figure of Justice... even given. 
that my reflection or transposition of that figure here is 'Just', 

'true' in some sense... then what? 

.. And anyway, what is to guarantee that such 'Justice' 

really is Justice? What relation does that circular argument bear 

to truth, to the Truth? It's all very well for pythagoreans to be- 

lieve in this 'Justice', and act accordingly.. but that's Just what 

makes them pythagoreans. But surely it the argument really works in 

general, it must convince everyone, not just pythagoreans? Surely 

there's a certain justice, paradoxically, in the overthrow of their 

rather 'one-sided' view of the Law of Croton by the uninitiated 'many', 
6L-XoUoý. ? We might imagine the masses complaining: 'That's your 
Justice, your Truth; it works for you - but what about us? ' And to 

all pylthagorean reasons, why should they not reply simply, 'oO WHAT? '? 

The story goes that the masses were stirred up by a nasty 

fellow, Cylon, who'd been refused admission to the mystery; that this 
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demagogue manipulated the 'economy' of the interaction of the governing 

Pythagorean circle and its 'economic base', in order to secure for him- 

self the government of the City, and so the power to further prosecute 
the unlimited economy of unbridled self-interest. Whatever the precise 
details of the 'breaking of the pythagorean circle', we may at least be 

sure that i: b partook of the subordination of the mystery to the earthly 

economy of the City-State. 

What is to be made of this odd implication of 'theory' in a 
'real' earthly economy? And just how does it relate, if at all, to 
Aristotle's economy of reflection, and his inability to step into the 

circle of pythagorean 'theory'? And how am I to fit all the differ- 

ences between the closed circuit of Ocwte"f.. as identified here. " and all 
the different aspects of 'pythagorean' activity that appear in the 

subsequent tradition, into the 'economy' of an historical narrative, 
a credible account? So far I have managed only a very odd sort of co- 
herence. .. The fixing of a very singular 'missing point' of 'Actuality' 

outside a. circular configuration of terms in which I have here tried to 
inscribe the pythagorean mystery, with the suggestion that the same 
'missing point' can be found at the centre of the pythagorean mystery 
long ago, in its inscription here, and in the articulation, in-between, 

as a tradition or history of Reflection, of its marking in successive 
( or sometimes parallel) sets of terms. 

These questions are all posed by the same closed circuit of 
ef,,,, 4(GL. They amount, in a way, to sort of complementary open-ness - 
to as a question. And as the opening question of the narration 
of Theory that follows - as the 'closure' of this book amounts to the 

opening and guiding question of the book as a whole. 

In relation to the 'fact' of the pythagorean mystery, in its 
independence of its reflection here, there is the question of the place 
of this circle in the activities and conceptions of the different indi- 
vidual initiates. The c'osed circuit traced so symmetrically above, in 
which the entry into L corresponds to the recognition of the place 
of that vision in the Kosmos revealed by it, might be said to consti- 
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tute the primary closure of the mystery, within which its various de- 

tails, and relations to what is left 'open', may be articulated. It 

might be said to constitute, as it were, the frame in which was articu- 

lated the 'other' Language of the mystery, that other use of the greek 

of the initiate, which outside the mystery was .. Silence. Yet I can- 

not claim that there was any term in the mystery corresponding to such 

a definite conception of ()tus ... only that such a principle of closure 

was operative in the pythagorean group, that such is the transposition 

of the same actuality of Kosmos from the expression in that closure of 
Bt"o t4- at Croton, into the frame of these words, at a 'point' outside 

that group. And I 66 claim that this transposition is itself defined 

simply in the. terms developed from the initial questioning of the clos- 

ure of this book. 

In those terms this ' circular vision'. 01%., ß as epiphany of 
Limit, marks the coincidence of two orders: the 'supernatural' economy 

of a mythical order, in which the 'heavenly' order found self-expression 
in particular stories of 'gods' and 'heroes', applicable to certain part- 
icular situations; and the 'natural' economy of accounting for a certain 

order of things in 'earthly' terms. The pythagorean mystery marks a 

convergence of these two elements, after their previous divergence - in 

the 'mysteries' and their identification of 
44ý. (, and the parallel eco- 

nomy of ýZ, ýg - from an earlier 'Theogony'. The significance of the meet- 
ing of these two 'sides' in &L%-t<"L, when the absence of a systematic- 

ally closed and coherent economy of their complementarity (and of a cor- 
responding mystery of their duality) is admitted, can only be further el- 

aborated in terms of the story - or 'economy' - of such systematic artic- 
ulation in the phase of 'theory' which leads from the pythagorean mystery 
down to the organisation of the athenian schools. it is suggested that 

this early phase of what I have called the 'Tradition' constitutes an 
integration of these two 'sides' which first meet in the pythagorean 
mystery, an integration which mirrors, structurally and historically, 
their development from an earlier theogony. 

L, + i- the 'vhilosonhic' vininn of Vnemno Y. e. a.,,, ti, +l Aeý »n_ 
derstood by different initiates in different ways. The difference of 
emphasis on the 'supernatural' and 'naturalistic' sides, for example, 
seer later to have developed into a split in the school. Cne of Arist- 
otles students, the musical theorist Aristoxenus who knew the last gen- 
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eration of the initial pythagorean movement (or at least its last 

representatives in Greece proper) tries (as one might well enough 

expect from an aristotelian) to show that the 'supernatural' elem- 

ents amount to a perversion of an initially 'naturalistic' theory. 

He goes so far as to claim that beans were he Founder's favourite 

food. * 

Beans? what has that to do with the matter? 

Against the weight of otherwise unanimous testimony, Arist- 

oxenus insists that this most famous of the w%'P*rAoc, 'tokens' of pyth- 

agorean life, was a superstitious accretion. But the pythagorean myst- 

ery cannot properly be abstracted from the closed circuits of 'symbolic' 

relations - by which for examale beans are associated one way or another 

with the 'lower' functions of the body - which have no definite place 

in some 'scientific' economy of the whole. The two 'sides' of the sym- 

bols (like that prohibiting the eating of beans) themselves partake of 

the character of the 'closed language' of the mystery. This 'mystical' 

use of language must be taken as a dynamic frame of the activities of 

the group. Its use, it must be remembered, was restricted to the un- 

written dialogue of particular situations, and the mystery cannot be 

properly abztracted from its particular contexts - least of. all from 

the embodiment of its closed circuit in the city-state, in the inter- 

actions of the individual initiates with outsiders, and the changing 

frame of daily activity in which the cosmic vision found applicatiion. 
©c. 

a e4o- itself must have been understood by different 'stories' in di¬- 

ferent situations. What is crucial in this context is the altogether 

penn eral aspect of this meeting of cosmic economy and a particular group 

in (precisely) such particular situations, with their irreducible el- 

ements of the circular reasonings of superstition. It is the tension 

between these two sides of the mystery, whose mirroring is represented 

here in the closed circuit of ý_"ý4"., which marks it as the (missing) 

point of transition into the narrative of Reflection. 

This radical character of the mystery, as passage into the 

logical economy of Reflection is paralleled in the contemporary frag- 

ments that remain to us from the Discourse of Heraclitus - Heraclitus 
the Crftic who, far from being involved in the government of Ephesus, on 
that ionian coast Pythagoras had left for Greater Greece, resigned to 
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his brother the hereditary kingship, and eventually forsook the com- 

pany of men to live beyond the pale of the city, outside that group. 

And, for no-one in particular he composed a discourse which (it is 

said) he deposited in the temple of Artemis. This ýºöýes, discourse, 

is - insofar as it is 'about' anything at all - about that prin& le of 

fielf-expression marked in the logical closure of discourse, )ºö(cc 
9 it- 

01 
self, as 

A 
yoS , 'Word'. It appears in the physical order as that Fire 

of which I have already spoken, the recognition of whose true nature, 

as one-sided expression of that same principle of self-expression which 

first expresses itself in the distinction of symmetrical Word and Fire 

in the poetic frame, is that 'vision' that Heraclitus (sometimes) calls ('la) 

a-ojöv , Wisdom - either as something which a man may have, or something 

that may possess a man ... depending upon which way one looks at it.. 

There are many parallels between the traditional discourses 

on this Word, and those on Kosmos. The main difficulty is that the self- 

expression of 
RIOS in Heraclitus' NVYos in which the former inscribes it- 

self as 'Word', 'Fire', and in many other aspects, involves the organ- 

isation. by this 'Word', as by a point outside the closed figures of lan- 

guage (from syntax through genre to discourse itself), of the various 

elements or aspects of the discourse itself. Such self-expression can- 

not - in principle - be definitively conceived or comprehended in some 

closed domain of discourse: only do we identify it when we allow it to 

express itself as it organises the symmetry and distinction of Heraclitus' 

discourse and our own... 

For what remains to us in the fragments? We do not even know 

that they are fragments of a 'book' in the sense of a connected or con- 

tinuous discourses, As we have them they amount to a 'mystery' (a sort 

of open secret.. ) in which Self-expression, Actuality - or whatever term 

seems right at the time. - actually expresses itself in the distinction 

of two sides of language, of which it is 'the one that likes to hide's. 

... Of the two sides of language, discourse, and of the two sides of 

Discourse and Fire... and of the two sides of Fire (the cold fire or 

dark light, the 'daynight'**, in whose economy 

Nit things are exchanged for Fire, and Fire for everything, as 
all goods for gold, and gold for all goods*** 

,9* ir 
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.. and the things in which, for a time, it is hidden). 

-A discourse about the two sides of that discourse: with 

as central theme, focus, the distinguishing principle which expresses 

itself in the unity or coherence of one side of that discourse. The 

principle which marks itself as what distinguishes between itself and 

its mark: 

How translate these words? Their syntax allows a bewilder- 

ing variety of transpositions into the English of, these words. Could 
no hr ra -me 't I find for each element in the transposition w is e2 presses the 

'truth', the 'logic', of that elementary transposition? And then, 

perhaps the same in turn for each of those fragments, until the inter- 

pretation comes full-circle as Hetaclitu &' discourse itself? Is that, 

perhaps indicated in the fragment; 

b. P le- 
L 

ýev 
kA1'k 

- Jröý(W 
ýýc ä 

odV 
Co 

cro 
4 äi0 

110"t% LV "G V'wl 
LC £' 

ý-ý . 

Listening not to me, but-to the Word... Cam; 

.. We partake of that one principle of distinction which artic- 

ulates synmetric opposites as in Heraclitus' discourse, and which, as 

discernment, is Wisdom, in all things homologous, harmonising contrary 

aspects. - Full circle, and in that symmetry expressing itself aa- 

what must distinguish two aspects of one point, in order to mark it- 

self in their coincidence in the i'inali-&j of the circle.. 

i 
(3) 

But one can cut the citcle, enter into the i\ , at so 

many points: 
E. v , crokw , vvö) ... and just which point is which de- 

3, each 'point', pends upon the knot is cut. In the circle of A" CY0 

each indication, is one and many; the mark, the sign is one, the prin- 

ciple, the finality is many - and one principle appears in distingu- 

ishing itself from the play of the mark. One is many, and many one. 

Self- expression marks itself in the question of the open syntax. If 

we fix one point, one interpretation, say, of that fragment above - 
'IV -c� vc 4öv 

... and mark the transpositions of its elements into this 

F-32- 
Fit-v%, I .c.. k %I 

, 
1v a. ýtba . sL"1ö ý. s G 
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text by associating these with transpositions, interpretations, of 

other fragments, until we come full-circle in a fragment which marks 
this circle, we quickly see that, in the reciprocal open-ness of the 

comconent fragments, we might have traced other systems, other dis- 

courses, other closures. There are many interpretations, many dis- 

courses in which to inscribe 'what Heraclitus means', his point.. but 

the point, surely, is - as Heraclitus tells us - not to listen to the 

'me', and look for opinions, but rather to what, as One Wisdom, the 

wisdom of the one principle which articulates dissenting opinions, at 

once unites and distinguishes all these aspects of itself, and is most 
itself in that: 

CPU 'Tow %bý('yV 
Oý 

Lýýº-ýDý 
WN 

q%4--J--V 

The discourse has a life, an. actuality, of its own, which 
discourses with my 'met2) in the dramatic circle in whose articualtion, 

in whose very syntax, I discover myself inescapably em- 
broiled. The configuration of the marks, the words, is at once closed, 
'turning back on itself'(3), and open -a question. And a mystery, in 

which the government of ke7ý (f) dramatically expresses itself in the 

coordination of text 
and 

context... like the pythian god of harmony, 

t_lcrlc%. 11" to 
'i 5) 

The Lord of the Oracle, he of Delphi 
(or: The Lord whose oracle is 'in Delphi) " 

- who, as in this delphic formula itself, 

avý. ý acts cý .., -%-L 

neither speaks, nor conceals, but indicates 
(or: points; or: gives a sign, a tok¬r 

-a sign, a nark, like the famous 'E' in his temple at Del- 

phi (6) in the dynamic of whose multiple aspect the god of knowledge 
expresses himself - not as a response to some particular situation or 
question, but soliciting Inquiry itself, like m; @4. ec c.,,, 

`ý, inscribed 

is Fr2 2: Pr101 3: Fr51 4: Frs30,124 5: Fr93 6: Plutarch, op. cit. 
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on the wall of the same temple (1). 

Wisdom discerns itself, distinguishes itself as the principle 

of distinction and discernment itself. Wisdom is self-knowledge, and 

knows itself as such; the wise man knows that this widom does not be- 

long to himself(jý1but to itself, and this is his wisdom; it is no 'pri- 

vate understanding', but what is 'common', through which all things 

communicatelellt speaks to our private understanding, 'disagreeing with 

itself, it agrees with itself 

ö 4f 
pr 

ý' 
ý+V ýýoýV Kw s lK t-Cý ý+{ V01i Lw'A' 

Ö 

- Distinction is most itself when distinguishing itself; 

distancing itself, it embodies the distinction which it is - the di- 

fference and the term distinguished as one side of the difference - 
its 'identity' - have the same \c; ör. e\. yiýv : they are homologous, 

they 'agree' - agree to differ. 

This differing expresses itself - __ in the di- 

fference between its unity as principle, and the plurality of the marks 
by which its difference from the marks of distinction is expressed. 
It strives' to express itself in the Strife, VE 9, that is the dynamic 

of this differentiation - and in this it remains the same, at one with 

itself($for its identity, its 'definition', )ºö1*3 
, is to different- 

iate itself. The symmetry of opposite marks is one side of this dis- 
F, rd "`5 -t i tinction, made by being marked off () from this symmetry, as 

its 'other' side, as 'absent', 'hidden', as what is 'behind' the visi- 
ble: 

(4) 

Again, I will not transpose this fragment in other terms; 

if the discourse expresses the unmarked, hidden, side, in the play of 
distinctions, is not each fragment an invitation to enter into the 

Play that is the dramatic interaction of the two sides of Everything, 
Visible and Invisible, in the invisible unity which'contains'their 
difference? 

Us : frill 3t: 
1: Plutarch, op cit, 1,2 2: PI; L'18 ( 3: Fr 51 14: Fr 54 

I I-- 
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The invisible distinction of Distinction itself, and any 

particular distinction from the order of particular distinctions, in 

which this Distinction expresses itself, partakes of the figure, al- 

ready discussed, of the 'logical' circle by which the physical dif- 

ference of two marks is used to mark the difference between - or rather, 
the distinction of - the logical and physical orders of the mark. That 

circle is, as has been noted, a minimal expression of the 'logical' or- 
der itself. But this circle is 'logically' symmetric, indistin quish- 
able (except by an endless widening of the same circle, amounting to 

the extension or prosecution of the logical order%rom the 'physical' 

order in which the difference of the logical distinction and the phys- 
ical difference which embodies it must somehow be embodied or marked: 
the two terms 'used' tö distinguish logical and physical orders must 
be suvposed 'logically' indifferent.... 

(1) 

cm CID 
%ýicbaeeiv 

C"t, '13 ö1y 
ý'cý. 

a Qoýýý. +v 
^ 

bV 
2 

The actuality of the distinction and difference of these 
two orders belongs not to the 'visible' or poetic order of the marks 
in which their symmetry, their oppositions, are articulated, but rather 
to an 'invisible' (which is as much to say 'other') order which, in 
its marking (as 'other', 'invisible', 'heavenly', 'divine'.. or what- 
ever) is - in the configurations of its marking, its opposition to 
the mark, quite 'symmetric' with the order of the mark: it doubles 
the 'everyday language' and everyday events of the 'visible' order. 

So that, by analogy, we call it in opposition to the every- 
day order as 'physical' - or we call it 1V Q, in opposition to every- 
day language, and its apparent definitions of things as many separate 
identitieso) But however far we go, we cannot outstrip the recuperat- 
ion of the marking of the opposition of Mark and another order - we 
cannot 'contain' or 'comprehend' the 'nameless'' in the order of the 

mark(A. We can only insist that it must be allowed to express itself (s) 

by determining the closure, the limit, of the dispurse on the symmetry 
and distinction of IT and the order of symmetry which cannot actually 
determine any such limit, the closure of the expressicn of the sym- 
metry of the two orders. 

1: Fr123 2: 'r45 1: ýr tý. kt ýKýýýº2 
ýL., ý S; ýr tö 

O% cc 115 
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Thus the self-expression of this 'invisible' Word is first 

seen or invoked at the interface of the closed configuration of marks 
(in which it further distinguishes itself from the marks in which it 

then expresses itself)and their context, the 'scene' of self-express- 

ion: it appears as the 'Truth' which distinguishes itself as the sym- 

metry of text and context, word and thing. As the frame of this sym- 

metry or mirroring, it is Law or Justice, in which ýö governs the 

economy of Fire (1). 

tiE}x. 0s äN ucý. e-LTA r., _1ea. Loh. SL t 'Ee., v.: L1 
(2) 

The scene, the context of the book, is framed in such cosmic 

articulation of Word and Fire - but not, as with the pythagoreans, in 

a narrative which begins with the entry into the mystery whose place 
in Kosmos concludes the narrative. There is indeed a recurrence of 
ýö analogous to the circle of CL*Jt L, but in Heraclitus' circle 
there is no beginning or end. A particular break in the circle, cor- 

responding to a relatiön^ct of some term in the discourse to some- 
thing outside, is simply a passing moment in the circular drama of 

self-expression in which heraclitus 'searches for himself'; 

S . 
)V 

Cýýl aR fýKýýwy ý` 
7! 

Seen from above, Life is a game.. the direction it appears to 

have from time to time, is like the direction, the 'kingship' that a 

child takes on in fiere. . Even kings do not stand outside the game 
to direct it, but they themselves are only playing, like children, at 
being king44). Heraclitus sets down the rules of the game. There is a 
simple proportion between the two sides of the constitution of the 

City; and the two sides, the government and the economy, of the consti- 
wktution of the Kosmos, whichLthe former constitution reflects. in one of 

its sides - the visible, in which the multiplicity of laws or consti- 
tutionsreflect the One Justice of cosmic Law(s) But the governors of 

cities, on this proportion or analogy, are in Kosmos what children are 
in their cities(j91 most men when awake, are asleep, on this analogy41). 
Immortal gods are in the invisible whole what men are in the city, of 
rather God is, since gods are aspects of what is One, Wise, the unity 
of the two sides of things, which is the other side (j). In making God 

1: Frs 30,31 2: Fr94; cf Fr100 3: Fr52 4: of Fr70 5: Fr44 6: Fr114 
7: of Fr121 8: Frs73,89; of Fr34 9: Fr67 
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a reflection of themselves (1), men should see themselves as children 
(2�) 

, or apes (i) 
. In this relation or proprtion (> &Yo% ) of the 

two 'sides' of , of which one side - One, Truth - is the unity 

of the two sides, there cannot be said to be 'identity! on the other 

side ( where the two sides seem separate identitites - or pluralities) 
but only the play of 

X. 
o (run through, as it were, by the ever-moving 

but constant 
'A cQ of outward týiffercnce). To 'river' or 'Sun' one 

should not attribute a separate fixed identity 'behind' their . 
There is only one common Identity, one common 

ýeyoS 
, which we can (if 

we understand what we are saying (4)) sometimes call Fire, 'behind' all 
things - Wisdom, the ' thunderbolt' (5 ) the lightning, dry fire (6), 

that directs all through all (7). So that one cannot enter twice into 

the 'same' river, as if 'itI 'ere itself what is 'behind' its Vxos(, B) . 
Indeed, properly speaking, we do not even enter once, since we ourselves 
have no separate identity (9 ). The sun is (a) new (one) each day (10), 

and is the size of a foot (11). And since there is only One (thing) 

behind separate )%( 
-, it is, in away, always the same 'day'.. (12). 

It is from this two-sided unity or Kosmos that we come at 
birth into this visible side in which Heraclitus deposited his book 
(according to one %ö 

, one story) in the temple of Artemis, Diana of YOS 

the Ephesigns, and I am now writing about it '. just as part of his dis- 

course was a standing-outside and discernment of the ýd 
ci. of his Past, 

from the point of view of discernment itself: 
öwöo.. 

p \4. 
jc ''l1coý+oK oýSLýs dcýit ptZpý 

LS' 
'3ý1 

to__" 
ý1. YVy sýv öT 

Quk 

The most discerning precursor 1 is Hesiod: but hg didn't 

even unders4t4nd his starting-point, for Day and Night are One(iyýq 
/stan: 

s 
/ 

outside2the- previous thinkers of I raeae- i- -whoýýe include Pythagorastlq-- 

as they go round and round in their basic mistake of trying to com- 

prehend the Word in distinctions (Of). Heraclitus allows the Word to 

express itself as he marks his distance from the circuits of previous 

attempts to express truth, 4ref^ 
. 

the 'many' who think they have 

a separate knowledge, and a separate identity. The tö1f expresses it- 

self by marking out Heraclitus; if people listen to the ý+y 
, and 

It frs 2: Fr79 3: Fr83 
9: Fr49a 10: Fr6 11: Fra 

I 
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not to what they take for Heraclitus' opinions, they will enter into 

the play or drama of Life and Death, where immortality dies to become 

what we call alive, and our deaths are returns from this one-sided 

mortality to Life, properly speaking (1). Heraclitus' production of 

a book, embodying the symmetry of *AeNol- and JVV3, even in the open- 

ness of its syntax, the multiplicity of versions, readings - this marks 
in its 'cosmic' context the same simple self-expression of what marks 
itself simply as distinguishing itself from the order of the mark, that 

I have already remarked in the pythagorean mystery. The pythagoreans 

make their mark, as it were, 'in' the City; Heraclitus marks a crit- 
ical distance, 'beyond the pale' of the City. We might say of Croton 

and Ephesus: 'It is the same City, and not the same City'. 

... Just as we might say that the circle of pythagorean 
is the circle embodied in Heraclitus' book: crossing into the 

circle at Croton or at Ephesus, one enters upon the same stage of 
Kosmos, into the same Drama - but in two different 'presentations'. 

The same stage of the City, reflecting, on the side of plurality, of 
difference, that same frame of cosmic Justice, in which the frame is 

itself mirrored in one of its 'sides' as earthly laws. The same 
frame in which the relations between its two 'sides', human and div- 
ine, earthly and heavenly, are governed in dramatic coherence. 

If Croton is the City, one enters into the mystery of this 

mirroring by entering into the pythagorean language from the Silence 

outside - into the 'other sides of greek, into a language, a dis- 

course, a >C%{eS, whose syntax is inscribed in the circle of ßtß eý 

a circle whose closure is marked by the Tetractys, whose beginning 

and end in ßß-+e corresponds to Croton as point of entry. The 

beginning and end coming full-circle in the narrative frame of a 

Kosmos regulating the unwritten interaction of pythagoreans in drama- 

tically developing situations, unspecified in the general frame. If 

Ephesus is the City, the entry into the language of some particular 

group, at some definite point in the dramatic development of their 

situation - but rather by entering into converse, into 'dialogue' in 

whichAö(S interacts with the particular V IOS that is one reading 

or aspect of a book, a fixed configuration of marks, rather than the 

pythagorean syntax of the mark-in-general, marked in the frame of 

the open discourse it governs, as Tetractys. 

1: Fra 27,53,62,63,76,77b 
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In a way, the circle of Heraclitus' discourse is (exactly) 

what is missing 'between' the pythagorean Tetractys, and the general 

narrative frame of Kosmos, as intermediary. It corresponds to the open- 

ness in the pythagorean mystery of the particular circuit of 61. W. G. in 

the particular situations in which particular 'mathematical' symmetries 

were related to particular details-of Kosmos, in a -)articular exper- 
ience of 9'»e' 

. It is precisely because the particular situations 

of the circle of 8c. -+e%, /"L are lost to us (like the unwritten speach 

which might in a particular case have embodied the two poles of mathe- 

matical point and its cosmic frame applied in some story, some passing 

account or view of a pythagorean's situation in some interaction or act- 

,. o with pytha. rroreans or others), that I am forced to describe the 

two ', oles of BfweC"L, point and Kosmos, in terms, and in a systematic 

symmetry, foreign to the mystery. Ind it is the same fundamental ab- 

sence to us of the aonlication of, or exne. ýience of, the mystery, which 
is reflected in the recog-nition that one should not look for any ex- 
haustively systematic narrative of cosmogony, or of the precise system 
of numerical configuration, as a missing esoteric 'theory', behind 

pythagorean silence. One can only properly insist uien the fundament- 

al imocrtance of such systematisati,, n as one of two main directi: ns of 
the extended activity of the grcup. 

At the same time, one should not (surely? ) try to abstract from 

the fixed configuration of ueraclitus' words (or of a presumptive re- 

construction of such a cl-sed group of terns) some 'heraclitean' version 

of the exact reference or meaning of each mark or word (corres^onding in 

its sim'licity to a aythagorean point), or any general frame of a Kosmos 

that could be embodied or trans'osed in the sequential narrative of a 

cos-^. ogony or 'ccsmclogy' in the sense that might be attached to the nar- 

rative princiule of Kcs-nos that was undoubtedly a fundamental element in 

the Dythagorean mystery. Such a 'point' and such a 'cosmology' are as 

radically absent from the configuration of fragments that have come down 
thus far through the 'T'radition, as any contemporary Pythagorean writing. 
(The '^radition, indeed, is fairly emphatic - o. vious later forgeries a- 
side - that there were no pythagorean writings - even within the school - 
up to the time of Philolaus). 

I suggest that to try to fix the 'point' of any one fragment 
in the heraclitean remains - or indeed of most words in each fragment - 
is to miss the 'missing' point of their circular configuration: the 
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'point' outside any of the particular points where one might c, it their 

circle to produce the beginning and end of one reading, one dccourse 

of the Ao''o 
. Z'he point that marks itself in the dynamic of inter- 

pretation, in the ceaseless opening and closing of the circle ( of 

'speaking' in a reading, and listening - in return - to the writing, 

to (he)AdXvS ) as the finality which is the only principle ('outside 

the circle) which distinguishes 'beginning' and 'end' at some point. 

'Syntax': I have suggested that the 'syntax' , the e-; vc s, 

articulation, coordination, of (the elements of the pythagorean mystery 

might be considered inscribed in the closed circuit of BtwQürj which I 

now ask you to see reflected in the closure of Heraclitus' book. But 

I have spoken of the open 'syntax' öf that book in a more.. exact sense. 

Yow I suggest that that 'exact' use of 'syntax', and its application to 

the words and their constituents in the fragments is an 'anachronism'. 

For 'syntax', a gresumed coordination of all these verbal elements, sig- 

nificant marks, in the systematic closure of a 'logical' reconstruction 

of language (or, rather, of heraclitean greek, heraclitean ionic) is 

itself a discourse on Discourse, a very special > oq, associated with 

the (aristotelian) 'logical' economy of Kosmos oil which I have already 

had occasion to briefly reflect, and which must occupy us very soon. 
Just as there is no place for a 'logical' narrative of pythagorean 

cosmology in Aristotle's frame, there is no place, either, for heraclit- 

ean 'syntax'. Just as Aristotle's vision of cosmic economy comes through 

the intermediate frame of Philolaus' publication of a pythagorean 'sys- 

tem', so does his 'logic' come through the intermediate frame of 'soph- 

istic' reflections on (and discourses of) the elements of language (and 

their economy or system), one 'side' of which are derived directly from 

-Heraclitus. These intermediate frames were contemporary (in mainland 
Greece). It is through them that we must pass to the athenian schools, 

and thence to the ' Incarnation of the Word (&ioyos )' 
, and on to these 

words, until they themselves come full-circle, and partake in this same 

Wotd. 

... The circle, the closed frame of these words - as question, 

as mystery: a Point of entry into that same Drama, this same Drama, of 
Irosmos; a point of entry separate in time from Heraclitus' publication 

of the Word, and the outward configuration of the pythagorean mystery, 

as they themselves are separated, not in time, but standing apart across 
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greek seas, Water. So that as Heraclitus echos the mystery of Croton, 

these words echo the sibylline Word... 

... the Siibyl, through mad lips - says Heraclitus - crying things 

grave, unadorned, unperfumed, reaches across a thousand years in her 

voice, through the God.. (1) 

,... a thousand years... and still the same day.. the same 

night.. the same daynight, the same time, the same converse or conver- 

sion of God and men, the same dialogue of One and many, Same and differ- 

ent; the same words and not the same, communicating in a common dif- 

ference. All of us here, th own 9nto the same stage, mindlessly want- '. -. 
ing One Thing behind many.. entering in the search into the circle of 

tbrds, the logical circle of Thought drawn out and drawn on by questions, 

closed again and again, only to be opened up by new questions; drawn 

into Heraclitus' words, the same over a"thouaand years, then further 

fragmented for a thousand years more.. 

.. and unable to find anything fixed behind them... then 

finding this absence itself marked in the words, replying almost to 

our entry into the fragments, like the end of the circle which corresp- 

onds to the point where, entering, we begin. Then a'dialogue of two 

sides of the words, framed as by a syntax that mirrors the order of 

our furthers questioning in the simple fact of the words and their un- 

thinkable arrangement, their open grammar which cannot be contained 

or comprehended in that logical circuit of Thought in which the actu- 

ality of difference is abstracted from, as when a physical difference 

might be supposed 'used' to mark the difference of physical difference 

and the logical distinction thus made. 

.. made.. for this act, actuality of distinction finds it- 

self already marked as A41ve. 
.. the end, finality, already behind us 

as we enter into the circle of words. And in the articulation of our 

discourse with this Discourse in the small circuit of its self-express- 

ion, the point of our self-assertion, reading - as our part in the dia- 

logue - is marked off, and no longer extends back indefinitely to an 

imaginary fixed point, logical identity, of 'my' self.... just as the 

end of our inquiry has been marken off in a few words, within reach, 

notatt the unreachable distance of some imaginary identity behind a 

word that would mirror the fixed self where the logical circle has con- 
tracted to a point. 
(1) Plutarch, The Oracles at Delphi.., 6. Z, Fes40": K 
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Rather do we find ourselves in a simple dramatic inter- 

action, framed in the simple closure of the circuit of words in 

which, as logically the most radical question, the Word first ex- 

presses itself... Just as in the physically radical question of the 

'closure' of the thing, that first expresses itself, which Heraclit- 

us has marked as Fire. 'Heraclitus': these orders cDincide in such 

a name, an 'address'... and this simple form of address, this mark 

of parsonaltgy corres�onding in imagination at once with that contract- 

ion of the logical circle to an identity, and the contraction of the 

physical order to a body, mirrors a simple Actuality which 'frames' 

Kosmos... 
y _LA C51 ý-. ý > Lit tG 

L cý hýý ýwý 
1 

Letýif VvS 
övo 

... Kosmos, as the draw-tic frame of the Actuality in which 

the distincticn of a World from Nothing is mirrored in the poetic 

frame of an action (or interaction) of which the logical closure of 

a set of words, an account, is one side, 'the facts' the other, each 

endlessly mirroring the other. If, corresponding to a 'life' articul- 

ated between the twin poles of a self and its embodiment, as a dramat- 

ic configuration, an activity in the elementary frame of a group, 

we ask what is the articulating principle, 'governing' our life, 1Eera- 

elitust reViies 
*ý% II&I J& % uvoq-64 clz--l M4- t"A 

The actuality of our life, its articulation as an actuality, 

partakes of that plurality which is the reflection of human multi- 

plicity in Goa, in the 'other' invisible side of the 'visible', which 

is the unity of the two 'sides ' 
It is justice as the fr^. -ie of Kos- 

CS) 
or rather as the nirrorinc of these two sides, 

whi6h 
Governs 

their interaction ý . 
-- , as laws govern interactions in the City; and it 

is the just view as Truth which governs the interaction of accounts 

presented as true, or considered true, and Truth: thus does the drama 

of the self-revelation of A61oS enter into the wider drama of a sort 

of Interactuality. 

csro k ? 
---q 

&Z"7 04 e L'"k, r'`t c-ýý 1` ý er o AL 
% 

1: Fr32 2: Fr119 3: cf Fr79 4: Fr88 5: Frs 24,25,28 6; cf Fr94 
71 F1112; cf Frs73 , 114 
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, drama: at once a middle term between the discourse 

of Heraclitus (the dialogue between whose two sides mirrors the inter- 

action of Visible and Invisible as two sides of Kosmos) and the myst- 

ery of the pythagoreans (as reflecting the invisible government of Kos- 

mos-in that of the City) t and the common frame of which the activity of 
the pythagorean circle (into which one enters in Ot. Q- ) and the writ- 
ten words of Heraclitus present two complementary aspects. 

Drama: the actuality of Kosmos reflected in the City as Athens, 

midway between ionian Ephesus and italian Croton. Inscribed in another 

circle, another V'tw 
-, another >rS 

, another vision, another speech, 

another entry into that same 'syntax' whose articulation in the primary 

circuits of g£ ýand häß( I have already tried to describe. And ac- 

cording to Heraclitus' analogy of Visible and Invisible I call 'drama' 

that interaction of these two sides of Kosmos which is visibly reflected 
in the constitution of the City (its articulation within autonomy), and 
reflected in turn within the City as , drama, or , just 

as the City happens to be Croton, Athens or Ephesus. Kosmos as UwLR 4, 
in which pythagoreans and'Heraclitus play their complementary parts. 
And in this theatrisal or dramatic constitution of Kosmos, we have al- 
ready seen the part played by &, 7roUrill the many, as Critic, and seen 
the Critic as Heraclitus: in the extended drama which is to the City, as 
the City to-imaginary scene, the audience also takes part in the Action. 

4 

In this extended drama we also find ourselves. 'Drama': thus 
have I already framed our interaction as writer and reader. ... But 

why should you play your part in the interaction in such terms - any 
more than the crotoniate multitude should be expected to submit to Pyth- 
agorean government, or Bphesians to understand Heraclitus on - or in - 
his terms? 

I must admit to something like presumption, indeed, in ad- 
dressing you thus directly, in the first place. Traditional propriety 
requires that reflection be addressed to its own image, to that 'theor- 

etical' identity of the 'I' to which the closure of the logical order 
contracts, and about which reflection is organised. -To an I which alone 
decides, in that pure autonomy of choice which is its mark, whether it 
is - in fact - reading this at all. I, actually writing, and openly 
admitting my distance from such a centre of coherence, such perfect 
organisation of pZ thoughts about an identical focus, have presumed to äAr% 
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you who must be - in fact - reading, for the question of the propriety 

of this address to have any significance for you. In such a simple 

circularity, in which I address only the configuration of pe6ple scat- 
tered through the times and places of my future as I write, each of us 

enters into the simple figure of 'drama' exemplified in the discussion 

of' Heraclitus' as dialogue of and reader - and of %`öý-aj 

and writer. In this figure we are cut off from the formal identity of 

an 'I' that might or might not be reading or writing as we read or write, 

and enter into the parts of reader and writer, and into these words as 
frame of interaction, as an 'actor' might enter upon the stage as, say, 
'Pythagoras' or 'Heraclitus' or 'The Philosopher'. And in entering in- 
to the drama of reading and writing, we see (do we not? ) that the 'I' 
to which reflection thinks to contract, the Critic standing outside all 
action, all self-assertion, is simply one 'part' among many that we may 
play, like Heraclitus' child who plays at being king, or the king who 
plays at governing. 

I wish (and will try) to presume no more upon your sympathy 
than in this - that I may presume that 'you' are reading. If you are 
not, then it is nothing to you; if you are, how can it be denied? I 

admit the impropriety - this breaking of the rules of Reflection - but 
insist that 'I mean no harm by it. 

The frame in which we are thus engaged - 'the drama of Reflect- 
ion' - extends from the time of the first pythagoreans, of Heraclitus, 
and the first organisation of athenian drama - in 'the Past' - up to 
our arrival, at the close of Part Three, at my writing this book, and 
then, through the Conclusion or Close of the book into what is now my 
Future and your Present. 

The circuit thus traced - out from the beginning of the book, 
to return to that point at the close - partakes of the figure of Hera- 

clitus circle - of the figure of and of 9t4(xd, These lead, in 
the narrative into which they are the entry, through other expressions 
of Actuality, and so, at last, into the Actuality which is at once in, 

and outside, this circle of its thinking, as Herclitus' is at 
once in, and outside the circuit of its readings'. 
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The presumption by which I would engage you, as reading, in 

the drama of Kosmos, exactly corresýoonds to the pythagorean and hera- 

elitean presumption by which we enter into the frame of this drama. All 

partake of that simple figure -a 'circle' - by which, for example, the 

'logical' order of terms is closed upon itself (or 'recurs') in the 'use' 

of a 'physical' difference to mark the distinction of logical and phys- 
ical orders. The question then arises of the logical symmetry of the 

two terms in this supposed distinction: the 'psychical' actuality of 

making the difference, expressing itself in the logical 'circle' of the 

supposed distinction may in turn be marked in the configuration, in an 

attempt to 'logically' distinguish the two sides of the difference by 

which the initial distinction was supposed made. This third term is 

itself mirrored in an 'ontical' fourth term, in a fourfold synmetry ana- 
logous to the Pythagorean figure of 'Justice', or to 'Open' and 'Closed' 

as themselves two sides of the distinction or difference of Open and 
Closed (these themselves elementary complementary terms, partaking at 

once of both 'logical' and 'physical' orders, ambiguously). In this 

configuration (then) I and the pythagoreans recognise the self-express- 
ion of another 'mystical' order which articulates this double symmetry 

of logical-physical and psychical-ontical (which latter the former 're- 

flects'). - An order in which psychical and ontical symmetrically par- 
take, and which articulated these, and so thelogical and physical orders 

which reflect them. This articulation expresses itself in distinguishing 

itself from the 'poetic' order of the mark (of 'finitary' configuration) 
in'which this distinction is made: for although in terms of this con- 
figuration of marks these two 'orders' of mystical and poetic are in- 

distinguishable symmetric configurations of markd (and thus simply two 

sides of the order of marking itself), yet this very symmetry cannot 

of itself determine its own expression. For that would allow us to de- 

termine which 'side' of the symmetrical configuration was the order of 

symmetry, and thus introduce a distinction which is 'by definition' out- 

side the domain of symmetry. It would reveal the identity of a term 

which by definition has no fixed place, which indefinitely moves through 

all its inscriptions in the symmetric order of 'terms', outside their 

economy in principle - in the terms of that economy itself, which al- 
lows no 'circular' recurrence of the term for the 'outside' of that or- 
der, in the 'syntax' of that term in the order itself. Indeed it is 
just this 'circular' economy by which a term applies to a configurat- 
ion in which it itself occurs, which amounts to the first 'formal' de- 

finticn, the elementary 'syntax' of the 'actual infinity' of the 'mystical' 
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order, and which is reflected in the unity of four in the double 

symmetry of the pythagorean square. 

This 'primary' or minimal formal reflection of the 'mystical' 

does not, as indeed has just been argued, 'determine' poetically some 

unquestionable 'mark' of what is thus 'outside' the finitary config- 

urations of the poetic order: it only fixes the primary 'frame' in which 
'mystical' self-expression can further define itdelf - without ever re- 

aching complete inclusion or comprehension in any furthest or last ex- 
tension. For no finitary configuration can actually determine the part- 
icular situation of its actual marking - and the particRlar situation 

of its expression is, as appears in the second 'recursion' of the 'myst- 

ical' order in the poetic, a radicäl component of the configuration of 

self-expression. IN the pythagorean mystery this component appears in 
ýt, ý"+. , in Heraclitus' book in its character as book. Here it appears 
in the situation into which this book enters as a defining characterist- 
ic, and in which I as writer, and you as reader each play our part. 

This 'situation' includes, in a characteristically 'recurs- 
ive' fashion, the circuits of pythagorean P"t%L and heraclitean )ýöYos 

as veil as the contemporary athenian frame of that 'drama' which reflects 
the actuality of the situation as a whole - and in this reflects i 

and as two complementary sides of this dramatic frame. 

Just as the 'syntax', the articulation, of early pythagorean 
terms or themes can (it is suggested) be inscribed (fitted one within 
another within another, and so on) within the radical closure or recur- 
rence of the E9LZ by which one enters into a Kosmos in which the place 
of this Ptw 

. is first defined - and just as the 'syntax' of the Word 

can (it is suggested) be inscribed within the radical closure or circuit 
of a discourse on the two sides of that discourse - so I suggest one 
might discover the 'syntax' of the dramatic actuality in which both of 
these mysteries, and this writing and reading partake, organised in the 

circuit of the drama in which the book plays a part, and thus in a way 
defines. 

In this way, this 'drama' in which we are involved as writing 
or reading, embodies the two aspects of öVOT and 6fs., I play the 
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'initial' part of formally framing the action or interaction, marking 

out the frame of the drama, its formal closure; you as the configurat- 
ion of readers then play the part of the Critic. This latter part is 

quite open, in the measure that my part, as I articulate my assertion 
in this symmetry or complementarity of our parts, is closed by the time 

You play your part or parts. Your part is in fact - as you are well 

aware - open to the extent of bringing into question the very actuality 

of'any but a purely formal frame of interaction. I interact with this 

frame -I insist - as an actuality, however indefinite. You may quite 

Properly question my sanity. 

'I interact.. ' - as, for example, I as reader or critic inter- 

act with the /ýöt which expresses itself in Heraclitus' words, or with 
the silence that lies behind pythagorean terms, or with the ontical act- 

uality of a typewriter... or with the Actual possibility of your reading, 

with the Kosmos that expresses itself in the situation that can be in 

part defined in this book by this book's part in it. Since you may then 

interact with this 'Kosmos' (as I see it) which expresses itself in my 
dialogue here, we thus in a way 'communicate' (whatever further is to be 

made of it) in a way analogous to the way Heraclitus marks community in 

terms of tyw (1). As Heraclitus insists, the matter best explains it- 

self... 

1 

I: 
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(Enter Parmenides) 

Into this scene, there now enters Parmenides, his chariot drawn by 

wise horses, his way shown by the daughters of the Sun (1). ' 

This scene: the frame of this writing and reading as thus far reflect- 

ed in these words. Two converse dimensions or orders (or directions 

in the same 'poetic' dimension (2)), -'logical' and 'physical', meeting 

at an initial point ( where we find Heraclitus and the first generation 

of'pythagoreans) in our Past, where there mirroring is marked in an 
historical Fact. Passing then, in a sequential inscription and re-in- 

scription of this physical fact within an extended 'logical' circuit 

of''theory', until the fact of such inscription itself comes into quest- 
ion in the frame of these words, and their writing, in a 'poetic' mir- 

roring of their 'physical' and 'logical' orders (which thus reflects 
their initial mirroring in the 'physical' order at the start, at Cro- 

ton and Ephesus). Passing then, in turn, to the 'logical' inscription 

of the meeting of these two orders in what is, in the writing, an open 
'Future', at the point marked in the writing as 'you', the reader or 

readers. Physically the scene has been characterised in terms of an 
Earth constituting one 'side' of a Kosmos - its 'context' as it were - 
whose 'other side' is traditionally called 'Heaven' or 'the heavens'. 
'Logically', the 'scene' is characterised by the terms corresponding 
to this 'physical' distinction, and to other distinctions inscribed 

within it, as the corresponding terms are inscribed within the primary 

closure of a 'logical space' reflected 'on Earth' in the various clo- 

sures of discourse (books like this one, or Heraclitus', for example, 
or the verbal interaction of the early pythagoreans). The mirroring 
of two 'sides' of the Action, the Drama - 'heavenly' or invisible, and 
'earthly' or visible - we have seen to be reflected, in the earthly 
side as the Law that governs the interaction of the two corresponding 
sides - the 'political' and the 'economic' - of the autonomous group 
that appears at the outset as the greek City or City-State. In this 

group, the autonomy of the individual actor in the Drama is reflected 
in the self-enclosure, the autonomy of the whole frame, 'Kosmos'. The 
direction of Kosmos, on this analogy, is called 'God', ruling through 
'Justice' as cosmic law - as a king might rule a city. 

I, fr l, 4el; 4...: hf Z I. CA. ge. 
nex"61 fr 
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This frame or scene is itself reflected in the discourses 

with which the Action, the Drama of Reflectimn, opens. Indeed the 

principle terms in which the frame has been thus far characterised 
have themselves been borrowed from an initial 'theory' or 'account' 

(all the terms, that is, barring the 'drama' which has been taken 

as a sort of middle term, of which 6wý+- and' might themselves 

be considered as two complementary aspects or 'sides'). 

The 'point' at this stage is to reach, in the narrative of 
the logical determination of the conditions of logical determination, 

this point at which that conversion of the two orders of the narrative 
(the orders of logical text and physical context) itself comes into 

question: In' these words-, precisely. 

The most general character of the 'dynamic' which must direct 

that narrative has already been suggested: the way by which questions 

arise as what is (logically) 'open' in the situation of reader or critic 
in the context of a text which purports to abstract in its logical 'cir- 

cuit' from its context, its 'outside' in which the reader finds himself 

or (rather unusually) herself. The reader may himself then enter act- 
ively into the 'drama of Reflection' by constructing (most typically in 

a written text or texts) a 'new' configuration in which the configuration 

of text (more usually text_q) and context is once more inscribed in the 

logical circuit of his (or her) text. 

This figure first appears as Parmenides enters in his chariot. 

Appears from where? 

From the city of Elea, not far from Croton in Greater Greece. 

And his appearance has the character of a crossing, a transition, out 

of the verbal intercourse of eleatic pythagoreans (1) - and out of the 

particular situations of such intercourse - and into the closed frame 

of a written and published poem, standing out against pythagorean sil- 

1: Sources given by Zeller, I, 580 
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ence, and echoing (just how directly is unclear (1)) the heraclitean 
Word. 

-0 
The poem amounts to a dialogue. Not, as in Heraclitus, a 

dialogue between and 
X öf(vV, One and many - but rather an expli- 

cit dialogue between the writer and 'the goddess' who speaks to him in 

the dramatic frame of the poem. A frame which opens in the dramatis- 

ation of Parmenides' passage out of the pythagorean Kosmos, and which 
closes in the return to this starting-point transfigured. The cir- 
cuit of the narrative thus contains, as aspects, both the figure of 
pythagorean BW" 

, and that of heraclitean ýö 
- the latter, as 

has already been suggested, corresponding to what is in a sense the 

mirroring of the circle of a always rooted in the spoken inter- 

course of the pythagorean group, in the silence 'outside'. 

A dialogue? .. well, almost: Parmenides' part is to write 

his listening, organised about the minimal way that he addresses him- 

self to the goddess. An 'interview', perhaps. Having entered into 
the account of his minimal participation in the drama, as attention, 
he enters into the goddess' discourse as into the simple closure or 
recurrence of Heraclitus' circle: 

`U4OL ýºaL Ld t l1ý 

"ple 

It is the same to me wherever I begin - for I will come back 
there again yr (2) 

This circuit, Aiý6ctt t. -jv-v 1Avi , well-rounded Truth (3) 
, am- 

ounts oor rather embodies, the simple configuration of 'Mystery' tra- 

ced out a few pages above. So do the 'circles' of Off., " and 
ýör 

But the circuit of Parmenides' poem as a whole does not, as in those 

cases, simply coincide with the mystery. Rather does Parmenides inte- 

grate in the frame of his poem the two sides of his mystery, first nar- 
rating his passage into its closure, and subsequently his return to his 

starting point, Ca sort of inversion of his entry, in which the myst- 
ery is no longer approached as something 'external' to the economy of 
Kosmos, but this is itself inscribed in the mystery] The passage into 
the mystery corresponds to a discovery of distinction, Limit, 'behind' 

pythagorean Kosmos as heraclitean 
,J 

is behind the play of 
Wrt.; the 

return to the point of entry involves the recurrence of this figure of 
distinction in the symmetry of the mark. 
l: note.. 2: Fr 3: Fr°! j 1.29 
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That is: Parmenides' poem begins at a point - his situation 
in a Pythagorean Kosmos - 'outside' the circle of the mystery of self- 

expression: in the symmetry, as it were, of the mystery and economy of 
Kosmos. In relation to the pythagorean mystery we asked: 'Why should 
the masses of Croton understand their interaction with (their govern- 

ment by) pythagoreans on pythagorean terms (indeed how could they, since 
they were-'excluded' from the true understanding of those terms)? '. And 

one might ask: 'Why should the ephesians have striven to understand 
Heraclitus, so to understand that it was-not Heraclitus, but the Word 

which was the true (subject and) object of their striving? ' The choice 
between the two sides of each mystery, from a point 'outside', is in a 
fundamental sense arbitrary. This choice can itself only be understood 

once it has been made. The point 'outside' is, indeed, understood in 

each case as the locus of symmetry, in which the true discernment which 

alone distinguishes Distinction from Symmetry, from its marks, cannot 
be discerned. It is characteristic that, in Elea, 'Parmenides organis- 
dd (ýý(Ic4, ý; ý+ýL) his fatherland by excellent laws, so that the govern- 
ment yearly binds the citizens by an oath to abide by Parmenides' laws' 
(1)t whereas Heraclitus is said tt have resigned the hereditary king- 

ship, and the pythagoreans at Croton to have been massacred in an up- 
rising. In each case-, their place in the City corresponds to their 

cosmic perspective: their part in the affairs of the City mirrors the 

part they pla* in a Kosmos (whose identification is itself one compon- 
ent of the 'part'), as the autonomy («2-co ', self-determination) 
of the City mirrors its cosmic frame, organised by Justice. 

Thus is it just this Justice which organises i armenides' 

entry into the all-comprehenaing closure or self-containment of Äosmos, 

whose 'physical' aspect of the sphere of i: eaven reflects the logical 

circuit of the goddess' expression (in the finite terms of the poem) 

of the 'ontical' self-determination which expresses itself in the 

physical closure of the Sphere. The 'goddess' thus articulates, as 
the recurrence of Mystery (herself the 'theological' instance of its 

articulation, Wisdom personified), mystical Distinction which expres- 
ses itself through the symmetry of 'psychical' and 'ontical' orders 
( v"yºv and Discernment, Actuality, which distinguishes 

32- 
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itself from the symmetry of the finitary order of the mark or name - 
or pythagorean 'point' - in articulating the otherwise symmetric ord- 

ers of psychical and ontical self-expression. 

We have seen how this self-expression of 'Limit' marks itself 

in the symmetry of'Justice as Square or 's4paring': it identifies it- 

self in an 'abstraction' from the two 'sides' of distinction, correspond- 
ing to the symmetry of logical and physical and the symmetry of these 

'finitary' orders and the psychical and ontical orders they reflect. 

Identifies itself, just as the unity of each corner cC the Square is 

reflected in the unity of four corners, through the symmetry of the 

two sides, and the two which is each side, of two twos. We saw how the 

configuration of logical (or 'arithmetic') closure or recurrence, and 
the physical closure of Body was expressed in the 'musical' closure 

or recurrence of unity in the Tetractys which thus amounts to the re- 
flection of Limit in the intermediate frame of a Justice which squares" 

all. How Limit then, as principle of distinc±ion, distinguishes it- 

self from this expression in the symmetric order of point or mark, in 

the order of 'epiphany' whicj begins 'outwardly' in the narrative of 
Kosmos as frame of all such 'epiphany', unfolding from the first cos- 

mic actuality of surface of light, One as the Central Fire, the 'Hearth' 

of'Kosmos. '' How this narrative then proceeds through the harmony of the 

'heavenly bodies' of light, in the Kosmic closure of the Sphere, to the 

incarnation of individual souls, and their transfiguration in the epi- 

phany of their cosmic situation in this narrative which thus comes full- 

circle, as the initiate enters into the pythagorean circle or mystery 
'marked' by the Tetractys, and into the SIwCc, ý- , the vision, of cos- 

mic Recurrence and self-expression. 

We saw how, in Heraclitus' words, an analogous circle, an 

analogous mystery, expressed itself in the dramatisation of entry into 

the circuit of a 
Nasil 

, reflected in the circular readings of those 

words - readings where the 'point of entry' is distingished from our 

conclusions, only by the finality of the ýö. 
(ol which cannot itself 

be 'comprehended' in the circuit of any such reading, but only as the 

principle of understanding 'behind' every such construction. Thus 
here there is no definitive narrative: 'beginning' and 'end' are them- 

selves two terms among others in the circulation of the text, which 
reflects the cosmic 'economy' of Fire. 
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We saw the ' complementarity' of7pytRagoreanWiodgm9s aff formal 

frame for the particular accounts or narratives which embody the figure 

of in the particular situations of the activity within the pythag- 

orean group - accounts in whtth the symmetries of figurate Number and 
the framing of activity in the comprehensive frame of a cosmic narrative 

are 'applied', combined in a'particular situation, in a manner which is 

not itself determined either by the comprehensive framework of Kosmos, 

or the elementary syntax of Number. For just as the two sides of Kosm- 

os (as pythagorean frame) and Number (as corresponding terms) cannot de- 

termine their combination in particular applications, nor can one proper- 
ly abstract from Heraclitus' words any linear cosmic narrative, or any 

systematic elementary syntax. 

We saw hov this complementarity ofand (\el'q amounted 
to two 'one-sided' expressions of a figure common to each, and which 

was reflected (though not itself 'reflective', or belonging to the do- 

main of Reflection) in the contemporary organisation of athenian 'drama'. 

How now, can Parmenides be seen to integrate these two sides 
of Reflection (these complementary abstractions from a common Drama) in 
the dramatic frame of his poem? 

t 

A 

Parmenides dramatises the entry into the divine Word, and into 

the corresponding 'converse' of earthly and heavenly at a particular point. 
At a point corresponding to the simple figure of entry into the closed 

circle of heavenly discourse (reflected in the closure of the poem - but 

primarily as another circuit within this closure) by participation in 

the logical dynamic of Reflection (of inscription of the difference of 

a configuration of terms and the actuality of the frame in which they 

are understood to identify this frame). By taking as his part the part 
of that heraclitean Wisdom which is the only constant direction 'through 

all things'(1) the soul's participation in which is Truth, the only true 

direction - for separate opinions, accounts which we take for our own, 

while 
belonging to the same principle of Direction, are not joined with, 

'inscribed' in it, and lead this way and that, with no constant aim (2). 

Thus do we find Parmenides 'on the way of the goddess'(3) in 

r y. 
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an order of things governed by pythagorean Kosmos as the frame of 

all narrative. In that frame, that configuration of terms - but not 

within the logical closure of its pythagorean determination as itself 

narrated. Rather crossing out of that circuit, and so out of the my- 

stery and its outward silence, into the understanding of the relation 
between this limiting narrative or cosmogony and what, outside it, is 

atthe outset reflected in its terms, while at the same time independ- 

ent of the narrative construction by which the 'physical' configurat- 
ion of these terms is subordinated to. or comprehended in the logical 

circuit-in which 
ýt- (-is 

embodied. And this crossing articulated 
in the more radical mystical or heavenly order, of which the psychical 
determination of the relations of psychical and ontical (reflected in 

the logical determination of the relations of logical and physical)a- 
mounts to just one side. 

In this sense, Parmenides entrance amounts to the first cru- 
cial step in the dynamic of Reflection, just as the transitional config- 
uration whose primary expression is to be found in the pythagorean myst- 
ery, marks the point of entry itself, an initial silence broken by Par- 
menides. 

First 'step'? .. But we have seen Parmenides entering drawn 
by a pair of horses.... ... and entering where? .. into what? There 
is not really anyone here but ourselves - indeed there is only one of 
!s really 'here'. 

'.. But would we complain of an actor entering upon a stage 
that he was not really who he said? 'Here' we must, as it were, see 
ourselves, whichever of us is here, in a dramatic frame of Kosmos, in 
which our actual situation is contained, just as a dramatic fiction 
might be contained in it: again there is a sort of 'continued proport- 
ion' between 'imaginary' fiction, present situation, and comprehensive 
context, the 'same' in principle for all situations, and in which they 
(and we, and Parmenides) communicate. A proportion analogous to Hera- 

clitus' analogy of the child playing at being a king, the king, and the 
direction of the Kosmos including both City and (within the City) the 
child's game. 

... So that the constant actuality expressed in Parmenides' 
Poem in a way includes our reading of it, just as our situation, reading, 
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includes the dramatic fiction of Parmenides' horses. These horses, 

in virtue of not really being horses, allow an actuality that bears 

to us the relations we bear to horses and fictions, to distinguish and 

express itself, through a transposition of the language that articul- 

ates visible presence, here and now, to the-analogous constant 'pre- 

sence$ of a Kosmos, of which this passing visible presentation is only 

one 'side'. In such a transposition, Heraclitus can call 'Word' what 

articulates Kosmosas, words (or their 'logic') articulate its 'visible' 

side, here and now, (just as then). He can call waking people 'asleep', 

he can identify the organisation of our appetite, when thus 'asleep', 

by speaking of monkeys and pigs. And just so can Parmenides call 'hor- 

ses' what are not really horses at all, and I can write of the 'ent- 

rance' of Parmenides as something present. (It is just the identificat- 

ion of this general Analogy which closes this Part One). 

.. So, enter Parmenides, 'on the way of the goddess', 'that 

carries the mortal who discerns, through all things' (1). Now, accord- 
ing to the prevailing analogy, this is no earthly way(2), but the hor- 

ses or car of Parmenides are travelling among the stars. These wander- 
ing stars, 'planets', heavenly bodies, 'daughters of the sun'(3) guide 
him on the way. And they are in a sense the very wheels of his chariot, 
for 'the axle, glowing in the socket - for it was urged around by the 

circling wheels at either end - gave forth a sound as of a pipe, when 
the daughters of the Sun, hasting to convey me into Light, threw back 

the veils-from their faces, and left the abode of Night'. 

The primary cosmic expression of pythagorean Justice lies, as 

we have seen, in the 'musical' relations of the movements of the heaven- 

ly bodies, 'daughters of the Sun', in the two 'wheels' on either side 

of the primary circuit of the Sun, that we have already seen organising 

the cosmic analogue of (or Kosmos as analogue of) the Tetractys, between 

Central Body and comprehensive Sphere (in which last Kosmos, like the 

Tetractys, or a physical body, is closed in or on itself). This primary 

expression of the recurrence of the unit in Square Justice, corresponds 

to the 'double-bolted' doors between Night's multiplicity, and Day's 

true vision(4). At this 'door' (this figure of Justice governing the 

primary articulation of the heavenly circuits of light(s) in the dark 

Night) the 'daughters of the Sun' reveal themselves for what they are 

in actuality: the tokens of Day scattered in darkness, through whose 

coordination or harmony, alone, can mortals enter into heavenly Truth. 

1: Fr 1 2: Fr 1 3: Fr 14 Fr 1 (cf Fr 2) 
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At this point, this 'doorway', the goddess expresses herself 

in greeting, and tells Parmenides that his journey and his entrance into 

her domain themselves partake of the order of Justice, rather than any 

arbitrary order; she expresses herself in differentiating those orders - 
heavenly truth, into which he is entering, and its benighted converse, 

mortal opinion. The goddess' way, on which he has travelled, leads 

through the door, in converse directions, through both: through all 

truth, and also through the bewildering maze of opinion. 

First, into the circle of 'well-rounded Truth', as it distin- 

guishes itself from wandering error: the configuration of this Truth has 

already been sketched; it will be seen to amount, in effect, to an ab- 

straction of the self-expression of pythagorean Limit, from the order of 

the mark, whether this last be understood as figure, name, or physical 

aspect. To an epiphany in which logical and physical closure mirror one 

another, in abstraction from that logical direction of narrative (and 

its converse 'physical'-Time) in which the identity of the 'point' is 

'logically' derived from Limit, from Limit logically understood as dis- 

tinction, 'before' the elaboration of any actuality in which such a dis- 

tinction might be made (it was just the circularity of this definition 

of the 'point' or 'first unit' which seemed so strange, as we saw, to 

Aristotle). The configuration of the various primary cosmic orders in 

pythagorean 'epiphany' is retained by Parmenides, but in abstraction 

from the dynamic of logical distinction and physical differentiation 

through which the pythagorean Kosmos is presented as narrative: for 

there is in the closure of Kosmos upon itself no (logical) 'point' at 

which to begin. 

.. So Parmenides begins with just this contradiction. There 

is no way an initial logical distinction can be properly made: for what 

then would be the ground of distinction of the two 'sides' of whatever 

was to mark the distinction? Any 'initial' distinction must be purely 

formal, a logical 'fiction' of beginning, an arbitrary 'making' of a 

distinction. Yet that very distinction of a formal or imaginary distinct- 

ion and an actual distinction is itself purely 'formal': how can we act- 

ually distinguish between such a logical order and a 'real' order 'out- 

side' a formal or nominal distinction (of logical and physical, or formal 

and real)? Thought and thing, imaginary and real, are quite symmetrical, 

indistinguishable, unless their distinction is already effected. 
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We cannot deduce Actuality from some logical distinction 

'prior' to Actuality: Actuality must distinguish itself. We cannot 

begin with a distinction of Actuality from something else, something 

'outside' Actuality, as Unlimited is 'outside' the first Limit in the 

Pythagorean cosmogony. For such a distinction cannot be actually made. 

The only distinction that can be made in relation to Actuality, is be-" 

tween Actuality, which simply IS, and the circle of supposing that one 

can mark a distinction between Actuality and something else, in order 

to distinguish a formal distinction from Actuality, and so determine 

Actuality (as it were) from 'outside', in some formal space in which 

Actuality might in turn be 'constructed' in the circuit of a narrative, 

of some 'theory'. The order of the mark is the order of pure fiction, 

turning on itself. 

This coordination of logical and physical (or, perhaps, psy- 

chological and ontological) orders distinguishes two 'sides' of dis- 

course: or rather, in this frame where the distinction between Actuality 

and the fictional order of the mark, of symmetry (to which the distinct- 

ion of such a fictional order from Actuality, itself - as a fiction - 
belongs), Actuality presents itself as Truth: In the abstraction from 

this double symmetry (of the order of the mark, and the symmetry of this 

with what, as Actuality, is 'outside' the poetic or fictional order of 

the mark), that amounts to the self-expression of Limit in the frame of 

Justice, that 'gate' in the heavens which 'though far off' can be enter- 

ed in the vision that expresses itself, in the domain of those fictions 

which benighted men take for reality, as an imaginary journey through 

the skies: 

awýc. ý' V.. ýý ýö Vo..,, 
Look fixedly at things far off as present to your mind (1) 

When it is seen that Actuality as 'outside' the poetic order 

of sequential narrative cannot be determined in the frame of that 'fict- 

ional' order, it presents itself, distinguishes itself, simply as (it) 

IS: its n? ture is simply TO BE. That - but we must regard it as present 
(fragment next above) - this - is, IS, itself; is what is. 

1: Fr 2,1 
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This 'joint in thv narrative, then, marks the division of the 

two 'ways', ' aL , orders of proceeding, at the Gate kept by Just- 

ice. It is the point of'transition in the poetic order of' the nar- 

rative where (what) IS distinguishes itself, marks itself, as what 

is 'outside' this order of the mark, of marks, earthly or heavenly. 

The point where one steps, or is drawn, out of the circuit of the 

fiction that this 'out-side' can be marked and determined, compre- 

hended, within the order, along the way, of the mark. And into the 

circle (or rather, as we will see, the sphere) which has no outside, 

but is simply ' in itself' : whose ' outside' is a fiction - is, indeed, 

the fiction that Actuality is one side of some distinction. A side. 

whose actuality can be logically or physically determined in the or- 

der of a narrative that begins somehow or somewhere before the actr- 

uality of (for example) its very beginning. Which appears to begin, 

that is, in the distinction of Actuality and something else - where 
this 'something else' must be the very assumption of the distinction 

of which it appears to be one term, some point 'outside' actuality. 
The symmetry of Actuality and something else, which is only 'outside' 

Actuality inasmuch it is fictional, 'it' isn't. 

Now we enter into Actuality by choosing it, rather than some 

mark. And this, when we see the relation of Actuality and mark, is 

simply the actuality of thinking, is true judgement, is Truth itself, of 

which seeing-what-it-is is choosing, judging to be true. We thus ent- 

er into Actuality as it is present to the unwavering vision of voZIS, 

enter into it 'as present, though far off'. And in this vision Actu- 

ality appears in a configuration of 'marks' or aspects (}º"&t"c ) through 

which it expresses itself by distinguishing itself further from the 

fictional economy of the mark. 

Thus it is outside the dynamic-of conversion of logical and 

physical orders in the poetic order of narrative. It has no beginning, 

as we have seen, for there is no point 'outside' it-from which the 

transition into it - into its actuality - might be made. It is simi- 
larly endless. Indeed it simply IS9 always in the same manner, and 
there is no way to mark or distinguish in it any 'was' when it was not 
'IS', or any 'will be' when it will be something (say, 'then') which 
it is not. 
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Nor 'is' it 'here' any otherwise than 'there'; for than 

it would in some way be at each place something other than simply 
itself, which it simply IS wherever it IS. Physically and logically 

it is absolutely symmetric, since there is no way that what it is, 

or parts of what it is, can be distinguished, or marked off. No way 

of' differentiating two points so as to mark any difference, even the 

difference of the points, is open. The only 'logical' difference 

that can be marked, is that between such difference and its-identity 

and unity, the only 'physical' difference, that between 'imaginary' 

space-, unlimited, and'its distinction from the fiction of some mark 
'outside' it,. These distinctions there must be, but they are distinct- 
ions from nothing, from the mistake of trying to include its actuality 
in the organisation of the mark. Rather should we recognise that. 
there only is anything insofar as3something distinguishes itself from 

its reflection in the order of marks or names, as it expresses itself 
through them in this distinction. This alone - when we mirror this 

self-expression in recognising the distinction - is knowledge or truth. 

The very nature of mistaking is to take a mark for what,, 
in truth, it marks, to substitute the poetic circuit of marks, incor- 

porating terms which appear to mark a distinction of this fiction from 
truth, from marking a reality - and so to enter the circle in which 
a mark appears, in relation to the coordination of marks and names 
within this fiction, to mark something which isn't, something 'absent'. 

This circle of SLEcc, of a belief which turns upon itself 

as an initial mistake of'believing the! r can be true belief which ii 

not knowledge, that the Actuality in which it is constructed can it- 

self be included or comprehended in the illusory closure of some-story, 
constitutes a converse Sos or path of belief, a mistake which perpet- 
uates itself, and leads us mortals, imagining we can comprehend things 
in the various distinctions we think to make with our words, round in 

endless circles, until we find ourselves, like Parmenides at the outset, 
on the way of the goddess. 

Fictions, the play of distinctions and differences, the 
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passing articulation of terms - 'names', mv6ý-, cUc- and corresponding 
'marks', "-K'Goc- taken to be marks of different realities, closed in 

themselves- like the Sphere, or Pythagorean Body. 

In a way, the return to his starting-point along this imagin- 

ary path of Sö1c corresponds to the pythagorean construction of a Kos- 

mos as frame of narrative, of accounting, in which all occurences might 
be inscribed and their bearing upon the dramaof incarnation and rein- 

carnation understood. Yet the ar&oo presented to Parmenides by the god- 
dess is 

- the 'deceptive arrangement of my words'. Parmenides' return 
journey, back through the doors of Night and Day, through the arrangement 

of'the heavens (as- the veil is again thrown over the 'daughters'of the 
Sun'), as 'what is is cut off from what is... 

sic r-tv. J "Ck, cv S 1C. rLeL ý.: cýJ (2 ) 
is 'scattered everywhere about in order' - k_ tcJ' .L: 'through 

Kosmos', almost - this return amounts to the inversion of the 'way of the 

goddess' that proceeds to the Sphere of Truth from (what we take for) 
the here-and-now of earthly incarnation. Just as the way of the goddess 
leads through the logical order of enquiry to successively wider symmet- 
ries, until it confronts in the frame of 'Justice' the question of the 

symmetry of this 'logical' order of inquiry and the 'physical' order of 
its object and its contex# - and at this 'gate' confronts the mystery of 
the disymmetry of that symmetry and what 'decides' it - so In as exact. 
inversion of this path does the godless lead Parmenides back to his start- 
ing-point, beginning with the simple step into the play of fictions through 
the introduction of the mark which 'marks' the circle-of ýc p- simply as 
such - as the abstraction from self-discerning Actuality through the 
fiction that Actuality can be introduced as-one term in the order of 
narrative (in its 'fictional' or poetic closure), a term symmetric with 
Fiction or Imagining itself. The third section of the poem begins with 
the giddy step into this 'poetic' order of always-passing imaginings and 
their imagined references, and concludes with the marking in this order 
of the mark, the names which invert the just knowledge of What Is. Names 

which are the manifold 'terms' or termini of this inverse path, and thus 

mirror, in the frame of cosmic Justice, the single 'term' of the goddess' 
path - IS. 

; ýr Sý 
. 52- 2 ti ýº'. 23 
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First, then, t] 

cosmic maze in which the 

simply-identical is-ness 

or circle the- minimal or 
ions, lesser circles, in 

'poetic' order. 

ze entry into the circle of into that 

fiction of marking a starting-point 'outside' 

turns upon itself, embodying in this recurrence 

primary instance of the organisation of fict- 

the primary closure of what I have called the 

A 'poetic' order, articulating the endless dynamic of con- 

version of two symmetric orders, two terms: 'Light' and 'Dark' their 
(physical) 'marks'. Two 'marks', reflecting in the poetic symmetry of 
logical and physical the primary expression of logical distinction, the 

initial mistake of cosmic importance: 

r. c2ýicý 
-q 

Ic «t. 
i ýývu SVo 

VII 
%. 

3 
ö1,, ýýiýy ýl) 

- two 'forms' , ýöý'ýö4 , figures`, * appearances - and in them the 

reciprocal dynamics of conversion of Light and Dark, logical and phys- 
ical, mind and thing - 
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- the dominance of one side of the distinction is the activity of 

mind. 

.- And the entry into the interplay of 'physical' and 'logical', of 
thing or nature - týo1S - and corresponding direction of mind- -, 
9pvs (3), ' is exactly the initial circular supposition (and so determin- 

ation), , of distinction - the preponderance of the logical 

in the initial distinction of the symmetric orders of Light and Dark. 

As we have seen before, this imaginary circuit of definition, in which 

a supposed distinction is 'used' to distinguish the logical or psycho- 
logical order of distinction, this 'abstraction' from Actuality which 
distinguishes itself to this 'logical' image, to an imaginary psycho- 
logical actuality of reference - this circuit amounts properly to a 
direction of subordination of one 'side' of the poetic order (in this 

case the flaut-side' to the logical 'in-side') to the other. This dis- 

ruption of poetic symmetry marks precisely the passage into the 'poetic' 

dynamic of fiction-within-fiction (for example the fiction of the in- 

scription of the fictitious 'physical' identities df Light and Dark, or 
Hot and Cold, within the fiction of a logical distinction of logical and 
physical orders) whose frame, Necessity, corresponds to what 
I have already characterised as Law, and its Economy. 
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- souls are sent from invisibility into visibility, and back; 

and this 'through' the Sun. In a figure that should now be fairly 

familiar, the relations of the 'mystical' order of the Sphere as a 

unitary whole to the symmetrical 'poetic' order in which it is inscribed 

as, one term, are reflected in that poetic order in terms of 'heaven' 

and earth as two symmetrical sides, with the circle of the Sun as mid- 
dle- term, as the mirror in whLeh 'heaven' and 'earth' are symmetrically 
organised as supernatural (or mythological) and natural economies resp- 

ectively. The 'mystical' unity of the Sphere is- thus reflected in the 

outer limit in which this whole scheme of visible heavens and earth is 

contained. The earthly order reflects its own place in this heavenly 

whole, in the place in the earthly order of our individual bodies. If 
the articulation of the group, as framing our earthly activity, the earth- 
ly order of our incarnation is then seen (in this cosmic proportion or 
analogy) to reflect the astrological order which intervenes between the 
two poles of central solid and outer wall of Kosmos, the central circuit 
of'Sun will be seen to correspond exactly to the earthly cycle of gener- 
ation as primary frame of the earthly economy of Life.. 

ka-Csa "v 10'. 

Just how the 'goddess in the middle' (1) organises the heavenly 

production of the stars and their cycles is not clear from the remaining 
fragments, though the most natural assumption must be that Light and Dark 

as rare and dense would be separated by the primordial circuit or circu- 
lation later made visible in the circuit of the Sun, according to the 

prevalent pre-pythagorean cosmogonic figure developed by ionian 'physics'. 

Nor is it quite clear just how far Parmenides' figure of the 

cyclical incarnation of the soul according to Justice and Necessity ac- 
cords with the pythagorean mystery of release from the wheel of birth on 
Earth. But the general outline is clear enough: the 'downward' move- 
ment into the circling maze of a fictitious reality, a mortal implicat- 
ion ip, the great Mistake, and the converse movement of abstraction from 
''Gýý, k e$ birth and begetting'(), 

upwards 
upon 'the way of the goddess', 

back through successive symmetries, grander fictions, to the doors of 
Night and Day, and the discovery of the Justice that governs all through 

LIL- 
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the self-expression or revelation of Actuality in the frame of the 

last question posed by the reflection of the fictitious symmetry of 
Actuality and Fiction (or Story) in the symmetry that governs the artic- 

ulation of all stories, all ýö&a, . 

- The Justice which articulates and governs the relations of 

this Actuality and Fiction as the fiction of two sides, True and False. 

Where the self-expression of What Is in the symmetric configuration of 
the psychical and ontical actualities of discernment and identity, seen 
in relation to the mark as the discourse of 'the goddess', is reflected 
in the mirroring in the fictional dynamic of a 'World', a Kosmos of 
'forms' and their interplay, of the converse movements of mind and thing 
M. 

The poem began with the approach of Parmenides to the gates 

of'Night and Day governed by Justice. Through them he passes into a 

participation in Actuality, in the assent which is Truth, the entry of 
thought into the circular intercourse of knowing and being. Thence he 

returns to his starting-point: first into the bare frame of the Kosmos 

that is the circular illusion of Fiction, then through the intermediate 

astrological or astronomical order of the Sun, then into the earthly or- 
der which reflects in the general frame of Creation as Fiction the re- 
lation of that frame itself to Actuality. On earth he finds himself 

incarnate (L), and bodily involved in the endless conversion of earthly 
imagination and earthly reality (3). And this in the symmetry of the 

two 'sides' of embodiment in the 'mark', the element of that poetic order 
in which these two 'sides', mind and thing, are articulated as converse 
movements or dynamics. And it is with this principle of the mark, mark- 
ing the distance of these passing fictions which hold us apart from Truth, 

that the poem concludes: 

0 
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- thus things appear to have come into being, thus they seem now, 

I: Pr 16, & its context, at the opening of Theophrastus' On Sensation. 
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- This, then, is how we - or rather, Parmenides - re-enters 

the economy of fictions which organises our mortality, from the gates 

of Night and Day. We will soon se, e that the more usual point of entry 

- through a more earthly 'conception' - mirrors or parallels this myst- 

ical descent from the May of Truth into the Night of what we take for 

truths. 

At the point of entry Light and Dark are quite uniform and 

symmetric throughout the Sphere, inscribed in it simply as the formal 

distinction of two terms, two forms, reflecting the initial supposit- 
ion of the symmetry of Sphere of Actuality, and the order of fiction 

in which it is thus formally inscribed. (I) 

The disruption of this initial symmetry, corresponding pre- `- 

cisely to the entry into its fictional-economy, is then articulated 

within the governing frame of poetic closure (that circuit of which 
the logical circle of subordination of the difference of logical and 

physical to a logical articulation partakes, like the converse dynamic 

of Hot and Cold, Rare and Dense) which first appears in the fiery circuit 

of the Sun in which the order intervening between Sun and solid outer 
Sphere reflects the order intervening between central sphere of Earth, 

and Sun. This 'harmony', the image of Justice in the Necessity of vie- 
ible Law, reflects exactly the Pythagorean heavenly harmony which, in 

the proem, the introduction to the discourse of the goddess, led Par- 

menides along the converse path into the Sphere of Truth. The other 
face of the 'goddess', as she articulated the fictional or mythic economy 
of the visible Kosmos, is the creative or procreative principle through 

which Creation, the order of 
Co" 

v, , persists, forever turning upon it- 

self. For the converse logical and physical'economies of Light and 
Dark fit together in the union of their mirror movements in the union 

of the symmetric principles of Male and Female (? 
-)o 

It is through this principle of Eros that, within the circu- 
lar persistence of the fictional economy of Creation, we enter into the 

circle of earthly mortality that reflects within the fictional order of 
Kosmos as a whole the movement from the Sphere of Truth into this Kos- 

moe: 
r1I_ Ir -log. 
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in time they will develop and come to an end: Sor each of these 

men have taken a name as a mark. 

How does-Parmenides' poem itself fit into the scheme of things 

it presents? Does its circuit belong within the domain of passing fict- 

ions.. or does it somehow mark*in that domain, in this Kosmos or Creat- 

ion, something 'outside' it? Or might it somehow present us with the 

question of' the relation of fiction and Actuality in it? 

In it... 'it': what is it? Not some self-enclosed logical cir- 

cuit in which some forma], identity -formal Identity - is somehow defined 

in logical abstraction from its context, from the 'out-side' of the poem 

in which we find ourselves now. For the poem contradicts precisely such 

a supposition of any purely 'logical' circuit of Abstraction, in which 
the Actuality in which the poem somehow participates might be inscribed, 

adequately defined, as one term, opposed to the open possibility present- 

ed by the closure of the poetic (and a fortiori the logical) frame upon 

itself - to the fictional frame of all fictions. 

No.. we cannot take it as expressing some 'thought', some con- 

struction of the Actuality which expresses itself in the articulation of 

text and context, within which we can actually read the poem. We cannot 

apply some 'later' conception of thought, of conception, and insist that 

Parmenides' 'idea' or intention express itself clearly as such an abstract 
thought. 

... But we can, parallelling in this the articualtion of the 

poem itself, see its 'publication' as a dramatic first step into the 

open symmetry of 'logical' and 'physical' dimensions of a History, a 
Tradition, of Reflection - as an expression of Parmenides' part in the 
'Actuality' which articulates this History as (partly) determinate Pact, 

his part in what thus is now (for it was), through his playing the part 
of the author of the poem whose fragments still remain, his written as- 
sent to the discourse of the goddess, to the Actuality which IS9 in as 
much as-we paatake of its self-affirmation in affirming IT IS. 
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And we take part in this same articulation of judgement and 

its 'ontical' object, in thus reading Parmenides' poem 'dramatically'. 

Reading 'it' as- the expression of a first step into the open symmetry 

of logical and physical orders which was, loggago, the Future in a py- 

th agorean Kosmos. 

That is: we cannot 'comprehend' Parmenides' poem by inscrib- 

ing it as Parmenides' 'thought' in a configuration of terms, a logical 

circuit, in which we would include both the logical closure of Parmen- 

ides' construction and its 'object', symmetrically 'outside' it, as a 

physical 'thing' might symmetrically mirror some term within the poet- 

ic frame of Language or corresponding World. We will see that such an 

attempt to 'comprehend' the Actuality which expresses itself in Parmen- 

ides' poem constitutes the dominant 'logical' dynamic or direction of 

the subsequent Tradition. A dynamic which presents one side of the 

'economy' in which the writing and reading of this book will find their 

place. We have already seen that such a 'logical' step is one 'side', 

a formal component, of Parmenides' part as author of the poem: logic- 

ally, the guiding 'question' of the poem may be taken to be the symmetry 

between the terms in which pythagorean Kosmos was expressed within the 

pythagorean group (as limiting narrative frame of and the circu- 

lar 'stories' in which it must have been developed), and the Kosmos in 

which the reflection of 'Kosmos' in a narrative frame (or as compre- 

hensive frame of narration and accounting) defined the formal closure 

of the group, the 'mystery'. 

'Logically', then, Parmenides' poem appears simply as a 'crit- 

ical' standing-outside the circuit of the pythagorean mystery, a break- 

ing of the circle constituted by Kosmos as Fiction, Creation, within 
the Kosmos that outwardly reflects such a fiction; a breaking with the 

mystery in the outward expression of this symmetry in the frame of a 
'fiction', Parmenides' poem (with its horses and cosmic adventures). 

But that is only one side of the poem. If we try and under- 

stand the poem simply as 'criticism', simply 'internally' - as Parmen- 

ides' 'thought' - then we face the immediate contradiction that the 

poem itself partakes of the delusive 'fiction' that it appears to ex- 

clude from true thinking. The immediate contradiction which must then 

be attributed to Parmenides' 'thought' has an analogous history to the 
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attempt to comprehend pythagorean 
k'öeýwec or heraclitean in 

subsequent constructions where they appear as one term among others, 

rather than the very frame of the construction which, in their context, 
they dramatically express (or allow to express itself). In a sense we 

might say that the Actuality which expresses itself in the passing con- 
figurations of these terms remains constant, 

ever articulating the 'inside' and 'outside' of the terms in which it 

expresses itself according to the same forms of "V("S 'i but 

that an equally constant actuality expresses itself in the articulat- 
iorr of the dynamic in which new terms are found to express new forms 

of mirroring of previous expressions of constant Actuality, and their 

actual 'context' ihtwhich the 'critic' finds himself - and in which he 

is drawn to reconstruct Actuality in new terms. 

In its barest outline, the 'context' of Parmenides' poem - 
in its simple character as spatiotemporal frame of stories (like Parm- 

enides' poem) and of the actions they present (in the case of Parmenides 

we will see that the 'dramatic' truth of the story lies in its character 

of action) is the same at the time and place of this writing and reading 

as it was (or 'is') at the time and place of composition. Within this 

context, reflected in the poem as play of 'fictions', as interaction of 
the 'circular' fictions of name and thing within their symmetry in the 

poetic frame of 'fiction' (and the comprehensive Fiction of a World of 

changes), the poem presents itself to us as itself embodying such a poe- 
tic frame. But at the same time, when we see it as a 'fiction', we see 
its dramatic truth as presentation of Actuality, through exemplifying 
the truth of all stories as their fiction. The poem thus operates, like 

a mark which marks the fiction of a mark 'outside' Actuality as the fict- 

ion by which it is taken to mark something, as a 'mark', an indication 

of an Actuality which in this indication expresses itself. Expresses 

itself in transfiguring the circuit intcwhich we step, thinking to define 

the Actuality in which our step itself blindly partakes. Operates the 
'transfigaation' from the fictional closure of the story in which it. ap- 
pears to be itself marked, its actuality somehow supposed 'open' like 
the reference of the term to something which might mirror it *outside' 
the fiction, to the self-expression of what articulates this 'inside' 

and 'outside', and in which the thought by which we thought to define 
Actuality appears as the circle of a fiction turning on itself. 
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In this way, the apparent 'logical' contradiction of Parmen- 

ides' expression of Actuality in the frame of a fiction itself plays 
its part in the configuration - the dramatic configuration - thus pre- 

sented in the poem. The poem thus operates (or allows the operation of) 

an access to the Drama of Kosmos, which is reflected in the poem as the 

analogous access of Parmenides to the Sphere of dramatic Truth (in which 
judgement and being correspond in a 'converse' whose mystical locus is 

'marked' in the discourse of 'the goddess'). To the Sphere in which 
the fictional frame of this poem marks the access to that (this) Sphere, 

out of the circuit of fictions and their open dynamic which appears (in 

this dynamic) as one 'side' of the writing or reading of the poem. To 

comprehend the poem, then, is to see this 'side' as a fiction - as the 

unlimited play of the mark, the name and the 'thing' - as the mark which 

marks its own inconstancy, its purely elusive, illusive, delusive 'being' 

or identity 'in truth'. The mark which is the access from the Sphere of 
Truth to this mortal play, in which the poem marks the passage out of the 

play of the mark. Thus the poem is, as it were, the very image of the 

gates of Night and Day, the portals of the Sun, in this 'lower' world, 
this Earth, which reflects in the mirror of solar Justice, the Sphere 

of, cosmic Truth. 

F 
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.. And here we are, reading the poem, on (apparently) this 

same Earth on which Parmenides wrote it. And in our 'earthly' terms, 

we are separated from that writing by so many circuits of that same - 
this same - 'Sun', 'above' us as it was 'above' Parmenides. We may 
now construct the heavens rather differently from Parmenides or the 

pythagoreans of his.. day; but the simple symmetry or mirroring of 
Earth and Heaven, two 'sides' of the frame of our activity; and the 

organising circuits of the Sun remain constant in all the intervening 

permutations of terms, from Parmenides' poem to our place and time in 
its 'spatiotemnoral', earthly and 'heavenly', context. 

Within this simple frame, Parmenides (as we have seen above) 
recognises the cycles of 'awful birth and begetting', the circle of re- 
production, as primary 'work of the glowing sun's pure torch' (1). This 

cycle of generation, organised about our 'years' (in which the Sun thus 
'articulates' the fictional or poetic order of the stories we live out), 
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corresponds to that earthly Nature of natural - 'physical' - economy of 

earthly Life from which abstraction is made in the Law of the City, the 

autonomous group. A Law which thus mirrors on Earth that Justice which 

is the middle term between Earth and Heaven, like the Sun between Earth 

and the outer Sphere. 

This Law of the greek City defines the circuit of a 'Culture's 

an 'inside' in which the relations of 'inside' and 'outside', of that 

Culture and a 'Nature' outside, 'beyond the pale', are themselves in- 

scribed. - Just as the relations of logical text and physical context 

as defined within the text constitute, within the City-culture of the 

greeks, the domain of the 'Reflection' into which the pythagorean mystery 

is here taken to mark the transition: 

Now, this transition may be associated with the convergence of 

two earlier traditions, the two dominant and complementary 'foreign' my- 

thologies with which the greek transition into Reflection is constantly 

brought into relation in the biographies, the stories, of the early sages, 

and of Pythagoras most particularly. One of these (which the greeks call- 

ed 'chaldean') was a city-culture framed by a mythological 'economy' of 

interaction of heavenly and earthly cycles, of the 'musical' composition 

of heavenly circuits with the various 'circuits' of organisation or act- 

ivity in the business of the cities. The other (egyptian) was framed in 

a sort of mythological 'politics', with its strict hierarchical organis- 

ation. What seems characteristically 'greek' in the convergence of these 

elements in the pythagorean mystery, in Croton, is the integration of 

mythological politics and economics in the frame of a Law which reflects 
heavenly Justice in the autonomy of the City. 

We can only attribute to the first pythagoreans the simple frame 

of interaction of these cosmic 'politics' (or government) and economy as 

an organising factor or figure in the dramatic configuration of the myst- 

ery. The symmetric integration of its government and its economy in the 

Law or Constitution of Kosmos, as presented in the first 'pythagorean' 

text, itself defines a 'cycle', a period, of Reflection - of that factor 

in the Culture of the greek City-state. What relation does this 'cycle' 

of Reflection, defined by the transposition of pythagorean 'Kosmos' from 

the 'practical' circuit of 9twQicto the closed circle of a written text, 
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bear to the correlation of astrological and natural cycles in the 

activity defined in cosmic terms as the integration of, the middle 

term between, these two 'harmonies', heavenly and earthly 'composit- 

ion'? Fo± this cycle of Reflection must itself be considered as ex- 

emplifying the dramatic order which, framed in the City, in its Cul- 

ture, is a middle term between earthly Nature and astral Heaven. 

Clearly, we caannot expect to properly understand the devel- 

opment of Reflection (one 'side', as it were, of greek Culture) in terms 

of the reflection which constitutes only one point or phase in that de- 

velopment. We can hardly imagine that we could 'close' the figure of 

Reflection, close the dramatic- frame, the story, at some point before 

the close, by trying to simply understand the place of Reflection in 

Kosmos as its context, in terms of the reflection that amounts to one 

vision of Kosmos at a certain time and place. Thus we will not under- 

stand the cycle of Reflection defined by the passage from Kosmos in the 

k, Aýki. c , the vision, of the first pythagoreans, to the embodiment of 
this pythagorean 'theory' in the closure of a book, simply in the terms, 

the 'economy' of Kosmos, as presented in that book. That would be (as 

it were) to try and 'short-circuit' Reflection. 

And yet the question posed by this 'short-circuit' does make 

possible a aecisive step in the inquiry into the 'closure' of this book, 

the embodiment in it of an analogous 'short-circuiting' of the 'World' 

or Kosmos as a guestion: as the question of the 'closure' of this book. 

As the question posed in the 'symmetry' of that 'logical' figure of 'clo- 

sure', of the 'in-side' of the book, constituting a certain 'reflection', 

and the 'out-side' marked in this logical configuration as the 'physical' 

order of (this) context. 

For this analogy allows us to consider the whole development 

of the 'Tradition' from the first pythagoreans down to this book, as it- 

self a 'cycle' of Reflection, in which Reflection or Theory first embod- 
ied in the 'short-circuit' of pythagorean Gt,. v`' , now reappears simply 

as a question, as the question posed by the closure of this book, the 

formal inscription in it of the symmetry of its 'inside' and 'outside', 
the 'logical' determination in it of the symmetry and distinction of 
its 'inside' and 'outside', its text and context, its 'logical' and'phys- 
ical' aspects or sides, in the dramatic or poetic configuration of its 
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reading and writing. 

- Conversely, within the simple frame of this book as quest- 

ion (and working backwards, as it were), the transition into Theory or 

Reflection appears as the point, in the configuration of this text and 

its context, at which a frame for this question, 'Kosmos', is identi- 

fied. This 'identification', as we saw, itself embodies an elementary 

or primary principle of distinction of text and context, and thus con- 

stitutes a certain elementary 'actuality' of the question posed by the 

text. This 'actuality' in which the identification of Kosmos in the 

'historic' context of the book, and the identification of what was then 

identified (this in the book), reveals Kosmos as radical dramatic frame 

in which these two identifications (of such Kosmos) share - as opening 

and closing terms of the 'drama' of marking Kosmos. Marking Kosmos as 

the frame of such marking - which thus 'effectively expresses itself as 

an actuality - or as Actuality itself. 

Now we have just seen that, although the short-circuit impli- 

cit in the 'logic' of this definition of Kosmos-(first seen as 

exactly reflects Kosmos as its primary context, yet the relation of these, 

'text' and 'context', is not definitively 'comprehended' in any text with- 
in the Tradition constituted by the progressive drama of comprehension. 
At the same time, we can express this relation, this interaction, as a 

question (marking the 'close', or transition out of, the Tradition), in 

terms (precisely) of' this drama or dynamic of 'comprehension' as a story. 

My part in framing this interaction as drama then constitutes a question 

-a closing question - in virtue of its place as both 'within' and 'out9 

side' the Tradition it defines. It marks the close of the Tradition as 

the question of the transition out of the Tradition. 

The Tradition, then, is logically closed in the figure of a 
'cycle', the recurrence of the initial figure of Kosmos in the closing 

question og the relation of text and context. Within the 'period' of 

Reflection thus defined, the 'logical' dynamic of the Tradition as suc- 

cessive re-inscription og thi relations of earlier texts to their con- 
text (and most particularly, of their failure to fully determine 'from 
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within' the relations of textual 'inside' and contextual 'outside') 

in the logical closure of discourse (that circuit in which the relations 

of logical and physical orders are supposed logically determined) which 

constitutes the domain of Reflection as a 'traditional', 'historical', 

activity. We have already seen how this 'critical' figure operates in 

the first episode of the Tradition, Parmenides' step 'out' of the circle, 

the logical Fiction or Creation of pythagorean Kosmos. 

I then suggested how we might work back to that episode, that 

initial step, that initial 'phase' of Reflection, by inscribing it in 

the cosmic scheme of Philolaus, embodied in the first pythagorean book. 

For that book, or its scheme, its cosmic economy, allows the inscription 

of Parmenides' step within the dramatic frame of Kosmos, and should, in 

principle, allow the inscription of the circuit of Reflection from the 

initial circle of OIIsý n, through Parmenides' exemplification of the re- 

lations of that initial 'fiction' to its cosmic context in his poem, then 

through a further step (associated with Zeno and Empedocles) to Philolaus' 

book itself, in the scheme presented in Philolaus' book. Thus this cir- 

cuit of Reflection, this phase from initial to its inscription in 

the logical circuit of a book (rather than in the unwritten 'accounting' 

of the first pythagoreans, rooted in its changing contexts) might appear 

as a cycle of-thinking constituting one 'side' of the development of 

greek Culture, and finding its place in the theoretical articulation of 

greek activity as a whole as a middle term between the heavenly cycles 

of the stars (those of the Sun defining the seventy or so 'years' of act- 

ivity) and the natural cycles of those 'elements' ofýSödies in which and 

upon which the whole development was acted out. 

But any such construction of the phase of tie Tradition down 

to Philolaus and his contemporaries (most notably the earlier athenian 
'sophists') is of course immediately open to the criticisms of Philo- 

laus' immediate (and more distant) successors. 

What we can, however, attempt, is an analogous working-back 
to Parmenides' step, as seen within the 'cycle' of the Tradition as a whole, 
from initial 'theory' to the presentation here of Reflection as a quest- 
ion. 
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This avoids the immediate difficulty of the 'short-cir- 

cuiting'of Kosmos as general context of the whole Tradition (which 

rules out 'closing' the Tradition with Philolaus' book), insofar as 

the circuit involved in this instance is itself expressly inscribed 

in the question of the book as a whole: the closure of this circuit 

is directly determined within the questioning articulated in the 

closure of the frame of the book as a question. 

Further, the recognition of this principle of 'short-cir- 

cuiting' Kosmos, seen most clearly in the initial circuit of pythag- 

orean! ý allows an initial division of the period defined by the 

Tradition as a whole: we may define a 'first half' of the Tradition 

by the development from the early Pythagoreans to a Kosmos framed in 

terms of the symmetry of the 'logical' circle of theory, (and its dir- 

ection or dynamic) and the 'physical' order 'outside', as open, as 

the-primary locus of questions. The transition through this 'middle' 

of the Tradition is traditionally called 'The Scientific Revolution'. 

This intermediate transition may be said to begin with the 

questioning of the detemination of the relations of the 'mystery' and 
'economy' of Kosmos in a closed universal economy: A questioning framed 

at the outset in terms of the systematic symmetry of these two sides 

of a closed Kosmos. The question of the inscription of a mythological 

or mystical determination of the re lations of Mystery and Economy in 

a closed economy, in an open economy of interaction of these two 'sides' 

of Kosmos - and this question progressively articulated about the meet- 

ing of Mystery and Economy in our choice, as a middle term. 

(That beginning of a 'middle' phase of the Tradition al- 
lows us to define a middle period closed by the questions posed by 

the symmetry of Mystery and Economy, no longer defined in a closed 
frame or Kosmos - in which Mystery is naturally the dominant side - 
but rather in a framing of the open economy of their interaction. The 

subsequent 'period' then closes in the recognition - as here - of the 

'mystery' involved in just this framing. ) 

Now, the 'economy' of the Kosmos at the opening of the 
'middle phase', amounts to the integration, in Aristotle's economy 
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of the 'term' (logically determined simply as such - as the analogue 

in language of the pythagorean 'point' or mark), of the question posed 

in this first period, from the pythagoreans until these 'middle ages' 

in which the middle phase opens, by the 'Incarnation of the Word': the 

question of the relation of those 'two sides' of in whose dist- 

inction their unity (as the side which includes both) expresses itself. 

- This question posed, not, as by Heraclitus, in the frame of a text, 

but in the dramatic acting-out of the 'continued proportion' of incarn- 

ation, Earth, and the whole Kosmos as'closed frame of this drama or myst- 

ery. This 'Incarnation of the Word' - as the question of the relation 

of'Mystery and Economy in a closed Kosmos, is thus a 'middle term' be- 

tween the self-expression of 9 in Heraclitus' text, and the framing 

of the drama or mystery of incarnation in the 'medieval' economy of the 

mirroring of Mystery and Economy in the closure of Kosmos as their frame. 

Closure: for Mystery then expresses itself systematically within the 

primary mystery of just this closed expression of the mirroring of Myst- 

ery and Economy -a closure which (as we have already seen in analogous 
instances) is 'outside' the open symmetry of Mystery and Economy, as 
Parmenides' Actuality is outside the fictional symmetry of Actuality and 
Ao thing. 

Now, this 'question' of the Incarnation of the Word marks, 
in the first period, just that: a question, something essentially open. 

For it-marks the question of the mirroring of text and context in the 

poetic or dramatic order of their mirroring, and not in the inscription 

of'that symmetry, along with its formal resolution, in the logical or- 
der which constitutes the domain of Reflection. The 'logical' continu- 
ity of this 'first period' is thus broken at the point where the logical 

circuit, of Aristotle's economy of a closed Kosmos, and the complement- 

ary platonic dramatisation of Hosmos as a sort of logical mystery, are 
formally integrated: in its perfect symmetry, the resulting text clos- 

es upon itself, and Reflection literally disappears. For in the last 

step, the point of entry into the logical circle is systematically lost 

in that symmetry of beginning and end of a circle through which entry 
distinguishes itself from the point which marks it. An entry into the 

resultant mystery can then only be effected insofar as it is fashioned 

anew within the frame of narrative, in the poetic order of text and con- 
text, in whose order the Incarnation of the Word marks a possible trans- 
ition into the logical circuit of Reflection, a transition which cannot 
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first be made in the reverse direction, except by 'dramatically' 

breaking the circle. 

Within the logical circuit of an Abstraction whose contin- 

uity is broken at that point, the course of development from Heraclitus 

and the early Pythagoreans up to that logical impasse might be taken 

to define a period, which we might call 'Antiquity'. In the wider 

'dramatic'frame of a Tradition of which the logical circuit of Abstract- 

ion is only one side, the 'first period' or first cycle of Reflection, 

which turns about the Incarnationof*(, 05 as a question, extends, as 

we have already seen, from the pythagoreans to the 'medieval' integrat- 

ion of the figures of Mystery and Economy in a-closed Kosmos, articul- 

ated according to the figure of an 'Analogy of Being', in which Actual- 

ity distinguishes itself from Nothing on a variety of levels intermed- 

iate between simple fictions, and the Being which expresses itself, as 

in Parmenides' poem, in its simple self-distinction from Nothing. The 

Sun, for example, on this 'Analogy', may be taken as the visible image 

of' an actuality intermediate between the pure Being of the circumference, 

of 'highest heaven', and the mixture of Being and Nothing in our earthly 
incarnation. This simple figure, as will soon be seen, amounts to the 

full working-out, in the economy of a closed Kosmos, of the distinction 

of Actuality and Nothing (or fiction) first introduced by Parmenides. 

Within the frame of that nom c symmetry of the first period, 
the close of 'Antiquity' - associated with the closing of the Schools, 

and the definition of a Time whose 'zero-point' about five hundred cir- 

cuits of the Sun previously marks the Incarnation of the Word - mirrors, 

as has in effeet been already suggested, the institution of the athenian 
Schools in the fourth century of years before that Incarnation-. The elab- 

oration of the Analogy of Being, in the thirteenth century of our trad- 

itional Time, mirrors, as I have just suggested, the institution of the 

Tradition, of 'theory' or Reflection. In the extended frame of the Trad- 

ition as a whole, the close of 'Antiquity' is mirrored in its rediscov- 

ery in that fifteenth century of our Era, when the 'middle' ages were 
first identified as such: as a period intervening between the loss of 

pure 'theory' in late Antiquity, and the new access to it through the 
intervening development of a certain narrative, and a certain 'history'. 
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... Thus far to the place of the institution of the great 

athenian Schools: but what now of the transition from the inception 

of 'theory' to its embodiment in the School? I have already suggested 
that we might take Philolaus' pythagorean system, and early sophistic, 

as a sort of middle term between the pythagoreans (and Heraclitus) and 
the establishment of these Schbols of Plato and Aristotle in the 'fourth 

century' before the Incarnation. And I further suggested that Parmen- 

ides' first step might be taken as one episode in the Reflection inter- 

vening between the first pythagoreans and Philolaus' book. It remains 

only to sketch the 'other side' of the Tradition - or rather the cult- 

ural frame of the Tradition intermediate between Reflection and Nature - 
and we should discover a simple coherence of the dramatic frame of the 

Tradition, according to which it may be inscribed within the question 

posed by the relation of 'inside' and 'outside' of this book. 

This book.. this question: for this book is expressly fram- 

ed in the question of the relation of 'inside' and 'outside', closed 
text and open context. How might we trace the context back to Parmen- 
ides? 

Well - by a parallel movement to that by which I have just 
inscribed Parmenides' step within the 'logical' frame of the Tradition; 

indeed this parallel movement is already suggested by the reference to 

the 'schools' of Antiquity. 

Here again, the movement into our Past must begin from the 
'composition' of this book as question: now the simple framing of it 

as 'book' in this .. what?.. in which I write. This .. what? .. which 
includes somehow or other the book, and myself, and you reading, and 
Parmenides, and those pythagoreans, and Heraclitus, and Plato and Arist- 

otle, and Greece, and Earth, and Sun and stars, and so much else, what- 
ever exactly it all adds up to (if indeed it adds up). 

Again, the 'middle' phase of the Tradition corresponds to 
the opening up of the closed Kosmos of Antiquity and the 'middle' ages, 
and to the interaction of Reflection and its World in a common dra- 

matic frame in which Reflection participates as 'Science'. Indeed the 
close of this 'middle phase', identified already in terms of the clos- 
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ing frame of its 'Reflection' (an open 'economy' that concludes the 

development from the closed economy reflected in the Analogy of Beingj 

through the period of the 'Scientific Revolution'), mirrors in its con- 

text that 'theoretical' close. Mirrors it in various cultural 'revol- 

utions', political and economic, that open up this last period, at whose 

close I am writing. 

This middle phase begins in a cultural frame which, again, 

reflects the 'theoretical' configuration of Reflection. The symmetry 

of Mystery'and Economy is parallelled in an analogous (if considerably 

more 'open') interaction of 'Church' and 'State', or 'spiritual' and 
'temporal' authority. - More 'open', since the actual interaction of 

Reflection and Nature in the frame of that medieval Culture character- 

istically belies the symmetrical organisation of this interaction in 

the cosmic scheme of Reflection - in the universal frame or economy of 

theory, embodied in the universal School or University, with its own 

theoretical place and function in that universal economy of incarnat- 

ion and transfiguration in which earthly Culture, and this intellectual 

culture of the University within it, fitted into the scheme of the, whole 

as developed in the University. - At least in theory... for although 

all details of the scheme might have been open to dispute, the frame 

of disputation itself was as fixed in this circular vision as pythagor- 

ean before it, embodying the same figure of recurrence: the place 

of the vision of the Whole in the Whole. 

.. And this same circuit seems, indeed, to characterise the 

place of Reflection in 'Culture' ( whose determination of the relations 

of Culture and 'Nature' it of course directly reflects, within this cir- 

cular figure of Culture as a whole: for in the circuit of language whi- 

ch embodies Culture as Law embodies the constitution of the City, Re- 

flection constitutes itself by abstracting its logical circuit of de- 

finition from a more general 'poetic' economy) throughout 'Antiquity'. 

In particular, the closing of the schools of Philosophy which more or 
less marks the close -of Reflection in Antiquity (and reflects the log- 

ical impasse which that Reflection had reached) now takes its place 
in the dramatic economy of sixth-century Culture: there is no place for 
the logical circuit of Abstraction in the poetic economy of that World, 
in that World's narration of itself, turning about the ritual narration, 
the dramatic mystery, of the Church. 
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Thus, in the fifth and sixth centuries of our Era, there 

comes full circle that 'circular' definition of the place of Reflect- 

ion in Culture which first appears, as instituted in its civic context, 
in the schools of Athens, and in Plato's attempt to educate the young 

ruler of Syracuse, and in Aristotlds education of the future ruler of 
the World. - Alexander who, after his father had done away with the 

greek city-state (except, characteristically, for its place in Aristot- 

les'civic theory), founded that model city of Alexandria which became 

the intellectual and material market-place, forum, of the World: a 
'World', a world-culture, whose systematic articulation in a universal 
Law -a sort of universal 'city-state' - coincides very closely with the 
beginning of our Era. .. And the breaking-up of this earthly Law, and 
its replacement or transformation by'a universal Church with its laws, 

corresponds precisely with the close of 'Antiquity' and its Reflection. 

What then, finally, of the 'cultural' configuration of the 
transition from the pythagoreans and their civically instituted mystery, 
to the formal institution of the athenian schools of the fourth century 
before our Era? 

I have already suggested thit this transition falls into two 

phases: from the pythagoreans down to Philolaus and the Sophists, and 
then on from there. And I have marked the first phase as a definite 
'period' or cycle, in terms of the passage from the unwritten Kosmos of 
Croton, to the Kosmos of Philolaus' publication, his book, with its inte- 

gration of Parmenides' Actuality and the mark or point in its 'system'. 

'Sophist': professional teachers Athens, around the beginning 

of the last third of the fifth century, had become the economic centre 
of the greek world. Her Law, her constitution, integrated government 
and economy in the economy of their interaction in the Agora, the Forum, 
the market-place. Eloquence, verbal authority, the power of persuasion, 
the command of the economy of language in the courts and assemblies, be- 

came a commodity of great value in this general economy. -This athenian 
economy by whose extension to the intercourse of the city-states Athens 

was on the point of provoking a political reaction that, at this time 

of the first sophists, was on the point of dividing the greeks, and thus 
indirectly opening the way to the integration of the states under an ex- 
ternal military law in the following century. 
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In a simple way, the position of the sophist in the gener- 

al 'economy' of Athens, in which the relation of political government 

and economic organisation was itself framed in the general economy of 

the constitution, amounts to the inversion of the position of the py- 

thagoreans at Croton - where the relations of government and economy 

were-imposed 'from above', in every sense - and where they induced the 

practical 'criticism' of a democratic or demagogic reaction, as the athen- 
ian economy of power induced the reaction organised about the spartans, 

with their closed const*tution, their, strictly political principles, 

their legally enshrined aversion to any part in the economy of the house- 

hold, the field, or the market-place. 

Insofar as the general economy of their instruction ( accord- 
ing to which a certain fee bought a certain lecture or course of lect- 

ures, bought the pupil's access to some element in the economy of words, 
which would profit him in his civic activity) implicated the order of 
Reflection in the logical articulation of argument (taken as just one 
element among others in the general economy of language), this new con- 
text of Reflection is clearly mirrored in sophistic theses. In the sophist- 
ic economy of language (and of thought as simply one side of this econo- 
my), the figure of Reflection appears in the general theses in which so- 
phistic methods are exemplified in the definition of 'the' general frame 

of their application. - This frame must, of course, be taken as simply 
one element among others in the radically 'dramatic' axis of sophistic 
skill. 

The 'frame' of sophistic is just one application of sophistic: 
just as the 'political' framing of athenian activity was then just one 
element in the general economy of that activity as a whole, an economy 
which included as one element its very framing. It amounts, one might 
say, to the inversion of Parmenides' unitary Truth as Actuality. 'Being' 

as 'outside' the circular fiction of a fiction in which Being or Actu- 

al it,, becomes just a meaningless mark in the play of accounts, which 
now turn about a 'dramatic' truth, that axis of sophistic in which the 

orator makes things true: the circular character of the 'mark', and the 
linguistic order of accounting, from which Actuality as One distinguishes 
itself dramatically in Parmenides' poem, becomes the open frame of self- 
assertion. Everything is 'fiction', making-true: the central truth be- 
comes, as in athenian drama, the actors recognition of himself as actor. 
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The reference of the mark to something outside its 'poetic' 

order, an Actuality prior to the mark, which ontically expresses it- 

self in distinguishing itself from the mark and its order (in which 
it thus marks itself, like that which distinguishes itself from a point 

on a circle, by distingishing the point as 'beginning' and 'end') it- 

self becomes the last illusion which the actor must overcome, seeing 
this as an outward reflection of his failure to recognise himself as 

actor, the outward reflection of that fictitious identity he takes for 

himself, and which impedes his free action, short-circuits his power 

of make-believe and making-true, actualisation, his actuality. 

Where Parmenides had marked the point where Actuality dist- 

inguishes itself 'ontically', Gorgias the sophist excludes this one 
fixed point 'outside' the economy of language, and in this criticism 

of Truth exemplifies the dramatic truth of self-assertion in the poet- 
ic economy of language, and so in the athenian economy of the greek 

world (1). Gorgias first appeared in Athens in the year 427: the scene 
had (as it were) been already set by Pmtagoras' abstraction from Hera- 

clitus' discourse 
`9f 

the play of distinction, of )ýý but in the art- 
iculation of' his discourse, the distinction of and 4ýý Sas framing 

the exposition had not itself been brought 'into play'(2) 

This confrontation of Reflection and Economy, whether in the 

economy of Kosmos as expressed in Philolaus' book, in the appearance of, 

professional teachers in Athens around the beginning of the great war 
in which athenian economy was to attempt the subordination to its scheme(' 
of the opposition of such economy and spartan authority, or in its oth- 

er manifestations (such as early 'atomism', of which a little more in 

a moment) ma*, I suggest, be taken to divide the transition from pythag- 
orean (and heraclitean) mystery to the establishment of the Academy and 
Lyceum/into two symmetric or complementary phases. Whereas the pythag- 
orean mystery had outwardly expressed itself in a transitory political 
domination of the-affairs of Croton, and sophistic amounts to the ent- 
ry of Argument into the athenian economy of greek affairs as outlined 
above, the institution of the Academy and Lyceum in the fourth century 
involves the integration in the Culture of Antiquity of the logical 
cir: uit of Reflection (and its dynamic), reflecting a closed Kosmos or 
World in which it determines both the place of (its reflection of) that 
Culture, and its own place within it. 

OA 
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Now the 'first half' of this transition from Croton at 

the beginning of the fifth century before our Era, to Athens around 

the middle of the succedding century may, as I have suggested above, be 

itself divided into 'episodes', the first constituted by Parmenides' 

transition out of the logical circuit of pythagorean 'theory', and into 

a frame of Kosmos 'outside' the pythagorean mystery. 'Outside', not in 

the way that the 'outward' configuration of Kosmos, taken to mirror the 

logical coordination of its terms in the narration of 'theory', is sym- 

metrically 'outside', the outside, the context of the mystery. Not in 

the way that this 'outside', this frame of the mystery, is determined 

by the definition of the relations of 'inside' and 'outside' within the 

mystery. - Not in that 'logical' determination of the relations of log- 

ical and physical orders, which is constitutive of the circle of 

and which is reflected in the definition of the point as elementary 'mark'. 

Rather - as, in the symmetry of inside and outside, of narration of Kos- 

mos and Kosmos, the actuality of Kosmos as frame of all actuality, includ- 

ing the actuality of the theoretical narrative which would in a circu- 
lar manner include in its terms this primary context, distinguishes it- 

self as one side - as 'outside' - in which the circular constitution of 
the content of some theoretical narrative appears to be itself 'outside' 

this actuality. Only appears to be: for its elementary 'point' or sim- 

ple mark cannot be actually outside Actuality, like some point in time 

'before' the Actullity of the closure of Kosmos upon itself has been de- 

fined, and proceeding 'logically' from which this Actuality might be con- 

structed and defined. This 'outside' is itself only a mark, which ref- 

ers to nothing 'outside' the Actuality in which it leads us round in 

circles. Circles without any fixed beginning of end, in whose play one 

may be inscribed in another, like one fiction, one story, one account, 
in another. 

This 'Actuality' thus appears dramatically in.. the 'Kosmos' 

which frames the relations of cosmic context and the 'theory' in which 
it is imagined defined - and this, as it were, in response to Parmenides' 

questioning of the relations of pythagorean theory and its cosmic con- 
text. - As the 'other' invisible 'side' of Parmenides' definitive step. 
Parmenides inscribes his step in this Actuality, his authority marking 
itself as belonging to the order of fiction from which Actuality (in the 

relation of the poem and its context) distingdishes itself. With Gor- 

gias, as we saw, this distinction 'outside' the order of fictions is 
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and the embodiment in such a closure of the configuration of a prior 
framing of Actuality (or activity), and its context: this defines the 

'episodic' character of Reflection, its primary actuality in this nar- 

ration. It is in this sense that Parmenides' poem amounts to the first 

step in the drama, and the first appearance in Kosmos as the frame of 
this drama (Kosmos which frames also the writing and reading of this ac- 

count), of Actuality identified, and identifying itself, as such. 

Between this first episode, and that initial phase marked by 

the pattern of Reflection at the outbreak of the peloponnesian war, is 

a phase of Reflection which falls into two steps such as that just at- 
tributed to Parmenides. 

Parmenides' abstraction fron the order of the mark (as fiction 

or the mere appearance of definition and distinction) might be seen sim- 

ply as the abstraction(from the circular figure of pythagorean 

of Limit, 'tit o( , from its mirroring (through the order of 'harminy', fit- 

ting-together, of Odd-Even and 'square' Justice) in the point, as marking 
(this latter) simply Marking itself. (Thus Limit, '(i ,, as finality? might 
be marked as'what distinguishes 'beginning' and lend' at a point on a cir- 

cle - or in the circular discourse of the goddess). This configuration 

of Limit, mirrored in the poetic order of the mark, does indeed corresp- 

ond exactly to the framing of 13armenides' poem in the 'harmony' of Kos- 

mos. Yet such a formal determination of Parmenides' step abstracts from 

the dramatic force of Parmenides' invocation: it amounts to a purely for- 

mal criticism, a reinscription of Parmenides' step within the logical cir- 

cuit of pythagorean 'theory'. The force of the poem lies, not as a move 
within the logical frame of Kosmos, a better expression of that Kosmos 
in which t% -was framed as a narrative integration of the orders of 
Limit and Number, but as a move in the Poetic frame, out of the circle 
by which the relations of theory and context were reinscribed within the 

narrative order of theory: a questioning of the presupposition of that 

circle (constitutive of the pythagorean mystery) and reflecting the clo- 
sure of'the pythagorean group (or groups)). 

The next step (after Parmenides) may then be seen to have two 
complementary aspects or 'sides'. An 'internal' reply to the 'formal' 
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criticism - showing the contradiction of supposing that logical circuit, 
that fiction, by which the pythagorean 'point' might be supposed defined 

as a symmetrical 'other' side of theory to the Unity of Parmenides' ab- 

straction (Zeno). - And Empedocles' poetic framing of those two 'sides' 

of 'theory' as- converse movements (like the converse paths of Parmenides, 

towards and back from the sphere, through Justice as circuit of the Sun) 

within the fixed frame of cosmic Justice as primary, all-embracing, act- 
uality. 

Parmenides invokes in his poem what distinguishes itself from 
the poetic order of the mark, from the fictitious symmetry of mark and 
actuality in the fictional order of poetic symmetry. Zeno then introduces 
the figure of this distinction into the formal mirroring of the poetic order 
of the mark (as Number) and Kosmos as narrative frame within the circuit of 
Pythagorean theory. Parmenides' criticism of the supposed symmetry of the 

narrative order of theory and Actuality, its context, from 'outside' - from 
that 'outside' or context in which Actuality distinguishes itself - is re- 
flected by Zeno within the narrative order of theory. He shows that in 
the domain of Number, where the symmetry of Number and Kosmos is reflected 
in the symmetry of logical and physical orders of the unit as point, the 
'logical' distinction of Kosmos as actual frame of theory, determined by 
the 'logical' distinction and determination of logical and physical orders 
in terms of the point, cannot even begin. The supposition of the logical 
distinction of logical and physical orders, in the point used, intended, as 
elementary mark, introduces an asymmetry of logical and physical orders of 
the point, a converse physical determination, which 'contradicts' the init- 
ial logical fiction. - Just as, more generally, the supposition of a sym- 
metry of fiction and actuality in cosmic narrative, of Non-Being and Being, 
involves the 'contradiction' that Non-Being An, has being. In virtue of 
%eno's formal expression of this general principle within the closed frame 

of a formal theory, he is generally taken, in Antiquity, as the introducer 

of the 'figure' of Dialectic. 

Empedocles' move is, in a simple way, complementary to Zeno's. 

Impedocles, as 'actor' steps squarely into the poetic frame opened up by 
Farmenides' poem. He assumes, as 'persona', as locus of his poetic and 
T'ystical authority, the meeting and conflict of those two 'sides' of Par- 
renides' poem: its inscription in the order of narrative, of 'Creation', 
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and the appearance, in this 'descent' into the earthly order, of a 
heavenly order of harmony, which distinguishes itself in a converse 

movement. Rather than frame his poem(s) in the heavenly abstraction 

of'Parmenides' reflection, however, which repeats, in the symmetry of 

Actuality and Fiction, that same figure of abstraction which Parmenides 

had identified as constitutive of the order of fictions, of narration, 
Empedocles frames his activity (including the composition of two cosmic 

Doems) in the figure of the circle common to the two orders, and embodied 
in the two-sided frame of Parmenides' poem itself. In this frame., think- 

ing, the reflection of Parmenides' poem, appears as an abstraction, just 

one side, of the dramatic frame of incarnation. The two sides of the 

poem reflect the two sides of our incarnation, earthly body and heaven- 

ly soul. Reflection must recognise itself, as in the 'autobiographical' 

aspects of Empedocles 'Purifications' (K-L09c ,. ot,: the title of one of 
his two poems) as one element in the cosmic drama in which we find our- 

selves, body and soul, at the middle of Parmenides' two paths, at the 

gates of Jdustice. 

What then, is the Frame of Empedocles' Kosmos, the scene of 
his activity as 'prophet'? How, as one element of that activity, does 

Empedocles" frame it? 

Let us consider the first movement, Creation, the movement from 

the 'Sphere' to the place of the poet, incarnate on Earth. Here the. cos- 

mic figure of Justice appears in the subordination of differentiation, the 

play of distinction, Heraclitus 'Strife', to Harmony, 'Love'. Love, like 

square Justice, 'equal in length and breadth' (1), a perfect fitting-to- 

gether of harmony and distinction in the perfect balance of the four 'el- 

ements', Earth, Water, Fire, Air, which frame the World: an abstraction 
from the opposition of the two 'sides' of Justice, in the 'squaring' of 
this fourfold distinction. In this dominance of Love, though, Strife be- 

gins to distinguish, express itself, precisely through that principle of 
the circle, the circular movement which will later appear in the course 

of the Sun, familiar from Parmenides' path of descent from the Sphere - 
a principle first expressed in the ionian cosmogony of Ana_: imander (like 

the corresponding circuit of 'Justice'), beginning a preliminary phase 
of cosmic narrative that comes full-circle in Empedocles' vision. 

This process of differentiation separates out the cosmic 'ele- 

I 1: F. 
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ments', with Earth at the centre, just like denser matter moving to the 

center of'a cup of water stirred into circular movement. At the surface 

of this earth, the interface of the elements, the elements again begin 

to 'fit together' . Strife or differentiation is still dominant, insofar 

as these compositions do not in turn fit together into some unitary har- 

monisation of the whole: yet this harmonisation proceeds within the dom- 

inant movement of differentiation, insofar as what 'fits' the scheme of 

converse harm6nisation and differentiation at this stage, finds a place 
in the evolving harmonisation. The waj; things fit together is determined 

as a sort of image of the initial harmony of the elements in the Sphere. 

Indeed the 'survival of the fit-test' amounts to a kind of rough Justice. 

The dominant organising force at this stage of the story, therefore, is 

the 'blood' as principle of the movement of fitting-together which is 

Life, which consists of a fitting-together of the four elements in equal 

proportion, as in the Sphere. Bone fits'in with this blood (for example) 
insofar as its related composition is two parts earth, two of water, and 
four of fire: a sort of abstraction from the airy principle, its lightness 

and insubstantiality, which fits in - on the other hand - as breath. 

Empedocles gives great attention, then, to the various e& ponents (as they 

fit together) in the evolution, according to this principle, of men and 

women, and, most particularly, to the corresponding articulation of hum- 

an bodies, their percq#ion -a sort of 'fitting together' of outer object 

and inward principle of sensation - and the integration of this relation 

of inside and outside in the thought which is embodied in the blood around 

our hearts. Characteristically, many of the component figures of 'fit9 

ting-together' and its narrative logic amount (like the swirling water 
in the cosmic cup) to 'analogies', transpositions of the organising pro- 

portionality or) of one configuration, to a different set of terms. 

The converse movement, in this frame, the re-assertion of Love, 

its subordination of Strife in the integration whose underlying principle 
has been, now, reflected in, kthe thinking of the heart, the em- 
bodiment of soul, amounts to the harmonisation of all Life in the Sphere. 

A harmonisation in which the elements are seen to be only the 'earthly' 

side, of those living divine principles of Water, Earth, Air Fire, harmon- 
ised in the cosmic Mind of the Sphere as perfect Life. The economy of 
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Kosmos, in the closure in which the two movements are seen to be sym- 

metrical, in the Justice in which they are united in a circle, governing 
the balance of ascent and descent, now appears on Earth, in earthly terms, 

as a mystery - indeed as Mystery. 

about the part in it of Empedocles 

the path of return to all mortals, 

And in the second poem this mystery turns 

'embodiment' of is Truth, his 'showing' 

as Parmenides had shown the way to the 

Sphere in abstraction from the mortal frame of his .. composition. Empedo- 

cles thus embodies that 'dramatic' truth subsequently abstracted by Gor- 

gias, his fellow sicilian, from this cosmic context, and applied within 
the athenian economy of the city-state. 

In this mystery of Empedocles, one is held in the earthly cir- 

cuit of Strife insofar as one fails to see the fundamental harmony of all 
Life simply as such, as earthly expression of the cosmic Harmony which is 

Love. And the fundamental expression of-this mortal blindness lies in the 

nourishment of one's body with another's blood, with any blood - that earth- 
ly image of the Life common to all animality in particularrqýto all Nature. 

Empedocles' activity, then, is organised about the poetic axis 

of the mystery of gosmic Justice. His activity as ardent supporter of Just- 

ice in the City, as wandering Prophet and 'Healer', as Po. et and Philoso- 

pher, as the magician who acts, operates, in the invisible order of myst- 

ery, as in the visible order of incarnation. This activity amounts to a 
dramatic step into the Actuality of a Kosmos which reflects both sides of 

pylkagorean theory in its cosmic context, where Parmenides had reflected 

only the actual closure upon itself (in the Sphere) of Kosmos as a whole, 
n 

in abstraction from the embodiment of the play of fictions in the 'mark'. 

The story runs that, after the publication of EMQedoc3es' poems, no poet 

was admitted to the pythagoream mystery (1), for fear that he might pub- 
lish further the pythagorean principles embodied in Empedocles' poem in 

abstraction from the limiting terms of point and mathematical Kosmos, in 

abstraction from the primary logical circuit which defines the theory as 
the pythagorean mystery 

/its 
abstraction from a silent context. 

This step of Empedocles, then, in which the Sphere is abstract- 
from Parmenides' ontical stasis, and the 'marks' of Earth, Water, Fire 

and Air from the logical circuit of the pythagorean definitionof the point, 
embodies 'outwardly' the fundamental mystery which first finds expression 
in the closed circle of pythagorean $tw t: c-, defining a Kosmos as it de- 

I t,, 
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defines, in terms of this Kosmos, the place of that definition and 

vision in the Kosmos it defines. 'Outwardly', ih the poetic symmetry 

of this 'theory' and its context, as dramatic frame of activity, of 

which the theoretical abstraction of the pythagoreans is only one side. 
Embodies that same mysterious circuit: for Empedocles steps into the 

activity required of his place in a Kosmos, whose definition ( and with 
that the definition of his place in it) is one aspect of that activity. 

Zeno, on the other hand, takes the citical principle of Par- 

menides (which Empedocles has thus in effect applied to Parmenides' onto- 
logical circle, in its 'poetic' or dramatic context) and embodies it with- 
in the frame, in the terms of, the logical circuit of pythagorean theory. 

These two movements, following Parmenides' initial step may, 
I suggest, in the formal simplicity of their iteration of just such a 
critical step, be taken as a further step: and it will, I hope, be fair- 
ly clear in outline, how the outward embodiment of pythagorean theory in 
Philolaus' book, and the position of Gorgias, represent one more analo- 
gous step. Gorgias might be said to apply Zeno's dialectic to Parmeni- 
des' ontology, and abstract the dramatic truth embodied in Empedooles 

wandering prophecy to the closed frame of the City, defined (or organised) 
in the civic frame of a Law abstracting from cosmic Justice. In this he 

continues the sicilian tradition^of rhetoric that had not, up to that 

point, been associated with the figure of Reflection (Reflection enters 
into the athenian drama of Euripides and Aristophanes around the same time). 
Philolaus manages to restore the logical circuit of pythagorean theory, 

and incorporate the criticism of Zeno, by introducing Number and a com- 
plementary unity of Actuality as a whole as converse movements, corres'pond- 
ing to the converse integration and differentiation which articulate Em- 

pedocles'cosmic vision. The details of Philolaus'construction must how- 

ever be somewhat tentatively derived from a collection of fragments in 
later authors, some of which are transposed into a later terminology, and 
some of which seem to allow no reasonable construction of any genuine or- 
iginal- 

Empedocles the prophet, Philolaus and Gorgias the teachers, 
Zeno who is said by many authorities to have shown outstanding courage 
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in resisting a tyranny which embodied in the Hity that same short- 

circuit (of Justice) which appears in the logical determination of the 

relations of physical and logical orders in the configurations of mathe- 

matical points. There are of course many other actors in the dramatic 

interaction of Reflection and the cultural economy of which it embodies, 
in the closure of book or discourse, one side. One side which reflects 
in the circuit of Culture (with its 'cultural' determination of the re- 
lations of Culture and Nature, its context) that World or Kosmos in which 

a 'culture' frames the dramatic interaction of men and women of which 
thinking is one component, one side. One side which, throughout Anti- 

quity, inscribes itself within the circuit of culture seen as the re- 
flection on Earth of a cosmic order of which Earth itself amounts to 

one side, just as civic culture is one side, on Earth, of the earthly 
unity of Culture and Nature, of the 4 to 

-S. 
and so central to soph- 

istic disputation, its rhetorical frame. 

So far, the correlation of the episodic character of Reflect- 
ion with the cultural economy of the City as a whole (let alone any cor- 
relation of this whole, then, with an earthly economy of Culture and Na- 
ture, and of that with some universal Economy of Kosmos) has been sug- 
gested only in vaguest outline - in terms of a few analogies between the 

reflections pf early 'philosophers', and their places in the organisat- 
ion of the }osmos defined or reconstructed in these reflections. Most 

notably, this correlation was claimed to be an essential element in the 

constitution of the pythagorean mystery as point of transition into a 
Tradition of Reflection which leads, somehow or other, to the writing 
of this book. I have suggested that, in the development of this Tradition, 
the actuality of such writing is progressively articulated, within its re- 
flection in books, in the writer's dramatic recognition of his part in 
the drama he defines, the part of this definition in the dramatic frame 
of a Kosmos, 'within' which (as simple correlate of the logical circuit 
of the text itself) as primary scene or stage, the interaction of the 
writer's self-assertion in the lcgical circuit of the text, and the Actu- 
ality which distinguishes itself in the relations between text and con- 
tex* (as it were in resTonse to the writer's self-assertion) 'takes place'. 
So far, iaßs% this dramatic frame of Kosmos, as simple correlate of this 
text, have steeped Parmenides and Zeno, Empedocles, Gorgias, and Philo- 
laus. The early Pythagoreans, Heraclitus, and the Incarnation of the 
Word (as question) were there at the outset, to meet me as I myself step- 
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ped in, and wondered where I was, and what was going on. 

Now it is characteristic of the first phase of the drama, with- 

in Kosmos as closed frame, abstracted from the open symmetry or mirroring 

of Mystery and Economy whose articulation in Reflection I take to mark a 
'middle phase' of the Tradition, that Reflection should determine the mir- 

roring of Kosmos by it within the closed circuit which defines its domain. 

It is just this short-circuit of the open economy of interaction of Kosmos 

and Reflection which determines Kosmos, in the Reflection of the first per- 
iod, as 'closed'. - In the middle phase, the 'physical' economy of 'the 

World' is marked in Reflection as a question, the open-ness of the log- 

ical order of Reflection to a symmetric physical order, which can only be 

partially inscribed in the logical organisation of Reflection insofar as 
these two symmetric orders are articulated, together, in the poetic economy 

of activity- notably, in the open logical economy of Experience or Exper- 

iment, as it enters into the dramatic order of an activity of which it 

is only one side. 

Thus, in Antiquity, the intermediate order (between Reflection 

and Kosmos) of the application of theory - of the way that 'theoretical' 

terms enter into our interaction with Kosmos - this is itself determined 

within the frame of Reflection. - The application of theory, intermedi- 

ate between Reflection and the closed Kosmos which is determined in Reflect- 

ion as its contest, is itself determined within the frame of relations of 
Kosmos and Reflection, as determined in Reflection. 

N aurally, it-is just this 'application' of theory, the organ- 
isation of 'theoretical' terms in the 'poetic' order of activity ( and 
'experience' in particular) as an inseparable part of that more extended 
Doetic economy, which comes to dominate Reflection in the 'middle phase', 
in the 'Scientific Revolution' which turns about the seventeenth century 
of our Era. 

Now, in Philolaus' scheme, one might correlate episodes or 
phases of Reflection, within the wider development of the Culture in 

which it is embodied, with the cycles of a heavenly 'harmonics' organ- 
ised about the circuit of the Sun, as civic activity is organised around 
the corresponding 'year'. Thus Aristotle's pupil Eudemus: 'If one be- 
lieves the pythagoreans, that the same things recur according to Number, 
and that I will be talking to you, holding this rod, as you sit as you 
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do, 1th 
everything else the same, then it is reasonable that the time 

should be the same'(l) . Later Pythagoreans calculated that the natur- 

al 'period' of reincarnation was 216 (the hube' of six) years (2). Hera- 

clitus had already pointed out that in his cyclic scheme, a man could be 

a grandfather in thixjy years (3): our seed recurs in twice seven years. 

- Seven, the'critical'number (4$ associated, it seems, by Philolaus/with 

the Sun as seventh heavenly body, embodying in the decad of ten heavenly 

bodies the seventh place (5). In Philolaus' exposition, it seems, Limit 

and Unlimited replace empedoclean Love. and Strife as primary cosmic prin- 

ciples; like Love and Strife, they combine in a cosmic harmonics. But 

Philolaus articulates this Harmony in terms of Number, between a central 
unity of One( the Hewth of Kosmos, the Fire, Light, Life of the most ele- 
mentary 'physical' expression of limit, the tetrahedron) and the encom- 
passing Sphere. The 'interval' between this central Fire or Light or 

rý".... C. 
Life and the domain of Earth is(reflected'in the division of the interval 

between Earth and Sphere by the Sun. Empedocles' four elements are re- 
duced to four of the five 'cosmic solids' or regular bodies (tetrahedran, 

cube-earth, octohedron-air, icosahedron-water). The 'harmonics', the fit- 
ting-together of the heavenly cycles organised about the sun's year, seem 
to have organised the fitting-together of these elementary bodies (so that 

everything would recur in the 'Great Year' alluded to by Eudemus above). 
In a like manner the principle ofLheavenly Harmony of the elemental forces 

as a whole in Empedocles' Sphereýts reflected in the local combinations 
of his four elements on Barth (itself the locus of one of the elemental 

! `masses as a whole). Again, as Number organises the harmonies between 
Earth. and Sphere, and through these, as frame, the Iharmoniesb of earthly 
bodies, so perception and sensation and thought dc framed by Number, as 

framed by an analogous Harmony in Empedocles' Kosmos. And as, in 
Empedocles' world, all these 'harmonies' themselves fit together in Love 

as Harmony itself, so in Philolaus' Kosmos, Divinity seems to rule all 
things through Harmony, and through the framing of earthly recurrence in 
the heavenly articulation of planetary cycles in particular. The soul, 
likewise, would seem to govern the body in an analogous manner, as its 
'harmony', thus belonging to the heavenly order -as the elements of the 
body belong to the 'earthly' order. () 

cannot, 
2ourseq 

But we cannot, apply this systematic Pythagorean 
economy to the determination of those three 'cycles' or steps of the 
activity of mind or 'soul', which intervene between the first elaboration 

1" LAC ck0Zu2: 
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of that circuit of 1c -- which amounts to an access to the 'heavenly' 

order of cosmic government, and the 'embodiment' of that circuit of 

'theory' in the closed logical configuration of a material book. For 

that wogld, of course, be to 'short-circuit' the general economy of log- 

ical and physical orders in the Tradition, in a manner quite analogous 
to the logical 'short-circuit' of pythagorean theory revealed by Par- 

menides and Zeno (or the 'short-circuit' of Parmenides' ontology re- 

vealed by Gorgias). 

Indeed, this 'one-sided' character of Philolaus' re-inscription 

of the relations of' theory and context 'in' theory - in embodying the 

'poetic' articulation of Empeddcles' cosmic scenario in a logically clo- 

sed 'theory', presented as text in that context of the pythagorean mystery 

which had hitherto been determined in thie"mystery as Silence - this is dir9 

ectly brought out when we consider the configuration of contending 'reflect- 

ions' at the time of that publication. 

For the rectrrence off that Pythagorean figure of Number as frame 

of Kosmos amounts to only one of several parallel 'cycles' which together 

constitute the transition from the beginning of the fifth century to the 

outbreak of' the peloponnesian war. The initial figure of the recurrence 
which constitutes 'vision' - the self-expression of Actuality as it diet- 
inguidhes itself from the mark, in articulating the 'reflection' of psych- 
ical and ontical orders in the open poetic symmetry of logical and physic- 

al orders (from which, in this distinction, pgrychical and ontical actualit- 
ies distinguish themselves in an 'epiphanjr') - had appeared within the 

circle of the pythagorean mystery as and outside it as 
%ýýýs 

Now the recurrence of these two figures in a text, following those steps 
marked by Parmenides and Emredocles, takes various forms. Each embodied 
the 'logical' circuit initially seen in the complementary figures of 'theory' 

and 'discourse', i- ands' . Philolaus' text, like the initial 
'accounting' of the first pythagoreans, is dominated by a 'logical' de- 
termination of this closure of the text. Gorgias' discourses, we might 
say, amount to a 'poetic' determination of this closure of the text con- 
stitutive of 'Reflection'. Contemporary 'atomism' amounts to the determ- 
ination of this closure in 'physical' terms. We might say that within the 
common logical circuit, subordinate analogues have been traced, defining 
contrasting 'perspectives', within the common figure of Reflection. Thus 
the inscription by Philelaus of the 'logical' circuit of theory within a 
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'context' to which the same figure of logical closure has been extended 
in previous 'steps', from an initial coincidence of these two 'circuits' 

in the earliest form of the mystery - this embodies both the 'theoretic- 

al' logical determination of that distinction of text and context from 

which abstraction was made in the earliest figure of the mystery (the 

abstraction revealed by Parmenides), and at the same time embodies this 

figure in the context, as a book. It is within this closure of a 'log- 

ical' order, within the domain og Reflection at large, that one might, 
in principle, inscribe the determination of the steps that led to it, 

within a 'logical' conception of (the)Kosmos at large. 

But that would only 'work', once abstraction is made to such 

a 'logical' Kosmos. It would not make sense in the 'physical' Kosmos 

of contemporary 'atomism', nor in the 'poetic' Kosmos of Gorgias (a 

'Kosmos' only in the sense of the 'deceptive ordering' of the goddess' 

words on Parmenides' return journey to the fictional order of U' 
.). 

- Thus, in the 'physical' World (or worlds.. ) of contemporary 

atomism, the figure by which the relations of logical and physical orders 
(their difference), as emphasised by Zeno, are reinscribed by Philolaus 

in a logical economy of Kosmos (or which the difference of ontical and 

poetic orders are 'poetically' determined by Gorgias) also appear in a 

converse abstraction of Leucippus (and later, D emocritus) to a physical 
determination of this difference, this relation. As Philolaus determines 

Empedocles' integration and differentiation logically, in terms of a pri- 
mary difference of Limit and Unlimited, and their interaction in the frame 

of mathematical Harmony, Leucippus determines this interaction in terms 

of a primary difference of Being and Non-Being, and a corresponding 'mech- 

anical' integration and disintegration of bodies. Where in Philolaus the 
logical distinction. of terms is made a starting-point from which to de- 

rive the actual distinctions from which abstraction has first been made, 
so in Leucippus and Democritus, abstraction is made from the familiar 

physical interactions of everyday bodies to invisible interactions of 
supposedly elementary bodies (which are nothing but 'body', physical clo- 
sure, identity), from which the intermediate domain of logical distinct- 
ion and physical difference is again reconstructed. Naturally the psy- 
chical actuality of soul which is a direct correlate of Philakaus( log- 
ical determination of the relations of logical and physical 'sides' of 
the 'poetics' of everyday life, is excluded in principle from the atom- 
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istic scheme. 'Mind' appears only as the mechanical function in this 

altogether 'physical' Kosmos, of the most symmetrical - spherical - atoms - 
which, properly speaking, amount only to the organising force of Light 

or Fire, that 'physical' converse of Heraclitus' 
ný(a'j 

The 'poetic' articulation of the eve3yday order of sensation 
from which abstraction has been made, is attributed to that same 'convent- 

ion' which the sophists were then inscribing in the more general economy 

of Nature. The 'Mind' that had remained as the originative circle of 

movement, the rotation which was the first ground of distinction, in Anax- 

agoras' Kosmos (transitional between that of Empedocles and the atomists) 
becomes in Democritus' scheme, a simple reflection of convention, law, 
iJcrsS, becomes the Necessity, the Justice in which we have no 

part. In practical terms, one lives out the dramatic force or truth of 
this physical actuality of Kosmos by a sort of detachment from the mech- 

anical illusiontof any 'direction' in things, in accordance with the just- 
ice of physical Necessity. Truth amounts to the' related 'ontical' vision 
of the physical world(s) as an expression of Being - whose distinction in 

such 'vision' or theory from the mechanical interaction of sensation and 
resultant desire remains the fundamental criticism of the 'theory' (1). 

For what place can be found for 'theory' in the theory...? 

'0, + 
tý oe p -C, C 

kolt14 
0 M-L1J er'. 

Seeing: 
appearances 

of the invisible (2) 

Anaxagoras was banished from Athens shortly before the outbreak 
of-the war, on a charge of impiety: Justice would not allow the suggestion 
that cosmic direction, Bove ent was an illusion. . At least, in the po- 
litical economy of Athens / 4-t, e death. of Anaxagoras' friend Pericles, 

who had directed affairs for many years, this was the charge brought by 
the opposing faction, to remove him from the scene. 

The 'next step' in the drama, corresponding roughly to the dur- 

ation of the war, might be taken to correspond, more exactly, with the 
public activity of the sophist who took no fees, the Socrates-whose own 
'removal from the scene' on a charge of impiety may be taken as closing 
that phase or step. A following step might be taken to lead from this 

1 -�J_ýw-. mot 'Fr Zt 0ý 
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close - the opening of the fourth century - to Plato's visit to Syracuse 

beginning in 368 and the philosophic frame of a platonic Republic which 

might be taken as leading the philosopher to the syracusan court (and 

the arrival of Aristotle at the Academy in the following year). A fur- 

ther step would lead to Plato's death in 347, his succession as head of 

the Academy by his pythagorising nephew, and Aristotle's departure from 

Athens. A following step, again corresponding to the development of 

some elementary figure, as in the rather schematic 'steps' from Parmenides' 

onwards, might be taken to lead to Aißstotle's return to Athens and his 

lectures at the Lyceum. Thus far I have only rather vaguely suggested 
the 'second half' of the transition from the pythagoreans at Croton to 

the athenian schools of Plato and Aristotle. This vagueness may now be 

seen to reflect the way that I wish to take the conclusion of the whole 
development from the early pythagoreans to 'around the middle' of the 

fourth century to amount to the transition from the 'classic' platonism 

of the middle period - around the time of the educational visit to Syra- 

cuse - to the aristotelianism of the Lyceum lectures. - To take these 
two 'visions' of Kosmos as two sides, two expressions, of a common prin- 

ciple which might be said to 'organise' this transition over the middle 
part of the fourth century. - The transition from the 'dramatic' fram- 
ing of the 'classic' platonic dialogues of the middle period, through 
the more systematic later dialogues, and Aristotle's activity as a teach- 

er of 'rhetoric' (in conflict with the elegant 'show' of Isocrates), to 

the systematic logical economy of the peripatetic lecture. 

I will then try to suggest how the figure of this transition, 
from the beginning of the fifth, to the middle of the fourth century, 
may in turn be seen to be analogous to the figure, the economy, of the 
'first period' as a whole: how the place of Parmenides' first step in 

the 'Tradition', as it stands in relation to the development of the Trad- 

ition down to the figure of the 'term' around the middle of the follow- 
ing century, might be seen to be analogous to the place of the develop- 

ment down to this 'term' in the first part of the Tradition, down to the 

mirroring of its (essentially aristotelian) economy in a complementary 
mystery in the Kosmos of the thirteenth century of our Era. A mirroring 
which turns, like this 'first part' of the Tradition, about the figure 

of an 'Incarnation of the Word'. And in this 'continued proportion', 
this analogy between the development down to Plato and Aristotle, and 
the development down to the 'Schoolmen' of the thirteenth century, it 
will be seen how the way that this 'first part' of the Tradition turns 
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about the beginning of our Era, reflects the way that the phase from 

the early pythagoreans down to the athenian schools turns about the 

configuration of Reflection at the beginning of the peloponnesian war. 

- In particular, it will be seen how the reappearance of Pythagorean 
themes - 'neopyithagoreanism' - around the beginning of our Era, amounts 
to another recurrence of the pythagorean 'Kosmos', analogous to the ap- 

pearance of Philolaus'exposition in an earlier phase of Reflection. 

So what?.. 

- So, I hope, there will become apparent a simple figure of 
the inscription or fitting of one 'cycle' of Reflection in a wider de- 

velopment, which may be directly applied to the 'period' of Reflection 

from the pythagoreans, down to the inscription of this book in that Tra- 

dition, as a closing question. 

For example, it should become clear how one might find in the 
'analogy' or proportion of the phase down to the 'term', and the Tradit- 
ion as a whole (where not the term, but the poetic framing of Reflection 
in general, is in question), a simple 'structural' analogy between the 

configuration of. Reflection in Athens around the biginning of the pelopon- 
nesian war, -with its systematic pythagoreanism, its nascent atomism, its 

economy of appearance - and that configuration of Reflection which we 
take for the 'Scientific Revolution', the turning-point of the 'middle 

part of the Tradition, and of the Tradition as a whole. It may be as well 
to note here (then) that those 'applied' theories, 'mathematics' and 'me- 
decine', so central to the 'Scientific Revolution' first appear in system- 
atic form (in the persons of Hippocrates of Chios and Hippocrates of Kos) 
in Athens, around the beginning of the war with Sparta. 

- Hippocrates of Chios, about this time, first attempted to 

put arithmetic and geometry - 'mathematics' in the strict sense of the 

word - into systematic form: into an arrangement whereby the 'logical' 

components of mathematical 'demonstration' be organised into an economy 
of 'Elements' the letters of language) in which any propo- 
sition might be analysed, broken down into subordinate propositions, and 
these in turn further reduced until a starting-point were reached, and 
the proof could be constructed in a systematic manner. (This analogy of 
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'elements' and the letters of language from which words, sentences, 

and discourse are 'built up' was used by Democritus to characterise 
the cobstruction of physical bodies from their 'elements', their ir- 

reducible 'atoms'; -it applies equally, as is perhaps obvious, to the 

principle of breaking-down the development of the Tradition into 'com- 

Donents', outlined above). 

The more famous Hippocrates studied under Gorgias and Demo- 

critus (whom he is said to have treated when he 'lost his mind . Hip- 

pocrates' theoretical frame is the interaction of bodily 'constitution' 

and its physical context or environment, as it affects the harmony, the 

composition of the empedoclean four 'elements' in our bodies. Health, 

as the harmony or combination (k. Q ) of these elements - or of the 

liquid 'humours' through which they are expressed in the organisation 

of the body - is subject to periodic fluctuation. Thus an imbalance, 

treated by appropriate intake of the right elements, the right environ- 

ment and activity, is rectified through the expulsion of 'morbid' matter, 

a 'crisis'. These crises tend to occur at definite periods - 'critical 

days'. Treatment thus consists in the intervention in an empedoclean 

economy of Nature, best allowing the natural cosmic Harmony to restore 
the harmonious blending of the element in the patient - just as it rest- 

ores the Harmony of the Elements in the Sphere at the close of a cycle 
instituted b'y the initial disruption, imbalance, of Strife. 

Applied sciences: Mathematics begins with the subordination of 

physical to logical in the point - or rather of ontological to logical 

in the unit; Medecine in the subordination of physical to psychological 
in the body as an 'organic' unity. Each science abstracts from any theo- 

retical reduction of one order to the other (as, for example, the physical 

might be supposed reduced to the logical in Philolaus' system, or the-log- 

ical to the physical in atomism). Their terms reflect, as it were, an 

actual economy of subordination of one order to the other, a movement, 

embodied in the poetic frame of activity, intermediate between the logical 

circuit of 'pure' theory, and the Kosmos which is its correlate. The ap- 
pearance of theoretical medecine and mathematics at the same time as theo- 

retical physics, towards the close of the fifth century, reflects that 

same circuit, that same voetic closure of theory, that is seen in Gorgias' 
dramatic exemplification of truth as dramatic. But like those other 

kkhý 
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frames of theory, newly defined within thecommon circuit of Reflection, 

these 'applied' theories are themselves articulated within the common 
figure of a 'theoretical' determination of the relations of Theory or 
Reflection, and its World or Kosmos. 

r 

c 
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(Enter Socrates)_ 

Socrates: the unpaid sophist... 

The logical circuit, which first defines 'theory' as pythagor- 

ean 'vision', the epiphany of Limit, has thus re-appeared within the frame 

of Reflection(simply as such) as various different frames of Reflection, 

various different 'theories', different perspectives, different directions, 

On walks Socrates. He hangs about the Agora, the market-place, the Forum. 

But he won't enter into any of these 'economies' of theory. He stands out- 

side all these circular 'theories', yet constantly engaged in Reflection. 

And he stands outside the entry of Reflection into the market-place, in the 

form of the sophist's lectures, though constantly in the Forum. What is 

he up to? 

He is always asking questions. Entering into all this circular 
thinking, like Zeno into the pythagorean theory: Dialectic - asking quest- 
ions that in the end open up short-circuits of thinking, break the circle 

of confident assertion, and leave those authorities to whom he humbly sub- 

mitted his initial questions uncertain of their parts... 

... ''Know your self'. Socrates is the wisest greek, because he 

knows he knows nothing. The others, thinking they know something, have 

not even proceeded so far as to know nothing.. 

He stands for twenty-four hours entranced in the snow. He sends 
his young companions off to the various teachers to learn certain parts. 
He has a heavenly guardian who gives him direction at critical times. He 

wants to know some Good that lies outside the 'goods' whose values are 

only relative in the economy in which they are exchanged, one for another. 

.. He stands, then, 'outside' the athenian 'economy', while yet 

marking this distance in that economy, with its component economies of 

contending theories (and theories of contention), as a question, a quest- 
ioning. Just as Zeno had stood 'outside' the pythagorean economy of a 
logical narration of Kosmos, while yet inscribing his distance 'dialect- 

ically' in the frame of that narrative - as an opening-up of its logical 

circuit, a questioning. A questioning inscribed in that simple figure 

of the Question through which the dynamic of Reflection expresses itself 

ºL.. __ 
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in the 'distance' between text or discourse, and context. A questioning 
inscribed, then, in the symmetry of a logically closed text and the open 

configuration which 'physically' reflects the organisation of the text, 

in the (or an) organisation of its context. As, in general, the outward 

unity of a spatiotemporal Kosmos reflects that logical circuit which con- 

stitutes Reflection ama domain 'within it' - and so induces a dialectical 

development of the relations of reflective text, and Kosmos as context. 

A 'dialectic' which expresses, itself in Reflection dramatically. 

As a sort of dialogue between thinking and its World. For although the 

formal figures of this development may, as here, be themselves reinscribed 

within the domain of Reflection, in a text like this text, they at the same 
time inscribe themselves - really, 'actually', in the organisation of Kos- 

mos as context of this book, an. of the books (in the 'Past' which is one 
'side' of that context - what is 'closed'. in it) which are formally inscrib- 

ed within it. .. Not that we should, as I (rhetorically) suggested above, 
try and inscribe the relations of the discourses that lead from the early 

pythagoreans down to Philolaus in Philolaus' Kosmos. - Or that we should 
rather try and inscribe them in Democritus' converse physical order or World. 

Rather that we should take these two contradictory 'worlds' of Philolaus 

and Democritus (along with the inscriptions within them of the texts which 
define them) as two complementary actualities of the common figure of Kos- 

mos, in which-they each, in their converse ways, partake. As though each 

of these books, as they define a Kosmos, an order, and their place in it, 

introduces a new force into the interplay of 'worlds', and a new vision 

which is the human embodiment of that 'force'. A new 'clement' into the 
drama of 'framing' that 'Kosmos' which -is nothing but the constant 'outside' 

of each text in which it is framed. The identical 'outside' (simply inso- 
far as it remains 'outside') of this text, of Philolaus', of Democritus' 

many texts, of Parmenides' poem, in which it appears in the figure of an 

all-embracing Sphere-. -A sphere, as which, transfigured into four 'dimen- 

oions' ( just as the 'circle' of Parmenides' discourse is transfigured into 
the closed circuit of the 'Knot'), the physical actuality of Kosmos re-app- 
ears at the close of the Tradition, to 'physically' frame this book. 

Thus far I have suggested (rather than an inscription of the Tra- 
dition in Philolaus' 'astrology' or Democritus' 'physics' and physical psy- 
chology) a formal 'economy' of Reflection which is mirrored in the (contemp- 

orary with these) 'elements' as 'mathematical' economy. That amounts only 

kk 
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to a 'provisional' or anticipatory marking of one 'actuality' of Re- 

flection (among an in principle 'unlimited' variety). This 'mathemat- 

ical' fitting-together of various 'elements' in the Tradition - of ab- 

stract 'phases', 'cycles' ('periods'), 'steps', and the 'themes' or 

actualities these embody - with its simple 'logic' of 'inside' and 'out- 

side' (the simplest physical opposition, this, in Democritus or Parmen- 

ides), of inscription of one phase'within'another, down to the 'atomic' 

steps which embody the simple form of the theoretical 'step' - this 'con- 

stitution', this formal 'poetics' of the Tradition, I have not interpret- 

ed 'one-sidedly' from the logical perspective of Philolaus, or the phys- 
ical perspective of Democritus. Somehow this 'mathematical' application 

of a common figure of the two theories -a formally equivalent frame - 
might be taken to embody some 'actuality' outside the mathematical organ- 
isation of the frame, in which 'logical' and 'physical', insides and out- 

sides of texts, interact. But the interpretation of this abstract 'poet- 

ics' of the Tradition must be postponed until other themes have been de- 

veloped, in terms of which it may be found some place in the relations 

of this text and Kosmos as its context, as context of our writing and 
reading. 

Now that 'elementary' mathematics embodies, in one among var- 
ious 'symmetrical' forms, the figure of that athenian 'economy' which I 
have just found Socrates 'dialectically' questioning. 'Outside' the 

common framing of these contending economies, and sophistic economies 
of contention, within the civic economy of an athenian 'world'. And out- 

side the implication of government in that athenian 'economy', through 
the intermediary circuit of constitution and law ( the primary civic 
theatre of contention), while yet 'dialectically' involved in that eco- 
nomy, as the inscription in it (like Zeno's in pythagorean Kosmos) oh a 
ceaseless questioning, silenced at last only by Sacrates' physical rem- 
oval from the stage. 

And what is marked, what is trying to express itself in this 

questioning, as'Parmenides' Actuality expresses itself in the poetic eco- 
nomy of narrative, of the 'mark', by marking itself as 'outside' tiat eco- 
nomy? 

- What but an avtuality of government, direction, 'outside' 
that circular civic 'economy' in which the relations of economy and po- 
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litical direction are themselves determined within the general 'eco- 

nomy' of civic life? - Just as the actuality of a moral 'direction' 

expresses itself in the premonitory voice of Socrates' 'outside' 

the natural economy of his bodily constitution. 

And what id the simple frame in which this actuality expres- 

ses itself? 

- As the Question of a Justice in whose frame true direction 

distinguishes itself from the open symmetry of this direction and an 

economy in which this symmetry is inscribed as an economy of law: the 

law of which this economy is one side, in and from whose symmetrical de- 

termination of their relations the 'other' side may distinguish itself.. 

mysteriously. Just as in the symmetry of the 'two sides' of Heraclitus 

cosmic Law, the 'direction' of of the Word, distinguishes itself, 

or in the fictional symmetry of narration and Actuality, Parmenides' 

Being distinguishes itself - if we choose, if we play our part in the 

scenario of this distinction, with dramatic 'truth'. 

Thus the primary frame in which cosmic direction expresses 
itself in the earthly economy of Nature, is in the closed circuit of 

a Law, and in the 'constitution' of the group, framed in that Law, as 

a question. - It is the inscription of that question of Socrates in the 

wider frame of a later 'world' which defines, traditionally, the beginning 

of our Era. 

So that Socrates dramatically marks the next step (after the 

integration of Reflection in the athenian economy) after the outbreak 

of the peloponnesian war, by acting - out his part in the 'mystery' of 
Justice. By embodying the dialectic in which Justice - in the(inarking 

of the formal distinction of its two 'sides', expresses itself in the 

civic economy of Athens as a question. - Or rather as the dramatic 
frame of the questioning, into which, as his part in the mystery, So- 

crates steps, in the early years of the war. Of the war that outwardly 
expresses the economy of an opposition of athenian economy and spartan 
political direction, in the wider frame of greek Culture. as a whole. 
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9- A questioning, dramatically articulated over the remainder 

of the century: not inscribed in the logical circuit of some 'theory', 

in some discourse or book abstracted from its dramatic actuality (like 

these contending 'theories' whose interaction over this period parallels 
Socrates' activity). A 'step' comprising a 'dialectical' interaction of 

Socrates' questioning, and the actuality of some Good outside particular 

goods, the beginning and end of his questioning. An interaction in the 

dramatic frame of the athenian civic economy in which, through the inte- 

gration in that economy of his questioning and its results, a certain 

poetic justice expresses itself, a certain dramatic truth. 

- So that the actuality of 'direction' appears in the articulat- 
ion over the ueriod of that step (as. that step, indeed )v of the direct- 

ion of Socrates' questioning, and the 'response' or responses with which, 

at each point, it meets. Formally, this amounts to the inscription of 
the particular questions that arise in relation to various 'responses', 

in the governing frame of the question of Good, as corresponding to direct- 

ion itself as a question: the question of its 'end'. But Socrates' re- 
flection is essentially 'applied': it is not inscribed within the quest- 
ion of the Good, as in the closure of some text framed by that question. 
That question, rather, formally presents the 'direction' of Socrates' 

questioning, abstracted from the res-onse it meets with in its changing 

context. The actuality of 'direction' in Socrates' activity, in his quest- 
ioning, presents itself, expresses itself directly, not as some 'abstract' 

reflection on the Good, but rather as the dramatic truth with which, in 

the particular configurations of discourse and context, Socrates plays 
his part. Plays his part of inquirer, according to a developing 'vision' 

of the implication of that part in the drama of austice, which it is his 

part (precisely) to reveal, to induce to express itself on the athenian 
stage upon which he, Socrates, acts. 

The closing scene, of which we have two accounts (thole of 
Xenophon and Plato), two dramatisations, is played out in and around 
the court of Law, the formal embodiment of Justice in the athenian con- 
stitution. Socrates häs been arraigned on two charges: Impiety (like 

Anaxagoras before him) - the introduction of new gods (his directing 
spirit or 

ýýc4 ) and disregard for the state religion; and corrupting 
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the athenian youths who learnt from him how to ask questions, and, in 

particular, to question the formal authority of the state and its tra- 

ditions. 

Will Socrates be expelled from the body politic at this con- 

clusive point in his career, like morbid matter from some hippocratic 

body? After all he has reflected in the body of the state just those 

outward conflicts of the war from which the state, under its new physic- 
ians, is striving to recover. 

But Socrates will not countenance this 'outward' justice: the 

final question must be made quite clear: Socrates must embody in the 

court of(. äw/tfleiquestionaoýf)Justice: In judging the justice of Socrates' 

activity, Law, as the inscription of Justice in the civic economy of 
Athens, must judge itself. Socrates can*only present the relation of 
Justice and its inscription (its marking) in the economy of the state, 

as a question. The last 'irony' is his stepping bodily into that econo- 

my as a question, as earlier he had presented questions in some more re- 

stricted frame, some component of the general economy of the City. 

For Socrates himself, the question is simple: he allows that 
true Justice, will decide what actuality will distinguish itself from the 

outward economy of psychical and physical sides in his past activity. 

.. *But Athens, as the corporate life of its citizens, is lost: 

she chooses the outward economy, which is only the semblance, the reflect- 
ion, of true actuality. 

(Plato leaves Athens for Megara) 

0 
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How might the dramatic truth of Socrates' actuality, and the 

responding or corresponding Actuality of the Goo4, of Justice, be em- 

bodied in the logical circuit, the closed frame, of a text? - For then, 

in such a text, it might be instituted, actually embodied, in the frame 

of the World, of Kosmos: of a Kosmos then mirroring that text, and in 

which (then) this reflection could take its place, and play its part... 

This question might be taken to organise the next stepd in this 

my dramatisation of 'The Tradition', just as the question of Justice has 

been taken as organising Socrates' 'step'. Two steps: First down to Plato's 

dramatisation-of the question, 'What is Justice? ' in his Republic (or State), 

and his attempt to institute this Justice in the context of that drama, 

that 'ideal' State - in the government of Syracuse. Then down through 

the later dramas to the last one, the Laws - in which an 'athenian stranger', 

allos t Plato himself, appears, framing the question: How might one embody 

in the natural economy of an actual state, that circuit of Law through whose 

natural economy Justice might at last really (and, indeed, most naturally) 

express itself - or herself. 

These two steps reflect, in a simple way, the articulation of 
Socrates' step, his activity at Athens during the war, the 'dynamic' of 
his unwritten questioning: The attempt to somehow logically 'contain', 

to define, the Actuality of Good, as it responds to Socrates' part of in- 

quisitor, moves, through a series of 'figures', frames, of dramatisation, 

and of inquiry. Each time a dynamic of question and response is articul- 

ated as a drama. First of all these are framed by some particular quest- 
ion, an inquiry into some particular good or 'virtue', 6cpr1 

-. Socrates 

41irects'the inquiry, questioning a group of his contemporaries (sophists - 
those 'teachers of virtue', and young athenian men, their pupils) - thus 

does Plato first attempt to abstract in a closed, text from the direction 

of Socrates' questioning as it organised his activity from one situation 
to the next - and to define that Actuality/this questioning evoked, as 
it expresses itself in those particular 'virtues', like courage or moder- 

ation, which should direct us in particular situations. 

Then, perhaps around the time when he began to teach in the 

Academy park, and his own nearby garden, and after his first visit to 
Italy, ; the relation between this'directiori of inquiry, and the 

which should direct us, and which is i. rs object, itself comes into 
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question: in the Protagoras, the inquiry finds behind different virtues 

a common actuality, which reflects the direction of inquiry itself: Vir- 

tue is" Knowledge. Reflection, and the vision of Actuality it affords, 

as in pythagorean 'theory', determines its own actuality as that direct- 

ion of inquiry whose object, the proper 'direction' of activity, is its- 

elf seen to be what articulates, as it were from 'above', the complement- 

ary dimensions(or directions) of this reflection and its formal object, 

posed as a question. It is seen to be what articulates inquiry itself. 

One might suppose that the Apology and Crito belong to the same 

phase of development: Socrates, at his trial and in prison, practically 

confronts this same configuration of Reflection and the 'direction' of 

activity - from the 'other side', as it were, of abstract Reflection. 

One might further suppose that the following years of teaching, 

up to the time of the second sicil-. ian or italian visit, were directed 

by the elaboration of the 'theory' of the articulation of these 'two sides' 

of' Reflection in that 'vision of truth' whose ' elements' Plato calls Lots , 
the actualities which articulate the converse logical and physical orders 

of our activity --which articulate its dramatic frame - and whose epiphany 
through the inscription of that frame itself in the logical circuit of 
Reflection (corresponding to our psychical self-assertion in this logical 

determination'of the articulation of logical and physical orders, text and 

context) is Knowledge. 

- An4 that the Republic amounts to a systematic attempt to 

'articulate' in an extended inquiry, the two orders of Reflection and its 

context, in the primary dramatic frame of the state, as reflected in the 

dramatic frame of this 'dialogue'. This dialogue which in turn reflects, 

within the state in which it is composed, a Kosmos in which all states, 
iturn, must be constituted. 

- So that the abstract vision of the Protagoras, and the cor- 

responding practical situation of the Apology and Crito, here meet in an 
inquiry framed by the question, 'What is Justice? '. 

Does this vision amount to a reflection of Plato's direction 

of the young tyrant of Syracuse? .. Or does that project amount to an 
attempt to transpose the logical contitution of the dialogue into the 
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'constitution' of Syracuse, into the City as framing that interaction 

of which reflection (and its mirroring of the City in the 'logical' frame 

of dialogue) is but one side? Then Justice might begin to express itself 

in the City, as it had expressed itself in the dialogue, in that analogous 

'frame' of intercourse. To express itself by articulating in the City the 

interaction of Theory and that cosmic Justice evinced by Socrates in the 

closing scenes of the Phaedo and Republic, and evoked in the earlier 'trial' 

dramas, in the Euthyphro, the Apology, the Crito. To thus take on, in some 

sense, the direction of affairs at Syracuse - and so of that Western Greece 

whose affairs were directed from Syracuse. To conclude the drama whose first 

part had been played-out by Socrates in Athens, with such a 'tragic' result. 

Might we not take the Republic as marking a transition to the 

'third part' of this socratic trilogy, which closes with Plato laying as- 

ide his mask in the Laws? 

For Plato, returning to Athens, is faced with the recognition 

of the 'one-sided' character of his earlier reflection. The interaction 

of Reflection p. nd that Economy of Nature in which the City must be consti- 
tuted -their'interaction in the dramatic frame of the City - cannot be 

determined simply within that logical figure of the subordination of phys- 

ical to logical, the 'idea'. The actuality - the 'psychical' actuality - 

of this figure, is rather one side of a more radical actuality - itself 

embroiled in the 'economy' which amounts to the 'other' side of things. 

And to substitute this actuality of 'ideas' for that wider actuality itself 

amounts to only an idea -a dream. 

How then might Plato find some.. account.. some figure, in whi- 

ch this interaction of idea and the 'economy' in which it is implicated, 

might find expression? As in the earliest dialogues, the situation is 

articulated as an open question (Gorgias, Theaetetus). Then, in a move 

parallelling that of the Protagoras, the dramatic frame of this question, 
the open mirroring of a psychical order of what had been called 'ideal' 

and the physical economy of their embodiment, is itself taken as the primary 

articulation - and self-expression - of this 'deeper' actuality (Sophist, 

Statesman). In the Parmenides (which I suggest might be regarded as the 

N 
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attempt to write that Philosopher which was to have made the third 

part of a trilogy, with the two previous dialogues - whence the pro- 
bable 'reference' at the end of the Sophist) the logical articulation 

of this frame, corres-onding to that 'Dialectic' which is the science 

of science, the knowledge of knowledge, is worked out with formal exact- 

ness in the frame of that 'logical circle' which defines the 'logical' 

function, presented in the dialogue as a question-- as the 'question of 

questions'. In the Philebus the 'dramatic' economy and articulation of 
this new actuality is worked out in the old frame of a properly 'socratic' 

dialogue. In the Timaeus, the outward 'cosmic' articulation of this more 

radical actuality is worked out in the form of narrative ( like those com- 

ponents of the earlier dialogues in which a scheme - an 'idea' - of the 

relations of ideas and their embodiment is worked out: such 'schematic' 

accounts are perhaps most closely integrated in the dramatic form of dia- 

logue in the Symposium). 

In the Laws, then, these three components - corresponding to 

those orders I have called 'logical', 'poetic', and 'physical' (and the 

'cofinitary' actualities they reflect) - are articulated in the framing 

of that Law which reflects in the natural economy of an actual City or 
State, the relations of that economy of embodiment and the 'heavenly' 

actuality first glimpsed (only) as an 'idea', as the scheme or figure 
(! f'ýNº) which had earlier led the ' athenian stranger' to Syracuse. 

'Athenian stranger'? Where is Plato, that familiar athenian, 
to be found in this 'scheme' of development? Is it perhaps only an im- 

aginary Plato I have found, following after my 'Socrates', as he stumbles 

after Plato's 'Socrates' - and he, perhaps, after Socrates' Socrates.. 
'Who is Socrates? ' asks Socrates, attentive to the pythian god, the god 
of questions 'Who is Gorgias? ' asks 'Socrates' ( (). 

What is the force, what the truth, the justice, of this schema- 
tic framing of 'platonic' themes? Am I to seek out the 'true' Plato be- 
hind the dialogues, some 'I' which would be his, to which I might suppose 
the logical circuit of the dialogues contracted, as to the intention, the 
meaning, behind them, giving them direction? But is that Plato? Surely 
Plato, as he expresses himself through the characters of his dialogues, 

kh 
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does not act as though that were Plato. Surely for Plato, that 'ideal' 

Plato must, like the psychical actuality of any other figure, be dis- 

covered in the natural economy of its - his - embodiment. - We must find 

this actuality as it enters into the articulation of the dialogues. If 

we are to agree with Socrates in the (`), the 'true' Plato of 
the dialogues is otherwise lost to us: the author's actuality, his direction, 

is only known in the dramatic interaction of open question-and-answer, 
known as an 'idea' might be known. Not at the end, indeed, of some end- 
less analysis of texts (which from their very closure must always remain 
'open' in meaning). Rather in the embodiment in dialogue of that figure 

of Knowledge, by which we know the psychical actuality of an 'ides': and 
by which we might, perhaps 'know' the 'idea' of our author here. 

- It is just this actuality of the dialogues, this implicat- 

ion of the 'It - of that' 'figure' - as embodied by Plato as 'author' of 
the dialogues - it is that actuality of Plato which I would like to allow 
to express itself ih this 'my' reading. For although we cannot, as Pla- 
to's Socrates might have widhed, enter into an 'outward' dialogue with 
Plato, now that he is no longer embodied in the most usual way, yet we 
may still enter into a dramatic interaction with the 'I' of the writer 
as it is distributed through his texts. The figure of understanding which 
emerges resembles that 'justice' of my reading of pythagorean silence, 
which amounted to the discovery of the figure of pythagorean 'justice' 
in the frame of that 'reading'. That 'justice' was of course 'circular': 
but from it we have moved forwards to Plato - the natural questions that 

might be raised over that circularity by you, reading my 'reading', being 

reflected in the criticism of Parmenides which constituted the 'next step' 
of this inquiry. The question of the circularity of my reading of Plato 

will be seen, I hope, to reflect Aristotle's criticism of Plato and his 
immediate successors in the Academy - those 'pythagorising' platonists 
of the 'Old Academy'. 

Now, then, I must briefly show the 'trubt' - the 'platonic' 
truth - the actuality corresponding to a 'schematic' reading of Plato's 
dialogues. 
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How can I thus 'dramatise' reading Plato? Let us approach 
him by taking the simplest figure of our interaction - the text, or the 

texts in some supposed order - and take that as the frame in which to 

articulate our reading. I have already outlined an 'order' of reading 

corresponding to a preliminary tracing of Plato's self-assertion in the 

logical dynamic whereby the symmetry of text and context which consti- 
tutes the text as frame of questioning, and as question, is subordinated 
to the 'logical' order of the text, of reflection. Might the order be 

otherwise established? - Indeed it has been otherwise established in the 

Tradition in all sorts of ways. Let us see how the teat responds to this 

initial assertion of the reader, the inquirer, defining himself as a re- 
flecting 'I', simply 'outside' the text, in a context thus far established 

only in reäätion to earlier reflection -a context of Kosmos, City-State, 
'Theory', Socrates' activity, and so on. 

First, then: How does Plato, in this scheme - of an elementary 

articulation of the orders of text and context in a 'logical dynamic' a- 
mounting to the 'direction' of his reflection - how does he enter into 
this frame of Reflection? 

After the death of Socrates, he leaves Athens for Megara (along 

with other disciples of the silenced Socrates) where Euclid, an erstwhile 
student of the Unpaid Sophist has a school. Euclid, in removing from 
Athens, has abstracted from Socrates' questioning a logically organised 
'dialectic', much as Zeno had embodied Parmenides' crttte±sm in first in- 

stituting 'dialectic' half a century before. - Euclid, indeed, combined 
the socratic dialectic with his own eleatic training. Other 'socratics' 
(most prominently the 'cyrenaic' Aristippus and the 'cynic' Antisthenes) 

emphasised other 'sides' or components of the socratic way. 

Might we say that, following Socrates' application of dialectic 
to the various 'economies' of theory which competed in late fifth-century 
Athens - or rather, following that 'maieutic' inquity of which megarian 
dialectic was an attempt to establish the logical economy - Plato first 
attempted to mark in the common 'logical' frame of the various contending 
'theories', that & ect"t which Socrates had found organising the everyday 
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activities from which all those theories were blind abstractions? 

That would amqunt, one might say, to the application of dia- 

lectic to t2n megarian 'logic' itself - rather as Parmenides' traced the 

logical circle of pythagorean 'theory' in a Kosmos reflected in that 

theory. 

'Virtue', Qs%. (, : how to 'act'. The sophists taught young 

athenians how to play their parts on the legal and political stage of 
Athens - but they didn't even know what they were doing. Their know- 

ledge extended to the mastery of some 'part' - but this mastery of il- 

lusions was itself only an illusion of knowledge. The 'teachers of vir- 
tue' are actors who do not know themselves - they give direction without 
knowing what directs their instruction (Io, Euthydemus). The socratic 
dialectic works back to question a 'circular' self-assurance whose log- 

ical economy partakes of the familiar figure of a logical determination 

of the relations of logical and physical orders -a determination from 
'inside' a certain configuration of terms, of the application of those 
terms in their 'outside' context, an unthinking 'direction' of activity 
in whose articulation the illusory assurance of direction itself plays 
its part - by 'thinking' that it-directs the whole activity. This (log- 

ical circle'; is already familiar in various manifestations from the cir- 
cular pythagorean cosmogony criticised by Parmenides, down to Gorgias' 

vresentation of truth as presentation. 

A radical questioning leads back to the circularity of such 
merely formal assurance: in the end it leads back to the question: what, 
then is true assurance, what would be a knowledge which knew itself, whika 
knows what knowledge is, and has a more than merely formal sureness? 
In a parallel dialectic to that employed against the poet and rhetorician, 
actors who do not know what they are doing, yet profess to teach it, 'Soc- 

rates' questions young men on virtues they seem to exemplify. They do 
know the virtues which direct their activity - they know how, say, courage 
articulates courageous activity, directs us in courageous action - yet 
hat this direction is, they cannot say. The parallel line of question- 
ing leads again to a confrontation with the poetic frame or framing of 
activity, itself exemplified in the dramatic articulation of the inquiry 
itself. Charmides, questioned on his «ý+4e"1": ""t his exquisite balance 
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or discretion, agrees that to know properly this principle in which the 

various Darts of an activity, and of activity as a whole, are articulated 

and balanced, would involve knowing the articulation of knowledge as an 

activity. Here the question remains open. 

And now the next step: the articulation in'the frame of a dia- 

logue whose protagonists are Socrates and Protagoras the sophist, of the 

assertion, following on the correlation of dialogue, 'virtue', and know- 

ledge in the inquiry which leads towards the possibility of this step, thv 

assertion that Virtue is Knowledge. - For those Ictczo-I which Protagoras 

would restain in an irresoluble ci±cular interplay, all partake in the 

common figure, scheme - idea - of Virtue, as articulation of activity. 

- And when this articulation is known simply as such, it is seen to be 

exactly that articulation of Knowledge or True Vision which sees it as such, 

and by which, then, we participate in virtue. 

Now this marks Plato's step into the 'part' of assertion, ana- 

logous to that pyychical actuality of affirmation or judgement, by which 

Parmenides' 'two ways' are distinguished at the Gates of Night and Day. 

Here, as there, the configuration of Truth or Actuality is radically dra- 

matic: truth corresponds to a certain activity or direction of judgement, 

a participation in Actuality as what articulates the converse logical and 

physical directions of the poetic order, through articulating the conver- 

sion of the psychical and ontical orders reflected in those converse dir- 

ections: one's true part is that 'psychical' subordination of the relat- 
ions of logical and physical orders to logical distinction, as this sub- 

ordination is articulated in a mystical or 'heavenly' order which, through 

this psychical actuality, and its ontical correlate, distinguishes itself 

from the earthly order of an economy in which the sophists' formal self- 

assurance is an empty reflection of 'psychical' vision or Knowledge. 

In the Meno and Phaedo, Plato begins to work out the articulat- 
ion of this 'reflection' of a 'heavenly' order in a blind earthly economy. 
I earlier suggested that the subsequent articulation of this 'reflection', 
in which Reflection in the narrower sense is one term (corresponding to 
the logical determination of the relations of logical and physical, whe- 
ther in heavenly Knowledge or earthly Opinion) might naturally be supposed 
to correspond with Plato's activity in the Academy. The Protagoras had 
turned upon the question, 'Can virtue be taught? '. Surely the knowledge 

hh, 
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of virtue (as knowledge) which there begins is just what Plato had for- 

merly required (without quite understanding that vitue is knowledge) of 

the Teacher. And the dramatic dialogue in which Socrates now begins to 

assert himself must surely itself begin to be inscribed in a more open 

exchange of questions, of which it embodies the developing direction. 

Socrates begins to assert himself (for example, in teaching 

the slave of the Meno - or rather eliciting from him the heavenly artic- 

ulation of Knowledge). In his imaginary theatre Plato begins to introduce 

'ideas', elements of articulation, corresponding to such a psychical for- 

ce of assertion. If an 'idea' is taken to mark some instance of this heav- 

enly articulation of Actuality, then one naturally wants some idea of 
the articulationof the various elements involved in the reflection of such 
'ideas' in the earthly economy in which the dialogue is set. Following 

the initial direction of inquiry in which these 'ideas' first presented 
themselves, this articulation may be looked for in the very organisation 

of the dramatic frame of the questioning of the 'ideas'. And since such 

a scheme of questioning must be in some sense radically 'open', within 
the closed frame of a finished dialogue, so the only positive presentat- 
ion of the figure developed in a dialogue, amounts to the embodiment of 
such a scheme or figure in the figure of a story, where that figure of 
story occurs in the dramatic articulation of the dialogue. Such a 'story', 

by participating (like Parmenides' 'story' or poem) in the heavenly art- 
iculation of the ideas, as it thus reflects this articulation in finite 
terms, thus partakes of the figure, the 'idea' of mystery, or of the 'myth' 

which embodies such a mystery. This 'truth' of myth is itself the quest- 
ion which dominates the Phaedrus which seems, in the development of this 
figuration of 'ideas' to directly precede the Republic (might the Cratylus 
intervene? - or does it IIot more naturally follow that central dialogue? ). 

Now is this scheme just traced mine, or Plato's? 

Well, the construction, the articulation of Plato's terms in 
this 'reading', is undoubtedly 'mine', organised by my assertion outside 
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the texts in question. At the same time, though, I wish to suggest 

that this reading or construction mirrors in a simple way the articul- 

ation of Plato's writing. That the writing and reading are articulated 

as two sides of the text as question, and questioning - and that the 

'schematic' elaboration of this form of the 'question', in my reading, 

is reflected by the part played by the 'scheme', cr ^ Yr' , figure, form, 

'idea', in organising the dialogues - in Plato's writing. Such a read- 

ing, then, amounts to a, 'dramatic' participation in the platonic dialogue, 

as it were from 'outside' - and thus, perhaps, might be taken to reflect 

the teaching of Plato. - An eliciting of the actuality of that 'vision' 

or 'knowledge' (fps- ) into which Plato steps, through the dramatic 

frame of the Protagoras. A dramatic truth, presented in the fictional 

frame of an 'ideal' dialogue, just as the truth so presented appears in 

the dialogue as the 'mythical' dramatisation of the scheme elicited in 

the imaginary dialogue. 

'Well... that's very fine in theory... ' 

- Yes: and what is thus 'dramatised', brought into play, is 

just the working of theory, the organising actuality of this 'theory' 

- or 'vision' or 'knowledge' - its working in theory: for that very cir- 

cularity, corresponding to the dramatic truth of pythagorean 
6i1a e'` is 

definitive of 'theory'. 'Theory', the vision which organises a certain 

actuality, by determining its own place in the actuality this 'place' or 

perspective defines. And in the Protagoras Plato, trying out the assert- 

ion of this vision in the imaginary theatre of question and answer, whose 

stage is set by the logical closure of the text, finds: IT WORKS! 

- Well, it works within the äheoretical, iahe 'logical' circuit 

of the text; it works in the 'education' which is an eduction of this 

vision, an induction of the questioning student into the circle of this 

'theory' dramatised in the dialogues. It works within the School, defined 

or constituted, as it were, by this work or working of 'ideas', of Reflect- 

ion, where the dramatic configuration of the socratic dialogue may be sup- 

posed to govern the interaction of its 'working' and the student's work, 
his laborious access to the workings of Actuality. How does this school- 
ing work, though, in that more remote 'outside' of the circuit of ideas, 
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the City? It doesnSt work quite as Plato might have hoped. First let 

us see how the circuit of Plato's early 'vision' works towards this 'out} 

side', this dramatic frame of the City, from which the platonic Socrates 

has been abstracted, to tread the boards of academic theatre. 

The question first arises of the relation of the circular vis- 
ion, the 'knowledge of knowledge', 'vision of vision', to its context - 
for that 'psychical' actuality, corresponding to the logical distinction 

of 'logical' and 3physical' orders, is at once subject, in the economy of 

reflection, to the question of the outward symmetry of such a 'psychical' 

actuality or determination, and a converse 'physical' configuration which 

simply mirrors the logical circularity of the 'psychical' vision. Such a 
1 d, for example, to the farmenidean questioning of the pythag- 

oreans' 'knowledge of knowledge' - and to the more radical actuality which 
distinguished itself from the symmetrical economy of this knowledge and 
its imagined object. 

In the Meno and Phaedo the question of this symmetry of the 

physical and the psychical is raised: the 'natural' economy of this sym- 
metry is inscribed, like parmenidean 'opinion', within a 'heavenly' order 

of which this natural or earl13y economy of embodiment and sense is just 

one side, a pale mirror (like Parmenides' shifting fictions) of the Truth, 

which expresses itself by distinguishing itself from this inconstant mim- 
ic. This by articulating the psychical order of the soul and the ontical 
order of those 'ideas' which are distinct from their physical reflections, 
in a knowledge, an epiphany in the earthly order., of something 'outside' 
its economy, ' mysteriously framed (Phaedo) in the figure of a 
'supernatural' economy of incarnation. As in Parmenides' poem, Truth and 
Justice (knowledge and virtue) are two aspects of the same actuality of 
Heaven. 

How, then) are these two aspects of the 'heavenly' order re- 
lated? What is the relation between the 'psychical' actuality of Truth 
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and the 'mystical' actuality of Justice, in whose Drama of Heaven and 

Earth, of incarnation, the psychical actuality of the soul that knows 

that it knows, seems to enter under two aspects? If, in the Protagoras, 

Knowledge has recognised itself, in seeing Virtue as what articulates 

activity (including the articulation of this knowing of Knowledge itself, 

and so of Virtue), how now can this be extended (in the cosmic frame of 

the Meno and Phaedo) to a vision of the place of the vision of Truth, 

of Knowledge, in the cosmic scheme of Justice, the drama of incarnation? 

If the frame of Virtue has first been. inscribed in Knowledge, how now 

can Knowledge be inscribed in the articulation of the dramatic frame of 

Kosmos, that is governed by the virtue of Justice - by that simple actu- 

ality of The Good, in the widest frame of activity? How make the step 

from the preliminary theoretical vision in which Knowledge is first known, 

into the wider frame in which reflection itself enters as one dramatic 

force or component, rather than a separate actuality. How get an 'idea' 

of the relations of the elementary 'ideas' to the figurative frame in 

which divine Justice actually expresses itself? How embody in the dra- 

matic frame of a dialogue the mystery by which Truth expresses itself 

within the natural economy in which the dialogue isZiilscribed? 

i 
This question, which as naturally follows upon the figuration 

of the Meno and Phaedo, as that upon the discovery made in the Protagoras, 

and that upon the inquiry into particular virtues, is worked through in 

the Symposium and the Phaedrus. In the Symposium, the movement of this 

questioning is dramatised as an inquiry into Love: the inquiry closes 

with the inscription of this movement itself in the supernatural economy 

presented by Socrates as a revealed mystery. Love is the blind natural 

movement towards The Good, and its end is the knowledge of The Good in 

this movement itself. The end of the movement most natural to all creat- 

ures is simply the knowledge of that movement, and of themselves as par- 
ticipating in, pomssing, absolute Good, in seeing their part in this 

scheme, governed throughout by the simple self-expression of that Good 

which standsloutsideIall earthly economy, all desires, all movement, by 

organising all that movement, by being in it unrecognised. 

The dialogue thus exemplifies - in its own movement - this 
Good which is (as the object of Love) its apparent object. The dialogue 
is itself a 'mystery', of which the closing mystery is simply one com- 
ponent: The dialogue moves through successive accounts of this movement 
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towards what is good, dramatising in the dinner-party a common partici- 

pation in the movement of the group towards understanding, until it 

concludes in the account of the knoll e of the heavenly articulation 

of this movement itself as the true possession of Good, the possession 

of - and possession by - Good, in Truth. Thus the rea is drawn into 

this same figure by the movement of his understanding, so that we might 

say that the Good expresses itself through the question posed by the 

logical or dialectical frame of the dialogue, U the dramatic force which 

'transfigures' the natural movement of reflection, and illuminates that 

movement, as a movement towards the recognition of the place of natural 

movement in the scheme of which it constitutes but one side. 

The scene then moves outside the City, into the natural eco- 

nomy of the countryside. The question now turns upon the same figure 

of the relation of natural and supernatural (or 'spiritual' or heavenly) 

orders of activity: and now the question of the function of the 'mythic- 

al' scheme which expresses this relation is itself raised (Phaedrus). 

What is the place of this scheme itself in the order it presents? The 

myth presents us as articulating our activity within two contrary move- 

ments -a 'natural' movement 'downwards', and a converse 'upward' move- 

ment. The 'goodness' of the story, like the goodness of the activity 

whose depiction in the story is one particular instance of such activity, 

must consist'in a balance of these two movements - like the handling of 

two horses in a team - so that each plays its part in the overall scheme. 

- Such a balance is indeed exemplified in the dialogue itself, in its 

blending of Nature, Culture, and Heaven in its dramatic frame. It opens 

with the contaast of an elaborately 'cultured' rhetorical exercise, and 

the 'natural' setting of the drama. Culture does not consist in a soph- 
istic abstraction from natural expression, turning in the artificial cir- 

cle of a formal determination of the relations of form and content. True 

culture, as the frame of our activity, should play its part in the balanc- 

ing of the two movements, of sense and reason. It should be rooted in 

a 'vision of truth', which begins (as in the myth) with 'dialectical' dis- 

tinction and correlation of these two sides, and leads to the knowledge 

of the sould of men, and so of the interplay of the two sides in the com- 

munity. And this community or group is the most natural frame of the ex- 

ercise of dialectic and its 'vision of truth', the most natural stage of 
that 'philosophy' or love of the true knowledge which is wisdom, which 
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can discern and relate (as in the myth, and as in the distinction of 

the balanced expression of the myth from the artificial rhetoric of Ly- 

sias' eulogium with which the disuussion has opened) the parts of sense 

and reason in love. That philosophy whose natural exercise lies, not 

in the artificial abstraction of a closed book, but in the open 'com- 

munication' of wisdom, which is the highest love. 

What, then, are the implications of this recognition of the 

place of philosophy in the City? It prepares the way for the vision of 
the place of philosophy - of 'dialectic' in the highest sense, as the dis- 

cernment of Truth - in the self-expression of the Idea of the Good as Just- 

ice; As the recognition of the correlation of the knowledge of virtue and 
the knowledge of knowledge in the Charmides prepared the way for the abstract 

vision of the Protagoras, whose development has led to the question of the 

place of philosophy in the scheme of a Justice which articulates activity 
in general, and this, in the natural economy of our embodiment, in the 

City as primary frame of our earthly activity. 

The question of Justice as articulating activity - as the primary 
'virtue' in which subordinate virtues may be inscribed, just as the activ- 
ities they govern may be inscribed within the frame of activity in general - 
and the place in this articulation of tha 'thilosophy' which addresses just 

this question: this is the frame of the Republic. This circular vision of 
the theoretical determination of the place of theory in the World it de- 
fines or discerns, directly reflects the 'circle' of pythaLorean Bc. 4. c . 
We will shortly see how, in the Laws, the reflection goes so far as to re- 
Droduce in an ideal form the government of a city through a mystery ground- 
ed in a 'theory' whose first object is the order of Kosmos, articulated 
(as in the Timaeus) according to that science of composition discovered 
(as in the Parmenides) through dialectic, whose primary terms are the One 

and, the Many. 

What is Justice, this frame of Inquiry that has organised 'phi- 
losophy' from its inception? Leaving behind sophistical arguments, So- 
crates passes from the question of Justice as it organises the activity 
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of the just individual, to Justice as it organises the just consti- 

tution of the State from which - as its primary frame - the activity 

of the individual cannot be properly abstracted. - Any more than the 

philosophic inquiry into Justice, guided by the virtue of Wisdom, can 

properly be abstracted from the dramatic frame of reflection in dia- 

logue. 

Now the activity of a State, like the activity of an indi- 

vidual, has various components, various 'branches'. Indeed, in the 

State, the organisation of the activity of the whole is composed, pre- 

cisely, from the component activities of groups of individuals - so 

that Justice must somehow consist in a mirroting of the articulation 

of' the State and its activity, in the virtues, the just ordering of the 

component activities, of component individuals: the activity of the in- 

dividual must correspond to the place of this individual in the con- 

stitution of the just State, and a major part of the organisation of 

the just State will thus lie in that Education by which (in the basic 

frame of the instituted 'myth' of the differentiation of places in the 

State, the 'noble lie') each individual learns his part in the activity 

of the whole, learns the 'virtue' which should articulate his activity, 

if the primary virtue of Justice is to articulate the activity of the 

State as a whole. 

Now the primary frame of activity and interaction in a State 

is the constitution or Law which constitutes the unity of the State. 

There must be a group which preserves this unity within and without: 
the virtue governing this class of soldiers must be the Courage earlier 
discussed in the L aches. This Law is articulated in an otherwise open 
Economy, which is, as it were, the physical economy of the State, ana- 
logous to the physical economy of the individual body, which, like the 

horse which in the Phaedrus is always straining at the bit until brought 

under the sway of Reason, should be governed by the balance of 

already discussed in the Charmides and Phaedrus. Then, governing the 

whole, discerning the just articulation of the whole, as reason should 

govern the individual, should be a class who are themselves governed by 
the virtue of wisdom: this wisdom will perceive the Justice of the whole, 
and be its 'guardian', just as, in the abstract scheme of the Protagoras, 
knowledge, in knowing virtue, knew itself as wisdom, and in knowing itself 
knew virtue, the direction, the just articulation, of all activity. 
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How, then, is this governing wisdom, which knows itself as a participat- 

ion in virtue, in Justice, to be instituted? What - that is to say - will 

be the 'education' of the governing class? This education will of course 
(as later in the Laws) be one of the chief concerns of those who govern: 

it is upon this institution of wisdom in the State that the whole must 

turn (and it is the question of realising the institution of this wisdom 

in the affairs, the general economy, of an actual State which is to prove 

in practice so intractable). 

How can this Wisdom be drawn out of the child who is to play 

the part of guardian? What, in the natural development of reflection, 

will correspond to that mystery of Love (in the Symposium) which leads 

towards the transfiguration of this very movement, when it is seen as 

articulated by the Good of which its apparent object is but an image or 

reflection? 

This education must also be an 'induction' into the mystery of 
the Good which thus articulates all movement and activity, through artic- 

ulating those subordinate virtues which participate through Justice in 

the Good, and within these articulating those component actualities of 

which the vision is articulated in Wisdom. It must lead to the vision of 
the Good which illuminates this vision as the Sun illuminates the natural 

world which this vision leaves behind, as the image of Good in some good 
is left behind in the supreme good of philosophical participation in Good 

itself, in the vision which is Truth. This 'induction' must begin with 

a participation in natural order, the expression of Good in the ordered 
movement of gymnastic, and the applied poetic which is 'music'. Abstract- 
ion from this sensible image must then be effected through the discipline 

of mathematical figure, and then the last step, dialectic, the 'universal 

science', the knowledge of knowledge itself, will effect that 'turning 

around of the eye of the soul' from the images or shadows of Actuality, 
to gaze at the true Sun, to participate through the vision of Truth. in 
Qood itself, that it may articulate, through the government of the 'guard- 
ians' thus enlightened, the only just order of things. Aa reason governs 

understanding, intellect sense, and knowledge opinion in the wisdom of 
the governing class, so will this wisdom govern the articulation of act- 
ivity in the State through maintaining the balance of its direction, and 
the natural economy of the State, in the frame of Constitution and Law. 
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The inscription of particular activities within the activity of the 

State as a whole will reflect the inscription of the subordinate 

virtues in the supreme virtue of Justice, just as the virtue of Wisdom 

mirrors this subordination in the vision of its organising actuality. 

Now the states which together formed the context of this, 

Plato's vision of the ideal articulation or constitution of the State, 

embodying Justice as the virtue of the State, in a frame of Law, were 

subject to great disorders (like the peloponnesian war). As Hippocrates 

had developed a systematic 'pathology' in terms of the disorders follow- 

ing from disruption of the proper constitution of the body, 'health', 

so now Plato develops a systematic pathology of the body politic, group- 

ing parallel disorders of states, and of citizens' virtues, in accordance 

with their departure from the ideal articulation which alone embodies 

that Justice which is the Health of the State. A central and symptom- 

atic disorder is the contemporary perversion of that elementary Educ- 

ation called 'music' or poetry. Whereas the ideal State or citizen is 

an image of Kosmos, ruled by Philosophy as Kosmos is ruled by the divine 

Wisdom in which Philosophy is our participation, in actual states that 

institution of such Wisdom which would perpetuate itself in wise educ- 

ation or induction into wisdom, is replaced by an art which, rather than 

seeing in the visible order an image of the invisible, institutes an 

economy of appearance by substituting for the vision of Truth an art 

of Imitation, a blind manipulation of the forms of appearance. Justice 

is turned upside-down: for philosophic abstraction from the economy of 

sense is substituted an abstraction from that philosophic Truth which 

was previously at least one side of the things around us. The craftsman 3 

participates in the natural economy of the State by copying in the vis- 
ible order the actuality of some divine idea which illuminates his act- 
ivity; but the poet and painter turn the proper relation of governing 

philosopher and subordinate craftsmen upside-down, by substituting for 

the vision of the divine idea a reflection or shadow of philosophic ab- 

straction 
1's from copy to actuality, in the physical order of the copy. 

They mimic the vision of truth by copying what is itself already a 
copy of an idea (as, perhaps, in Socrates' Athens they make government 
merely one side in a general economy, rather than that political dir- 

ection 
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which determines (like the ideal class of guardians) the relat- 
ions of political direction and natural economy, through the embodiment 
of Justice in Constitution and Law). 
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If, then, true political direction, the Justice of the ideal 

State, is lost, in fact - in particular states - in confusion, 

and a 'worldly' economy of management, where is the actuality of Justice, 

sought at the outset, to be found? The answer must lie in the wider gov- 

ernment of the Kosmos, of which the government of a state, as primary 

frame of our mortal activity, is itself an image or reflection. The out- 

ward show of 'Justice' in actual states is itself only truly just, inso- 

far as it corresponds to the articulation of the interactions of the in- 

dividuals who together constitute the state) according to Justice as the 

virtue of the State, organising 4his interaction in the wider frame of 

Heaven and Earth, just as Wisdom in the ideal State organises the activity 

of government, within the wider activity of the just State as a whole. 

This heavenly 4ustice, by which (rather than a sophistic identi- 

fication of Justice with its appearance, with the blind conventions of 

actual deliberation) actual states must (or should) be judged, remains 
in its operation a mystery, since it relates to the wider cosmic order 

of which mortals know but 'this' side. Yet there is an analogue of the 

dialectical figure in which Wisdom, in knowing its part in the state, knows 

the Justice which assigns Wisdom this part - an analogue in the wider or- 
der which includes the Heaven of immortality to which this Wisdom effects 

a partial access, and the earthly economy of our mortal embodiment. This 

analogue is the-moral assurance of heavenly government, which expresses 
itself in a vision of our part in the wider order of Kosmos, with its di- 

vine Justice. This vision of our part in the wider scheme, which can a- 
lone give sense to the'ideal of Justice seen by the philosopher, presents 
itself in the figure of a story, whose 'poetic' articulation cannot be 

reduced to the dialectical form in which Knowledge knows itself in know- 
ing Virtue, and Wisdom knows itself in knowing Justice, and its place in 
the just scheme of our earthly interaction in the State. Philosophy must 
in the end be assured of the justice of its vision, by seeing its place 
in such a mystery, such a 'myth': and the close of the philosophical ac- 
account of the relations of Philosophy and Justice in such a 'poetic' fig- 

ure (the vision of Er) amounts at once to the inscription of the primary 
order of Justice (from which the Justice of the State must in the end de- 
rive) 'in' a philosophic vision, and the inscription of this vision in the 
wider order of that Kosmos and its Justice. This closing figure, by which 
the divine order expresses itself in the order of Reflection, by marking 
in that order its difference from that order, is an analogue of the way 
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that, in Reflection, Knowledge knows itself ii 

ion. Again, Actuality re-inscribes itself in 

by which it marks, in the 'poetic' order, its 

order - and so in the pythagorean figure of a 

which 'theory' sees or knows its place in the 

ion. 

z distinction from opin- 
the parmenidean figure 

distinction from that 

'vision' or epiphany in 

order revealed in its vis- 

Dionysius the Elder, who had entertained Plato at his syracus- 
an court before the philosopher began to teach at Athens, died in 367. 
Dionysius, who by skilful manipulation of affairs had made himelf mas- 
ter of Western Greece - Dionysius the patron of Aristippus, who, follow- 
ing Socrates in his unmasking of conventional wisdom, had concluded that 

activity should be organised directly in'terms of the 'natural' and true 

economy of pleasure and pain. Dionysius the poet, who employed the best 

reciters, in pursuit of the olympian prize, but who had to be content with 
the athenian prize for his last tragedy. Dionysius whose son-in-law Dion 
(who was also his brother-in-law) called Plato (his earlier companion in 
philosophical activity) to make Wisdom the master of Syracuse, in the 

person of the dead tyrant's young son. But the wider theatre of Syracuse 

could not be, conformed to the ideal drama of platonic dialogue, not least 
because the 'younger Dionysius was under the sway of Philistus the histor- 
ian, whose views were in marked contrast to those of Plato and Dion. 

In the Gorgias, the themes of the. last books of the 
Republic - the relations of philosophy and its shadow in the 
State, and the part of Justice in this relation - recur. Might one see 
in Socrates' bitterness in this dialogue, most particularly in his con- 
frontation with worldly wisdom in the person of Callicles, the frustrat- 
ion of the ideal presented in the Republic? - The confrontation of the 
philosophic ideal and political 'realities' at Syracuse? 

Must rhetoric and the political economy it reflects get the 
upper hand the actual state? - Or might one somehow bring into play 
the force of that moral assurance which gives the philosophic ideal its 
ultimate sense - bring that 'practical' assurance, which guides even the 
sophist Gorgias'(contradicting his sophistic stance), into the dramatis- 
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ation of the conflict of dialectic and rhetoric (and the 'moralities' 

they reflect and embody). -A dramatisation of the dialectical dis9 

Unction of these two 'sides' of 'the art of persuasion' which guides 

deliberation and so activity? -A dramatisation in which dialectic, dist- 

inguishing itself from its shadow, rhetoric, will give a moral assurance 
(will persuade us) of its value? 

What is rhetoric? Who, what, is Gorgias? A rhetorical evasion 

will not do: Gorgias admits that the distinction of just and unjust which 

ultimately guides his activity as a teacher of rhetoric, is itself be- 

yond the scope of his rhetoric. His disciple Polus must in turn admit 
that the distinction of Truth from Appearance, which is involved in the 

characterisation of rhetoric as a manipulation of appearances, is itself 

beyond the mere appearance of such a distinction. And Callicles' ana- 
logous representation of the economy of political activity leads to an 

analogous confusion - from which Socrates-can then distinguish true pol- 
itical direction from this confused appearance, and proceed to the in- 

scription of this dialectical distinction in the moral order of all our 

activity, presented as-a myth or mystery of the divine judgement of our 
lives as a whole. 

a 

- So the first step towards a truly philosophical vision of 
the place of philosophy in the moral order of the actual society in 

which the philosopher finds himself is made. But although the place 
of philosophy has been thus marked, it has still to recover in this 

moral order of activity the figure of that knowledge of Knowledge al- 
ready discovered in the abstraction of an ideal order. The philosopher 
practises knowledge, as Charmides practised balance - but he doesn't 

seem to know properly the activity of 'philosophy', its part in the 

actual interactions that together make up the activity of individuals. 
Does he only think his activity is knowledge...? Or can this 'dialect- 
ical' activity distinguish itself from that figure of opinion? (Theaet- 

etus). 

Well, knowledge can distinguish itself in a preliminary sort 
of way from opinion - and from the suspicion that it may obly be the 
appearance of knowledge, and this on the analogy of the dialectical 
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distinction of dialectic and rhetoric in the Gorgias. For if, as 

Protagoras seems to have considered, knowledge is only itself an ap- 

pearance, then where is the place for those distinctions which apply 

to all appearances, simply inasmuch as they are appearances? Indeed, 

how could 'knowledge' appear differently to Protagoras and to those 

who think that knowledge is something other than appearance? Even in 

terms of the simple economy of appearances, knowledge distinguishes it- 

self from its inscription in this economy, and the appearance of know- 

ledge corresponding to the assertion of the inscription of knowledge 

in this economy is shown - in its own terms - to be false. Nor can 

we merely say that knowledge, then, is simply 'true' opinion: the dist- 

inction lies outside the economy of these terms, of 'true' and 'false' 

opinion. There must be, even in the economy of these terms, something 

which distinguishes true knowledge from true opinion: there must be 

something in it which knows this distinction, which can give an account 

of its distinction from the mere play of sense, and its economy of op- 
inion. 

Such an account is sketched in the Sophist and Statesman, 

which continue the argument of the Theaetetus in the same dramatic set9 
ting, and which anticipate a third component of the trilogy, a Philosopher. 
In the S onhist an account is given of the distinction of Knowledge and 
its sophistic shadow; in the Statesman this distinction is applied to 
the way such knowledge might serve in the articulation of civic activity: 
a frame of 'policy' in distinction to the sophistic economy of opinion. 
I have already suggested that the Parmenides might be considered as the 

eventual form of the unwritten Philosopher, presenting as it does the 
formal frame of the 'dialectic' announced in the Sophist and Statesman, 
but in abstraction from the dramatic order of those dialogues. And I 
have suggested that this 'logical' presentation of the formal frame of 
philosophy is complemented by the (cosmological' frame of the Timaeus 
(presented in that form of a 'story' which corresponds to this limiting 
frame of Heaven and Earth). These two components, together with the 
discussion of the relations of reason and sense in the IAdividual that 
appears as the Philebus, are finally integrated, then, in the civic frame 
of the Laws (anparently published posthumously). This correlation might 
then account for the interruption of the Critias - the passage from that 
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'mythical' account of a 'working' ideal (an ideal state seen 'in action') 
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appended to the Timaeus (itselfýbegvtn as a continuation of the dramatic 

frame of the Republic), to the 'practical' project presented by the 'athen- 

ian stxanger' in the Laws. 

Such then, I imagine the organisation of that second exemplary 

'step' in the Reflection of the fourth century - from the scheme of the 

Republic to that of the Laws, and the three 'dialogues' (of which two em- 

body the 'dramatic' form almost as a mere formality) which I take to pre- 

pare the presentation of the latter. Apart from the schematic relations 

already suggested, I believe this relation of the Timaeus to the Laws is 

amply corroborated by Laws VII, 821-2 and book X, not to mention the pro- 

bably non-platonic Epinomis or appendix to the Laws. I think the associat- 
ion of the Parmenides with the Timaeus and Laws in such a scheme is render- 

ed 
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more probable by Laws X, 893sgqL but like Timaeus at the beginning of 
his schematic presentation of Kosmos, I only claim that something of the 

sort, some working of this order, is surely involved, even if many of the 

details be questionable. 

Working? How might it 'work', how might something like this 

scheme of development be 'at work' in these later(? ) dialogues? 

- Well, in a way analogous to that by which I suggested the 
'scheme' of reading was reflected in the working of the figure of 'scheme' 
in the earlier dialogues -a scheme somewhat shattered after the Republic. 
For might one not find, succeeding the formal 'schere', the idea of the 
'Idea' (and of other figures - indeed a play of 'figure') of those earlier 
dialogues, the question of the working of such figures - the working, for 
example of the figure of something which distinguishes itself - in the 
'economy' of figure itself (the formal inscription of one figure in an- 
other, as 'knowledge' in 'appearance') from the figure of such economy? 

Now I have suggested that the Gorgias and Thaaetetus have left 
us (and Plato - or 'Socrates') with the question posed by the figure of 
the 'account' that Knowledge must give of itself, if it is itself to be 
properly known as distinct - as distinguishing itself- from appearance 
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and opinion. 

In the Gorgias and Theaetetus 'dialectic', which distinguishes 

the true nature of things, has been distinguished - dialectically - from 

the sophistic rhetoric of Gorgias and Protagoras, which only appears to 

truly distinguish things (as, for example, truth from appearance, or know- 

ledge from opinion). To understand dialectic properly - to know the act- 

ivity of knowledge according to the figure of knowledge as true opinion 

which can account for its truth (with which the Theaetetus has closed), 

we must account for its distinction from sophistic appearances of truth. 

What then is a sophist, and what is the true account of the distinction 

of true and false, which will allow us to dialectically distinguish the 

knowledge corresponding to dialectic, from its sophistic im:, itation? 

- Let us proceed dialectically. Where should we start? Why 

not with the 'artist' of the last book of the Republic: then we may make 

a primary distinction between 'the' Creation, as the Art or Production 

of the Scene in which other 'arts' are exercised, and these arts them- 

selves as embodying within the all-encompassing Art of Creation, the same 
figure of Art. This distinction is then simply correlative with the fig- 

ure of Art (we might even say the divine artist embodies this distinction 

of'divine example, and copy, in his Art), and we need go no further back, 

to distinguish this distinction itself. 

But 'arts' have many aspects: how can we proceed best to track 
down the Sophist amidst all their differences. We risk getting lost in 
his very manipulation of distinctions. .. But could we then take that mere 
apuearance of distinction, opposed to a distinction properly known, a true 
distinction, as characteristic of the Sophist's art? 

Ah: now the Sophist confronts us. But we are immediately lost 

again, as this distinction is itself lost in the play of sophistic dist- 
inctions it was to mark. How can we stand outside this play of appear- 
ances? For the Sophist draws us in as soon as we try to mark a distinct- 
ion between an 'inside' and 'outside' of that play, of appearance. How 
can we know the mere appearance of knowledge, if knowledge is itself to 
be distinguished from this appearance? If we are to be 'outside' this 
appearance, which is an appearance of nothing, then how are we to know 
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it? For then it will have to be something after all - or our 'knowledge' 

will itself be of nothing, and so itself a mere appearance of knowledge, 

a mere appearance of a distinction from appaarance. Almost less than 

nothing - since the Sophist happily moves about in the play of Being and 

Nothing, quite happy that this is itself Nothing. He seems to know his 

way about in the play of appearances, yet we are entangled in his net, 

having thought we were catching him in it. 

Let us try and get some new bearings. Let us see what is fixed 

in all this, like the constant frame of differences in - among - appear- 

ances, marked in the Theaetetus. - Well there is the difference between 

what is fixed and what is moving or changing, for a start. These - 'Rest' 

and 'Movement' are everywhere at work - they are what they seem: this is 

there working, their actuality, their Being. And they are different from 

one another, and so, also, different from Being: for in relation to their 

Being they are the Same. .. And this Difference is itself different from 

Being: that is its very Being. So that we have found something which we 

can know as not-Being. We can draw a sketch-map of the Sophist's maze, 

and trace the sophistic circle in which we had become lost. Being dist- 

inguishes itself from the many things which are different from Being: there 

are many varieties or ways of not-Being. We cannot simply make a dist- 

inction of Being and not-Being 'in' Being, and contain the Being and Know- 

ledge of all' distinctions within a fixed domain of Being, Rest, Sameness, 

and so on. For then indeed there will be nothing for these, and for know- 

ledge of them (these 'ideas') to distinguish themselves from. At the same 
time, we need not simply conclude that such Being, fixity, is - as Gor- 

gias and Protagoras would have us believe - the illusion of illusions, 
the pathetic mirror of he who does not see that it is he, and nothing else 
which properly 'asserts' itself in language. This distinction of Being 

and not-Being cannot be separated, as Plato had earlier dreamed, from the 

play of appearance: but it can distinguish itself, in the poetic order of 
that play, from a purely circular play, in which nothing, except in appear- 
ance, is fixed (in which Being is Not-Being -a play whose 'essence' is 
not-Being). Being distinguishes itself, in the play of Appearance, from 
Appearance. And it frames this distinction in terms of the difference 
of the 'logical' opDosition of Same and Different, from the 'physical' 
opposition of Rest and Movement. Being logically distinguishes itself 
(and so 'ontically' expresses itself) from Appearance, by distinguishing 
between this difference, and its complementary logical and physical ap- 
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pearances or images, reflections. 

Thus, them, can we attain to a 'working' knowledge of not-Being, 

an 'account' of the distinction between Being and Appearance, and so of 

the distinction between Knowledge and its sophistic imitation or image 

or 'appearance'. We can begin to know the working of Knowledge in pract- 

ice, as we had already known it 'in theory'. 

What then, in the simplest terms, is the distinction we have 

discovered? 

Well, in the simplest terms, we have found a frame in which 

Knowledge - of what is - distinguishes itself from the apparent know- 

ledge whos object is not as it seems. This frame is articulated relat- 

ive to the being of one 'class' (like Being, Difference, and so on) 'in' 

another. Truth amounts to the knowledge of Being, in the correspondence 

of the 'logical' inclusion of one class in another, with the 'physical' 

inclusion. Opinion is the 'silent assertion or denial' of such a cor- 

resnondence in Thought, the 'silent speech' in which the logical relations 

of terms or classes are articulated. Imagination is a sort of inward play 
1 of correspondences (ý): 

Sophistic, then (finally) is the human (rather than divine) 

art of creating the appearance - by thinking to deceive - of knowledge, 

by presenting false opinion, which does not correspond with what is, as 
if so corresponding. 

What 'art' would best express the implementation of this newly 
won Knowledge? What 'theoretical' art would be the true fcnm, of which 
the sophistic 'production' of illusory authority is the false? What is 
the true place of dialectic in human affairs? 

The inquiry will itself serve as an elaboration of the new 
dialectic, moving towards a fuller understanding of itself(Z). Indeed 
Plato seems, as he writes the Statesman, to be playing-out this drama 
of dialectically finding the true place of dialectic in the wider frame 

I; &L'A- Z *. SE*ýTlirýILvý 
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of activity as a whole - using the rather unsure first steps al6ng the 

new way as illustrations of the true dialectic as a movement towards un- 

derstanding of this very movement (this then mirrors the more 'ideal' myst- 

ery of Love as it presents itself in the Symposium). 

Let us, then, start out again from 'Art'. The 'divine' analogue 

of the 'artist' we are seeking will articulate the 'physical' frame of Rest 

and Movement within a Knowledge correlative with the Being of this frame 

itself. Fow supposing that we find ourselves 6n an Earth whose confusion 

is analogous to the sophistic maze in which we were earlier lost? (Plato 

gives a 'mythical' figure or account of the origin of this confusion in 

the divine scheme). Who is to find order in this confusion, as we have 

found order in the Sophist's part in this confusion? - Why the Statesman, 

the 'shepherd' of his confused flock, who imitates the divine shepherd al- 

ready evoked. This is the true Statesman: the many 'statesmen' who simply 

assert a specious authority in the economy of Opinion which is the frame 

of most societies are themselves, properly speaking, a variety of sophist. 

These operate within the fixity of those 'laws' which are the 

nearest one comes, in the confused order of the mere appearance of Auth- 

ority, to true direction: but Law itself is properly a part of Policy, a 

part of the art of the Statesman. True political knowledge would determ- 

ine the parts of this frame of activity in the articulation of the activ- 
ity of the state as a whole. - Just as dialectic finds the frame in which 
Being and Appearance are interwoven, and the divine Ruler expresses him- 

self in the outward articulation of all things in this Frame, as Kosmos. 
The royal science of the Statesman must determine the part played by all 
subordinate sciences within their own departments, within certain spheres 
of activity whose correlation must be determined 'outside' these particul- 
ar sciences, in the coordination of all activity as a whole. In partic- 
ular, the Statesman must 'weave together' the virtues of courage, say, 
and temperance, whose domains often overlap: Courage will determine such 
an opposition of virtues according to its limited image of Virtue, and tem- 

perance will succumb, and the balance of activity as a whole be lost. The 
Statesman's virtue of Knowledge must determine the part it the activity 
of the State as a whole of such opposed virtues. It is a virtue of meas- 
uring the part of all the components in the whole. Most particularly, 
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the Statesman must apply Education throughout the economy of the whole, 

thus developing virtues and arts according to the parts they are to pä1. y 

in the articulation of the State within a constitution governed by the 

primary virtue of Knowledge, expressed in the political art of the States- 

man himself. 

Turning, now, to the individual as he enters into this frame 

of activity - what moves him, in his part in that activity? What should 

move him, what is the true Good towards which activity should be directed? 

Philebus says: Pleasure - and we find ourselves once again lost in an 

economy, a play, of appearances. For what id this 'pleasure' that we 

are to seek? How could we seek Pleasure itself, rather than competing 

pleasures? Is there one Pleasure we might seek in all things? Or is pleasur& 

not, rather, a constant movement towards what appears good, and true Good 

rather the 'end' of that movement in Being and Knowledge, Wisdom? Then 

the highest good might seem to be dialectic knowing itself as the end of 
this movement of'trying to know... 

But we must find the places of this good of knowledge, and the 

apparent goon of pleasure dialectically - see how they are at work in the 
frame of the individual's activity, just as the Statesmen has discerned 
the different parts of individuals in the wider activity of the State, and 
just as some divine Knowledge seems to organise the various parts of that 
still wider Creation comprising State and citizen together. 

Now the principle which distinguishes itself from the indefinite 
play of aspects or appearances one might call definiteness, Limit, final- 
ity (Le" ). That from whiich thiis principle of Being and Knowledge dis- 
tinguishes itself one would then call Unlimited always Dif- 
ferent, always, like Pleasure, in transition from one thing to another, 
in the open economy of what appears good from one moment to the next. Al- 
ways partly deceived by this appearance, and so always mixed with that 
Pain which is the absence of good, the passage further into the play of 
transitions towards what is good. Then we might distinguish between 'true' 
pleasures, which do indeed lead towards good (as true opinion leads to- 
wards knowledge) and false pleasures, which under the appearance of good 
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lead away from true good (in this analogous to the false opinion pre- 

sented by the Sophist as knowledge). Then the frame in which the Good 

thus distinguishes itself as the object of true pleasures might be said 
to combine Limit and Unlimited as two 'sides', the frame of that 'measure' 

or 'Symmetry', by which the Unlimited is limited - as in the subordinat- 
ion of the unlimited opposition or difference of Limit and Unlimited to 

the form of distinction or Difference, negation. And in this frame of 
Symmetry we may see (then) an activity in which the opposed goods of de- 

tached Knowledge and restless Pleasure. are seen to be two sides, each in- 

complete, but Knowledge dominant. This activity, which is Reason, Is it- 

self the true Good, in which the subordinate goods of Knowledge and Pleas- 

ure each find their part. And just as we find the principles of Limit 

- and Unlimited as two sides of the activity of Reason, directing the act- 
ivity of the individual, must we not see the activity of a 'royal Reason' 
in the symmetry of the Kosmos in which we have the exercise of Reason, just 

as we see in this Kosmos in a more systematic form those principles of Lim- 
it and Unlimited which give our bodies order and matter? 

Reason thus frames the Law which is the inscription in Limit 

of the unlimited difference of Limit and Unlimited. Good itself, then, 
the primary activity or actuality of Reason, is the eternal Harmony of 
its three aspects of Truth, Symmetry, Beauty. Corresponding to Beauty 

as the sensible appearance of this actuality, one may consider the part 
of pleasures in the Good. Unmixed pleasures, the principle of Limit ex- 
pressed directly in the domain of Unlimited, of that movement which is 
Pleasure, may be admitted; these take three forms correspcnding to the 
triple aspect of Limit-Mixed-Unlimited, of which the highest, suggests 
Socrates, is that derived from mathematics. Mixed pleasures, corresp- 
onding to those false pleasures arising from a configuration of pleasure 
and pain combined, are not to be admitted. The parts of Knowledge are 
similarly divided into mixed and unmixed sciences and arts, 'applied' and 
'pure'. And the highest of all sciences, coming above geometry and arith- 
metic, as the nearest approach to divine Reason itself, is dialectic, the 
science of Limit itself + reflecting Limit 

(A Eke r'jý"'f bF g that pure Reflection or 
unmixed Knowledge which is the part of Limit within the domain first dis- 
tinguished as Limit itself. 

1% +r #e 'A 
Limit, the principle of Being and Knowledge, distinguishes it- 

self from what itothüstdetermines as Unlimited. This activity of Limit 
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is itself reflected in the unmixed or 'theoretical' sciences, whose 

object is that Symmetry which frames Kosmos, the inscription in Limit 

of the frame of distinction; of the principles of subordination of Un- 

Limited to Limit. In a third movement, dialectic then determines the 

principle of distinction of the 'logical' order of distinction simply 

as such,, the 'physical' order of a geometrical Kosmos, of Space. 

This through the frame of the arithmetical symmetries of Identity and 

Difference, One and Many. 

In the Sophist, Being has distinguished itself from Non-being. 

This, not by an identification of Being as one side of some opposition 

of Being and Non-being, an opposition which would itself have no being, 

and so lose the identity of Being in the play of merely apparaent dist- 

inctions - rather as what, in this play distinguishes itself as the other 

side - as 'out'-side this play, and so inscribed in it. Being enters in- 

to an interaction with Non-being, as a movement or activity of distinct- 

ion in which Being or Identity is itself 'constituted'. Most particularly, 
the 'being' or identity of the opposition of Being and Non-being is it- 

self found to be 'logically' determined as 'Difference'. 

In the Philebus, just considered, is traced a parallel 'actilr- 

ity' of Knowledge - the 'constitution', one might say (again, perhaps, on 
the further parallel of the Statesman) of Knowledge as the Rest which dist- 

inguished itself from the Appearances of Rest, /än End (a 'good') which, in 

this 'rational' movement of distinction it knows as the Movement of Pleas- 

ure and Pain. 

What, then, is the common 'activity' or Actuality, in which 
these parallel constitutions of Being and Knowledge partake? What is 
the common principle by which the Classes or Ideas of which Being and 
Knowledge are two sides (we might say, the 'ontical' and 'psychical' sides 
respectively, corresponding to the 'logical' distinction of Same and Di- 
fferent, and the 'physical' distinction of Rest and Movement) distinguish 
themselves? What is the Actuality in which the activity of Reason might 
know itself as the 'dialectic' which is the (or our) psychical partici- 
pation in this Actuality? How - that is - is the figure of the Protag- 
oras, Knowledge knowing itself in knowing Virtue (the articulation of 
our activity in which Knowledge itself, as activity, participates), to 
be transposed into the frame opened up in the Gor_ by the 'dialectic- 
al' distinction of dialectic and rhetoric? 
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We cannot simply begin with the distinction of Idea and 

instance, with an opposition of the actuality of the Ideas and their 

reflection in the play or economy of Appearance. - This no more than 

we might begin with the analogous opposition (in the Sophist) of Being 

and Non-being: this formal opposition is nothing, is not 'in' being, 

thus marked. We cannot simply determine the primary opposition of 

One and Many, Being and Non-being, Knowledge and Appearance, Same and 

Different, Rest and Movement in terms of 'ideas' of One and Many, within 

which frame the Actuality of the Idea can then in turn be worked out. 
For the 'Idea' or 'Class' itself is determined as One identity in its 

Mary different 'instances, and the formal opposition of 'Idea' and inst- 

ance, taken to define Dialectic (as the parallel opposition of Being 

and Appearance was at first taken, in the Sophist, to define what is 

known in dialectic) at the beginning of the Parmenides, is at once lost 

in the play of subordinate distinctions (One and Many, Same and Different, 

Rest and Movement) which were at the outset supposed to have been inscrib- 

ed in the primary dialectical distinction of Idea and Instanee. 

Where on earth, then, can we begin? How can the eliciting of 
Being as an activity by the Eleatic Stranger who takes over from Socrates 

the direction of inquiry in the Sophist (and Statesman) be extended to 
týee Actuality, the mirroring of Knowledge and Being in those Ideas or 
Classes in terms of which the Being of the Sophist is expressed? We 
have made at Dle 'abstraction' in the Philebus, first from the opposit- 
ion of Rest and Movement to the framing of this opposition in Knowledge; 
then from this two-sided Knowledge of changeable and unchangable to the 
'mathematical' frame in which these two sides are integrated according 
to Measure and Symmetry - then, finally, to the 'dialectic' which, as 
one side of this mathematical frame, itself is to determine the oppositi- 
on of the two 'sides', in which mathematics itself is constituted. What, 
then, is this 'dialectical' opposition of Idea and - what? - in which the 
dialectical Idea distinguishes itself as one side? We may work back to 

such a formal determination of the Actuality of Ideas; perhaps this Act- 
uality may somehow be known, as in the earlier socratic dialogues, by 
our participation in it. But, asks Parmenides, how on earth is th&s 
Actuality to be distinguished from the play of distinctions, in that 
play? Where can we begin? How will we find these 'Ideas' at work in 
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the economy of distinction, the 'sea of words' (1) (as Being was found 

'at work' in the play of Appearance, in the Sophist)? 

Just as Being was found 'at work' in the Sophist, in the frame 

of the formal opposition of Being and Non-being, with its two sides of 

Same Different ('logical') and Rest-Movemnett ('physical'), so now will 

that Actuality of which this Being is one side (the other being Knowledge 

of such Being) be found 'at work' in the more general 'eleatic' frame of 

One and Many. This One and Many will not be determined in terms of the 

dialectical distinction to be discovered 'at work' in the frame, any more 

than the distinction of Being and Non-being could be determined 'within' 

Being as one side of the distinction. Just as Being was found to dist- 

inguish itself from the nothingness of the formal opposition of Being and 

Non-being, so must Actuality distinguish itself in what will turn out ev- 

entually to be the spatitemporal (or 'geometrical') frame of the Timaeus, 

and this through the duality in the common frame of One and Many, of the 

unitary Actuality of the Ideas, and the spatiotemporal multiplicity of 

their instances. 

- So to what is with little doubt the most obscure section of 

the platonic corpus: Parmenides' dialectical exercise, with the young 

'Aristotle', as respondent, that constitutes the second part of the Par- 

menides, following the question opened up in the first part by the inade- 

quacy of any formal distinction of Idea and instance, the question of the 

Actuality of the Ideas, of which Being and Knowledge are two complement- 

ary sides. Obscure: for how can we get any purchase upon an argument 

which opens in the questioning of Distinction simply as such? How ap- 

Dly any subsequent distinctions to elucidate Distinction in search of 
itself? Let us rather try and find Distinction itself at work in the 

sea of words... 

3' 
. most people are not aware that this roiWabout progress -through 

all things is 'the only' way that -the mind' can attain truth' (2) 

Parmenides traces a circle of distinctions, one distinction 
'in' another, the reverse, and the distinction of these.. leaving at 
last the question of the distinction of Actuality from this formal play 
of 'in' and 'out', as it enters into this play, the economy of this dia- 

ý_J Pa ýF"tirärs ; I. 
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lectical circle. 

First then: One is seen to be 'outside' all distinctions: 

not at reat, not in motion, not the same, not other.. not in being, not 

in time, not in knowledge (137c142) 

Atransition is made to the second part of the exercise - One 

is seen to be both One and Many (142-3). 

A new direction is taken: One is seen to be 'in' every term 

of those oppositions which it is also (above) 'outside': it is in itself, 

and not; in rest and in motion; the same and other of same and other, 

like and unlike (that is, same and other in some respects); equal and 

more and less... in time, in being, in knowledge (143-155)" 

'Yet once more, and for the third time.. '(1), what now follows 

from the 'two sides' of the exercise thus far? One is both in, and out- 

side, every distinction. This dialectic of 'in' and 'out' is now art- 
iculated. Articulated first in relation to Time and Appearance, with 
One at once 'in' Being and not (155-166). 

And so, from the working-through of the 'two sides' of the 

One, examining their articulation, and then integrating these, in a 

configuration thus invariant in all distinction (which thus distinguishes 

itself as frame of Actuality, or the 'working' of distinction), Parmen- 

ides concludes: 

'.. let us say that, whether one is or is not, one and the others 

.., in relation to themselves and one, another, all of them, in every 
way, are and are not, and appear and appear not'(166a. 

- Actuality is not simply 'Being' in opposition to Non-being 

or 'Nothing': it is rather the activity in which Being distinguishes 
itself from Nothing - and we play a part in this distinction, present- 
ed to us as a question at the close, in the closure, the configuration 
of this limiting text. How are we to read it? As Parmenides points 
out to the young Socrates, the distinction of the Idea as Actuality from 
the formal distinction by which this distinction is expressed, cannot 
be conveyed, 'imparted' in any definition. Such a definition can only 

aýýrLv ýssý 
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repeat the formal distinction from which the Ideas are to distinguish 

themselves, or be distinguished (this, at least, is 'formally' obvious). 

How then is the Actuality of the Idea to be imparted? - By an involve- 

ment of heVhom the Idea is to be imparted in the activity of the Idea, 

in the activity of Reason, in which formal Reflection is transfigured, as 

it sees its part in this activity - just as, in writing this 'ocean of words' 

in which Plato's 'sea of words' is but a little drop, I am trying to trans- 

figure my 'part' of writer in the formal configuration of writing and read- 
ing, as it enters into an Actuality which transfigures your part of read- 
ing. Is Plato involved in this same business of widening the frame in 

which Actuality, as the coordination of Being and Knowledge as Activities, 

can express itself? His successors in the Academy allowed their reading 

of Plato to partake of such a frame. Aristotle, on the other hand, presents 

us with a 'formal' reading, most particularly of the Parmenides, and in this 

institutes another Schhol - indedd, indirectly, two Schools: the Lyceum, 

and its more important progeny, the School of Alexandria. But before we 
turn to these, we must consider another exemplar of the Ideas - the Kos- 

mos presented in the Timaeus, connected with the Parmenides both intern- 

ally (37-8) and in the sections of the subdequent Laws already alluded to 

above. 

In the Parmenides, the 'logical' or dialectical circle, seen 
in its, minimal form in the distinction of Ideas as principle of distinct- 
ion, appears as a question. The question, one might say, of the Actuality 
in which Being distinguishes itself ('ontically') from Non-being, and in 
this is known by a Knowledge which - in this - distinguishes itself from 

a losing-itself (or -ourselves) in the unlimited play of Appearance (that 

Movement where the End is itself always moving, changing). What is the 
context of this Question, in which its circuit is inscribed as the Parmen- 
ides? How is this logical circuit itself to be inscribed (found 'in') the 
configuration of Being and Appearance framed in the distinction of One and 
Many, with which - marking which - it closes? 

To put the question in another way: How does the distinction of 
the text and its context, the 'in' side and 'out' side of the words, it- 
eelf enter into the figure of Distinction which is 'in' the text? 

Might we not see 'in' the Timaeus the other side of this quest- 
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ion? For there the text, rather than being articulated in a primary 

dialectical Distinction as a Question, begins almost (37-8) with the 

initial configuration of Actuality. Instead of working back to this 

Distinction as Question, it moves forward, in the formal frame of this 

same Distinction to the Man who can ask the Question. It begins with 

a configuration of terms marking the resolution of the Question: with 

a coordination of the 'logical' and 'physical' orders of 'in' and 'out', 

which necessarily partakes, as Timaeus readily admits, of the figure of 

a fiction, a 'story' (for as we saw in the Parmenides, there is nowhere, 
'logically' to begin, no initial distinction in terms of which Distinct- 

ion might be defined, identified). Within this 'poetic' frame of a 
'physical' resolution of the symmetry of logical and physical determin- 

ations of 'in' and 'out', distinctions are then articulated, one within 

another, until we finally rediscover in this 'physical' order of Kosmos 

the 'Image' or most perfect Copy of that Actuality of Distinction with 

which the Story, the Cosmoslogy, begins. The circuit of narrative in 

the Timaeus thus mirrors the converse movement, in the Parmenides, from 

Soccrates' image of the distinction of image and Idea, to the inscription 

of this distinction in Distinction itself as Question. And these two 

converse movements, these two limits (as it were) of Actuality as self- 

expression, will be found to be integrated in the dramatic frame of the 

group, as presented in the Laws. Furthermore this integration will be 

seen to bring full-circle the opening configuration of Kosmos (in this 

MX 'story') in the pythagorean mystery. For the logic of Distinction of 
the Parmenides, the Kosmos of the Timaeus, and the governing circle or 
Council of the Laws will be seen to amount to a direct reflection of that 
initial mystery, in the frame of that economy of 'theory' that typifies 
Reflection at the opening of the peloponnesian war. The scene will thus 
be set for the recurrence of 'mathematical' in Plato's immediate 
successors at the Academy, and Aristotle's complementary abstraction from 
the 'mystical' circle of ßiw to to a systematic economy of Theory, inscri- 
bed in the formal resolution of the Question posed by the Parmenides: in 
the opposition of 'Actuality' and 'Potentiality' framing the logical nar- 
rative of The World. 

What, though, more exactly, is the scheme or Kosmos, arrange- 
nent, of the Timaeus ? How, in outline, does it amount to the converse - 
indeed the 'conversion' of the logical or dialectical configuration of 
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the Parmenides? The question in which the Parmenides is articulated 

we found by considering the part of dialectic in the activity of the 

individual, as presented in the Philebus. The primary activity or act- 

uality there corresponding to the principle of Distinction mirrored in 

dialectic, was the divine Reason, reflected in the finite reason amount- 
ing to the activity of knowledge, as determining the parts of Knowledge 

and Pleasure in activity directed by true Good. The cosmological nar- 

rative of Timaeus begins (then) with the initial configuration of this 

Reason expressing itself by '"setting in order the disorderly play of Ap- 

pearance'(l)n relation to Good as the End of this ac tivity, this order. 
Reason, correlative with Being, is not opposed to an 'abstract' Nothing, 

as formal opposite of Being in an empty opposition. Rather is such an 

opposition (as in the Sophist) an element of the Non-being, the disorder- 

ly play of Appearance, from which Being distinguishes itself - and in 

which Being distinguishes itself. Creation, as in earlier 'mythical' 

cosmogony, is from Chaos: formal Nothing - rather than protean actual 
Nothing - appears only in a later phase of Reflection, which imagines it- 

self quite abstracted from its own actuality. 

- We should not, however, take this Creation 'out' of Chaos, 

as amounting to a 'World' in whichthe World comes into being. Rather does 
it correspond to Actuality distinguishing itself, within the free play of 
Pigurei; as 'outside' the primary 'open-ness' of that play - as Being dis- 
tinguishing itself from the Nothing of the formal distinction of Being 

and Nothing. And this not at some point 'in' the play of 'in' and 'out', 
the formal economy of inscription and exclusion: for such a 'point' fixed 
in Space and Time is correlative with this primary distinction itself, in 

which the further distinctions, that compose the self-determining order of 
Kosmos are inscribed - according to the various figures of such inscript- 
ion. It is just this 'circularity' of the initial 'in' of 'in Kosmos' 
that is an immediate corollary of the narrative form of the Timaeus, com- 
Plemented by the strict dialectical inquiry of the Parmenides: 

. 'Let us-then assume 'about the copy and 'original that the words are 

.; akin to , the , matter, they `describe, and that when they' relate to the 
lasting-and permanent and intelligible, 'they ought to be lasting and 
unfailing, . and as far as is . in the nature of words irrefutable and 
immovable, and `notliing lass than this. 

. But the words which are the 
'expression of the'im, itation of the eternal things, which is an, image 
only, need only be likely and analogous to the former words. (2) 

l: Timaeus 30.. 2: T 2%-s 
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- So we have the primary 'in', Kosmos 'in being'. Correlative 

with this, divine Reason and the activity of framing Kosmos in accord- 

ance with Good. Now this Good is no other, we know from the Philebus, 

than Reason itself. Then Creation is, as it were, a Movement of Beason 

towards itself. And this, we know (again from the Philebus) amounts to 

the movement towards an Image of Good: the Image is coordinate with the 

Movement. The configuration of Kosmos thus far, then, has two sides, 

corresponding to the Knowledge and Desire of the Philebus: the eternal 

Actuality 'outside' change, and the image of this Actuality, in which 

it distinguishes itself from this Image. 

Thus (following yet again the scheme of the Philebus) we see 

that the Idea or primary Actuality of Kosmos, is an 'eternal living being', 

analogous to the finite mortal being of the Philebus, whose 'soul' is 

the divine Reason itself. What then of' the 'body' of Kosmos? 

Body, as we earlier saw (with Timaeus' earlier brethren), is 

<äuk4L , solid ('earth') and apparent ('fire'). How are these re- 

lated? - Why, of course, by the 'harmonic' order we have seen in the 

Tetractys, the tetrad as informing the epiphany of solid. So that body 

will be articulated in a 'geometric' division of the difference of solid 

and light ip a continued proportion, fire: air: water: earth. (This division 

of the solid in continued proportion, required for example in the solut- 

ion of the 'delian problem' of doubling the volume of Apollo's altar at 

Delos - finding the relation between linear and cubic measure - was the 

central question in the mathematical inquiries of the Academy; it also 
finds expression as the equivalent problem of trisecting an angle). 

- Then the primary expression of the Actuality of Kosmos as 
Soul, will be (following the Philebus once again) in the 'rational' art- 
iculation of the Symmetry of the 'Mixture' of unchangeable eternity (cor- 

responding to Limit and Knowledge in the Eh. ) and changeable body (cor- 

responding to the Unlimited Movement of the Ph. ) - just as Reason (Ph) 

has been found earlier as the 'cause of the mixture'. The first express- 
ion of this articulation is in the separation of a 'unity' from the mix- 
ture. The next phase of articulation then comes full circle in the elab- 
oration in terms of this initial unity, of a harmonic frame of Kosmos: 
the 'mixture' is divided into two musical 'dimensions', each of three 
'octaves', into which together the principles of linear (or arithmetic) 
harmonic and solid (or geametric) proportion are fitted. 

hh, 
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Within this frame the cycles of the eternal stars are inscribed: 

first the fixed stars in the zodiac, the circle of the Same - and within 

this, the various components inscribed, one within another, in the frame 

of the ecliptic (the plane of the Sun's revolution), the circuits of the 

'planetary' or 'wandering' stars. Thus is Time, the 'moving image of Eter- 

nity' framed in Kosmos, 'while Eternity rests in unity': Unity is reflected 
in the articulation of Number in mathematical Symmetry, and thus is con- 

stituted the divine order of astral life, the primary expression of Reason 

in the World - its primary Image, in the articulation of Time (this we may 

call the 'astrological' order of 'applied theology', as we have already re- 

cognised in mathematics an 'applied logic' and in medical theory an 'ap- 

plied psychology; and an allusion has already been made to 'music' as an 
'applied poetics'; We will shortly see how these 'applied sciences' of An- 

tiquity dominated the Schoäl of Alexandria, where later they were supplem- 

ented by alchemy, the 'egyptian art' of applied physics, and an applied onto- 
logy or 'magic' which I will generally refer to the domain of 'phenomen- 

ology', for reasons that will become clearer as we proceed). 

Next in the order of constitution (just what way to read the 

narrative 'then' of the framing of Time in the Timaeus subsequently occas- 
ioned much argument; Plato does distinguish the narrative order of his ex- 
position from the eternal order of 'constitution' of Kosmos, but he also 
sometimes seems to forget this distinction in the narrative) is the conj 
junction of this eternal astral order with the bodily order of Light, by 

which we can rise out of the bodily order of Other into the eternal order 
of the same, through recognising the articulation of Life according to 
Number in the frame of Time. 

This Life, framed in 'astrological' Time, this mirrorring of 
the eternal order of Reason in the changeable order of the Image, part- 
akes, naturally, in the elementary 'continued proportion' of the elements,, 
the primary figure of correlation of the 'fire' by which they appear, and 
their 'earthy' solidity. To Fire or Light corresponds the order of astral 
divinity, associated with the astral bodies of the luminous stars and 'pla- 
nets'. Air and water too, have their respective orders of living creatures, 
and to Earth corresromds the order of Life or animality to which we our- 
selves belong. Thus we have almost reached our place, Timaeus' place, of 
narrator, in the scheme of the narration. 
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Now the principle in us which partakes of divine Reason must 

partake of that same principle of the self-expression of Reason in the 

'mixture' of eternal and changeable, in which the astral order of divin- 

ity has been articulated or inscribed. God, the divine Craftsman (since 

he partakes of that figure of Craftsman presented in the last book of the 

Republic: activity directed towards the realisation of an Idea in the or- 
der of the Image, the Copy) thus takes some of the 'mixture' remaining from 

the constitution of the stars, and divides it into 'seeds' of Man, equal 
in number to the stars fixed in the circuit of the Same, the zodiac. These 

are 'placed', given their place, in the spherical and divine bodies of the 

stars, including this planetary Earth - or rather this earthy centre of 
the planetary circuit of the Other, within the outer Sphere of the Same, 

the 'fixed' stars. The constitution of mortal Life, then, on stars, rep- 

eats on those 'spheres' the same figure by which they have, in turn, been 

constituted within the Sphere of Kosmos as a whole. But this local con- 

stAtution in Time of the Life which is to grow in the stars and planets 
from the eternal divine seed, implies that 'mortality' of our bodily con- 
stitution from the elements of the stars, which is our essentikk condit- 
ion, insofar as we are, in our vital activity, dominated by the planetary 
circuits of the Other. It is only by recognising the inscription of this 

circulation of mortality in the primary circuit of the Same, that we can 
'rise' out of-the planetary condition of mortality, towards an immortal 
life in that fixed star assigned to us, in the creation of the eternal 
seed, lost here in the circles of generation. Here Rest, the Fixed, is 
lost in the constantly moving image of Good. Movement, the implication 

of our 'imagination', of sensible images, in the 'physical' dynamic of 
movement 'inside' and 'outside' our bodies, in their interaction, dominates 
the embodied Reason, so that in the circular movement in our heads, which 
is Thought, the circle of the Same is lost in the circulation of the Oth- 
er, the fixity of Truth in the play of Appearance and Opinion. 

The Unity of Reason has thus been reflected in the constitution, 
the fitting-together - the 'harmonics' - of the stars. In this frame, this 
astral constitution has been reflected - as it were in a continued pro- 
portion, God: stars: men. - in the secondary 'sphere' which is each star 
thus constituted, and we have reached the figure of our own embodiment 
on this central star of Earth. 

- But we might have reached this same figure, this same point, 

6, 
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by working in a converse direction, 'up', from the 'elements' of the 

physical or bodily order of 'Necessity' (rather than 'down' from the 

first torinciples of Reason). Rather than proceeding by a sort of in- 

version or conversion of the 'dialectical' order of Reason - by which 

in the Philebus Reason has itself been found as the primary dialectical 

principle of psychical activity or actuality - we might proceed, within 

the same 'arithmetical' frame of One and Many, and their mixture, from 

the 'geometrical' frame of the Space and Time of Movement which (as we 

saw in the Philebus) reflects in the domain of the Image, the dialectical 

articulation of the Idea of which it is the Copy. 

Proceeding 'dialectically' from the initial correlation of 
Reason, Image and Good in the Act of Creation, its primary Actuality, 

we found the symmetrical 'in' (aide) of the Sphere articulated within 
the 'harmonics' of three 'octaves'. Three 'octaves': the 'musical' (in 

the narrower 'mathematical' sense) articulation of that 'continued pro- 

portion' between four terms (1: 2: 4: 8 and 1: 3: 9: 27 - 'even' and 'odd') 

which expresses the mathematical relations of linear 'arithmetical' pro- 

portion (1,2,3,4.. ) and the 'cubic' Number of the geometric solid (2: 8 and 

. 
3: 27). These relations are articulated according to the 'harmonic' pro- 

portion of the 'octave' first systematically presented by Philolaus: each 
'interval' (1 - 2; 2-4, etc. ) is divided 'arithmetically' and '12armon- 

-ically' (I- 4/3 - 3/L - 2: embodying the relations of the Tetractys) 

, and the whole interval then articulated in a common measure (256 4 for 
(3/8)/(4/3) = 9/0, and 6/8) 2/(4/3) 

= 243/256, giving the )tf or 'semi- 

tone' left between two 'tones' (ie (9/8)2) and a 'foutth' (4/3) -a 'tome' 

or measure being the musical difference or 'interval' between a fourth 

and a 'fif th'(3/2), and an 'octave' (2/1) being the interval compounded 
of five tones and tv semitones: for the difference between a fourth and 
two tones is equal to the interval between a fifth and three tones - 
(9/8)2/(4/3) _ (9/8)3/(3/2) 

- this since the initial 'tone' is itself 
the difference or interval between a fourth and a fifth). 

The complementary 'geometrical"harmonics of solid Space, rather 
than linear Time (or circular Time) are in turn constituted from the 
'mixture' or combination in more complex 'symmetries', of two principles 
of geometric 'Same' (a rectäugülär7cfrUngle) and 'Other' (half of an 
equilateral trianngle). From the first is constructed the cubical form 
of Earth, from the second the regular solids corresponding to the re- 
maining elements (the fifth regular solid - discovered, it is said, by 
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Philolaus, although the systematic constuction of the solids is as- 

cribed to Plato's associate Theaetetus - Plato associates, it seems, 

with the encompassing Sphere). 

'We must imagine these to be so small that no single particle of 

, any of the four kinds 'is seen by us. on account of their smallness: but 

when 'many of: them are collected together the aggregate is, seen. And the 

proportions ()I- y. -'u ) of .. their numbers, -motions and other properties, every- 

., where the-God, as far as, necessity consented and -allowed, has exactly per- 

;,. fected, an nd harmonized them all in due proportion'(l)ý`ý 

- Thus does Plato begin to effect the integration of the two 

'sides' of Timaeus' Kosmos - amounting to an integration of the comple- 

mentary 'logical' and 'physical' economies of Philolaus' system, and that 

of the atomists. Philolaus' principles. of divine Harmony dominate the 

atomist's Necessity in the integrating Actuality of Reason, just as the 

logical articulation of Knowledge in the Philebus dominated the part 

given to Pleasure (as we will see the moving principle of our action, on 

the atomist hypothesis, as propounded by Epicurus) in the articulation of 

our finite activity, directed towards - and by - Good, 

From the 'physical' side of the schemer# the endless movement 

of Necessity is governed (as in the atomist scheme) by the principle of 

compression associated with cosmic revolution (here articulated in the 

harmonics of astrology). i 

.. . -- , Timaeus gives 

ti outline of the corresronding frame of interaction of 
.1 the triangular 

principles in the elements, their combinations and divisions. He passes 

on to the interactions which are our sensations, and so to the morpho- 
logy and physiology of our embodiment. Mind has its place in the sphere 

of the head, communicating with the eternal 'outside' sensation and move- 
ment, through the harmonics or fitting-together of Knowledge, which mir- 

rors the heavenly order of the stars. Courage, decisive activity, has 

its place in the chest, and is focussed in the heart, as mind is focus- 

s in'"the brain. - 'Pleasure and desire 'have-their place below the midriff, 

.,. their organisation 'by -the liver-, 'in order that the power of thought, 

which originates in the mind, might be reflected as in a mirror which 
receives and gives back images to the sight'. (20 

1: 56tß, 2: 716 
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. The principle of Life itself is implanted in the marrow, and 

when men who have been unable to subordinate the 'lower' nature to mind 

are reborn as 'women', marrow, leaking into the lower region, creates 

the desire of procreation, and generation arises. The origin of other 

orders of life from men whose activity has been otherwise 'unbalanced' 

proceeds in its parallel course: light-headed people who think that higher 

things are sensible, become birds... 

Thus, through the integration of eternal and changeable in the 

figure of Man, in whomýone is reflected in the other, as mind in liver, is 

closed the initial figure of Creation, and Timaeus finds himself at the 

close of the poetic order of his narrative, having discovered in the 'pro- 

bable' exemplification of the inscription of figures within figures, the 

principle of the integration of the psychical order of Reason and the phys- 

ical order of Movement in the poetic order of Life: in which, we might say, 
the order of his narrative reflects the 'poetic' articulation of Kosmos as 

a whole. 

The account 'closes', comes full-circle, in the discovery, in- 

scribed within the initial configuration of Reason, Image and Dood (cor- 

responding to the initial 'resolution' of the question posed by 'in', one 
figure 'in' another, in the Parmenides), of a recurrence of this figure 

in the activity of Man, within the Kosmos articulated in the initial fig- 

ure. This amounts (then) to a reconstruction of the configuration of Re- 

ason in the Philebus, beginning from the dialectical figure of Distinction 
there inscribed within the rational activity of a finite embodied 'human' 
being. And this circuit reflects the inscription of Reason within the 
figure of finite reason with which the narrative concludes, in the poetic 
figure of narrative assertion, complementing the inscription of this fin- 
ite reason 'dialectically' in eternal Reason, in the converse poetic frame 

of the Question, in the Parmenides. The narrative assertion of the Timaeus 
is, as 'vimaeus suggests, the reflection of the eternal Truth which is the 
object of dialectic, in the figure of the Image. Its truth lies in the 
reflection of Reason in this image or copy of the rational articulation 
of Kosmos. The narrative is presented as correct 'in principle': it is 
the principle which is the prime object of the narrative, whose truth is 
thus primarily to be understood as 'dramatic' or 'toetic', rather than 
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strictly 'scientific' or dialectical. 

One principle has thus been exemplified 'dramatically' un- 

der two aspects - as the question of the Parmenides, and the 'likely' 

assertion of the Timaeus. What might be the common frame, the 'poetic' 

frame of question and assertion, of which these are complementary as- 

pects?... 

We saw, in the Statesman, the primary frame in which dialect- 

ic knows itself in knowing its part in the group or state as frame of 

our activity: this primary exercise of reason distinguished itself from 

a sophistic copy, a mere manipulation of appearances and opinions. The 

Timaeus begins with a recapitulation by Socrates of the principal con- 

clusions of the Republic, and continues with Socrates' desire to see 
this abstract Idea of the Republic or State 'in action' - as expressing 
itself as an actuality, just as the earlier 'abstract' dialectic of the 

period leading up to the composition of the Republic had, in the sub- 

sequent development of Plato's reflection on the place of Reflection 

in the 'real world', distinguished itself from the play of sophism and 

appearance g within this worldly play - just as Being, in tine Sophist, 
distinguishes itself as primarily an actuality of distinction, discov- 

ered 'at work' in the Non-being of the formal distinction of Being and 
Non-being. 

Before Timaeus begins his narrative of Kosmos - as the frame 

of this actuality of the republic or state - CAtias outlines the 'leg- 

endary' history that is to be the sequel - after Timaeus has taken the 
narrative down to men, the protagonists of Critias' story. The story 
outlined is a conflict of an ideal Athens, whose constitution corresp- 
onds with that of the Republic of Socrates, with the prehistoric might 
of Atlantis. The actuality of the Republic is to be seem naturally, in 
the conflict of two 'constitutions', a conflict framed in the military 
order which is intermediate between political direction and underlying 
material economy, just as the heart, seat of courage, is intermediate 
(in the Ti maeus) between brain and liver, mind and nutrition. 

But the Critias breaks off, as soon as the constitution of 
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Atlantis has been outlined, and the source of the conflict with 

an earlier Athens identified:. 

'... when this divine portion-began to fade away in them, and be- 

came diluted too often and with too)much of the mortal admixture, 

and the human nature got the upper hand.. '(1). 

Might one not see here the point of transition to the differ- 

ent Doetic frame of the Laws, where the 'mythological' narrative appro- 

priate to Timaeus' outline of Kosmoe is integrated with the dialectical 

process of'inquiry? Is not the athenian stranger who takes over from 

Socrates and eleatic strangers and Pythagoreans and the rather disreput- 

able athenian politician Critias Plato, finding at last his own voice, 

as he dicovers at last the place of dialectic or inquiry in the Kosmos 

it has uncovered, and so at last finds his own part, and authority? 

And if any of the serious or tragic poets, as they are termed, come 
to us and say - '0 strangers, may we go to your city and country or 

may., we. not, and. shall-we bring or carry with us our poetry - what is 

your will about , 
these, matters? ' . How shall we answer the godlike 

men?, S think our answer should be as follows: - Best of strangers, 

we will say'to them, we also are poets, according to our ability, of 
the best and noblest tragedy; for our whole state is an imitation of 
the best and , noblest life, which we affirm-to-be indeed the very 
truth of tragedy. You are poets and we are poets, your rivals and 

, antagonists in-the noblest of dramas, which true law, and that only, 
can carry out in act, as is our aim. Do not then suppose that we 

f" shall all in a moment allow you to erect your stage in the Agora.. '(2) 

- Thus spews the Athenian Stranger in Plato's last Scene, as he 

-walkswiththe spartan Megillus and the cretan Cleinias from Knossos to 
the Dictean Cave where the Father of gods and men is said to have been 
raised, and whence he gave the first Laws to King Minos. The cretan is 
to give laws to a new colony, and as they proceed towards the Cave and 
Temple of Zeus, the Athenian Stranger evolves from Lý-5. first principles 
, the frame of iawJcorresponding, in Reason, with this 11 end. 

1: Critias, 12to- 2: Laws, VII 9817&--e-. 
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What then, is the firl± principle of Law - analogous to the 

initial configuration of Reason and Good in which Timaeus frames the 

order of I, osmos? 

Is it the War, internal and external, in which the state as 

Or der is maintained - and in which the constitutions of Atlantis, Sparta 

and Crete are framed? - But surely there is a better Order, where this 

maintenance of order is itself one component, as the vittue of Courage 

by which this latter is articulated, is, integrated by the Statesman with 

a complementary Balance or Temperance, ý. ºk 6& a1 ? Is not the best or- 

dering of virtues in a State reflected in the interplay of these in the 

individual member of the State? And is there not a place in State, as in 

individual, a place in the best arrangement, for a limited playing-out of 

the subordination 66 stern prudence to a certain intemperance of the drink- 

ing-party, so that we will know the relations of the three principal vir- 

tues of prudence, courage, and temperance, as it were, from 'both sides', 

know our livers as well as our heads? - And so best articulate their rel- 

ations in our activity, directed by the Justice that determines the part 

of each in the good of the whole? 

- And on the same principles of the articulation by Reason of the 

economy of the whole, a primary function of the State must be the educat- 
ion of its members, through which they come to find their part in the whole. 
This 'education' or induction into the activity of the State, must then be- 

gin in the discovery of the image of the order of the whole in the element- 

ary discipline and economy of Pleasure and Pain: this through the music and 

gymnastic of song and dance, whose recurrent theme shall be 'Virtue is Hap- 

piness'. And so the primary principle of Virtue will be discovered or ex- 
perienced as Happiness, in this its elementary self-expression, distinguish- 
ing itself, in the simple economy of Pleasure and Pain, as the Happiness of 
an Order whose principle is 'outside' the simple Play of Pleasure and Pain. 

This principle may, in parallel fashion, be seen at work in the 

rise of the Order of the State in which it partakes, and into which it is 

an introduction or induction, from the elementary 'economy' of the household, 
family, over time. From this development have arisen nearly- per- 

fect images of the Order which is the true good of the State: but still the 
military order of Sparta and the open Economy of Athens are unbalanced, just 
like the tyranny of Persia which together they successfully opposed. 
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The 'finished' or perfected Order, of which these are comple- 

mentary aspects or images., must, then, be inscribed within the primary 

figure of Justice, of which these are parts. Justice expressing itself 

first in the 'heavenly' actuality of rerfect Justice which expresses it- 

self in distinguishing itself from these images. Expressing itself in 

that Virtue which is the first thing exemplified and discovered in Educat- 

ion, and in Respect, in which is rooted the historically primary order of 

the Family. Law itself thus belongs to the same order of principles as 

Education, and this recognition is to be a part of Education. The Laws 

should be seen to arise out of such principles, and to each law should be 

prefixed the principles it exemplifies. This principle itself, then, may 

be seen to be exemplified in the discussion of the first four books, which 

it closes, and which serve as a general Preamble to the particular laws of 

the following books. -A general preamble showing these Laws to be the 

primary expression of Justice, both in the State at large, and in the educ- 

ation which they, revealing this Justice in successive figures, will con- 

stitute within the State. 

These general principles all partake in one Justice which finds 

expression in the individual citizen, in respect for the Soul. And as the 

cosmic frame of the relations of body and soul has its primary order and 

articulation (as we saw in the Timaeus) in Number - this being the primary 
frame of inscription of one 'figure' within another - so the civic frame 

of Justice will also be framed, first of all, in Number. The Constitution 

ur frame of particular laws (in which these particular laws are to be 'inscri- 

bed', both literally and in the outward 'constitution' of the State) will 
thus institute 5040 households: all the 'figures', all the numbers, from 

Xczr0 1 t`i F(w F,,, ) 
unity up to twelve, may be found 'in' this number, as components or 'factors'. 
And to these numbers will correspond 'factors' in the organisation of the 
State constituted by or from this number of households. Time is 'consti- 
tuted' in the Timaeus according to an analogous 'harmony' or harmonics, along 
with the Matter whose dynamics is inscribed in this Time'. 

*Aot only is the whole. numbPr divisible b 'twelve, butYälsoý he number of ach tribe Every vortioxi. should be regarded by us as a sacreaa 
gift of Heaven, corresponding to the months and to the wuvewc.. L of 
the ýReºr tWl' (1 

1: Laws VI, 771L 
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These various 'factors' in the constitution will be in the 

charge of officers of the State. In particular there will, be a Council, 

the 'guardians of the Law', numbering 37 (36+1), whose office it will be 

to appoint such officers, and to decide what is left 'open' in the Law: 

the closed frame of Law constitutes this Council to determine what the 

Law leaves open, according to the Justice expressing itself in the Law, 

and here distinguishing itself from its image in Law, by inscribing this 

distinction itself in the. frame of the Law. 

Next to be determined is the law of the Family, the elementary 

'factor' or portion, from which those factors intermediate between Family 

and Council are themselves, oneone side (as it were) derived. Then fol- 

lows the constitution of Education, from the initial phase already dis- 

cussed, on to the astronomy and mathematics which will reveal the place 

of the articulation of the State in the wider order of Kosmos. 

Then follows the place in the State of that order of 'play' in 

the broadest sense, whose instance in the elementary economy of educat- 
ion was discussed earlier. The same principle of Order expressing itself 

through its inscription in this order of the 'play' of passions, of plea- 

sure and pain is applied to the Festival, and the play of sexuality which 
the Atheikian associates with the spirit of the Festival. 

From this, then, the transition is made to the laws relating 
to the infringement of Law: penalties must be measured according to that 

same economy of pleasure and pain whose disorder is the primary principle 
of such Crime. The highest crime is that against the gods (next against 
the State, then against individuals and property): all crime partakes of 
the figure of ignorance of the actuality of gods and soul. It amounts 
to a failure to recognise the actuality that distinguishes itself in Reas- 

on, Ikoth in the individual (as in the Philebus) whose soul is 'self-moving' 

and in Kosmos (as in the Timaeus). Its remedy lies primarily, therefore, 
in the Education in which the discovery of Virtue, and of its reflection 
in the Reason and Good of the divine order of Kosmos, evokes that Piety 
which is the very principle of Law and Order. 

With this principle, corresponding to the primary expression (or 
self-expression) in Law of Justice, as what governs the subordination of 
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Passion to Knowledge in the activity of Rea on, we return to the 
ýý rý .r. 

ýý, > . ltsuýal <<ý ý-ems I 9Ssd-1 Guardians gland reach the close 
Wf the Laws (XII, 16,,, ," For this 

is the embodiment or inscription in Law of the principle of Justice 

whose actuality expresses itself in the frame of Law, just as the actu- 

ality of Reason expresses itself in the Kosmos in which this Law is framed, 

and in the activity of the just individual, framed by the Law. 

Their place in the Law corresponds to the figure of the Quest- 
ion: the inscription in the closed circuit of the Law, of the relation 
between this closed circuit, and what in it is open. They mark the para- 
dox, noted long ago in the Introduction, that Law cannot itself determine 
the application of Law. In the frame of 'symmetry' of 'political' direction 

and its 'economy', Justice marks or expresses itself as outside this for- 

mal symmetry, just as Being marks itself as outside the formal symmetry 
of Being and Non-being. This self-expression of Being in the Non-being 

of that formal distinction is the Actuality of Being, just as the distinct- 
ion of Knowledge (as Distinction) in and from the symmetry of Truth and Ap- 

pearance is the 'epiphany' which is the 'appearance' of Truth, the self- 
assertion of Truth, as Knowledge of Being, in Appearance, as 'outside' the 
open play or economy of Appearances. 

The Council, then, meeting before dawn, is a 'mystery' - the 
instituted mystery of Justice, the primary Actuality in which an order 
'outside' the earthly order of mortality expresses itself in that order 
as what distinguishes itself from the ew thly symmetry of Justice and Eco- 
nomy in Law, precisely by determining the Law as framing this symmetry. 
A mystery, not in that its proceedings are secret, like those of the py- 
thagorean brotherhood at Croton, the figure of whose political direction 
is exactly analogous - rather in this, that the Distinction and Judgement 
by which this Council knows its part in framing the 'drama' of the State 
can only be understood by those who participate in this same activity or 
Actuality of Distinction. It is simply contradictory to suppose that 
participation in the Council could be 'known' or understood 'outside' the 
domain of Distinction and Wisdom which is the very part or 'place' of the 
Council-in the drama of the State which it directs: 

In the first place, a list would have to be made out of those who, 
by their ages and studies, and dispositions and habits, are well 
fitted for the duty of a guardian. In the next place, it will not 
be easy for them to discover themselves what they ought to learn, or 
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_, 
become: the. disciple of one who has already made the discovery.. 

. 
', Furthermore, to write down the times -at which, -, and during which, 

- . they"ought to receive the several kinds of instruction, would be a 

, vain `thing; . for -the , learners , -themselves do-not know what is learned 

to. advantage until the knowledge which is the result of learning 

. has found a place -in. the soul of each, Hence what relates to these 

matters, although-they. would not be truly said to be secret, might 

be said to, be'incapable , of being stated beforehand, because when 

stated -they would have no, meaning. ' (1) 

The. organisation -by, the Council , of . the 'induction' or education of 

its members cannot be determined at the outset by Law: it is in this sense 

'formally' open, for it amounts to the first expression of the actuality 

of the Council, which thus distinguishes itself from its determihation in 

Imagination or Idea. With this recognition the book closes: the next step 

is the passage out of the clodure of the formal frame of the 'drama' pre- 

sented in the book - which is thus in some sense an invitation to the est- 

ablishment in fact, actually, of such a 
. 
Council - into the implementation 

of this frame in its context (2). 
1 

r 

0 
This, then, is the figure of the institution of the Actuality 

of Good in a State, the very Idea, as it were, that has guided Plato's 

progress through the Image, through the imagination of such an implication 

of Good and Virtue in the Economy of the World, in so many different forms 

and figures, these together marking those 'two steps' of Reflection, from 

the judicial murder of Socrates down to the middle of the fourth century, 
between which the state of the Republic marks a pause and transition. 

The Council is the very soul in the 'head' of the State, the em- 
bodiment of the Actuality of the state which is Justice in the Wisdom which 
knows its part in Justice, balancing Temparance in the frame of an Order 

or Law päysically defended, within and without, by Courage. This Wisdom 

1: XII, 968v-t 2: XII, 968c9d 
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is, then, framed in the Knowledge which knows one Virtue in four vir- 

tues, and the one guiding aim of Virtue in the many subordinate aims 

and activitits which together make up the Activity of the State. Know- 

ing the One in the Many, it knows the articulation of the Many in, the 

One. It knows not only the Name - Wisdom, Courage, Temperanc, g, Jttý=tic 
tue 

' 
but also the Definition 

and 
Principle (ý( )' or Idea 1): 

i a:. i 

In thus knowing itself, it knows that Divinity, that Mystery, 

which distinguishes itself in the State as the actuality of Virtue and 
Justice, in the individual as the self-moving actuality of soul, and in 

Kosmos as the Reason of which this soul partakes, the Mind articulated 
in the 'order of motion in the heavens' (2). Here is the last law of 

the Laws: 

. "ýý No man can be a true wordhipper of. the gods who does not know these 

two principles --that the soul is . the eldest,, of *things which are 
born, and "is . immortal and . ales. over all bodies; moreover, as I 

have'said-now-several"times, he who has not contemplated the Mind 

of Nature which has been affirmed to exist in the stars, and acquir- 

ed the previous Knowledge (dialectic), and seen-the connection of 

them with Musio, and harmonised them all-with haws and Institutions, 

is not able to `give a reason of, such things ºas have -a reason. ., "4d 

he 'who "is unable to-acquire this '. in addition "to'the ordinary virtues 

: Of a citizen,,. -can-hardly be a good. 'ruler of a whole state; but he 

should be. subordinate to other rulers. Wherefore, Cleinias and Me- 

gillus,. let us consider whether. we. may not add to all the other laws 

" which we. h ave . discussed this-further one, - that the nocturnal assembly 

of the-magistrates, which has also been associated with us in our 
whole scheme'ofJEducation, -shall be a guard set according to law 

'for athe' salvattoh "of the State. ' (3)' 

- And to the internal activity of the Assembly or Council, is to 

correspond, for members between the ages of fifty and sixty years, that 

part of ýw', ý°'$- 'spectator', ambassador, travelling like the gaze 'abroad', 

communicating to other states the principles of the new State, and to 

the Council those principles of Law and Knowledge discovered upon his 
journey (4). 

1: 962j. 6b 2: 966 8q 3: 96416 j 4: 951-2 
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In the Athenian's imaginary Council a phase of Reflection 

closes. A step from the rule of Wisdom in the Republic; two steps from 

Socrates' last invocation of a Justice 'outside' the athenian economy of 

sophistic virtues and political manipulation, yet marked by Socrates' re- 

spect of Law as its Image; three steps from the configuration of theory - 
from the mathematical Kosmos of Philolaus, the physics of the atomists, 

the 'poetics' of Gorgias and Protagoras - in which Socrates' inquiry took 

its rise. Then back over a further three steps to he pythagorean myst- 

ery at Croton, whose configuration in'the City is now reflected, repeated 
in the mature Reflection of Plato in mid-fourth-century Athens. Repeated 

in the logical configuration of a text, the Laws, as a closing question - 

an invitation that the step out of the logical frame of the inquiry be 

made the first step into the mystery embodied in the Knowledge of the place 

of Knowledge in the frame of Activity. 

The same figure of Kosmos as a 'mystery': the 'logical' order 

rooted in a limiting logical determination of the distinction of logical 

from physical, the Distinction or Limit at the limit of dialectic, pre- 

sented - framed - as Question in the Parmenides. The same figure of Lim- 

it had been framed as question - as mystery - at Croton. Reflecting this 

limiting Distinction, then, a Kosmos as limiting 'outward' frame of in- 

scription of distinction within distinction - the physical mirroring o8 
the logical' order of 'in', in the outside 'context' of this logical order 

of Limit. The same mirroring of these 'logical' and 'physical' orders 
in the frame of pythagorean 'mathematics': the mirroring in 

a mathematical 'harmonics', a mathematics of 'inscription' of figures 

within figures, of 'arithmetical' unity and geometrical point, with its 

three 'dimensions' or Space. 

The same figure of the 'psychical' actuality of a soul, exper- 
ienced in the participation of reflection in the figure of Limit, in the 
logical determination of the relations of logical and physical, which re- 
flects Drimary 'psychical' assertion or self-expression. The same 'epi- 

phany' of an ontical order 'outside', a transfigured Light, Light seen as 
the reflection of the physical determination of the relations of logical 

and physical orders in which Being expresses itself, appears, shines forth 
in a mirroring of the psychical order of the soul in Vision, 

The same inscription of these figures in the circle of a myst- 
V 4r RI. I. 
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ery which is at the same time the principle of gtvernment of the City, 

reflecting in the natural economy of Earth the cosmic Actuality of a 

Justice which frames the relations of Earth and Heaven in cosmic Law, a 

cosmic Mathematics or Accounting. The same figure of the entry of the 

individual into this Council as the induction in his earthly 'frame' of 

the same figure of mystery which governs the City - the 'theory' or vision 

of the place of this vision or knowledge, wisdom, as part of the Activity 

or Actuality to which it is the access, and which is its object. 

The same figure recurs again at the close of the First Part of 

the Tradition with which this First Part of the narrative is concerned - 

and it will recur in the final vision of the place of this narration in 

the Tradition it narrates. At the close of this First Part it appears 

in the form of a Universal Church, a mystery which bears an analogous re- 
lation to 'the World' of its vision, and its time, As that borne by the 

Pythagorean brotherhood to the affairs of Croton. In the Conclusion of the 

whole narrative it will appear simply as the 'other side' of the open frame 

of relations in which this narrative is inscribed - an 'other' side marked 
in the Doetic economy of 'this' side as what distinguishes itself in this 
Economy from this Economy, "just as Plato's Being, one element of the 'other 

side', distinguishes itself. from the Appearance which is one element in 
this Economy. Indeed this 'other side' will be seen to be simply the art- 
iculation of the analogous 'distinctions' traced in the courde of this 

narrative (from the pythagorean Limit down to this text) within the gen- 

eral figure of Distinction which first appears in the narrative as Heracli- 
tus' Word. Quite a bit of the journey still remains... 
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METHOD 

What then, in such a scheme, is the part of narrative? Obviously enough 

the vart I have sketched for Plato (or Empedocles or Heraclitus, or any 

of the others) is only that: a 'sketch', scheme, figure in the 

wider figure orýr-4-('scheme', 'outline', 'plan') of the narration as 

a whole. It remains quite as fare the minute detail and dynamic of a 

complete Account or History, as Timaeus' sketch from the Kosmos in which 
it is traced. 

What part, for example, might Archytas, the pythagorean lead- 

er of Taras (Tarentum), Plato's contemporary who saved him from execution 
(at the close of the third sicilian visit, 361-360) at the hands of his erst- 

while pupil Dionysius (whose reconciliation with his philosophical uncle 
Dion had been the motive for this last journey), have played in the de- 

velopment of 'pythagorean' elements in Plato's reflection? Where indeed 

might Archytas himself, the first to apply mathematical symmetries to dy- 

namical questions, stand in the dynamic of the pythagorean tradition? 

What part should be assigned to this tradition in the mathe- 
matical activity of the Academy - in Theaetetus' treatment of 'irrational' 

R 

numbers (which are not commensurable, 'symmetric', with the unit, no de- 

finite 'number' of some smaller units, a definite number of which would 

make up unity) andf(the 'pythagorean' or 'platonic' regular solids, the 

three-dimensional symmetries of geometrical Space? - in Eudoxus' Method 

of Exhaustion (by which a 'limit' may be assigned to an unlimited series 
of successive approximations by the 'indirect' method of supposing this 
limit exceeded at some definite point (say) and showing the contradict-' 
ion of such a supposition)? And what was the part of this 'applied log- 
ic' in the activity of the Academy ('let no-one ignorant of geometry en- 
ter' above the gate) as a whole.. .. that Eudoxus might have taken over 
the direction of the School during Plato's second sicilian visit, and 
he, rather than Plato, welcomed the young Aristotle in 367? 

0, A 

And what was the part of hippocratic theory in . -medical 
11 training imparted to the young Aristotle by, 'his father (1n 1tpso f Mace- 

don's physician) in his younger years? What exactly was the relation be- 
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Aristotle's supposed teaching of Rhetoric during his stay at the Academy, 

and that of his more illustrious rival Isocrates (himself once a disciple 

of Socrates)? Might one suppose that Aristotle's emphasis was 'forensic' 

against the 'epideictic' show of Isocrates (whose profession of a 'middle 

way' between philosophy and politics Plato had already satirised in the 

Ruthydemus)? 

... At any rate, it was the deliberative orator Demosthenes who 
began to eclipse both Aristotle and Isocrates around the timeof Plato's 

death, and the publication of the Laws: Amyntas' son Philip (who had risen 
to the macedonian throne according to the method of his -ýY6~ :' Arche- 

laus, taken as the very exemplar of tyranny in the Gorgias) had, in his cam- 

paign of expanding his rule over neighbouring greek colonies, at last taken 

Athenski ally Olynthus, and by the following year Demosthenes had eventually 

persuaded the athenians to declare war on Macedon. Might it have been this 

which, in the year of Plato's death, forced Aristotle to leave Athens for 

AssosZ Or might it rather have been the thccesion of Nato's nephew Speu- 

ssipus as head of the Academy - the representative of those 'pythagorising' 

tendencies of the Epinomis which Aristotle opposed - which prompted Arist- 

otle to leave, in the company of Xenocrates (Speusippus' equally 'pythag- 

orising' successor)? 

t 

-, And what part did Aristotle's researches into natural history, 

into animal physiology, begun at Assos, play in the elaboration of the 

frame of inquiry embodied in his lectures at the Lyceum years later? And 

what of his 'meta-physics' was begun at this time? What, then, was his 

part in the forming of the young Alexander in those last years before the 

complete subjection of Hellas by his father Philip? 

Questions, open th the frame of 
be multiplied indefinitely. Whole orders 

guished, questions inscribed within other 
ders. The open-ness of the scheme traced 

almost to define what is in principle irre 

as the Fact or History in which my scheme 

the narrative thus far, might 

of questions might be distin- 

questions.. and orders ,' or- 

so far, indeed, might be said 

educible to any closed Scheme, 

is drawn or sketched. 

- But there is no need to look so far for this radical open- 
ness which attaches to -'scheme' of development: one might find an equally 
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deep chasm of uncertainty in any of Plato's dialogues, so schematically 
treated above. One might find an unlimited variety of 'schemes', readings, 
in the configuration of any one text and its context - or rather, a variety 
limited only by the mirroring of these two 'sides' of text and context in 

the actual frame of the book - its actuality which contradicts some inter- 

pretations, just as Being 'contradicts' (does it not? ) in the Sophist the 

Nothing of a formal opposition of Being and Nothing. 

How then, like Timaeus (or rather, Plato) am I to 'close' the 

scheme of this narrative? Am I to happily disclaim any pretension of accur- 

acy, and inscribe the narrative squarely in the figure of Fiction? Or.. how 

might I somehow dramatise the narrative to bring out or reveal an Actuality 

whose configuration in (say) the Sophist seems somehow independent of the 

acknowledged impossibility of any thoroughly 'definitive' reading, quite 

abstracted from the essential 'open-ness' of the text? How, then, imitate 

Plato himself (? ) as he evokes an Actuality of Good in a dramatic config- 

uration of Socrates and his interlocutors 'abstracted' from the actual de- 

tails of historical Fact? 

Might I perhaps claim that by inscribing figures of this 'open- 

ness' of Plato's text in that open-ness that reflects the actuality of 
Plato's self-expression in his text, I enter into a dialogue with Plato? 

-A dialogue abstracted from the material speech in which we might actually 
talk, and perhaps 'agree' at last - rather as the Socratic dialogues are 

abstracted from the actual speech of Socrates. 

And is not the mark of such a dialogue the actuality, the reality, 

of a res'onse, which is not a mere projection of preconceptions into an 
otherwise inert group of words? Is it not that same 'working' of a read- 
ing found in the 'working' or Actuality of Being in t}L- Sophist, and in 

the Question of Actuality in the Parmenides? And does not this implicat- 
ion of the very terms of this reading in the themes and configurations of 
Plato's texts, reflect in a way that guiding principle of 'Timaeus' - to 

evoke or exemplify, as best as is possible with limited means, not definit- 
ive Fact, but rather the Actuality which expresses itself in Fact, in a 
variety which is in principle beyond our reflection? 

It was just this principle of evocation, in its simplest figur- 
ation, which was itself invoked in the identification of the starting- 
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-point of this narrative: the discovery, 'outside' the logical order of 
the text, of a configuration (the Pythagorean 'mystery') which reflected 
the 'logical' structure of the question of the relations of 'logical' in- 

side, and 'physical' out-side of this text. Now, as the first cohereht 

-Phase of a 'Tradition' then identified in the outward or 'historical' re- 
lations of Pythagorean mystery and its identification here closes, with 
the Laws and death of Plato, this initial bare Actuality of Kosmos as pri- 

mary frame of mirroring of 'inside' and 'outside' of a text, has taken on 

pore character. Certain 'dimensions' of this Kosmos or initi. l Actuality 

have expressed themselves in the 'critical' process by which, first of all, 
Parmenides has found himself 'outside' the Pythagorean 'theory' of Kosmos, 

in that context which, 'in theory', is subordinated to the internal theo- 

retical determination of the relations of the text and context of the 'theory'. 

Subsequently, this simple figure in terms of which Reflection 

appears as Drama, as in principle 'dramatic', is worked-out in a series 
of parallel or successive steps, leading down to the death of Plato. And 

ZIow, with the death of Plato, this figure of 'Drama' has come full-circle 
in the closing question of the Laws. In the figure of the step from theo- 

retical determination of the Actuality of (the) Good, as Knowledge know- 
ing its part in the Activity of which it is one element (the organising 
or governing, element), into the (actual) implementation of this Knowledge, 
its 'embodiment' in the context of the imaginary drama at whose close this 

step is identified. This marking of a limiting point of 'communication' 

of Knowledge and Actuality - as invitation or question - mirrors our init- 
ial point of access to the pythagorean circle of tzot.: t. - And, 'histor- 
ically' it may be taken to mark the close of a phase of 'abstraction' of 
'theory' from activity - from the circle of tý5^Q, +4 into which a pythagor- 
ean 'stepped' by seeing this step in the dramatic frame of a Kosmos into 

Which it was the entrance. -A circle and a step dramatically implicated 
in the City as primary frame of Activity. 

At the close of this phase, this dramatic implication of theory 
has contracted to the simple question posed by the irlpription of the log- 
ical configuration of this 'mystery of government', in the athenian state 
confronting Macedon, with its semi-barbarian military constitution. - And 
this 'inscription' of the place of theory in the State, in the very differ- 
ent state of Athens, marks the point at which the logical circuit of Theory 
is instituted in the School. A 'school' in which abstraction is at last 
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closed upon itself, leaving behind that last point at which the relation 
between the theory of institutions and the institution of theory appears 

as a question, ambiguous in its implications between the further develop- 

ment of Theory or Reflection, and the application of the theory of the 

State to the place of this theory in an actual colony - in the then still 
(just) possible institution of a new state by a group of platonically en- 
lightened men. 

This point of transition to the School, then, is marked by the 
inscription in Plato's Academy of the 'logical' articulation of The State, 

ambiguous between a 'mere' theoretical construction, and an actually pos- 
sible constitution. An inscription in the 'logical circuit' of Reflection 

of the logical circuit of this 'theory' its the last question, the last point 

which closes the figure of Abstraction, closes the circle, which now has in- 

scribed within it the symmetric articulation of those various orders of 'log- 

ical', 'physical', 'poetic', 'ontological', 'psychological' and 'theologic- 

al' whose principles have been more or less separately elaborated from their 
initial (shall we say) confusion in pythagorean 6swQ4 

. 

Speusippus, Plato's immediate successor as head of the Academy, 

might be said to close the circle (perhaps, indeed, in the Epinomis) in in- 

stituting the 'pythagorising' phase of the 'Old Academy', which lasted un- 
til about the middle of the following century (until the 'sceptical' Mid- 
dle Academy of Areesilaus). Aristotle might be said to found another Scho- 

ol, the Lyceum, in closing the circle according to the figure of that 'ap- 

tilied' Science or Theory which has been noted already in the form of the 

autonomous articulation of Mathematics ('applied logic') and Medecine ('ap- 

Plied psychology') around the beginning of the peloponnesian war. 

'Schools': the autonomous group whose constitution and tradition 
reflects that autonomy of the City, then passing away. An autonomy con- 
stituted in abstraction, by 'closing the circle' of abstraction, from the 
civic context in which this abstraction is instituted as the School. An 
autonomy and continuity of Reflection which partakes of that figure of the 
continuation of Reflection simply as such, presented by the the 'logical 
circle' by which the relations of text and context, logical and physical 
orders, are determined in the logical terms or frame of the text. The con- 
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tinuation of a 'system' of incorporation of context in text. -A 'system' 

constituted by the perseverance of a certain set of terms and their re- 
lations through the successive re-inscriptions of the relations of these 

terms, this system, to its context, 'in' the system. And a system which, 

instituted as a 'School' determines in part that activity - not merely 
'theoretical'- by which the material continuity of the School is maintained. 

Such a 'School', then, amounts to an analogue of the dynamic 

of the Tradition as a whole, within the Tradition. The next phase of the 
Tradition, to be discussed now, might well enough be said to be a period 
of 'schools'. The aristotelian tradition might be said to be continued, 
primarily, in the work of the School of Alexandria. At Athens, and contemp- 
oraneously with that ggeat institution ('instituted' and funded by the 

egyptian state), apart from the Lyceum and Academy was the epicurean trad- 
ition and, dominating all these, the Stoa. The schematic consideration 
of principles embodied in these schools, and their interaction, will take 

us down to the integration of stoicism and platonism at Alexandria, around 
the beginning of this our Era, bypresented by Philo Judaeus, and to the 
'poetic' configuration which determines this point as the beginning of 
an 'Era', a configuration which is most directly reflected in Theory by 
the activity of Philo. 

r 

I have called this section 'Method'. I began it by discussing 

my own 'method' in this narrative - but that in a way reflects what is 
characteristic of the period beginning with the death of Plato, and those 
reflections on Method may serve as an introduction to Aristotle's 'closing 
the circle' of theory, his institution of the peripatetic method. I have 

already noted on several occasions that the questions attaching to my 're- 

ading' of the Tradition should (if the reading be consistent) be seen to 
be reflected in the criticism in the Tradition of the principles which, 
at each stage, this reading is suggested to elicit. Thus the criticism I 
imagined of my reading of Plato's dialogues (as, indeed, of what prepares 
the way for these dialogues, down from the first Pythagoreans) attached 
principally to its essentially 'schematic' character. In a sense, Arist- 
Otles' criticism of 'pythagorising' platonism attaches to just the 'schem- 
tic' character which I have sought, rather emphatically, to evoke. 
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- Yet, in a sense, Aristotle's 'system' insofar as it tends 

towards consistency -a virtue about which Aristotle is himself most 

emoha. tic - is far more 'schematic' than even the latest stages of Plato's 

reflection. 

How is this? 

Well, I have tried to emphasise, in inscribing my reading of 
Plato's dialogues in the figure of dialogue and drama, the 'actuality', 

the 'working', of the 'dialectical' principle which finally, in the Par- 

menides, appears in the form of a question - as the dialogue itself art- 
iculated as a Question. As the question of the psychical actuality of 
the logical principle of Distinction which distinguishes itself, in words, 
from the physical order of the words, of the words as marks: the question 

of the Knowledge which knows itself as distinct from the 'physical' order 

of Sense or Appearance. As the question of the ontical actuality of Be- 

ing which distinguishes itself from the formal logical order of the dif- 

ference of this Being, from the Nothing by which it is marked off (logic- 

ally) from Nothing. Above all, as the Actuality in which these two dist- 

inctions conjointly partake, which distinguishes itself in articulating 
in the poetic order of conversion of these two distinctions its Xistinct- 

ion from that Y order of symmetry of logical and physical, and of Actuality 

and its poetic frame. 

This 'Question' of the Parmenides I took as the 'logical' lim- 

it of Plato's dramatisation of Actuality. The complementary narrative 
circuit of the Timaeus I took as a roughly 'symmetric' 'physical' limit 

of' expression of this same Actuality. - And the integration of these two 

movements in the 'poetic' frame of activity, the 'constitution' of this frame, 

I took as a limiting expression of the figure common to Zhu Parmenides and 
Ti maeus: the figure of a 'theory' or 'reflection' which knows itself in 

knowing the whole of which it is a part, and knows this whole only when 
it knows its part. One might call this a figure of 'dramatic truth'. 

Exit Plato: the scene closes. And this closing of the circle, 
this abstraction from that last question or invitation of the Laws, takes 

on two forms, two figures - inside and outside the School. Within the 
School, under Speusippus and his early successors, the three correlative 
'questions' of the Parmenides, Timaeus and Laws are integrated in the in- 
stitution of a' 'mathematical' framet an abstraction from the mirroring of 
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dialectic and cosmology in the State as primary frame of activity, 

and of these two activities of dialectic and cosmology in particular, 
to the frame of One and Many, in which the 'mathematical' figures of 
Actuality are to be inscribed, one within another. The Question of the 

Parmenides is integrated with the narrative of the Timaeus, within the 

mathematical frame of its formal resolution, a mathematical logic of in- 

scription, of 'in', in which the Idea closes upon itself in the One which 
in the Two distinguishes itself from the Many, and determines the ident- 

ity of the Many, the physical order, in the ideal unity of the formal 

opposition, of two terms, One and Many - or One and 'Indefinite Dyad'. 

The Old Academy 'turns Philosophy into Mathematics'(1). 

Aristotle, then, leaving Athens for the Troad, finds himself 

'outside' this platonic circle: outside the School of Speusippus, and 
the mathematical frame of their subordination of the physical economy 

of the context of their reflection (in which Aristotle now finds himself) 

to the logical determination of the distinction of logical and physical 
orders of mathematical text and natural context. The poetic frame of 
their inquiry is (like that of the early Pythagoreans before them) de- 

termined as the mathematical process of subordination of physical to log- 

ical. 

It 
Aristotlds situation thus resembles, in a way, that of Parmen- 

ides, outside the logical circle of pythagorean Q9i. The conversion 

of the Question of the Parmenides into the frame of cosmological assert- 
ion (rather than the logical locus in which Actuality may assert itself) 
is open to just those questions raised in the first part of that dialogue, 

which the 'real' Aristotle (not the Aristotle which Parmenides had found 

arguing with Socrates the day before the dialogue) now repeats with only 

slight modification in that 'meta-physics' begun around the time of his 

departte from Athens (2). 'Logic', Method, should be taken, not qs the 
formal determination of the constitution of Kosmos, but rather as simply 

a formal frame of inquiry, the mere 'tool', ý*aQ-C. Na-s , of the philosopher. 

And here we find that aristotelian 'scheme' of Method or In- 

quiry which is determined by this first criticism of the mathematical 
'figure' or 'scheme' which reduces the relation of text and context to 
one component of a 'closed' text, abstracted - like the 'ideas' or schemes 
themselves, from a more radical Actuality in which this abstraction is 

1: YIN hysics A1,992A32-3 2: Met. A; and MET., passim 
,ýIýI qciq -in, IL 
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itself carried out. Aristotle will not allow that the relations of text 

and context should be an 'internal' component of the text, any more than 

'Y armenides would alloy hn analogous figure in an earlier cosmogony. 

This figure provides only the terms of Inquiry, and their 'log- 

ical' relations in the frame of Inquiry; the inquiry does not then proceed 

simply by the 'deduction' of an 'external' order of the World from suc- 

cessive inscriptions in this frame of the formal relations of frame and 
World, as determined by the initial logical frame. Indeed there is no 

place in the merely logical frame of Inquiry for the fundamental actuality 

of that thesis, 'position', reference by which the terms acquire 

any significance they might have. The resolution of the Question posed by 

the radical symmetry of the logical order of distinction and the physical 
difference by which this distinction is 'marked' (the Question of the log- 

ical distinction of these two orders of difference) cannot - as was shown 
in the Parmenides - be logically, formally, resolved. If someone questions 
the embodiment of this resolution in the actuality of reference, with which 
Aristotle begins, there is no strictly 'logical' argument against him. We 

can only try to point out that the very reference thus refused or question- 

ed, in itself involved in the significance of the question or refusal. A 

philosopher argues only with men, not vegetables, and to be a man, a 'rat- 

ional animal',, is to die already implicated in the actuality of reference 

or significance (1). The logical frame of Inquiry is thus, indeed, form- 

ally articulated as a logic of 'in' and 'out', inscribed in the initial 

figure of a resolution of the logical symmetry of logical and physical or- 
ders. But this resolution partakes of an Actuality in which the logical 

and physical 'ill' are correlated in the figure of a significance or ref- 

erence which cannot be reduced to any purely logical determination of the 

relations of logical 'inside' of thought, and physical 'outside', its in- 

itial object. - Correlated, then, in that figure of corresnondence of log- 

ical and physical 'in' which first appears in the Eleatic Stranger's identi- 

fication of Truth in the Sophist: when 
Jo 7iiscription of one term 'in' 

another agrees with the physical 'presence' of the being of the second term 

in that of the first. - When the 'logical' inscription of a term in a 'class' 

corresponds to the quality thus 'predicated' of the first term actually 
being 'in' the 'subject' to which the first term 'refers'* 

Thus 'ideas' or 'classes' or 'forms' are not to be understood 
in logical 'abstraction' from those 'subjects' to which they are referred, 
1: Met. V" 
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but rather as inseparably involved with these 'subjects' which they are 
'in', in the actuality of reference, in which alone they may be formally, 

'logically' separated or 'abstracted' from their 'being-in' a subject. 

- But we do not, in fact, start from a logical determination of 
terms and classes - we could not, as has just been shown. This logical 

circle of 'definition' must itself be the result of progressive 'abstract- 

ions' of the logical order of 'being-in' from the simple actuality of act- 

ual reference to the everyday 'subjects' with which we must, actually, be- 

gin philosophy. Knowledge remains, as in the Theaetetus, the correspond- 

ence of thought and object of which we can give an 'account', give the re- 

aeon or 'cause' ). But this account must be reached first, not by 

a logical 'deduction' from some initial 'ideal' distinction of logical and 

physical orders, by some purely 'logical' determination of 'reference', 

but rather by an 'induction' from particular instances, tracing bank a 

series of 'in's, beginning with the initial predicate of someactual 'sub- 

stance' or subject which is not itself predicated of anything else, and 
inscribing the 'class' or form corresponding to this predicate in higher 

classes or forms, until we reach those 'highest classes' or 'categories' 

corresponding simply to the initial logical configuration of reference 

simply as such. When we then inscribe the particular original reference 
or predicatiDn in the 'return' series of causes or deductions which invert 

or convert the initial order of 'induction', we can be said to know the 

situation in the strictest sense. 

This 'induction' by which Aristotle eventually reaches the 

'logical' articulation of Kosmos as primary frame of Actuality, of actual 
'substances' and their classes or forms, begins at Assos with the applic- 

ation of the 'method' of induction thus arrived at by criticism of plat- 

onic 'schematism', to the actuality of those particular living things, 
'organisms', which - as in the scheme of the Timaeus - correspond directly 

to the form of Life as primary Actuality of Kosmos. 

'Actuality' :Z VS QYs. L 'working' , at work: the term is Arist- 

otle's. Where is its place in Aristotle's scheme? At whot point might 
we suppose he reached this 'Actuality' by induction? I will not attempt 
to resolve this or any analogous questions, by trying to find some 'gen- 
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etic' scheme in what remains to us from Aristotle's lectures at the 

Lyceum between 335/4 and 323. No doubt various constructions of the 

parallel development of his conceptions of Method and its results (and 

so of new light on its place in the System to which it was leading) are 

possible. I will simply take the transition from his departure from the 

Academy, around the middle of the century, and the systematic scheme work- 

ed-out in various degrees in the Corpus which remains to us (that is, what 
there is in this Corpus of an Economy of Actuality) as marking the first 

step in the period between Plato's death and the beginning of our Era. 

I will just note in passing that this transition turns, in its outward 

aspect, about the two or three years when Aristotle was tutor to Alexander. 

Apparently there date from about this time? dialogue, Alexander - Or on Col- 

onies (or: Colonists). It is obvious enough from Alexander's subsequent 

activity, and Aristotle's subsequent Politics and (two) Ethics, that Pla- 

to's correlation of Ethics, Politics, Education and Colonies with Philo- 

sonhy had, under Philip, and with Aristotle, lost any 'significance' it 

might have had around the time of Plato's death. In the Nicomachian Ethics 

the Philosopher, lost in abstractions, and the 'magnanimous' leader or 

man of action, have their clearly distinguished parts in the order of 
things - as 'inward' and 'outward' expressions of reflection turning u- 
1yontitself, like the aristotelian God who has no definite part in their 

World at all. 
F 

r 

'An Economy of Actuality', then: for the 'working'which is 

is the very principle of this Economy. What then is this 
'working'? We cannot properly 'define' it, any more than Socrates in 
the Parmenides, can define his 'forms' or 'ideas', for it is itself 'be- 

hind' (as it were) this 'logical' principle of definition, and any such 
'definition' of Actuality would be subject to just those criticisms of 
the 'rlatonists' in which this Actuality first expresses itself. We can- 

not logically determine 'Actuality': this definition is itself one aspect 

of Actuality. Yet this term, is 'at work' in the 'organisation' 

of all the other termd. It is 'at work' in the recognition that we can- 
not define this very term; it expresses itself most simply in this 'log- 

ical' determination of the impossibility, the circularity, of any 'defin- 

ition', corresponding to the 'Question' of Distinction in the Parmenides. 

Might we not then say that 'Actuality' is primarily t ýo+ý , 
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this latter term being what, as in the Sophist, marks or names 
(though it cannot 'define') that principle of Distinction which ex- 

presses itself in distinguishing-itself from the primary 'logical' and 

'physical' distinctions which 'participate' in it? 

'Primarily' form, but not simply Form or Distinction: rather 

Form as this is itself at work in the articulation of the two primary 

orders of Distinction in actual things, in that radical actuality of 
i 

significance or reference, 
ORX11-3 

, 'position'. Position: a name or 

term for the inscription of the outward 'physical' order in the 'inward' 

logical order in assertion. But this 'position' by which is marked the 

logical circuit of abstraction from the physical mark, is at the same 

time the primary physical determination of the mark, as a mark 'in Space', 

'in' the physical order of 'being-in', in a place. The pythagorean de- 

finition of v' r'- , 'point%, given in the Physics, is tayK ßtsavýlý s V. 

'unit having position'. Actuality, as it expresses itself in the 'high- 

est genera' or Categories, cannot be defined - for this would involve 

distinguishing these highest classes within some further class of Being 

or Actuality. It must be 'indicated', noointed out, discovered at the 

limit of induction, expressing itself in that very limitation, with which 

the return path of Definition must begin. We must somehow 'grasp' how 

the term 'works' in the actual configuration of terms in that Actuality 

which exprbsses itself in the configuration of definition (of 'categories' 

as limiting terms of definition), but which cannot itself be defined. 

We must find Actuality 'at work' in this 'limitation' of the logical 

order of definition - in the constitution of that order, which is thus 

in a way the primary access to that actual knowledge of Actuality, that 

m'cJ , 'wisdom', which is the formal object of inquiry in the 'meta- 

physics'. Actuality thus expresses itself in the logical order of dist- 

inction, as 'outside', distinct from, that order - just as Being had ex- 

pressed itself, in the Sophist, as 'outside' the formal distinction of 
Being and non-Being. Knowledge involves 'definition', an inscription 

of the being of a predicate in a subject (or attribute in a substance or 

attribute) in the order of logical 'in'. But this logical 'in' must it- 

self be known 'at work', 'in actuality', 'in act'. And that being-at- 

work of Form 'in' Actuality cannot be determined in the logical order 
of 'being-in'. 

We find in the actual working of our terms the formal require- 
ment that they be 'at work' in an order of working which we cannot log- 
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ically determine. We name this order 'Actuality', and find that this 

name 'works' in fact, exemplifying, but not defining, what it names, which 
in this sense defines or expresses itself in the configuration of logical 

term and 'ontological' substance. 'Substance'which, indicated in the term 

0, '00Ldt, is simply the'first' actuality of a thing, as simply being itself. 

Being-itself: being what it is. And what it is, simply as substance, is 

the actuality of its i &Qj 
, 'form' or 'idea' - what is 'seen' or 'known'. 

This actuality of form, then, is not actually distinct from its 

embodiment in an individual substance, but only logically distinct, psycho- 
logically distinguished or abstracted from its being-in an 'individual', 

an individual substance, in the act of thinking. 

Thus we are back where we started the 'induction'. But now the 
logical circle of the 'formal' distinction of a 'form' and its reference 
to some substance, which first appeared as a question, has itself been in- 

scribed in the Actuality which articulates converse 'logical' (or psycholog- 
ical) and 'uhysical' orders in question and definition. In this sense, the 
knowing which is the deductive inscription of the steps of induction (re- 

versed) in the primary frame of the Actuality which distinguishes itself, 

in the configuration of definition, from what can be defined, may itself be 

said to be known. This in the 'conversion' or transfiguration of the limit 

of induction=in the Question of definition, the definition of the logical 

order of definition itself. This 'knowing of knowing', or 'thinking of 
thinking', ti ý15 J dt. 4 yJ41' S, is the actuality of thinking simply as 
such. In book A 

of the Metaphysics, Aristotle calls this actualityl , 
God, divinity. This figure of God is exactly analogous to the ý10, Re- 

ason of the Philebus, as actuality of Knowledge. 

Thinking is an abstraction of form from the individual substance 
which is the object of Thought. Actuality is form 'at work' in a substance. 
What, then, are we to make of the knowing of knowing? Must we not say that 
this God is the Actuality of Form simply as such, as distinguishing itself 
from Matter in Matter, and that this is the actuality of Form (simply as 
such) in the unity of Form and Matter which is Actuality? For as 'thinking' 
God is the abstraction of the form of the object of thought from the ob- 
ject; yet this abstraction 'of' form from the union of form and matter 
simply as (the) Actuality (of form), is simply the actuality of Form it- 
self, is simply the distinction of the primary principle of Distinction 
from what, in this, it determines as 'other' than itself. 
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age, involves, as we have just seen, the coordination of logical Dif- 

ference and physical Movement (Change rather: movement in Space or loco- 

motion is simply the physically 'first' movement, in which the form of 

movement (the actuality of a potentiality) must always be directly or 

indirectly embodied, physically inscribed). Logically, then, 'position' 

simply as such, involves the mirroring of the logical inscription of a 

term in a class -a term differentiated from other terms in that class 
(directly or indirectly) in relation to Matter - in the thysical being 

of the corresponding form in a substance corresponding to the logical 

term or 'name', övc,. 
_L , 'noun'. The substance must be 'posited', dir- 

ectl* or indirectly, in physical Space (the Place of all places or 'pos- 

itions' in the broadest sense), and the 'predicate' in which the logical 

'noun' is inscribed must involve a reference to 'movement', and so, dir- 

ectly or indirectly, a reference to Time. Thus the most elementary form 

of 'position' would be simply the spatial 'position' of a 'point', with 
implicit reference to its situation 'in' Time. Logically, this element- 

ary 'position' amounts simply to an assertion of the actuality of the 

point: it is not uosited 'in' any form in particular, and so might be 

said simply to imply Form as its actuality, just as the empty predicate 
'is' by which the point is posited, implies the temporality of that Qq}a., 

'verb' which complements, in principle, the 'noun' which posits the sub- 
ject of the predication. Actuality is thus seen to be 'at work' in Space 

and Time, pd the primary actuality corresponding ti Form simply as such, 
is seen to be the radical principle of Movement, Actuality 'in' Time. 

Yet this 'elementary' position, in which 'noun' and 'verb' are 
correlated with Space and Time, in which logical 'being-in' is found to 
be formally convertible with physical 'being-in'. in the frame of assert- 
ion (of actuality), has no actuality in-itself. Actuality is not itself, 
for example 'a form': it is Form, which is not itself (as we have already 
seen) a logical 'genus'( y 'vcc ) or class. It is predicated of the 'term' 

considered simply as such 'analogously': Form is not contained in the log- 
ical domain of what is 'in' a class. It marks, rather, this formal(? ) 

'in' in words, this logical principle of 'definition' which is not itself 

comprehended in any definition. Actuality is thus only formally or 'ana- 
logously' predicated of a 'term'-in-general. It expresses itself by be- 
ing seen - logically - not be be comprehended 'in' the logical order of 
"in', of definition: it distinguishes itself from this logical order of 
'in' as being (as it were) what this order itself is 'in' - but not j- 
icall . 
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- But what, then, is this 'other' of the Actuality of Form, 

this 'other' of Actuality? How can anything not be actual, and yet be 

'other' than Actuality? Here, once more, is the question of the Sophist: 

what is the actuality of the formal distinction of Being and Non-being 

from which Being actually distinguishes itself? There 'its' nothingness 
lay in the lack of any actual identity in the Many particular things which 

were different from Being, the essential plurality of Difference. In the 

Philebus was found in this figure the Movement of the Different, the im- 

plication of the different images of One Good in a ceaseless movement, 
in which these images were constantly (themselves) changing, 'in movement'. 

This figure of the distinction of Actuality from the 'psychical' 

and 'ph . ical' anttualities which in turn distinguish themselves from Dif- 

ference and Movement, reappears to organise the Economy of Aristotle's 

World or Kosmos. 'Matter', formally distinguished from Form in the Actu- 

ality of Form simply as such, is, in itself, Nothing - or rather 'it' sim- 
'Oly is not, except 'in' thought. And yet this 'nothing' is in a sense 'at 

wdrk' in its logical determination as Difference, and its physical determ- 
ination as Movement . 

(or. Change: Change 'ijs the actuality of 
the potentially existing, as existing potentially'(l). And paralleling this 
'physical' actuality of the votential as potential, matter or potentiality 
as such avpears 'logically' as the principle of differentiation of dif- 
ferent instances of the same form, the 'principle of individuation' of in- 
dividual substances. 

We may say, then, that Actuality first distinguishes itself Brom 
the mere form or possibility of 'position' - almost as, in Parmenides' poem, 
Actuality as 'what is' distinguishes itself from the poetic frame of that 
symmetry of 'actual' and 'possible' in which Actuality might be imagined 
to be defined, given a 'beginning'ýbo the 'logical' and 'physical' 
senses of äex. 

. It distinguishes itself from any 'image' of what it might 
be, from its inscription in - from its circumscription by - some limited 
'poetic' frame of definition. Thus, 'ontologically' it distinguishes it- 
self from the inscription of 'actuality' as term 'in' the logical frame of 
terms being-in classes. 'Psychologically' it distinguishes itself from 
the physical frame of 'position', from 'being-in' the physical order, as 
a form might be 'in'-an individual thing. 

Iow this simple 'thesis' or positicn, this empty form of the im- 
1: Physics! 201A . 
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A direct corollary of this situation is the 'physical' side 

of the matter: position is not itself a substance - or rather the act- 

uality of Time, in Movement, implicit in 'position' is not the primary 

actuality of a substance. Time and Place are rather only analogously 

said to 'be', since Form is no more comprehended 'in' the physical or- 

der than 'in' the logical order. The 'elementary' frame of position 
has no actuality in-itself: 'in' itself it is simply Nothing, purely 
'open' or 'potential'. It must be considered as primarily in relation 
to the Actuality of Form, which distinguishes itself from its inscrip- 

tion - logically and physically - in this 'poetic' frame of position. 

This, then, is the primary Actuality of Form: its distinguish- 

ing itself from the purely 'formal' abstraction which would seek to de- 

fine *Actuality, to inscribe it 'in' the logical order of definition. 

And the 'wisdom' which partakes in this, self-expression of Form as Actu- 

ality, by returning - as it were from 'outside' the logical order of re- 
flection to the logical order in which Actuality had first been inscribed 

as a question - may be said to 'know' the logical activity of abstraction, 
the actuality of thinking. At the same time is 'known' - again by ctö ýiý 

rather than discursive 4kýCtºý}ýº1- the actuality of physical 'being-in', 

the 'first principles' of Physics(l). Most particularly, in this recog- 

nition of Actuality distinguishing itself from the ', poetic' order of 

which these«" logical' and 'physical' aspects are two sides, we find the 

frame of that 'first philosophy' - which may be called 'theology', but 

which we will refer to by the title given to those books which treat of 

such matters, as 'metaphysics'. 

In the extended frame, then, of the configuration of terms by 

which (or in which) Actuality distinguishes itself from (what I call) the 
'poetic' frame of position, we may find the logical frame in which Act- 

uality first expresses itself, so defining the logical 'in' of definition 

strictly speaking. The terms of this frame - unlike the simple 'noun' and 
verb' of elementary position, will thus constitute the 'highest genera', 
the maximal extent of 'in' taken logically, rather than analogically. 

Fir. then, we must consider individual Substance - and first 

of these that two-sided Actuality of Reason and Being which, in the ir- 
reducible Relation of Form and Matter, is the principle of Form itself 
distinguishing itself from Matter, the Actuality of Kosmos as such, 'in' 

3 
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which the other 'forms' (like 'relation') which together embody the 

primary configuration of Substance, have their 'being', odc76( , 'substance'. 

Logically, indeed, we must say that Substance is itself only one term in 

the configuration: the reflection, as it were, of the 'analogical' Form 

that is the principle of configuration in the configuration. For Actual- 

ity only distinguishes itself from its inscription in the logical order 

of Ztý'°! and ttZc' and 
ök°S 

, in that order of inscription. In a sense we 

must say that the primary expression of Actuality as simply Form, taken 

analogically, is the unity of theological Form and the merely formal ab- 

straction of 'form' from an individual, in an individual substance - in 

the individual substances from which the 'induction' which led to the 

question of the definition of Being began. (Here we confront what Arist- 

otle would have called a 'problem' or 'difficulty' in his exposition, which 

will eventually lead to that configuration of 'Analogy' which concludes 
this First Part of exposition). 

Substance, Relation.... 'Physically' we found that Place and 
Time were implicit in simple position; logically - and corresoonding to 

this simple order of physical 'in', we noted subject and predicate, cor- 

resnonding to individuation, 'Number', and the 'whatness' of Quality pre- 
dicated. And finally we distinguished between the Action or actuality of 
Form under these two 'logical' and 'physical' aspects, and a correspond- 
ing 'oven-ness' to such activity - which the Tradition has called Paqsion. 

Since the 'action' vosited (of which 'position'is itself the minimal log- 

ical form) is primarily a 'limited action or actuality (or activity), in- 
termediate, as it were, between the empty form of position, and the self- 
positing of Form which it mirrors in the individual action, the terms of 
the action relate to their implication in other actualities. So (perhaps) 

we might take as categories or highest genera that Posture and Possession 
by which the various terms (for example a human agent and the object of 
his action) relate to the context of the action. These two bring the 
table of categories up to the pythagorean Ten, but they might well be 
themselves included or comprehended iindbr Relation (1). I 

In this configuration of 'categories' then, we may find Actu- 

ality 'at work', distinguishing itself from its inscription in the log- 
ical frame of the term in these terms or categories of term. How, though, 

1: Ross, Aristotle, p221gives the relevant texts. 
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is it at work, distinguishing itself in and from a term? What is this 

actuality of distinction, this 'psychological' actuality of thinking 

-which knows Actuality by knowing its part in Actuality, this psychologic- 

al actuality reflected in the merely formal distinctions of the logical 

order? What is the 'in' of the logical order, whose articulation deter- 

-nines Actuality as 'outside' this order of definition? (1) 

We saw at the outset that this distinction of a term being 'in' 

a class or not (being 'outside' it) could not itself be 'logically' de- 

termined. This distinction, posed as a question in the Parmenides, and 
'logically' determined by Plato's immediate successors at the Academy was 

that point where the logical 'induction' from subject to class to higher 

class reaches a limit. The limit cannot be determined by some 'deduction' 

of the differences of the categories from Actuality or Being as a common 

class or genus covering the categories as particular instances. The 'de- 

finition' of the categories is, as we have just seen, not 'logical' but 

'metaphysical', 'ontological', indeed 'theological'. It rests upon the 

application of terms 'analogically' to the 'place' of logical 'being-in' 

'in' Actuality, the part of thinking 'in' reality, 'in fact'. in the World. 

This configuration of the logical order 'in' Actuality is the 

limit of logipal induction. Against the Old Academy Aristotle had argued 
that one cannot, in circular fashion, define the relations of logical and 

ontological orders, what is 'in' logic and 'outside' logic, in terms of 
the logical distinction of 'in' and 'out', being-in or not being-in a 

class. The logical process of induction by 'abstraction', beginning in 

the logical distinction of logical forms of distinction from the physical 
differences in which they are embodied (which is the beginning of reflect- 
ion or thought, psychological activity distinguishing itself from the pas- 
sive reception of form in 'sensing') cannot be applied to the formal distinct- 

ion of two 'sides' of logical being-in. The actual difference of logical 

and ontological orders cannot be comprehended simply as a logical distinct- 
ion. Rather must we understand the working of logical distinction in the 

iwider Economy of Actuality as 'a whole, and this by recognising in the act- 
ivity of thinking the working of that distinguishing by which we recognise 
this activity itself. The 'logical circle' of defining logical 'in' in 
terms of a logical opposition of logical class and ontological 'form' or 
'idea' is only properly understood as inscribed in the 'working' of the 

categories in the recognition - in actual thinking - of the part of the 

1: Metaphysics 1023A 
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Only in the actual working of the terms corresponding to the 

categories, in the actual configuration of categories this working of 
the terms reflects, is constituted that logical 'in' and 'out' which log- 

ically articulated the thinking which recognises that this actuality of 
the categories is 'outside' logical determination or definition. Logic- 

al 'in' and 'out' cannot be determined simply 'in' logic. They are ir- 

reducibly implicated in the form of 'position', and in the actual con- 
figuration of the categories in terms of which the Actuality which is 

outside formal definition distinguishes itself from the logical order 

of the terms in which this distinction, its primary configuration, is 

described. One enters into the'mystery' of the working of things - and 

most particularly into the working of the distinction of this our shared 
Actuality from Nothing, by finding oneself at work at finding oneself at 

work in Actuality. 

Thus the logical order of articulation of 'being-in' a class, 
the logical composition. of simple propositions of inclusion or exclusion 
in the 'syllogism' =of the Prior Analytics is seen (in Post- 

erior Analytics ` and Metaphysics [') to be itself inscribed in a mirror- 
ing of logical and physical orders of 'position' expressed by the two 'ax- 

ioms' which determine what it is to be logically 'in' a class: 

Contradiction: A cannot be B and not B 

Excluded Middle: A must be B or not B 

A term, At cannot (in the same respect at the same time) be 
in a class B and not in, excluded from, that class - and it must be either 
in the class or outside it. Thus the logical order of distinction of 'in' 

and 'out' of a class corresponds exactly to the 'abstraction' of logical 
'in' and 'out' from the empty physical order of 'position' in Space and 
Time. The distinction of the two orders does not, then, occur simply 'in' 
logic (or 'Analytic' - 'analysis' being the inductive reduction of a quest- 
ion to its logically elementary components, from which deduction or 'syn- 
thesis' can proceed to resolve the question), and the 'logic' of being-in- 

a-class can only be understood in the actual configuration of 'position', 

and so in relation to the categories as actual frame of distinction of 
Actuality and term. In this relation, 'knowledge', properly speaking, 
is deduction from this elementary configuration of terms. One may call 
this 'theoretical knowledge' as distinct from a 'practical' knowledge 
Which takes some more specific frame of deduction as starting-point in 
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zaUnally framing activity, without knowing the principles of inscription 

of this 'practical' frame in the logical frame of the categories. This a- 

mounts, as it were, to an 'incomplete induction'. Aristotle calls know- 

ledge of how to produce a certain 'outward' object or end 'productive'. 

Mirroring, then, this order of thinking and syllogism, as the 

'other side' of being-in (1), is a 'physical' order of Movement, kLtºjý*cý 

Tow does the inscription of this order in Actuality mirror the inscription 

of the logical order just traced? 

What, first of all, is the physical analogue of the logical or- 

der of syllogism, of that primary articulation of logical 'being-in'? 

Let us consider again the mirroring of physical and logical or- 

ders in the figure of 'position'. We saw that the logical inscription of 

term in class corresponded directly to the physical presence of the form 

(logically constituting the class of terms corres'onding to subjects em- 

bodying that form) in the substance corresponding to the logical subject- 
term. We saw the correlation, in the bare form of 'position', abstracted 
from any particular substance, of simple logical assertion and a physical 
'point', 'in' time - this correlation corresponding to the simple actuality 
'is', the bare form of the 'verb'We saw that the logical abstract- 
ion of one 'side', a logical 'in', from this simple figure, led to the 

question of whether the two 'sides' of the figure, physical and logical 'in', 

could themselves be distinguished 'in' the logical order of abstraction - 

an order whose difference from the physical order of position must then be 

marked in terms of a physical difference of two positions in some common 
'place' - and time. This supposed logical determination of the difference 

of physical and logical orders of 'in', as two sides of a logical distinct- 

ion 'abstracted' from the symmetry of logical and physical orders of 'posit- 

ion', would amount, in effect, to the 'circular' pythagorising abstraction 

of a merely nominal 'form' from its actual implication in that Matter by 

which substances differ, and in which logical difference is thus ultimately, 

and irrevocably, rooted. 

We were led, then, to see this logical figure of abstraction 'at 

work' in a wider configuration, in whose 'working' or actuality the logical 
'in' according to which this working was logically articulated in a scheme 
of 'Categories'; was itself constituted. The logical 'in' was only properý, r 

` ßt1 s 'L>2,1 , 
1ý 
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understood by our participation in this primary order of 'working' which 

marks itself in the logical order as 'outside' that abstraction. In this 

last step, fromfµ«IrAto ooh ; 4, abstraction is found at wotk as the actual- 
ity of thinking, as Form distinguishing itself - for the form of thinking 

is the distinction of the form of its object from its matter: when think- 

ing becomes the object of thinking, this is the simple actuality of Form 

as distinguishing itself. 

In the physical order we begin with an 'abstraction' from the 

simple logical difference of position, and the constancy of matter and sub- 

stantial form in the 'is' of movement, 'in time', from one position to the 

other. But just as we could not abstract logical difference from its cor- 

relation with the physical order in the 'working' of Actuality, nor can we 

abstract the physical order of movement from the 'working' of form - we can- 

not reduce form at work in matter to the simple mechanics of the atomists. 
Proceeding from the initial correlation of logical difference and physical 

movement, we may inscribe one movement in another as a component. But just 

as the logical difference of form and matter must eventually be inscribed 

in an actuality or working of differentiation, and this difference cannot 
be reduced to a mere 'formal', logical, abstract determination, so must 

the very actuality of movement distinguish itself - in fact - from an empty 
'physical' configuration which cannot determine its own actuality. Why, for 

example, should some matter move from one position to another? Ultimately 

this must involve an invocation of what the matter is. The whole config- 

uration of movements within movements must, like the logical articulation 

of 'in' which it reflects, itself be inscribed in the working of Form, and 
in the physical aspect or analogue of self-positing thought, the actuality 

of Form distinguishing itself in fact. Movement itself must be found 'at 

work' in the configuration of Categories in which thinking has already been 

discovered ' at work'.. Tdo"S 
, 'nature' , as principle of movement, must be 

primarily understood as how something works, as the figure of the actualis- 

ation of a potentiality, at work in Actuality. In this figure is to be 

found what something is, and there cannot be movement without something which 
Is which moves. 'What something is' thus involves the matter in which it 

expresses itself - and from which its actuality is to distinguish itself 

as being-itself rather than indifferent matter (which 'in itself' is nothing, 

an empty term, a mere possibility of something-in-particular being). It 

involves that direction or 'finality' in which ii is 'at work' in distinguigh- 

ing itself from this matter: this is primarily how it is itself. And since, 
in its movement towards itself, towards its 'perfection' or complete self- 
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expression, it is not yet fully itself, it cannot itself, in general, 
have determined the beginning of its actualisation, the beginning of 

its distinction from its matter (this independence of 'final' and 'effic- 

ient' cause of the actuality of a form, its working in matter, amounts 

simply to the re-assertion of the irreducibility of the subject of move- 

ment to Movement simply as such). This difference of the initiation 

and completion of a movement is thus strictly correlative with the ident- 

ity of the subject of movement in the actuality of its form distinguish- 

ing itself from the matter in which it is embodied. And this distinction 

as such is thus the primary actuality of Form as such distinguishing itself 

from Matter as such, in which all movement, insofar as it is actualisation 

of form, must be inscribed. This First Movement must, then, work as in- 

itiating itself. It must move constantly into the same form, and this 

form must in some sense be simply Time itself, or rather what distinguish- 

es itself in change from the difference of beginning and end, the 'is' of 
Time itself, constant in all movement: Eternity. And all movements must 
be inscribed in this constancy of time through the inscription of that 

elementary component of movement (in time) from one position to another, 
in the always-identical movement of the Place of all these movements into 

itself - in the circular movement of an all-comprehending Sphere, 'in' 

which everything 'in' the physical order is. This Sphere itself, then, 

will not itself be 'in' the physical order, any more than its movement, 

and the principal of this movement will be properly 'in' any further Place, 

or 'in' any more radical order of Time. Rather does this moving Sphere 

constitute the physical order of Place and Time, places and t mes, just 

as the thinking which is the other side of this eternal 'is', this primary 

actuality, constitutes the logical 'in', without itself being comprehended 
'in' this logical order. And these two complementary aspects of all things 

in the physico-logical order of Kosmos are related in the 'working' of 
the whole - in the Form whose logical articulation in thinking, and whose 

physical articulation in Movement and Change, are two aspects of a funda- 

mental actuality or working, a self-distinguishing from 'Matter' in which 
logical Difference and physical Movement are first correlated in the sim- 
ple figure of Position, &'ýý5 

. 

Movement and Change: for Aristotle sometimes distinguishes 
uovement in a restricted sense, when there is no change of substance, 
but only of place, quality or quantity, from Change in general, includ- 
ing the coming-to-be and passing-away of substance. Thus far I have 
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only considered the two 'sides' of Kosmos, logical 

and physical (and ontological) separately, finding 

mentary limits of analysis in the simple figure of 

actuality of Form distinguishing itself, in actual 

bare coordination of logical difference and physic 

the mere possibility of Form. 

(and psychological) 
in each case comple- 
'position', and an 

substances, from the 

al movement in Matter, 

These two limits of Matter and Form are arrived at by induct- 

ion, by progressive abstraction, from the actual 'position', 'thesis' of 

some individual substance. How, from the parallel distinctions of Actu- 

ality as Form differentiating itself, in Matter, from Matter - from simple 

logical Difference and physical Movement - can we return to the working of 

the situation from which we started? How articulate the logical and phys- 

ical orders of Kosmos between the two limits of Form and Matter in which 

they coincide, so as to reflect the Actuality by abstraction from which 

this primary Distinction has been discovered? 

We might begin with the minimal integration of 'logical' and 

'physical' sides of Matter in 'elementary' substances or 'elements', 

the 'letters' from which, by successive iterations of the fig- 

ure discovered in them of integration of the two 'sides' of Kosmos, a com- 

nlete account might be constructed. Thus, since substance is embodied 

form, and ford a principle of movement, and movement always at least the 

change of position of some 'matter' 'in time', we find as principles of 

elementary substance two correlative forms, one, as principle of movement 

serving as form in relation to the other, princivle of reception of this 

first form. Each form defines itself in opposition to a 'privation' or 

relative absence of that form and its working. Then since movement is 

defined by change of place, and place by where something is in relation 
to other things, so the moving principle, 't'', distinguishes itself by 

the separation of forms, and in iarticglar its separation of itself from 

the stasis of its privation, '00111-* - its movement 'upwards'. Cz1d, then, 

might be said to be a principle of aggregation - but this only is a con- 

verse, a privation, of the differentiating and primary movement of hot . 

The 'fluid' principle of reception of form, then, thetfmbist' , 
is intermediary between aggregation and dissociation, and in the config- 
uration of elementary forms cohering through a greater or lesser admixture 
of 'moist' (or its contrary 'dry'), hot and cold interact. Thus hot, when 
quite 'dry' distinguishes itself as the fire that moves away from cold dry 
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earth, whose stability makes its 'natural' place at the 'centre' - 
which in turn is simply the 'place' of Earth. Between these 'dry' 

extremes come the configurations ochering more or less by their moisture - 

cold aggregated fluid and hot dissociated air. Within this whole con- 
figuration, then, the interaction of the various components is governed 
by the primary agency of heat - but this as itself inseparably involved 

in its elementary combination with moist and dry. The principle of move- 

ment in all this ks essentially linear: movement together or movement a- 

Dart. Working down, though, from the circular movement of the Sphere of 
the fixed stars, one might associate the constant cycles of the heavens, 

inscribed one within the other -fifty-five in all - with a different prin- 

cinle of movement, abstracted or distinguished from the double duality, 

the two contraries, as elementary principles of change. One might call 
this 'fifth element' of the stars, distinguishing itself altogether from 

the four 'sublunary' elements belww the sphere of the Moon, a sort of pure 
fire: distinguishing itself from the elements as does fire, but this not 
in the constant transformations of the elements, but rather as abstracted 
from all change of quality and quantity, and 'in' that change only 'accid- 

entally' - as framing it in Time, but not itself being changed in the 

process. 

Thus the primary cause of permutation of the four principles 
'below' Aristotle takes to be the greater or lesser heat of the Sun, as 
it avproaches and receded from Earth in the course of the 'year'. In 

this way the primary 'efficient' cause of initiation of sublunary change 
is the First Movement of the outermost sphere, transmitted down through 
the lower spheres, and so effecting cyclical transformations of the 'ele- 

ments'. The First Mover as simple Perfection, simply being-itself is al- 
so, ultimately, the final cause of all movement, in which all determinate 
distinction of being (or movement towards being-itself) is at some level 
inscribed. I do not know that Aristitle ever considers that the formal 

cause of any actuality is thus 'in God'. Certainly he leaves the relat- 
ion of thinking and movement in the actuality of the First Mover unresol- 
ved. 

Fifty-five cycles: Eudoxus and his fellow-academician Callipus 
had shown how the circular movements of the stars relative to the earth 
might be imitated by considering the stars fixed on spheres whose axes 
of rotation were in turn fixed in further rotating spheres, and so on. 
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Aristotle derives from this platonic 'harmonics' a physical model, which 

will allow - unlike the formal coordination of a mathematical harmonics 

with a geometrical 'physics' (or 'chemistry', applied physics), which leaves 

no place., or rather no matter, in which to incorporate the correlation of 
the heavenly frame of Time and the sublunary frame of generation, in a 'now', 

Now this 'elementary' configuration of movement and Difference 

'in' Matter ('first' matter, the simple correlate of Form) has, correspond- 
ing to the logical difference of the two-primary differences or 'contraries' 
(hot-cold, moist-dry), a psychological actuality. For the 'elementary' frame 

of interaction of the simplest substances abstracted (or rather, 'concreted') 

from a double difference is also (as was, indeed, earlier suggested) the 

frame of the Image, of 'Sense'. The differences of hot and cold and moist 

and dry are not simply empty oppositions, empty 'forms', but have an actual- 
ity of uali , 'whatness', psychologically distinguished from the physical 

embodiment of these 'qualities' or 'sensibles' in moving matter. One might 

call this elementary differentiation of formal principles from prime matter 
the 'possibility' of abstraction. - And, most importantly, the first actu- 

ality of abstraction, the first psychical or psychological actuality, dist- 

inguishing itself as form from first matter is that Time which, in the phys- 
ical order, appears as the bare 'is' of Eternity which as First Movement, 

frames the physical order, but is not itself framed 'in' any time or place 
or physically prior action, mechanism, efficiency, 'working'. 

For the 'is' of what will later be called logical or psycholog- 
ical 'intension' reflects, in this 'elementary' configuration of Movement 

and Difference in prime matter, the self-distinguishing Form which is also 
the First Mover. To the difference of position in 'place' which is the pri- 
mary frame of movement, corresponds an identity of matter 'posited' at two 
different 'positions', ' over some time. This 'numerical' identity of the 

subject of change corresponds to the primary frame of differentiation of 
Form and Matter, which differentiation is, as we have seen, the primary work- 
ing or actuality of Form. The first abstraction, corresponding to the psy- 
chological 'faculty' or potentiality of mein cry, is the abstraction of 'is' 
from the 'now' of undifferentiated 'position'. The first actuality of the 
form of distinction of form and matter (that is, the form whose complete 
actualisation or 'perfection' is thinking) is the abstraction of this 'is' 
from the simple spatial identity of the 'point', simple position, to the 'is' 
which is the common form of position at two different points, the is which 
is the simple psychological correlate of the first 'physical' (or ontological) 
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actuality of form (primarily the 'hot') distinguishing itself from the 

'prime matter' which is only the 'logical' or empty marking in abstraction 

of the possibility of Form in general - in erbst action from the actual form 

of the individual substance which is involved, directly or indirectly, in 

all position - even this formal positing of 'prime matter'. 

'The inscription of distinct movement in the wider 'movement' or 

mechanism of a more extensive 'working' of form is thus framed in the pri- 

mary distinction of the physical actuali. ty of form from matter 'in Time'. 

Indeed we earlier noted this same elementary mirroring of logical and phys- 

ical 'sides' of elementary position 'in Time' when considering the config- 

uration of predication as presented in the book On Interpretation: the 'verb' 

predicated as the logical class in which the subject is inscribed, has an 

essential reference (unlike the subject-term) to time. And this scheme of 
the mirroring of the logical 'in' of subject and predicate in the inscript- 

ion of movements or changes, one 'within' the working of the other, in time, 

was implicit in the discussion of the physical scheme of differentiation of 
form (or (formal cause') from matter (or 'material cause') in the correlat- 
ion of 'initial' efficient cause, and the complete working-out of the dist- 

inction as final cause, the perfection of the form. 

Now we may characterise the elementary scheme of substance, then, 

in a more systematic way, of which the categorial scheme of Form distinguish- 

ing itself simply as Actuality, and the minimal scheme of 'elementary' sub- 

stance are extreme cases - 

- The 'logical' difference of two terms, is coordinated, through 

Matter, with the physical change which is a transition from one term to the othez. 
On the other hand, the logical form of the distinction of form and matter is 

correlated with the working-out of the form of the mhange (the 'what', the 

actuality of the change); through the inscription of this change or transit- 
ion in the Time and Place that are the formal correlates of the psychologic- 
al actuality of Form simply as self-positing, as God, the Pirdt Mover. These 
'logical' and 'physical' sides of Kosmos are then themselves seen to be two 

aspects of a primary 'working' of Actuality, embodied in the scheme of the 
Categories, in whicfi, 

3i 
ii economy of this distinction itself, and the consti- 

tution, the 'working' of logical and physical orders, can be 'comprehended'. 

- And this 'comprehension' or inscription of the working of logical and phys- 
ical orders in Actuality as such, ; outside' the physical and logical orders, 
but inscribing itself in these orders as 'outside', is aný 
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What, then, is the place of this wisdom, in the general 
Economy of Kosmos? How, first of all, can the psychological distinction 

of form and matter in an actual substance be inscribed in the physical 

order in which we actually distinguish these two sides? flow do the var- 
ious orders'of working of Kosmos meet in the actual situation in which we 
find ourselves, from which we began, and whose 'comprehension' in the work- 
ing of Kosmos is the perfection of what - of who - we are, and the primary 
finality of our inquiry, initiated, one must suppose in the first self- 

expression in us of that form of thinking, which alone of forms contains 
the principle of its own initiation, its own efficiency, and which Arist- 

otle calls Active Reason? 

- We will eventually find that about this principle of Active 

Reason there turnsa configuration of questions, unresolved in the Economy 

of Aristotle's Kosmos, and which might be said to amount to what is radic- 

ally 'open' in the closed circuit from initial induction to the rediscov- 

ery of the principle whose actualisation is initiated in this 'induction': 

the question attaching to this 'closure' of the System as such, and as 'in- 

forming' the scientific activity of Aristotle's 'School', just as the ana- 
logous 'cosmological' circuit of abst act Theory informs that Old Academy 

the criticism of which might be said to be the beginning of Aristotle's 
inquiry or induction, around the middle of the fourth century. 

�F 

I 

- First, though, let me trace the circuit which begins in the 

assertion of the primacy of form (or Forms, Ideas) at work, of which work- 
ing the abstraction of thinking, of separation of form and matter, is sim- 
ply one part, rather than a primary order of form in which the distinction 

of Form and Matter is itself to be formally determined in the generation 
of this actual Kosmos. I earlier noted that the 'metaphysical' assertion 
of this principle of 'working' was contemporaneous (around the middle of 
the century) with the earliest 'physiological' or biological investigations 

at Assos. This conjunction, at the beginning of the induction which eventu- 
ally leads to the closed circuit of thinking which defines a cosmic Economy 

or System of working of the Whole, reflects a fundamental complementarity 
of the metaphysical frame of 'working' in general, and the workings of anim- 
ate individual substance from which an induction proceeds to fill out - to 
'flesh out', one might say, the bare metaphysical frame. It is animate 
substance, and rational human animality most particularly, which is central 
to the simple configuration of logical and physical orders it Time sketched 
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'a moment ago', 'above'. 

Howe the 'elementary' configuration of substance, and the 'find' 

configuration of Reason, integrated in this central animate substance? 

The principle is fairly simple, though Aristotle goes into great 

detail in the eleboration of this simple principle or figure: As we saw, 

the pi'emartary movements of the simolest substance are inscribed in the 

frame of heavenly Time, as the circuits of transformation of these element- 

ary substances, effected by the circuits of the 'fifth element', the aether- 
ial fire of the heavens. The simplest figure of these 'elementary circulat- 
ion' might be presented in a figure: 

dry - fluid(moist) 

hot fire air 

II 
d moist 

exhalation exhalation 
WTI 

cold earth water 

-a figure of the primary 'action' of solar heat (and, to a lesser 
11 

extent, of the heat of the other heavenly bodies). This activity (thus in- 

scribed in the complementary efficient and final orders of heavenly actuality, 
through the Reason which is the principle of movement of each sphere, inscri- 
bed within the primary actuality of the sphere of Heaven as a whole) is com- 

vlemented (just as heat is complemented by cold) by a corresponding condens- 
ation, appearing, for example, as rain. Together these principles generate 
a complex configuration of relative movements of the elements, allowing some- 
times the organisation by heat of a moist coherence of elements in a certain 

'formula proportion, that may w_ ork, in this general transformation 

or circulation of matter, to preserve this same formula or elementary 'living' 
form, as it organises the integration of further matter in its constant frame 
or form (this through a certain stable configuration of the various actualit- 
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ies or 'workings' of the constitutuent elements, in the elementary con- 

figuration of their transformaticns in which the simple 'animal' finds 

itself). 

More generally, such simple living 'tissue' can only work to 

maintain its form within the configuration of different tissues (homoeomer- 

ous living substance, of which each part has the same form at tte whole), 

an 'organ' that, in turn, preserves its form by the way it 'works', the 

job or function it performs, in the working of an animal as a whole of 

organs and tissues, their workings integrated in the working of the anim- 

al as a whole, a working which is simply the 'is' of maintenance of form, 

and its 'natural' tendency to full actuality, differentiation from the 

matter or matters from which it is physically constituted. (As we saw, 

the logical books of the 'corpus' may be considered an 'organ' of inquiry- 

öe. ý. ý-ýov - this is Aristotleb name for them, whose actuality must be un- 

derstood in the Actuality or working of the System as a whole, in which 

they play their part), 

This functional articulation of the organism may serve as the 

basis of a 'classification' of animals according to 'form' - in 'genera' 

and 'species': one might reasonably sup-'ose that it was the inductive elab- 

oration of such a physilogical scheme that was begun with those observat- 

ions in the Troad which seem to constitute the earliest material in the 

'biological' books. Thus the genus 'animal', simply as such, is defined 

by that preservation of form, that 'elementary' form which articulates the 

elements in a repetition of the articulating form itself ? that form of a 

natural body that we call 'life', J, %A . On the 'elementary' level of the 

tissue, this 'life' must thus involve at least the form of nourishment, of 

'growth', which is the perpetuation of a form which organises elements in 

that form. Aristotle considers that such 'elementary' life may arise out 

of, say, mud lying in the Sun's heat, by a simple 'spontaneous generation' 

or coning-into being. But generally the principle of growth and nourish- 

ment involves also a principle of repetition of the growing form in 'another' 

instance, through the externalisation of matter embodying the form of the 

'animal' in its 'seed'. The life of plants is articulated, then, in a simple 

cycle of growth and such 'repetition' or 'reproduction' of the plant's form 

through the principle of 'seed' embodying the form in its minimal express- 
ion. 

kký- 
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- Within the general form, then, of Life, the actuality of 

'animate' or living form - of which fire may almost be taken as the lim- 

iting expression, differentiating elements, and so concentrating this very 

form and principle of differentiation itself-; we may distinguish plants 

from 'animals' in the stricter sense. Rather than saying that Life is 

fire or heat, we should say that Life is heat organising a configuration 

of 'elements' working together to maintain - and so distinguish from its 

mere possibility in matter -a definite form. Fire, animal heat, may then 

be said to be the principle of Life in general, as working through a spe- 

cific form, a 'species' maintaining its actuality through successive growth, 

reproduction, and decline or decay in its individual 'memebers'. 

These 'animals' in the strict sense may be distinguished from 

'plants' 'planted' in the surface of Earth by an additional faculty and 

finality of movement in place, 'locomotion' to a place where the config- 

uration of elements may provide 'better' nutition. This faculty of move- 

ment thus implies some principle of distinguishing better from poorer nu- 

trition, and this is sensation which, as we saw, distinguishes the simple 

principles of the elements - and thus, integrated in the form or working 

of the growing organism as a whole, may serve to distinguish 'food' or 

nutrition of the form required for the fullest actuality of the animal (or 

species). In the complete organism the 'organs' of sensation (which, con- 

sisting of the same matter as the form sensed, are 'receptive' of that form, 

this reception of the form of an object of sense being 'sensation') are in- 

tegrated with the 'organs' of locomotion, so that the animal 'works' and 

perseveres in his form by moving towards the best nutriment sensed. The 

nutriment is then first integrated in the form of the animal, 'assimilated', 

in the blood, by being itself disintegrated into its elements by the 'dig- 

estion' which is a kind of 'cooking' by the animal heat in the organssof 

assimilation. From the blood are then derived the nutrients of the various 

organs - and from over-rich blood is produced an additional embodiment of 
the form of the animal as a whole in 'male' semen or 'female' menses - the 
latter serving, in 'sexual' reproduction, as first matter for the former. 

In this 'animal' configuration and its working the primary organ 

might naturally be taken to be the heart, the organ 'informing' the work- 
ing of the blood in which the matter of the animal has been assimilated 
in an as yet undifferentiated form. This heart may then, naturally enough, 
be taken, on the 'formal' level, as receptive of the various 'impressions' 
of forms on the special senses, 'assimilating' these to the form of 'com- 
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mon sense' much as the blood assimilates the common matter from which 

all organs - including those of the 'special' senses - are differentiated. 

With the heart may be associated the working of that 'imagination' which, 

one way or another, amounts to the reception of a form in the' heart, which 
is not the form of anything impressed on sense organs from without - or 

any combination or correlation of these in 'common sense'. - And with it 

is also associated that form of distinction of form and matter by which 
is sensed - in 'self-consciousness' - sensation itself: a correlate of the 

'object' of sensation, which is not perceived by the 'special senses', but 

only in the correlation of these in the frame of 'common sense'. Thus the 

heart is the seat also of the 'positing' or position of the form of an ob- 
ject which is not in fact affecting the senses from without, but which cor- 
responds to an aspect of such an object in 'imagination'. It is this 'pos- 

iting' of a finality 'in imagination', which, as desire, relates sensation 

and movement. And it is this 'faculty' or ability to 'take on' the form 

of position which allows the activity of thinking in Man. 

The principle of abstraction of form from matter, which first 

appears in the reception by the special senses of the form, or rather a 
form, an aspect of the form, of an 'outside' object, and which in thought 

is itself actualised in common sense - in the heart - is thus 'framed'in 
'imagination'. And, as we have already seen, the primary 'dimension' in 

which 'imagination', the Image, is articulated in Time: imagination is 

correlative with the function or 'faculty' of a Memory which abstracts 
from the inarticulate 'now' of present sensation, and posits an Action ex- 
tended over time. For example it allows us to posit an imaginaed sensat- 
ion as 'past', to recognise an actuality of that sensation 'in' the form 

of ' the past', allows ' experience' , to be articulated in the 
frame of a Time in which logical and physical orders are correlated, and 
a 'practical' order of vonception eleborated. 

The next step of abstraction, from the Imagination of Common 
Sense to the faculty of Thä3king, embodied in sublunary matter by Man alone, 
completes the abstraction of Form from Matter that begins in sensation. 
But this second abstraction (if the abstraction''in Time' from Sensation 
to the Imagination of Common Sense be the first) is not a simple iterat- 
ion of that primary work of abstraction. Indeed that primary 'working' 
or faculty can only be properly understood in relation to the Active Reason 
which informs Thought. For the possibility or potentiality in the forms 
thus far discovered in Common Sense - the 'positing' of an object as 
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'behind' (as it were) the sensations of the special senses, in their 

common frame of Place and Time and specific differences, and the cor- 

relative form of distinction of form and matter in general, by which we 

perceive that we uerceive, already embodies the formal configuration of 

thinking. This formal possibility of thinking is called Passive Reason. 

What more than this form of thinking already implicit in Common Sense, 

then, is involved in actual thinking? Here we find a strange circularity: 

what is additional to this configuration of forms in which thinking is - 

as soon as we think about it - implied, is simply the actuality of this 

possibility of thinking, its actualisation. The forms of (in) Passive 

Reason are the matter of Active Reason - but this distinction is itself 

formally inscribed in Passive Reason. What is the difference between this 

potential distinction of Active and Passive Reason in Passive Reason, and 
the actualisation of this distinction in Active Reason? This circularity 
by which Active Reason defines or posits its own actuality amounts, in 

Aristotle's terms to what, in the coming-to-be of Man 'alone comes in, 

over'and above (the elements)'from'outside, and Is alone"divine'(º)Iand it 

is somehow likeýthe«element of''the stars (in their association with their 

'Intelligences' or moving principles) in its embodiment.; . This 'circu- 

larity'of Active Reason, indeed, corresponding to ethical finality, choice, 
the human faculty of rationally initiating action, of determining independ- 

ently of mechanism the actualisation of a certain form as the finality in 

relation to. which rational action is initiated, partakes of that divinity 

which is triought thinking thought, the Form which defines itself by dist- 

inguishing itself as 'outside' the empty logical and physical orders which 

constitute the bare frame of Actuality abstracted from its working, a bare 

formal possibility of Actuality. It is this Active Reason, we might say, 

which distinguishes the actual order of thinking from the purely '' imagin- 

ary', the simplyformal, circularity by which one might suppose the logical 
'in' to be defined by a distinction of the logical and physical orders of 
the mark (of position) abstracted (through this distinction) from the phys- 
ical order in which the distinction is marked. This purely imaginary self- 
determination of formal distinction might then be associated with Passive 
Reason, actualised when the working of this 'empty' logical order of dist- 
inction is understood in its part in the working of Actuality as such (ra- 

ther than its simple 'logical' articulation as a term) in the frame logic- 

ally articulated in terms of the Categories. 

1: On the Coming-to-be of Animals, 7366 
_4 36xS_- <<ý-ýý, ý 

ray, G2y_?. 
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That is: we reach here, in the consideraticn of Active Reason, 

the Actuality of Reason (rather than its merely formal or logical artic- 

ulation in the physical scheme of the human animal) just that question of 

the inscription of the logical 'being-in' in Actuality, and the recognit- 

ion that Being is 'outside' the logical order of classes, which must be 

themselves understood in terms of the constitution or 'working' of this 

logical order in the actuality of our thinking. And we reach the parallel 

recognition that our actuality, inscribed according to the articulation of 

our imagination, sensibility and embodiment in the 'form' of Active Reason, 

here distinguishes itself - as our very actuality, or actual lower of act- 
ion (my recogni 

dion/tnatlit 
is I who am now writing, for example, rather 

than myself or somebody else imagining when they write this that they are 
the 'I' that writes that it writes) from the empty 'physical' configurat- 
ion of a bodily mechanism that might or might not actually be me. In a wider 
frame, this recognition parallels Actuality actually marking or expressing 
the distinction between a possible physical order of Movement, and the act 

uality of the First Movement in which, as the 'is' of Time, the movements 

of (say) this writing or your reading are actually inscribed. The relat- 
ion of this Active Reason and the God of the Metanhysics and First Mover 

of the physics and On the Heavens is not clear and occasioned much subse- 

quent controversy. 
ýFeaBest that one can say on the basis of the various 

texts where the Active Reason is-treated or alluded to, is that itssome- 
how correspoxids to our participation in the form of divinity as 
'wisdom', the actual knowledge of the act of knowing, in which the specific 
knowledge of particular substances must be, in the end, inscribed, if it 
is to be truly knowledge. 

We have not quite (yet) come full-circle: for this discovery in 

ourselves of Active Reason, responding, as it were, to the finality of our 

- and Aristotle's-Inquiry, has not yet determined the inscription of this 

activity and finality of Inquiry in the Kosmos which it is understanding, 
as it proceeds (this much it now knows) towards the recognition of its own 
place and actuality in this Kosmos as its owm finality, its self-positing 
as the perfection of its form. 

We have discovered the principle of human finality, though, in 
the rational choice in which the primary actuality in us of Active Reason 
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articulates our rational activity in relation to that 'end' or 'good' or 

finality which is simply the participation in t'. is rationality which freely 

initiates the movement towards the fuller recognition that this free act- 

ivity is itself the highest Good, a participation in divinity. As this re- 

cognition is reached by induction, by inquiry, and this inquiry must it- 

self be pursued by embodied individual human 'substances' or beings, we 

must ask about the place of this Inquiry in human life in general, and the 

articulation of human life in relation to the Good found by induction to 

be most directly expressed as the actualisation of(Active) Reason in or 

through this movement of Inquiry towards an understanding of the principle 

of this movement as Good and Reason. 

Now, a 'goods is what is the object of a choice, a true good 

the object of rational choice, choice -like true knowledge - 'according to 

causes' or following the order or working of things. By analogy with the 

order of form and theoretical knowledge, the practical knowledge of good or 

goods must be arrived at by induction from the results of particular choices- 
by 'learning' - or, if this learning is itself articulated according to a 

prior knowledge of the good in the teacher, by 'education'. Again by ana- 
logy with theoretical induction, this practical knowledge will be a know- 

lege of the coordination or 'right proportion' of partial goods, subordinate 
finalities, in actual choices (this leads Aristotle to a rather vague empha- 

sis on virtue as a 'mean' or intermediate between contraries, even though, 

in his classification of animals, he understands that the articulation of 

genera in specific differences cannot proceed simply(ty74'Hbision' into con- 
traries inscribed within contraries until the highest genus is reached). 
The end of education will then be the complete induction which leads be- 

yond the practical recognition of particular goods in particular kinds of 
týeoretiit1 

situation to the, recognition of the common principle of good in all specific 
goods, to 'wisdom'. 

One might note here, in passing, that there is no consideration 
of that 'circular' principle of the choice involved in defining the situat- 
ion of choice, and so the choice to be made. Yet this circularity is itself 

an analogue of the circular 'actuality' of Reason and its 'freedom' (from 

mechanical economy of Matter) in which alone choice has any sense or actu- 
ality. As we will see, this fundamental principle, earlier (at the beginning of 
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this Part One) identified as the simple figure of Mystery, in which Myst- 

ery inscribes itself in Economy as distinguishing itself from Economy, 

amounts to the most radical criticism of the aristotelian Economy of 

Kosmos: for Aristdtle's initial choice of Inquiry as the Method by which 

to determine this same Inquiry as the highest good will be seen, itself, 

to unwittingly partake of this same order of circularity, instituted in 

his School in abstraction from 'pythagorising' mystification. The 'next 

step' after the elaboration of the peripatetic frame of Inquiry is consti- 

tuted by the inscription of this simple mystery of Choice in two rather 
'simplistic' systems or schemes, in which Inquiry is simply one secondary 

element in a primary dramatic frame of activity - the choice of this frame 
(stoic or epicurean) being of far greater practical importance, in the 

frame, than any inquiries which might have led to such a choice, or which 

might proceed within it. 

Insofar as 'learning' of virtue, or the principles of finality, 

does not reach that participation in wisdom or Reason knowing itself by 

which the induction or inquiry into virtue comes full-circle, it remains 
the incomplete 'practical' knowledge and exercise of 'moral' virtues. The 

highest of these, 'greatness of soul' , corresponds to the 

-)virtue of the man who, knowing the articulation of good in the frame in 

which he acts, recognises his oiiffptlä e in this activity. ' 
ý. 

._ Higher still, 
though, than this - as the wisdom which comprehends the axioms of the log- 

ical order is higher than the deductive knowledge of relations within the 

logical order - is the theoretical wisdom - this same ýo - which parti- 

cipates in the actuality of Reason in which the frame of human activity, 

and the working i8 it of Reason as the highest good, is itself constituted 

and comprehended. As this 'intellectual' virtue is the virtue in which 

all other virtues are thus 'comprehended', activity over a life which is 

the actualisation of this virtue of Reason in our humanity, is, as Arist- 

otle sees it the highest 'happiness', the most complete participation of 
the soul or personality, of our individual form (as cane primary actuality) 
in Good; This is the closest approach of our form to its 
finality of self-position in the choice of this movement towards such a 
coincidence of formal and final cause, which itself is already in part em- 
bodied in this free initiation ofjmovement towards itself. C And this fin- 

ality as the perfection of Form simply 
as such must be the God of Meta- 

physics A, and the First Mover of the Physics. 
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What, then, is the 'theoretical' comprehension of this 'frame 

of activity', in which the highest 'moral' or practical knowledge is the 

knowledge of our part in that frame (which then reflects the highest 'in- 

tellectual' virtue of knowledge of our part in the wider frame of Kosmos 

in which human Community, like the logical order of 'being-in', is consti- 

tuted) ? What is the wisdom which 'comprehends' the 'ethical' order of 

inscription of one finality within another, within the 'political' commun- 

ity of our interaction? What, that is, is the finality of the community 

or political order (the State), in which the finality of our individual 

activity is to be inscribed? Its end must surely be the integration of 

the ends of individuals in a common end, the perfection of that common 
humanity of the individual citizens - just as the 'form' of community in 

which this finality is at work, moving towards itself in initiating a rat- 
ional political order, is simply the integration of individual activities 

within the activity, the 'working' of the. S tate or Community as a whole 

or unity. Thus the end of the State is the 'good life', the happiness of 

the individual, which can only be fully actualised in participation in such 

a community of ends: for the happiness of the individual is the practice of 

that Virtue which is participation, directly or indirectly, of Reason, Form, 

moving of itself toward perfect self-expression: this movement of Perfect- 

ion is itself the actuality of Good, by inscription in which all partial 

goods are partly good. 

This information of human Community - of our common humanity - 
by Reason, expressing itself in the rational direction of our affairs to- 

wards a common good, expresses itself in the 'political' direction of the 

State. The 'ideal' constitution of the State would simply reflect the con- 

stitution of the wider frame of Kosmos: government by a 'godlike man'. 

- But actual states , unlike Kosmos, must be understood in their practical 
integration in a wider context. A state is, as it were, only (like the 

philosophical practitioner of intellectual virtue) movin towards the real- 
isation of such an ideal, and this within the material economy of its em- 
bodiment. The primary ill or pathology of the state, which must be balanced 
in a practical constitution is thus the subordination of political direct- 
ion to an unenlightened economy of individual ends. This inversion of the 
best order is exemplified by the organisation of the exchange of 'goods' by 

an individual's end of monetary profit. It is this embodiment of the part- 
ial economy of individual ends in the rivalry of a rich and poor class, oli- 
garchy and democracy (the latter leading, almost inevitably, to tyranny) that 
the true end of the state is lost sight of, and disintegration, the perver- 
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sion of the State begins. Practically the best constitution thus ap- 

pears to lie in the balancing of political direction and the economy of 

not-altogether-rational individual ends in the power of a 'middle class' 

whose interests lie in the preservation of that integration of political 

direction and individual interest embodied in the Assembly and courts of 

Law. Such a constitution is analogous to the integration of rational 

soul and desire in the human constitution of the individual citizens - and 

in this configuration we at last find the place of Inquiry and Education 

in the Vosmos it reveals. 

For in this configuration of , 
the practical wisdom of the indi- 

vidual citizen at work in the practical management of affairs, Education, 

and the Inquiry it articulates according to a wisdom which is itself the 

result or perfection of Inquiry, amounts to an analogue in the Constitut- 

ion of the State to the Active Reason in the individual. In the simple 

mirroring of the 'form' or activity of the individual citizen in the form 

or activity of the State, Education amounts to the self-moving actualisat- 
ion of a common form of humanity, expressing itself in the extension of 

moral virtue in that process of widening integration of individual finality 

in the common finality of the Community, which itself makes the good of 
this movement more apparemt - the life and health of the State, actualis- 
ing the form. of humanity. And the end of Education, towards which this 
'inductive' movement finally leads, is just the intellectual virtue which 

sees, at the end of Inquiry, this movement through practical knowledge to 

theoretical wisdom, as the highest human good: the participation in the 

actualisation in Matter of the self-expression of Form. And this possession 
of this highest good Aristotle calls 'contemplation', Obu. Cd 

. 

Thus, once again, in Reflection comes full-circle to 
find its Hart in the Kosmos it reveals. 1wý'vII is the 'perfection' of 
Inquiry, the recognition in Form distinguishing itself as primarily this 

activity of distiguishing itself, of the finality 'at work' in Inquiry 
from the start. -From that initiation of (this) inquiry in the recognition 
of the constitution of 'logical' form, logical 'in' in the actual activ- 
ity of thinking, 'at work' in the frame of the Categories. - And in the 
parallel recognition of an 'ontological' actuality of form 'at work' in 
the'physical'order of Change. Passing then to the integration of these two 
orders in the rational animal, and to the 'ethical' articulation of the 
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finality of Reason, and to the final self-expression of Form, Actuality, 

in the 6twýv which is a participation of our reason in the Good which 

distinguishes itself in the State as frame of our activity, from the el- 

ementary coordination of the logical and physical orders of Action or 

'working', which is 'at work' in the (merely) practical articulation of 

our activity. The Induction, beginning with the bare act of 'position', 

the minimal act of assertion, now returns, closes upon itself, as the self- 

assertion of Method in the aristotelian Education instituted in the State 

of Athens as a School, the Lyceum. 

-A School, with a 'life' of its own -a frame or framing of 

Inquiry in which this framing is itself inscribed, so that its relations 

in a Kosmos it frames, can themselves be 'assimilated' to the 'working' 

of this frame or form of Inquiry. Assimilated, inscribed in the Economy 

of that frame, unquestionable since it determines, from the limit of in- 

duction and questioning in the empty form of 'position', the order of 

questioning itself. In this 'circular' self-assertion of Inquiry in a 

Kosmos it frames lies the very working of the Method and the School. 

- An 'Economy' of Kosmos, a universal frame in which every 

question has its place, inscribed within a series of questions-within- 

questions, an induction leading at last to the question of the bare 'work- 

ing' of the-logical, physical, or ethical order, and to Kosmos as simply 

What Works, Actuality - which 'works', actually works to show that Actu- 

ality simply is what works. From this unquestionable self-expression, 
then - in which Actuality simply expresses its 'nature' as self-expression, 

as the Form of distinction of Form and Matter in Matter, in the primary 
frame of 'Action' or 'working' - the deduction 'works back' to resolve 
the initial question. 

- An Economy in which the various orders of earlier 'theory', 

embodying, as through an incomplete induction, some image of the simple 
self-expression of Actuality in the frame of the question, are themselves 
inscribed, their particular limitations subject to Aristotlds question- 
ing in those 'inductions' from earlier theory which constitute the intro- 
ductions to the various sections of the 'system', in which the framing 

of such a section is deduced - we have already noted the place of the sum- 
mary of pythagorean 'theory' in the first book (A) of the Metaphysics. 
Aristotle thus plays the Critic, standing 'outside' the various short-cir- 
cuits of earlier theory, and inscribing their limited 'workings' in an 
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induction framed in the 'logical' order of working of theory simply as 

such, presented by him as an introduction to the other works as a whole, 

an introduction which does not proceed (like introductions to sections of 

the system) by the consideration of earlier theories, for here, as Arist- 

otle tells us at the close of this general introduction, he has had no 

predecessor(l). 

- An Economy, that is, framed in the logical circuit of the 

Question taken simply as such, as simple complement of assertion or pos- 
ition, in which the various 'short-circuits' of earlier steps in the 'in- 

duction' towards this general Economy are themselves inscribed, like the 

subordinate heavenly cycles within the First Movement of the Sphere of 
Kosmos, in which the physical economy of the whole is inscribed, mirroring 
the logical economy of Thought, inscribed within that thinking of thinking 

which is the formal actuality of this same First Movement. - And the in- 

scription of the 'logical', 'physical' and 'ethical' frames of the Parmeni- 

des, Timaeus and Laws in the Economy of the Question, of which these are, 

as we have seen, primary and correlative orders, amounts, as was suggested 

at the outset, to one simple 'step' from the last configuration of Plato's 

reflection - and a simple converse of that 'pythagorising' step by which 
the Academy continued the same configuration of reflection. 

. 
Where the Old Academy 'turns Philosophy into Mathematics', inte- 

grating the Question of the Parmenides with the physical frame of the Tim- 

aeus, by identifying the self-assertion of the One which resolves the dia- 
lectical or logical symmetry of One and Indefinite Dyad, with the primary 
Act or Actuality of Creation, and proceeding to articulate Kosmos within 
mathematical Symmetry, Aristotle has construed this mathematical frame, the 

model of Science in the Posterior Analytics, as simply a 'short-circuit' of 
Kosmos by the abstraction of the 'logical' order of 'position' (and the cor- 
relative psychical order of self-positing Thought) from its actual context. 
In Aristotle's Economy this 'mathematical' order of 'applied logic' - this 
order of 'analysis' and 'synthesis' (induction and deduction) abstracted 
from the primary 'position' of an individual substance to the empty form of 
'position' in the point and its unity or identity, might be said to be com- 
nlemented by a 'medical' or physiological frame of Observation, insofar as 
the frames of these two sciences meet, in that Economy, and in their 'theo- 
retical' limits, or first principles, the logical and physical (or rather, 
'psychological')`orders from which, around the middle of the transition 

fj 
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from the first pythagoreans to the last writings of Plato, they had been 

abstracted by Hippocrates of Chios and Hippocrates of Kos. - Anti these 

'logical' and'physical' orders, presented around that same time by Philo- 

laus and the Atomists respectively, themselves find their parts as two 

'sides' of Aristotle's Kosmos, this integration in many ways reflecting 

the empedoclean scheme from which these two 'sides' might be taken to be 

converse developments. 

I parallelled that athenian economy of competing theories, at 

the beginning of the peloponnesian war; with a wider athenian economy of 

greek political organisation at that time, and I later suggested a relat- 

ion between the athenian recognition of macedonian aims, around the middle 

of the fourth century and the transition in Reflection marked by Plato's 

death and Aristotle's departure from Athens. Indeed, Aristotle's elabor- 

ation of the Economy of Reflection or Inquiry parallels the macedonian 

integration of Greece, and of this Greece with the World from which it 

was marking its independence, its autonomy, around the time of the first 

pythagoreans. Aristotle's pupil Alexander might be said, in a way, to have 

fulfilled his teacher's scheme of the 'great-souled' man who knows his part 

in the frame of his activity - but in the interpretation of that part he 

did not remain within the limits of the city-stata. His part was rather 

to integrate within the frame of his activity the two 'sides' of that 

frame as marked at some particular point in his progress. The man of act- 
ion whose activity has not attained to the intellectual vision of his part 

in Kosmos cannot be expected to understand the limits recognised in con- 

temnlation to the best size of State. He must try and integrate the rel- 

ations of 'within' and 'without' any apparently arbitrary limit to his 

power, within the range of his action, just as the student who has not 

attained to the intellectual vision of the limits in which the logical 

order of 'in' and 'out' is constituted, must try and reach a logical de- 

termination of the relations of 'within' and 'without' such limits. 

By the time of his early death in Babylon in 323, Alexander 

had more or less 'induced' his Army to extend his frame of activity 
throughout 'the World', and rebelled (like the student of logic) - so 
runs the story - at the thought that 'there were no more worlds to con- 
quer'. With his death the passing unity of his authority immediately 
fell to pieces (but the World as frame of greek activity remained) and 
Athens (for examvle) rebelled. Aristotle, facing (like so many others 
before him). a charge of 'impiety', left for Chalcis where he died the 
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following year. To the Lyceum, or rather to Theophrastus (who hacl 

left the Academy for the Lyceum) whom he had appointed as his successor, 

he left his library - the largest then known, the first Research Library 

(one might say) of Antiquity. - When around the end of the century the 

first Ptolemy (that general of Alexander's who, following the latter's 

death made himself master of Egypt) engaged Theophrastus' pupil and ev- 

entual duccessor Strato to set up a School (in the alexandrian Museum or 

Temple of the TTuses), he at the same time engaged his fellow-peripatetic 

Demetrius of Phaleron to set up a Library. These parallel 'institutions' 

mark another step in the Tradition - from, say, about 331: Alexander's 

foundati. on of the model capital of Egypt, and his journey through the 

libyan desert to the oracle of Amun-Ra, the Hidden Sun, where he was re- 

cognised as the son of God -a dramatic vision of his part in affairs 
that Aristotle, despite his ideal of rule by a 'godlike man', must have 

found hard to countenance. 

Ptolemy I Soter - the 'Guardian' - proclaimed himself King in 

3o4, founding a line that did, more or less, 'preserve' Alexandria from 

the disorders following Alexander's death (in Syria and the East, but most 

particularly in Hellas itself) down to the incorporation of Egypt in the 

Roman Empire in 30. The Ptolemies maintained the Museum and Library as 

a sort of scientific and educational department of the State, Inquiry ab- 

stracted from the question of the relation of the closed circuit of aristo- 
telian theory in which it was instituted (or which was instituted in it) 

to its context. Most notably, this Inquiry was 'abstracted' from the 

aristotelian answer to that question, as the inscription of the ethical 

or uolitical frame of Education and Inquiry, in the scheme of Inquiry it- 

self. The rule of the Ptolemies was not 'in question': rather was ariste- 
telian abstraction instituted 'from without' in the practical or politic- 

al frame of the model City, with its School modelled on the Lyceum, but 

engaged exclusively in the methodical application of the aristotelian 
frame to various orders of questions within the instituted abstraction 
of the School, not itself open to question. 

Strato, the first head of the Museum, was called 
ýö ýVVý,, 

the Physicist, from his emphasis on the 'physical' side of the System - he 

may well be the author of the Mechanics later ascribed to Aristotle him- 

self, in which elementary mathematical 'symmetries' are applied to the 
'logic' of the elementary 'physical' scheme of Movement. Demetrius of 
Phaleron instituted the 'applied poetics' that characterised the literary 
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systematising of the Library, and by the middle of the third century, 

around the time of Ptolemy II Philadelphus' death, the activity of the 

alexandrian School was dominated by what I have suggested may be taken to 

be the three primary expression of 'applied theory' - the Mathematics of 

Euclid, Aristarchus and Apollonius, the Medecine of Herophilus and Arist- 

otle's grandson Erasistratus, and the 'Music' - or 'Philology' (or 'Grammar') 

- of the great librarians. This exemplary configuration around the middle 

of the century may be taken to mark a mid-point of that phase of the Trad- 

ition (the first 'half' of the First Part treated in this section) which 

leads from the first pythagoreans to the beginning of our Era. 

The 'abstraction' from the limiting circuit of Aristotle's theor- 

etical Economy of Kosmos (from the discovery, as the finality of Inquiry, 

of its proper place in Kosmos - just as the finality of the elements is to 

find their 'proper place') to this alexandrian figure of Application, amounts, 

as will perhaps be evident, to a simple 'figure' or scheme of 'abstraction' 

from the fundamental 'ethical' frame of Aristotle's Inquiry, from the quest- 

ioning, within Inquiry, of Inquiry itself as one 'activity' among others. 

At Alexandria the 'activity' or 'work' of Inquiry was a fairly secure 'job', 

within the frame of the State whose direction was somebody else's business 

or job. These different 'economies' of School and Government had their dif- 

ferent parts in the City that had succeeded Athens as the economic centre 

of a hellenistic (rather than hellenic) World. A simple abstraction is ef- 

fected from the inscription of such 'political' economy in the wider economy 

of Aristotle's Kosmos, to the 'political' inscription of Inquiry and the 

School within the primary frame of the State, itself abstracted from its 

part in the cosmic order of Heaven and Earth, to the practical management 

of political and economic activity in a fairly disordered greek World - or 

rather, graeco-oriental World. 

On the other side of the Sea, in Athens, a complementary 'abstract- 

ion' from the systematic theoretical Economy of Kosmos develops, parallel- 
ling the alexandrian School, presenting, as it were, the other side of a 

common figure of the 'application' of Theory. 

- But is not all this business of 'figures' and 'sides' and'varal- 
lels' very 'schematic'? .. too schematic? What relation does it bear to 
the irreducible implication of such figures, schemes, in the unlimited 
material of History? 

k 
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ti . -This is just the point, it'will be remembered where Arist- 

otle's comvlaint against the Old Academy came in. Indeed, is the schemat- 

ic inscription of 'Aristotle's Economy of Kosmos' in the circle of a com- 

plete induction from the simple figure of the Question, of Position, true 

to Aristotle's 'position' in Reflection? 

... But then.. to the extent that such 'schemes' are 'at work' 

in Aristotle's text, do they not amount to a certain 'actuality' - which 

corresponds, indeed, to the very figure of Truth as the inscription of the 

actuality or 'form', working, of the object, in the bare form of distinction 

of Form (distinguishing itself) from the material in which it is embedded? 
ý";.. And does not Aristotle himself tell us that 'Poetry has more truth than 

History' because it presents the elements of History, of that open possibil- 

ity of unlimited accounting, inscribed in the closed form of an Action? (1) 

And then, again, is not the subsequent athenian criticism of unlimited In- 

quiry precisely - and avowedly, purposely - schematic? .. inscribed in this 

same figure of 'poetic' or rather, 'dramatic' truth? And, moreover, is not 

this poetic closure of Truth itself embodied in the circuit of Aristotle's 

reflection, which arrives back at the point whence the whole Induction or 

Inquiry began? And is not this 'theory' thus in some sense an example of 

that form of 'practical' knowledge which is theoretically opposed to theory? 

And does it not belong also to that 'productive' art of Rhetoric which knows 

how to articuýate an argument or inquiry in relation to a certain end - in 

this case a 'theoretical' determination-of theory as the frame of deliber- 

ation (determination, decision)? W should one choose that way of determ- 

ining the frame of choice, and so of Action? Might not the 'dramatic truth' 

of finding one's part in Active Reason through seeing how, in a book one is 

reading, the part of this reading in Active Reason is described, itself be 

an abstraction from a more radical Drama? - Just as this Active Reason is, 

in a way, an abstraction (like Parmenides' Truth) from the interaction of 
'inside' and 'outside' the elementary 'poetic' frame of Action simply as 

an oven possibility, from an actuality of Choice, in which the self-expres- 

sion of Active Reason interacts in the individual substance of a particular 

agent or protagonist, with that empty frame of an 'Action', in which the 

physical and logical orders of 'position' are first integrated, on the 'ele- 

mentary' level of simple potentiality or possibility? 

In tracing the circuit of Aristotle's Inquiry from the primary 
'logical' determination of this elementary frame as Position in Thought, 
B10, %, C , to the 'position' of this starting-point in a Kosmos unfolded 
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from it as theoretical origin (like the 'point' in Euclid's Elements), 

the two works devoted to the 'poetic' or 'productive' frame of Action 

were left 'out'. Now, if we turn to the Rhetoric and (incomplete) Poet- 

ics, we find, in the latter, that its inscription 'in' the corpus, as 

an account of 'dramatic truth' in terms of the therretical Economy of 

Kosmos, is reflected in an account of the 'working' of Drama as a sort 

of abstraction from the autonomy of that Imagination which we have found 

to constitute an intermediate order between elementary sensation and the 

abstraction of Thought, a common frame 'of Time in which they meet, and 

which, of itself, does not distinguish between Appearance and Truth... 

except insofar as the form of this distinction is inscribed in its work- 

ing, and in some sense might be said to constitute Passive Reason. 

This Imagination, says Aristotle, 'imitates' a reality, and 

the closest imit* tion is that Drama which imitates an Action by an(other) 

Action. In the analogy of form of the two actions we find the 'poetic' 

frame which abstracts at once from those two correlative poles of Imag- 

ination, 'self'-consciousness and the actual refrence of sensation to an 
object 'outside' consciousness or Imagination. The 'acting' of the Drama 

is strangely intermediate between these two poles - at once 'outside' our 

consciousness, or the merely 'internal' workings of Imagination in the 

heart, yet not (like a true or real object of consciousness 'cutside' ) 

altogether independent and separate from this 'internal' working. It belongs, 

one might say to a 'middle' term which ought, perhaps, to be 'excluded'. 

It must, at any rate be excluded from Reason, except insofar as it is rat- 
ionally determined as the distance of Sense from Reason in such Contrad- 

ictory relations of 'inside' and 'outside'. 

In this strange intermediate zone of a sort of autonomous order 

of Imagination, framed in a Time and Place intermediate between internal 

consciousness and external object, our 'self' seems somehow to be identi- 
fied with the apparent 'selves' reflected in the actor's mask or persona, 
and we are somehow 'in Imagination' involved in the working-through or 
working-out of the Action. But this means - at the same time - that the 

configurations of Pity and Fear which 'internally' distort by their impul- 

ses to movement ('emotion') the rational order of our activity, are them- 

selves being 'worked-out' of our 'system', our constitution. For when, 
at the close of the imaginary action, we 'come back to ourselves', the 
workings of the disruptive economy of emotion (like the irrational motives 
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which disrupt the analogous Constitution of the State) are banished, 

by the rational perception of the true relations of self and Worid, as 

a mere dream and fiction. The masks lie empty, and our rational self- 

consciousness reasserts itself, distinguishing itself from its implicat- 

ion in the imaginary order of actions which are not actual and do not threat- 

en us - from the subordination in Imagination of Reason to Sense - and so 

more closely approaching that good which is its proper finality, the con- 

templative detachment of the1soui. as it participates in Form, in the actuality 

of Form as distinguishing itself from Natter. 

Thus the K"ý6ý, QPýS, the poetic ablution of the soul from the con- 
tradictions and confusions, the disruptive movements of irrational Sense, 

effected by Drama (or rather by its primary form, tragic. poetry) within the 

Ecistotelian Economy of Kosmos, also amounts to a parallel 'working-out' of 
the autonomous drama of Choice, of the autonomy of Imagination, from the 

rational unity of Inquiry, from the rational coherence of Aristotle's Eco- 

nomy of Determination. And these two sides of ýý0'"cýoýS each partake of 
the primary hippocratic figure: the loss of the unity of the soul in a dis- 

ruption of the formula which balances the elements of the constitution, the 

working-out of this disruption to ! °'5 , and the expulsion of morbid mat- 
ter, the restoration of the unity or balance of the soul, its government 

of the body in health. 

- There is nothing in Aristotle's account to suggest the place 
in the dramatic festival of that other face of ºc.. ý 9. Cý, ocýS, the ' purificat- 
ion'of the Mysteries, the common 'orphic' elements in the origins of Drama 

and in, for example, Empedocles'0 KQýv. No sense that the 'middle term' 
between self-consciousness and its object might mark some more radical act- 
uality from which rational self-consciousness and independent external Na- 
ture are themselves abstractions - no sense that Tragedy is a mysterious 
dramatisation of the blindness of rational self-consciousness to its abstract- 
ion from this deeper Reality. - No sense of this, even though Aristotle's 

primary example of Tragedy, King Oedipus, is the most direct expression of 
this failure of human finitude to know itself, in the history of attic drama.. 

- Only an emphasis upon the rational articulation of Plot, of 
one action within another within the Action, the Drama, of the whole. 
Only a recognition, as primary frame of the action, of a configuration of 
Character, and a dynamic of Thought, turning about a mistake of judgement. 
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The next step in the Drama of athenian Thought, and its dy- 

namic involves two ' characters' , 
jjec; t , markedly differing from that of 

Aristotle - Zeno of Citium in Cyprus, a phoenician representing that meet- 
ing of greek and semitic 'character' that would eventually dominate the 

Reflection of Antiquity (and this most notably at Alexandria) - and Epi- 

curus from Ionia. Towards the end of the century each presented at Athens - 
the first in the Painted Porch or Stoa in the Agora, the second in a walled 

garden -a dramatic scheme of that 'best and noblest tragedy.. an imitation 

of the best and noblest life.. the very truth of Tragedy' announced by the 
Athenian Stranger in the Laws. - And the dramatic truth of these schemes 
lay, like the dramatic truth of platonic dialogue from which Aristotle had 

abstracted Philosophy, in the place within the scheme of the choice to act 
out one's life within that scheme, that Choice which lies hidden behind 
the mask of Reason in the inquiries of Oedipus and Aristotle. In these 
two schemes the aristotelian circle of Reason, which finds at the end of 
Inquiry a finality which initiated the Inquiry, is narrowed down to two 

opposed Dogmas, secure in the dramatic short-circuiting of the peripatetic 
scheme in which Reason and Imagination are integrated in a frame which, once 
chosen or accepted, confirms as it is lived out this initial step. A third 
School, appearing about the same time, with equal dogmatism insisted upon 
the circularity of all judgement, drawing arguments from the contradict- 
ory certainties of Epicurus and Zeno - it was this Scepticism, purporting 
to teach life. in accordance with open probability, which came, in the pers- 
on of Arcesilaus, to dominate the Academy around the middle of the third 

century. 

Whereas in Alexandria Inquiry, as inst Ituted by Ptolemy Soter 
was abstracted from the limiting circuit of Aristotle's reflection within 
the unquestioned frame of the 

l 
Jptolemaic state, in Athens Zeno and Epicurus 

were making a converse abstraction from that same limiting circuit of theory 
in another direction - abstracting rather a frame of activity which might 
replace the vanished civic frame of hellenic reflection. Just as the two 
dominant directions in the applied sciences (or philosophy, rather) studied 
under state patronage in the alexandrian Museum corresponded to the 'logic- 
al' and 'physical' sides of the aristotelian frame, abstracted from the 
ethical or political frame of Inquiry presented by Aristotle, so do -the 
ethical schemes presented by Zeno and Epicurus abstract from the Economy 
of the Method or System as a whole two complementary schemes of Kosmos, cor- 
responding to these same two 'sides'. - But at Athens one might better 
(perhaps) speak of two corresponding 'concretions' of the mirroring of 
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Form and Matter in the dramatic frame of Imagination, of that Action 

in which Reason distinguishes itself from the confusion of Sense. Epi- 

curus' scheme, in its theoretical outline, seems very largely to have 

reproduced that Atomism which the mature Plato, and Aristotle after 

him, had laboured to integrate with the logical articulation of Form. 

Zeno professed, it appears, to derive the outlines of his scheme from 
10 Heraclitus, identifying nö Yos as governing Reason, with elementary 

Fire. 

Each 'scheme' is framed by its Founder in the same simple fig- 

ure: the 'circle' by which one enters into right contemplation, 

precisely by seeing one's acceptance or affirmation of the primary figure 

or frame, as marked or determined within, that frame. Once the simple step 
has been made into such a frame of vision, the further unfolding of the 

vision, as of the practical rules of life seen in this first step to be 

implicit in the vision, will be inscribed within the first simple frame, 

according to the principle of inscription of detail in whole which is it- 

self one element of the elementary scheme or frame (1). 

The common figure of 'choice' or 'freedom' then, corresponding 
to the step 4{nto either frame, may be seen to amount to (two complementary 

varions of) a simple 'step' out of the theoretical Economy of Aristotle&s 

Kosmos, and into the dramatic actuality of choice or freedom from which 
that theoretical circuit - an Inquiry whose end is to find the finality 

of its initi&tion - is a simple abstraction. It is as though, by the 

step into a dramatic frame of Kosmos - an affirmation of the subordinat- 
ion of physical to logical, or logical to physical orders, expressed in 
terms of such a subordination- the circuit of Aristotle's Economy might 
be seen to be itself inscribed in that frame as delusive Abstraction - 
as-an Abstraction in which the dramatic order of Action appears to be de- 
termined from a wider circuit of theory, whereas - in practice - this ap- 
parent determination simply inverts the more fundamental order of Action 
in which this abstraction should itself be inscribed. 

I don't want to suggest that Zeno and Epicurus should be under- 
stood as dissident aristotelians. Their 'initial' steps were made in an 
unlimitedly complex configuration of reflection, 'outward' situation, and 
confused activity (following Alexander's death, in the contests of the 

\ ý: r ieurus. Letter to Herodotus (see below) & Cicero, On the Nature of the 
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btk (o' 'V , 'successors', for control of various parts of 'the World'), 

and not in any simple abstract scheme of the development of Reflection. 

Their precise relations with the various athenian schools towards the end 

of the fourth century are not very clear. - But one m identify in their 

parallel 'schemes' of Kosmos and our place in it, as one primary component 

'at work' in the scheme, a step from the circular 'abstraction' embodied in 

analogous ways in the various schools, into the 'dramatic' figure of Action. 

And this common 'step' may be most simply expressed in relation to the syst- 

ematic Economy of Aristotle's Kosmos: in the 'dramatic' frame corresponding 

to an inscription of Aristotle's Inquiry in the figure of Drama (whose in- 

scription in the Economy of that Inquiry thus defines the move of 'abstract- 

ion' to be inverted) the differences of, say, Epicurus' scheme from those 

of the various former schools parallels this determination of his difference 

or distance from Aristotle. They were all going round in the same circle 

of abstracticn (Epicurus might have said with characteristically general 

contempt for all other 'theory'), and it was out of this circle that Epi- 

curus and Zeno made their analogous steps. If I express this step in terms 

of the most general embodiment of that circle in Aristotle's Inquiry, this 

is only because this allows the simplest and most general determination of 

what is common in the aositions of Zeno and Epicurus, and indeed in the var- 

ious vositions of their successors. - For these two simple 'circles' in 

which the step of affirming stoic or epicurean principles is itself asserted 
'within' the frame or scheme of such principles (into which it marks the 

transition, the radical and primary act of 'choice' or freedom, in which 

subsequent activity is then systematically seen, 'proleptically' (in Epicur- 

us' terms) to be to be implied) define what is constant in those two vio- 
lently opposed sects, over the five or six centuries of their continuation. 

- Five or six centuries in which stoicism dominated the general frame of 
Reflection, until it was finally absorbed in the third century of our Era 

in a new rivalry (of 'christian' and 'pagan' Philosophy) - and in which 
'epicurean' theory remained alzaost'completely fixed in its Founder's vis- 
ion, its history being the history of the application of this vision in a 

changing World. 

That is (then): we move now into a 'dramatic' frame of Theory, 
in which the circuit of an aristotelian Economy is itself inscribed as one 
of the many expressions of that 'abstraction' from which the step into that 
Drama may be (and may have been) made. While our step into the'dramatics' 

of stoic or epicurean Kosmos may at first appear to be determined in aristo- 
telian terms, when the step is effected we will see that this 'determination' 
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is simply the primary theoretical component of the step -a step whose 

primary determination is then seen to be (in Aristotle's terms) 'pract- 

ical' rather than 'theoretical'. In this light, then, the 'theoretical' 

determination of the step will be seen to be one among many practically 

equivalent 'steps' into the circuit of stoic or epicurean Vision. 

In 'aristotelian' terms, then, we may say that what is reflect- 

ed or inscribed in that Economy as the frame of Imagination, 

is properly the 'dramatic' frame of Vosmos from which the closed circuit 

of theoretical abstraction itself derives, as a sort of - imaginary - lim- 

it. - As a formal frame abstracted from the actuality of our freedom or 

choice. Thus the limiting and complementary embodiments of Form and Mat- 

ter - self-Position (God or Fist Mover) and the bare Aossibility of posit- 
,±,.,, 

ion,: without definite specification or reference-- are taken to be empty ab- 

stractions fromklie'primary Actuality of an intermediate dramatic frame. In 

this frame everything is irreducibly 'material', even the stoic God, and 
the starting-point of the schematic circuits of reflection which define 

the two 'visions' or dramatic actualities of Zeno and Epicurus, lies in the 

unquestionable Sense of the actual person to whom the vision is - actually - 
being imparted. The. next step (in each case) is to recognise Reason dist- 

inguishing itself in and from this Sense in the primary frame of Imaginat- 

ion, of which Reason and Sense are two sides. And, as in the analogous 

configuration of aristotelian Tragedy, the closing of the circle of the 

demonstration which confers the vision of stoic or epicurean principles, 
lies in the 'experience of afforded by rational 'detachment' from 

the confused subordination of Reason to Sense. It is as though the formal 

vosition, E£nS 
, of aristotelean Logic, and the comalementary abstraction 

from this empty 'Position' (as Matter) of Aristotle's God were seen as 
compgntary limits 'in' Reflection of a dramatic actuality corresponding 
to the figure (in Aristotle's frame) of the Drama, intermediate between 
the 'logical'(or epsychological') order of Reflection, and the 'physical' 

order of its object. - As though the Reflection which drives the inquiries 

of Aristotle or Oedipus is itself one 'movement', one side, which cannot, 
properly, be abstracted from the more fundamental *' intermediate' dynamic 

of Analogy, of the confusion of 'inner' and 'outer' in an Imagination 

which frames Action in Time. 

- We do not begin in fact (that is) from some formal separation 
of Form and Matter corresronding to an abstract 'inner' space of Thought, 

." 
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but rather in some particular situation, in which this formal 'framing' 

of that situation is simply one option among others, one action, one act- 

uality, amongst a range from which it is open to us to choose how to frame 

our situation. The first expressions of what is thus open in the aristo- 

telian 'Economy' of inscription of figure within figure, we find, natural- 

ly enough, in stoic and epicurean affirmations of a 'psychical' or 'optical' 

actuality of Choice - in affirmations of the logical determination of the 

relations of logical and physical 'in' and 'out' (or a corresponding phys- 

ical determination with Epicurus) where the affirmation itself is chosen, 

expressed, as determined within the very order ('psychical' or 'ontical') 

which it asserts or affirms. - Affirmations, that is, which themselves 

dramatically exemplify in the act of affirmation, the breaking of the 

symmetry of 'logical' and 'physical' sides of the 'poetic' order of Drama, 

from one 'side' (logical or physical 'in') or the other. The breaking of 

the symmetry of the two 'sides' of the imaginary order of Imitation - the 

'poetic' order, is thus actually inscribed in the dramatic figure which 

'results' from the breaking. The analogue in Aristotle's Economy is simply 
the self-assertion of the primary actuality of Form in the distinction of 

of primary Form and Matter: but this actuality of Form - or Active Reason - 

appears only as a formal limit, in that Thought which is abstracted from 

the combination of form and matter in our selves. Active Reason responds 
(as it were). to the formal open-ness, in Aristotle's Economy, of whether 
there really is an actual instance of that Economy at all. And Active 

Reason asserts itself in distinction to the merely potential or Passive 

Reason embodied in the formal Economy of Kosmos, in the very situation in 

which we find ourselves actually asking the question. - But this 'situat- 

ion', like the situation of the man who (in Metaphysics r) questions the 

axioms of Logic, the logical distinction of 'in' and 'out' which expresses 
itself by distinguishing itself from the 'outward''in' and 'out' of the phys- 
ical order by (or in) which the distinction is marked - plays no part in 
the Economy of Kosmos, whereas the stoic or epicurean analogue is posited 
as the primary frame of these systems - the situation in which the quest- 
ion of the framing and significance of our particular situation presents 
itself. 

That is: the 'theological' order of aristotelian Actuality dis- 
tinguishes itself from the primary poetic order of bare 'position', only 
when this noetic order has already been abstracted from any particular 
reference. Zeno and Epicurus, on the other hand, begin in the actual sit- 
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uation from which the bare frame of position, with its implicit separ- 

ation of 'in' and 'out', logical and physical, has been abstracted by 

an individual choice which does not recognise itself as such. In this 

'choice' of abstraction, the individual forgets himself or herself in 

an unthinking identification with the thinking 'I' which is simply one 

empty formal pole of abstract 'position'. The 'dramatic' frame of this 

identification then apuears, as it were, in an inverted form, as the iden- 

tification we make with the 'I' of the actor, somehow intermediate be- 

tween the two formal poles of the poetic frame of vosition, a rational 'I' 

that thinks, and its (my) object, which it ('I') 'posits. 'Drama' then, 

as which this 'confusion' of the two poles, of 'inside' and 'outside', 

is inscribed in Thought, marks the very frame in which Thought actually 
distinguishes itself from the confusion of Sense, in some actual situat- 
ion. Yet our identification with this 'rational' principle is not dramat- 

ically asserted in some poetic frame in which Reason might actively dis- 

tinguish itself. Rather does the rational inscription of Drama in the 

rational Economy of Thought exemplify that 'unthinking' movement of abstract- 
ion from activity, which comes full-circle with this movement of abstraction 

asserting itself as the finality of an 'I' quite distinct from my self, 

recognising itself - in Thought - as the end of my activity. 

Zeno and Epicurus start, rather, from our actual situations,. 
from an initial dramatic confusion of Sense and a Reason which does not 
know itself at first through any 'rational' distinction of positing Thought 

and posited object. This Reason distinguishes itself from Sense in Sense, 

and in the primary meeting of Reason and Sense in our own confusion. Form 

and Matter, said Aristotle, must be understood through the actuality of 
Form distinguishing itself fron the Matter in which it finds itself em- 
bodied. But we should not begin, then, from some formal distinction of 
these two: for then we are already assuming some distinction abstracted 
from the primary situation in which it is itself made out. We must be- 
gin, rather, with the confusion of Sense - and this in us, actually - 
and find how Reason first distinguishes itself in fact. We must somehow 
find the movement of abstraction that comes full-circle in Aristotle's 
Economy as it first appears in the situation 'intermediate' between the 
perfect distinction of a formal 'It 'inside', thinking, positing, some 
object ' outside' . We must begin in the radical analogy of ' inside' and 
'outside', by which this 'outward' opuosition comes to mark a 'rational' 
internal distinction of our 'inside' and 'outside'. We must begin in 
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the dramatic open-Hess of our situation, before we have abstracted 

to an unquestioned formal distinction of two 'sides' of the 'poetic' 

frame of activity in which we find ourselves - in which we find ourselves 

somehow identified with these material bodies.. before we have somehow 

decided that the formal 'I' by which we identify ourselves in these 

speaking 'bodies' is more fundamental than the questionable identity 

of Aristotle or Zeno or Epicurus, or me or you, which somehow is involved 

in that decision. The logical circle by which this formal authority of 

thinking in us decides the radical question of how we are to assert our- 

selves, by deciding the formal frame in which the question is to be posed, 

and so its own formal part in deciding the question (as instance, precise- 
ly, of ch^ice or decision) itself comes into question: why make that in- 

itial step? - We cannot ask the 'I'. that 'takes over' in such a resign- 

ation of personal choice - for who is this 'I': not me or you. We must 

rather ask 'individuals': 'Why frame your situation that way, by imagin- 

ing that some unquestionable 'I' decides that such a frame is unquestion- 

able? 'Let us rather go back to the start, to the confusion of identity 

which that formal assertion of thinking only appears to resolve, and try 

and find our patt for ourselves... ' 

- Thus both Zeno and Epicurus begin from the actual situation 
in which they, or we, find themselves (or ourselves). The ground of de- 

cision and Choice, the 'criterion', KZt, % nekoti' 
, by which we decide, am- 

ong other things, how to decide upon these criteria, is to be discovered 

as it distinguishes itself from our initial confusion, as it distinguishes 
itself in Sense. Aristotle had simply left open the actual operation of 
the Active Reason which distinguishes between its formal part in the Eco- 

nomy of Posmos and its actual part. There is, as it were, no way to re- 
turn from the bare complementarity of a general Economy of inscription, 

and the 'Active Reason' formally marked in that Economy as deciding the 

actual order of framing figure within figure, to the particular situation 
in which we first imagined a distinction of logical and physical orders 
of 'position'. Now, though, this activity of Reason is to be discovered 

at work in the confused situation in which this initial distinction first 

appears. 

- Epicurus, for example, presents the very words of his expos- 
ition as the most radical starting-point: 
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First of all, Herodotus, must be grasped [taken-inj what is 

ordered by sounds, so that we have it in us to decide about 

opinions, whether in inquiry or difficulty, led along by these, 

and to avoid having everything undecided in demonstrations 

without limit: to avoid having empty sounds. 

The Letter to Herodotus or 'Little Epitome, is one of three let- 

ters (the only texts of Epicurus to come down to us) introduced into 

the tenth and last book of the biographical history of philosophy com- 

posed (or compiled) by Diogenes Laertius in the third century of our 

Era. The last of the ten books of the Lives and Opinions of the most 

eminent Philosophers is given over entirely to Epicurus and his School, 

and the history as a whole closes by 'making its end the beginning of 
the happy life': 
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And come, then, let us now set the seal, so to speak, on the 

whole composition, and on the philosopher's life, by citing his 

own 'Master Principles' and with them bringing the whole compos- 
ition to a rounded close, . Waking its end the beginning of the 

happy life. the Ks Q6ja follow, closing the book? 

The exposition of the epicurean system is framed by this First 

Letter, whose opening and closing themselves present it as framing 

the system in its 'continuous circuit' (3). The 

articulation of this letter, indeed, within the primary division of 
Philosophy into the three coordinate parts of Logic, Physics and Eth- 

ics current from Zeno and Epicurus onwards, frames fairly exactly 

1: Lives, X, 37 2: X, 138 3: X, 36 



Lucretius' presentation of the Medecine to Rome, the bitter draught 

sweetened with the 'honey of the muses': As children drink amarum 

absinthi laticem when the physician smears the rim of the cup with 

honey, and deceptaque non capiatur, though deceived are not betrayed, 

but restored to health, so Lucretius presents his doctrine which seems 

tristior esse quibus non est tractata, bitter to those by whom it is 

untried, quasi musaeo dulci contingere melle, as though touched with 

the sweet honey of the muses, and so 

.. tibi forte animum tali ratione tenere 

vetsibus in nostris possem, dum percipis omnem 

naturam rerum ac persentis utilitatem. (1) 

.. perhaps in such a way hold your mind in my verses, while 

you see the whole nature of things, and perceive its application. 

The 'logical' circuit of Epicurus' Letter to Herodotus itself 

frames its 'physical' and 'ethical' applications in the letters to 

Pythocles and to Menecea (these themselves presented as its contin- 

uation), just as it frames the coordination of logical, physical, 

and ethical orders within the circuit of Lucretius' verse epistle 

around the middle of the first century before our Era. 

The opening of the exposition in the First Letter, al- 

ready cited, is itself preceded by an introductory section in which 
the letter announces itself as the 'continuous'circuit' of elements 

- of first or 'master' principles, 'ca'd (2). - Presents 
itself as the radical, the most general or universal, frame of the 

Whole, 'tb I"Nov, in which, through its framing of the universal prin- 

ciples of questioning and decision, all more specific questions may 
in principle be inscribed: framed and decided. The circuit embodied 
in the Letter, as such a primary frame of 'decision' is itself to 

be inscribed in Memory, 1, vv(p, V and so frame in us our primary move- 

ment ofsrs, ýoa1 , assertion, in which the circle is framed precisely 

as framing this its assertion. 

This framing, then, 

our physical actuality. The 

physical or ontical actuality 
1: De Rerum Natura, IV, 25-25 

itself appears as a simple assertion of 
frame is itself 'decided' by the radical 

which determines the relations of logical ai 
Phys. 2: 

__, 
x, 36 
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ical 'sides' of the poetic order of the text, and of the poetic or dra- 

matic frame of the Whole presented 'in' the text which presents itself 

'in' this physical Whole which it presents. 

- Thus we begin the circuit with the very words of the texts, 

these 'sounds ', cýEýýYýi , under which things are ordered. And in 'taking 

the words at the outset in this way, we are, as it were, acting-out in 

the words which express this 'conception', the inscription of the 

logical order of the words in the physical order of the image. The 'first 

step' presents, in emphasing the inscription of the logical order of the 

words in their 'other', physical, side, a 'physical' assertion of just 

this inscription, through the spatial 'grammar' of the images in which 
this )+s, this 'taking' or taking-in, 'comprehending', of the words, 
is expressed. And this determination of the subordination of their logical 

to their physical order in the words thus determined as 'sounds', amounts 
to our initial participation (or invitation to participate)in)an 'ontical' 

actuality, which asserts itself in the actual configuration of this first 

step. 

- And thus the first figure amounts to an assent to our part in 

the figure, an inscription of that assent or affirmation within the figure 

thus affirmed. And this amounts to a primary actuality of the physical 
'side' of things, and of our situation, marking itself in the radical sym- 

metry and confusion of logical and physical sides in the poetic order of 
the word: the primary distinction which, as principle of 'decision', +t? ttT%4V , 
frames the 'circle' of the text as marking the 'physical' order in which 
it is inscribed, is found in the open play of figure which is Sense, rather 
than imposed upon this raiical Sense in the formal opposition to Sense of 
Form and Reason, Abstraction. The inscription of that very figure of ab- 
straction in Sense had, in Aristotle's Economy, to be exorcised as Fiction, 

the empty poetic order of Imitation, Analogy, Illusion. - And the figure 

of Being, an 'analogy' outside the strict logical order of Aristotle's Cat- 

egories, now appears, identifying itself with the physical actuality which 
has distinguished itself in the primary play of Analogy, of figure, of in- 

scription, whereby the logical order of inscription of logical text in 

physical context, has actually inscribed itself in the physical order of 
the spatial image. (We will shortly find, with Zeno, an exactly converse 
affirmation of a primary logical - or psychical - order). 

This primary physical actuality of Context, in which our first 
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has, if we agsent, inscribed itself, implicitly contains a complete 
'logic' of Figure, of Analogy. And the frame of this 'logic' is simply 

the initial figure of the physical determination of the mirroring of phys- 

ical and logical sides of the poetic ordert - Simply the inscription of 

the assertion of the physical determination of the relations of logical 

and physical orders, in a physical Image. - The logical order of the in- 

scription is itself inscribed as one 'side' of an image: 'this' side, the 

side of inscrivtion of figure within figure in the movement of assertion, 

a movement whose Primary impulse is the assertion of the inscription of 
this very figure in the physical order of its two 'sides'. 

Thus in the simple play of figure which is Sense, a physical or 

ontical actuality asserts itself in our inscription of our assent to this 

order in this order. It responds to and fulfills the movement of 'imagin- 

ation 'through' the otherwise 'empty words'. And this response corresponds 

simply to what frames the poetic order of our assent, which inscribes it- 

self within that frame or framing as primary Frame, as Whole. The response 

is constant, not shifting like the words and figures inscribed within its 

actuality. The figure of a simule difference through which we assert the 

inscription of 'this' side of our assertion in the unity of its 'two' sides 

must itself be a constant correlate of this fundamental frame which res - 

ponds to our assertion of it. There is no more fundamental difference in 

which this figure might be inscribed. A difference of two sides of phys- 
ical actuality: an inside of Body, and an empty Emptiness or Void 'outside' 

Body. How' then are changing figures to be inscribed in this constant 
frame of Body and Void? 

- Why, as changing confifurations of Body. And such configuration 

corresponds, then, to the poetic order of word and image. The primary act- 

uality of Body is somehow 'behind' that order of Sense, and we accede to 

it not in the play of Sense simply as such, but through a certain radical 
arvlication of certain figures in this play to the play itself, as when we 
a,, sert that 'that' side of the play is primary, when we assert the inscrip- 
tion of 'this' side of assertion, in 'that' side. In such a working of 
analogy a non-sensible actuality expresses itself in or through the figur- 

ation or configuration of Sense. The constant elements of configuration 
thus 'known' behind two-sided Sense may be called 'indivisibles', , 
'atoms'. From a consideration of this 'figure' of the atom, we can under- 
stand (though not 'see' with our senses) that these principles of config- 
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u ration are, of themselves, 'in' Movement - in the 'figure' of move- 

ment - in an unlimited or infinite Void (for these atomic 'bodies' are 

themselves the only principles of limitation of Void or Place). They 

must exclude one another from what and so where they are, and so must 

'interact' in Void, through this 'solidity'. Such interaction will 

give rise to the configurations we see (without seeing the elementary 

interacting components). This which we call 'The Kosmos' is itself not 

the Whole, which is in principle unlimited, but simply one passing con- 

figuration of a certain number of atoms, momentarily locked (as it were) 

in this Place. 

What then, are the 'images' of sense, 'in terms' of these rad- 

ical first principles? They must, of course, be 'physical', and so com- 

nosed of 'atoms', going from 'outside' this configuration we call ourself 

and passing somehow 'inside', or interacting with our surface. This is 

the only way an image can be inscribed in the primary figure of Actuality 

distinguishing itself in an initial confusion of the Image, of Sense: 

This is the only way that will 'work' - Sense as a manifestation,, rv_jTt1K, 

of the underlying 'working' of the basic primary principles. 

These 'images', «ýwý"ý, 
must be somehow determined as they 

pass from 'inside' to'outside' of the configuration whence they proceed 
to us - they must somehow embody the configuration of the surface or 
limit of the composite body. And they must move imperceptibly fast, 

with that movement 'comprehended', 'taken-in', 'grasped', only in the 

Thought in us which partakes of the same principle of radical movement - 

not in the Sense which 'takes in'*only the passing integration or inter- 

action of invisibly many such unimaginably fast movements in the 'pul- 

sation' of a composite body, like our own. The correlation or mirror- 
ing of radical movement 'in' us and 'outside' us articulates that 
ýý, ý? ýý"ýcS. which is the activity of continuous ) 

_t` according to 

the basic Indeed, since in this corresoondence of movement 

we know Time, we may 'comprehend' what is 'outside' the present relat- 
ions of internal and external movements in a 'rid Nvjjt5 which, as only 
formally 'containing' or 'comprehending' its corresponding object, is 

liable to error. Indeed this figure of a formal containment which goes 
'beyond' the evidence of a present mirroring of movement within and with- 

out, is the very figure of Error. It determines the relations of log- 
ical and physical 'sides' of the image from 'this' side, rather than 

assuring knowledge by inscribing this relation in its context, in 'that' 
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side: corresponding to the fundamental figure of an assertion 

which is the inscription of the movement of thought in the primary config- 

uration of Movement, there is a voices and a '8WJV 
. But there can be no 

i ': ýVV(the great stoic principle, 'providence') which would be an in- 

scrivtion of reöýA1ý in the figure of knowledge. 

What, then, can we know of the atoms? - First of all we may 

deduce, from the elementary figure of the atom in the Void, a common prin- 

ciple of Movement in all the atoms, which Epicurus associates with a move- 

ment, a 'fall' in one direction of the Void. Other directions, though, are 

equivalent - movement to the 'right' is quite sym-ietric with movement to 

the left, or forwards, or backwards: there is no prior figure which would 
determine any such differential movement (and, IsupDose one must say, all 
these 'directions' are relative one to the other, and together to the fun- 

damental 'down'). Elsewhere Epicurus deduces an imverceptible Vlhi)výcv or 

bending of the fall of the atoms: otherwise there would never have been any 
interaction, only parallel fall. And this elementary self-expression of 

physical 11eing in the individual atoms corresponds directly to the movement 

of will by which we inscribe our assertion in the primary Nature we (by thi') 

assert. - Here again is that figure of Knowledge as inscription of a figure 

in the primary figure of that oorresponding to the inscription of 
the distinction of 'physical' and 'logical' sides of the poetic order as two 

sides of the physical order of the Image. 

Thus Thought or knowing is known to be the primary movement of 
the finest or most mobile atoms in our composite bodies, in which the grosser 

movements corresponding to sense are as it were inscribed. And this 'inscr- 

iption' corresponds to the figure of ü, ýg)4 , the movement of assertion 
of something 'behind' the mere passing qualities, of sensat- 
ion. - Though it is also the 'anticipation' in sense of the ascription of 
those 'qualities' of form and size and movement which are truly known in the 

analogical knowledge of the atoms, and their combinations - WýM= 

- Thus we can truly know, for examole, the figure of this 'World' 
in terms of the mechanical configuration and interaction of atoms - as also 
those of life, and, indeed, this lan'uage, these words, in which these truths 

are expressed in the order of the Image. We can know that the 'order' be- 
hind the visible heavens is not that of human whim - this divine 'intention' 

and 'providence', says -Epicurus, is just our ignorant projection of our own 
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misunderstood will in the mirror of the Image. The only actual or effect- 

ive will is that which inscribes itself in the mechanical order of heavens an_ 

earths. This assertion, framed in and framing oýtec universal 

knowledge, cannot come into conflict with some opposed assertion or intent- 

ion, since it is simply an inscription of our activity or actuality in the 

unitary order of the physical or ontical Frame of things, which is not opms- 

ed to or by anything 'outside' it, having no 'outside'. Fromour inscript- 

ion of our 'selves' , then, in this frame, proceeds d-tw?. cLv , freedom from 

conflict and confusion, abstraction from the irrational confusion by which 

we are tied to an illusion of self in fire play of a Sense which has not it- 

self been insaibed in the frame of Reason. - The play of Sense, of figures, 

images, their 'leptic' inscription on either 'side' of the Image itself, and 
the inscription of these 'sides' in the economy or play of Sense, without 

such inscription itself being framed by the radical figure of Inscription, 

of Figure and Word, Conception and Object, itself. - And the primary figure 

of conflict, contradiction and confusion arising in this play, is simply 
the mirroring of proleptic intention in the Image, the symmetry of the two 

'sides' of Sense, unresolved by the criteria of Reason. 

The natural movement or direction of our activity within such a 

scheme is the movement (as in the Philebus) of abstraction from this pain- 
ful conflict - and most particularly, from the Fear which is the implic- 

ation of, and loss of, peaceful Reason in the conflipt of Reason and Sense. 

- Here the aristotelian figure of Kwok? r's reappearsLin the primary 'dram- 

atic' or poetic frame of our activity in general. - In the third letter, 

this movement away from conflict, in which Reason distinguishes its stasis 
in and from the play of restless Sense, this 'pleasure', is (as it were) 
first 'anticipated' in the bodily figure or image of self-containing Reason, 
in a stomach, 'comprehending' (as it were) its initially external nutriment. 
Here again the simple platonic figure of Reason mirrored in Sense, as ration- 
al 'faculty' mirrored in nutritive (or assimilative or appetitive) faculty, 
is simply inscribed in the epicurean scheme, whose 'originality' lies rat- 
her in the inscription of familiar figures within a first dramatic step of 
'framing' chrice and decision, rather than in the detailed inscription of 
particular figures in this 'elementary' frame. 

- Indeed, towards the close of the Letter to Herodotus, Epicurus 
insis is uoon the 'continuous memory' of the elementary frame presented in 
this letter, and the inscripticn in it of the figure of Fear or Mental Pain 
and Conflict, as universal remedy for all ills (2). - In Memory: for the 

kh, 1: Lives, X, 83 2: X, 81-2 
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Frame assented to in the elementary step of asserting this assent in 

the terms of that frame, inscribing the radical 'movement' of I 

will, in that frame, and this in the particular situation in which the 

frame presents itself as question or option, corresponds exactly to the 

dramatic frame of Aristotle's Aoetic Imagination, in which the analogy 

of 'internal' and 'external' 'sides' of the Image is framed in Time, in 

the correlation of 'inner' and 'outer' in the converse movements of ab- 

straction from the radical ooetic symmetry of the two 'sides' of Action, 

Drama - in the converse movements or figures of Memory and a constant ex- 
ternal Object. - In the dramatic differentiation of the two 'sides' form- 

ally distinguished in elementary assertion or ')osition', 6c"ß( , where 
the inscription of the subject-term in the predicate on 'this' side, dir- 

ectly reflects the constancy of a substance of which an action or actuality 
in Time is thus asserted. Indeed the fundamental 'dramatic' frame which 
Epicurus invites his reader to step into, by thus continuously asserting 
this frame in Memory, amounts to a radical Actuality of the situation of 

an individual, from which Aristotle, at the outset of his Inquiry, has 

formally abstracted two sides, 'inside' and 'outside', logical and phys- 
ical, form and matter. In Epicurus' frame, these two sides are discovered 

'at work' distinguishing themselves in the radical confusion from which we 

must begin, if we are to return at last to our actual starting-point, rat- 
her than some formal reflection of that beginning in some closed frame of 
Abstraction; where the radical actuality of Reason distinguishing itself 

from Sense in Sense is marked simply as the question of an Active Reason, 

an-actual Actuality of Reason, distinguishing itself from the mere in- 

scription of the passive figure of this distinctive actuality in a formal 

Economy of the Whole. 

Epicurus answers that question, in closing the 'circuit' of the 

Frame of Action, to be constantly asserted in Memory - in which we are 
thus to constantly inscribe our self-assertion, our activity, beyond any 
fear of conflict with some other actuality 'behind' the Image, behind the 

scene of our activity. For any particular situation may be inscribed in 
this frame, simply by following the pattern of inscription which, articul= 
ated inwardly in Memory, frames right action. Everything may be thus in- 

ýti 
scribed in this circuit, all all discursive activity of Reason. 

- Everything, that is, except the more radical circuit in which, as we 
see the place Ein the frame, of the words by wrhich it is expressed, we at 
last abstract quite from this last Imag , 

J., It 
ana standing outside discursive 

Time, like eAicurean gods between the innumerable Worlds, partake, in 
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seeing our very movement of assertion of Actuality framed in the radical 

actuality of n'ovement it asserts, in the absolute peace or stasis in move- 

ment of Reason knowing itself: Serenity, -ý? ýýýýýös , in which the letter 

comes full-circle and closes upon itself: 

odr04 - Zcei-t S KýC'4) ýC 
Js) 
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T<ö \tzýýýi, ýPt 

Whatever is not quite comprehended in this completed circuit of prin- 

ciples, follows from it - except that way, beyond vovsids, in which the 

circuit of principles is known all-at-once, begetting serenity (1) 

Around the middle of the first century before our Era, the roman 

lawyer (politician, writer.. ) Cicero - who according to tradition had , around 

51, edited Lucretius' poem for publication, 'after the latter's suicide - 

retired fron public life (his part in it had vanished with the Republic) 

and in 45-a4 set about presenting, for the first time, the whole frame of 

greek reflection to Rome. In the resulting series of dialogues - in which 

translations from or summaries of greek originals are organised, as it were, 

as contending sides of the case to be decided by an academic critic or judge - 

we find our primary source for early stoicism. Insofar as the representat- 

ives of the Stoa in this academic court distinguish the various parts of 

their brief deriving from different phases of the stoic tradition down to 

Cicero's time, we may trace in outline the part of Zeno as folbws: 

He starts, like his contemporary and rival Epicurus, from Sense, 

and the confused situation of our actual reflection. - From the same fig- 

ure of two sides of an image, and a certain image of these two sides cor- 

resoonding to the roetic order of words. Yet Zeno's principle of inscrip- 

tion of figure within figure, his frame, his criterion, which distinguishes 

1: Letter to Herodotus, end: Lives, X, 83 
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in the radical frame of Analogy common to him and Epicurus, amounts to 

a direct converse or conversion, a mirroring, of Epicurus' assertion 

of the physical inscription of the relations of 'logical' and 'physical' 

sides of this assertion. 

- For Zeno's 'criterion' or princiDle of decision, corresponding 

to the primary figure or frame of 'inscription' of figure within figure, 

is logical: the (cti-L jk ov `^e-Vt, c v. And like E-)icurus' fundamental prin- 

ciple of 'decision', this 'logical criterion' is itself embodied or exem- 

plified in the step into the stoic frame of activity. It, itself, decides 

the inscription of this initial step in the frame of activity which it 

chooses, and to which this inscription of the initial assent or decision 

is the entry. In this frame, the figure of the interface of logical and 

physical 'sides' of the Image, is the tabula rasa, a blank tablet, on which 

an 'outside' first impresses itself upon-us, like a seal making an impress- 

ion in wax. - But what is here logically 'outside' the distinction of the 

two 'sides' of this tablet or blank surface, is the physical symmetry of 
the two 'sides' of the impression or image. The logical articulation of 
this primary figure of distinction cannot, itself, come from the symmetric 

physical order of simple Sense, from which it thus distinguishes itself. 

It distinguishes itself by finding its image as 'this' side of the tablet, 

and in thus inscribing itself in the 'outside' which is the physical sym- r 

metry of the. two. sides, begins, as it were, to write or draw upon the tab- 
let, to assert itself in the articulation of images within this primary im- 

age of distinc'ion. As the order of inscription of image within image, 

figure within figure, it thus distinguishes itself in and from the free 

Dlay of inscription which is symmetrical Sense. We partake of this 'log- 
ical' order of Reason distinguishing itself from Sense in the play of Sense 
by choosing, deciding, to inscribe our assertion of this distinction In 
the figure of this Distinction, this Reason. In distinguishing this log- 
ical order from the physical order of the 'two sides' of the interface of 
me and not-me in which it first expresses itself, we are simply asserting 
our part in this expression, this self-expression of Reason, distinguishing 
itself in the otherwise open and disordered play of figure, of Sense. In 

asserting the primary actuality of Reason, we are actually exemplifying 
this actuality we assert: by this logical criterion, by the inscription 

of further figures in this initial figure of assurance or ac'sertion which 
itself exemnlifies its object, we can know with certainty, and distinguish 
'this' knowledge - as simply 'this', from the confusion of Sense. -A con- 
fusion which is thus seen to be exemplified in an extreme form by Epicurust 
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forgetting that it is he who is deciding to inscribe decision in the 

'outward' configuration of mindless matter - or so the stoics would have 

it. 

- For what kind of distinction is Matter from Void, that fundament- 

al difference in which Epicurus inscribes all the articulation of this ord- 

ered Kosmos? What is Void? - Nothing. -And how can anything be distingu- 

ished'from'no thing? Matter, for Zeno, is rather the first embodiment of 

the activity or Actuality of Reason: Epicurus' initial distinction is it- 

self nothing, empty. First Matter is Light, Fire, distinguishing itself 

from sensible darkness - it is the first embodiment of figure, in which 

Reason is already at work. Void is nothing - there is no void 'in' Kosmos, 

just as there is 'rothing' outside the perfect sphere of Yosmos, which is 

the Whole - which has, as it were, only this one side. 

Reason, then - self-expression, Au(oE 
, coincides with Matter 

in this initial figure of Light - and in this figure Actuality of the frame 

of things expresses itself as distinguishing itself, in Light or Fire, Aether, 

from the Darkness of passivity, the'physical'order of matter insofar as this 

is distinguished, in a secondary sense, as passivity, from the organising 

actuality of Fire. 

In this elementary frame, then, the 'logical' order of inscription 

of part in Whole is simply one 'side' of the 'physical' inscription of fig- 

ure within figure, and the two 'sides' coincide in the primary actuality cF 

God or Reason or Word, JAcývS 
articulating this secondary distinction of 

two 'sides' of itself, Light and Dark. In particular, the order of Reason 

in which we inscribe our assent to this same Actuality of Reason, compre- 
hends our action, just as the frame of Kosmos comprehends, within the cir- 

cuits-within-circuits of the stars, the bodily framing of this action of 

assertion or assent - as of all our rational activity inscribed within that 

fundamental movement of assertion, which is simaly the inscription of all 

our action within the governing order of Reason itself. 

- On the analogy of the union of the 'rational' and 'bodily' sides 

of this action in our activity, our life, we may see in the duality of Re- 

eason and Fire in the Whole a Life of the Whole: properly speaking, indeed, 

we must understand our life as a participation in this primary Life of Nat- 

ure, which comprehends particular lives just as the figure of Reason com- 

Pre 
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prehends our assertion of our part in Reason. - And this Life or - to 

take the primary figure in which it is articulated or inscribed - Breath, 

Tj--4%. r-#. , 'Spirit's of Nature, is in principle articulated by a perfect 

actuality of Reason - whereas our life, within this whole, involves a 

confusion of this Reason, framed in the Light of the all-comprehending 

heavens, in the "Darkness of Matter. In us the figures of Reason, Life, 

Sense, Matter are jumbled in the opacity of earthly confusion, whereas 

in the primary frame of the whole, each figure is inscribed in another 

according to the writing, the 'Fate', fatum (assertion, 'what is spoken') 

of the Reason which articulates this frame in distinguishing itself within 

it. Here, as in the analogous figures of aristotelian Tragedy or epicur- 

ean äK°ß e- ýý 
, Reason abstracts itself from the confusion of Sense, in 

which the figure of this Reason has itself been blindly inscribed. But here 

reason in us inscribes itself in a Reason which is the primary Actuality of 

the Whole, in which our own assertion or. choice is itself somehow myster- 

iously inscribed, within the nested figures of Reason's plan of this Whole. 

In particular, our assertion, like all our actions, is inscribed 

rationally in the figure of Time, articulated as the primary frame, cor- 

resoonding to Life, in which Reason or Fire distinguishes itself from the 

darkness of Sense, 'f ß©6S 
, passivity. All the elements of the scheme of 

Reason's self-assertion are inscribed in the rational frame of the Scheme 

as a Whole. . This inscription does not take place in Time, like our planning 

and scheming, which cannot comprehend all the elements involved in some 

action (and amounts to a kind of interaction of the Reason which stands 

'outside' this Time, and our involvement in the uncertainties of Time as 

we try to 'comprehend' its order and articulation). Rather is Time articul- 

ated 'in' the primary frame of this Reason. We, though, can see our place 

in that scheme, that figure of the inscription of Time in 'providential', 

fore-seeing, proleptic, Reason, Word, and so can overcome the uncertaint- 

ies of this our individual or particular life by choosing to inscribe it 

in Nature, Spirit, the Life of the Whole. This then, is the figure in 

which we sh^uld inscribe our life or activity, and by which (then) we can 

decide between the courses of action open to us in the frame of the Whole, 

of a rationally articulated Kosmos. We cannot see this order 'outwardly' 

in our affairs, comprehending the infinite details in our finite imaginat- 

ion, but we can see in principle - in their principles of inscription in 

the Frame of the Whole - how the whole of this unimaginably complex de- 

tail is 'comprehended', detail within detail, in the fundamental frame we 

can know. 
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The primary figure of Time inscribed in Reason, then, as 
the 'logical' (or psychological) determination of the articulation of 

the poetic order of inscription of figure within figure, of Analogy, is 

that all-comprehending circuit of Eternity already familiar from Plato 

and Aristotle and Epicurus: the inscription of Time in the sta sis of 

Reason, in the constancy of 'is', in which the movement of our assertion 

somehow participates, or can participate. Outwardly this circle of Time 

amounts to the recurrence, in the unfolding of the initial figure of Rea- 

son distinguishing itself from the symmetry of the bare order of Sense, 

in an initial 'filling' of the Frame by Light or Fire, of this sane init- 

ial figure. As this initial symmetry is disrupted (in a figure of the 

beginning and end of Time, of the poetic order of universal narrative, 

with its converse dimensions of foresight and memory) the bare circuit of 
Eternal Reason is disrupted into those astral circles of light-in-darkness 

which frame Time within the all-embracing circuit of Time as such, the sim- 

vle 'is' in which Reason asserts itself as Actuality. This movement 'into' 

Time seems to corresoond also to a sort of partial abstraction of Reason 

from its simple coincidence with Matter as Light - Zeno thus derives cycles 

of elements from the primary circuit of Fire or Aether through the whole 
Creation, into which, at the end of the story, these elements, and all 
things articulated in this initial separation of Light and Dark, are ag- 

ain 'resolved. 

I will not attempt any hypothetical reconstruction of the fur- 

ther details of Zeno's frame - we know, indeed, that the systematic artic- 

ulation of this simple frame was effected largely by his successors in 

the third century, Cleanthes and Chrysippus. The latter, in particular, 
is usually credited with the systematic logical elaboration of the prir- 
ciples introduced by Zeno, and developed by Cleanthes (whose Hymn to Zeus, 

articulating the vision in a poetic dramatisation of our reason's discovery 

of its Dart in Reason, is extant), in a theoretical economy or System. 

Two aspects of Zeno's presentation may, however, be emphasised. 
First, the place of the recurrence of the fundamental princii1e of Reason, 
%ycs 

, distinguishing itself or Himself, in the step by which we affirm 
the inscription of that step in Reason. - This amounts to a sort of mid- 

. )oint in the unfolding of Reason's scheme, between one 'conflagration', 
ýýw ý.,. tis , and the next. The scheme of Providence, %, Ze ýý- , Reason 
ultimately manifesting itself directly as Light or Fire, seems somehow to 
turn about our recognition of the option of (as it were) co-operating with 
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the Scheme. Our step into the figure of Reason distinguishing itself in 

resionse to our assent to or affirmation of Reason, seems to be a rad- 

ical or primary component of the Frame of the Whole itself.. but the fig- 

ure of Destiny or Fate attributed by Plutarch simply to `the stoics' with- 

nut further qualification -a configuration of elements in which our open 

choice is itself inscribed (as part of the configuration)(1) - is presumably 

a response to later academic critic srý . This ques on of the part of our 
Cc MS mwaQýýCtucb ) 

will in the Whole, this spark or seed in us of the u iversal Fire, and the 

actuality of this our rational part outside its individuation in our body, 

amounts, indeed, to a radical question, assodhted with the basic circularity 

of a logical or psychical determination of the relations of logical and 

Dhysical sides of the Doetic order of Analogy. It is such circularity, 

of course, and the figure of Question corresoonding to the logical closure 

of the circuit, which leads to the 'stoic paradoxes' - which might apoear, 

almost, to be applied by the true stoic to the strengthening exercise of 

reason, distinguishing itself from the appearance or 'sense' of contradict- 

ion, in which it seems to be involved. Credo guia absurdum... 

- And, second: the form or frame of Zeno's exposition - as relat- 

ed, for examvle, by 'Balbus' in the second book of Cicero's On the Nature 

of the rods (in which Balbus presents the first principles of stoicism, as- 

sembled from various sources for Cicero's presentation of the case)(2). 

-A 'form.. brief and sumrary': certain principles - reason, wisdom, happi- 

ness, eternity, consciousness, life, intelligence - are found in the Whole; 

these could not be 'in' a part without being in what as frame, comprehends 
the Dart - the Whole, 1t. Z , 

%i% 
ov , universum. 'And then, as was his custom, 

he rounds off his argument with a comparison: 

If flutes playing tunes were to grow on olive-trees, would you not 
infer that the olive must have some knowledge of the flute? Or if 

a plane-tree were to bear lyres playing in harmony, would you not 
similarly infer that the plane-tree was something of a musician? 
Why then will you not admit the universe to be a conscious intelli- 

gence, since conscious intelligences are born from it? " ' (3) 

-Zeno, having presented 'the circle of a closed argument'(4), embodies 
the figure of the argument in an image, an analogy. We already know from 
Velleius' attack in the first book of the same work, that Zeno had written 
a commentary on Aesiod's Theogony, in which he interpreted stories of gods 

1: Opinions of Philosophers, 1,27 2: II, 20-23 3: 11,22 4: II92C 
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in a parallel manner. Such stories were 'images', analogies, transaos- 

itions of primary cosmic figures of the Whole, into the terms of our own 
finite activity allegory, ' other-speaking' , 'figurative' 

language, whose truth lies in a transposition from its apparent reference, 
the 'image', to the order or 'forces' which are the primary embodiment and 

actuality of the figure. -Yet as embodied in the activityof popular re- 
ligion, these stories work to the extent that they articulate the 'pract- 

ical' order of our activity within the primary actuality of a cosmic Story 

or History from which these 'anthropo-morphic' stories abstract certain 
'elements'. - Abstract certain elements of the universal 'poetic' order of 

rational Providencek inscribing all activity within the Actuality of the 
Whole) to the image of this universal order in the finite articulation of 
a story, and the finite integration of the elements of some human activity, 
which can be comprehended in our imagination. The third and last book of 
The Nature of the Gods, taken up with Cotta (the academic)'s criticism of 
Balbus (the stoic)'s exposition of Providence in the second book - and most 
o articularly with Balbus' interpretations of the world-order in relation to 

mythological figures (Velleius the epicurean calls them 'dreams') - concludes 
with Balbus most radical defence: 

.. Well; Cotta, you have made an 

views , of , 
the :s to ics ', although 

idence oT God has been evolves 
itself the mark of Providence 

exceedingly violent attack upon the 

in my view their theory of the Prov- 

i out of a" spirit of piety, and bears 
(i) 

.. This (then was the end of our discussion and we went our ways, 
4elleius thinking that Cotta had the best of the argument, while 
to me it seemed that the reasoning of Balbus brought us nearer to 
an image of the truth (2) 

- an image of the truth: and it is precisely in the practical or 
'moral' order of activity that the stoic story of God as the 'Author' or 
'artist' of the cosmic Story in which all figures (including that of the 
image or story) are inscribed, one within the other, presents itself as 
a 'poetic' or dramatic Truth more radical than the logical force of aca- 
demic criticism of details. 

This 'dramatic truth' was, over the two centuries or so between 
Zeno's teaching and Cicero's period of study under his 'successor' Posid- 
onius, extensively developed within the primary dramatic frame of the as- 
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sent of our finite reason to its inscription in the figure of Reason - 
in the primary frame of inscription - and of the decision this implies. 

The choice of frame inscribes itself in the frame it thus chooses, and 

constitutes the primary figure of the Criterion 4katalepsis, 

which Zeno is said to have expressed by the image of one hand 

holding, containing, grasping, the other hand that itself contains, X%4r " 

in imagination, The figure of containment of one figure with- 

another (1) 

This development stands, as has already been intimated, in marked 

contrast with the stasis of epicurean doctrine over the same period: for 

while the primary step of the epicurean drama is a sort of abdication which 

precludes or fore-closes upon further 'logical' determination of a physical 

frame in which logical assertion has at the start asserted its own inscript- 

ion, the zenonian logical framing of the relations of logical and physical 

'sides' of the Image, invites a process of successive re-inscriptions of this 

initial figure within an ever-wider 'logic' of the poetic inscription of fig- 

ure within figure. 

- And this 'theoretical' contrast is itself simply one aspect or 

side of a radical practical contrast between the two schools. The epicurean 

'criteria' applied to the framing of our action, lead towards a progressive 

abstraction or, detachment from any self-assertion, any proleptic 'scheme' or 

-plan of activity, any imaginary end or finality. In particular, the aristo- 

telian figure of the finality of a community as participation in a common 

end, the self-expression of Reason or Form, the actualisation of a common 
humanity is quite inverted by Epicurus: the end of community, of friendship 

and justice, is simply the negative one of providing a frame in which we are 

. east likely to be surprised by circumstances which induce us to assert our- 

selves. - As though, in an epicurean economy of abstraction, a minimal as- 

sertion of friendship saves greater assertion or exertion resulting from a 
Neglect of friendship. The only end of 'activity is to abstract oneself from 

, finality and its associated anxiety: activity according to the epicurean cri- 
leria is to be dramatically inscribed within the primary figure of the ini- 

11al step into the epicurean Frame - within the figure of inscribing the log- 

. cal assertion of inscription, judgement, decision (and in particular the as- 
k-,, ertion of this inscription itself) in the physical order of Movement. 

The stoic criteria, on the other hand, require the inscription of 
Our activity within a providential scheme, within the frame of the initial 

k 
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inscription of the rational assent to a 
AöXoj 

or Reason framing this 

first step, this bare assertion of participation in a Reason which as- 

serts itself in this assent. The inscription of one's subsequent choice 

or decision within this primary figure corresoonds to stoic 'life accord- 

ing to Nature', which is also simply 'life according to Reason' - an in- 

scription of choice o: b the finality of one's finite schemes and ends in 

the unitary finality or Providence of the whole Scheme. The right choice 

then - acting one's part in the scheme of the Whole - is simply 
framed in º<. czäýýý, ý5 . 

- In particular, the mirroring of governing Reason and the economy 

of F ature in the Law of the Whole, the framing of all action as inscription 

of figure within figure, and part in Whole, amounts to our participation 

in the figure of a universal or cosmic State, in Kosmos as r OXtS 
, as 

' cosmopolis' , -,, r. -,, e"NºS . From Zeno on the Socrates who played out his part 
in the scheme of cosmic Justice to the last scene was revered as the very 

model or image of the stoic 'wise man', who had inscribed his very choice, 
his will, in decisive Reason. To epicurean abstraction from activity (save 

insofar as an action leads to abstraction from further action) is opposed 
the stoic movement towards ever-wider inscription of one's 'own' schemes 

and actions within the rational government of Kosmos, the 'progress in vir- 
tue', acting so as to better participate, next time, in Reason - 'abstract- 

ing', indeed, like the epicurean, from all personal schemes or ends - but 
by inscribing these each time more completely in providential Reason, ra- 
ther than in the Movement which (alone) is constant, stasis, peace. 

- An eves-wider or more exact inscription, then, of Sense, of the 
finite frame of the Image, in a frame of Reason which first distinguishes 

itself in distinguishing two sides of the Image, in the image of KýT: ýýºýýý5, 
comprehensT. on, containment - and this 'dramatically', in the primary act 
of rational assent to the actuality of Reason in this very assent. And this 
'lr. gical' assertion of one's Dart in the actuality of Reason is but the 

entrance into the ethical certitude of -Fa Ko(9Ttc P, one's part - 'office', 

officium (Cicero's translation) - 'duty' : what is ethically or 'morally' 

contained or comurehended in one's 'part' or situation within the primary 
Frame of rational Kosmos. 

Thus the final or ideal detachment of the stoic 'wise man' from 
the 'irrational' mirroring of two sides, finite self and its finite ends, 
inside and outside, in Sense, in the Image, itself exactly reflects the 
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converse abstraction of the 'serene' eoicurean. The figure of an init- 

ial inscription of the difference of two 'sides' of the Image in one side, 

coming full-circle, is common to the two 'economies' of abstraction, to 

their exactly converse movements. For a moment the initial assertion is 

itself comprehended in the Frame it asserts, and the sage is quite 'outside', 

abstracted from, the confused symmetry of Sense. His finite self has been 

dissolved, as it were, in Reason or Movement, and stands outside the Time 

in which the symmetry of the physical and logical sides of the poetic order 

of the Image is first articulated in Action. He participates selflessly in 

the simple Actuality, the constant 'is', of the figure by which the primary 

resolution of the symmetry of the two sides of the Image in our assertion 

of the inscription of this assertion in a self-assertion of Reason or Nature, 

is itself 'seen' within the Reason or-Nature it affirms. For a moment, for 

a certain time, this moment or time of our abstraction is inscribed in the 

figure of Time itself. The play of figure is, in the figure of Time, inscrib- 

ed in 'another side' of Time, in 'Eternity': Sense for a moment is seen or 

inscribed in the figure of Reason coinciding with Nature. And yet the stoic 

and epicurean sages are, in. the assertions by which they enter into this 

common figure, irresolubly opposed, caught in the conflict of two 'sides' 

of a common Imagination from which both begin, caught in two irresolubly 

conflicting images of the common figure of abstraction, in two opposite 

economies of the same abstraction or detachment from the Image, from Sense. 
f 

You have your two diametrically opposed and conflicting 'criteria' 

of certainty, says Arcesilaus to a second generation of athenian stoics and 
e'picureans; How is one to decide between your conflicting certainties? Where 
is the criterion which will decide the right criterion? - It's no use sim- 
ply applying your own criterion to establish the certainty that it is the 

right criterion... that isn't argument, but simply assertion of your criter- 
ion against another. One has to accept the criterion in order to apply it 
to determine its own acceptability, What can you do to persuade someone 
who questions the criterion itself? 

Thus begins the Middle Academy, around the middle of the third 
century. I have already referred to the development of stoic doctrine in 
reply to acalemic criticism, and to the part of the academic Cotta in Cic- 
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ero's framing of greek Philosophy. But how does the continuity I at- 
tributed to the Academy as a School lead from a pythagorising Speusippus, 

himself (it seems) guilty of moving in the circle of a formal determinat- 

ion of the relations of Form and Matter (of One and 'Indefinite Dyad'), 

to ''gis successor Arcesilaus who, about a century later, is inscribing 

his reflection in the figure of the Question, following Timon the sceptic's 

assertion that all assertion is either circular or involved in an unlim- 
ited regression (Epicurus' 'empty sounds')? 

I have already suggested the part that might have been played 
in this transition from 'Old' to 'Middle' Academy by Pyr. -ho ä 

stl-fr-" Ico} 
the 'sceptic, 'looker', 'examiner' - questioner. Pyrrho was a fairly ex- 

act contemporary of both Zeno and Epicurus, and had accompanied Alexander 

outside the circuit of greek Reflection and Culture to India, as a young 

man. Fe then retired to Elis, whence his c1sciple Timon the 'sillographer' 
(or writer of , short satirical poems) came to Athens towards the 

middle of the third century. Pyrrho wrote nothing: it seems he insisted 

that we can know how to act - say, in asserting this itself - but that 

this ethical actuality cannot be framed in a general way - as though, per- 
haos, the dramtic configuration of Action is in some way essentially 'open', 

and the right course of activity involves a progressive 'opening' up of 
possible activity and choice through inscribing the closed circuits of 
dogmatic assertion (seen in limiting form in Zeno and Epicurus) within the 

more radical figure of the Question. We know, at least, that Timon inscrib- 

ed the assertions of philosophers in such an 'ooen' frame of the question, 

as either circular or infinitely regressive, and that in his satires upon 
philosophers he embodied the figure of the Critic, standing outside (as it 
were) the 'comic' spectacle. 

We know also that Arcesilaus' predecessor as head of the Academy, 
Crantor, insisted that the 'narrative' of the Timaeus was to be taken 'al- 
legorically', as the presentation 'in' Time of an 'eternal' constituticn 
of Kosmos 'outside' Time - 'in' which the Time in which the narrative is 
inscribed is just one form, or element of figure. 

Now this (which is ail'we do know about Crantor) amounts, pre- 
cisely, to a mirroring of the 'physical' frame of the narrative, the 'pro- 
bable' assertion of Timaeus, in the logical frame of the Parmenides, in 
which Time appears as the primary frame of coordination of figures or Forms 
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within and without one another. Thus Arcesilaus'further step, to a 

recognition of our part in framing action, of the part of assertion 

in the poetic circuit or closure of the 'scheme', amounts to a dramatic 

percetion of the common '-poetic' figure of the conflicting stoic and epi- 

curean schemes, as closed circuits within a more general 'poetic' frame 

of Analogy, of the open play of figure-within-figure from which the dist- 

inction of Actuality appears, in the circuit of the Parmenides, as Quest- 

ion. - And this recognition of a common 'dramatic' frame from which the 

Question of the Parmenides and the assertive narrative of the Timaeus are 

abstracted as two complementary 'sides', logical and physical, brings 

full-circle and closes the 'Old' Academy which began with the inscription 

of the 'physical' scheme of the Timaeus within a formal resolution of the 

Question posed by the Parmenides: the logic or mathematics of inscription 

comes full-circle in the question of Time, the 'moving image of Eternity' 

in which Sense mirrors Reason 'outside'"Time. 

Thus the primary figure of Arcesilaus' irox% 
0 'witholding' 

of assent - the open-ness of the Question attaching to the closure of the 

poetic frame of figure as such, and our part in 'framing' action - which 

marks the transition from 'Old' to 'Middle' Academy, around the middle of 

the third century at Athens, also corresponds to a wider 'dramatic' frame 

in which the converse stoic and epicurean 'abstractions' from Sense can 
be inscribed- inscribed as two primary and contrary expressions of the 

'circularity' of dogmatic assertion simply as such. - And this figure 

also incorporates the 'critical' figure of Pyrrho's sceptical abstraction, 

which in Timon has taken on the negative form of satire. Around the same 
time, Cleanthes is incorporating this 'poetic' figure into stoicism, and 
Colotes, the disciple of Epicurus attacked at length by Plutarch(l) is de- 

dicating his epicurean framing (and ridicule) of all previous and contemnor- 

ary Philosophy to Ptolemy Philadeiphus. 

The S toa's criticism of academic criticism was simple enough: 

we have to act - isn't our assertion of an ethical actuality of Providence, 

which - in part, at least - works, better than inaction until we have some 

complete account of our choice? Can you, beginning with a completely - 
dogmatically - open mind, find a better criterion than Jd'v-t., 

#-º. j . t,! >ir1Tn ? 

The first step of the Stoa is perhaps one-sided - but at least it is a 
first step. Without being in some sense one-sided, how can one even hope 
tb resolve the fundamental symmetry of Sense? Is not the choice of whet- 
her to start somewhere or not to start at all, more radical than the 
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question of where to start? That is: we have a coherent frame of action, 

even if we haverft yet fully integrated in this frame the question posed 

by a certain circularity - what basis have you for choosing the activity 

of questioning that frame of activity, rather than our primary assertion 

of that frame? 

Arcesilaus replied that we do not need, for our moral direction 

any 'universal' criterion, any unquestionable assertion of criteria. For 

the choices we must make are always made in particular situations. The 

principle of action is rooted in such specificity - there is no ground for 

'deciding' a frame of action in abstraction from the irreducibly particular 

or individual case. The primary moral configuration of choice is the dram- 

atic figure of which the stoic and epicurean criteria present two imaginary 

limits, frames in which all assertion can be framed, and in which the assert- 

ion of this universality is itself framed as certainty in unquestionable cir- 

cularity. Rather does our assertion - our self-assertion in activity - in 

a situation whose very framing itself partakes of that order of assertion - 

know itself as ethical or moral in interaction with the configurtion of 

what is open to us in successive situations, in whose unfolding or develop- 

ment our previous framing of what is open to us plays its part. Our choice 

and activity is thus rooted in the figure of IN(:. rtX. Yaa - the 'reasonable' or 

'probable' - that order, precisely, in which the Timaeus presents the 'fram- 

ing' of the physical order, and might perhaps be taken as an extreme case. 

Arcesilaus thus set the frame of inquiry of the Academy down to 

the time of Cicero - or rather down to the time of the schism induced by 

the headship of Antiochus (under whom Cicero studied in Athens) between 

about 70 and 50, in whom the Academy and Stoa converged -a development 

paralleled in the 'eclectic' stoicism of his contemporary Posidonius. 

The Stoa, in Chrysippus, reacted to Arcesilaus criticism by in- 

corporating the fundamental frame of the Question as a sort of 'theoretical' 

or logical space in which the closed circuit of the frame of the whole could 
be inscribed like the spherical Kosmos in Nothing. Everything was to be 

systematically inscribed in the figure of the exemalification of Reason in 

the initial assertion of Reason as primary frame of inscription, of which 
the material Sphere was simply the physical 'side'. 

Carneades, as head of the Academy around the middle of the second 

century, developed, in turn, an equally systematic criticism of ChEsippus, 
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a radical frame of questioning in which the closure of Chrysippus' sys- 
tem was itself inscribed. Beginning with the figure of the Image, he 

emDhasised the complementarity of its two 'sides'. Within this basic 

frame he developed a systematic theory of -Tö -fie d' , likelihood. 

Corresponding to the simple mirroring of subjective and objective dimen- 

sions (sides) of the Image is simple opinion or belief. These figures of 

belief are then articulated in the familiar play of figure within figure, 

they are correlated - and this amounts to a different degree of 'likeli- 

hood'. Within this play or economy of. belief, then, there distinguishes 

itself an actuality or working of certain figures, as it were in response 
to our 'sujective' assertion of such figures. - In particular, this figure 

of our assertion itself 'works' in this sense: our will is 'self-acting', 

and in this partakes of the highest degree of 'working' or actuality: it 

works. 

Carneades (the model for Cotta in Cicero's 'dialogue' On the 

1ature of the Gods), while on an athenian embassy to Rome in 156 (as Plu- 

tarch records in his life of the elder Cato) aroused the suspicions of the 

conservative patrician Cato by giving two lectures on Justice on two suc- 

ce°"sive days - in the first he presented Justice as the frame of all things, 

in the second as a delusion - this being an exemplary exposition of the prin- 

civle of the question in relation to the primary stoic circuit of cosmic 
Law. Cato persuaded the senate to send him home to Athens lest he disrupt 

the Law which was the very frame of roman life. At about the same time 

Panaetius introduced stoicism to Rome, where he (unlike Carneades) stayed 
for many years, until tresýsinatönhis frien3Scipio the Younger in 129. 
This association of Scipio and Panaetius might be taken to mark a first step 
in the cultural integration of Greece (or rather the hellenistic east) and 
Rome, reflecting the political integration of the Mediterranean by Rome for 

which Scipio, who had taken part in the defeat of Macedon in 168, and who 
had literally obliterated Carthage in 146, was in no little measure respon- 
sible. Panaetius imagined Rome to embody the stoic cosmopolitan ideal 

which Zeno had first seen in Alexander. From about the beginning of the 
fifth century the roman Republic had expanded from an isolated city to 

mastery of the Mediterranean - the World, almost - always within the constant 
frame of Law and Constitution, this frame itself developing legally and 
constitutionally as prescribed in the frame at any point c: its develop- 
ment. And the slow progress of political dominance partook of the same 
figure of an 'internal' determination of he relations of the two 'sides' 
of the limits of the State, so wildly pursued by Alexander. 
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In transposing the 'cosmopolitan' frame of stoic activity from 

a greek idea to a roman reality, Panaetius at the same time transposed the 

correlative ideal of the stoic 'wise man' into a practical principle. 

The closed circuit of stoic Kosmos appears as a figure of the actuality 

of Reason, ' responding to our rational framing of activity in particular 

circumstances. In the primary frame of human interaction in (a roman) Law 

and State, the closed circuit of stoic Reason, and the academic analogue of 

this circuit in the actuality of 'the reasonable' in particular actions, 

apaear as two complementary sides or figures abstracted from human Law as 

primary frame of all 'actual' situations. Our activity is no longer to be 

inscribed in the limiting circuit of a unitary Reason, in which the duality 

of Reason and Nature is rationally articulated from beginning to end of 

a, unitary cosmic cycle in universal conflagration. Reason is simply one 

side of an everlasting Life of the Whole, in which it is constantly at 

work in our activity, whichoemiesýý)rational distinguishing of Reason 

and Nature of Sense in particular situations - and, most particularly, in 

the rational framing of our interaction in Law we make or frame. This actu- 

ality of Reason is Providence at work, in which work we play our part. And 

just as the dramatic frame of a Law-in-the-making, framing our activity as 

we frame further laws, replaces the ideal frame of cosmic Reason in which the 

articulation of Time itself is inscribed, so the correlative figures of 'ast- 

rological' inscription of our activity in the primary astral articulation 

of Time, and the correlation of present-and future in divination, current 

in the Stoa (it seems) from Zeno on, are left behind by Panaetius. 

This configuration of reflection, corresponding to the first in- 

tegration of the World of Antiquity in a roman 'frame' of government (how- 

ever remote this still remained from the 'particular situations' of activ- 

ity in Greece or Syria or Egypt) around the middle of the second century 

may be taken to mark a simple configuration of transition from Reflection 

(and its outward situation) in the third century, to Reflection in the first, 

from Arcesilaus, say, down to Cicero. For in Cicero's dialogues the op- 

Dosition between the simple stoic scheme of the third century, and a cri- 

tical Academy has been more or less overcome through the integration of 

the less radically opposed schemes of Panaetius and Carneades. Panaetius' 

framing of the particular situation emphasised intthe Academy in a sort of 

limiting case, the Law as frame of interaction, provides, as it were, a 
(literally) 'positive' element which should enter into our framing of act- 
ion in particular cases. Carneades' critical principles constitute another 
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'side' of this business, and the primary frame of deliberation finds its 

figure or model in the meeting of these two sides in a particular 'case', 

in the Court whose primary proponent Cicero, towar. s the middle of the 

first century, had become. 

It was, indeed, Cicero's 'acting-out' of such principles in the 

roman assemblies which had led to his retirement from public life around 

the middle of the century, and his murder at Mark Anthony's instigation in 

43, following the fierce attacks upon Anthony's ambition in a series of 

speeches following Caesar's a, --sasination 
(of which he approved) the previous 

year. 

'Externally', the extension of roman dominance to the limits of 

the 'civilised' World (more or less) by the middle of the second century, 

was immediately succeeded by the internal. divisions in which, by the time 

Caesar crossed the Rubicon and entered Rome with the Army of Gaul in 49, 

the military forces which had extended the limits of roman domination with- 

out, had become irretrievably involved. The disruption of the rational or- 

der of the legalistic republican constitution, supported by the 'middle' 

commercial class to which Cicero belonged, in the conflict of a senate which 

had, over the latter period of external expansion, become a virtual olig- 

archy) with the 'democratic' forces of the lower class of plebeians, embod- 

ies just that primary figure of political pathology defined by Aristotle: 

an oligarchic suppression by the rich of the interests of the multitude 

leads sooner or later to a democratic revolution (represented at Rome by 

Marius) which in turn leads to tyranny (t1-tt�%). Caesar, and his successors). 
The subordination of the organisation of/the Stile to sectional interesta, 

when the expansion which has fuelled the development of these interests 

reaches a limit, rapidly leads (or led) to 'economic' chaos, and the dis- 

integration of the rational order oflpolitical direction distinguishing 

its own finality in the frame of Law. Yet out of the disorder in which 
the old separation and balance of 'upper' and 'lower' classes is itself 

inscribed in a wider economy of sectional interest, and the Conflict pre- 
viously expressed in the relations of 'within' and 'without' , and dominated 

from within, itself appears 'within' (having assimilated all that was 'with- 

out') arises a new order. The initial idea of such a new order appears a- 
round mid-century with the 'imperium' of Caesar, and his proposed ration- 

ec9nomy, 
al extension of unitary Law, and government (and military order) throughout 
the 'World'. Its implementation, as far as practically zossible, was ef- 
fected by his heir Augustus, towards the beginning of our Era. 
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It is this augustan World which frames the Question of the 

Incarnation of Ndvr, which marks the beginning of our 'Era', our Time. 

I will shortly try to suggest how the figure of this Question may be seen 

to attach to that unitary frame of Law simply as such - as the frame of 

'the World'. Augustus restored the elements of the republican consti- 

tution, constitutionally integrated in an Empire where his own authority 

was in all things 'decisive', without yet being arbitrary - as it was to 

become under his immediate successors. In this framing of Augustus' act- 

ion, one may see a coincidence of the stoic and academic figures of act- 

ion. Cicero's court has become a World framed in Law, with Augustus leg- 

ally presiding as Judge. In such 'self-activity' (in Carneades' phrase) 

Augustus partakes of the figure of divinity, accorded to him by the con- 

stitution itself. His assertion, in this Frame of the WorldI frames the 

force of this assertion itself. World and Stage coincide. According to 

tradition he called, just before he died, for a mirror, and arranging his 

hair asked those about him 'Did I play my part well? If so, applaud'. 

Now this 'self-activity' of Augustus ('consecrated')'s part in 

such a World is itse"simply one component of the question or mystery of 
s 'Incarnation', aýlimiting case of a more general figure in which it 

is itself implicated. In order to inscribe the more general figure in 

this text, I must bring in one further component, and show, among other 

things, how around this time the alexandrian tradition, which I have left 
'"on tt, os ec\ V%S and 9,001C 

with Ptolemy Soter at the beginning of the third century, converges l iss n 

Question or Mystery, just as the political and economic frame of that trad- 

ition is integrated in the World which frames the TM"ystery, through egypt- 

ian recognition of roman sovereignty in the middle of the Eeccndcentury, 

Caesar's intervention in the dynastic conflict a century later, and August- 

us' final incorporation of Egypt as a roman province after his defeat of 

Anthony (in 31) who had divided with him the World after the assasination 

of Caesar, and ruled in the East with Cleopatra, the last of the Ptolemies. 
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Here I must be still more schematic than before, and yet at 

the same time must apologise for the complexity of the frame here elabor- 

ated from the initial configuration of the pythagorean mystery at Cro- 

ton, down to the 'mystery' which marks - since the sixth century of our 

Era -the beginning of this Era. When all the elements which I have inter- 

nosed between these two 'mysteries' have been set out - in a few more pages - 
it should be uossible to see rather more clearly their coordination or 

articulation within the rather simple figure of transition from the first 

mystery to the second. - And on this basis the transition from the begin- 

ning of our Era to the inscription of these transitions in this text should 

itself begin to become clearer. 

We left Alexandria with the founding of the Museum and Library, 

under the direction of Ptolemy Soter, Strato and Demetrius of Phaleron, 

around the beginning 'of the third century. I suggested a parallel be- 

tween the School of Alexandria and those of Athens, drawn in terms of two 

complementary steps forward from the aristotelian Economy of Kosmos. The 

two dominant athenian schools at the beginning of the century - those of 

Zeno and Epicurus -I suggested might be seen to be framed in two opposed 
'versions' of a common figure of abstraction from Aristotle's Economy (or 

rather: a common figure of 'concretion'). This figure was reflected in 

that Economy as the 'poetic' frame of Drama, 'acting', Action. The athenian 
'step' then, into this figure of Action, involved the inscription of the 

theoretical circuit of Aristotle's Economy of Kosmos *.. in a more 
radical frame of dramatic assertion within a play of Figure, a poetic or- 
der of Analogy, of the Image, of figure-within-figure, where no figure of 
this 'inscription' could frame 'from outside' this play: the figure of in- 

scriDtion must itself be found at work in this initial confusion. Arist- 

otle's starting-point, then - an initial 'verbal' separation of two sides 
of the Image, in abstraction from the question of the 'imagery' of this 
distinction - appears in this more radical frame as ' arbitrary' ,a chice 
of the framing of questions which does not know itself as such - which is 
not itself in question. 
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The stoic and epicurean 'criteria' might, I suggested, be seen 

to incorporate two converse 'versions', within a radical play of the Image, 

of a primary figure of choice or inscription. - Choice being, as it were, 

an 'inscription' of what we 'choose' in a primary frame of 'Actuality' or 

working -a primary frame correlative with the inscription in it of 'choice' 

or inscription itself: this being the 'actuality' of choice - choice as a 

kind of self-inscription, 'deciding' its own actuality, identifying itself 

by exemplifying itself in the act of defining itself, in its own 'definit- 

ion'. - This amounts then to a 'concretion' of a more radical intermediate 

order from the abstract poles of Form and Matter , or from those of self and 

object - 'this' 
, 
side and 'that' side of the Image. - And this 'caaretion' 

is in a way 'open' in the aristotelian Economy of Figure - as a choice which 
frames its own inscriution, and so 'actualises' (as it were) the figure of 

Active Reason, distinguishing itself from its merely formal or nominal in- 

scrftion in the peripatetic Economy of In-and Out, of Contradiction and Ex- 

cluded Middle. 

I suggested that%the Mathematics and Medecine which dominated the 

Inquiry of the alexandrian Museum, one might find a parallel 'abstraction' 

from Aristotle's limiting theoretical circuit - an abstraction, precisely, 
that mirrors the stoic and epicurean 'concretions' of Action or Drama, in 

the common figure of a determination of the two 'sides' of Figure or Image 

from one side: -A common figure, indeed, of a 'mirroring' of one side in 

the other, framed by the 'poetic' symmetry of the two sides, 'logical' and 
'physical'. I suggested that the incorporation of the 'model' school of the 

Lyceum within the carefully planned ptolemaic State, its 'egyptian' hier- 

archical organisation, corresponded to an 'abstraction' of Theory from the 

'ethical' or 'political' frame which Aristotle had made a sort of theoretic- 

al 'mirror', with Theory and Kosmos as its two 'sides'. This 'abstraction, ' 

then, like the stoic and epicurean 'concretions' of Theory into a practical 

vision, a framing of the mirror of Reflection and Kosmos in activity (as it- 

self the very frame of Action or activity), involves the inscription of the 

circuit of 'pure' Theory in a more radical frame of activity of which it is 

seen to be but one side, a sort of imaginary limiting case, a pole. In Ath- 

ens, then, this figure of the inscription of theory in Action (inverting 

Aristotle's theoretical determination of Action abstracted from 'Drama' or 
the 'play' of Figure) appears in terms of a figure of inascription or choice 
of a frame of inscription, in which this initial choice is itself inscribed, 

exemplifying what it chooses. In Alexandria, on the contrary, the 'theoret- 
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ical' framing of Theory or Inquiry is replaced by a 'political' framing, 

which is not itself '-in question' - questions are rather inscribed in the 

activity of a School which is itself 'inscribed' in the political framing 

of activity in the egyptian State. The Museum carries on inquiries into 

Mathematics and Medecine, and towards the middle of the century Callimachus 

establishes the 'alexandrian' school of Music or Philology ('applied poet- 

ics') which dominates activity in the Library. 

But how, more precisely, do alexandrian Mathematics, Medecine, 

and 'Music' in the third century embody analogues of the stoic, epicurean 

and academic 'concretions' of activity or Actuality, 9chat 'working' which 

frames the aristotelian Economy? 

Mathematics, first of all: Euclid, a contemporary of Zeno and 

Epicurus, who probably studied at the Academy before teaching in Alexan- 

dria, set out a 'frame' of mathematical inquiry, in which all further de- 

velooment was 'in theory' inscribed until the beginning of our Era, when 

'neopythagorean' elements were beginning to appear (just as analogous 'neo- 

pythagorean' elements began to appear in combination with the stoic frame 

of Kodmos, notably at Alexandria). The first 'step' into this frame, into 

the 'Elements' (ý-rý"ýc "ý - alphabet, A-B-C) of the 'point' , 'mark', 

annempty 'logical' determination of that figure of 'position' which is an 

empty image of the self-position which 'frames' Aristotle's Kosmos. The 

initial inscription of such a 'point' in a correlative 'frame' of mathemat- 

ical 'space', with its three 'dimensions' or orders of points 'standing out- 

si'ie' our initial affirmation of simple 'position' ('a point is what has no 

Dart' is the first assertion, the opening, of the first of the thirteen 

books of Elements) may be viewed as a direct analogue of Zeno's initial 

assertion of the rational inscription of the figure of assertion in the 

limiting or primary 'logical' frame of Au P, Reason, Word. Thef'fgtk 

opens with 
Y(ket 

9 'definitions': the f *ý 
cc is that of %ZoS itself: 

OtOE 
ivl. lvI öIv vcc 

sýLl 
Tt- 

öeC's is that which is the limit of anything 

A 'point' , in the third öeoS 
9 'defines' ' line', inscription' : 

Tf eKTOC ýý. L 
Pt 

The limits of a line are points 
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The second 
ccr5 

relates the first, third, and thirteenth in a definition 

of extension in one dimension, line, on the analogy of the 'points' which 

are its parts, as that which, rather than having no 'parts', has no 'bread- 

th'..; has only one sort of 'limit' or part, and this itself with no parts, 

a 'point': 

A line is extension without breadth 

Then a figure, is an order of such 'inscription' of figure with- 

in figure, eventually reaching the irreducible figure of point: 

/)fCF 'M ý 
ýleC CerCC PTO vC(o 't. VvS 1l T. v.. V Ce 4V 'ýItQýSýot'CyCJ 

A figure is what is contained in any öedS or oRoL- 

The 'space' in which figures can be articulated or constructed is 

then itself determined by a series of five 'postulates': a 'straight' line 

can be drawn between any two aoints, and any such line can be extended 

without limit; a 'circle' can be drawn with any point as 'centre', and with 

any 'diameter'; all 'right' 'angles' in all figures are equal - and, the 

historically imuortant 'fifth postulate', that two straight lines cut by 

a third so thk, t the internal angles on one side of the figure are less than 

two right angles, eventually meet on that side - the 'parallel postulate'. 

The axioms or 'common knowns' of any question follow, defining 

principles of inscription or containment of figure within figure, just as 
the aristotelian 'axioms' common to all knowledge or 'science', those of 
Contradiction and Excluded Middle, define the two 'sides' of a distinct- 

ion simply as such. 

The development of the Elements then proceeds 'logically' from 

the point, through the various principles of figure ultimately reducible 
to the point, through the prior figures from which they are constructed, 
to the construction of the five symmetries of Space - the 'platonic' or 
'cosmic' regular solids, with which the 'physics' of the Timaeus begins. 
In this sense the inscription in a formal Space, in the simple symmetry 
of its 'points', of the 'elements' of Matter corresponds to a figure of 
'dialectical' or 'logical' determination of the Frame of Kosmos, as artic- 
ulated between the bare figure of 'position' and a correlative frame of 
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'geometrical' Space. 'Arithmetic', or the symmetries inscribed whin 

the initial distinction of 'two' sides of logical distinction, is itself 

inscribed within the 'geometrical' logic of figure, of 'spatial' inscript- 

ion, and a mathematics where the figure of question is 'decided' by the 

rules of inscription of figure within figure, articulated between the com- 

Dlementary poles of point and space. - Just as stoic 'decision' is analo- 

gously articulated between the two poles of an initfal affirmation or 'thesis', 

and the primary frame of a Reason, in which the initial assertion is just 

the assertion of its own inscription. The 'concretion' of the in. tial st--ic 

figure in this 'mirrors' the abstraction which 'defines' the frame of eucl- 

idean mathematics, 

Euclid's abstraction thus partakes of the same 'logical' figure 

of a logical determination of the two 'sides' of an image of 'containment'. 

But whereas the st""ic 'criterion' concretises the merely formal distinct- 

ion of these two 'sides' of Figure in an act of distinction which is the 

inscription of itself in the order of inscription of one side in the other, 

Euclid, on the other hand, quite abstracts from any 'personal' involvement 

in his theoretical narrative, his very 'object' being defined from the out- 

set in terms of a purely formal distinction of what is or is not 'contained' 

in any 'figure', a 'definition', ' o, which actually constitutes the 'fig- 

ure' it defines, rather as the stoic criterion actually 'decides' or defines 

its own avnlication. 

'By definition', then, within the primary figure of definition 

defined as öýoj 
, the logical order of inscription as assertion of certain 

characters in a figure, exactly mirrors the physical order of inscription 

of one figure within another, the two orders coinciding in the point, and 
the symmetries of its spatial frame, with which the Elements open and close. 
There is no distinction between a logical 'figure' of inscription and its 
'physical' or spatial embodiment, and thus no 'identity' of matter 'in' 

which a particular logical figure is embodied, and no corresronding figure 

of movement or time. The 'time' of the Elements is a logical time of de- 

monstration, of analysis and synthesis; decomposition and com-osition of 
figure from or to its 'logical' elements. Figure has been quite abstracted 
from the figure of Action, within the frame of a formal determination of 
'inscription', abstracted from the physical order of 'definition' of an 
actual body in time. - This through the figure of 'boundary', «(S 

, 'term', 
in which a logical order of 'position' posits itself, inscribes itself si- 
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lently in 'mathematical' Figure, as the figure of 'inscription'of one 

figure within another - point in line, line in triangle or surface or 

circle- which in turn constitutes these figures as 'ideal', mathematical, 

and constitutes itself 'ideal' definition, like the figure of mathemat- 

ical 'boundary' or limit, which it repeats in its own implicit 'definit- 

ion' as logical order of 'definition'. 

Euclid died, like Zeno and Epicurus, around the end of the 

first third of the third century. Archimedes, the foremost mathematician 

of Antiquity (and, according to many of the foremost mathematicians since, 

the foremost in any period including Antiquity) was born in Syracuse a- 

bout twenty years before Euclid's death, where he returned, after study- 

ing at Alexandria under Euclid's successor Conon. Syracuse in his time 

still dominated the affairs of Greater Greece, which has been exempt from 

the macedonian conquests of Philip and Alexander, like that phoenician 

colony and mother-of-colonies Carthage, her great rival in trade and in- 

flence. Archimedes died in the roman sack of Syracu§e2f ter the siege 

of three years in which his machines, according to the account given by 

Plutarch in his life of the roman general Marcellus (who was besieging the 

city), were the very defence of the city: 

t ý-1 
v! (1a CL/1 

All the other syracusans were only a body for Archimedes' apparatus, 

and his the one soul moving and turning everything: all other weapons 
lay idle, and the city-then used his alone, both for offense and de- 

fence. In the end the romans became so filled with fear that, if they 

saw a little piece of rope or wood projecting over the wall, they 

cried 'There it is, Archimedes is training some machine! upon us' , and Fwned 

fled. Marcellus, seeing this, abondoned all fighting and assault, and 
a~d 

for the future relied on a long siege (1) 

(This siege, following an alliance of CarthaGe and Syracuse in the second 

carthaginian ('Dunic') war, Gended the independence of Greater Greece from 

Rome) 

These 'machines') were the auplications of Archimedes' mathematic- 

al principles which he himself regarded (the applications) as 

of very secondary importance(L) - And these 'mechanical' principles amount 
to the inscription in the euclidean frame of the figure of movement, and 

1: Life of Marcellus, ch *1'1 ý- ýý "y "ý ýý ýýý1 _ 
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correlative mass or matter. This figure of 'mechanics' constitutes 

one side of Archimedes' mathematical activity (t'e 'physical' side, 

one might say). His activity as a whole, expressed in his communicat- 

ions with Alexandria'(with the mathematical school attached to the Mus- 

eum) may be characterised by the more general figure of configurations 

'abstracted' (or rather concreted) from the 'elementary' articulation 

of figure reducible to euclidean 'synthesis' from the limiting figure 

of point. His work is marked by the integration of the converse 'move- 

ments' of analysis (decomposition) and synthesis (construction and proof, 

reconstruction) in particular configurations, generally involving some 

'mechanical' element (for example, 'mechanical' curvesthat cannot be con- 

structed with ruler and compass - with straight line and circle, but which 

are defined by a point 'moving' within certain formal constraints -a 
'sviral', for example: a point moving uniformly along a straight line 

uniformly turning about a fixed point).. This 'logically e ermmir ä of 
i 

of the 'poetic' frame of Action in the simplest figure of Movement is 

in a way varallel to the extension of stoical principals to the poetic 

frame of Cleanthes' hymn. More generally, it might be said to be inscri- 

bed in the figure of transition from a thoroughly 'one-sided' determin- 

ation of the voetic frame of inscription around the beginning of the cen- 

tury, towards a more symmetrical determination around the middle of the 

century. 

To be more specific: the Mechanics'introduces into the euclid- 

ean frame only the simple correlation of matter a simple asymmetry 

of Space -a correlation of matter and a direction of movement, 'fall' 

(familiar as Aristotle's fundamental 'physical' principle, and as that 

of rDicurus). 'Mechanics' is then inscribed in the simple symmetry. (in 

this movement') of 'balance': if a uniform line or rod (or more complex 

configuration, symmetrical about the 'direction of movemgrt' as represented 

by a line through a fixed point of the configuration) is fixed at the cen- 
tral point (equidistant from each end), then it will 'balance', for any 

a rinciple that would cause one end to fall (and the other, then, to rise) 

would, if apnlied'to the same configuration seen, as it were, from the 

other side, cause that first end to rise and the other to fall: so there 

can be no such principle of. movememt, and the rod will 'balance' at the 

centre, an equal 'force' or 'power' being exerted by the 'weight' or mass 

on either side tending to turn the rod about the centre. 

Consider, then, forces exerted at two points, at distances A 
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ahd B from a fixed point of a weightless rod. Again from principles of 

symmetry, the forces at these points, corresponding to weights MA and MB, 

might be considered to be applied in the form of two lengths, MA and MB, 

of a uniform strip of material of constant width. And since the forces 

will be the same no matter how these strips are fixed at A and B, we may 

consider them fixed along the rod, and we may sup""ose that the lengths are 

such that the ends of the strips just meet. But then we will have, in ef- 

fect a massive strip of length MA7plus-MB balanced at our fixed point - 

and so this fixed point must in fact (from the earlier fundamental symm- 

etry of balance) be the midpoint of the combined length. 

Then'A must be 'IA*MB) less -MA or IMB in some units of length 

and weight in which B is J(MA+ MB) less JMB - or iMA, and we have the 

general principle of the balance or lever (applied in the 'roman balance;, 

with fixed pan and fulcrum, and movable weight, while our initial principle 

corresponds to the ordinary balance or 'scales'): the relative distances 

of the weights applied, A and B, are directly proportional to the weights 

avplied on the other side - or: the product ofýweight and the distance from 

the fixed point or fulcrum at which it is applied is the same on either 

side. Archimedes goes on to define the 'centre of gravity(or weight)' of 

complicated bodies and configurations as the point of intersection of lines 

through the configuration which are imaginary extensions of the line formed 

by a string from which the body is hung. Equivalently it is a point which, 
if fixed, balances the configuration or bod*Q He constructs or calculates 
the centres of gravity of various such complex configuraticns, each new 
figure being inscribed in the elementary figure of balance according to the 

principles of euclidean inscription or geometry. 

If, then, we are to use a lever to raise a weight attached (or 

otherwise acting) at a certain distance from the fixed point or fulcrum 

of the rod or lever, we must apply a contrary force at such a distance 

that the products of force and distance from fulcrum are equal (together 

with some minimal initial impulse, as small as we like, to produce move- 

ment). If, now, we consider the work done in raising the weighTAa small 
distance A/n, this will be equivalent to the work done in reversing the 

movement, and raising MB through the distance : B/n (since we can make the 
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unbalancing impulse as small as we like - any additional weight will 

tilt the balance: such a moving force simply is 'extra weight'). 

KA 
r 

... 1 i 

- Thus the weight or force on either side compounded (multiplied) 

with the distance through which it moves (this distance being, from the geo- 

metry of the configuration, proportional to the distance A or B. of the 
(fs, o -. e-. -c r', A. e'--- () 

weight or force from the fulcrum) is equal on either side. The 'work' done 

on one side, 'put in', is equal to the work effected on the other - the work 

we 'get out' of the machine. And further, the movement, KCVvT-s or momentum, 

given by the initial impulse on one side (say, the weight compounded or mul- 

tivlied with the speed of the imparted mövement) is, from similar consider- 

ations ok the 'sym-netry' of the system, equal to the impulse produced on the 

other side. What we put 'in' to the system on one side is ('ideally') what 

we get'out'at the other. The net 'work' or 'momentum' of the blosed' sys- 

tem, considered in abstraction from its context, remains the same, unless 

something is put 'in' or taken'out', from or to the context of the 'closed' 

system. 
s 

These elementary 'symmetries' of movement are enunciatec67w Rtduh 

any demonstration in the fifth chapter of the seventh book of the Physics, 

and they are used, in such a form, to demonstrate the 'working' ofYMefthree 

'elementary' machines (lever and pulley: from these, together with the in- 

clined plane, all composite machines can be 'constructed') in the pseudo- 

aristotelian Mechanics (probably due to Strato, the first head of the Mus- 

eum). Archimedes frames the basic principles of 'statics' - of equilibrium 

or balance - there developed (and dating back, in some form, to Plato's py- 

thagorean contemuorary Archytas) within the geometrical Figure of Euclid's 

Elements. And this within the simile figure of correlation of matter and 

a direction of movement, in which Aristotle had framed Physics. The mathe- 

matical configuration of an Action thus introduced around the middle of the 

third century develops eventually into the primary mirror of 'logical' and 
'physical' orders - the mathematical frame - of the 'scientific revolution' 

which I take to mark a sort of midpoint of the Tradition of Reflection as 

a whole. A 'midcoint' in that it embodies the simplest symmetry (of logical 

and physical orders of the Tradition) in a simplest or minimal form -a 
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Gimt, le 'poetic' symmetry of the Tradition as a Story, a History (of Ref- 

lection) -a simple expression of the figure of that 'transition' itself, 

in which the various phases, themes, elements, of the Tradition may be in- 

scribed as so many coriponents of a unitary frame of Action - of a Drama or 

Story. 

Thus (for example) the 'mechanics', the mathematical physics in 

which my contemooraries frame this 'here' and 'now' and material embodiment 

of this my writing, is itself framed by the simple figure of an abstraction 

of (concretion of, rather) the 'mathematical' frame of Archimedes' Action, 

from the euclidean limits of mathematical Space and mathematical point. And 

just as, at Athens, an analogous 'concretion' from the formal limits of pos- 

ition and Kosmos (the aristotelian frame of 'here' and 'now' and 'matter', 

of Action) was being effected in the figure of Action or Drama, the inscript- 

ions of its 'positing' in the frame posited, chosen, so now does the concret- 

ion from euclidean point and its purely formal 'position' or positing, embody 

just that same figure of Drama, in a form closest to Arcesilaus' expression 

or presentation of the figure. To take a further 'example' of such 'hist- 

orical' symmetry, in relation to this figure of Action: the transition from 

the 'middle' -phase of the Tradition (turning about the 'scientific revolut- 

ion' of the seventeenth century), to this latter phase, towards whose close 

I am now writing, is marked in 'mechanics' or mathematical physics by the 

systematic articulation of mechanical configuration in general, within the 

simple figure or symmetry of Action first clearly presented by Archimedes. 

- Towards the end of the eighteenth century of our Era Lagrange articulated 

mechanics within the figure of Action as (in his terms) 'a geometry of four 

dimensions - `f-me and the three dimensions of Space' - one mechanical con- 
figuration inscribed within another in terms of a generalisation of 'posit- 

ions' and 'momenta' of cornvonents, abst acted from the limiting case of 
'uositions' and 'momenta' in euclidean Space. Around the beginning of this 

succeeding 'latter' phase of the Tradition, Laplace applied this method to 

the systematic inscription of the movements of the 'planets', the wander- 
ing stars, in a 'mechanical' frame of Kosmos. 

Archimedes appears to have applied his fundamental principles 

of Action - or work, or movement, to at learnt the pulley in a lost work 
on Machines. The principle of the pulley, corres, onding to the fundamental 
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principle of a 'closed' system discovered 'at work' in the lever, is 

simply that the work nut in by a weight of force MA falling through a 

distance A is (ideally) equal to the work 'got out' of the machine in 

raising a weight MB through a distance B: MAcomnounded ('times') A is 

equal to MB'times' B: 

- In the fourteenth chapter of his Life of Marcellus, Plutarch 

relates how Archimedes told hia kinsman, Hiero, king of Syracuse, that 

with a given force it is possible to move any given weight. He exempli- 

fied his principle, at Hiero's request, by pulling towards himself a 

heavily laden ship: 'he pulled gently with his hand at the end of a com- 

nound machine' which the commentators of Antiquity tell us was a compound 

pulley. It was this that induced the king, says Plutarch, to engage Ar- 

chimedes in the construction of military machines. 

(Aü gustus' 'engineer' Vitruvius relates anc, ther celebrated story 

connecting Archimedes and Hiero (in the preface to the ninth book On Ar- 

chitecture) in the discovery of the fundamental principle of fluid mech- 

anics. Archimedes, having found that his body was subject to an upward 

force equal to the weight of water it displaced in the public baths is 

said to have runr., home naked crying 0'4, AK k- I've found it! His Floating 

Bows 
, 

begins with the simple configuration of a body exerting force at 

a point in a fluid, due to its weight, - its tendency to fall. The config- 

uration orQ complex floating bodies in a fluid are then derived from the 

elementary'principle that (in effect) if the force exerted on some Dart 

of the water in some direction is greater than that exerted in the opposite 

direction the water will move: in a static configuration the balanced for- 

ces acting at any point amount to a compression or 'pressure' at that 

point - if the pressures at two communicating points at the same level 

are unequal, the water will flow from the point of higher, to that of 
lower, pressure. ) 

Archimedes' assertion that any given force can in principle 
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move any given weight ('Give me somewhere to stand and I will move the 

Earth'), depends upon the 'arithmetical' principle that any given extens- 

ion, taken a suitable number of times, will exceed any(other)given exten- 

sion ('Archimedes' Principle'). This principle of the unitary character 

of number (the relations of any numbers are themselves contained by a num- 

ber) or extension - the principle, in effect, that all spatial relations 

can be measured by a single given 'unit' or measure (thus he calculates the 

number of grains of sand that would fill the Kosmos) - lies at the base of 
his work in geometry proper (as of his 'arithmetic'). This work is mainly 

concerned with the systematic elaboration of the Method of Exhaustion, first 

demonstrated by Plato's a°sociate Eudoxus. His main ex-osition of the Me- 

thod is in his work On the Sphere and Cylinder, which he regarded as his 

masterpiece. Cicero, when guaestor in Sicily, discovered Archimedes' tomb, 

on which was inscribed a cylinder containing a sphere, and the a/Ye, S, 

ratio, of the volumes of containing cylinder and contained sphere. 

Archimedes proceeds by defining an 'element' of length, area or 

volume, descibed in terms of a set of 'parameters', of which the chief is 

the number of such 'elements' contained in, and containing the figure to 

be determined or 'measured', 'squared' (measured by the basic unit). Thus, 

to square the circle, we would consider an 'inscribed' and bircumscribed' 

regular polygon of N sides: 

(N_8) l 

We may then approximate as closely as we like to the circum- 
ference or perimeter of the circle by making N sufficiently large. By con- 
sidering the relations between the corresponding 'elements' of approximat- 
ions to the volume of cylinder and inscribed sphere, Archimedes shows that 
the volume of the cylinder is 4/3 times the volume of the contained sphere. 
A definite, exact relation, is abst acted from two 'parallel' indefinite 

or unlimited processes of approximation. Within the frame of this dem- 

onstration, Archimedes finds relations between the fundamental circular 
'measure' of the circumference of the circle in terms of its diameter tak- 
en as unit (first denoted by a definite 'term' around the middle of the 
seventeenth century), and various areas and volumes defined by simple sol- 
ids combined in various ways with ane another and with planes or lines 
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which 'cut' these figures in various ways. Thus he in effect considers, 

within the euclidean frame, definite relations among elementary figures 

that cannot be expressed in terms of a definite unitary reduction of the 

figures or configurations to point and unit. The relations thus belong 

to an intermediate domain of 'figure' abstracted (or, again, 'concreted') 

from the elementary correlation of euclidean point and the simple sym- 

metry of such 'points' of an empty euclidean Space. Here, as in the an- 

alogous abstraction from the elementary frame of the Mechanics, one sim- 

ple vrinciple (other than 'Archimedes' Principle' which is in effect the 

basis of the euclidean arithmetic of the Elements), serves to frame the whý, 1E 

development within the euclidean frame taken as primary. At the beginning 

of the work On the Sphere and Cylinder, Archimedes defines what it is for 

one line to be 'inside' another, on the basis of the principle that a 
'straight line'- which Euclid had definetd äsf onetwhi hs 'lies in the same 

way with its points', 
ý- pc., ýj t t., Vzi%S P. ýruo, SKL' , u- is 'the least 

of those lines with the same end-voints'. Euclid's definition am-, ants to 

saying that a 'straight' line has every part 'straight': any section has 

the same figure as the whole - the 'straight' line is defined by two points 
(and is thus the next 'figure' to be defined after 'point' in the first de- 

finition of the Elements, and 'line' in the second (and their general re- 
lation in the third)). This principle, together with the fundamental prin- 

ciple of the Mechanics, together constitute the frame of determination of 

nhyeical actuality, as I write: the Principle of Least*lction. The mathe- 

matical inscription or articulation of the physical order within this prin- 

civle (the frame of Action already alluded to does not decide between var- 
ious -ossible orders of inscription of action within action; the principle 
of Least Action completely determines the 'physical' order of a configur- 
ation). In particular, the articulation of physical 'Optics' as primary 
instance of this frame (here the 'principle of least action' appears in 
the form of a 'principle of least time' or 'least optical path') was ef- 
fected around the middle of the seventeenth century (by Fermat); the still 
more uarticular case of 'catoptrics' or the articulation of reflection in 

mirrors was recognised by the great engineer Hero of Alexandria (perhaps 

around the beginning of our Era - Herc's dates are not sure). 
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Towards the end of h tý1 ird cen ry the polymath Eratosthenes, 
nLa 

ý, 
"olýxý ivy ýJ ! c. 

ýpvr 

who had succeeded Callimachus/asplibrarian (and who was a close friend of 

Archimedes, and one of his principle correspondents) set about integrating 

the various geographical and historical materials at his disposal in a unit- 

ary frame of Chronology and 'Geographyf- based upon Astronomy -a unitary 

frame of Time and Place which might be said to parallel Chrysippus' 'ration- 

al' framing of the stoic World around the same time at Athens, where indeed 

Eratosthenes had studied for a while. At the Museum, mathematical activity 

was, at this time, dominated by Aaollonius of Perga. Eratosthenes was ap- 

parently for some reason called £. , Aoollonius 0; we do not know why. 

We do, however know why Anollonius was called the 'great geometer': 

(His predecessors investigated the sections of a cone by a plane in 

particular-cones, always cutting one' side of the cone in a right angle) 
But later Anollonius of Perga proved generally that all the sections can 
be obtained in any cone, whether right or scalene, according to the dif- 

ferent relations of the plane to the cone. In admiration for this, and 

on account of the remarkable nature of the theorems in conics proved by 

him, his contemporaries called him the Great Geometer. '(1) 

A cone is defined ba circle and a point 'outside' the plane of the 
S(-,! N, 1z ý--1 t- ýý .a 

circle - as the sürfäce containing all lines)through point on the circle 

and the single point (vertex) outside the plane of the circle. The intersect- 

ion - the Doints of coincidence - with a plane is a 'conic' -a conic sect- 

ion or section of the cone. What is characteristic of Apollonius' work is 

that relations in this plane are understood through 'embedding' the plane 
in the third dimension including the cone, and this leads to a general anal- 

ysis of 'four-line loci' in the plane. - That is of 'loci' or lines consti- 
tuted by all the points defined (by Pappus) by the following constraints: 

If straight lines be drawn (from the point) to meet at given angles 

our straight lines given in position, and the rationof the rectangle contail; c 
two of the straight lines (ie, their product) so drawn towards the rect- 

angle contained by the remaining two be given, then.. the point will 
lie on a conic section (thus) given in position. (2) 

In the 'three-line locus', one of the products('rectangles')is replaced 
by the square of the third line (ie, two lines of the more general four-line 
locus coincide). The whole treatment (analogously with all the cases 

_ýmý--' - 
TT ýi'/Qý 7" 

ýýý VII, 36 
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sidered thus'far) is framed by the 'projection' onto any plane of 

the figure earlier shown (in the discussion of the early pythagoreans 

above) to embody Pythagoras' Theorem, relating linear and square measure: 

6 G 

- The angle in a semicircle is a right angle, and so BD: DA = AT: DC (since 

the triangles BD A, ADC are similar) and thus BD. DC =DA. AD, the square on 

AD is equal to the 'rectangle' with sides BD, DC. 

The general analogue for conic sections is derived from the 

figure : y'ýFt, 6 a) 
O 

CA'tv 
ßA _____ý- 

iýüfr 
G 

F 

N 

Since the triangles EDB, ED'B' , and also CDF, C'D'F are similar, it 

should be obvious that the square on AD (or A'D') is to ED. DF (or ED'. D'F) 

in a fixed nronortion (as A 7uves' along the section) depending only on 
the vertical angle of the cone, BOO, and the angle of incidence of the 

plane, EDB. The same argument applies for the 'hyprbola' whose second 
'vertex', F, lies on the cone extended above 0. Where the section is para- 
llel to a side of the cone (parabola) there is no second vertex, and DC 

is constant (ED being parallel to OC), so the square on AD is proportional 
to ED. 

That is, in Apollonius' language, if Ef F- are 

a conic section (EF an 'axis'. or 'diameter'), then the 
to h diaM ter u in it tD 

oeniicular from any noin on tie c8nicýls na ixeli 

rectangle on the line AD, with side DF (where F is the 

the dia'neter), if the section be a circle, ellipse or 

the 'vertices' of 

square on the per- 

proportion to the 

other vertex of 
berbola, or to 
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AD if it be a parabola: 
R 

(F) 
D 

(c: 

r) 

It seems unlikely that Atollonius did in fact fully work out 

the 'four-line locus', although in propositions 74-6 of the extant third 

book he gives, in effect, a demonstration of the converse of the three- 

line locus. The preface to the work as a whole seems to correspond to 

a projected systematic revision of the initial sketches of eight books 

already published - Pappus tells us that Apollonius was 'very proud of 

having expanded' the treatment of the locus, 'though he left the most 

part of his Conics incomplete' (1). A complete systematic treatment would 

in effect have amounted to a systematic treatment of curves defined by cer- 

tain 'parameters' referred to given lines (distances and 'squares' of disc 

tances), and the solution of problems involving relations of lines, 'rect- 

angles' and 'squares' by consideration of the intersections of conics re- 

nresenting the loci, sets of points, corresponding to component constraints 

of the problem. 

Now this would involve a systematic abstraction of the consid- 

eration of relations between parameters involving general composition-in- 

square - an abstraction of what would eventually become 'analytic, geomet- 

ry-from the synthetic geometry of 1 uclid. Indeed it was from Pappus' dis- 

cussion of Apollonius' four-line-locus that Descartes, in the first half of 

the seventeenth century developed an 'analysis' of loci - specifically 

conics and their intersections with one another and with lines in a plane - 

in terms of perpendicular distances of points on a curve (such as a conic, 

or cur-re of the 'second order' - involving products and squares of dis- 

tances) from two fixed (given) perpendicular 'axes' or straight lines, 

chosen in the plane. In the second half of that century Newton applied 

this mathematical 'analysis' of a point on a plane 'moving' within cert- 

ains constraints or parameters to the question of the path or curve traced 

by a material 'point' moving under the constraint of 'physical' parameters. 

Although Newton obtained his results by methods embodying the configur- 

Panpus, Collection VII, 34 
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u ration of archimedean exhaustion and apollonian plane analysis in 

abstraction from the euclidean frame of geometrical Space, he yet pre- 

sented his results in a strictly 'synthetic' form in his Mathematical 

Princivles of Natural Philosophy. This duality of perspective will be 

seen to be characteristic of that transition we call the 'scientific re- 

volution'. 

Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius, over the third century, 

thus present to us a mathematical configuration (the euclidean correlation 

of point and Space, Archimedes' treatment of intermediate Figure, and Apol- 

lonius' projected systematic 'analysis' of plane figure) which reappears 

in the seventeenth century of our Era to define the mathematical frame of 

the 'scientific revolution'. The transition from this definitive phase of 

the 'first alexandrian school' (the mathematics of the third century before 

our Era) to an equally definitive phase of mathematical theory correspond- 

ing to the 'scientific revolution', is itself framed by the developing ab- 

straction of the 'arithmetic' articulation of Measure from its geometrical 

expression in terms of analysis and synthesis of spatial figure. The em- 

erging dominance of such arithmetical considerations in Antiquity corresp- 

onds to the emergence of 'neopythagorean' numerology (the sense of this 

term will become clearer in the sequel) in Alexandria towards the beginning 

of our Era. One 'side' of this emerging frame, may be seen in the develop- 

ment of an 'analytin' astronomy from the presentation of its elements by 

Hipparchus in the century following Euclid, Archimedes and Apolloniua, to 

their systematic integration by Ptolemy in the second century of our Era. 

'One side' of the principle of transition, in that the primary circuit of 
the celestial Sphere, within which the circuits of the stars are 'resolved' 

into their components of uniform circular motions, 'wheels within wheels', 

one inscribed within another, amounts to a simple or radical abstraction 
from empty euclidean Space as limiting frame. The 'arithmetical' symmetries 

of Number abstractsfrom that central principle of Figure, intermediate be- 

tween the two 'sides', limits, of euclidean Space and euclidean point. 
Corresponding to the 'astronomical' ('si}neric', as this theory was gener- 
ally called in Antiquity) abstraction from the limit of empty euclidean 
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Space, is the 'other side', a corresponding abstraction from point and 

line to the correlation of length (difference between two points) and 

'angle' (difference or distance between two lines) which constitutes the 

'trigonometrical' frame of 'harmonics' by which any complex or composite 

stellar motion may be 'resolved' into uniform components, 'eccentrics' and 

'epicycles'. Consider, for example, a typical configuration in the ana- 

ivGin of a nlanetarv motion: 

I 

E is the centre of the earth, 00 the centre of an 'eccentric' circle, 

opt 0., "0S `centres of three successive 'epicycles', moving uniformly ab- 

out the centres of the next-lowest epicycle or eccentric. The planet 

moves in the plane, '--EX . Hipparchus devised various instruments to meas- 

ure the angle 1 -between 
the line joining his observatory and the star, and 

a fixed direction in the plane of motion ( the orientation of this plane 

relative to a fixed plane, the celestial equator - or perhaps the plane 

of the sun's circuit, the 'ecliptic' - being determined by previous meas- 

urements. A whole circuit (a great circle of the Sphere of Heaven) he 

followed the babylonians or 'chaldeans' in dividing into 360 'degrees', each 

of these being further divided into 60 'minutes'(pars minutiae primae) and 
those into 60 beconds'(pars minutiae secundae, in the latin). Given the 

t, t7rlc.. 0 measurement of c. at various successive times, and the principles of 'tri- 

gonometrical' determination of i and rL from 
6e 

components of the figure 
(eccentricity, radii and angles), the resolution of the planet's circuit 
into even cycles becomes a simple matter of analysis. The simple prin- 

ciple involved in such analysis is the a9dition of components of orient- 

ation and distance of the star, resolved along two perpendicular direct- 

ions in the plane of motions 
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Here Ci. LcL(ls)is the sum of cLº(t )and c. i cý" ýZ, c); eta; ct%(rto-2t)is 

the sum of Thus L may be found in terms of 

a. c c-p. H ipparchus took as 'reference' circle one with diameter 

divided into 120 parts (radius = 60), and calculated a table of chords 

to enable him to pursue his analysis'in a systematic way. From the sym- 

metry of the equilateral triangle (for example), we see that the 'chord' 

of 60 'degrees' of the circle is 60 units. Several other basic chords 

may be derived from other simple considerations. The table is then con- 

structed from formulae for the chords of sums (and differences) of angles, 

in terms of the chords of those angles. These formulae, in turn, are de- 

rived from a simple theorem ('Ptolemy's Theorem', probably due to Hip- 

p archu s) ; -r--ýg 

A 
A C. ß. '*S = Ab. C . t- 13 C. A. D 
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This simple theorem relates lengths (of chords) and angles (subtending 

these chords). In effect, chords of sums of angles (eg chord AC is sub- 

tended at B by the sum of the angles subtending AD, DC) are expressed in 

terms of sums of chords. The 'arithmetic' (a dition and mp. ltiplication) 

of length and angle are related by this simple formula, in which all fur- 

ther relations of angle and length may be inscribed, just as all mechanic- 

al symmetries may be inscribed within the simple symmetry of Archimedes' 

balance. 

It may be illuminating to analyse the articulation of the figure 

by which the theorem is 'demonstrated'. The demonstration involves two 

subordinate 'figures' or symmetries of figure: 

6 

q` 

I II 
C/ 

0 

I: From the symmetryof the two sides of triangles which are both equal 

radii of a circle (this is the definition of 'circle', to have equal ra- 

dii to all points on the circumference - it is the 'locus' of a point in 

a plane whoa distance from a fixed point (centre) is fixed) -eg, OB9OC - 

we see that the angle ABC ((ý'+'') is half of angle AOC: for AOC "" 180-2. -, 

and 2a +2p+2y is the sum of the angles in AEC, and so c( *(ý + y) 

and ({ + p) = 70- % or half of AOC. 

II: To prove the theorem the figure ABCD is complicated by the introduct- 

ion of another point, E, such that the angles ABE, DBC are equal (the 

'construction' - along with the line BE). Then the triangles ABE, DBC have 
eg olive the rý g es equal, and differ only in scale, so that their respective 

sides are in a fixed proportion. 

Since triangles ABD, EBC are also 'similar', and AC = AE + EC, the result 

quickly follows from a simple analysis of the 'constructed' figure, in 

which the initial relations 'enunciated' in the theorem have themselves 
been 'inscribed#. 
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- For from (I), for example, the angles BAC, BDC, each being half the 

angle subtended by the chord BC at the centre of the circle, are equal, 

and so triangles ABE, DBC are similar; similarly, triangles ABD, EBC are 

similar, and their sides proportionate. The result follows from the cor- 

relation of these proportions in the common side BD. 

From figure (1), again, the- most elementary application of the 

figure of 'Ptolemy's The-rem' to the resolution of the complex configur- 

ation of lengths and angles in a stellar motion may be easily seen: 

Zý - 

4 

ý7i"j- (ý 

Here, in later terminalogy, putting 'sine 'C' = Jchord2o< 
, and 'co-sinepe' 

= sine (90-r<), we may see that BD. AC = AB. DC + AD. BC, or, Taking the dia- 

meter AC as a unit length, sine (oC+') = sine pc . cosine (3 + sine ?. cosiner,. 
If we repeat the construction made -in the demonstration of the theorem, 

we can see how, in this case, the demonstration amounts to the principle 

of composition of two orthogonal 'projections', and thus serves as the basic 

for a 'logic' of projection by which the various components of a stellar 

motion may be 'projected' onto the unitary frame of the heavenly sphere, 
there corresponding to the basic observational datum of the 'position' of 

a star at some 'point' in time - the 'position' for whose determination 

Hipparchus' instruments were constructed. The complete 'arithmetical' ab- 

straction of the arithmetic of length and angle from from its euclidean 

representation in terms of ooint and line, and the relation of this arith- 

metic to stellar movement in a circuit quite abstracted from a uniform re- 

solution into circles within circles, is a primary aspect of the more gen- 

eral abstraction of mathematical symmetry from geometrical representation 
(of 'analysis' from euclidean 'synthesis' in terms of point and Space) 

which frames the 'scientific revolution' of the seventeenth century. 
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Hipparchus probably studied at Alexandria, and made observ- 

ations there towarb the middle of the second century before our Era. 

Most of his observation, though, was carried out in Rhodes, whence Pan- 

aetius had gone to Rome around this same mid-century, and where his suc- 

cessor as leader of the stoics Posidonius was to teach towards the end of 

the century, and whence the latter went, around 70, to Rome to join, am- 

ong others, his erstwhile pupil Cicero. Posidonius died in Rome about 
the year 51. In the third century, Apollonius of Rhodes, alexandrian 
librarian under the secon Ptolemy, and predecessor of Eratosthenes in that 

post, left Alexandria for Rhodes after quarelling with Callimachus over 

philological principles - this, perhaps, around the time of accession of 
the third Ptolemy, Euergetes. Rhodes had risen, during the third century, 
to the dominance of sea-transnort in the Mediterranean, maintaining her 

independence from the various factions quarrelling over Alexander's suc- 

cession. Like Alexandria, which was becoming, over the same period, the 

dominant Market of the Mediterranean, Rhodes represents, in an important 

way, the intercourse of Greece and 'barbarian', non-greek, initiated by 

Alexander - and most particularly, the meeting of Greek and Syrian cul- 
ture, before the Mediterranean became more systematically integrated un- 
der 'barbarian' roman policy. 

Interaction with Syria, and 'chaldeans' in the syrian hinter- 

land, dominates egy±ian policy down to the submission of both kingdoms - 
the Ptolemies and Seleucids (each deriving from one of Alexander's gener- 

als) to Rome, towards the middle of the second century. The abatement of 
the cultural erergy of Alexandria under the first three or four Ptolemies 

over the third century runs parallel to increasing conflict between Egypt 

and Syria, focussed in the small intervening state of Palestine, whose 
'semitic' culture reflects this meeting of egyptian and syrian or egyptian 

and chaldean, and this over the last few centuries before our Era, just 

as over about two millenia before. The 'focussing' or convergence of 
the complex cultural relations of egyptian, chaldean, greek and roman in 

this jealously independent little state of Palestine defines, tradition- 

ally, the beginning of our 'Era': 

Before attempting to mark in the termsof this 'Story' of Re- 

flection, the question posed by, or corresponding to, such 'cultural' 

convergence of the 'World' of Antiquity, a few more elements must be 

set in place. 
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First of all, the component 'cultures'. Towards the middle of 

the third century Ptolemy Philadelphus had Manetho, the high-priest of Amun- 

Ra at Helopolis, 'Sun City', the centre of the cult, compile from temple 

records a systematic presentation of egyptian 'culture', from mythical be- 

ginnings, down to the time of the Ptolemies themselves. At about the same 

time, according to tradition, he obtained from the high-priest of the Jews, 

in Palestine, a deputation of 72 teachers of the Law of the Jews (six from 

each of twelve-'tribes' or families into which the Jews were divided) to 

translate into greek the Jewish Law, ascribed in Jewish legend (preserved 

in the Law itself) to the Moses who had led the twelve tribes from Egypt 

to Palestine almost exactly one thousand years before (this date being de- 

rived from the correlation of Manetho's records and the Jewish Law). At the 
in ielevc ' 
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same time, LBerosus, high priest of Bel at Babylon, was compiling (in greek) 

a systematic account of 'chaldean' culture, which had so powerfully influen- 

ced the Jewish culture during the 'babylonian captivity' of the sixth cen- 

tury, and from which, according to the Jewish tradition or legends, preser- 

ved (from the end of the sixth century on) by the priests of Jerusalem, Jew- 

ish culture had itself emerged around the time of the fall of the first Chal- 

dean culture of Southern Mesopotamia or Sumeria, and the rise of Babylon (at 

the beginning of the secon3mill enium). Berosus' account, beginning with a 

systemisation of the astral mythology of the chaldeans dominates what one 

might call the graeco-syrian axis of Reflection from the third century on. 

In particular, this configuration is evident in the graeco-syrian (cilician) 

Aratus, whose poetic rendering of Eudoxus' theory of the heavens within a 

stoic frame (composed probably at the court of Macedon around the middle of 

the third century) marks a point of transition from Eudoxus to Hipparchus, 

whose commentary on this poem is the only extant work of the latter. Further- 

more, the second book of Cicero's On the Nature of the nods, presenting the 

stoic cosmology, contains extensive quotations from Cicero's own translat- 

ion of this same uoem - an 
se 

;ý work, perhaps dating from his study under 

Posidonius at Rhodes. -eosidonius who himself emphasised the 'Chaldean' 

aspects of stoicism, present from the time of the phoenician Zeno. 

These rarallel systematisations of 'semitic' (or hamito-semitic; 

culture, in turn parallel the main activity at the alexandrian Library a- 

round the middle of the third century, dominated by Callimachus whom the 

secorxdPtolemy had engaged to compile a systematic catalogue of the half- 

a-million rolls then in the royal collection. I have already noted the 
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work of Eratosthenes (librarian from about the middle of the century, 

after Apollonius of Rhodes) in articulating a universal spatiotemaoral 

frame in which all the material in the library (in particular, the hist- 

ories of Berosus, Manetho, the 'Seventy', and the greeks) might be correl- 

ated and integrated. Callimachus was engaged in the preliminary work of 

establishing 'canonical' texts, corrleting rolls (including duplicates) 

of 'books' of the same work, and aDplyingýcritical principles to the elab- 

oration of 'canons' and to the correction and annotat7. on of texts, develop- 

ed (largely by him) around this time. 

At the same time, and directly complementing this 'applied poet- 
ics', Callimachus was establishing an alexandrian 'canon' for original com- 

position, based upon the systematic integration of the various components 

of a text within the primary poetic frame of the whole. Traditionally, it 

was the conflict over this 'canon' with his librarian Apollonius, that de- 

termined the departure of this, his erstwhile pupil, to Rhodes. The con- 
flict, was, and may be, seen in the two major productions of the rival coets. 
Each of these deal, like Berosus, Manetho, and the Seventy Jews, with the 

primary 'mythological' frame in which culture and its history or histories, 

are inscribed. 

Callimachus' Origins Aristotle's 'account' or 'cause') 

dealt with legendary origins - framing - of customs, festivals, names. It 

was constructed from short poetic 'episodes', each devoted to one subordin- 

ate 'reason' or 'origin', and all articulated in an 'analogical' frame of 
transposition of one into another (a structure borrowed by Ovid in his Meta- 

mornhoses, towards the beginning of our Era). Also typical of Callimachus 

are 
%9? 7t " , ''ý"'or iambic versess in which the 1 poet stands outside some con- 

figuration, in the satirical mode of the Critic. 

There is a direct parallel in the lambs with the ". ýX> of Tirtton, 

and between Callimachus' poetic canon and the 'poetic' or dramatic frame 

of Arcesilaus' middle way between stoics and epicureans. In each case, the 
'p1 ce' and authority of the poet - 'inside' or 'outside' the poetic frame 

cat ý, Mact^ vs 
ofLdidactic poem or satire respectively - is integrated 'in' that frame as 
one symmetrical component, just as Arcesilaus' poetic framing of Actuality 
involves a primary figure of the 'working' of a frame in which the choice 
or assertion of that frame is one element. 

Yet there is a closer parallel between the 'poetic' frame of the 
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Middle Academy in mid-third-century Athens, and the 'applied poetics' 

of mid-third-century Alexandrl. a as a whole - in its whole range. Within 

this range, Callimachus' central inscription of his own 'authority' with- 

in his canon, his inscription of the locus of assertion within the poem 

or epigram, parallels the stoic inscription within the unitary frame of 

all-comprehending Reason of the rational choice or assertion of this frame. 

Callimachus found Apollonius' poetry too long, and two diffuse. 

He wrote a long poem on the Voyage of the Argonauts (which traditionally 

induced the breach with Callimachus) characterised by a dominance of des- 

cription, scene, in which the author effaces himself (as, perhaps, the epi- 

curean abdicates any self-asertion). Perhaps the strongest of the scenes, 

telling of Medea's growing infatuation with the argonaut's captain, Jason, 

might be seen to embody in Medea's emotion the confusion of 'object' and 

subjective imagination definitive (as we saw in Aristotle's poetics) of 

the dramatic frame of 'identification' (Euripides' Medea is, after Ling 

Oes, the dominant example in Aristotle's discussion of Tragedy). -A 

confusion which itself embodied in the narrative the 'confused' identifi- 

cation of the author or reader with the protagonist (this scene became the 

model for the love of Dido for Aeneas in Virgil's Aeneid, roughly contemp- 

orary with Ovid's Metamorphoses). 

01 

To complete the parallel, one might find in the dramatic frame 

of the syracusan Theocritus' 'images' (a diminutive of tt6S ) 

an 'alexandrian' analogue of Arcesilaus' ýna-. Cfl (Th®critus is 'alexandrian' 

in much the same sense as his fellow-citizen and contemporary Archimedes). 

Theoc±itus does not deal with the wider frames of Callimachus' and Apollon- 

ius' poetry, but with everyday scenes. He does not efface himself in des- 

cription, neither does he frame his 'idylls' within some unitary authority, 
but rather enters into the dramatic picture or image as one 'person' (the 

'first person') among others, in a 'play' of perspective. 

Together with the 'applied logic' (or 'mathematics and the 
'auplied poetics' of the 'alexandrian schools' of geometry and 'music' 

in the third century, I have already suggested one might consider the 
'alexandrian school' of medecine, whose primary representatives (like 
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Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius in geometry, and Callimachus, Apollon- 

ius of Rhodes and Theocritus in 'music') belong to the third century, to 

the first century of activity of Museum and Library, under the first three 

or four Ptolemies. 

Here, as in noting the alexandrian school of 'poetics', I will 

only briefly suggest how the parallel between developments at Athens and 

at Alexandria might perhaps be framed. 

Here again, we meet with two rival schools (the 'Dogmatics') 

founded in the first half of the century by Herophilus and Erasistratus, 

the first men to practice dissection of the human body (Aristotle had dis- 

sected only animals), and a reaction against the one-sided dogmatism of 
both of these in a third school, the 'Erapirics' with their 'tripod' or 
triple base of observation (ýjzyCFtý previous history of the subject 

or patient, and analogy or 'transition from like to like'. 

The Dogmatics and the Empirics are concerned with the 'working' 

of the primary interface of 'inside' and 'outside', the 'body'. Her.. philus 
frames his acc unt, as it were, from the 'inside', Erasistratus (borrowing 

the atomic theory of Epicurus) from the 'outside'. Herophilus articulates 
the 'working' of the body in the frame of the 'internal' distinction of 
'inside' and 'outside': against Aristotle he maintained that the brain dir- 

ects this 'working' through the system of nerves (following Alcmaenn of 
Croton) correlating the 'working' of subordinate organs (of sensation, digec-. 

ion, motion, and so on). His pathology was 'local' in the sense that a 
disfunction of the whole was attributed to the disfunction of some part. 
In particular, the working of the heart, intermediate (as in Plato) between 
brain and liver (a sort of mirror, as Tirnaeus puts it) he monitored in the 

pulse, the ebb and flow in arteries and veins, a sanguinary system (as it 

were) parallel to the directing nervous system centred in the brain. Dis- 
function of the blood-system he treated by venesection, other dis¬unctions 
he treated with counteracting drugs. 

Erasistratus, Aristotle's grandson, on the other hand, might be 

said to inscribe the body, as interface of 'inside' and 'outside', in out- 
side Nature - thus, like Epicurus he inscribed the workings of the various 
subordinate systems in the body within the primary function of digestion 

or assimilation. Whereas Aristotle makes the heart the primary organ, 
then, Herophilus subst. tutes the' higher'function of the brain and nervous 
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system, Erasistratus the 'lower' function of stomach, liver and digest- 

ive bystem'. Each of these two Dogmatics proposes to systematically in- 

inscribe the working of various component 'systems' or 'functions' which 

together make up the body, within a primary frame of distinction of 'in- 

side' and 'outside' - within a primary 'identification' of the subject 

or patient, a primary working or 'actuality' of the while. - This, as 

it were, from their two different 'sides' or perspectives. Thus erasis- 

tratean pathology is inscribed or articulated within the primary disorder 

of excess nutrition or assimilation, whereas Herophilus sees the disorder 

of the whole as rooted in the disfunction of some particular subordinate 

system -a 'local' pathology or disorder, induced by a 'local' cause, and 

throwing out the integrated working or activity of the whole, exciting 

'symptomatic' disfunctions in related systems or Darts. 

In the face of such contradictory dogmatic generalisation, the 

Empirics (parallelling in this the move of Arcesilaus faced with the con- 

tradictory dogmas of stoics and epicureans in Athens) base their approach 

on the framing of pathology or disfunction, incorporating the interaction 

of 'external' and 'internal' factors. From this 'middle' aoint of view, 

? Dogmatism presents two limits or extremes of such 'framing' of pathology, 

each equally and wrongly abstracted from the primary actuality of medical 

Practice - from the 'working', in practice, of the dramatic figure of the 

cart in rractice of the 'framing' of a case, in its particular circumstan- 

ces. 

There is a parallel, after the third century, between the pro- 

gress of Medecine and T-! athematics. Towards the beginning of our Era, 

Mathematics begins to be dominated by the elementary articulation of 
'arithmetic' relations of figure, abstracted from the systematic geomet- 

rical presentation of the'third century (the latter based upon the 'eucl- 

idean' coincidence of logical and physical 'sides' of Figure in the correl- 

at4on of voint and Space). In Medecine there arises a new school of 'Me- 

thodics', breaking with the alexandrian sytems of the third century and 
their complex pathology of function and disfunction inscribed in the ele- 

mentary interface of 'psychical' and 'physical' sides of the body. As- 

clepiades, giving up rhetoric for medecine, and moving to Rome, intro- 

duces a simple scheme of interaction of these two 'sides' (based upon the 

constriction or relaxation of 'pores' in the body). The elder Pliny, in 
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the third chapter of the twenty-sixth book of his Natural Fistory 

(written a century after Awlepiades' arrival in Rome with his 'Method') 

describes the great and precipitous success of the new school, with its 

insorporation of Medecine within the simple frame of Activity, according 

to the figure of the 'pores'. Anyone could understand the Method, and see 

the simple sense of the exercises and bathing enjoined by Asclepiades and 

his disciple Themison. Pliny makes Asclepiades in large part responsible 

for the introduction to Rome and Italy about this time of the public baths 

that were to quickly become such a prominent feature of roman life. 

The parallel extends to an analogy between Ptc. lery's systematic 

integration of Astronomy and Geography ('Sphaeric') in the second century 

of our Era ( based on the alexandrian mathematics of the third century, 

framed in Hipparchus' scheme of the second), and Galen's systematic inte- 

gration of alexandrian medecine about. the same time - this within the 

scheme of a highly stoical platonism developed from its beginnings in 

Panaetius (through Posidonius and the alexandrian configuration of Reflect- 

ion around the beginning of our Era, to which we are now almost ready to 

turn). I will indicate the part of this analogy in the transition from 

the configuration of Reflection at the beginning of this our Era, to that 

of its third century when I have considered the initial configuration of 

this 'Era'. (And will then try to bring out figures of transition from 

that third century to the close of classical Antiquity between the fifth 

and sixth centuries, then from this close to the opening of a 'middle phase' 

of Reflection - as here 'framed' - in the thirteenth). 

Nearly all the 'elements' of the 'initial configuration of our 
'Era' ', as framed here, are now in place. It remains only to complete 
the figure of transition from the Pythagoreans of Croton to this 'initial 

configuration', by relating the subordinate transitions from Pythagoreans 

to fourth-century Athens and third-century Alexandria or Athens to the 

transitions from these intermediate configurations of Reflection and Con- 

text to the roman dominance in the Mediterranean established in the second, 

and consolidated at the beginning of the first centry of our Era, under 
Augustus. 

In the delineation of the Context of Reflection (insofar as 
it mirrors as 'outside' the 'text' or texts of Theory, within the General 
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figure of comnlementarity 

and external' ) orders of 

'point' of this account) q 
ion, in the Past, from Al 

erium under Augustus. 

of 'logical' and 'physical' (or 'internal' 

Reflection, identified in the initial pythagorean 

a few details remain, relating to the transit- 

exander's successors to a universal roman ImA- 

A decline in original activity at the alexandrian Museum and 

library towards the end of the third century - under the fourth and fifth 

Ptolemies - parallels, as I have already noted, a decline in egyptian dom- 

inance of relations with Syria, and this, most particula33y, n Palestine, 

where the kingdoms meet. Alexander had settled large numbers of Jews at 

Alexandria: they were to form a third part of the Dopulation of his model 

city, along with a third part of greeks, and a third of egyptians. The 

first Ptolemy, annexing Palestine in 301, carried off another hundred 

thousand Jews, and from this voint they formed, with greeks and egyDtians, 

a parallel strand in the egyptian state, with their own institutions, be- 

coming more or less independent of the central authority of Jerusalem - 

this, mote markedly when, around the close of the third century, Antiochus 

III (the Great) of Syria recovered Palestine from Egypt. By 169 his son 

Antiochus 'Epiphanes' (or Epimanes: the Madman) was in Egypt itself, but 

was forced to withdraw the following year by the romans, whose sovereignty 

over the three great hellenistic kindoms of Macedon, Syria and Egyat was 

acknowledged that same year. Henceforward Egypt became the primary source 

of roman corn, and, under roman protection and safe from external aggres- 

sion, expended much energy in the family conflicts of the Ptolemies. 

Over the period 168-146 (from the initial defeat of Macedon 

and it; tghlishraent of guardianship in Syria and Egypt down to the dest- 

ruction of Carthage and Corinth in the latter year) Antiochus 'the Mad- 

man' had attempted to integrate Jewish culture with graeco-syrian, and 

caused a Jewish revolt, concluded by the establishment of an independent 

Jewish state ruled by a high court or Council ('Sanhedrin') of seventy 

wise men plus a judge (usually the high priest) elected from the members 

of-the council - the priestly aristocrary established by the leaders of 
the revolt (' Sadducees') , 'elders' of the community, and 'Doctors of the 

Law' - generally Perushim, 'separated' initiates of the various degrees 

of 'pharisaic' purity. The Sanhedrin was established under roman pro- 
tection in 145, and the Jewish state retained its independence until the 

beginning of our Era, when it was incoroorated in the roman prvince of 
Syria, which had lost its independence in 63. Babylon and the eastern 
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parts of the seleucid 'kingdom had been lost to the parthians (who had 

begun to establish a 'magian' or zoroastrian state in the eastern part 

of Alexander's legacy in the third century) around the midä1e of the 

second century. 

The final incorporation of Syria and Egypt as roman provinces 

(with roman government) dates from their involvement in the 'internal' 

conflicts of the various contending parties who have already been noted 

in the transition from the conflict of mligarchy and democracy in the first 

half of the first century, to Augustus' success against Anthony and Cleo- 

patra (who were in effect founding an eastern empire) which concluded'in the 

extinction of the Ptolemies in 30. Egypt, unlike other provinces, became 

the direct property of the 'Emperor', ruled by his aauointed prefect (of 

the middle or knightly order), rather than by the senate - for Egypt had 

become the key to the economy of the Empire. Nobody of senatorial rank 

might even visit the country without express permission from the Emperor, 

for fear of conspiracy, of the economy falling into the hands of some fac- 

tion. 

What, though, does all this 'outward' activity have to do with 

Reflection? Surely, for example, Carneades' embassy to Rome in 156 - be- 

tween. the defeat of Macedon at Pydna in 168 and the destruction of Carthage 

and defeat of the Achaean League of greek states in 146 (after which GreEce 

became a roman province) involves so many factors that we cannot hope to, 

as it were, resolve it into 'components' - of which one might be the reflect- 
ion of cultural relations between Athens and Rome in the 'political' con- 
figuration of an embaGsy? Or rather: we may find in such an 'action' so 

man aspects or 'components' - how can we 'abstract' a simple configuration 

of a meeting of greek and roman 'culture' in the 'scene' of Carneades lect- 

uring to the young men of Rome? How can we presume to abstract any finite 

or definite system of relations from an action, a 'historical' action, root- 

ed, unlike, say, the clo'ed frame of a book, in an unanalysable network of 

rtlations? Is that not simply to confuse the 'closed' frame of a fiction 

with the oben range of aspects and accounts of a given historical 'action'., 
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... Is it not this Carneades himself - who wrote nothing - 

who seems (from the record of his successor Clitomachus) to have argued 

so forcibly against such a confusion? He would not, it seems, go so 

far as to abstract any 'account' from the particular circumstances of 

its utterance. How then can we -I- presume to fix the part of this 

same Carneades in a scheme of Reflection itself! 

- How can I presume to inscribe the difference, say, of Carn- 

eades' visit to Rome, and Panaetius long stay there with Scipio, in some 

sort of stoic scheme of the unfolding of Reason, AöYos 
... of a 'logical' 

order in the outward physical order of Greece and Rome in the second centurr; 

Perhaps we might get a little nearer a resolution of this 'in- 

commensurability' of the finite frame of an account, and the unlimited 

complexity of 'historical fact' , if we -consider what becomes of the op- 

position of a' carneadean' view and a' panaetian' view (the latter con- 

taining as one element this opposition of views.. ) towards the beginning 

of 'our Era' (an arbitrary frame of accounting indeed, it seems: a con- 

ventional marking of some nominal reference point in uniform symmetric 

Time). 

As we began to see a while ago, Cicero presents us with a sort 

of integration of the views of Carneades and Panaetius. Indeed, although 
he is avowedly an 'academic', not wishing to fall into any 'fiction' in 

which the assertion of the fiction, its certainty, is somehow one element 

of the fiction - yet his moral treatise, On Offices ('parts', 'duties') is, a. 
from the very title on' 2d er ved from the views of Panaetius. Only the 

presentation is Ciceros - just as it is only the 'presentation' to Rome 

of epicurean views that is Lucretius'.. 

... Yet.. 'we are not merely translators, but contribute our own 
judgement in deciding what to select, and how to present it'(1) 

.. Cicero frames the argument.. Cicero the lawyer.. 

He is almost a stoic.. and yet, in a way, he is a more radical 
'academic' than Carneades. For the very 'part' of academic question- 
ing, 'oDen-ness', rzz7v-nj , itself comes into question, in the framing 

of action. Balbus in the dialogue has at the end complained: It seems 

1: On -Offices,, I ý6 
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to me that the stoic account of Providence 'itself bears the mark of 

Providence' - and Cicero concludes: 'It seemed to me that the reasoning 

of Balbus brought us nearer to an image of the truth' than did the crit- 

icism of the academic Cotta. - As though the rightness, the 'moral' 

truth (the word, like so many others in our 'philosophical' vocabulary, 

is due to Cicero) of an action might be somehow more radical than a neg- 

ative 'critical' ability to as it were stand 'outside' the inevitable 

abstraction of any account from the irreducible question posed by its 

very 'abstraction'. An 'abstraction'that corresponds to the 'moral' 

actuality of stoicism, framed in the 'circular' assertion of the part 

of Reason, "° °5, in the assert ; ion of the part of Reason in things. 

That is: in Carneades' terms, might it not be morally 'right' 

to assert the place of 'rational' assertion in the scheme of things? 

Might it not 'work' better to assert this Reason in things, rather than 

not - even though we know that the circular assertion of the part of such 

Reason in our inscription of that assertion in the frame of Reason can- 

not be abstracted in some 'logically' closed scheme? 

- That is not to face the symmetry of Panaetius' assertion and 

Carneades' criticism, and see this as the critical base for a definit- 

ive judgemept in favour of a 'rational' framing of Kosmos. - Philo of 
Larissa, wh'o had succeeded Clitomachus as head of the Academy, had, in 

effect, nosed just this question of moral certainty. Cicero had studied, 

at Athens, under both Philo and his successor Antiochus, and definitely 

rejected (along with many 'academics') the identification by Antiochus 

of this 'question' at the root of the framing of Kosmos. Antiochus ex- 
tended the carneadean principle of the 'working' of a certain framing of 

action to the Kosmos as frame of all such 'working', and so combined 

stoic Reason and aristotelian Actuality within a 'critical' frame of what 
he called the 'Old Academy', marking a break with the 'New' Academy of 
Carneades, and a return to the cosmological frame of the Timaeus (which 

Cicero translated into latih). 

The difference between the perspectives of Cicero and Anti- 

ochus (they might perhaps be regarded almost as the roman and athenian 
'successors'of Philo respectively) will provide another example of the 
kind of correlation of 'figures' (or figurations, or configurations) of 
text and context that is now in question. - Cicero's frame of action - 
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including the activity of writing -. is the Court of Law, its drama 

of 'accounting' for action, framed in the finality of Judgement: 

Nos autem nee subito coepimus philosophari nee mediocrem a 

primo tempore aetatis in eo studio operam curamque consumpsumus 

et cum minime videbamur, tum maxime philosophabamur, quod et 

orationes declarent refertae philosophorum sententiis et doctis- 

simorum hominum familiaritates quibus semper domus nostra flor- 

uit, et principes ille Diodotus, Philo, Antiochus, Posidonius a 

quibus instituti sumus. Et si omnia philosophiae praecepta re- 
feruntur ad vitam, arbitramur nos et publicis et privatis in re- 
bus ea praestitisse quae ratio et doctrina praescripserit. (1) 

I have not suddenly begun to philosophise, nor have my effort 

and interest spent from an early age in that study been but aver- 

age; and just when least seeming to, I most philosophised, as is 

shown both by speeches. full of views of philosophers, and by the 

association with the learned men always seen about my house, and 
those leading philosohers Diodotus, Philo, Antiochus, and Posi- 

donius by whom I was educated. And if the precepts of philosophy 

relate in the end to our lives, I judge that both in public and 

private matters I have acted as my reason and doctrine prescribed. 

.. multa esse probabilia, quae quamquam non perciperentur, tarnen, 

quia visum quemdam haberent insignem et inlustrem its capientis 

vita regeretur. 
Sed iam, ut omni me invidia liberem, ponam in medio sententias 

philosophorum de natura deorum. Quo quidem loco convocandi om- 
nes videntur qui quae sit earum vera iudicent.. (2) 

there are many probabilities which, although they cannot be cer- 
tainly knowni may yet appear so clear and distinct that the life 

of a wise man may be directed by them. 

But now, to free myself of all presumption, I shall first set 
out the views of philosophers on the nature of gods. At this 

point indeed all seem called to join in judging which of these 

views is true.. 

.. ut adsint cognoscant animadvertant, quid de religione pietate 
sanctitate caeremoniis fide iure iurando, quid de templis delubris 

1: De Natura Deorum, 1.111,6 2: I. v-vi, 12-13 
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sacrificiisque sollemnibus, quid de ipsiis auspiciis quibus nos 

praesumus existimandum sit.. (1) 

.. let them come into court, weigh up the evidence, and return 
their verdict as to what we are to say of religion, piety, sanct- 
ity, ritual, faith, taking oaths, what of temples, shrines, sol- 

emn sacrifices, what of the very auspices over which I myself 

preside.. 

Cum multae res in philosophia nequaquam satis adhuc explicatae 

sint, tum -perdifficilis.. et perobscura quaestio est de natura 
deorum, quae et ad cognitionem animi pulcherrima est et ad mod- 

erandam religionem necessaria. (2) 

There are many questions in philosophy that have so far not been 

adequately explained; but the question of the nature of gods is 

the most thoroughly difficult and obscure of all, and both bids 

fairest to give a knowledge of our own mind, and is essential to 

the organising of religion. 

.. quod vero maxime rem causamque continet, utrum nihil agant, 

nihil moliantur, omni curatione et administratione rerun vacent, 

an contra ab its et a principio omnia facta et constituta sint 

et ad infinitum tempus regantur atque moveantur.. (3) 

.. indeed the whole matter and the whole case comes just to whet- 

her they effect nothing, intervene in nothing, above all con- 

cern in and direction of things; or whether on the contrary every- 
thing is by them formed and organised from the start, and govern- 
ed and worked through all'time.. 

.. haud scio an pietate adversus deos sublata fides etiam et 
societas generis humans et una excellentissima virtue iustitia 

tollatur. (4) 

.. I hardly know whether, if dutiful conduct towards the gods 

were taken away, good faith, the alliance of the human kind, 

and justice, the single most eminent virtue, would go with it. 

1: I. vi, 14 2: I. i, 1 3: 1.1,2 4: 1.11,3 
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Antiochus' frame of writing (on the other hand) is the Schools 

an instruction, a 'theory', which reflects Kosmos in the intermediate 

frame of social interaction. - In a frame of a societas generis hum- 

ani, a 'society', a human 'World', which this theory in turn inscribes 

theoretically in its Kosmos. 

How far may one call these two frames of writing and reflect- 

ion 'roman' and 'greek'? Surely it is no mere chance that Cicero's 

reflection is that-of a roman lawyer, and Antiochus' that of an athen- 
ian philosopher? And surely these two 'sides', roman and athenian, 

of the marriage of Stoa and Academy, may also be found embodied in 

the persons and reflections of Panaetius and Carneades in the second 

century, and down through the development of that dual reflection 
to Cicero and Antiochus. Might one not then 'inscribe' this figure 

of duality, this 'two-sidedness' of reflection in Greece and Rome, 

this more or less systematic difference of perspective, in a wider 

figure of mediterranean Culture - in which are inscribed also the 

'political' interaction of Greece and Rome which brought Carneades 

to Rome, the 'economy' of mediterranean activity, in which roman pol- 

icy had been so successful in its constant frame of Law and the As- 

sembly, its roman World as frame of activity, indeed of actuality? 

Can we not, as it were in Carneades' terms, see roman Law 

and greek Theory, say, as two 'frames' of activity, of self-assert- 

ion, in a primary dramatic frame of their interaction with one an- 

other, and with so many other figures and corresponding 'forces' in 

a. 'graeco-roman' World. A 'World' indeed which as primary figure, 

frame, must itself be 'in question', in a radical way questionable, 

since the roman and greek perspectives embodied in the reflection 

of Cicero and Antiochus do not, so to speak 'agree to differ': each 
frames their interaction from its own 'side', and they do not 'agree' 

upon any higher jurisdiction which might decide the matter, upon a 

shared frame in which the two perspectives might be inscribed as 
different 'points' of view in some unitary Space and Time of Activ- 

ity and its Actuality simply (somehow) 'as such'. 

This figure of the 'World' as general Frame of activity, 

of interaction of different principles of framing activity, different 

'cultures',, 'worlds', 'may yet be seen to correspond to a common figure, 
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an snalo , between the 'roman' perspective of Cicero, and the 'athen- 

ian' perspective of Antiochus. - In its simplest form, this figure is 

already im-)licit in Carneades' figure of Action (or Activity or Actuality, 

the 'working' of a given - or rather, chosen - frame). We know ourselves 

in the 'figure' of choice as 'self-activity'. And this is simply one in- 

stance of a figure of Actuality as what - to some extent - 'works' in the 

framing of Action. That is: the figure of 'framing' action itself 'works', 

has a certain actuality, although we cannot stoically abstract it to some 

closed circuit in which it immediately knows itself 'at work' in knowing 

itself (as Reason). 

Now in Cicero this same figure finds what is, in a way, a more 

radical application. We have a choice between fixing a frame of choice 
(although this is in some sense, as Carneades showed in his roman lectures, 

'arbitrary', uncertain, not 'true' in the strictest sense) or not. And we 

find that in, as it were 'provisionally', deciding to make decisions in a 

certain way, we are involved in a 'moral' actuality more radical than 'theo- 

retical' truth. Balbus, although he is 'wrong', as Cotta shows, is yet in 

a way right to be thus theoretically wrong. He makes the mistake of tak- 

ing the working of moral actuality, of 'Providence', in a particular ficure, 

as the truth, as a definition of Providence. Cotta shows that the defin- 

itive truth cannot lie in such 'stories'. And yet the figure of Providence, 

of the organisation of Actuality 'like' a story, with action inscribed 

within action, within the Action or Drama of the whole is indeed at work 

at a more radical level than the figure of exact definition. It is in 

some way right at some point to act according to a mere 'story', rather 

then refuse to choose because oneehasn't adequate grounds for a definit- 

ive choice. In particular, moral actuality, Justice, itself corresoonds 

to a general decision to frame deliberation in a fixed frame, chosen at 

the outset: it involves a kind of 'providing' for deliberation, bringing 

the possibility of deciding now about how a future decision will be made 

into question: and the 'working' of this choice is simply the actuality 

of Law, the establishment, as it were, of a 'court', deciding how to de- 

cide, in general, how to frame decision, simply as such. 'A wise man may 

well adopt (this) as a rule of life'. 

Yet Cicero does not try to give any definitive account of the 

place of such 'moral actuality', such responsability or accountability, 

in a wider frame of Kosmos. The choice of deliberation is a more rad- 

ical framing: it is up to everyone to understand this choice for them- 
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selves. The place of deliberation in Kosmos is itself a matter for 

deliberation, not a matter to be resolved by the head of some School, 

then to be posed as the question of whether or not one assents to the 

cosmic scheme of that school rather than another: for how then is one 

to decide between the dissenting Schools? 

- There is, then, a moral actuality of framing action within 

rules of deliberation, within Law - and this is the primary frame of 

deliberation and activity, in which reflection is one element, one side. 
Cicero's 'philosophy' is but one side - as he himself insidts. - of his 

activity over his whole life - of his asserting, within the frame of 

roman Law, the primacy of that frame - of his self-assertion in Law, as 
the leading advocate of Law and the republican Constitution. This step 
itself, 'into'the Law (after his early studies under Philo (then in Rome 

as a refugee from Athens in the parthian war), Phaedrus the epicurean and 
Diodotus the stoic), frames his activity - and part of that activity is 

the theoretically 'open' question of this step, of the 'closure' of this 

deliberative frame which Cicero has decided to enter. But this essenti- 

ally 'open' question of the place of such choice, such a frame of choice, 
in its widest context (whatever that may be asserted to be) is itself de- 

termined, 'morally', 'in practice', as simply one side of deliberation 

itself. There is no way to 'theoretically' decide the question posed by 

the moral actuality of choice, by inscribing it (like Antiochus in Atheni 

within some last 'theoretical' symmetry of the two sides of the quest- 
ion. The figure of Actuality presented by this question of Choice is in 

a way the same in Rome and in Athens, 
. and amounts, in a way, to the 'act- 

uality' of the difference of perspectives, 'practical' and 'theoretical'; 

but as in the case of the similar 'symmetry' of stoic and epicurean assert- 
ions around the beginning of the third century, the common 'dramatic' frame 

of roman and greek reflection only appears later. 

One element of this common 'dramatic' frame is, as I have now, 
I think, suggested in various ways, is the cultural configuration of the 

augustan integration of the 'World'. One last component in the 'Reflect- 

ion' that amounts to one 'side' of that World remains - it derives from 

another of Cicero's teachers, Posidonius, who was born at Apamea in Syria, 

studied under Panaetius, and taught at Rhodes - when he was not travelling 

about the World. Hipparchus who must have died about the time 
Posidonius 

left Syria had, as we saw, set out at Rhodes the mathematical frame of 
the heavens. Fe had also, in his work on the trigonometry of the sphere, 
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applied his theory to the navigational requirements of the rhodian 

merchant fleet, which dominated mediterranean sea-trade (as Alexandria 

dominated the markets of East and Weet, through this trade). Within this 

abstract frame, Posidonius sought to effect a grand stoic synthesLs - 
to articulate the whole World within this frame of Heaven and Earth as 

a great Story, a 'natural history', the Story of Nature. In a way, this 

amounts to a position which combines Cicero's moral or practical self- 

assertion in the frLme of Law, with the cosmic scheme of the Timaeus re- 

introduced by Antiochus: Posidonius"presents us with a 'graeco-syrian' 

version or interpretation (as it were) of the same simple figure of the 

Frame of Action and Actuality. The World is dramatised: moral actuality 

turns upon the figure of Choice, of self-assertion by which 

divine Reason, A y@, 5 , distinguishes itself in Nature from the underly- 

ing Economy of Necessity. The 'syrian' element is perhaps most strongly 

marked in the dual 'economy' of this posidonian Kosmos: the frame of 

Necessity, Matter, is as it were 'doubled' by a 'supernatural' economy, 

and the two meet in our choice, in our moral activity. The frame of 

divine Reason doubles mechanical Matter, and operates through our entry 
into, and participation in it, through choice, moral self-assertion. 

The drama extends from one limit of Kosmos - the all-comprehending outer 

Sphere of God, the Creator, through subordinate stellar circuits where 
the divine, Actuality of Choice is mixed to a greater and greater degree 

with dark'Matter, down to these our earthly bodies.. Yet we can (it seems, ' 

enter into the framing of Actuality in these nested stellar circuits, by 

framing our own activity in the supernatural economy of choice or Free- 

dom whose circular figures of inscription of assertion in the frame it 

asserts, correspond to the astral cyples of the stars. In particular, 

we may rise, by such activity, into 'higher' circuits or actualities, 

at death, when a spirit that as it were grows by moral activity distin- 

guishes itself from the earthly matter in which this activity has, over 

a life, been framed. From its new stellar circuit it may then take part 
in the 'framing' of what happens in lower circuits, and so rise further 

to higher and purer spheres of self-activity, until at last it reaches 
the 'comprehensive' sphere of the fixed stars and the divinity which knows 

itself as divinity. Posidonius' part in the scheme, then, lies as it 

were at the centre - in framing the scheme itself, Llike Empedocles be- 
fore him. 
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Here, at last, is where we come in. For one more step - to 

the beginning of our Era - presents us, in the very object of our inquiry, 

with that figure of the 'framing' of an Action with which we were con- 

fronted by Carneades. What grounds, we wondered (I wondered, at least, 

I hope you did too) might be asserted for fixing Carneades' 'position' 

in a schematic 'story' or configuration of text and context, of two 'sides' 

of the action of framing in words an action? We moved from this question 
(reflected, as it were, in Carneades' abdication of writing, of written 

assertion, abstracted from its particular situation) to a succeeding con- 

figuration, about a century later (around the middle of the first century) 
in which we found the lawyer Cicero asserting the moral force of choosing 

a frame of choice and action. At Rhodes, Posidonius was elaborating, to- 

wards the middle of the century, a sort of cosmic drama of 'framing' Actu- 

ality, and at Athens the Academy was split between those who assented to 

Antiochus' theoretical step into a closed Kosmos as primary frame of quest- 
ion and inscription or reflection, and those who remained 'critically' out- 

side such a circular assertion of primary circularity. 

The next step, in a strange sort of way, involves us: for it 

involves a configuration of 'History' as frame of activity - Time assert- 

ed as this Time, as Now (rather than inscribed in Reflection in abstract- 

ion from the time of this inscription) in which we, simply in virtue of 
being 'after' that step (the 'beginning of our Era) are somehow or other 
involved: We also are 'in' this History, whose (retrospective) marking 

in Time, as a sort of question of the two 'sides' of Time, of the Time 

of Reflection and the Time in which reflection on Time takes lace. 

To return to the aristotelian figure of the Drama, the mirroring 

over a common Time of 'inner' and 'outer' reality or actuality, the con- 
fusion of 'inner' and 'outer' in the 'poetic' play of figure, we might 

see in our 'Era', our Time, a primary figure in which, as 'interface' of 
'inner' imagination and 'outer' reality of 'things', the complementary 

actualities of two 'sides' are themselves articulated. Articulated both 

, from within', in 'imagination', and'from without'. But finding ourselves 
in this Time, this interface, it is in part up to us to decide what is 

'inner' and 'outer'. In this lies the figure - does it not? - of our 

self-assertion, in which even our consideration of whether or not it does, 

itself partakes. We're in it, that is, whether we like it or not - we 
have no choice, but to be thus involved in chice, in this Drama, in which 
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we read and write, and have a common story or 'History' of some sort - 

common, at least, to the extent that these very words are a sort of index 

of interaction, of 'community'. 

The transition into 'our' Era amounts to a radical question, 

corresronding to the interface in the 'poetic' frame of Figure of 'inside' 

and 'outside', a radical 'working' or actuality of 'figure' in which an 
'outer' Frame of Kosmos, its articulation in narrative Time 'responds' 

as it were to the radical question posed by my part in framing any ac- 

count (of anything). In this radical question of the 'poetic' closure 

of 'framing' the two figures of Zeno and Epicurus, ksrS 
and Matter, 

coincide in the academic frame of Action or Drama. But just as these 

stoic and epicurean 'dimensions' or components of a common actuality of 
Choice or self-activity were 'concretised' from Aristotle's abstract Eco- 

nomy of Inscription, of 'in' and 'out', ' and the academic figure of the 

particular situation was 'concretised' from these relatively abstract 
'poles' or figures of stoic and epicurean Choice, so is the 'frame', the 

figure towards which, as the beginning of an 'Era' or Story, these three 

components converge, 'concretised' from their common figure of 'abstract- 

ion' from the particular situation of this abstraction, these abstractions, 
in a common context of Space and Time, and indeed, a common frame of their 

interaction.. 

Within this common frame - the simple actuality of the 'story' 

that 'the World'-works in some sense as History, as Story - we can take 

a step back from the (thus far formal or nominal) convergence of contend- 
ing figures of Reflection or assertion in a sort of 'zero-point' of Time - 
of our Time - and find again the elementary-. configuration of different 
'imaginary' figures of Reflection, of 'this side' of the mirror of inner 

and outer actuality in Time, in the--'outward' frame of their interaction 
in a World, a common frame of Space and Time Ný&nd 

so much else besides). 
Thus, we may take a step back from this point of convergence of different 
'framings' of the activity of framing action to a mirroring, for example, 
of Carneades' framing of two speeches in Rome, in the\context of this in- 
itial cultural interaction of Athens and Rome. Or we may step back to 
the mirroring of the 'internal' relations of Cicero's Law and Antiochus' 

academic or athenian Kosmos, in the 'external' relations of the roman 
and athenian situations of these two activities of 'framing' activity. 
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Or- more generally -I might assert 92 'part' in a config- 

uration of 'internal' and 'external' relations of texts, as framing this 

configuration in the figure of a story - as a History. - As a History 

'in' which my external relations with Cicero and Carneades and others in 

a common Frame of Time and Space, on a common 'Earth', reflect 'internal' 

relations between this figure of a History, and Cicero's or Carneades' 

framing, 'figure', of their relations with earlier Reflection. 

Cicero's 'frame' is 'moral'; -this more 

the 'working' of Cicero's moral actuality may be 

with the part, the figure, of Cicero the lawyer, 

For it amounts to the actuality of Figure 'worki 

the 'primary' figure of two 'sides', 'inner' and 

a common time - Aristotle's figure of Drama. 

'radical' frame -in which 
inscribed and correlated 

we might call 'dramatic'. 

ng' simply as such, within 
'outer', articulated in 

To identify this frame as embodied in the configuration of Re- 

flection at the beginning of our 'Era' is, then, to 'participate' in this 

frame by framing the transition into this 'Era' in the figure of Drama. 

And this 'works' in the sense that the story that the World is framed as 

a Story, may be found at work in that transition - in the simple figure 

of this Story or History 'turning' about the recognition that such a 'story' 

in some sense 'works', corresponds, like Carneades' figure of assertion as 

the 'working' of the figure of framing, to a radical 'actuality' and pos- 

sibility of action: to a 'part' in History. 

To put it another way: the question that faced us in the person 

of Carneades was: how can any framing of Carneades' position - and in part- 

icular such a schematic one as that given above - 'work'? In a sense the 

question is irresoluble. Any 'account' works to the extent that it is in- 

deed an 'account': that is not nothing, but a 'working' of the figure of 

story, framing, account. But why choose any one account rather than any 

other? The question is partly resolved by Cicero: We can choose, and not- 

choosing is simply one possibility among others. In choosing, we discover 

that choosing a frame of choice 'works', corresponds to a moral actuality 

of Justice. And we may then rightly try to give an account of Carneades' 

scepticism or questioning any choice, as either a just or unjustified 

manner of proceeding in general. Scepticism is itself questioned as an 

activity. 

And now Cicero's assertion of Morality, the (moral' actuality 
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of Rule, Custom - mos, from which Cicero constructs one of his many 

new words, moralis - can in turn be 'inscribed' in a more 'radical' 

working of framing simply as such. - More radical in that it incorpor- 

ates as complementary 'components' or aspects Cicero's 'practical' or 

'moral' criticism of scepticism (as abdication of responsability, cboos- 

i ng not to choose) and a converse sceptical criticism of Cicero's 'cir- 

cular' argument for ihoosing a certain frame of choice, 'providing' for 

any future deliberation, and Chen) applying just such a principle of de- 

liberation to decide that it is 'right', and should 'rule' our activity. 

. In a more radical 'dramatic' frame, Cicero's 'rational' determination 

of a rational frame of deliberation, may be seen to define his part in 

the conflict of factions, his part of Lawyer, asserting the actuality of 

Law, yet failing to persuade other factions to be so rational as to de- 

cide upon a rational resolution of the conflict, and assent to the rule, 

through the courts, of his own 'middle' knightly class. The choice of Law 

or Rule which, as judge, he makes on behalf of all parties, ignores the 

Economy of choice, which can divest him of the part of representative, in 

which rationality is only one component, one 'moment' (to borrow a term 

of 'mechanics'). If the argument for Law is to be altogether general, and 

to evoke in fact that consensus (another ciceronian word) to which, in reas- 

on, it is entitled, one must be assured (all must be assured) that every- 

one else will also be reasonable, consent or assent to be ruled by reason. 

" 

But why should they consent? The romans in general are not the 

fictional participants in a ciceronian dialogue (condition of entry into 

which is determined - unlike entry into the actual roman assemblies - by 

Cicero himself). The Law decides cases, ultimately, in relation to the 

'parts' played by various individuals; but the initial distribution of 

parts - which has one man the millionaire Craasus, one man Cicero the 

lawyer, one man born a slave, is not itself rationally decided. For the 

millionaire or slave to consent to Law already involves a choice in a wider 

Economy of interest. it just happens that the interests of the knightly 

class of Cicero leads him to identify Law as the natural ch ice of a frame 

of deliberation. He naturally sees himself as 'disinterested', far it 

is in his interest that everyone should be thus 'disinterested'. 

Th1s difficulty naturally leads to the question of a wider Ec- 

onomy in which it would make sense for everyone to agree to agree, to be 

bound by impartial deliberation. Yet this wider Economy of Providence 
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about which Cicero deliberates in the fictional tribunals of reason 
that replace the real tribunals overthrown by the dictator Ceasar, is 
itself treated from the deliberative standpoint that it must, in turn, 

determine or substantiate. 

That is: the initial 'circular' abstraction to the Lawyer's 

rational determination of the relat one of rational and irrational, can- 

not itself determine a more general frame in which this abstraction can 
be 'justified'. The Law cannot ultimately decide the 'rightness' of the 
lawyer's perspective, cannot determine why a man in general should de- 
liberate like a lawyer, any more than the Law in fact decides whether 

a man is borýYiawyýr, slave or millionaire. 

The abstraction to a 'part' of lawyer, corresponding to an 
initial 'identity' abstracted from the poetic frame of 'identification', 

from the dramatic play of figures of 'me' in my part, and 'that' or 'him' 

or 'her' outside my part, outside the articulation of = choice, and 

activity, is at the same time an abstraction from the actual interaction 

of 'Heaven' and 'Earth' which the lawyer hopes may 'justify' the part of 
the lawyer and rational deliberation. - An abstraction from the radical 
figure of Drama as Mystery into which Cicero had been 'initiated' on hie 
first visit to Athens, in the form of the eleusinian mysteries of Demeter 

and Persephone, of Life and Death - Mystery as instituted at Athens. 
0 

How, then, can be framed', a last step of ' concretisation' of 
the figure of Drama, a step into a dramatic Frame, a more radical 'act- 
ivity' or working, in which the 'working' or actuality of Cicero's moral 
assertion may in its turn, be inscribed? 

Such a 'frame' (for want, meanwhile, of a better term for the 
frame itself, within such a 'frame') must embody, at least, the common 
or analogous principle of circular 'actuality' in Zeno's first 'step', and 
Epicurus'", and Cicero's - and Carneades. ', Panaetius', Posidinius', Antio- 

chus'... 

- And it must involve some principle of correlation of these 
different 'versions' of Choice or Action - relating somehow the 'outwanä' 
differences by which we differentiate between 'Cicero' and 'Carneades', 
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for example, to the 'formal' transpositions, logical relations, of 

their 'views', perspectives, assertions (or - in Carneades' case - non- 

assertion). 

Indeed, this in itself is perhaps enough. -A principle of cor- 

relation in a common frame of different perspectives on that frame, with 

different 'positions' in that frame. And such a principle has already 

been presented in Aristotle's account of Drama, of the poetics of Action - 
the correlation of the open Economy of the Possible, the potential, and 
the closed circuit of Active Reason, in a radical analogy of 'inside' and 

'outside', 'self' and 'thing', positing and posited - and this in the 

elementary frame of the Image, in and from which Reason - 
Aolyos 

- dis- 

tinguishes itself. 

This 'dramatic' frame is 'radical' -a 'root' of different 

'frames' insofar as these may themselves be determined 'in' terms of 

this radical frame: the frame itself incorporates a principle of differ- 

ing from it - as a whole it contains within itself the distinction of 

part and whole; elements or components of the frame, embodying a com- 

mon 'dramatic' principle at different 'points' in the frame, do not them- 

selves 'comprehend' their partiality. 

r 

Radical also, in that our determination of the frame - mine, at 

any rate - must themselves be 'inscribed' within the frame. The 'frame' 

is not simply some 'story', some 'account', of independent Fact (which 

might be suuoosed to somehow tell its own story, speak for itself): the 

position from which the 'story' is asserted is itself 'part' of the story. 
I do not intend, for example, to comprehend Carneades' non-assertion in 

some comprehensive and definitive History. I only assert that a certain 
actuality of criticism, of the Critic, 'in' Carneades, may be 'inscribed' 

in some more general 'working4 or Actuality, which actually determines 

an interaction of Critic and his Situation, in a wider Economy to which 
the Critic, as such, is 'blind'. - The figure of its working is not 'com- 

prehended' in the figure of the Critic's framing of his Situation. 

I suggest (that is) that the 'beginning of our Era' is marked 
by a figure of that radical play of Figure, 'analogy', of which (for ex- 
amnle) the complementary stoic and epicurean figures of this 'drama' are 
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themselves two 'poles', and two components. The suggestion involves 

the implication of this very figure of the assertion that such a figure 

marks the commencement of our 'Era', in the figure or Drama it asserts - 

and this as an irreducible component. " 

This, then, involves the assertion of the embodiment in that 

transition of the figure of a auestion: it amounts to the identification 

of the most radical circularity of assertion (of which the circular cri- 
ticism of Carneades, say, and the circular 'morality' of Cicero are two 

'partial' expressions) as question. - As the question of our part in Act- 

uality, which each one of us can - indeed must - decide for ourselves. I 

cannot, for example (this from the very nature of the case) play the part 

of the rational judge who assumes your consent to my 'rational' determin- 

ation of your part in this figure of Drama. In this the element or figure 

of Question is more positive than Cicero's positing of Law, of the frame 

of deliberation which must decide the frame of deliberation. It incorpor- 

ates the resnonsability of each of us to frame for ourselves the frame of 

our deliberation, and corresponds to a possibility closed to Cicero's read- 

ers. 

The, figure then, of what happens in the transition depending upon 

our framing of it, is itself embodied in the transition. The transition 

asserts its(ýf as question. 


